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Editors’ Preface 
 
This collection of papers stems from the Fourth Workshop on the Representation and 
Processing of Sign Languages, held in May 2010 as a satellite to the Language Resources and 
Evaluation Conference in Valletta, Malta. 
While there has been occasional attention for sign languages at the main LREC conference, 
the main focus there is on spoken languages in their written and spoken forms. This series of 
workshops, however, offers a forum for researchers focussing on sign languages. For the 
second time, the workshop had sign language corpora as its main topic. With more time than 
in 2008, however, it was possible to include different views on corpora: The more linguistic 
aspects of collecting, annotating and analysing corpus data on the one hand, and sign 
language technologies, including vision and avatar technology, making use of sign language 
corpora or assisting the linguistic processing of corpora. 
The papers at this workshop clearly identify the potentials of even closer cooperation between 
sign linguists and sign language engineers, and we think it is events like this that contribute a 
lot to a better understanding between researchers with completely different backgrounds. 
 
The contributions composing this volume are presented in alphabetical order by the first 
author. For the reader’s convenience, an author index is provided as well. We expect slides and 
posters to become available some time after the workshop at http://www.sign-lang.uni-
hamburg.de/lrec2010/programme.html. 
 
We would like to thank all members of the programme committee who helped us reviewing an 
unexpectedly high number of abstracts for the workshop within a very short timeframe! 
 
Finally, we would like to point the reader to the proceedings of the previous workshops that 
form important resources in a growing field of research: 
 
O. Streiter & C. Vettori (2004, Eds.) From SignWriting to Image Processing. Information 
techniques and their implications for teaching, documentation and communication. 
[Proceedings of the Workshop on the Representation and Processing of Sign Languages. 4th 
International Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation, LREC 2004, Lisbon.] Paris: 
ELRA. 
C. Vettori (2006, Ed.) Lexicographic Matters and Didactic Scenarios. [Proceedings of the 2nd 
Workshop on the Representation and Processing of Sign Languages. 5th International 
Conference on Language Resources and Evaluation, LREC 2006, Genova.] Paris: ELRA. 
O. Crasborn, E. Efthimiou, T. Hanke, E. Thoutenhoofd & I. Zwitserlood (2008, Eds.) 
Construction and Exploitation of Sign Language Corpora. [Proceedings of the 3rd Workshop 
on the Representation and Processing of Sign Languages. 6th International Conference on 
Language Resources and Evaluation, LREC 2008, Marrakech.] Paris: ELRA. 
 
(While the first two are available from ELRA, the third is available online at 
 http://www.lrec-conf.org/proceedings/lrec2008/workshops/W25_Proceedings.pdf. 
For many presentations, slides or posters are also available at 
 http://www.sign-lang.uni-hamburg.de/lrec2008/programme.html.) 
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An Arabic Sign Language Corpus for Instructional Language in School
Abdulaziz Almohimeed, Mike Wald, Robert Damper
School of Electronics and Computer Science, University of Southampton
SO17 1BJ, UK
{aia07r|mw|rid}@ecs.soton.ac.uk
Abstract
An annotated sign language corpus is essential for machine translation projects. For this reason, many sign language corpora have been
developed. Unfortunately, none of these is based on Arabic Sign Language (ArSL). In this paper, we present the ArSL corpus we created
that is based on school-level language instruction.
1. Introduction
In recent years, many efficient machine translation ap-
proaches, both statistical and example-based, have been
proposed. These are corpus-based approaches. The
accuracy of translation is directly correlated to the size
and coverage of the corpus. The corpus is a collection of
translation examples constructed from existing documents,
such as books and newspapers. A written system for
sign language (SL) comparable to that used for natural
language has not been developed. Hence, no SL documents
exist, which complicates the procedure of constructing an
SL corpus. In countries such as the UK, Ireland, and
Germany, a number of corpora have already been developed
and used for machine translation (MT). Unfortunately,
there is no existing Arabic Sign Language (ArSL) corpus
for MT. Therefore, a new ArSL corpus for language
instruction was created.
2. Recent Work
The following is a survey of recent work that has informed
our project.
The Centre for Deaf Studies in the School of Linguistics,
Speech, and Communication Sciences, Trinity College
Dublin built an Irish sign language corpus (Leeson et al.,
2006). This corpus, which contains children’s stories,
took approximately three years to build. There were
40 signers involved. The participants’ ages ranged from
18 to 65 years, and they came from different regions in
Ireland. The recorded videos are about 20 hours long.
The videos were annotated using the EUDICO Linguistic
Annotator (ELAN)1. The sign sentences were divided into
different tiers that represent the Manual Features (MFs),
referring to the hands, and Non-Manual Features (NMFs),
referring to other parts of the body, such as the eyes, mouth,
cheeks, etc., in gloss notation. In addition, an English
translation was included for each sign sentence.
The European Cultural Heritage Online (ECHO) built a
corpus of Swedish, British and Dutch SLs (Morrissey,
2008). It contains five children’s stories signed in each SL.
Approximately 500 signed sentences were collected in each
language. ELAN was used to analyse the sentences.
Bungeroth et al. (2006) devised a German sign language
corpus (DGS) for the weather report domain. They
1http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan/
constructed their corpus by extracting the German subtitle
text and DGS translation from a German daily weather
news television channel called Phoenix Broadcasts. The
signs were collected by extracting the lower right corner of
the broadcast frame that shows the DGS interpreter. They
used ELAN to analyse the DGS sentences. They separated
these sentences into the following five tiers: gloss notation
of the sign sentences, word classes (such as verb, noun,
adjective, adverb, etc.), DGS sentence boundaries, German
sentence translation, and German sentence boundaries.
There were 2,468 sentences collected. This corpus was
mainly designed for statistical machine translation and sign
recognition.
3. Gloss Notation
A gloss notation is a textual representation of sign lan-
guage. It is beneficial to use this notation method because
it allows for storing and processing the signs, and a sign
avatar can represent and animate the signs by passing the
details of MFs and NMFs. Arabic letters will be used for
the ArSL corpus annotation. The reason for this is that
none of the signers assisting with the corpus building has
the ability to write the gloss in English. Therefore, a new
specification for writing the gloss notation in Arabic has
been created.
NMFs will now be used to describe the use of gloss
notation. Each NMF is represented as follows:
(NMF Part) -- "Action" -- Action
Description
Example: (Mouth) – “ZAg. ” – Y 
where “ZAg. ” means the signer is pronouncing the word
“ZAg. ” (i.e., “jaa”) and Y  represents the signer stretching
the lips. Table 1 summarises all of the gloss notations used
for the ArSL corpus.
An example of this is the textual representation of the sign
sentence of the Arabic sentence “Ð@Qk é¯QåË @ ”:
(Mouth) "ZAg. " Y 
(Head)
(Eyes)
C 	«@
(Nose)
The empty tiers mean no action exists. These annotation
tiers can be combined as
(Mouth) "ZAg. " Y  (Eyes) C 	«@
4th Workshop on the Representation and Processing of Sign Languages: Corpora and Sign Language Technologies
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Table 1: Summary of the Arabic gloss notation used in the
ArSL corpus.
NMF Action Gloss
Eyes Closing “ C 	«@”
Opening “ iJ 	¯”
Blinking “ 	Óð”
Nose Wrinkling “ Yªm.
'”
Mouth Opening “ iJ 	¯”
Closing “ C 	«@”
Tongue out “ h. @Q 	k@”
Stre. lips “ Y ”
Sucking air “ ¡ 	® ”
Blowing air “ h. @Q 	k@”
Shoulders Forwards “ ÐAÓ@”
Backwards “ 	­Ê 	g”
Left “ PA
”
Right “ 	á
Öß
”
Cheeks Puffing out “ Zú
ÎÓ”
Sucking in “ I. m”
Eyesbrows Raising “ ú
Î«@”
Lowering “ É 	®@”
where the empty features will not be taken into account.
4. Corpus Setup
4.1. Domain
The translation system still needs a suitable dataset. By
restricting the corpus domain, the input sentences can
be covered by the matching corpus sentences, which
will increase the accuracy of the translation results. In
addition, since each word can have more than one meaning,
depending on the context, a restricted domain will help
reduce this ambiguity. The constructed corpus domain
was restricted to the instructional language that is used in
schools for deaf students. It can be described as a one-
directional instruction that communicates sentences from
teachers to students. For this purpose, a corpus team was
established that included three native ArSL signers and one
expert interpreter.
4.2. Video Recording
To be sure that the translated sign sentences are fluent, clear,
complete, and fully independent from the original Arabic
sentences, the recording steps in Figure 1 were followed.
In Figure 1, sign sentences were produced after the
interpreter showed the signers the meaning of the sentences
using ArSL, without having them read the Arabic sentence.
The reason is that after reading the Arabic sentence, the
signers signed all of the original Arabic sentence details,
even if they were not required. The signers also followed
the order of the Arabic sentence. Then they signed it. After
each sentence was recorded, the video was checked by the
native signers to be sure that it was correct and would be
Figure 1: Steps in recording the signed sentences.
clear to deaf people in different age groups. If it was
correct, they signed the next sentence; if not, the video
was deleted and the sentence was recorded again. In the
end, 213 ArSL sentences were recorded using a Sony DSC-
W120 digital camera and were stored in MPEG format. The
size of the recorded video frame is 640× 480 pixels.
4.3. Video Corpus
After recording the sign sentences, the videos were
annotated using the ELAN annotation tool. As shown in
Figure 2, Arabic translation was added. Then, boundaries
for each sign in the recorded video were clearly marked,
and extra information was added. This information
contained both MFs and NMFs. NMFs were described
using the gloss notation discussed above. After isolating
and adding the MFs and NMFs for all of the signs in the
ArSL sentences, the annotated ArSL data were saved in
EAF XML format.
4.4. Bilingual Corpus and ArSL Sign Dictionary
After the annotated ArSL data were saved in EAF XML
format, the next phase was to build a bilingual corpus of
ArSL and Arabic text delivered from the EAF and MPEG
files. This procedure is essential for ArSL translation. The
first step in constructing the bilingual corpus, is parsing the
EAF XML files and extracting the MFs and NMFs for each
sign, as shown in Figure 3.
Considering the information extracted for each feature (see
bottom of Figure 3), the feature name field determines
which part of the body is being used (this may be the
right hand, left hand, mouth, etc.); the text shows the gloss
notation for the particular body part. The EAF file name
and Video fields identify the EAF and Video locations for
each part. The start and finish time determines the exact
location of the feature in the source video, which will be
used later in constructing the signs-to-Arabic dictionary
to extract the sign video clip from the source video.
After the completion of this step, 1,897 features had been
extracted. The next step in constructing the bilingual corpus
is producing the sign dictionary using the extracted MFs
4th Workshop on the Representation and Processing of Sign Languages: Corpora and Sign Language Technologies
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Figure 2: Using the ELAN Linguistic Annotator to annotate sign sentences.
Figure 3: Parsing EAF XML.
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Figure 4: Distribution of collected sentences according to
the number of signs that they contain.
and NMFs. All features that occur in the same period of
time and have the same video source are considered to
belong to same sign, and are collected together with that
sign. Arabic sentence translation is then used to produce
sign sentences in Arabic (bilingual corpus). The signs in
this sentence will be linked to the corpus in the correct order
using the video name.
The next step is extracting the video clips from the source
video files using the start and finish times. After extracting
each clip, the clip location will be appended to the sign
table.
The last step is adding tags to represent the syntactic
and morphological information for each sentence. The
following is an example:
Arabic Sentence: ¹	JÓ Q 	ª@ ñë 	áÓ H. Qå	
 B
After adding tags: <particle> B
<verb present> H. Qå	

<preposition> 	áÓ
<personal pronoun> ñë
<adjective> Q 	ª@
<preposition> 	áÓ+
<personal pronoun> ¸
In the end, there were 710 signs in the dictionary. There
were 203 signed sentences in the bilingual corpus. The
dsitribution of sentences according to the number of signs
that they contain is shown in Figure 4.
5. Conclusion
We have presented an ArSL corpus for school-level
language instruction. The corpus contains two main parts.
The first part is the annotated video data that contains
isolated signs with detailed information that includes MFs
and NMFs. It also contains the Arabic translation script.
The second part is the bilingual corpus that is delivered
from the annotated video. A translation system can
be used with a bilingual corpus. The ArSL corpus
is now publicly available from www.ArSL.org and is
suitable for ArSL recognition and translation systems.
We are currently using the corpus to conduct translation
experiments with Arabic text. We also plan to extend the
number of examples to cover a larger domain.
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Abstract
Looking up the meaning of an unknown sign is not nearly so straightforward as looking up a word from a written language in a dictionary.
This paper describes progress in an ongoing project to build a system that helps users look up the meaning of ASL signs. An important
part of the project is building a video database with examples of a large number of signs. So far we have recorded video examples for
almost all of the 3,000 signs contained in the Gallaudet dictionary (and some others not listed there). Locations of hands and the face
have been manually annotated for a large number of videos. Using this data, we have built an application that lets the user submit a video
of a sign as a query, and presents to the user the most similar signs from the system database. System performance has been evaluated
in user-independent experiments with a system vocabulary of 921 signs. For 67% of the test signs, the correct sign is included in the 20
most similar signs retrieved by the system.
1. Introduction
Looking up the meaning of an unknown sign is not nearly
so straightforward as looking up a word from a written lan-
guage in a dictionary. This paper describes progress in an
ongoing project to build a system that helps users look up
the meaning of ASL signs. Our efforts in this project in-
clude construction of a large annotated video dataset, as
well as system implementation.
Our dataset contains video examples for almost all of the
3,000 signs contained in the Gallaudet dictionary (and some
others not listed there). Each video sequence is captured
simultaneously from four different cameras, providing two
frontal views, a side view, and a view zoomed in on the
signer’s face. Our video dataset is available on the Web.
In the current system, the user submits a video of the un-
known sign to look up its meaning. The system evaluates
the similarity between the query video and every sign video
in the database, using the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
distance. System performance has been evaluated in user-
independent experiments with a system vocabulary of 921
signs. In our experiments we only use a single frontal view
for both test and training examples. For 67% of the test
signs, the correct sign is included in the 20 most similar
signs retrieved by the system. More detailed results are pre-
sented in the experiments section.
Our approach is differentiated from prior approaches to
sign language recognition by the fact that it is both vision-
based and user-independent, while also employing a large
vocabulary (921 signs). Many approaches are not vision-
based, but instead use input from magnetic trackers and
sensor gloves, e.g., (Gao et al., 2004; Vogler and Metaxas,
2003; Yao et al., 2006). Such methods have achieved good
results on continuous Chinese Sign Language with vocab-
ularies of about 5,000 signs (Gao et al., 2004; Yao et al.,
2006).
On the other hand, computer vision-based methods
typically have been evaluated on smaller vocabularies (20-
250 signs) (Bauer and Kraiss, 2001; Deng and Tsui, 2002;
Dreuw and Ney, 2008; Fujimura and Liu, 2006; Kadir et
al., 2004; Starner and Pentland, 1998; Zieren and Kraiss,
2005). While high recognition accuracy (85% to 99.3%)
has been reported on vocabulary sizes of 164 signs (Kadir et
al., 2004) and 232 signs (Zieren and Kraiss, 2005), those re-
sults are on user-dependent experiments, where the system
is tested on users that have also provided the training data.
In contrast, in our experiments the test signs are produced
by users who do not appear in the training data, and the size
of the vocabulary (921 distinct sign classes) is significantly
larger than the vocabulary sizes that existing vision-based
methods have been evaluated on.
2. Dataset: Videos and Annotations
In this section we describe the American Sign Language
Lexicon Video Dataset (ASLLVD), which we have been
building as part of this project. In particular, we update
the information given in (Athitsos et al., 2008), to include
the additional videos and annotations that we have added to
this dataset in the last two years.
Our goal is to include video examples from a vocabulary
that is similar in scale and scope to the set of lexical entries
in existing ASL-to-English dictionaries, e.g., (Tennant and
Brown, 1998; Valli, 2006). In the system vocabulary, we
do not include name signs or fingerspelled signs, with the
exception of some very commonly used ones (that are typi-
cally included in ASL dictionaries). We do not include clas-
sifier constructions, in which a classifier undergoes iconic
movement, to illustrate the path or manner of motion, or the
interaction of entities. The signs included in our dataset are
restricted to the remaining (most prevalent) class of signs
in ASL, which we refer to as “lexical signs.”
At this point, we already have at least one video exam-
ple per sign from a native signer, for almost all of the 3,000
signs contained in the Gallaudet dictionary (Valli, 2006).
For a second signer we have collected 1630 signs, for a
third signer we have collected 1490 signs, and for two addi-
tional signers we have collected about 400 signs. We would
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Figure 1: One of the frontal views (left), the side view (middle), and the face view (right), for a frame of a video sequence
in the ASL Lexicon Video Dataset. The frame is from a production of the sign “merry-go-round.”
eventually like to have at least three examples per sign for
all signs in the system vocabulary.
2.1. Video Characteristics
The video sequences for this dataset are captured simulta-
neously from four different cameras, providing a side view,
two frontal views, and a view zoomed in on the face of the
signer. Figure 1 shows one of the frontal views, the side
view, and the face view, for a frame of a video sequence in
our dataset.
For the side view, the first frontal view, and the face view,
video is captured at 60 frames per second, non-interlaced,
at a resolution of 640x480 pixels per frame. For the sec-
ond frontal view, video is captured at 30 frames per sec-
ond, non-interlaced, at a resolution of 1600x1200 pixels per
frame. All videos are available on the dataset websites, in
formats employing both lossless compression (for higher
video quality) and lossy compression (for faster download-
ing/browsing).
2.2. Annotations
The annotation for a video sequence contains, for each sign
in that sequence, the start and end frames for that sign, a
conventional English-based gloss of the sign, classification
as one-handed or two-handed, and a signer ID. We also in-
clude manual annotations of the locations of the two hands
and the face for a large number of signs. For hands, we
mark at each frame the bounding box of the dominant hand,
as well as the bounding box of the non-dominant hand for
two-handed signs. For faces, we mark the bounding box
of the face location at the first frame of each sign. Hand
and face locations have been annotated for about 1500 sign
examples from one signer, 1300 examples from a second
signer, and 650 examples from a third signer.
The Gallaudet dictionary (Valli, 2006) includes a DVD
containing a video example of every sign included in that
dictionary. As those videos provide a valuable extra exam-
ple per sign for almost all signs appearing in our dataset,
we have annotated hand and face locations for about 1800
of the 3000 signs in that dictionary, and we intend to anno-
tate the remaining signs in the next few months.
2.3. Availability
The ASLLVD dataset, including videos and annotations, is
available for downloading on the project websites, located
at the following two URLs:
• http://csr.bu.edu/asl_lexicon
• http://vlm1.uta.edu/˜athitsos/asl_lexicon
In addition to the ASL Lexicon Video Dataset, a large
quantity of ASL video and annotations that we have col-
lected for previous projects is also available in various for-
mats (on the Web from http://www.bu.edu/asllrp/
and on CD-ROM; see also (Dreuw et al., 2008)). This
video dataset includes 15 short narratives (2-6 minutes in
length) plus hundreds of elicited sentences, for a total of
about 2,000 utterances with over 1,700 distinct signs and a
total of over 11,000 sign tokens altogether. These data have
been annotated linguistically, using SignStreamTM (Neidle,
2002; Neidle et al., 2001) (currently being reimplemented
in Java with many new features). Annotations include in-
formation about the start and end point of each sign, part
of speech, and linguistically significant facial expressions
and head movements. The annotation conventions are doc-
umented (Neidle, 2002/2007) and the annotations are also
available in XML format.
3. System Implementation
Signs are differentiated from one another by hand shape,
orientation, location in the signing space relative to the
body, and movement. In this paper we only use hand mo-
tion to discriminate between signs, leaving incorporation of
hand appearance and body pose information as future work.
Furthermore, we make the simplifying assumption that the
system knows the location of the hands in all videos. The
location of hands in all database sequences is manually an-
notated. Hand detection in the query sequence is performed
in a semi-automatic way, where the system identifies hand
locations using skin and motion information (Martin et al.,
1998), and the user reviews and corrects the results.
Each sign video X is represented as a time series
(X1, . . . , X|X|), where |X | is the number of frames in the
video. Each Xt, corresponding to frame t of the video, is a
2D vector storing the (x, y) position of the centroid of the
dominant hand, for one-handed signs, or a 4D vector stor-
ing the centroids of both hands, for two-handed signs. For
the purpose of measuring distance between the time-series
representations of signs, we use the dynamic time warping
(DTW) distance measure (Kruskal and Liberman, 1983).
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Figure 2: A plot of P (k) vs. k illustrating the accuracy of our implementation. The x-axis corresponds to values of k. For
each such value of k, we show the percentage of test signs P (k) for which the correct sign class was ranked in the top k
classes among all 921 classes. The plot on the right zooms in on a range of k from 1 to 30.
In particular, let Q be a test video and X
be a training video. A warping path W =
((w1,1, w1,2), . . . , (w|W |,1, w|W |,2)) defines an alignment
between Q and X . The i-th element of W is a pair
(wi,1, wi,2) that specifies a correspondence between frame
Qwi,1 of Q and frame Xwi,2 of X . Warping path W must
satisfy the following constraints:
• Boundary conditions: w1,1 = w1,2 = 1, w|W |,1 =
|Q| and w|W |,2 = |X |.
• Monotonicity: wi+1,1−wi,1 ≥ 0, wi+1,2−wi,2 ≥ 0.
• Continuity: wi+1,1 − wi,1 ≤ 1, wi+1,2 − wi,2 ≤ 1.
For one-handed signs, the cost C(W ) of the warping path
W is the sum of the Euclidean distances between dom-
inant hand centroids of corresponding frames Qwi,1 and
Xwi,2 . For two-handed signs, we include in the cost C(W )
the sum of the Euclidean distances between non-dominant
hands in corresponding frames. The DTW distance be-
tween Q and X is the cost of the lowest-cost warping path
between Q and X , and is computed using dynamic pro-
gramming (Kruskal and Liberman, 1983), with time com-
plexity O(|Q||X |).
To address differences in translation between sign exam-
ples, we normalize all hand centroid positions based on the
location of the face. The face location in database videos is
manually annotated, whereas for test videos we use the face
detector developed by (Rowley et al., 1998). To address
differences in scale, for each training example we gener-
ate 121 scaled copies. Each scaled copy is produced by
choosing two scaling parameters Sx and Sy , that determine
respectively how to scale along the x axis and the y axis.
Each Sx and Sy can take 11 different values spaced uni-
formly between 0.9 and 1.1. We should note that each of
these multiple copies is not a new sign video, but simply
a new time series, and thus the storage space required for
these multiple copies is not significant.
4. Experiments
The test set used in our experiments consists of 193 sign
videos, with all signs performed by two native ASL sign-
ers. The training set contains 933 sign videos, correspond-
ing to 921 unique sign classes, and performed by a na-
tive ASL signer different from the signers appearing in the
test videos. When submitting a test sign, the user specifies
whether that sign is one-handed or two-handed. The system
uses that information to automatically eliminate from the
results signs performed with a different number of hands (it
should be noted, however, that, especially for certain signs,
there can be some variability in the number of hands used).
Although the ASLLVD dataset includes four camera views
for each sign video, we only use the single 640x480 frontal
view of each sign example in our experiments.
The results that we have obtained are shown in Figure 2.
The measure of accuracy is a function P (k) that measures
the percentage of test signs for which the correct sign class
was ranked in the top k out of the 921 classes. For example,
in our results, P (20) = 66.8%, meaning that for 66.8%
of the 193 test signs, the correct sign class was ranked in
the top 20 results retrieved by the system. In Figure 2, we
include a plot focusing on a range of k from 1 to 30, as
we believe few users would have the patience to browse
through more than 30 results in order to find a video of the
sign they are looking for. In Figure 3 we show an example
of a query for which the correct match was ranked very
low (rank 233), because of differences in the hand position
between the query video and the matching database video.
On an Intel Xeon quad-core E5405 processor, running at
2.0GHz, and using only a single core, it takes on average
10 seconds to compute DTW distances and find the best
matching results for a single test sign.
5. Discussion
In this paper we have provided an up-to-date description of
the ASL Lexicon Video Dataset, a publicly available corpus
that contains high-quality video sequences of thousands of
distinct sign classes of American Sign Language, as well
as manually annotated hand and face locations for a large
number of those examples. We have also described an im-
plementation of a system that allows users to look up the
meaning of an ASL sign, with a simple method based on
hand centroids and dynamic time warping.
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Figure 3: Example of a query sign for which the correct
class (“dog”) was ranked very low (rank 233). This sign ex-
hibits small hand motion. A representative frame is shown
for the query video (left) and for the correct database match
(right). We note that the position of the hand is significantly
different between the query and the database match.
Using our simple implementation, the correct class is
ranked in the top 20 classes, out of 921 sign classes, for
67% of the test signs. This is an encouraging result, given
that we are not yet using any information from handshape,
hand orientation, or body pose. At the same time, our cur-
rent implementation does not work very well for a signifi-
cant fraction of test signs. For example, for 19% of the test
signs the correct class is not included in the top 50. We hope
that including additional information, from features related
to hand and body pose, will lead to significantly better re-
sults, and that is a topic that we are currently investigating.
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Abstract
Corpus-based Sign Language linguistics has emerged as a new linguistic domain, and as a consequence large-scale and controlled video
data repositories are under construction for different Sign Languages. Nevertheless, as pointed by (Johnston, 2008) no unified annotation
scheme is yet available, which compromises any chance of comparing or reusing corpora across research teams. Another related issue
is the comparability of descriptions and formalizations between SL linguistics and mainstream linguistics. In this paper, we address the
issue of the definition of a common annotation scheme for Sign Language corpora annotation, distribution, exchange and comparison. In
section 2. we discuss the challenge of building inter-operable corpora for corpus-based linguistics. We also examine existing annotation
schemes or strategies proposed for SL linguistics. In section 3. we propose a small set of annotation tiers, based on Frame-Semantics, as
a common annotation scheme. We also propose to add text-level as well as utterance-level metadata to this common annotation scheme,
in order to broaden the range of future uses of SL corpora.
1. Introduction
Mainstream corpus-based linguistics for oral and written
languages is a flourishing research domain now that the ca-
pabilities of computers and linguistic software meet the de-
mand of corpus-based and corpus-driven approaches both
for linguistic research and applied domains of linguistics
(second-language learning, lexicography, machine transla-
tion).
Sign Languages, on the other hand, are visuo-gestural and
multi-segmental languages. Moreover, they have no stabi-
lized written form, as of today, which hinders their com-
putational processing. To make things even worse, Deafs
over the world have generally been forbidden to use their
natural language up until very recently1, which has yielded
great linguistic diversity. As a consequence, every aspect
of their description, from the identification of basic units
to the description of SL syntax or semantics, is a challenge
to linguists, and even more so for computational or corpus
linguists.
Sign Language linguistics can therefore be considered as
a new and very challenging linguistic domain. Since most
SL linguists are not native speakers of the language they
are engaged in describing, at least some resort to actual
language usage is necessary, even in the most formal ap-
proaches to SL linguistics. As a consequence, large-scale
and controlled video data repositories are under construc-
tion for different Sign Languages: Auslan (Australian Sign
Language), BSL2 (British SL), DGS3 (German SL), LSF4
(French SL), and SSL5 (Swedish SL) to name but a few.
The constitution of such controlled corpora is essential to
the preservation and (formalized) description of Sign Lan-
guages in their diversity. Nevertheless, as pointed by (John-
1In the case of LSF, young Deafs were forbidden to sign during
classes, up until 1991.
2http://www.bslcorpusproject.org/.
3http://www.sign-lang.uni-hamburg.de/dgs-
korpus/homee.html.
4http://www.creagest.cnrs.fr/.
5http://www.ling.su.se/pub/jsp/polopoly.jsp?d=12405&a=57659
ston, 2008) no unified annotation scheme is yet available,
which compromises any chance of comparing or reusing
corpora across research teams.
Another related issue is the comparability of descriptions
and formalizations between SL linguistics and mainstream
linguistics: given a set of SL corpora and their associated
annotations, would a mainstream linguist be able to com-
pare the syntax (or semantics, or any other traditional do-
main) of a given SL and the syntax of an oral language?
Probably not, as most SL annotation schemes do not offer
transcriptions (in their usual sense), and the glosses they
provide are generally Sign-to-words intermediate associa-
tions rather than true morpheme-based interlinear glosses,
as can be found in comparative linguistics and linguistic ty-
pology6.
In this paper, we address the issue of the definition of a
common annotation scheme for Sign Language corpora an-
notation, distribution, exchange and comparison, focusing
on some of the necessary features of such an annotation
scheme, both from SL in general and from a computational
(NLP or corpus-linguistics) perspective. In section 2. we
discuss the challenge of building inter-operable corpora,
for SL as well as mainstream corpus-based linguistics. We
also examine an existing annotation scheme proposed for
the Auslan project. In section 3. we propose a tentative
common annotation schemes based on Frame-Semantics.
We also propose to add text-level as well as utterance-level
metadata to this common annotation scheme in order to
broaden the range of future uses of SL corpora, with a com-
putational perspective (corpus-linguistics and Natural Lan-
guage Processing) in mind.
2. The challenge of corpus distribution,
exchange and comparison
As stated above, SL linguistics has reached a crucial point:
large-scale, controlled corpora are being devised all over
6See “The Leipzig Glossing Rules” for interlinear glosses
examples: http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-
rules.php.
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the world, both for preservation and description objectives,
mirroring a general trend in linguistics, which has caused
large-scale, representative audio and text corpora to come
to existence. Nevertheless, due to different practices, back-
grounds (generative grammar vs. cognitive linguistics),
funding opportunities, experimental setup (elicitation vs.
free interaction, monologues versus dialogs), initial ap-
plication (teaching SL vs. SL research), and also com-
puter equipment and skills, no unified annotation scheme
is yet available for all these projects, as pointed by (John-
ston, 2008), which jeopardizes any chance of comparing
or reusing corpora across research teams. This situation
is not a privilege of SL research, though: it could be said
that whenever two electronic corpora for any given (oral)
language exist, they only seldom share the same tagsets,
linguistic material, purposes, general methodology or even
size. For example, if we consider two well-known English
corpora such as the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993)
and the Susanne corpus (Sampson, 1994), they vary wildly
in coverage: over 1 million words for the Penn Treebank,
versus around 130,000 for the Susanne corpus. They also
vary wildly in their initial objectives: a large-scale “quasi-
industrial” syntactically annotated corpus project for the
Penn Treebank, versus a small-scale consistency-oriented
project for the Susanne corpus. Of course, no common an-
notation scheme or even metadata exist for these corpora,
which entails that each end-user should learn each corpus’s
peculiarities. English is a well-established language, with
a normalized written form and which has benefitted from
a long grammatical history and an enduring research ef-
fort throughout the years. Therefore, corpus and computa-
tional linguists would be able to provide conversion tools
whenever the need for inter-operability between the Penn
Treebank and the Susanne corpus should arise. This is not
the case for SLs in general: due to their multi-segmental
and visuo-gestural modality, SLs have no normalized writ-
ten form, which dramatically hinders their computational
processing. At best, automatic recognition of only isolated
parameters can be achieved, even with state-of-the art al-
gorithms and pattern-recognition methods. Nevertheless,
SL linguistics can benefit from the experience accumulated
in mainstream corpus-linguistics. In our view, one way of
guaranteeing SL corpora inter-operability are metadata.
2.1. Metadata: documenting and structuring corpora
Metadata can be considered as structured data on the data.
In the framework of corpus linguistics, metadata generally
serve two main purposes: The first one is the overall docu-
mentation of the source of the data, which generally entails
identifying the speaker and his/her background (age, sex,
education etc.), the interviewer or field linguist responsible
for the data collection, the particular experimental setting
used (types of cameras, exact reference, type of compres-
sion, type of recording medium: tapes, disks, flashdrives,
use of lights, disposition of speakers, stimulus etc.), and
other experimental variables. The second one is the struc-
turing of each recorded corpus using in situ metadata so as
to identify relevant discourse-level or utterance-level units
(beginning and ending of a story, utterance or proposition
boundaries, phonological/morphological/syntactic bound-
aries). For the purpose of corpus building, type 1 meta-
data are not necessarily included in the annotations associ-
ated with a given recording, while the latter generally are.
Moreover, type 2 metadata are bordering on annotations, as
the proper and consensual identification of many discourse
or utterance-level units is a rather complex task. For exam-
ple, even for written languages like English or French, the
proper identification of such basic linguistic units as sen-
tence boundaries or words is generally not an altogether
easy task as inter- and even intraindividual variance are
generally observed. In the domain of mainstream corpus-
linguistics, the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI)7 offers guide-
lines and tools for the declaration of metadata (what to doc-
ument) and the proper structuring of both overall metadata
(type 1 above) and in situ metadata (type 2). In this frame-
work, both discourse-level (text units) and utterance-level
(sentences, words) units are identified, generally in order
to support further annotations (e.g. lemmatization, part-of-
speech tagging, syntactic parsing, semantic tagging).
How are in situ metadata crucial for SL corpora? Because
they provide the only proper (controlled) way, once a cor-
pus is completely structured, to build sub-corpora out of
the original corpus and the in situ metadata. In future uses
of the SL corpora being devised to this date, we might
want to consider cases where a researcher would need to
study “the introduction of actants in stories told by left-
handed Deaf children with a cochlear implant, from ages
5 to 7”. This would only be possible if such in situ meta-
data were included in the annotated files. To our knowl-
edge, no SL annotation scheme allows for just such in situ
labelling and subsequent potential selection of discourse as
well as utterance-level units. Therefore, in our proposal for
a common SL annotation scheme, we include metadata of
the type discussed above: beginning and end of stories, ut-
terances, propositions and possibly signed units.
2.2. A discussion of the Auslan annotation
scheme/strategy
The Auslan project is a large corpus archive for Australian
Sign Language: annotations are expected to take at least 10
years before they reach a stage compatible with extensive
corpus-based research. To our knowledge, it is one of the
only SL corpus annotation projects for which an annotation
strategy has been explicitly devised and published, even
though the same general approach can be found in other
SL corpora projects, such as NGT. In the Auslan project,
one of the solutions adopted by (Johnston, 2008) for con-
sistent annotation relies on the concept of lemmatization,
applied to Sign Language annotation: “the classification or
identification of related forms under a single label or lemma
(the equivalent of headwords or headsigns in a dictionary)”.
Johnston describes the annotation protocol used for lexical
signs in the framework of Auslan, where local interpreta-
tions of signs are normalized and constrained, in order to
keep the set of lexical signs as small as possible: ”[w]ithout
lemmatization a collection of recordings [...] with various
related annotation files [...] will not be able to be used as
a true linguistic corpus as the counting, sorting, tagging.
7See TEI and TEI-Lite recommendations http://www.tei-
c.org/Guidelines/Customization/Lite/
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etc. of types and tokens is rendered virtually impossible.”.
This lemmatization process entails a high level of normal-
ization and regularization, which in itself is not unusual in
the course of corpus annotation. One of the key features of
modern SL corpora, and more broadly of linguistic corpora
in general, is their association with an annotation tool (Elan,
Anvil, Transcriber, Praat, NiteXML...), which makes it pos-
sible to align annotations with the time indexes of the anno-
tated media files (audio, video). Modern corpora are there-
fore associated with several time-aligned annotation layers,
generally referred to as “tiers”. One of the most important
feature of these annotation tiers is that they are not intended
to preserve information (encode the original information in
a different format), but rather to interpret and abstract over
the original signal, in order to be integrated in a formal-
ized description, and hopefully a model (a grammar) of the
described language. Therefore, every time a linguistic cor-
pus is built, annotation issues arise, requiring linguists to
arrive at a compromise between faithfulness to the original
data and consistency. As Johnston points out: “[w]ithout
consistency (...) it will be impossible to use the corpus pro-
ductively and much of the time spent on annotation will be
effectively wasted because the corpus will cease to be, or
never become, machine readable in any meaningful sense.”
3. Proposals for a common annotation
scheme for lexical and non lexical signs
Lemmatization, or lexical sign normalization, appears as
a necessary annotation strategy in the perspective of large
and controlled SL corpora annotation. But, as (Johnston,
2008) points out: “[l]emmatisation can only apply to lexical
signs. However, many signed meaning units found in nat-
ural signed language texts are not lexical signs.” For John-
ston “[lexical signs are] essentially, equivalent to the com-
monsense notion of word” whereas “the term non-lexical
sign is reserved for a form that has little or no convention-
alized or language-specific meaning value beyond that of its
components in a given context.” Johnston proposes anno-
tation conventions for such non lexical signs, of which the
sub-category “depicting signs” seems to encompass what
(Cuxac, 1996), and more specifically the Creagest team
(Balvet et al., 2010), labelHighly Iconic Structures. In the
perspective of Cuxac’s semiological model of sign creation
and development, these non lexical structures are a central
linguistic device, both for natural human gesturality and
Sign Languages. As Johnston’s citation above illustrates,
this position is not shared by the vast majority of Sign Lan-
guage linguists, who generally assume these structures to
be peripheral at best, or even outside the range of language
altogether (Garcia, 2010) and (Boutet et al., 2010).
Are lemmatas enough to ensure the linguistic exploitation
and reusability of SL corpora among the SL linguistics
community? Moreover, are lemmatas, in association with
fine-grained postural and gestural descriptions, enough for
ensuring comparability between SL and oral languages cor-
pora? Could a mainstream linguist use SL annotations to
compare structures among SLs and oral languages? Proba-
bly not, especially if one aims at describing not only lexical
signs, but also Highly Iconic Structures which have been
shown to represent over 40% of the semantic units in LSF
(and other LSs) stories and discourse8. Such structures are
a major challenge for the formalized description of SLs:
no oral language lemmatas are always available for each
Transfer Structure, as they generally represent whole dis-
course units (propositions).
For all these reasons, we advocate in favor of Frame-
Semantics primitives (Fillmore, 1977) and a Framenet-
supported (Collin et al., 2008) annotation scheme for SL
corpora. Frames are defined as “[having] many properties
of stereotyped scenarios – situations in which speakers ex-
pect certain events to occur and states to obtain. In general,
frames encode a certain amount of ”real-world knowledge”
in schematized form.” (Lowe et al., 1997). A typical exam-
ple is the “commercial transaction” Frame, in which four
Frame elements are generally required: two animated ac-
tants, an amount of money and an object. The result of the
process associated with this Frame is the change of owner-
ship of the object, in exchange for money. This stereotyped
scenario can be associated with a relatively large set of lex-
ical units in different languages (buy, acheter, kaufen, com-
prar etc.). Moreover, even though Frames are probably not
universal concepts by essence, in our view they are likely to
be learned and understood across different cultures and lan-
guages. And, as they represent basic stereotyped scenarios,
they could be used to label complex Highly Iconic Struc-
tures, for which no direct mapping to a given oral language
lemma can be found. Therefore, we feel that Frames are
probably a useful tool for a common SL annotation scheme,
not necessarily for glossing individual signed units, but at
least as in situ metadata.
Therefore, we propose the following annotation tiers as a
minimal common annotation scheme:
• text-level and utterance-level segments: START and
END of stories, utterances, propositions;
• oral language glosses (e.g. English, French);
• Frame instance and core elements labels: Experiencer,
Instrument, Goal, etc. based on the existing Framenet
lexicon;
• lexical unit sets associated with Frame instances, as
lemmatas for both lexical signs and Highly Iconic
Structures.
To our knowledge, these annotations are not standard pro-
cedure in SL linguistics, except for glosses. Of course, they
are not exclusive of finer-grained descriptions of phono-
logical, morphological, syntactic or rhetorical constructs.
But we believe this annotation strategy could overcome
the limitations of resorting to lemmatas following John-
ston’s annotation strategy. Moreover, including such Frame
instances and core element labels could provide a com-
mon inter-operable indexing strategy, allowing researchers
to extract comparable SL corpora segments based on their
Frame instance labels, regardless of the particular sign lan-
guages or of the structures supporting the Frame instance
(lexical sign, HIS).
8See (Sallandre, 2003) and (Cuxac and Sallandre, 2007).
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In the figures below we give an example of the annotation
of the sign GIVE9 and a Transfer Structure10 as instances
of a GIVING Frame. In the LSF non lexical sign structure,
signer Christelle signs “and then she gives her chicks a nice
worm” using a complex Transfer Structure combining Sit-
uational Transfer (TREE) with Personal Transfer (signer =
mother bird) and a clever adaptation of sign GIVE in order
to resemble a beak configuration11. This example is a clear
instance of a whole proposition denoting a GIVING Frame,
which cannot easily be mapped into lemma “GIVE”. It il-
lustrates the necessity and usefulness of identifying such
Frame instances, whether they are expressed with lexical
signs or other more complex structures.
Figure 1: BSL Standard GIVE
Figure 2: LSF GIVE Transfer Structure
4. Conclusion and perspectives
In this paper, we have outlined a tentative common annota-
tion strategy for SL corpora inspired by Frame-semantics,
for the annotation of Frame instances, rather than just lem-
matas, regardless of the particular SL or sign structure used.
9BSL, source: Spread The Sign web page,
http://www.spreadthesign.com.
10LSF, source: LS-Colin corpus, see (Sallandre, 2003) for more
details on the LS-Colin corpus.
11See (Sallandre, 2003) for detailed transcriptions of HIS struc-
tures.
We believe this strategy could provide inter-operable SL
corpora, which is crucial for their distribution, exchange
and comparison. We include text-level and utterance-level
metadata to our proposal, in order to broaden the future uses
of the corpora being devised by allowing to derive narrower
sub-corpora out of more generic ones.
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Abstract
This paper presents the current development of the first large parallel corpus between Italian and Italian Sign Language (Lingua Italiana
dei Segni, LIS). This initiative has been taken within the ATLAS project (Automatic Translation into Sign Languages), that aims at
realizing a virtual interpreter, which automatically translates an Italian text into LIS. The Italian-LIS virtual interpreter is implemented
by means of two modules interfaced by the ATLAS Extended Written LIS (AEWLIS), which is a translation-oriented representation of
LIS: the first module translates the source Italian text into AEWLIS; the second module transforms the AEWLIS content into a coherent
LIS sequence, smoothly animated by a virtual character. As no significant amount of electronic data are available for Italian and LIS, we
have started building a parallel corpus from scratch in order to train and tune the Italian-AEWLIS translation system, and to compare the
resulting virtual animations with human-performed LIS interpretations. The corpus, which will be freely available, actually presents a
tri-lingual structure, with the Italian text, the AEWLIS sequence, and the signed LIS video.
1. Introduction
People who were born deaf or acquired deafness in the first
years of life -approximately 70,000 in Italy- experience big
obstacles to integrate into the society, because they could
not properly acquire knowledge of the spoken language,
and consequently of the written language, and vice versa
hearing people very rarely practice Sign Languages (SLs).
The care of hearing-impaired people progressively grows;
the increasing request for SL interpretation in educational,
legal, and health contexts is foreseen and soon expected to
be extended to culture and entertainments. The depicted
scenario makes clear the relevance of the availability of a
low cost technology to support the SL interpretation.
ATLAS (Automatic Translation into sign LAnguageS) is a
three-year project, funded by the local government of Pied-
mont, Italy, aiming at providing Italian deaf people with
facilities to access broadcast communications, and in par-
ticular to follow TV programmes. More specifically, AT-
LAS aims at developing a virtual interpreter, which auto-
matically translates Italian into LIS.
The virtual interpreter has a modular structure and relies on
a translation-oriented symbolic representation of the LIS,
called ATLAS Extended Written LIS (AEWLIS). Training
and tuning of most components of the virtual interpreter
requires a parallel corpus, composed of a large set of Ital-
ian sentences, their human-performed LIS interpretations
and their corresponding AEWLIS. Furthermore, an excerpt
of this parallel corpus is exploited for the component-wise
and end-to-end evaluation in terms of both automatic and
subjective criteria.
As a significant amount of parallel data is not available yet,
we have started building a new corpus from scratch. The
corpus actually presents a tri-lingual structure, with the Ital-
ian text, the AEWLIS sequence, the signed LIS videos. The
first release of the corpus will contain weather forecast bul-
letins for a total of about 15K Italian running words and
about 1.5 hours of LIS videos.
Next Section reports on scientific projects about the auto-
matic translation of Sign Languages around the world. Sec-
tion 3. briefly overviews the full-fledged virtual interpreter
developed within the ATLAS project. Section 4. describes
the corpus which the ATLAS partners are building and dis-
cusses issues arised during its creation. Section 5. presents
AEWLIS, the intermediate artificial language chosen for
representing the LIS in a written form. Some conclusions
are finally drawn in Section 6..
2. State-of-the-art of the research on SLs
Since early 90’s the scientific research on SLs has been con-
stantly growing because of the increasing care of deaf peo-
ple, their augmenting willingness of integration into the so-
ciety, and the availability of more and more powerful com-
puting facilities and software which make possible the au-
tomatic dealing with SL.
Most research projects on SLs approach American, British,
Dutch, and German SLs: (SignWriting, 2009; DictaSign,
2010; eSign, 2009; SignSpeak, 2010; U.DePaul, 2008;
U.Boston, 2002; Echo, 2010; NGTCorpus, 2009). They ad-
dress some (or all) of the following highly-interconnected
tasks: SL recognition, 3D character animation, machine
translation, production of SL dictionaries and corpora, de-
velopment of toolkits for SL annotation and transcription
like (ELAN, 2010), and integration with existing commu-
nication devices, like mobile phones (mobileASL, 2010).
Differently from most oral languages, SLs do not have
a natural corresponding written expression. Hence, re-
searcher have proposed many artificial languages to repre-
sent them into a written form: gloss-based, (Stokoe et al.,
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Italian-AEWLIS Translator
Virtual Character Animator
La signora diede il gelato ai bambini
SIGNORA
topic
1
singular
1337
agent of 5
GELATOQUELLO BAMBINOLemma DARE FATTO
recipient of 5 patient of 5Thematic Role
focusTopic/Focus
Number singularplural
247ID 882233 391 678
6Position 32 4 5
Figure 1: The interpretation process is performed by
Donna, the ATLAS virtual interpreter, in two steps. First
the Italian text is transformed/translated into AEWLIS,
consisting of a sequence of signs and syntactic/semantic re-
lationships among them. Then, a virtual character animates
the AEWLIS content into a coherent LIS sequence.
1965), (HamNoSys, 2004), (SignWriting, 2009), (Elliott et
al., 2004; Filhol and Braffort, 2006). Each of these tran-
scription methods is tuned to answer the specific need they
were developed for: understanding and translating sentence
meaning, producing and recognizing isolated sign, produc-
ing digital animation, etc.
SLs present many phenomena requiring the adaptation of
a sign to the context of the signed sentence: relocation in
the signing space, increase or reduction of the “size”, rep-
etition (e.g. for plural), movement of hands through the
space from and to context-dependent positions (e.g. for
verbs like “to go” or “to give”), the use of hand-shapes
as classifiers (Huenerfauth, 2006). Recent research on 3D
animation deals with these context-dependent phenomena;
through synthetic approach the character is animated with
an animation language which is interpreted by a real-time
player (Veale et al., 1998; Marshall and Sa´fa´r, 2003).
Both rule-, example-, and, more recently, statistical-based
approaches have been adopted for the text-to-SL machine
translation. Most MT systems exploit a gloss-based nota-
tion of SL. A detailed overview of SL MT can be found in
(Morrissey, 2008).
Finally, several research projects focus on collecting dictio-
naries and corpora related to SLs: (Echo, 2010; eLIS, 2006;
SignWriting, 2009; Bungeroth et al., 2006; Bungeroth et
al., 2008; BSLCorpus, 2010; NGTCorpus, 2009).
As concerns the LIS, very few and small-size projects have
been funded (eLIS, 2006; DizLis, 2010; BlueSign, 2010).
The ATLAS project aims at covering this gap, fostering the
interest of the research community towards LIS and LIS-
related tools. It is worth remarking that all software and
linguistic resources developed by ATLAS partners will be
made freely available.
3. The ATLAS virtual interpreter
Figure 1 provides a high-level representation of the full-
fledged Italian-LIS virtual interpreter. It is actually imple-
mented by means of two modules interfaced by AEWLIS:
the Italian-AEWLIS Translator and the Virtual Charac-
ter Animator.
The Translator transfers the meaning of an Italian text into
AEWLIS by means of both statistical and rule-based tech-
niques. The phrase-based statistical Machine Translation
(MT) system relies on the high-performing state-of-the-art
toolkit Moses (Koehn et al., 2007). The rule-based MT
system exploits linguistic rules to connect the morphology,
syntax and semantics of the source language to those of
the target language. The linguistic knowledge about Italian
used by the translator has already been exploited (Lesmo
et al., 2009) During the project, the integration of the two
systems will be investigated.
The Animator relies on a signary, a repository in which
each sign is described by an animation language in terms of
motion data (motion-captured or hand-made), procedural
animations and applicable parameters for size, relocation,
repetition, hand-shapes, etc. First, a motion planner trans-
forms the information present in the AEWLIS sequence
into a sequence of signs, taken from the signary, whose
parametric values are determined according to the actual
context. Then, a blending system, a technique widely used
in videogame architectures, creates the LIS by smoothly
joining in real-time the existing animation clips through in-
terpolation functions.
Animations will be displayed, for both broadcast and on-
demand delivering, on a variety of user terminals (includ-
ing DVB, Web, Mobile Phones). The heavy computational
effort (translator and motion planner) will be carried out
on a centralized server, and the visual rendering will be
performed on the device. The physical appearance of the
virtual character responds to criteria that enhance the per-
ception of hand motion and facial expressions, that are fun-
damental in understanding signs. We have designed two
signing characters, Donna and Manuel.
4. Description of the corpus
The module Italian-AEWLIS Translator introduced in
Section 3. requires the availability of a parallel corpus for
its training. As this kind of electronic data are not available
for Italian yet, we have started building a parallel corpus
from scratch.
The first application domain of the ATLAS project is the
automatic interpretation of weather forecast bulletins daily
broadcasted by RAI (Radio Televisione Italiana). Hence,
we collected a set of 55 bullettins of 2008, containing about
15K Italian words corresponding to about 1.5 hours of Ital-
ian audio/video.
According to LIS experts and interpreters, we defined the
following procedure to build the parallel corpus. First, the
audio of the TV bullettin is automatically transcribed by a
speech recognition system (Brugnara et al., 2000) and man-
ually checked to correct transcription errors. Portions of the
bullettin which is not strictly related to the weather domain
are eventually removed. Then, a LIS expert interprets the
content of the cleaned text and a movie of his/her signing
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Italian AEWLIS
Number of bullettins 55
Number of sentences 585
Running terms 15,012 6,000*
Average terms per sentence 25.7 10*
Dictionary Size 1,442 300*
Singletons 614 -
Table 1: Statistics of the first release of the Italian-AEWLIS
parallel corpus; asterisks mark estimated statistics.
is recorded using a standard framing. In order to avoid an
unnecessary variability of the LIS, the expert is committed
to sign a genuine but plain LIS. Finally, the same expert
annotates his/her LIS movie according to the AEWLIS an-
notation guidelines described in Section 5..
As AEWLIS has several independent annotation levels (see
Section 5.), they can be marked in successive steps from the
least to the most specific. An editor has been developed by
ATLAS partners to support the expert in the annotation pro-
cess, which will become a Computer Assisted Translation
tool after the integration with the Translator.
Thus, the corpus actually results in a tri-lingual structure,
with the Italian text, the AEWLIS sequence, the signed LIS
video. Furthermore, we would have also audio/video of the
original TV bulletins and the automatic transcription, but at
present these data are not exploited in the project.
The corpus is currently under development. we have com-
pleted about a third of the expected final size. The creation
of the corpus will be presumably finalized by the end of
June 2010, and made publicly available to the community.
Portions of the corpus will be extracted to create develop-
ment and test sets for tuning and evaluation purposes. Some
statistics of the parallel corpus are reported in Table 1; as-
terisks mark estimated statistics based on the actual partial
corpus. An example of an AEWLIS-annotated sentence is
shown and commented in Figure 2. Of course, Italian au-
dio/video and LIS movie are not reported. The AEWLIS
annotation is reported here in a simplified human-readable
format, and only relevant information are reported.
The generation of the parallel corpus is time-consuming
and expensive, because an intensive effort of skilled hu-
man is required both for signing and annotating. In or-
der to get the best trade-off between the size of the train-
ing corpus and the cost for collecting it, smart solutions
have been adopted: split sentences into small segments con-
veying (self-)consistent content and syntax; avoid duplicate
or highly overlapping segments; incrementally collect seg-
ments which are more distant (for instance, with respect to
Levenshtein distance) from those already gathered.
The corpus domain has caused the creation of new, intu-
itively iconic, signs for the human interpreters, for a num-
ber of concepts that would have caused long boring para-
phrases. This is common practice among LIS speakers; in
particular, LIS interpreters need to agree on a limited num-
ber of novelties in order to keep the variation among in-
terpreters at a minimum. The LIS signed and annotated in
the corpus is not “spontaneous” like in a conversation, but
“genuine” like that produced by professionals interpreting,
for example, TV programmes.
5. ATLAS Extended Written LIS
AEWLIS is a formal language defined within the ATLAS
project and plays a two-fold role: it provides a symbolic
representation for the annotation of the LIS corpus, and it
is the interchange language between the Translator and the
Animator. AEWLIS format encompasses both functions,
but different and possibly overlapping subsets are em-
ployed for the two tasks. AEWLIS is translation-oriented
in the sense that it contains all information required to (i)
convey the meaning of the original Italian sentence and (ii)
“instruct” or “pilot” the virtual character to fluently sign it.
We know that there is no consensus about the possibility
to encode a signed language in a written form. Indeed, we
do not assert that AEWLIS is a “linguistic” written form of
LIS: AEWLIS contains the necessary (phonologic, syntac-
tic, semantic) information that the virtual character needs
to properly realize the LIS sequence.
The annotation is performed at a sentence level, so links to
other elements of other sentences of the same (or different)
bullettin(s) are not allowed. Each sentence is split into a
sequence of Time Slices (TSs), each defined as the time in-
terval needed to perform a sign. A TS is considered atomic
in the sign sequence. It is worth noticing that in the annota-
tion phase we do not actually perform a time segmentation
of the LIS sequence, but we simply associate a TS with
each single sign. Indeed, the goal of the project is not the
development of a sign recognizer, which would probably
rely on such information.
AEWLIS includes three main kinds of annotation. The first
level describes the meaning conveyed by the actual sign as-
signing a Lemma (or gloss) to each TS. The syntactic num-
ber (singular/plural) is possibly reported. A Sign-ID iden-
tifies the sign in the signary, if any1.
The second level independently describes all Communica-
tion Channels relevant in LIS: Left and Right Hands, Di-
rection, Body, Shoulder, Head, Facial, Labial, Gaze. Prac-
tically, only the modifications with respect to the neutral
default for the corresponding sign are annotated. Specific
annotation for the Left and Right Hands is given if they re-
alize distinct signs contemporarily2.
The third level provides a shallow syntactic/semantic struc-
ture of the sentence if available, by reporting for each TS
its parent and its role. The main thematic roles proposed
in (Petukhova and Bunt, 2008) are reported which can
have a strong impact on the animation: agent/patient, ini-
tial/final location, etc. Topic and Focus (Hajicˇova´ et al.,
1998) (Lillo-Martin and de Quadros, 2004) of the sentence
are possibly annotated; the speech act specifies whether the
sentence is declarative, imperative or interrogative.
Furthermore, AEWLIS has been defined as a set of inde-
pendent annotation levels (Tags), which can be filled at dif-
ferent moments, or even left empty. The only mandatory
tag is the Lemma. All the annotation Tags are associated to
a single TS; thus the AEWLIS sentence can be graphically
represented by a matrix, having as many columns as the
number of TSs and as many rows as the number of Tags.
1For the sake of animation, unknown (out-of-signary) sign can
be fingerspelled.
2This occurs for instance when the signer keeps the non-
dominant hand, until a sign comes that requires both hands.
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Italian Per quanto riguarda i mari, generalmente mossi o molto mossi, poco mosso solo il Tirreno.
AEWLIS
Position 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Lemma MARE PROPRIO ZONA IONIO ADRIATICO MOSSO MOSSO ZONA TIRRENO MOSSO
Sign-ID 1349 1875 2100 3002 423 423 2100 3000 423
Topic/Focus topic topic focus focus topic focus
Facial strong mild
Figure 2: AEWLIS annotation of a sentence “Concerning seas, generally from slight to moderate, smooth Tirrenian sea
only”. Only the most significant and not empty Tags are reported. The sentence is practically split into three parts, Signs 1-
2, 3-7 and 8-10. In each subparts there are specific topics and focuses. The general reference “geenralmente” (“generally”)
to the seas is interpreted by listing a few exemplars (Signs 4 and 5). The Facial Tag distinguishes between “mosso” and
“poco/molto mosso” (empty, “mild”, and “strong”, Signs 6, 7 and 10, respectively).
6. Conclusion
This paper reported on the work by ATLAS project of defin-
ing a translation-oriented symbolic representation of LIS
(AEWLIS) and of building a Italian-LIS parallel corpus an-
notated with AEWLIS. The AEWLIS language has been
adopted both as an interchange format among translation
and animation modules of the virtual interpreter and as an-
notation format for the corpus construction.
The first release of the corpus contains weather forecast bul-
lettins, but ATLAS partners intend to significantly increase
its size and extend it to other domains in order to make it
a benchmark for further research on LIS. The corpus and
other related linguistic resources developed as a side-effect
of this research will be made freely available.
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Abstract 
The design of a language database is an important task within projects targeting sign language research. In this paper is presented a 
database structure that supports both linguistic information and visualisation oriented data to assist a final publication of services for 
deaf people. The database has been designed within the Automatic Translation into sign LAnguageS (ATLAS) project that takes 
aim at getting the automatic translation from written Italian to Italian Sign Language (LIS). The final step of the overall process is the 
enrichment of the original video with a superimposed virtual character realised by 3D animated computer graphics. The top element 
within the database is the A_Product defined as the main primitive element managed by the ATLAS platform under which all the other 
data, from input sources to the final publication modalities and attributes lay. The A_Product includes the reference to the original 
content and all the intermediate elaborations results towards the final publication comprehensive of the virtual character animations. 
Among the others, the most important transformation is the automatic translation from a written Italian text to the intermediate 
language AEWLIS (ATLAS Extended Written LIS), formalized within the ATLAS project. 
 
1. Introduction 
The automatic translation among national languages 
represents one of the greatest challenges undertaken by 
computer science. The automatic translation from Italian 
language into Italian Sign language, the mother tongue 
for signing deaf people, may be regarded as a venture 
even more difficult because the syntax, the grammatical 
structure and the lexical heritage of the two languages 
are very different. However, the request for Italian Sign 
Language (LIS) interpretation is increasing in different 
contexts nowadays, such as educational, legal, healthcare, 
entertainment and cultural environments. 
In this paper is presented the structure of a Multilanguage 
database that supports the translation from Italian 
Language into Italian Sign Language. The adopted 
methodology and its structure can be extended to support 
the translation of each national language into the 
corresponding sign language. The database has been 
designed within the Automatic TransLAtion into italian 
Sign language (ATLAS) project that aims at provide the 
LIS translation of different typologies of contents, such as 
audio/video, subtitles, teletext pages, web pages, texts, 
and displays it through a virtual interpreter realized by 3D 
animated computer graphics. The ATLAS architecture 
allows the retention of linguistic information, including 
lexical and animation data into a unique database named 
Atlas MultiMedia Archive (AMMA).  
The first section of the document is dedicated to the 
description of the basic process that transforms, through 
several intermediate steps, a generic source content into a 
final virtual actor animation. 
The second part concerns the structure of AMMA and 
contains the description of all included databases. 
2. Language Translation Process 
The translation process from Italian language into Italian 
Sign language is articulated into three main steps:  
• Generic content ingestion 
• Text Translation into AEWLIS  
• Virtual Actor commands generation and rendering 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Translation chain 
 
2.1 Generic Content Ingestion 
The source content ingestion is the first phase of the 
translation chain that consists in the submission of 
different typologies of contents: audio, video, teletext 
pages, web pages, texts and subtitles. Whatever the 
format, the text is the fundamental part because it is 
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starting from it in order that the translation takes place. 
The multimedia components are as well important for the 
generation of an effective service over communication 
channels such as the digital television or mobile streams 
where the multimedia experience is mandatory. 
In fact the ingested multimedia components just pass 
through the system when they are already suitable for the 
final service, otherwise they are adapted by mean of 
transcoding to satisfy the specific publication channel 
requirements (e.g. suppose that a video mpeg2 with 
standard definition is supplied, it is adequate for the 
DVBT channel but has to be transcoded to lower 
resolution and bit rates for mobile streaming). 
As the text is a mandatory component of the ingestion 
phase, it is interesting to manage the creation of a text 
starting from the audiovisual content. Such an operation 
is possible with the adoption of an automatic speech 
recognition subsystem that derives the spoken words 
automatically from the audio signal. Usually after this 
stage, a manual revision is required because of the 
non-negligible error rate, both the automatic speech 
recognition and the manual revision are considered as 
transformations. 
2.2 Translation into AEWLIS 
Within the ATLAS project it has been formalized an 
intermediate language called AEWLIS that contains all 
necessary information to derive a good animation of the 
virtual interpreter.  
The AEWLIS inherits the specific morphologic and 
syntactic structure of LIS and includes the so called 
Communication Channels that specify the 
position/direction of the hands, body, shoulders, head, 
gaze, labial and facial expressions that are very 
important in sign communications. 
Translation from written Italian to AEWLIS text is the 
most tricky part of the overall process and it is based on 
very complex statistical and mathematical algorithms. 
There are basically two distinct approaches to fulfill this 
task: ruled based and statistical translation. 
The first kind of translation is based on rules for 
mapping the grammar and syntactic structure of the input 
language to the output language (AEWLIS). Statistical 
translation is based instead on classical machine learning 
algorithms. In this case, after a preliminary learning 
phase, where a large number of manually translated 
phrases (corpora) are submitted, the machine translation 
system is expected to automatically generate the 
translation for new input sentences with a sufficient 
precision. 
2.3 Virtual Interpreter Animation 
Nowadays, through computer graphics, it is possible to 
model and animate a virtual character that reproduces the 
LIS movements. In addition to movements of fingers and 
hands, also arms and facial expressions can be 
reproduced in a detailed way. This is a crucial aspect 
because in LIS the mimic and gestural expressiveness of 
the body and face assumes an relevant importance. The 
animations are automatically derived from the AEWLIS 
by mean of an articulated engine for the planning of the 
movements along the timeline, followed by the creation 
of virtual actor commands that are finally used for 
rendering. 
3. Database structure and utilization 
The database is an essential component to support the 
above mentioned translation process. It constitutes the 
persistence layer for all the sub processes implied, for 
example the manual annotation aimed at the creation and 
assessment of the corpora for the automatic statistic 
translation. Moreover, on the database are stored all the 
elaboration results like the Italian and AEWLIS texts, the 
commands for the virtual actor, the pointers to external 
references like Wordnet and Radutzky dictionary.  
Figure 2 shows an overview of the database with a 
leading concept of A_Product under which all the other 
databases is are linked: Multimedia, Corpora, Radutzky, 
New Signs, Wordnet, AEWLIS, Animation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2:AMMA structure 
 
Several other projects targeting sign language studies 
brought to the definition of a data storage and retrieval 
system, such as the Finnish Lexical Database 
(Savolainen & Leena, 2001), the Purdue American Sign 
Language Database for Sign Language recognition (Kak, 
2002) and database for motion capture data retrieval 
(Award et al., 2009). These projects and know how 
constituted valid guidelines to organise the presented 
work. 
3.1 A_Product Database 
The A_Product is a data structure that contains all the  
information associated to the source content and its 
transformations, aimed at the generation of the virtual 
character animation. The A_Product includes the 
identification and process metadata that allow to keep 
trace of it during the different elaboration steps.. 
In figure 3 is shown in detail the structure of the 
A_Product.  
It contains a reference to the multimedia archive and to 
the text resources, the provenence of these components is 
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tracked as well by mean of the source block in the figure 
3. For example, in this way is possible to know that a 
text is coming from the Teletext of a certain channel and 
date or a multimedia is coming from a specific archive. 
An A_Product instance is usually composed by a 
multimedia (e.g. a weather forecast edition) and a text 
representing what is said in the programme. In the above 
mentioned example the text could be derived 
automatically from the audio by an ASR (Automatic 
Speech Recognition) tool, in the picture this is 
represented by the “MM to TEXT TRANSF”. In other 
cases the A_product is formed only by text for example 
coming from Teletext or Web. 
Both multimedia and text can be transformed 
respectively in order to get a suitable version of the 
multimedia for publication and to improve the automatic 
translation into LIS. This transformations are represented 
in the figure with a looping relation.  
The main multimedia transformations are: audio track 
extraction, text to speech conversion, speech to text 
conversion, video transcoding and audio transcoding. As 
far as textual transformations are concerned, the most 
important are: text synchronization, subtitles adaptation , 
text manual revision and validation.  
One of the most important step is the translation of the 
text into AEWLIS, better detailed in the paragraph 3.5. 
Starting from the AEWLIS text and the corresponding 
LIS Signs the animation process will produce the 
commands for the final virtual interpreter representation.  
The publication is the final step that allows to deliver a 
profitable service to the final user over different 
communication channels (DTV, Mobile, Web). A typical 
multimedia service is composed by a video with a 
superimposed virtual character. 
It has been considered important to store all the elements 
and the results of the different transformations in order to 
be able to improve the translation and use this data in 
other projects and research activities. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3:A_Product 
3.2 Multimedia Database 
This is the section where multimedia with different 
formats and resolutions are stored. Multimedia are saved 
on a common file system storage while they are 
referenced by pointers inside the database. The virtual 
actor animation usually does not belong to this section as 
it is rendered over the multimedia stream in real-time. 
Nevertheless in some cases the virtual actor could be 
superimposed when for example the device is not enough 
effective. 
3.3 Corpora Databases 
Here are preserved the annotations and manual 
translations that constitute the ground truth for the 
learning phase of the translation statistic engine. As the 
annotation is quite hard and long to carry out this is a 
very precious information. 
Each enter of the Corpora Database contains: 
• A pointer to a text file 
• A pointer to the corresponding AEWLIS file 
• A pointer to the associated movie with a LIS 
interpreter 
• A pointer to the Virtual Character Commands 
file 
A large set of metadata are collected resorting to the 
ECHO project regarding corpora definition metadata. 
For a deeper view on used metadata formats it has been 
considered the document “Metadata for sign language 
corpora” (Crasborn & Hanke, 2003). 
3.4 New signs database 
New signs are created if they are not present in the 
database. They are detected by means of a lexical 
frequency analysis. We linked the results of this analysis 
with the Radutzky Dictionary in order to find what signs 
are present within the domain in analysis, that are not 
present in the database yet. The new signs can be 
detected during the source texts analysis and during 
annotation. In this case a new sign has been agreed by 
the group of annotators including people of the deaf 
community. In the database is stored the new sign with 
its meaning and its video recording. The annotation tool 
used allows to easily detect the new signs by 
automatically searching into the database and retrieving 
the signs and comparing it with the signs being annotated. 
This tool called ALEA has been developed in the 
ATLAS project and represents a web based annotation 
editor. 
To define a new sign is necessary to establish some 
parameters that indicate if it is: 
• Size Modifiable 
• Speed Modifiable 
• Space Relocatable 
• Compound Sign 
• Symmetric Sign 
• Static Sign 
• Repeated Sign 
Other additional information concerns the number of the 
involved hands, the movements of body, shoulder, head, 
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gaze and labial. 
3.5 AEWLIS database 
This is the section where the written LIS - the formal 
result of the language translation - is stored, subdivided 
into phrases. The visualization process starts from this 
formal representation with its conversion into virtual 
character  commands. The stored data include the 
sentences written in AEWLIS and all the information 
that can be derived by the annotation in this formalism. 
3.6 Radutzky and Wordnet databases 
These are external databases, hooked to the system in 
order to increase the information. With Wordnet, each 
lemma is resolved with a better semantic representation 
while pointing to the Radutzky dictionary is possible to 
access to their basic sign representation. The Radutzky 
database contains the lemmas information resorting to 
the Radutzky Dictionary. Each sign is stored along with 
a coding that gives information about its parameters, 
such as:  
• Hands Configuration 
• Hands Orientation 
• Place 
• Movement 
Each Radutzky sign is linked to the Wordnet Synset of 
each lemma to manage synonyms and perform 
disambiguation during manual translation. The 
association Radutzky sign-Wordnet synset allows to 
identify, for each new Italian word in the Italian source 
text, if it is present or not in the standard LIS dictionary. 
If it is absent, we can automatically find Italian 
synonyms that have a correspondence in the Radutzky 
dictionary. This process facilitates new sign creation and 
the use of other signs that are not standard but widely 
used in the deaf community. 
3.7 Metadata 
The database allows to store all the metadata related to 
the products created within the process. The metadata are 
always associated with a transformation (MM to text, 
textual transformations, etc…). They are used to store 
the  information concerning the output of a specific 
transformation.  A set of metadata is defined in order to 
store information on the product creation, date and time. 
 
4. Conclusion 
The presented database allows to share in a structured 
way information regarding the automatic translation 
process from Italian to LIS. The design of the database 
allowed to deeply investigate relations and dependencies 
between the major entities taking part into the translation 
process. 
It supports all the operations from the content ingestion 
to the visualization by storing all the necessary data and 
supporting the transformations that are needed in the 
translation process. It provides the storage of metadata 
associated to each transformation that are useful to trace 
information about the creation of each product. 
The modular structure of the proposed database and 
related processes allows to extend all the elaborations to 
other natural languages and other sign language dialects. 
We assume this is feasible with straightforward 
modifications and inclusion of additional databases 
connected to the A_Product. 
The database data storage phase is still ongoing and 
future work will aim at the definition of a procedure in 
order to store critical data (i.e. new signs with associated 
movie and meaning) during manual processes, such as 
annotation and source text analysis. 
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Abstract
The CopyCat project was designed to develop an interactive educational adventure game to help deaf children acquire language skills.
The main goals of the project are to improve the language and memory abilities of deaf signing children, advance basic research in
computer-based sign language recognition, and design an efficient language interaction model in order to assist in the language learning
of deaf children. The CopyCat project was begun as a collaboration between Georgia Tech and the Atlanta Area School for the Deaf
in 2004 and has been collecting ASL (American Sign Language) data since Spring of 2005. Since then we have collected 5829 signed
phrases from over 30 children. In this paper we describe the evolution of the CopyCat system design, data collection methodology, and
resulting corpus, as well as challenges and successes throughout the process.
1. Introduction
It is important that children are exposed to sufficient lan-
guage examples during early childhood to aid in the de-
velopment of life long language skills. Language learn-
ing is dependent upon the availability of that language and
the opportunities a child (Spencer and Lederberg, 1997) or
an adult learner (Krashen, 1980) have for interacting with
skilled users of the language. This “critical period” of lan-
guage exposure is important for both spoken and signed
languages (Mayberry and Eichen, 1991; Newport, 1990).
Ninety percent of deaf children are born to hearing parents
who may not know sign language or have low levels of pro-
ficiency with sign language (Gallaudet, 2001). Many of
these deaf children of hearing parents remain significantly
delayed in language development due to a lack of language
exposure at home. For many of these children the first con-
sistent exposure to quality language models will be when
they enter school, which can results in lifelong difficulties
with communication (Stinson and Foster, 2000).
CopyCat was designed to address these language learning
issues by facilitating the development of both expressive
language and working memory skills. While computer-
child interaction cannot replace high quality adult-child in-
teraction, it can be designed to integrate meaningful authen-
tic communication in order to enhance expressive language
and working memory skills that may facilitate the childs
ability to make the most of opportunities for acquiring lan-
guage in a natural way via human interaction.
2. Evolution of CopyCat System
Our ASL data is collected on-site at schools around the At-
lanta area. Children play a computer game by wearing col-
ored gloves and signing to characters within the game to
accomplish game objectives such as rescuing kittens or de-
feating villains such as alligators and snakes. Data is col-
lected via wireless accelerometers mounted on the wrists
of the gloves and a single video camera. The sensor data
is collated and time stamped by the game system and saved
as our library for developing our recognition system and
linguistic review.
The system has been built in three main design phases: each
phase addresses game design, data collection, and the ASL
recognition engine. Each iteration has been designed with
the ultimate goal of moving towards a fully functional sys-
tem with live recognition that provides productive feedback
for students of varying skill levels.
Our corpus collection methods were designed to attempt
to elicit live, natural signing from children as they interact
with characters in the game. This approach has resulted in a
data set that contains many language modeling challenges
including disfluencies, pauses, dominant hand switching,
and sign variations. Our research has focused on devel-
oping labeling schemes and training models to accurately
reflect the children’s signing. A prototype live recognizer
developed from this corpus has been deployed for testing
and has been shown to have a statistically significant educa-
tional effect on language learning as compared to a control
condition.
2.1. The CopyCat Games
As part of the CopyCat project, several computer-assisted
language learning games have been designed. Each game
entails some sort of quest by the hero to collect items in or-
der to remediate a problem. In each quest, the children in-
teract with the hero via sign language to tell the hero warn
them of a villain or identify where a hidden object is lo-
cated. If the children know what to tell the hero regarding
the guards location they can push a “talk button to turn the
hero towards them so they can sign to him/her. They then
push the “talk button again when they are finished signing.
If the children are uncertain what to say they can click a
“help button to see the tutor in the top left corner of the
screen tell them what to say. The child may view the tutor
repeatedly if (s)he so chooses (see Figure 1).
After the child talks to the hero, the child’s signing is clas-
sified as correct or incorrect. If the childs utterance is in-
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Figure 1: CopyCat screen shot from Mini Quests: A) An-
imated game characters in their worlds B) The villain (a
snake) is hiding under the chair. C) The push to sign button
has a picture of the kitten on it. Children push the button to
sign to the kitten and warn her about the snake. D) The live
video feed allows children to see themselves as they sign.
E) The help button has a picture of the sign for help and
will bring up ASL video to help the children during game
play. F) This window is the help video feed.
correct, a question mark appears above the heros head, to
simulate misunderstanding by the hero, and the child must
try again to communicate accurately. If the childs sign is
correct, the hero, with the wave of a paw, “poofs” the guard,
turning it into an innocuous item and the hero continues on
the quest
2.2. Language Learning
The video tutor examples in the game were designed to be
similar to a communication setting which young children
encounter while learning language through interaction with
adults. As the childs linguistic and communicative com-
petence and confidence grow, the need for such assistance
diminishes and the child can respond appropriately without
help. Thus, our tutor performs the role of the good adult
language model (Schiefulbusch and Bricker, 1981), always
available the child, responding to the childs cue (in this case
a press of the “help” button) in an appropriate linguistic
manner.
2.3. Educational Evaluation
In order to collect data regarding the language process-
ing abilities of the children and the efficacy of the games
language interaction model, pretests and post tests were
administered and in-game response data were recorded.
These tests consisted of sections to test receptive language
skills, expressive language skills, and working memory.
The results of the expressive language test indicate that the
experimental group made a significant gain in the accuracy
of their utterance to describe the video they saw as well as
in their length of utterance as measured by mean length of
utterance from pretest to post test (Weaver et al., 2010).
3. System Design
3.1. Iterative Design Cycle
The iterative design cycle allows us to adapt to problems as
the emerge during the development process and has allowed
the CopyCat system to improve rapidly.
3.2. Interface Design
Our user interface for game play uses a video stream of the
user, feedback from characters in the game, and help videos
in ASL to engage the children. The live video stream allows
the children to see their signing and engages them in the
signing. The children enjoy “being in the game” and tend
to use the feedback to stay in frame.
The game characters have been designed to attempt to elicit
natural signing. When the child pushes the signing but-
ton, the character will face the child and pay attention while
(s)he is signing. If the signing is incorrect, a question mark
thought bubble shows above the character. We have found
that visual clues such as these help guide the children in
their interactions.
The introduction instruction and game help videos are all
ASL. We have taken care to synchronize the spatial layout
of the game with the spatial constructs in signing to pro-
vide consistency. Even simple modifications to the inter-
face such as moving a button require a check of all of the
ASL spatial referencing in the videos.
3.3. Wizard of Oz
When the functionality of a system is under development,
developers can sometimes replace that functionality with a
person, similar to the “Great Wizard of Oz” operating be-
hind the curtain. The system can be tested while the hid-
den “wizard” controls operations and developers can obtain
critical feedback about system design early in the process
(Dix et al., 2004).
We divided game development and sign language recogni-
tion by using a “Wizard of Oz” setup, shown in Figure 2
(Henderson et al., 2005). The child interacts with the user
computer (on the right) by navigating with the mouse and
signing to characters. The wizard’s computer (on the left)
controls the game’s response to children signing and col-
lects data from the sensors and game logs for future use.
Figure 2: Diagram of the Wizard of Oz system system setup
showing a) live camera and sensor feed b) interface output
split between wizard and user c) child’s mouse and d) the
interface computer
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3.4. Sensors
The CopyCat system uses computer vision and three-axis
accelerometers to collect data for use in sign language
recognition. Our computer vision is processed from video
collected on a single camcorder that faces the children.
The children wear colored gloves, which contain small ac-
celerometers mounted on the outside of the wrist (shown in
Figure 3). These accelerometers provides information on
movement acceleration, direction, and rotation of the hand.
The distinct color of the gloves helps distinguish the hands
from the skin color of the face and cluttered backgrounds.
The wizard’s computer coordinates the data streams, syn-
chronizes them, and stores them for future use.
Figure 3: Gloves with accelerometer (top). Close up of
wrist-mounted accelerometers (bottom).
One key design goal has been to have a portable system
that will work in a variety of environments. Our deploy-
ment environments at the schools have ranged from class-
rooms and libraries, to a re-purposed supply closet. Figure
4 shows the construction of a “signing kiosk” and the re-
sulting view from the camera. The kiosk is inexpensive and
modular so that it can be transported easily. The kiosk fixes
the position of the camera relative to the childs position on
the chair. The color of the furniture can be used to help
calibrate the video cameras color balance to enable better
hand tracking. This kiosk design allows us to move our
equipment from area to area with minimal re-calibration.
4. Resulting Corpus
4.1. Overview of data collected
Each phase of the CopyCat project includes on-site deploy-
ments to collect data at our two partner schools. We have
Figure 4: Kiosk setup
Subject Object Adjective Verb
alligator bed black behind
cat box blue in
snake chair green on
spider flowers orange under
wagon white
wall
Table 2: Game vocabulary
collected a total of 5829 phrases over four phases, with a to-
tal of nine deployments. Table 1 shows a count of phrases
collected throughout the CopyCat project. Each phrase is
a three, four, or five sign sentence taken from a vocabulary
of 22 signs. The phrases are of the format [adjective1]
subject preposition [adjective2] object .
4.2. Characterizing the Children’s Signing
Most of the sign language databases used for automatic
sign recognition are carefully scripted and collected in a
controlled environment (Holt et al., 2006). Our data set
provides many samples of children signing as they interact
with the online characters. This signing contains many of
the artifacts of conversational signing such as difluencies
like pauses, false starts, hesitations, and sign variations. It
also has many examples of non-signing activities such as
scratching and fidgeting.
The conversational nature of the children’s interaction with
characters results in signing samples that contain signing
beyond basic game vocabulary. The data set contains many
non-game communications towards game characters (in-
cluding messages such as “wrong”, “start again” or “not
red I mean blue”), and even gestures that are not ASL such
as a wave which is used generally to indicate an error and
restart (a kind of “erase” gestures).
The children’s signing handedness did not directly corre-
spond to their dominant handedness for other activities and
was inconsistent even within the phrases. This hand switch-
ing makes it more difficult to group signs and phrases by
handedness for modeling purposes. Dominant hand switch-
ing is probably a symptom of their low fluency and is com-
mon among children (Mandal et al., 1999).
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Phase Game Date Participants Ages Total Phrases
Pilot Kitten Escape! Spring 2005 3 9-11 50
Pilot Kitten Escape! Spring 2005 2 9-11 78
Total 128
First Deployment Kitten Escape! Spring 2005 5 9-11 627
First Deployment Castle Quest Fall 2005 9 9-11 1812
Total 2439
Second Deployment MiniQuests Fall 2008 5 6-9 505
Second Deployment MiniQuests Spring 2009 5 6-9 503
Second Deployment MiniQuests Spring 2009 14 6-9 822
Total 1830
Third Deployment MiniQuests Fall 2009 11 6-9 1432
Total 1432
CopyCat Total 5829
Table 1: Table of data collected during the CopyCat project
4.3. Annotation
Our current annotation system is designed for sign classi-
fication, recognition, and verification. First we label each
sign by its English label (green, cat, etc.). The initial la-
bel set has been expanded to included non-game vocabu-
lary from children, as well as some non-ASL gestures such
as pauses, fidgets, and waves. Signs are then annotated for
handedness by hands used during the sign and the domi-
nant hand: right hand, left hand, both+right hand dominant,
both+left handed dominant, both+symmetric. Finally signs
are rated for quality as good, ok, or bad.
5. Using the Data
5.1. ASL recognition
Our first task with the data set is automatic sign language
recognition. In this process, we collect samples of signs,
train up models using the samples, and then use the models
for recognition. When the models are trained we use an
independent test set for validation results. This means that
we divide the data set into one group for training the models
and another group for testing the models in order to see how
well the models perform against signs examples that are
previously unseen to the computer (Brashear et al., 2006).
5.2. ASL verification
Our second task is automatic sign language verification. In
this process, we collect samples of signs, train up models
using the samples, and then use the models to verify sign
samples as a correct match or incorrect match to a baseline
phrase. To get the verification we run data for a sample
against the expected model and the use a common rejection
threshold on the likelihood.
5.3. Tests of live system
In Fall of 2009 we conducted our first pilot tests of the live
system. The verification system was based on models built
with data from our first deployment. The results of that test
are currently being compiled.
6. Challenges of the CopyCat Corpus
6.1. Library Continuity
There is a continued tension between goals for system im-
provement, expansion of game functionality, and library ex-
pansion. Though our upgrades in sensors and configuration
have improved the reliability and portability of the system,
they also detract from backwards compatibility. This dis-
continuity results in a larger corpora of children signing,
with sub-sets from various deployments that are incompat-
ible with each other.
The library data is stored in both its raw format as well a
format that includes post-processing from vision and ac-
celerometer sub-routines. This redundancy in storage re-
quires more disk space, but helps alleviate the continu-
ity problems by allowing for changes in post-processing
without losing entire library sets. For example, we have
changed our computer vision code several times. The
raw data library allows us to experiment different post-
processing schemes and choose optimally.
6.2. Sensor Changes
During the design cycle we have changed the sensors sev-
eral times. Two of our main design priorities are system
reliability and system portability. Our long term goal is a
system that can be set up at any school and requires mini-
mal maintenance. We started with the explicit goal that our
sensors be inexpensive and easy for schools to use.
During the project, we have used both commercially avail-
able accelerometer and those we design in-house. We have
gone through several iterations of accelerometer collection
code in order to address issues that emerged with calibra-
tion, output normalization, and sensor drift (Westeyn et al.,
2009). These changes, combined with changes to the video
frame rate, create incompatibilities with existing data from
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previous deployments. This is a further challenge to library
continuity and such changes must be carefully considered.
6.3. Varied Environments
Each time we visit a school for a deployment, we have
no guarantees where they will have space for us to set up.
These changes in environment create challenges for com-
puter vision algorithms. Many sign language recognition
systems depend on very static environments for their algo-
rithms to work. We have worked to make the system more
portable by a combination of choosing more flexible algo-
rithms and creating an environment where visual cues can
help keep the algorithms calibrated. The kiosk helps en-
sure that the camera distances are approximately the same
each time. Additionally the colored gloves and furniture
help provide reference points for algorithms to track hands,
face, and body movement in the video frame.
6.4. Data Integrity
During data collection the system must coordinate data
streams from three different sensors. These streams must
be saved to disc, logged, and synchronized. One of the
challenges of this configuration is keeping the data streams
synchronized and providing live feedback for errors in read-
ing, synchronizing, or logging sensor data. Our most recent
iteration has focused on creating a subsystem specifically to
provide feedback to administrators to prevent problems in
game play and data loss.
Post-processing of the libraries can also discover errors in
the data stream. These errors must be diagnosed for future
prevention and the samples must be catalogued as damaged
data.
6.5. Automatic Annotation
We have designed the game to provide as much automatic
annotation as possible to help us index and use our data.
Each signed phrase contains logs with information on user,
session details, wizard feedback, and game information.
After the data is stored, our post-processing is also largely
automated. These logs provide further information about
the content of the signed phrase. All of this data helps us
rapidly compile statistics on the data set and pull out sub-
sets by interesting features.
6.6. Maintaining library
As the library increases in size and complexity we have
continued to try to address issues with maintaining our
data. Maintaining logs and raw data allow us to continue
to do retrospective evaluations of many aspects of the pro-
cess. There are different research and publication cycles
for the various topics of the CopyCat project: computer vi-
sion, machine learning, human-computer interaction, sign
linguistics, and education.
The size of the data has been growing since the beginning
of the project. Not only does each deployment add more
data instances to the library, but the size of the data per in-
stance has been growing as well. Verifying the integrity of
automated process logs is tedious and is time consuming.
We have increased sensor sampling rate, as well as the de-
tail and complexity of the game logs. Additionally, we must
keep track of data from educational testing which includes
a large amount of video of the children’s language testing
sessions.
6.7. Sign Variation
The machine learning system needs many examples of the
same signs across many systems for building representative
models that are robust to variations. Thus far we have main-
tained a fairly small vocabulary, which allows for many ex-
amples of a sign. Even with the small vocabulary, we have
discovered that there are often many variations on how a
sign is performed. Most of these variations are technically
correct and we must make allowance for them. If only one
or two children perform a specific variation, it can make
collecting sufficient examples difficult.
6.8. Developing Annotation Schemes
One of the goals of the machine learning research is de-
velop generalized annotation schemes that will scale with
larger data sets and vocabulary. Experimenting on this front
can be very challenging since annotation schemes aren’t
standardized and the conversational nature of the children’s
signing creates unexpected variations in sign structure and
performance. Annotating large sets of data can be time con-
suming and tedious. We have created an in-house annota-
tion tool that acts like a video editor and can add multiple
tags to the same sign sequence to indicate various labels
such as the sign name, handedness, and quality. This tool
allows for the addition of new tags as the annotation scheme
evolves. Additionally, the collection of tags can be used to
create different model groups for classification. For exam-
ple a time sequence could be modeled as ”cat”, ”cat” with
both hands, or ”cat” of good quality. We can test these vari-
ations in modeling to compare their performance.
6.9. Influencing the Children’s Signing
Throughout the iterations of game design, we have contin-
ued to create an interface that influences how the children
sign. The story line of the game helps restrict vocabulary
by limiting the scope of objects and characters on the screen
for the children to describe or address. By creating a con-
versational environment, we can influence how the children
sign. The “click to sign” approach to the game provides a
dual purpose of segmenting the signing sequences and giv-
ing the children pause to focus. We have even found that
children will sometimes take a moment to rehearse their
signing before clicking to get the character’s attention in the
game. These techniques have greatly improved the quality
and kind of signing we get from the children, but we still
face challenges with out of vocabulary signs and the chil-
dren’s difficulties performing the signs correctly.
6.10. Live Testing
As the machine learning research progresses, we will begin
to conduct more live tests of the recognition system. We
have recently augmented our system so that we can collect
data while the live tests are being conducted. This multi-
tasking allows us to continue to catalogue data while we
test our machine learning system.
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6.11. Privacy Issues
Because our data is collected from children our data is sub-
ject to strict privacy requirements. Our long term goal is to
make sections of the data available to linguistic and ma-
chine learning researchers. Anonymizing the video data
compromises the content, since the face is the center of the
signing space and facial gestures are a component in ASL.
We have been working with our institutional review board
and the host schools to create an agreement that would al-
low us a mechanism to release data to other researchers.
7. Conclusion
CopyCat is a long-term project that has used an iterative
development to design an interactive, educational game for
deaf children. Designing and deploying the game for user
testing has created unique challenges in collecting, storing,
and using the large data set of children’s signs. We have ad-
dressed many of these challenges with strategic game im-
provements generated from the feedback phase of the iter-
ative cycle.
As CopyCat matures into a commercial-grade system, we
are focusing on long-term library collection and manage-
ment. The success of CopyCat will depend on our ability
to easily integrate new data from each deployment into our
library. We are focusing on ways to automate the collection
and indexing of data for storage in a central library. As we
build models off of the central library, each deployment site
will get updates to the game recognition system.
8. Future Work
We are currently reviewing data collected from the most re-
cent deployment as well as the results of the live system
tests. Our long term goals include expanding the number
of students and creating new games. We are working to
expanding the vocabulary and language structure in new
games. Additionally we will be performing more user test-
ing on the live recognition system to determine its educa-
tional efficacy and to further examine the user experience
when the Wizard is removed from the loop.
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Abstract
We present several contributions towards automatic recognition of BSL signs from continuous signing video sequences: (i) automatic
detection and tracking of the hands using a generative model of the image; (ii) automatic learning of signs from TV broadcasts of single
signers, using only the supervisory information available from subtitles; (iii) discriminative signer-independent sign recognition using
automatically extracted training data from a single signer. Our source material consists of many hours of video with continuous signing
and aligned subtitles recorded from BBC digital television. This is very challenging material visually in detecting and tracking the signer
for a number of reasons, including self-occlusions, self-shadowing, motion blur, and in particular the changing background; it is also a
challenging learning situation since the supervision provided by the subtitles is both weak and noisy.
1 Introduction
The goal of this work is to automatically learn British Sign
Language (BSL) signs from TV footage using the supervi-
sory information available from subtitles broadcast simulta-
neously with the signing (see Figure 1). Previous research
in sign language recognition has typically required man-
ual training data to be generated for the sign e.g. a signer
performing each sign in controlled conditions – a time-
consuming and expensive procedure.
The main idea is to use a given English word to select a set
of subtitles which contain the word – these form the posi-
tive training set – and a much larger set of subtitles that do
not contain the word – these form the negative set. The sign
that corresponds to the English word is then found using a
multiple instance learning approach. This is a tremendously
challenging learning task given that the signing is continu-
ous and there is certainly not a one to one mapping between
signs and subtitle words.
In order to learn a sign we require that it is signed several
(more than 5) times by a single signer within one broadcast.
However, we show that by adding an additional discrimina-
tive training phase, we are able to recognize this sign when
signed by new signers within a restricted temporal search
region.
Previous work on automatic sign extraction has considered
the problem of aligning an American Sign Language sign
with an English text subtitle, but under much stronger su-
pervisory conditions (Farhadi and Forsyth, 2006; Nayak et
al., 2009). Cooper and Bowden (2009) aim to automati-
cally learn signs using the a-priori data mining algorithm,
although without hand shape cues.
Outline. Knowledge of the hand position and hand shape
is a pre-requisite for automatic sign language recognition.
Section 2 presents our method for hand detection and track-
ing which uses a generative model of the image, account-
ing for the positions and self-occlusions of the arms. The
results using this method exceed the state-of-the-art for the
length and stability of continuous limb tracking.
Figure 1: Example results. The signs for “golf” and “tree”
performed by two different signers are learned automati-
cally. Our data is TV footage with simultaneously broad-
cast subtitles. Using an upper body pose estimator (Sec-
tion 2), we find the location of the hands and arms in all
frames. Knowing the hand position in each frame, signs
are automatically learned from TV footage using the su-
pervisory information available from subtitles (Section 3).
With this method, a large number of signing examples can
be extracted automatically, and used to learn discriminative
sign classifiers (Section 4).
Section 3 describes our method for learning the transla-
tion of English words to British Sign Language signs from
many hours of video with simultaneous signing and sub-
titles (recorded from BBC digital television). A multiple
instance learning framework is used to cope with the mis-
alignment between subtitles and signing and noisy supervi-
sion. Using the method we can learn over 100 signs com-
pletely automatically.
Lastly, Section 4 shows how the automatic recognition of
signs can be extended to multiple signers. Using automati-
cally extracted examples from a single signer we train dis-
criminative classifiers and show that these can successfully
recognize signs for unseen signers.
2 Hand and arm detection
In this section we describe our method for locating a
signer’s hands in the video. Previous approaches to hand
tracking have applied skin colour models (Cooper and
Bowden, 2007; Holden et al., 2005; Farhadi et al., 2007;
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Figure 2: Upper body model. The pose is specified by
11 parameters – 5 for each arm and an additional binary
parameter b indicating which arm is closer to the camera
and hence visible in the case that the arms overlap. The
shape of the head and torso and position of the shoulders are
estimated in a pre-processing stage separate to estimation
of the arm configuration.
Starner et al., 1998) or sliding window hand detectors
(Kadir et al., 2004). These methods perform poorly when
the hands overlap or are in front of the head, and lose
track due to the ambiguities that routinely arise, result-
ing in poor estimation of hand position or unreliable as-
signment of hands to left or right. In contrast, by using a
full upper body model (Figure 2) and accounting for self-
occlusion our method proves capable of robust tracking for
long videos, e.g. an hour, despite the complex and contin-
uously changing background (the signer is overlaid on the
TV programme). Figure 5 shows example output of the
tracker.
The remainder of this section outlines our upper body pose
estimator which tracks the head, torso, arms and hands of
the signer; further details can be found in Buehler et al.
(2008). In the following, we refer to the arm on the left side
of the image as the “left” arm, and respectively the arm on
the right side of the image as the “right” arm.
2.1 Approach
Estimation of the signer’s pose is cast as inference in a
graphical model of the upper body. To reduce the complex-
ity of modelling and inference, the pose estimation process
is divided into two stages (see Figure 3): (i) the shape of
the head and torso and the position of the shoulders are es-
timated using a 2-part pictorial structure. This is relatively
straightforward, and is described in Buehler et al. (2008);
subsequently, (ii) the configuration of both arms and hands
are estimated as those with maximum probability given the
head and torso segmentations.
Generative model. Formally, given a rectangular sub-
image I that contains the upper body of the person and
background, we want to find the arm and hand configura-
tion L = (b, l1, l2, ..., ln) which best explains the image,
where {li} specifies the parts (limbs) and b is a binary vari-
able indicating the depth ordering of the two arms. In our
application we deal with n = 6 parts: the left and right up-
per arms, the lower arms and the hands. The appearance
(e.g. colour) and shape of the parts are learned from man-
ual annotation of a small number of training images. The
background is continuously varying, and largely unknown.
Every part li = (si, αi) is specified by two parameters:
scale (i.e. length of a part modelling foreshortening) si and
rotation αi, and by the part to which it is connected. The
connections are in the form of a kinematic chain for the left
and right arm respectively (see Figure 2).
We define the probability of a given configuration L condi-
tioned on the image I to be
p(L|I) ∝ p(L)
N∏
i=1
p(ci|λi)
∏
j∈{LL,LR}
p(hj |lj) (1)
where N is the number of pixels in the input image, ci is
the colour of pixel i, and hj is a HOG descriptor computed
for limb j (see below).
The formulation incorporates two appearance terms (de-
scribed in more detail below) modelling the agreement be-
tween the image I and configuration L. The first, p(ci|λi),
models the likelihood of the observed pixel colours. Given
the configuration L, every pixel of the image is assigned a
label λi = Λ(L, b, i) which selects which part of the model
is to explain that pixel (background, torso, arm, etc.). The
depth ordering of the two arms is given by the binary vari-
able bwhich specifies which arm is closer to the camera and
hence visible in the case that the arms overlap. The “la-
belling” function Λ(L, b, i) is defined algorithmically es-
sentially by rendering the model (Figure 2) in back-to-front
depth order (the “painter’s algorithm”) such that occlusions
are handled correctly. For a given pixel, the colour likeli-
hood is defined according to the corresponding label. Note
that the pixel-wise appearance term in Eqn. 1 is defined
over all pixels of the image, including background pixels
not lying under any part of the model.
The second appearance term, p(hj |lj), models the likeli-
hood of observed gradients in the image (Figure 3c). This
is based on Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) (Dalal
and Triggs, 2005) templates for the left and right lower
arms, learned individually for different angles and scales.
The HOG descriptor captures local information about im-
age edges and shading with a controlled degree of photo-
metric and spatial invariance. By using these descriptors,
we exploit both boundary and internal features to determine
the position and configuration of a limb.
The third term, p(L), models the prior probability of con-
figuration L. This places plausible limits on the joint an-
gles of the hands relative to the lower arms, and enforces
the kinematic chain.
Complexity of inference. There are 11 degrees of free-
dom in the model: 5 for each arm and 1 for the depth order-
ing. The state spaces of the arm parts are discretised into
12 scales and 36 orientations. The hand orientation is re-
stricted to be within 50 degrees relative to the lower arm and
discretised into 11 orientations. Hence, the total number of
possible arm configurations is 2 × ((12 × 36)2 × 11)2 ≈
1013. Brute force optimisation over such a large parame-
ter space is not feasible – the method described in the next
section addresses this problem.
2.2 Computationally Efficient Model Fitting
The vast number of possible limb configurations makes
exhaustive search for a global minimum of the complete
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(a) Input image (b) Colour term (c) Gradient term (d) Torso/head shape (e) Arm pose
Figure 3: Overview of pose estimation process. Pose estimation for a given image (a) is performed using colour-based
likelihoods (b) and likelihoods based on image gradients (c). The colour term in (b) is visualised by assigning the posterior
probability for skin and torso to red and green colour channels respectively. The visualisation of the gradient term in (c)
shows, for a given HOG template with fixed orientation and foreshortening, the likelihood at all locations in the image,
where red indicates high likelihood. The example shown is for the right lower arm with rotation and foreshortening set to
the ground truth values. Note the maximum is at the true centre point of the right lower arm in the image. Using the colour
term (b) the head and torso can be segmented (d). The arm pose (e) is then estimated using the estimated torso and head
shape, and both colour and gradient terms.
cost function infeasible. We therefore propose a fast ap-
proach based on a stochastic search for each arm, using
an efficient sampling method (Felzenszwalb and Hutten-
locher, 2005) to propose likely candidate configurations.
Tree-structured pictorial structures are well suited for this
task since samples can be drawn efficiently from this dis-
tribution (Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2005). How-
ever, they have several shortcomings explained in Buehler
et al. (2008), e.g. the over-counting of image evidence. We
show that by combining a sampling framework to hypothe-
sise configurations with our full modelling of occlusion and
background to assess the quality of the sampled configura-
tions, we obtain the robustness of our complete generative
model with the computational efficiency of tree-structured
pictorial structure models.
The posterior distribution from which samples are drawn is
given in Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher (2005) as
p (L|I) ∝ p (L)
n∏
i=1
p (Ci|li) (2)
where L = (l1, ..., ln) defines the configuration of each
part and Ci refers to the pixels covered by part i. p(L) is
defined as in Section 2.1 and places plausible limits on the
joint angles of the hands relative to the lower arms.
The appearance term, p (Ci|li), is composed of the prod-
uct of pixel likelihoods using colour distributions modelled
by mixtures of Gaussians, and edge and illumination cues
added through HOG descriptors.
Sampling from Eqn. 2 is facilitated by the restriction to
tree-like topologies and can as a result be performed in time
linear in the number and configurations of parts (Felzen-
szwalb and Huttenlocher, 2005).
Improvements in sampling efficiency. When using a
sampling method to propose plausible arm locations, it is
important that the true arm configuration is contained in
the set of samples. In this respect the tree-structured picto-
rial structure sampler is insufficient; for example, given an
image where a part is partially or completely occluded, the
associated probability for this part to be generated from its
true location can be very low. To increase the probability of
and maybe take out a tree from somewhere and letting in a bit more light or something like that
a 50 ft crane, is attempting tree planting on a mammoth scale in readiness for a grand occasion
His Royal Highness from Saudi Arabia wanted to know about the history of the trees
One thing that always strikes me about the roundabout, is it's got this huge urn in the middle of it
Figure 4: Example training data for the target sign
‘tree’. The top three rows are positive subtitle frame se-
quences (each around 20 seconds long), selected because
they contain the text word ‘tree’. However, the sign only
appears in the first two (outlined in yellow). The final row
is an example negative subtitle sequence which does not
contain the text word ‘tree’ and also does not, in fact, con-
tain the sign for tree. Signs are learnt from such weakly
aligned and noisy data.
sampling the true configuration, we propose several modifi-
cations in Buehler et al. (2008), such as sampling from the
max-marginal instead of the marginal distribution which is
typically used.
3 Automatic sign learning
This section outlines our approach for automatically learn-
ing signs from signed TV broadcasts. We describe how
weak supervision is extracted from subtitles, visual descrip-
tion and matching of signs, and a multiple instance learning
method for learning a sign despite the weak and noisy su-
pervision. A more detailed discussion of the method can be
found in Buehler et al. (2009).
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Figure 5: Sample of tracking results on hour-long sequences. The estimated pose is shown for uniformly spaced frames
in three hour-long sequences with different signers. The pose is qualitatively highly accurate in all frames.
3.1 Automatic generation of training data
By processing subtitles we can obtain a set of video se-
quences labelled with respect to a given target English word
as ‘positive’ (likely to contain the corresponding sign) or
‘negative’ (unlikely to contain the sign); this is illustrated in
Figure 4. Hand detection using our articulated upper body
tracker (Section 2), and feature extraction are then applied
to extract visual descriptions for the sequences.
To reduce the problems of polysemy and visual variability
for any given target word we generate training data from the
same signer and from within the same topic (e.g. by using
a single TV program). Even when working with the same
signer, the intra-class variability of a given sign is typically
high due to ‘co-articulation’ where the preceding or follow-
ing signs affect the way the sign is performed, expression
of degree (e.g. ‘very’) or different emotions, and varying
locations relative to the body.
3.1.1 Text processing
Subtitle text is extracted from the recorded digital TV
broadcasts by simple OCR methods (Everingham et al.,
2006) (UK TV transmits subtitles as bitmaps rather than
text). Each subtitle instance consists of a short text, and
a start and end frame indicating when the subtitle is dis-
played. Typically a subtitle is displayed for around 100–
150 frames.
Given a target word specified by the user, e.g. “golf”, the
subtitles are searched for the word and the video is divided
into ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ sequences.
Positive sequences. A positive sequence is extracted for
each occurrence of the target word in the subtitles. The
alignment between subtitles and signing is generally quite
imprecise because of latency of the signer (who is trans-
lating from the soundtrack) and differences in word/sign
order, so some ‘slack’ is introduced in the sequence ex-
traction. Consequently, positive sequences are, on average,
around 400 frames in length. In contrast, a sign is typically
around 7–13 frames long. This represents a significant cor-
respondence problem.
The presence of the target word is not an infallible indicator
that the corresponding sign is present – examples include
polysemous words or relative pronouns e.g. signing “it” in-
stead of “golf” when the latter has been previously signed.
We measured empirically that in a set of 41 ground truth
labelled signs only 67% (10 out of 15 on average) of the
positive sequences actually contain the sign for the target
word.
Negative sequences. Negative sequences are determined
in a corresponding manner to positive sequences, by search-
ing for subtitles where the target word does not appear. For
any target word an hour of video yields around 80,000 neg-
ative frames which are collected into a single negative set.
The absence of the target word does not always imply that
the corresponding sign is not present in the negative se-
quences. This is because different words might be signed
similarly, or a sign might be present in the video but not
appear in the subtitles (e.g. referred to as “it”).
3.1.2 Visual processing
A description of the signer’s actions for each frame in the
video is extracted by tracking the hands via our upper body
model (Section 2). Descriptors for the hand position and
shape are collected over successive frames to form a win-
dow descriptor which forms the unit of classification for
learning. The temporal length of the window is between 7
and 13 frames, and is learnt for each sign.
Hand shape description. The ‘shape’ of the hands is ex-
tracted by segmentation, and represented by a HOG de-
scriptor (Dalal and Triggs, 2005; Kjellstro¨m et al., 2008).
HOG descriptors are chosen for their ability to capture both
boundary edges (hand silhouette) and internal texture (con-
figuration of the fingers), and the contrast normalization
they employ gives some invariance to lighting.
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To deal with cases where the hands are overlapping or
touching, descriptors for each hand and also for the pair
of hands are extracted in parallel.
3.2 Measuring visual distance between signs
Our learning approach seeks temporal windows of video
which represent the same sign, where a window is the con-
catenation of visual descriptors for a sequence of frames. In
order to compare two such windows a distance function is
needed which captures differences in position and motion
of the hands and their appearance.
For each frame t of the window, each hand is described by
a vector x(t) = 〈xpos,xdez,xdezP 〉 which combines hand
position (pos) and shape (dez) for both the individual hand
and the combined hand pair (subscript P). The descriptor
for a window X is the concatenation of the per-frame de-
scriptors x(t).
In BSL one hand is dominant, while the position and ap-
pearance of the other hand is unimportant for some signs.
We build this into our distance function. Given two win-
dows X and X′ the distance between them is defined as the
weighted sum of distances for the right (dominant) and left
(non-dominant) hands:
D(X,X′) = dR(X,X′) + wLdL(X,X′) (3)
where dL(·) and dR(·) select the descriptor components for
the left and right hands respectively. The weight wL ≤
1 enables down-weighting of the non-dominant hand for
signs where it does not convey meaning. We refer to two
windows X and X′ as showing the same sign if their dis-
tance D(X,X′) is below a threshold τ . Section 3.3 de-
scribes how wL and τ is learnt for each individual target
sign.
The distance measure for the left and right hand alike is
defined as a weighted sum over the distances of the posi-
tion, shape and orientation components (we drop the hand
subscript to simplify notation):
d(X,X′) = wposdpos(X,X′) + wdezddez(X,X′)
+ woridori(X,X
′) (4)
The hand shape distance ddez is computed with invariance
to rotation. This is in accordance with linguistic sign re-
search (Brien, 1993), where different hand configurations
are described separately by shape (ddez) and orientation
(dori). The position distance dpos is designed to be invari-
ant to small differences in position, since repetitions of the
same sign can be performed at different positions (e.g. this
applies especially to signs performed in front of the chest).
For a detailed description of these distance functions see
Buehler et al. (2009).
The positive weightswpos, wdez andwori are learnt off-line
from a small number of training examples.
3.3 Automatic sign extraction
Given a target word, our aim is to identify the correspond-
ing sign. The key idea is to search the positive sequences
to provide an example of the sign. Each positive sequence
in turn is used as a ‘driving sequence’ where each tempo-
ral window of length n within the sequence is considered
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Figure 6: Distributions used to score template windows.
Plots (a) and (b) show the empirical distribution of errors
(bars) and the fitted exponential distribution (curve). Note
the scale on the x-axis. Plot (c) shows the temporal distri-
bution of signs within corresponding positive sequences.
as a template for the sign. We require a score function to
evaluate each template, with a high score if the template
occurs within most of the positive sequences and not often
in the negative data. The sign is determined by maximizing
the score function over all templates, over the sign specific
dominant/non-dominant hand weighting wL, and over the
threshold τ which indicates if two signing windows show
the same sign..
Multiple instance learning method. For a hypothesized
setting of the classifier parameters θ = {Xˆ, wL, τ}, with
template window Xˆ of length n, we assign a score
S(θ) = S+(θ) + S−(θ) + St(θ) (5)
to the classifier as a function of (i) its predictions on the
positive sequences S+ and the negative set S−, and (ii) our
prior knowledge about the likely temporal location of target
signs St.
Unfortunately, when designing S+ and S−, we know that
some non-negligible proportion of our ‘ground truth’ labels
obtained via the subtitles will be incorrect, e.g. in a posi-
tive sequence the target word appears but the corresponding
sign is not present, or in the negative data the target sign is
present but not the corresponding target word. A model of
such errors is empirically learned and approximated using
exponential models (see Figure 6a,b).
The sign instances which correspond to a target word are
more likely to be temporally located close to the centre of
positive sequences than at the beginning or end. As shown
in Figure 6c, a Gaussian model gives a good fit to the em-
pirical distribution. The temporal prior pt is learnt from a
few training signs as for the score functions.
Searching for the sign by maximizing the score. Given
a template window Xˆ of length n from a positive sequence,
the score function is maximized using a grid search over
the weight for the left hand wL, and over a set of similarity
thresholds τ . This operation is repeated for all such tem-
plate windows, with different lengths n, and the template
window that maximizes the score is deemed to be the sign
corresponding to the target word.
Using a per-sign window length allows for some signs be-
ing significantly longer than others. The weight wL allows
the importance of the left hand to be down-weighted for
signs which are performed by the right hand alone.
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3.4 Experiments
Given an English word our goal is to identify the corre-
sponding sign. We deem the output a success if (i) the se-
lected template window, i.e. the window with the highest
score, shows the true sign (defined as a temporal overlap
of at least 50% with ground truth) and (ii) at least 50% of
all windows within the positive sequences which match the
template window show the true sign.
Datasets. We tested our approach on 10.5 hours of sign-
ing sequences recorded from BBC broadcasts (including
subtitles), aired between 2005 and 2006, and covering such
diverse topics as politics, motoring and gardening. Signing
is performed by three different persons. The image size af-
ter cropping the area around the signer is 300× 330 pixels.
Test set. The method is evaluated on 210 words. These
words were selected and fixed before running the experi-
ments, without knowledge of the appearance of the target
signs, i.e. how the corresponding sign is performed. Selec-
tion was based on: (i) the target word must occur more than
5 times in the subtitles; (ii) the target word is a verb, noun
or adjective as opposed to linking words such as “then”,
“from”, “the”, etc.; (iii) the target word does not have mul-
tiple meanings (as opposed to e.g. the word “bank”).
The full list of signs used is given at www.robots.ox.ac.
uk/˜vgg/research/sign_language/, which also con-
tains example sequences of the detected signs.
Results. In 136 out of 210 cases (65%) we are able to
automatically find the template window which corresponds
to the target sign (see Figure 1 for two examples).
The precision-recall curve in Figure 7 (blue dashed line)
shows that the score associated with a template window
can be used as a confidence measure, giving an extremely
good guide to success: at 11% recall (23 signs) precision is
100%; at a recall of 50% (105 signs) the precision is 77%.
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Some words in our dataset co-occur with other words in the
subtitles e.g. “prince” and “charles”, which renders the cor-
rect template window ambiguous. Often these incorrectly-
learned signs have a high associated score and hence reduce
the precision even at low recall. By using simple statistics
we can exclude 24 words from processing which leads to an
improved precision-recall curve in Figure 7 (red solid line).
We achieve good results for a variety of signs: (i) signs
where the movement of the hand is important e.g. “golf”,
(ii) signs where the hands do not move but the hand shape
is important e.g. “animal”; (iii) signs where both hands are
together to form a sign e.g. “plant”; (iv) signs which are
finger spelled e.g. “bamboo”; (v) signs which are performed
in front of the face e.g. “visitor”, which makes identifying
the hand shape difficult.
Some of the mistakes are understandable: For the word
“wood”, our result is the sign for “fire”. This is not sur-
Figure 8: Challenges for signer-independent sign recog-
nition. Repetitions of the same sign can differ in the hand
position, the hand movement, the hand shape, and even in
the number of hands involved. This is illustrated for three
instances of the sign “bad”.
prising since these two words often appeared together. The
sign “year” is difficult since the signs for “last year”, “this
year” and “next year” differ – our method picks the sign for
“next year”.
4 Signer-independent sign recognition
Having demonstrated a method for learning a sign automat-
ically, it is natural to investigate if the learnt sign can be
recognized across different signers. The problem is that the
learning method of Section 3 is built on the restrictions that
apply to a single signer, for example that the lighting, body
size and position do not vary significantly and also that
(apart from co-articulations) the same sign is performed in
a consistent style. These restrictions do not apply when
the signer changes (see Figure 8) – signs can be performed
with different speeds, variable extents, at varying locations,
or with slightly different hand shapes. In many cases, these
variations are due to the differences in signing between dif-
ferent people, such as local accents, or personal traits. The
visual features and restrictions of Section 3 which took ad-
vantage of the single-signer situation are not sufficient for
signer-independent recognition.
However, in this section we demonstrate that by adding a
discriminative training stage signs can be recognized and
localized in new signers. The experiments illustrate the ex-
tent to which our features (hand trajectory and hand shape)
generalise to previously unseen signers.
4.1 Method
Our goal here is to detect signs in previously unseen signers
using the automatically learnt signs from Section 3 within
a temporally restricted search space. That is, instead of de-
tecting a given sign in a full TV show (1 hour long), we
search for it within short “positive sequences” extracted
from around the word occurrences of the corresponding En-
glish word in the subtitles. In Section 3.3, a temporal prior
is used to favour sign occurrences near the centre of a pos-
itive sequence. In this section, instead of such a prior, we
use smaller positive sequences (on average half the length;
10 seconds long) extracted with a small offset from the
word occurrence to take the empirically observed latency
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between subtitles and signing into account (see Figure 6c).
Note that empirically the sign we aim to detect is only per-
formed in around half of the positive sequences, since the
occurrence of a subtitle word does not imply the presence
of the corresponding sign (see Section 3.1.1; although here,
the positive sequences are shorter). Therefore, even a per-
fect sign detector would have an accuracy of at most 50%.
Assume that we have learnt a sign from a training signer
using the method of Section 3. For a learnt sign we have
an automatically learned template window Xˆ with highest
score, and all windows which are similar to the template,
i.e. with a distance to Xˆ below a threshold τ of the pair-
wise distance measure. We consider these windows as a
positive training set.
We compare two methods for generalizing from the sign
learnt from the training signer to recognizing this sign for
other signers. (i) Template matching: The pairwise dis-
tance measure from Section 3.2 is used as classifier to iden-
tify signs which are similar to the learnt template window
Xˆ. (ii) Discriminative training: A support vector machine
(SVM) classifier is trained to detect the sign. Training data
consists of the positive examples from the training signer,
and negative examples taken from all the other signs con-
sidered.
For a given English word, a positive sequence for each word
occurrence in the subtitles is extracted. Our aim is to find
the corresponding sign in each of these sequences. This is
achieved in a sliding window fashion by searching for the
window with highest confidence according to (i) the corre-
sponding SVM output or (ii) similarity to the learnt tem-
plate. We search over different window lengths, since the
duration of a sign in a positive sequence is unknown. In this
way, one window is selected from each sequence.
Features. We use information from two cues: hand po-
sition and hand shape for each frame as described in Sec-
tion 3. The hand shape cue is based on a set of hand ex-
emplars which are used to describe the hand shape for each
frame (think visual words); see Buehler et al. (2009) for
a detailed description. The position of the left eye is auto-
matically detected in each frame using the method of Ev-
eringham et al. (2006) and serves as reference point. Each
training sample is down-sampled to be of equal temporal
length (5 frames) – a prerequisite for SVM training.
SVM classifier. We use the LIBSVM library (Chang and
Lin, 2001) to learn a binary SVM for each of the 15 differ-
ent words in our dataset (see Section 4.2). Separate Radial
Basis Function (RBF) kernels are computed for the hand
position and the hand shape cue individually, and combined
by computing the mean. We also evaluated using the prod-
uct over the individual kernels instead, which gave compa-
rable performance.
4.2 Experiments
Dataset. Experiments are performed for 15 English
words, selected such that each word occurs more than
five times in the subtitles of a specific signer (the training
signer). The selected words are: better, Britain, car, help,
hope, house, kitchen, money, mourn, new, night, room,
start, team, and week.
For these 15 words, signing examples from the training
signer are automatically extracted using our method from
Section 3, and used to train initial SVM classifiers. Note
that this includes wrongly learned signs, as is shown in Ta-
ble 1, column “Learning - FP”. These initial classifiers are
subsequently used to extract additional signing examples
from a database of 1730 positive sequences from 6 pre-
viously unseen signers (none of them being the training
signer), each with a duration of 10 seconds. In this way,
between 58 and 192 sequences are extracted for each word
(Table 1, column “WS”).
Results. First, we automatically learn for each of the 15
English words the corresponding sign. Even though the su-
pervision provided by the subtitles is very weak and noisy,
our results are highly accurate: out of 195 automatically
extracted signing examples, 164 are correct (see Table 1,
column “Learning”). Note that only the sign for “team” is
not learned correctly (0 true positives TP, but 5 false posi-
tives FP).
From this dataset, an SVM classifier is learned for each
word, and subsequently used to detect one example of the
corresponding sign within each of the positive sequences.
We define a ranking of the detections by confidence based
on (i) the SVM decision value of the detected sign, and
(ii) the margin between (i) and the second highest decision
value within the same sequence (using non-maximum sup-
pression). We know that the sign is only performed in about
half the positive sequences (Section 4.1), hence assuming
that our detector finds a sign a little less than half of the
time (if it is performed), then the 20% highest ranked de-
tections should often be correct. Indeed, for this subset,
on average 67% of the detections show the true sign (see
Table 1, column “SVM detector”).
We further analysed the performance of our ranking func-
tion by plotting the proportion of correctly detected signs as
a function of the highest ranked detections (Figure 9, blue
curve).
The SVM classifiers used above were trained from auto-
matically extracted signing examples, including 31 exam-
ples which do not show the correct sign (see Table 1, col-
umn “Learning – FP”). We observe a slight increase in ac-
curacy if these examples are excluded from training (Fig-
ure 9, green solid curve).
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Comparison to template detector. We repeat the sign
detection results from this section, using as a classifier the
template-based distance function instead of the SVM ap-
proach. The results clearly deteriorate, as can be see in Fig-
ure 9 (red dotted curve) and in Table 1 (column “Template
detector”).
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Learning SVM detector Template detector
Sign WS TP FP Ratio TP FP Ratio SGR TP FP Ratio
better 95 11 2 0.85 2 2 0.50 2 2 15 0.12
Britain 98 9 1 0.90 18 13 0.58 3 1 17 0.06
car 63 15 1 0.94 6 4 0.60 4 15 4 0.79
help 150 22 1 0.96 6 3 0.67 3 15 20 0.43
hope 61 7 1 0.88 8 7 0.53 4 7 13 0.35
house 177 7 5 0.58 30 15 0.67 3 21 43 0.33
kitchen 58 7 0 1 6 0 1 3 2 24 0.08
money 102 6 1 0.86 10 3 0.77 3 7 15 0.32
mourn 77 8 0 1 10 2 0.83 2 4 11 0.27
new 183 20 4 0.83 47 7 0.87 4 2 13 0.13
night 62 8 0 1 11 0 1 3 3 4 0.43
room 126 9 0 1 10 0 1 2 2 2 0.50
start 192 17 10 0.63 26 67 0.28 5 5 5 0.50
team 151 0 5 0 0 4 0 2 0 41 0
week 135 18 0 1 20 6 0.77 2 6 23 0.21
MEAN 115 0.83 0.67 3.0 0.30
Table 1: Recognizing signs in new signers. For 15 English words, the corresponding signs are automatically learned
(Section 3), and then used to recognize the sign in new signers (Section 4). Column “WS” shows the number of positive
sequences for each word. For our automatic sign learning method, the number of correctly learned signs (TP), incorrectly
learned signs (FP), and the ratio TP/(FP+TP) is given (column “Learning”). Subsequently, additional signing examples
are detected within the 1730 positive sequences, either using the SVM framework as described in this section (column
“SVM detector”), or the automatically found sign templates for each word (see Section 3) as detectors (column “template
detector”). The number of new signers for which signing examples are extracted is given in column “SGR”. Note that the
values in the columns “SVM detector” and “Template detector” are computed using the 20% highest ranked sign detections
(see also Figure 9, blue and red curves).
5 Conclusion
We described methods for visual tracking of a signer in
complex TV footage, and for automatic learning of signs.
The framework enables learning a large number of BSL
signs from TV broadcasts using only supervision from the
subtitles. We achieve very promising results even under
these weak and noisy conditions.
We illustrated that examples automatically extracted for a
single signer can be used to recognize a given sign for
other signers provided an additional discriminative training
stage is applied. This demonstrates that our features (hand
trajectory and hand shape) generalise well across different
signers, despite the significant inter-personal differences in
signing.
Future work will concentrate on improving the accuracy
of signer-independent recognition to a complete uncon-
strained scenario where no subtitles are available.
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Abstract
In this article we present the current state of our work on an on-line sign language dictionary. The aim is to create both an explanatory and
a translation dictionary. It is primarily targeted (but not limited) to the Czech and Czech sign language. At first we describe technological
aspects of the dictionary and then our data collection practices. The dictionary is an on-line application build with respect to the linguistic
needs. We use written text to represent spoken languages and several representations are supported for sign languages: videos, images,
HamNoSys, SignWriting and interactive 3D avatar. To decrease time required for data collection and publishing in the dictionary we
use computer vision methods for video analysis to detect sign boundaries and analyze the manual component of performed sign for
automatic categorization. The content will be created by linguists using both new and already existing data. Then, the dictionary will be
opened to the public with possibility to add, modify and comment data. We expect that this possibility of on-line elicitation will increase
the number of informants, cover more regions and makes the elicitation cheaper and the evaluation easier. Furthermore we prepare a
mobile interface of the dictionary. The mobile interface will use different format of web pages and different video compression methods
optimized for slower Internet connection. We also prepare an offline version of the dictionary which can be automatically generated from
the online content and downloaded for offline usage.
1. Introduction
As for spoken languages, sign languages can utilize dic-
tionaries for several purposes. Translation dictionaries are
used to translate words (or phrases) from one language to
another, explanatory dictionaries define the words in the
same language instead of translating them. Traditional dic-
tionaries for spoken languages use written text as main
form for content creation. This becomes more difficult for
sign languages where written form of the language is not
so evolved and spread among the community. Examples
of the written forms are HamNoSys (Hamburg Sign Lan-
guage Notation System, developed in 1985) and SignWrit-
ing (developed in 1974). Advances in the field of informa-
tion technologies allow creation of electronic dictionaries
with new possibilities such as interactivity, faster search-
ing, video animations, etc. The Internet brought new plat-
form for on-line applications which opened other possibili-
ties for the dictionaries: availability from anywhere, infor-
mation sharing, interoperability and replaced static content
with dynamic.
There are many existing on-line sign language dictionaries,
but not all of them offer expected features, quality and con-
tent:
• Easy and intuitive usage
• Searching - not only by text, but by another, sign lan-
guage specific criteria
• Complete data - to cover whole language, not only
limited topics
• Being up-to-date
• Usage of the sign language written forms (HamNoSys,
SignWriting, etc.)
• Linguistic information
• Version for mobile devices
• Offline version for download
Usually the existing dictionaries are specialized for selected
topics or support only limited features. Our goal is to create
state-of-the-art sign language dictionary which supports all
mentioned features, is both translational and explanatory,
and supports unlimited number of languages so that a dic-
tionary entry (word or collocation) can be translated e.g.
from the Czech sign language to the Czech language, En-
glish and American Sign language. Our dictionary is being
developed now and our main content will be the Czech sign
and Czech language.
spoken languages sign languages
written text HamNoSys
SignWriting
video
image or illustration
3D avatar
Table 1: Content forms supported by the dictionary
The dictionary supports several forms of content for sign
languages as seen in the table 1. Along the common forms
an interactive 3D avatar is available. It can perform the
sign and the user can change angle of the view, zoom to a
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detailed parts and slow down or pause the animation. An-
other innovation is usage of computer vision methods for
video analysis to speed up video data collection and au-
tomatically categorize the signs into groups, which can be
used as a criterion for searching.
This article is divided into four main parts: Dictionary
structure and content describes, which data can be stored
and viewed in the dictionary. In Requirements for dictio-
nary usage, three different platforms (PC with and without
the Internet and mobile devices) and their requirements are
presented. Searching part describes possibilities of search-
ing in the dictionary database. Finally, Data collection part
introduces our practises for data collection and usage of
computer vision methods.
2. Dictionary structure and content
Our on-line dictionary supports unlimited number of lan-
guages, the content can by represented by all forms listed
in the table 1 and the dictionary entries can contain explana-
tory part and translations to other languages.
The functionality is based upon a database structure which
is shown on the figure 1.
language
dictionary entry collocation
translationmeaningsemantical relation
synonyms, antonyms
Figure 1: Database structure (simplified view)
Every dictionary entry is connected to one language. The
entry can have one or more meanings. An explanation, use
cases and linguistic information (e.g. part of speech) are
attached to the meaning.
As collocations are widely used in the Czech sign language
the database allows linkage between a word from a colloca-
tion to the dictionary entry, which corresponds to the stand-
alone word. For example, collocation personal baggage is
linked to personal and baggage entries.
Each of the meanings can be attached to another one (of
a different dictionary entry) and express synonymic or
antonymic relation.
The translation functionality is allowed by the linkage be-
tween two meanings which are linked to entries in different
languages. This means that each of the meanings can be
translated separately.
This database structure fulfils all linguistic needs for cre-
ation of explanatory and translation dictionary.
Every form specified in the table 1 is equal to another one
and are optional (at least one of them is mandatory). Here
we discuss some specific features:
video The dictionary entry can be represented by one or
several video clips. They can be recorded separately (dif-
ferent speaker, place) or can be recoded simultaneously
from multiple views (e.g. front, side and face view). The
video data can be stored on the dictionary server or can be
stored on external server anywhere on the Internet, includ-
ing video sharing websites (Youtube, Vimeo, Dailymotion
etc.). The video data will be available in more compression
qualities and sizes, mainly for the usage on mobile devices.
image Multiple illustrations, photos or any other images
with representation of a sign can be used.
HamNoSys (Hamburg Sign Language Notation System)
The dictionary includes a special editor for HamNoSys
strings which allows the users to create new or modify ex-
isting HamNoSys strings.
SignWriting Similarly to HamNoSys, special editor for
SignWriting is required. This editor is being developed
now and will be added lastly.
3D avatar Synthesis of the sign language creates a com-
puter animation of the signing avatar (see fig. 2). For this
purpose, we have specially created 3D animation model of
the human figure.
For the web environment we had to convert the animation
model to Collada format1. This format allows us to save
3D data, define the skeleton avatar animation and import
the control trajectories.
An important part of the synthesis system is a conversion al-
gorithm which converts a symbolic entry into the control in-
structions that are transmitted to the animation model. The
entry of the algorithm is one or more signs noted in Ham-
NoSys. The conversion algorithm was originally designed
for the manual component of the sign language (Krnˇoul et
al., 2008) and the version HamNoSys 3. We can convert
not only isolated signs but the phrase, or continuous speech.
The initial perceptual study shows good clarity of the ani-
mation of the manual component. The non-manual com-
ponent was initially expressed by the visual speech, i.e. the
articulation of words spoken language (mouthing). New ex-
tension of the conversion algorithm, however, allows trans-
fer of the non-manual signals (NMS). For this purpose,
a methodology for notation of NMS is designed (Krnˇoul,
2010). The notation of NMS is now a part of signs and the
user is allowed to edit movements of torso, head and facial
expressions.
An animation from the symbols has the benefits from the
possibility of easy editing signs. The user can change the
notation and determine the best form of the sign. One sign
may be used for creation another sign with a similar form.
The synthesis system provides two types of interactivity for
the dictionary purpose. The first type is a preview of the
figure. The animation model is rendered in the window and
user can turn it in three axes or zoom the facial details, etc.
Unlike video, which is always defined in one direction, the
user can adjust it for best view. The animation is not in
principle blurred or noisy. The second type of interactivity
is phasing of the animation. User can suspend animation,
re-run or step frame by frame. In particular, stepping allows
the user to find ”an articulatory target”. The articulatory
target is shape and position of the hand, body posture or
facial expression that establishes meaning of the sign. From
the educational point of view it allows the users quickly
understand and learn new sign.
1OpenCOLLADA Framework, www.collada.org
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Figure 2: 3D avatar. Left: front view. Right: face expres-
sion.
3. Requirements for dictionary usage
Primary platform for the dictionary usage is a PC connected
to the Internet, with any modern internet browser (Inter-
net Explorer version 6 and above, Firefox, Opera, Chrome,
etc.) with installed Adobe Flash plugin. To enable hard-
ware accelerated, high quality 3D avatar animation, a spe-
cial plugin (Google O3D) is required. Without this a lower
quality 3D avatar is used, without hardware acceleration. In
the future, WebGL (new specification for writing web ap-
plications utilizing hardware accelerated 3D graphics) can
be used.
Secondary platform is a mobile device (PDA, smartphone,
etc.) with installed internet browser. For this platform the
dictionary will be formatted with respect to the device capa-
bilities and the video clips will be resized and compressed
for the needs of those devices.
Another secondary platform is a PC in the same configu-
ration as above but without internet connection. The dic-
tionary will be able to automatically create offline version,
which will be automatically created every day and available
for download. This offline version will be limited in func-
tionality in comparison to online version, mainly in search-
ing capabilities.
4. Searching
Key feature of the dictionary is searching. The goal is to
create searching functionality which will provide relevant
results for user query. For spoken languages the user pro-
vides searched term, language and optionally a topic and
grammatical information (e.g. part of speech). Result is
a list of dictionary entries which satisfy the given search
criteria. For the Czech language a lemmatization engine is
used to enable searching among different inflected forms of
same words. Furthermore, the searching is not limited only
for dictionary entry title but provides fulltext search in all
text items (meanings, explanations, use cases etc.).
For sign languages the searching feature is more compli-
cated since the sign language words and sentences aren’t
represented in text form and thus we cannot use tools used
for text searching. Our goal is to examine possibility of
HamNoSys and SignWriting usage as search criteria and
find a way how to find related dictionary entries for the
given criteria. Because we expect that the resulting list for
this way of searching will contain many items, other crite-
ria can be used to limit the search as for text search (topic,
grammatical information).
5. Data collection
The content of the dictionary will be continuously extended
and modified. For this purpose a special administration sec-
tion is available where the users can (depending on their
permissions) create, update or delete dictionary entries.
Special workflow management is prepared for administra-
tion users with limited permissions, where all modifications
must be confirmed by administrators with full permissions.
Thus the quality of the content is preserved with the possi-
bility for many users to edit the content. The workflow can
be easily changed after we get some experience after the
dictionary is be released.
The decision if a new or updated dictionary entry is valid
will be supported by a discussion under each dictionary en-
try, where the community can decide, whether the provided
information is correct.
Most of the dictionary entries will be provided by profes-
sional linguists. The process of video recording is quite
time consuming, to reduce the required time we use several
tools, such as automatic detection of sign boundaries in a
recorded session.
5.1. Utilization of computer vision methods
We use computer vision techniques to automatically detect
boundaries of signs in a recorded session. There are cer-
tain conditions that need to be met in order to successfully
obtain the boundaries. There should be a neutral pose of
the signing person. This pose defines the beginning and the
end of the sign. Also, the stage where the person is sign-
ing should have laboratory-like conditions so that the hands
of the person are clearly visible and easily distinguishable
from the background. Since the intention of the recordings
is to use them in a SL dictionary these conditions are ratio-
nal.
5.2. Sign boundaries detection
Figure 3: Video file processing and segmentation.
Left: original frame from a video. Right: segmented image,
white parts correspond to head and hands.
We detect two features: motion and position. First, the im-
age is pre-processed and segmented so that we obtain parts
of human body. In some cases a simple thresholding can
be used (e.g. the signer wears dark clothes), see fig. 3. In
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more complex situations when the brightness level of pixels
is not enough to distinguish between parts of human body
and the rest of the scene, we use skin color segmentation.
Next, we use object detection in the segmented image. We
compare the position of objects (hands and head) with the
trained initial position. If the distance is below a threshold
we assume the signer is in the initial pose (fig. 4). In some
cases we do not need to compute the distances but rather ex-
amine the position of the object and check whether it is in
some predefined region. This is just an alternative approach
with the same mathematical foundation.
In the next step we describe the movement as the sum of
pixels in the difference image. This does not give us a de-
tailed description of the movement but rather an estimate
of total movement in the image. This value is normalized
by the resolution of the image. A threshold is set and when
the relative motion in the image is above this threshold we
assume there is a significant movement of hands (fig. 4).
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Figure 4: Features used for sign boundaries detection: mo-
tion and position
The features of movement and initial pose are measured
over the recording. The first frame in which the neutral
pose is not detected and movement is detected is considered
as the beginning of the sign. Respectively, the first frame
in which the neutral pose is detected and no movement is
detected is considered to be the end of a sign. We have to
shift the boundaries of the detected sign a bit so that the
resulting cuts begin and end in a stationary pose. Usually
we use the value of +/- 50 ms.
5.3. Automatic processing of signs
According to work described in Hru´z et al. (2008) we are
able to track hands and head in recordings designed for
sign language dictionary. For now we are able to obtain
the trajectories of both hands and the head. On a relatively
small dataset (Campr et al., 2007) we achieved good recog-
nition results (Trmal et al., 2008) with features describing
the manual component of SL. It is a baseline system and
the features can be used for the annotation of a portion of
manual component in the desired form. One of our goals is
to develop a new system capable of describing the manual
component in more detail. Based on that we can automat-
ically group similar signs and utilize this information for
searching purposes.
6. Conclusion
In this article we presented our progress on ongoing project
Czech on-line sign language dictionary. Some parts of the
dictionary are nearly finished (database system, adminis-
tration interface, 3D avatar, video players, fulltext search),
other parts are being developed (sign search, SignWriting
editor, frontend interface). We expect the first public re-
lease (and first feedback from the users) in the second half
of the year 2010, but some limited pre-release versions are
already available.
Our goals are both to create high-quality on-line sign lan-
guage dictionary system and to provide high-quality con-
tent for the Czech and Czech sign language.
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Abstract
As part of the ongoing MobileASL project, we have built a system to compress, transmit, and decode sign language video in real-time
on an off-the-shelf mobile phone. In this work, we review the challenges that arose in developing our system and the algorithms we
implemented to address them. Separate parts of this research have been previously published in (Cavender et al., 2006; Cherniavsky et
al., 2007; Cherniavsky et al., 2008; Vanam et al., 2009; Chon et al., 2009; Cherniavsky et al., 2009).
Compression and transmission of sign language video presents unique difficulties. We must overcome weak processing power,
limited bandwidth capacity, and low battery life. We also must ensure that the system is usable; that is, that the video is intelligible and
the algorithms that we employ to save system resources do not irritate users.
We describe the evolution of the MobileASL system and the algorithms we utilize to achieve real-time video communication on
mobile phones. We first review our initial user studies to test feasibility and interest in video sign language on mobile phones. We
then detail our three main challenges and solutions. To address weak processing power, we optimize the encoder to work on mobile
phones, adapting a fast algorithm for distortion-complexity optimization to choose the best parameters. To overcome limited bandwidth
capacity, we utilize a dynamic skin-based region of interest, which encodes the face and hands at a higher bit rate at the expense of
the rest of the image. To save battery life, we automatically detect periods of signing and lower the frame rate when the user is not signing.
We implement our system on off-the-shelf mobile phones and validate it through a user study. Fluent ASL signers participate in
unconstrained conversations over the phones in a laboratory setting. They find the conversations with the dynamic skin-based region of
interest more intelligible. The variable frame rate affects conversations negatively, but does not affect the users perceived desire for the
technology.
Ongoing work includes varying the spatial resolution instead of the temporal resolution, further optimization of rate-distortion-
complexity, and a field study to determine usability over a long period of time in a realistic setting.
1. Introduction
Mobile technology has become an integral part of soci-
ety, changing the nature of communication worldwide. The
MobileASL project aims to expand accessibility for Deaf1
people by efficiently compressing sign language video to
enable mobile phone communication. Users capture and
receive video on a typical mobile phone. They wear no
special clothing or equipment, since this would make the
technology less accessible.
There are three main challenges to building a system for
real-time two-way video communication on mobile phones.
First, the processing power on phones is weak. The encoder
must run fast enough to show the video in real-time, and yet
must produce intelligible video at low bit rates. Secondly,
the bandwidth is limited. Video must be transmitted at rates
of less than 30 kbps to be compatible with the capacity of
the U.S. mobile phone network. Lastly, the battery capacity
is low. Encoding, transmitting, receiving, and playing video
1Capitalized Deaf refers to members of the signing Deaf com-
munity, whereas deaf is a medical term.
on a mobile phone quickly drains the battery, rendering the
phone useless.
We develop sign language sensitive algorithms to attack
these three challenges. We optimize the encoder parame-
ters for the best possible tradeoff between efficiency and
intelligibility, using an adaptation of a fast algorithm for
distortion-complexity optimization. We address the prob-
lem of limited bandwidth by creating a dynamic skin-based
region-of-interest (ROI) that encodes the face and hands at
a higher bit rate at the expense of the rest of the image, in-
creasing intelligibility without increasing bandwidth. We
save power and processor cycles through automatic detec-
tion of periods of signing. When the user is not signing, we
lower the frame rate, encoding and transmitting one tenth
of the frames. We call this technique variable frame rate
(VFR).
Our central goal is to increase access for Deaf people; we
thus use intelligibility as our main measure of success.
Throughout the evolution of our system, we verify our de-
sign and algorithms with users. We began the project by
conducting focus groups and small laboratory studies to
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validate our ideas. After building a working system, we
evaluate it with a larger study in which fluent signers par-
ticipate in unconstrained conversations over the phone.
1.1. Background
As is often the case with the design and implementation of a
large system, separate parts of this research have been pub-
lished previously (Cavender et al., 2006; Cherniavsky et al.,
2007; Cherniavsky et al., 2008; Vanam et al., 2009; Chon
et al., 2009; Cherniavsky et al., 2009). More complete ver-
sions of related work may be found in those publications.
Sign language video compression so that Deaf users can
communicate over the telephone lines has been studied
since at least the early 1980s. The first works attempted to
enable communication by drastically modifying the video
signal, e.g. by binarizing the image; (Foulds, 2006) pro-
vides a good overview. More closely related to our project
are works that implement ROI encoding for reducing the
bit rate of sign language video (Schumeyer et al., 1997;
Woelders et al., 1997; Saxe and Foulds, 2002; Agrafio-
tis et al., 2003; Habili et al., 2004) and works that exam-
ine the intelligibility of sign language video at low frame
rates (Sperling et al., 1986; Parish et al., 1990; Johnson
and Caird, 1996; Hooper et al., 2007). Most of the ROI
algorithms were not evaluated with Deaf users and are not
real-time. Research into low frame rates for sign language
are inconsistent in their conclusions, but there appears to be
a sharp drop off in intelligibility at frame rates lower than
10 frames per second (fps).
MobileASL is built on top of the latest standard in video
compression, H.264 (Wiegand et al., 2003). The H.264 en-
coder works by dividing a frame into 16 × 16 pixel mac-
roblocks. It compares each macroblock to those sent in pre-
vious frames, looking for exact or close matches. The mac-
roblock is then coded with the location of the match, the
displacement, and whatever residual information is neces-
sary. We use the Open Source x264 (Aimar et al., 2005;
Merritt and Vanam, 2007) codec.
2. Design of the MobileASL System
The design of the MobileASL system is closely based on
the needs and desires of users, and informed by a focus
group and user studies.
2.1. Focus group
In our initial focus group, we find that users want a “smart”
phone that has a front-side camera, a full keyboard, full
email and instant messaging abilities, and a kick stand so
that the phone can be placed on the table. Users also want
to be able to use the phones to access video relay services,
which allow communication between Deaf and hearing via
sign language interpreters, and to chat with other users who
have web cams or set top boxes. Based on these results, we
choose to use HTC TyTN-II smart phones running Win-
dows Mobile 6.1 (Qualcomm MSM7200, 400 MHz ARM
processor, Li-polymer battery). The video size is QCIF
(176× 144). Figure 1 shows a phone running MobileASL.
Our system is not currently able to handle calls to other de-
vices, but we hope to add that functionality in the future.
Figure 1: MobileASL running on the HTC TyTN-II
2.2. Initial ROI and VFR evaluation
In several initial user studies, we investigate the feasibil-
ity of our ROI and VFR techniques. We find that videos
with ROI are intelligible, up to a point; however, when too
many bits are devoted to the face at the expense of the rest
of the frame, it becomes distracting for users. For the vari-
able frame rate, users evaluate conversational sign language
videos that have (artificially created) lower frame rates dur-
ing periods of not signing. We find that users dislike an
entirely frozen frame for the not signing portions, but oth-
erwise rate the quality similarly. As there is no large drop
off in the perception of intelligibility, we use both methods
in our system.
3. Sign language sensitive compression
To address the three main challenges of weak processing
speed, limited bandwidth, and low battery life, we imple-
ment the following techniques for sign language sensitive
video compression: optimal parameter selection for en-
coder optimization, dynamic skin-based ROI, and variable
frame rate.
3.1. Optimal parameter selection
The H.264 encoder has many different parameters that are
possible to tune to achieve the highest quality possible
video at the lowest possible cost. For example, there are
several different methods for searching the macroblocks for
matching, with varying complexity. However, it is compu-
tationally infeasible to test all possible combinations of pa-
rameter settings for a given bit rate. Using a variation of the
GBFOS (Chou et al., 1989) and ROPA (Kiang et al., 1992)
algorithms, we jointly optimize H.264 encoder parameter
settings for quality and complexity. We are able to search
through many fewer encodings to arrive at the optimal se-
lection.
3.2. Dynamic skin-based ROI
Given the parameter settings, H.264 will try to encode the
frame at the highest possible quality for the bit rate. One
way to increase intelligibility while maintaining the same
bit rate is to shift the bits around, so that more are focused
on the face and less are focused on the background. Using
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a simple range query on the chrominance components, we
determine the macroblocks that contain a majority of skin
pixels, and encode these at a higher quality setting (allocat-
ing more bits to the important part of the frame). Since the
encoder is constrained by the bit rate, the result is that the
other macroblocks in the frame are encoded with fewer bits
and correspondingly lower quality.
3.3. Variable frame rate
Sign language video is conversational and involves turn-
taking, meaning that often when one person is signing, the
other person is not. We aim to automatically recognize
when a user is not signing and lower the frame rate from
10 fps to 1 fps. Since far fewer frames are encoded and
transmitted, this results in a large power savings, allowing
conversations to go on much longer. We obtain a power
gain of 8% over the battery life of the phone, correspond-
ing to an extra 23 minutes of talk time.
Automatic recognition on the phone is challenging for the
same reasons as the overall system implementation. We
must be able to perform the recognition in real-time while
hopefully not adding to the complexity. To this end, we use
a simple differencing method to distinguish signing frames
from not signing frames. The sum of absolute differences
of the luminance component is calculated between succes-
sive raw frames and compared to a previously determined
threshold. This is temporally smoothed by applying a slid-
ing window that takes the average vote over the window
and classifies the frame accordingly. The average classifi-
cation accuracy as measured on a frame-by-frame basis on
videos taken with the phone camera is 76.6%.
Figure 2: The architecture of the variable frame rate. Dif-
ferences between frames are checked; if the user isn’t sign-
ing, the frame is sent only to maintain 1 fps.
4. Evaluation
To validate our algorithms and test our working system, we
conducted a user study with members of the signing Deaf
community. Fifteen participants fluent in sign language
took part in the study. For each conversation, participants
sat on the same side of a table, separated by a screen, with
a black background behind them (see Figure 3). Since we
expect that Deaf people will use the phones in a variety of
situations, we did not control for the relationship between
participants. There were conversations between interpreters
and native signers, between strangers and friends, and even
between a married couple.
All combinations of three versions of ROI (no, low, and
high) and two versions of VFR (off and on) were tested, for
Figure 3: Study setting. The participants sat on the same
side of a table, with the phones in front of them.
a total of six different possible settings. After five minutes
of unconstrained conversation, the participants filled out a
subjective questionnaire about their experience. They then
continued their conversation under different settings. The
order in which the settings were evaluated differed between
users. Both sides of the conversations were captured by a
third video camera, in order to obtain objective measures,
such as the number of times a user asked for a repetition.
We statistically analyzed both the subjective and objective
results of the user study. For the subjective measures, we
found statistically significant differences in the perception
of the number of guesses and comprehension. Using a high
level of ROI decreased the number of guesses and increased
comprehension. ROI did not statistically significantly af-
fect the objective measures, but VFR did. The users asked
for repeats more often and had more conversational break-
downs when the VFR was on than when it was off. This is
probably due to classification inaccuracy resulting in mis-
takenly lowering the frame rate when the person is actually
signing. Despite these measurable difficulties with VFR,
there was no statistically significant difference in subjec-
tive measures for VFR; in particular, the users’ perceived
desire for the technology was unaffected. We expect that
VFR is a feature that users will choose to employ depend-
ing on their needs, for example, if they are going on a trip
and want to preserve battery life.
5. Future directions
In the future, we will continue to improve MobileASL so
that we may make it widely available. Our next step is to
move out of the lab and into the field. We plan to give par-
ticipants phones with MobileASL installed and have them
use and comment on the technology over an extended pe-
riod of time.
Technically speaking, several challenges remain. We can
improve classification accuracy by using more advanced
machine learning techniques on the phone. We found in
our user study that often our algorithm misclassified finger
spelling frames, since users slowed down during those pe-
riods. If our classifier recognized finger spelling in addition
to signing and not signing, we could adjust the frame rate
accordingly. We also want to investigate different methods
for saving power on the phone, such as changing the spatial
resolution during not signing periods instead of lowering
the frame rate. Furthermore, there is a continual trade-off
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in our system between the complexity of our algorithms,
the speed at which we can encode, the intelligibility of the
video, and the bit rate. We want to further explore jointly
optimizing these conditions, ideally in real-time and as cir-
cumstances differ. For example, the encoder often struggles
in noisy environments where there is a lot of background
motion; in order to keep sending the frames in real time,
we can reduce the quality, readjusting the parameters when
circumstances improve.
The first question asked by users at the end of our study
was always “when will this be available?” During the re-
cruitment process, we received interested queries from all
over the United States. Our ultimate goal is to make our
technology widely available, so that Deaf people will have
full access to today’s mobile telecommunication network.
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Abstract
This paper present one component of Dicta-Sign, a three-year FP7 ICT project that aims to improve the state of web-based communi-
cation for Deaf people. A part of this project is the annotation of sign language corpora. To improve the annotation task in terms of
reproducibility and time consuming, several plug-ins for sign language video processing are developed. The component presented in
this paper aims to link several plug-ins to annotation software through the network. These plug-ins can be coded in different languages,
operating systems and computers. For that, it uses the SOAP Web-service and a specific data-format in XML for the data exchange.
1. Introduction
Nowadays many researches focus on the analysis and
recognition of sign language to understand, reproduce and
translate to any other communication language (Ong and
Ranganath, 2005). In computer science those researches
concern the development of automatic treatments applied
to sign language videos (Lefebvre-Albaret and Dalle, 2009;
Theodorakis et al., 2009). The evaluation of their per-
formances uses annotated corpora which is, in general,
manually performed by linguists and computer scientists.
Several Annotation Tools (AT) have been developped to
achieve this task, e.g. Elan (Wittenburg et al., 2006),
Anvil (Kipp, 2001), Ilex (Hanke, 2002; Hanke and Storz,
2008), Ancolin (Braffort et al., 2004), etc. For long video
sequences, manual annotation becomes error prone, unre-
producible and time-consuming. Moreover the quality of
the results mainly depends on the annotator’s knowledge.
Automatic video processing together with the annotator’s
knowledge facilitate the task and considerably reduce the
annotation time. That is why we propose a way to integrate
those automatic treatments, here called Automatic Annota-
tion Assistant (A3), to the available AT.
From the annotator’s point of view, adding automatic treat-
ments must be easy to use, without adding complex A3 call-
ing or extra working. The annotator should be able to ex-
tract a part of a video and to use a previously defined anno-
tation as input parameter of the A3. For example, the an-
notator is working in the Annotation tool window (fig. 1.a),
any modification done is saved on the two tiers: AG1 and
AG2. When the annotator calls an A3, e.g. movement pose
detection, which needs two input parameters, then two ad-
ditional tiers appear in the window (fig. 1.b). Filling in the
two tiers could be done manually or using AG1 and/or AG2.
Once the treatment has finished the result is displayed as
a new tiers that the annotator can easily save or modify
(fig. 1.c). This example shows how using automatic pro-
cessing in this way can be easily performed.
The complexity of integrating the A3 to the AT is not just
about programming an efficient user friendly interface but
also about making A3s and ATs to communicate with each
other knowing that the programming environment used to
developed them is not generally compatible. So, in this
paper we propose a system architecture to allow the com-
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Figure 1: Annotation Tool Example: (a) Normal environ-
ment, (b) A3 call and (c) A3 result.
munication between the A3s and the AT. We mainly focus
on specifying communication protocols, data exchange and
format.
This document presents the specification for this distributed
system for assisted annotation of video corpus. First, we
present a global view of the system. It consist of an
overview of the architecture of the system proposed. Sec-
ond, we illustrate the different communication between
each sub-part of the system and the data format used to
make them communicate. Finally, we present our choice
about development software to use and about the security
of the system.
2. Global view
The main problem about the introduction of A3s to existing
ATs is the incompatibility of programming language, oper-
ative system and platform of development. Nevertheless it
is not possible to restrict unique development conditions to
easily use an A3 to assist the annotation. Moreover treat-
ments can be very complex and it would be preferable to
develop them in a specific programming language or, even
to execute them in adapted computers. That is why we pro-
posed to overcome this problem by a Distributed System
Architecture (DSA) where the A3s are hosted in different
computers.
The communication and the data exchange are, then, done
trough the network using a protocol and an exchange data
format understandable by all the parts of the system. The
data format has to be standardized so that the ATs and
the A3s are able to process the data regardless where it
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Figure 2: Distributed system architecture for assisted anno-
tation of video corpus
comes from. Thus the A3’s Application Programming In-
terface (API) has to use compatible parameters with the
AT data structure. The data description standards proposed
are XML and Annotation Graph (AG) structure (Bird and
Liberman, 2001; Schmidt et al., 2008). The AG is a struc-
ture similar to the one used in the ATs, i.e. the hierarchy
of named tiers (or levels or tracks...) with a list of possible
values associated to each frame sequence. In this way any
input parameter needed by the A3, can be filled in by the
annotator with the help of the AT. In addition ATs are, gen-
erally, able to easily import/export AG structures. The AG
is stored in a XML file which is extended to add the meta-
data concerning the desired A3 processing and the video
file.
The proposed DSA is illustrated in Figure 2. The princi-
ple is to consider the AT as a client and the A3s as remote
servers to allow queries exchange. Since the number of
available A3s and ATs can vary on time depending on new
developments, another server called Automatic Annotation
Assistant Supervisor (A3S) is added to manage the infor-
mation of the A3s at our disposal and to maintain an up-
dated list of them. Thus at each time an A3 is added it
registers itself to the A3S. Then when the AT requires an
updated list of A3s it requests the A3S server. Now the AT
can directly communicate with the A3 as long as the A3 de-
scriptor is known. In addition the need of exchanging video
files between ATs and A3s leads to introduce a Video File
Server (VFS) to share videos in a simple and fast way.
3. DSA data exchange
The AT allows annotators to easily define and execute vari-
ous queries in a controlled manner. It interacts with all the
parts of the system. Firstly, for the initialization process
it queries the A3S. Secondly, to process video it commu-
nicates to the respective A3. Finally, to add or to retrieve
processed video files, it interacts with the VFS.
The A3 communicates with the A3S to register itself when
it is added. All those interactions are illustrated in Figure 3
3.1. A3 Registration
Each A3 is considered as a unit implementing various pro-
cessing functions for the annotation. To reference these
Figure 3: Simple Query Schedule
functions, each time an A3 is added, it transmits its descrip-
tor to the A3S. The descriptor is a XML code containing
API which has, among other information, a unique identi-
fier (ID), the address (@), the port number (P) and the help
text.
3.2. AT Initialization
The first query is automatically performed by the AT when
it is loaded. This query is sent to the A3S to ask for the list
of available A3 descriptors. The list can also be manually
requested for updating at any moment. It does not require
any parameter. In return, the A3S sends the list of A3s and
their descriptor. The AT can therefore decode the list and
show to the annotator the available A3’s functions descrip-
tions.
3.3. A3 calling
When the annotator selects a function, the parameters of
this function are set up by filling in the AG provided by the
A3 descriptor. The minimum functionality that is expected
from the AT, is an interactive editor for this AG. Two in-
dispensable data elements are a list of videos and the ID
of the process. The list of videos could correspond to dif-
ferent views for a same corpus. Once processing has been
performed, it encapsulates the results, again in the form of
an AG structure and sends them as a reply to the requesting
AT.
4. XML Format
Previously, we defined that the API of each A3 process uses
a data format similar to the one used in AT, the AG. Due to
the diversity of Annotation systems used, we need a sim-
ple global and compatible annotation graph system. That
is why we decided to use an annotation graph format based
on the one defined in Schmidt et al. (2008). The one we
define is simple, easy to use and open. Thanks to this for-
mat, client can easily define frames and parameters for each
frames, to use. In the server side, it has to read this AG to
get the parameters needed to its process, execute it and fi-
nally put the result in the same AG. In order to simplify the
processing of the parameters of the API and to get coher-
ence, the video names, the process to call and every param-
eter are defined in this AG.
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Finally, we have all annotation data, input and output, tem-
porally described in an AG and encapsulated in one XML
file. In addition this file contains the whole informations
like API, option parameters, process descriptor and video
location.
This AG encoded in XML format is described here step by
step, through a simple API example.
!"#$%&%$%'!
(((!)%*%+#$#*,-.(/01-$-0.2"#"'!
((((((!3%+#(4%56#2"$%&'(%)*+,#"7'
((((((!89/#(4%56#2"-./'0'&"7'
((((((!:#;%65$,4%56#(4%56#2"123"7'
((((((!<06*=#(4%56#2"45,678"7'
(((!7)%*%+#$#*,-.'
(((!)%*%+#$#*,06$(/01-$-0.2"9"'!
((((((!3%+#(4%56#2":))&+,;,#"7'
((((((!89/#(4%56#2"<)=>*'"7'
((((((!<06*=#(4%56#2"45,678"7'
(((!7)%*%+#$#*,06$'
Figure 4: XML data exchanged: Input and output parame-
ters metadata
The figure 4 describes an input parameter and an out-
put parameter in the API. Thanks to XML, this format
can be easily parsed to get the different information about
the input parameter, like its type and its default value.
Each different parameter use its own Parameters in or
Parameters out tag with a different position number.
!"#$%&%$%'!
!!!(%)% $#)+,-./01,$,0-2"# '!!
! !!!!3 * .4%56#2"$%&'(%)*+,#"7'
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...!?#5/'
!!!!!!C'&'!/%'!CDE7!)F!/%'!G&)>'((A
...!7?#5/'
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!7"#$%&%$%'
!8,*#5,-#.,&2"45,$IJ'*I.'#"'!
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................6-,$2"F&KJ'(".*,*#D5%112"".
................*,*#89/#2"".#-=0&,-B2""..................
................E5,-FGH)#;2""7'!
!78,*#5,-#'!
!IJ.$,*#5,-#2"45,$IJ'*I.'#".,&2"45,4L#"'!
....!I-=H0).,&2"$1".0;;1#$2"1".6-,$2"F&KJ'("7'!
....!I-=H0).,&2"$#".0;;1#$2"#".6-,$2"F&KJ'("7'!
....!I--0$%$,0-.,&2"4..)/K/I).,#,$1"................
........................$9/#2"7K&KJ'/'&,I.,#"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.1$%)$2"$1".#-&2"$1"'!
...........!K#%$6)#.-%*#2"$%&'(%)*+,#"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4%56#2"123"M'!
...........!K#%$6)#.-%*#2">))&+,:"!4%56#2""M'
....!7I--0$%$,0-'
!7IJ'
Figure 5: XML data exchanged: Process metadata
!"#$%&%$%'!
!!!(%)%*#$#)+,-./01,$,0-2"#"'!!
!!!!!!3%*#.4%56#2"$%&'(%)*+,#"7'
!!!!!!89/#.4%56#2"-./'0'&"7'
!!!!!!:#;%65$+4%56#.4%56#2"123"7'
!!!!!!<06)=#.4%56#2"45,678 7'
!!!7( )%*#$#)+,-'
!(%)%*#$#)+06$./01,$,0-2"#"'
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...!<06)=#.4%56#2"45,678"7'
!7(%)%*#$#)+06$'
!()0=#11+"#$%&%$%'
...!3%*#.4%56#2"7&)>'((#"7'
...!>(+%&)#11.4%56#2"#?@A1A1A#"7'
...!(0)$.4%56#2"B1B1"7'
...!<06)=#.4%56#2"45,678"7'
...!?#5/'
!!!!!!C'&'!/%'!CDE7!)F!/%'!G&)>'((A
...!7?#5/'
!7()0=#11+"#$%&%$%'
...!@,&#0+"#$%&%$%'
......!3%*#.4%56#2""7'
......!>(+%&)#11.4%56#2"#?@A1A1A#"7'
......!(0)$.4%56#2"B11B"7'
......!<06)=#.4%56#2"8H$7"7'
......!A0B,-.50B,-2""./C&2"".7'
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................E5,-FGH)#;2""7'!
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!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.1$%)$2"$1".#-&2"$1"'!
...........!K#%$6)#.-%*#2"$%&'(%)*+,#"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4%56#2"123"M'!
...........!K#%$6)#.-%*#2">))&+,:"!4%56#2""M'
....!7I--0$%$,0-'
!7IJ'
Figure 6: XML data exchanged: Video metadata
Figure 5 and figure 6 describe respectively metadata about
the process described by the API and inform about treated
video location. Most of the process metadata are about lo-
cation of the process too. Moreover, it encapsulates the
identification parameters (login and password) for the video
server. If identification is needed to call process too, it can
be easily added in the process metadadta one the same way.
!"#$%&%$%'!
!!!(%)%*#$#)+,-./01,$,0-2"#"'!!
!!!!!!3%*#.4%56#2"$%&'(%)*+,#"7'
!!!!!!89/#.4%56#2"-./'0'&"7'
!!!!!!:#;%65$+4%56#.4%56#2"123"7'
!!!!!!<06)=#.4%56#2"45,678"7'
!!!7(%)%*#$#)+,-'
!(%)%*#$#)+06$./01,$,0-2"#"'
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...!3%*#.4%56#2"7&)>'((#"7'
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...!(0)$.4%56#2"B1B1"7'
...!<06)=#.4%56#2"45,678"7'
...!?#5/'
!!!!!!C'&'!/%'!CDE7!)F!/%'!G&)>'((A
...!7?#5/'
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......!(0)$.4%56#2"B11B"7'
......!<06)=#.4%56#2"8H$7"7'
......!A0B,-.50B,-2""./C&2"".7'
...!7@,&#0+"#$%&%$%'
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................*,*#89/#2"".#-=0&,-B2""..................
................E5,-FGH)#;2""7'!
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....!I--0$%$,0-.,&2"4..)/K/I).,#,$1"................
........................$9/#2"7K&KJ'/'&,I.,#"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.1$%)$2"$1".#-&2"$1"'!
...........!K#%$6)#.-%*#2"$%&'(%)*+,#"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!4%56#2"123"M'!
...........!K#%$6)#.-%*#2">))&+,:"!4%56#2""M'
....!7I--0$%$,0-'
!7IJ'
Figure 7: XML data exchanged: Annotation Graph (Time-
Data)
Finally, figure 7 is a classical use of AGlib (Annotation
Graph library) with definition of two time anchor and one
AG in between. This AG contains, at the beginning, the
minimal data: input parameters with default values and
empty output results.
So, this format enables to represent all needed metadata.
The user of the Annotation Tool has just to fill some param-
eters, like the video to use, and add each anchor and each
annotation he needs. Afterward he will fill in those anno-
tations with the desired input parameters and their values.
When it is done, he sends this XML and the A3 will decode
what it has to do. To send the result, it will automatically
create result Annotation (and anchor if it need an anchor
couple for each frame), fill their value, and send them.
5. Software development
We need a software library for network programming,
which allows to develop this fairly simple architecture. De-
velopment constraints are that this system must be multi-
platform and multi-language - including for the annotation
software : RealBasic, C/C++ and Java - therefore we ex-
clude proprietary libraries such as Java RMI or Twisted.
Most of the time, the data to be transmitted are already
in XML format, so a string can suffice. To achieve this
kind of system two types of library are distinguished: the
middleware - ICE (ZeroC, URL), CORBA (ObjectManage-
mentGroup, URL) - and the Webservices - SOAP (W3C,
URL), XML-RPC (XML-RPC, URL). The main difference
between these two categories is that the first one, the mid-
dleware, is based on the use of objects and method calls on
these objects, while the second one, web-services, is based
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on the use of messages sent to URLs. It should be noted
that each of these technologies meet our expectations, with
different degrees of difficulty and complexity. We decided
to use SOAP for the first specification of this architecture
because it meets our needs in a simple way and it is totally
open-source.
6. Security
In this system, we need security measures especially con-
cerning the video corpus database. Indeed, those video files
are not necessarily publicly accessible. To implement a suf-
ficient security level, we propose two components: a secure
transfer protocol, HTTPS, to transfer data by SOAP ; and a
SFTP protocol for the transfer of video between the video
file host and A3 or Annotation Tool.
7. Conclusion
In conclusion we propose a communication system archi-
tecture to easily add and call automatic treatments support-
ing annotation task in existing annotation tools.
Thanks to our specifications and the use of SOAP for soft-
ware development, this architecture is multi-platform and
multi-language (including RealBasic, C/C++ and Java) and
the model used for data exchange is adaptable to many
annotation formats. Furthermore, this model contains ev-
ery needed information like location of the process to call,
video to use, input and output parameters. The system is
composed of four parts : the Annotation Tool (AT), the
Automatic Annotation Assistants (A3), the A3 Supervisor
(A3S) and a Video File Server (VFS). All communications
between those entities are made through SOAP and are se-
cured.
The programming of this system is underway during the
project Dicta-Sign, and will enable to do evaluations of the
contribution of automatic annotation process during anno-
tation tasks
For future work we intend to enable asynchronous commu-
nication between AT and A3 in order to avoid waiting for
the end of a long process (more than few seconds) and en-
able a deferred query for results. We also would like to
enable time synchronized communication between the AT
and interactive applications like the Signing avatar synthe-
sizer (Kennaway et al., 2007) or Signing space annotation
tool (Lenseigne and Dalle, 2005).
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Why are you raising your eyebrows? 
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Abstract 
It is widely known that sign languages make an extensive use of non-manual markers (NMM) to transmit linguistic information. 
Some NMMs are specific to particular constructions (in several Sign Languages, furrowed eyebrows is mostly used to mark 
wh-questions, while headshake is used to mark negation), others may occur in several unrelated constructions (see eyebrow raising 
in American sign language). This study presents preliminary results of a quantitative investigation of the distribution of raised 
eyebrows (re-NMM) in Italian Sign Language (LIS). Re-NMM frequently occurs in spontaneous signing and is used to mark a 
variety of constructions; therefore re-NMM qualifies as a good candidate for a VARBRUL analysis. In particular, re-NMM may 
mark 8 different constructions in LIS: yes/no-questions, topics, if-clauses, correlative clauses, focus, contrastive focus, subordinate 
clauses, and the signer’s attitude. Data come from a corpus of LIS and have been analyzed with the ELAN software. Results show an 
even distribution across the sample for most of the uses of re-NMM. Only two functions turned out to be significantly different: the 
use of re-NMM as a focus marker and the use of re-NMM as an attitude marker, which are sensitive to age. 
 
1. Introduction 
One of the most interesting properties of sign languages 
(SLs) is the use of non-manual components to transmit 
linguistic information. At a first glance, non-manual 
markers (NMMs) can be thought to have a similar role 
to that played by prosody in spoken languages. While 
this is certainly true (see for instance Nespor and 
Sandler 1999), it is also clear that NMMs are much more 
than that. Indeed, they represent a pervasive aspect of 
SLs. All levels of linguistic analysis are affected by the 
presence of NMMs: they are productively used to mark 
specific lexical items, and in some cases they also mark 
phonological contrast (see Franchi, 2004, for some 
examples from Italian Sign Language, LIS). They are 
used as adverbial markers (see Neidle et al. 2000, for 
some examples from American sign language, ASL). 
They can also be used as markers of discourse features 
like the signer’s attitude and more generally as affective 
markers. NMMs have an impact also in the domain of 
semantics. For instance, in some varieties of LIS, the 
position of the shoulder is used to mark the event time 
(Zucchi, 2009). However, the most intriguing use of 
NMMs is in the domain of syntax, where NMMs play a 
crucial role in determining several syntactic functions 
and constructions such as overt agreement (Neidle et al. 
2000), negation (Neidle et al. 2000, Geraci, 2006 and 
Pfau & Quer, 2007 among others), wh-questions 
(Cecchetto, Geraci & Zucchi 2009), etc.  
Several independent articulators can be used to produce 
NMMs and, most importantly, they can act 
simultaneously so that a certain degree of overlapping is 
generally allowed. For instance, (raised or lowered) 
eyebrow positioning may co-occur with head-tilt, eye 
gaze, and some specific body postures. As discussed in 
Wilbur (2000), the main function of NMMs is to single 
out specific linguistic domains. Depending on the 
articulator(s), this can be done either by signalling 
domain boundaries (as in the case of eye blinking or 
head nods), or by spreading the marker over the whole 
domain (as in the case of headshake or eyebrow 
positioning). In the former case, NMMs are used as 
edge-makers, while in the latter case they are used as 
scope markers. Within the class of scope markers, raised 
eyebrows pose a particular challenge. Indeed, while 
headshake and, to a certain extent, furrowed eyebrows 
can be argued to mark specific constructions (negation 
and wh-questions, respectively), raised eyebrows are 
found to occur with several and apparently unrelated 
constructions (for ASL, see Wilbur 2000). The aim of 
this study is twofold: on the one hand, we analyze the 
distribution of the raised eyebrow NMM (re-NMM) in 
LIS; on the other hand, we investigate whether 
non-linguistic factors may have a role in such 
distribution. In particular, it is likely that social factors 
may affect the use of re-NMM and the variety of 
constructions in which it occurs. This is accomplished 
by presenting preliminary results of a quantitative 
analysis of the distribution of re-NMM in a corpus of 
LIS data (Geraci et al. 2010). 
2.  The re-NMM variable 
To our knowledge, there is no systematic investigation 
of re-NMM in LIS. However, the presence of this 
marker is observed in many studies, and it is associated 
with a variety of constructions. In particular, re-NMM is 
associated with: 
 
• Yes/no questions (Cecchetto, Geraci  & Zucchi 
2006), 
• If clauses (Barattieri, 2006), 
• (Cor-)relative clauses (Cecchetto, Geraci  & 
Zucchi  2006, Geraci, 2007, Branchini & 
Donati, 2009), 
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• Topicalized elements (Geraci, 2006 and Geraci, 
Cecchetto & Zucchi, 2008 and Bertone, 2009), 
• Subordinate and complement clauses (Geraci, 
2007, and Geraci, Cecchetto & Zucchi 2008). 
 
Other previously unnoticed uses of re-NMM emerged in 
this study are:   
 
• Broad focus, 
• Contrastive focus, 
• Emphatic discourse attitude. 
 
Of course, as it happens with other NMMs, re-NMM is 
not the exclusive marker for the above-mentioned 
constructions. Other non-manual components may 
co-occur with it, or it can also be the case that re-NMM 
is only one of the possible means to mark the 
construction. Be as it is, such variation of uses is likely 
to be influenced not only by purely linguistic factors, but 
also by non-linguistic factors (such as age and gender). 
Furthermore, given its highly frequent distribution, 
re-NMM nicely qualifies as a candidate for a variation 
analysis with standard sociolinguistic techniques 
(Bayley 2002). 
3. Data collection  
The data from this study comes from a corpus of LIS 
which is under construction as part of a national research 
project on sociolinguistic variation in LIS (see Geraci et 
al. 2010). The corpus includes data from signers of three 
age groups (18-30, 31-54, over 55) recruited in 10 cities 
distributed across the country and consists of various 
kinds of texts, namely free conversation (45 minutes), 
elicited conversation (about 5-10 minutes), individual 
narration (10 minutes), and a picture-naming task (42 
items). For this study, we analyzed the narrative 
production of 16 signers from the city of Torino. Six 
signers were in the group of old signers, while the 
middle and young groups consisted in five signers each. 
All participants agreed in being recorded. In order to 
avoid the situation of a signer sitting right in front of the 
camera and to reduce the potential negative effects of 
recording, signers were asked to sign to a Deaf 
addressee from the same local Deaf community. The 
camera was placed right behind the addressee, so that a 
frontal view of the narrator was provided. Signers were 
asked to tell stories about their life experience, 
nevertheless they were free to change topic at their 
pleasure. 
4. Methodology  
Data were analyzed by using the ELAN software 
(Johnston & Crasborn, 2006). The annotations were 
made by a LIS interpreter, enrolled as a second year MA 
student at the Università Ca’ Foscari-Venezia, and were 
crosschecked by two native signers of LIS. For this 
study four tiers were employed, as shown in figure 1.  
 
Figure 1: Tiers used for the re-NMM study  
 
The main tier (ToA01, namely, old signer from Torino) 
includes the annotations of the utterance in which a 
re-NMM occurred. The GLOSS tier includes the 
sign-by-sign annotation of the utterance, while the 
NMM tier marks the spreading of eyebrows raising. 
Finally, the re-Type tier specifies which function is 
associated to that raising. Since the number of functions 
is limited, a controlled vocabulary has been created with 
8 possible functions for the re-NMM: y/n question, 
if-clauses, (cor-)relatives, topic, subordination, focus, 
contrastive focus, and attitude. The procedure adopted 
for the annotation involved four steps: First, every 
occurrence of eyebrow raising was simply marked 
(NMM tier). Second, the annotations for the utterance 
were inserted (main tier). Third, the function of the 
re-NMM was selected (re-Type tier). Fourth, the gloss 
for each sign included in the utterance was provided 
(GLOSS tier). Figure 2 illustrates the ELAN workspace 
for this study. 
5. Results 
A total of 410 instances of re-NMM have been coded. 
The overall distribution for each function of re-NMM is 
given in table 1. Independently from the linguistic 
functions, old signers tend to use re-NMM (44.1 %) 
more than signers of the middle (30%) and young 
(25.1%) groups, and male signers (57.6%) tend to use 
re-NMM more than female signers (42.4%). 
Furthermore re-NMM is mostly used to mark broad 
focus (34.4%) and topic (26.8%). Apart from broad 
focus and attitude, the remaining functions of re-NMM 
are equally distributed across the factors in both factor 
groups (Age and Gender), as can be seen from the 
percentages reported in table 1.  
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 Figure 2: Workspace for the re-NMM study. 
 
 
Table 1: Distribution of re-NMM functions by Factor Group. Functions: t = topic, f = broad focus, c = contrastive focus, 
i = if-clause, s = subordinate, a = attitude marker, y = y/n question, r = relative clause. Age: o = old signers’ group, m = 
middle signers’ group, y = young signers’ group; Gender: M = male signers, F = female signers. 
 
 
 Function t f c i s a y 
r Total 
% 
o 46 63 7 7 7 38 9 4 181 44.1 
% 25.4 34.8 3.9 3.9 3.9 21.0 5.0 2.2   
m 36 34 9 6 12 12 13 4 126 30.7 
% 28.6 27.0 7.1 4.8 9.5 9.5 10.3 3.2   
y 28 44 7 4 4 9 5 2 103 25.1 
 
A
ge
 
% 27.2 42.7 6.8 3.9 3.9 8.7 4.9 1.9   
M 60 76 14 9 11 43 15 8 236 57.6 
% 25.4 32.2 5.9 3.8 4.7 18.2 6.4 3.4   
F 50 65 
9 8 
12 16 12 2 174 42.4 
 
G
en
de
r 
    
% 28.7 37.4 5.2 4.6 6.9 9.2 6.9 1.1   
 Total 110 141 23 17 23 59 27 10 410  
 % 26.8 34.4 5.6 4.1 5.6 14.4 6.6 2.4   
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Indeed, only Age showed a significant effect in two of 
the eight VARBRUL analyses, performed with broad 
focus and attitude defined as the application value. 
Results for this factor group are shown in table 2. We 
have included the input value for each run, an overall 
measure of the tendency of signers to choose the 
application value and the chi-square per cell, a measure 
of the goodness of fit. 
 
 Broad Focus Attitude 
Factor Weight % Weight % 
Old .507 34.8 .632 21 
Middle .416 27.0 .405 9.5 
Young .590 42.7 .383 8.7 
Input .342 34.4 .134 14.4 
 
Table 2: Functions of re-NMM by Age. Note: Broad 
Focus, χ2/cell = 0.0660; Attitude, χ2/cell = 0.0764. 
 
On the one hand, the use of re-NMM to mark broad 
focus is favored by young signers (p = .590) and 
disfavored by middle signers (p = .416), while old 
signers neither favor nor disfavor the use of re-NMM to 
mark broad focus. On the other hand, the use of 
re-NMM as an attitude marker is favored by old signers 
(p = .632) and clearly disfavored both by signers from 
the middle (p = .405) and young (p = .383) groups. 
6. Discussion 
Eyebrows raising is a fundamental component of the 
grammar of sign languages. In LIS, as in ASL, this 
non-manual marker is widely used in several 
constructions. In particular, re-NMM is used to mark 
eight different linguistic functions. Interestingly, the 
data reported here show a significant effect of age in the 
use of re-NMM. In particular, young signers use 
re-NMM to mark broad focus more often than other age 
groups, and older signers tend to use re-NMM as an 
attitude marker while middle and young signers disfavor 
the use of re-NMM for this function. Both these effects 
can be interpreted as a diachronic tendency toward the 
use of re-NMM with a fine-grained linguistic function. 
Of course, more research and more data from other 
types of texts and other cities are needed to confirm this 
hypothesis and to evaluate how consistent our findings 
are with respect to the varieties of LIS signed in other 
cities. 
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Abstract
This work proposes to learn linguistically-derived sub-unit classifiers for sign language. The responses of these classifiers can be com-
bined by Markov models, producing efficient sign-level recognition. Tracking is used to create vectors of hand positions per frame as
inputs for sub-unit classifiers learnt using AdaBoost. Grid-like classifiers are built around specific elements of the tracking vector to
model the placement of the hands. Comparative classifiers encode the positional relationship between the hands. Finally, binary-pattern
classifiers are applied over the tracking vectors of multiple frames to describe the motion of the hands. Results for the sub-unit classifiers
in isolation are presented, reaching averages over 90%. Using a simple Markov model to combine the sub-unit classifiers allows sign
level classification giving an average of 63%, over a 164 sign lexicon, with no grammatical constraints.
1. Introduction
Sign Language Recognition (SLR) has many parallels to
speech recognition, the idea which has been seized by many
is that of combining sub-units into word level classifiers.
Doing this has several advantages; it allows the lexicon to
be increased in a manageable manner. It removes much
of the temporal variance between repetitions of the same
sign. It enables linguistics to be used, to add priors to the
sub-unit combinations and it could feasibly lead to classifi-
cation of unseen signs based on their component parts and a
dictionary. For these last two advantages to be realised, the
sub-unit classifiers need to be derived from the linguistic
domain.
Previous systems using tracking-based, sub-unit classifiers,
have tended to either hard code basic sub-units (Kadir et
al., 2004) or used data driven approaches (Han et al., 2009;
Yin et al., 2009). While both these techniques can give
good sign level results, they bear little relation to the lin-
guistics of sign language. Instead, the sub-unit classifiers
proposed in this paper are learnt from data, annotated at
the sub-unit level, using the same notation as that in the
British Sign Language (BSL) Dictionary (British Deaf As-
sociation, 1992).
In this work, first the signer is tracked, then sub-unit, clas-
sifiers are learnt using boosting. Specifically, sub-units
relating to Position (Tab), Hand Arrangement (Ha) and
Movement (Sig) are covered. These classifier responses are
also shown in combination with a Markov chain Look Up
Table (LUT) to perform basic classification at the sign level.
The details of these classifiers are shown in the following
sections.
2. Method
Tracking results are obtained using Buehler et al.’s tracker
which does not require coloured gloves, whilst still giv-
ing accurate results, on natural sign from TV broadcasts
it achieves >80% (Buehler et al., 2008). The tracking sys-
tem gives boxes bounding the hands, lower arms and up-
per arms. The different sub-unit types are catered for by
different weak classifier concepts; Tab requires informa-
tion about positioning, Ha about the relationship between
the hands and Sig about the temporal changes in hand po-
sitions, often relative to each other. Each of the different
weak classifier types are combined using AdaBoost (Fre-
und and Schapire, 1995) to create a classifier for each sub-
unit present in the training set.
2.1. Tab Classifiers
Classifiers concentrating on Tab sub-units are concerned
with spatial features, describing the location of the hands
in relation to the signer. The bounding boxes of the hands
are given by the tracking and the position of the face can
be found using the Viola Jones face detector (Viola and
Jones, 2001). Classifiers can then be built which consider
relational distances. Each classifier operates on an x or y
feature, i, within the tracking vector, o, comparing it to
an upper and lower limit, TU and TL respectively. If the
value falls within this range, then the classifier fires. The
upper and lower limits are individual to each classifier and
calculated relative to the size (f ) and position (fxy) of the
signer’s face, see Equation 1.
TL = fxy + nf
TU = TL + sf
n ∈ {−3,−2.9,−2.8 . . . 3}
s ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3 . . . 1}
Rwc =
{
1 if TL < oi ≤ TU
0 otherwise
}
(1)
Classifiers can work on the x or y co-ordinates of either the
dominant or non-dominant hand. Each classifier covers a
strip of a given constant width, either in the x or y plane.
Boosting is used to combine these weak classifier strips, to
create areas relative to the signer as shown in Figure 1. The
strips are shown by increasing the luminosity of the pixels.
When many weak classifiers overlap, the area turns white.
As can be seen, the white areas coincide with the area being
learnt, i.e. Figure 1(a) ‘face’ and Figure 1(b) ‘upper arm’.
2.2. Sig Classifiers
Sig sub-units describe the motion of a sign and require clas-
sifiers which encode temporal information. The tracking
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(a) Upper Arm (b) Face
Figure 1: Examples of tracked Tab classifiers for the areas
‘upper arm’ and ‘face’. Boosting combines strips in the x
and y planes to show where the hand is expected to be for
each Tab label. The lighter the area in the picture the more
strips are overlaying it.
provides a frame by frame set of co-ordinates for the hands
so motions can be described by changes in these values.
The sub-units from BSL linguistics do not encode magni-
tude information. Therefore the classifiers used to describe
them need to encode non-magnitude dependant informa-
tion. If the values from the tracking are concatenated tem-
porally into 2D vectors, then it is possible to examine indi-
vidual components across time. In this way, a weak classi-
fier can look for changes in, for example, the x co-ordinate
of the dominant hand. This would encode left and right mo-
tion of the dominant hand. Component values can either in-
crease, decrease or remain the same, from one frame to the
next. If an increase is described as a 1 and a decrease or ‘no
change’ is described as a 0 then a Binary Pattern (BP) can
be used to encode a series of increases/decreases. A tempo-
ral vector is said to match the given BP if every ‘1’ accom-
panies an increase between concurrent frames and every ‘0’
a decrease/‘no change’. This is shown in Equation 2 where
Oi,t is the value of the component, oi, at time t and bpt is
the value of the BP at frame t. See Figure 2 for an exam-
ple where feature vector A makes the weak classifier fire,
whereas feature vector B fails, due to the ringed gradients
being incompatible.
Rwc = |max∀t (BP (Oi,t))− 1|
BP (Oi,t) = bpt − d(Oi,t,Oi,t+1)
d(Oi,t,Oi,t+1) =
{
0 if Oi,t ≤ Oi,t+1
1 otherwise
}
(2)
Discarding all magnitude information would mean that
salient information might be removed. To retain this in-
formation, boosting is given the option of using additive
classifiers as well. These look at the average magnitude
of a component over time. The weak classifiers are cre-
ated by applying a threshold, Twc, to the summation of a
given component, over several frames. This threshold is op-
timised across the training data during the boosting phase.
For an additive classifier of size T , over component oi, the
response of the classifier, Rwc, can be described as in Equa-
tion 3.
Rwc =

1 if Twc ≤
T∑
t=0
Oi,t
0 otherwise
 (3)
Figure 2: An example of a BP being used to classify two
examples. A comparison is made between the elements of
the weak classifiers BP and the temporal vector of the com-
ponent being assessed. If every ‘1’ in the BP aligns with
an increase in the component and every ‘0’ aligns with a
decrease or ‘no change’ then the component vector is said
to match (e.g. case A). However if there are inconsistencies
as ringed in case B then the weak classifier will not fire.
Boosting is given all possible combinations of BPs, acting
on each of the possible tracking components. The BPs are
limited in size to being between 2 and 5 changes (3 - 6
frames) long. The additive features are also applied to all
the possible components, but the lengths permitted are be-
tween 1 and 26 frames. Both sets of weak classifiers can be
temporally offset from the beginning of an example, by any
distance up to the maximum distance of 26 frames.
2.3. Ha Classifiers
Ha sub-units explain the hand arrangement present in a
sign, e.g. which hand is higher or whether they are inter-
linked. Using the tracked positions on each frame, the x
and y values of all points can be compared. This can be
done using a magnitude comparison, as illustrated in Equa-
tion 4 where Oi,t is the first component and Oj,t is the
second, both on frame t. Though this does not encode any
information about the magnitude of the difference required
for the weak classifier to fire. Alternatively, for each point-
comparison, 11 weak classifiers are built. Each requiring a
different magnitude difference to fire. The difference mag-
nitude, Twc, is selected from a set of 0 to 50 pixels in 5 pixel
steps as shown in Equation 5. This selection of thresholds
gives (36!/(34!∗2!))∗11 = 6930 possible weak classifiers.
Rwc =
{
1 if (Oi,t ≤ Oj,t)
0 otherwise
}
(4)
Rwc =
{
1 if Twc ≤ (Oi,t −Oj,t)
0 otherwise
}
Twc = 0, 5, 10 . . . 50 (5)
3. Data Set
This work uses the same 164 sign data set as Kadir et
al. (Kadir et al., 2004) but with extra annotation at the sub-
unit level. 7410 Tab examples, 322 Ha examples and 578
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Label Ha HaM
left up 82.14% 87.21%
right up 67.83% 93.88%
side by side 91.01% 93.85%
contact 81.45% 87.13%
left nearer 91.67% 100.00%
right nearer 96.43% 87.50%
interlink 73.68% 96.55%
Mean 83.46% 92.30%
Std Dev 5.13pp 10.31pp
Table 1: Results of Ha and HaM tracking based classifiers
Sig were hand labelled for training viseme classifiers. The
data set consists of 1640 sign examples. Signs were cho-
sen randomly rather than picking specific examples which
are known to be easy to separate. Tab sub-units are static
and happen on a single frame with multiple frames per sign.
As such, the example counts are higher than those for Sig
which are movement visemes and happen across multiple
frames. Ha visemes are also static, however, they change
more quickly within a sign than Tab visemes. As a result,
there are often only one or two frames per sign which con-
tain the Ha value given by the BSL Dictionary.
4. Sub-Unit Results
For the tracked classifiers, six different types of classifiers
were tested for the three different sub-unit types. For Ha
sub-units, there are two possible classifiers; those which
make a binary comparison on the x and y positions of the
hands, and those described in more detail in Section 2.3.
where the magnitude of the difference is taken into account.
For Tab, the two classifiers tested are based on the labelling,
the first uses the labels independently, the second imple-
ments the hierarchical structures described in Section 2.1.
The Sig sub-unit classifiers were tested with both the stan-
dard labels and the revised component labels.
Classifiers are trained on sub-units from four out of ten
available signs, then tested on the sub-units from the re-
maining six. The results shown are taken from the diago-
nals of confusion matrices across each sub-unit type.
4.1. Ha Classifiers
First is the comparison between the results of the binary
comparison Ha classifiers and the comparators which take
the magnitude into account shown in Table 1. The for-
mer manage a good response with a mean true-positive
rate of 83.46% achieving a maximum 96.43%. The clas-
sifiers which include magnitude manage better on all la-
bels but one, with a true-positive mean of 92.30%, 9pp bet-
ter than the previous results. The magnitude comparators
also result in a more consistent classifier with a Standard
Deviation (Std Dev) half that of the binary comparison clas-
sifiers.
4.2. Tab Classifiers
Next, the tracked Tab classifiers are examined with the orig-
inal labels, see Table 2, the mean true positive classifica-
tion rate is poor, achieving only 46.95% with some clas-
sifiers getting 0%. Notably where it fails to distinguish
between ‘upper arm’ and ‘lower arm’. Moving to the hi-
erarchical label system, the first thing to note is that confu-
sions are only considered between labels of the same level
(e.g. ‘face’ is compared to ‘arm’ but not to ‘face lower’
or ‘arm upper’). This is because the data for some of the
lower levels is used as positive training data for the higher
labels, so a direct comparison cannot be made with the non-
hierarchical labels due to the changes in the way the confu-
sion matrices need to be constructed. However, when using
these labels, in the confusion matrix, the mean true-positive
rate is 79.84%, 33pp higher than the non-hierarchical ver-
sion. There is also a reduction of 10pp in the Std Dev sug-
gesting that this again gives a more consistent classifier.
Label Tab TabH
arm 97%
chest 80% 35%
face 47% 95%
arm low 85% 71%
arm up 0% 54%
chest right 0% 88%
chest up 75% 97%
face low 53% 78%
face side 75%
face up 71% 81%
chest up shoulder 91%
face low mouth 30% 59%
face low nose 39% 83%
face low underchin 72% 95%
face side cheek 30% 67%
face side ear 30% 81%
face up eyes 25% 75%
chest up shoulder right 69% 98%
Mean 46.95% 79.84%
Std Dev 27.90pp 17.73pp
Table 2: Results of Tabtracking based classifiers.
4.3. Sig Classifiers
The two versions of tracked Sig classifiers, like the previous
tracked Tab classifiers, are based solely on a change in the
way the training labels are used. The difference between
the Sig classifiers and the other sub-unit classifiers, is that
the Sig classifiers are boosted across more than one frame,
so the training data is used not only to create the classifiers
but also to choose the length of the chosen strong classifier.
Confusion matrices are calculated for each possible length
over the training data. Table 3 shows the results from the
training and testing. Sig classifiers (using the original la-
bels) give a training true-positive rate of 62%, which is
substantially higher than the test average of 48% achieved
when using the training derived lengths.
The outcome is similar when examining the results for
the new component based labels SigC. The best training
lengths give an average of 79% which is an increase of 17pp
over the non component based training system. This is re-
flected in the results when using the training lengths on the
test data, where a 53% level is attained, a 5pp increase on
the previous result.
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B apart 98% 74% 97% 81%
B circ tog down alt 69% 41% 0% 0%
B circ tog tow 82% 49% 0% 0%
B down 63% 53% 78% 67%
B tog 82% 52% 88% 66%
B tow away alt 92% 45% 94% 44%
B up 91% 71% 80% 72%
B up down 100% 93% 93% 87%
B up down alt 100% 97% 0% 0%
D away 58% 36% 75% 46%
D away down 67% 28% 0% 0%
D circ left down 83% 84% 100% 95%
D circ left tow 100% 98% 100% 98%
D down 44% 40% 77% 74%
D down away 46% 20% 0% 0%
D left 90% 48% 63% 61%
D left right 93% 51% 77% 33%
D right 48% 27% 33% 28%
D tap 67% 24% 44% 39%
D tow 87% 26% 100% 51%
D tow away 91% 37% 76% 48%
D wrist tow away 81% 58% 64% 34%
D up 88% 74% 96% 90%
Mean 79% 53% 62% 48%
Std Dev 18% 24% 38% 33%
Table 3: Results of Sig classifiers and SigC classifiers using
component based labels. The first column shows the maxi-
mum training classification achieved, the second shows the
rate when using the length, found via training, on the test
data.
5. Sign Level Results
For completeness, basic sign level results are shown using
the same Markov Model as that in (Kadir et al., 2004) The
second stage classifier is trained on the previously used four
training examples plus one other, giving five training exam-
ples per sign. Shown in Table 4 as the results of combining
the various sub-unit classifiers with the Markov model. The
best results are gained using the magnitude comparisons for
Ha, the hierarchical representation of Tab and the basic Sig
classifiers, getting 63%.
6. Conclusions
Tests were conducted using boosting to learn three types of
linguistic sub-unit, which are then combined with a simple
second stage classifier to learn word level signs. By bas-
ing the sub-units on the linguistic taxonomy there is greater
scope for using data and priors from the linguistic domain
as well as using the sub-unit classifiers to aid in data an-
notation. However, this data set is few in repetitions, with
only 4 per sign for training the viseme level classifiers. This
means that there are not always enough examples to fully
separate each viseme type and more information than just
Combination Ha HaM HaM HaM
TabH Tab TabH TabH
Sig Sig SigC Sig
Mean 35.7% 60.6% 55.5% 63.0%
Minimum 33.9% 57.7% 52.7% 61.2%
Maximum 36.6% 62.4% 57.1% 65.1%
Std Dev 0.8 1.6 1.4 1.3
Table 4: Classification performance using sub-unit level
classifiers, combined together by a basic Markov Model
LUT, trained on five examples. Ha uses binary compar-
isons between values, whereas HaM uses the magnitude of
the difference between values. Tab does not use the hier-
archical structure of this sub-unit class, TabH includes this
structure. SigC uses the component based labels whereas
Sig use the standard labels.
the viseme might be encoded by the classifier. It is also
lacking in the number of signs it contains, having only 164
signs, which is insufficient to fully represent all the visemes
for which classifiers should be learnt. However, there is
currently no other publicly-available data set, which has
sub-unit labelling at the temporal level, with which to bet-
ter train the classifiers. It is for this reason that future work
should investigate other sources of data whilst continuing
to use a sub-sign representation allowing large lexicons to
be tackled effectively.
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Abstract 
ELAN is a multimedia annotation tool that is employed in many sign language corpus projects. It is a standalone desktop application 
that, like many other desktop applications, principally is a single user, document oriented application. In many scenarios this is still 
perfectly satisfactory but in large-scale corpus projects, involving many collaborators who are working on the same documents, the 
problem arises of how to resolve edit conflicts and how to prevent undesirable modifications to parts of the document. The Corpus 
NGT project is such a project and this paper describes the challenges that arose in the process of its creation as well as in the 
exploitation of this large collection of annotation documents. It outlines recent and possible future development of ELAN and alternate 
solutions that have been explored and applied. 
 
1. The problem 
ELAN is a free, multimodal annotation tool for digital 
audio and video media. It supports multileveled 
transcription of up to six synchronized video files per 
annotation document. The documents are stored as XML 
(Extensible Markup Language)1, in its own EAF file 
format.  Over the years, the facilities for working with 
multiple files have gradually increased. However, in most 
respects ELAN still assumes that there is a single user for 
those files, or that users work on the data one at a time. 
This situation raises several challenges in the creation of 
large collections of annotation documents that are jointly 
used by researchers working in a team, as in the case of 
the development and use of signed language corpora. 
This paper characterises several of those challenges as 
they arose in the creation of the Corpus NGT and its 
subsequent exploitation for research. It shows how on the 
one hand this has steered the recent development of 
ELAN, and on the other hand complementary solutions 
have been found that address the complex situation of 
teamwork on a large set of files. It concludes by 
suggesting several areas for possible future development 
of ELAN. 
2. Background 
2.1 ELAN2 
ELAN has a development history of more than 10 years. 
The software followed the Mac-only application 
MediaTagger and was called EUDICO in its earliest 
versions, and it arose from a European project of the latter 
name. 3  The initial set of client-server based viewer 
applications that were developed in that project, gradually 
merged into a single standalone annotation editor. 
ELAN has originally been, and in fact still is, strongly 
oriented towards a setting where single users are working 
on a relatively small number of annotation documents. 
Like many other desktop applications, and this is probably 
                                                
1 http://www.w3.org/standards/xml/ 
2 http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan/ 
3 http://www.mpi.nl/world/tg/lapp/eudico/eudico.html 
true for a majority of them, ELAN assumes that there is 
only one user at a time working on a document.  
At the start of the 21st century, some users expressed their 
wish to be able to work on annotation documents 
collaboratively. This led to the implementation of the 
onsets of a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) based solution for 
simultaneous, collaborative annotation (Brugman, 
Crasborn & Russel 2004). In this approach, team 
members and/or other collaborators are working together 
at the same time on the same document. Crucial is that the 
collaborators don’t have to be at the same site, sitting at 
the same workstation. This solution has been implemented 
and tested up to the demonstration phase, but has never 
been finalised.   
A disadvantage, or at least a limitation, of the above P2P 
type of collaboration is that the annotators need to be 
available at the same moment and need to be focussing on 
the same phenomenon. But in many team situations this is 
not the most suitable form of collaboration, e.g. in 
projects where most annotators have specialised into 
studying a particular kind of phenomena and are working 
on different tiers in different sections of the media file. 
One way to handle this, at least in theory, is to let each 
annotator work in a separate file referring to the same 
media file(s) and merge all these transcriptions in the end 
into one complete transcription file using ELAN’s “Merge 
Transcriptions” function. In practice however, this 
workflow often is not realistic, if only because there is no 
apparent “end” to the annotation work; it is often not 
possible to decide when a certain part of the work is 
finished, and making modifications to a part of the 
annotation might necessitate re-merging of files. And in 
some cases it is useful to have the information from 
annotations on other tiers at hand during the annotation 
phase (although the opposite can be true as well). 
In sections 3 and 4 we describe a combination of solutions 
that have been created, which consist of a combination of 
enhancements to ELAN and local solutions for the work 
with the specific collection that will first be described in 
the following section. 
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2.2 The Corpus NGT4 
The Corpus NGT is a collection of almost 72 hours of 
dialogues of 92 different signers for whom NGT is the 
first language (Crasborn, Zwitserlood & Ros, 2008; 
Crasborn & Zwitserlood 2008). The recordings for the 
corpus were created between 2006 and 2008, and the first 
release of the videos with some initial gloss annotations 
was published as open content in December 2008. Over 
15% of this material received a voice-over from sign 
language interpreters. A second release of the annotation 
files including a much larger set of ID-glosses (Johnston 
2008) and some sentence-level translations will be 
published in 2011. 
Aside from this publication for linguists as part of the 
MPI corpus archive, a public version of the data have 
been made as streaming media in early 2010. The public 
web site includes a presentation of the data for Deaf 
people, second language learners, and any interested party. 
The web site has been translated to German, and an 
English and NGT version are being planned. 
Since its original publication, the 2375 sessions in the 
Corpus NGT have been used for various research projects. 
For a project on sign language recognition (SignSpeak), 
additional gloss annotations are being added and the 
glosses are being revised to adhere to a more strict ‘one 
manual form, one gloss’ rule, termed ID-glosses by 
Johnston (2008). Moreover, for a variety of research 
projects at Radboud University, many new annotation 
levels (tiers) have been added. A total of seven 
researchers and four research assistants regularly add 
annotations to the corpus now, and perform increasingly 
complex searches.  
3. Working with large sets of annotation 
documents 
                                                
4 http://www.ru.nl/corpusngtuk 
The creation of the Corpus NGT involved the 
segmentation of the data into 2375 parts, each consisting 
of one annotation file and a number of media files linked 
to it. Even with a much smaller number of files, it would 
not be realistic to want to process documents one-by-one: 
searching or adding tiers only in open documents would 
not be realistic and would lead to unsystematic files and 
annotations. For this reason, the Corpus NGT project 
contributed to the design and implementation of several 
new functions in ELAN. 
The key development in this area was the creation of a 
link between the metadata descriptions of corpora and the 
annotation documents. Although ELAN stores some 
metadata properties of individual annotation documents 
(such as the ‘Author’ of a document and the ‘Annotator’ 
of a tier), metadata typically transcend the level of an 
individual annotation document, classifying sets of 
documents as sharing the same signers or the same 
content type or register. Until now, the metadata 
information that is stored in IMDI files was not accessible 
from within ELAN. For a search across multiple files with 
metadata property X, one would have to manually create a 
domain by selecting annotation documents corresponding 
to that metadata property one by one in a file selection 
dialogue, where this information would have to come 
from another source (such as the IMDI files or another 
database with the metadata information). Similarly, in 
order to quickly inspect from which region a participant in 
the media file comes, one would have to look up the 
session number in the metadata records. 
The first addition that was created to facilitate access to 
metadata was the creation of a new tab pane in the top 
right hand part of the ELAN interface. Next to the Grid, 
Text, Subtitle and Controls pane, a Metadata pane has 
been created in which the user can select an IMDI file and 
the fields to be displayed in a table view (Figure 1) or in a 
Figure 1. The Metadata pane in ELAN displays a selection of metadata properties from an IMDI file. 
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tree view. 
Secondly, multiple file searches were enhanced so that 
they can make use of the output of a search in the IMDI 
Browser. Thus, in a two-step process one can first search 
for metadata characteristics and then use the outcome of 
that search for annotation searches in ELAN. To this end, 
the IMDI Browser was adapted so that it would be 
possible to save search results in a file that can then be 
read by ELAN. The selection of the IMDI file and the 
specific metadata fields to display is stored in the 
preferences file. 
Most of the available multiple file processes, such as 
searching in multiple annotation files, are accompanied by 
a “domain” selection facility. Domains in this context are 
selections of files and folders that can be saved in ELAN 
and reused later. Domains can either be composed 
manually, by selecting files and folders in a custom file 
browser window, or they can be derived from an IMDI 
metadata search result as described above. 
Actions that can be performed on multiple files now 
consist of the following: 
• structured search  
• find and replace 
• generation of statistics 
• new document creation based on a template and 
sets of media files 
• annotation “scrubbing” (removal of superfluous 
spaces, tabs and new lines) 
• export as word list, export a selection of tiers and 
export to tab-delimited text 
For all these purposes, then, a selection can be made in the 
IMDI Browser so that the action would only apply to 
annotation documents that relate to, for instance, signers 
from a specific region or from a specific age group. 
A special case of processing multiple files is the module 
that allows adding, changing and deleting tiers and 
linguistic types in multiple documents. Here too, the user 
can make a selection of a domain to modify and store that 
domain for later use. The implementation offers a tabular 
overview of the different tiers and tier properties 
(Linguistic Type, Annotator, Participant) that are used by 
all the files in the set, which can help to keep a corpus 
organised. As users are free to add new tiers to and 
modify existing ones in any document in a corpus 
collection, they can also create inconsistencies. These can 
be easily spotted in the Multiple File Editor interface 
(Figure 2). 
4. Working with a research team on a 
corpus of annotation files 
One of the changes in ELAN made to improve the work in 
a team setting has been the introduction of the  ‘Annotator’ 
attribute in the specification of tiers. This has been added 
in ELAN version 3.0; at the same time a corresponding 
change was made in the EAF schema, in version 2.4. This 
attribute can be used to sort or group tiers and for creating 
statistics per annotator. It is expected that the existing 
“Compare Annotators” function will be extended to make 
use of this attribute. This function currently produces a 
rough calculation of the level of agreement between two 
annotators or raters. 
Other tasks were not yet implemented in ELAN at the 
time of the construction of the Corpus NGT. One function 
(currently under development) was to create new EAF 
files based on a template and a list of media files. To 
facilitate the generation of new documents for the Corpus 
NGT, Perl scripts were written to create EAF files for a 
set of media files, and to create PFSX files for a folder of 
EAF files, based on a dummy PFSX file that was 
configured to meet specific needs. 
Figure 2. The Multiple Files edit function gives an insightful overview of properties of tiers and their properties. 
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In the Corpus NGT annotation documents, specific tiers 
have been created for exchanging information. There is a 
Observations tier per team member, in which notes for 
colleagues can be stored. The tier GlossCorrection is used 
for marking possible errors in the glosses, to be 
double-checked by a team member with that 
responsibility. 
As ELAN is not set up as a client-server system, a 
solution was sought in which the annotation documents 
would still be stored in a central space and accessible for 
all team members. A satisfactory solution until now has 
been to use the Subversion (SVN) file versioning system, 
which is typically used in the context of software 
development in teams. There is a SVN server on the 
network that creates a backup of every version of every 
annotation document ever created. When storing a new 
revision of a file, annotators can add comments as to what 
was changed in this version of the file. Aside from the 
backup facility, an advantage of this system is that all 
users can immediately profit from new annotations as 
soon as they are uploaded to the server. 
The downside of the versioning system is that it imposes 
heavy demands on the users to stick to strict workflows. 
Repairing conflicting versions may take quite some time. 
Moreover, it is not a principled solution: Subversion is 
really targeted at situations where the text files themselves 
are edited by users, as in software development. In the 
case of EAF documents, which are an instance of XML, 
ELAN assumes that there are no other editors of the XML 
code than ELAN itself, and this can make comparing 
conflicting versions rather hard. This is particularly so 
when it comes to the coding of time positions and 
annotation IDs. 
In addition to the EAF files, the SVN server also hosts all 
the IMDI metadata files and one folder of PFSX files per 
researcher or research goal. The location of the folder 
with preferences files can be set in the ELAN preferences 
since version 3.7.2. Users can thus have access to a 
uniform ELAN interface for all the documents they open, 
irrespective of who most recently edited the document. 
The applicability of preferences files has been improved 
by saving preferences when a template file is created. 
Every new annotation file based on such a template with 
an associated preferences file, starts with the inherited 
preferences settings. 
5. Areas of further development 
The development of a more systematic use of the concept 
‘user’ could further facilitate the use of ELAN in teams. 
Perhaps the possibility of choosing a server-client setup 
where information about user actions can be 
systematically stored and conflicts between actions of 
different users can be prevented would merit 
consideration again. The iLex tool uses this type of design 
successfully.5 This might entail a shift from an XML 
document oriented approach to a managed database 
oriented approach. 
                                                
5 http://www.sign-lang.uni-hamburg.de/ilex 
There are a number of issues and wishes, brought forward 
by several user groups, which are seemingly related to the 
issues discussed in this paper: 
• In team settings a need has emerged to “write 
protect” certain parts of the document for all or 
most of the annotators.  
• Documents that were created based on a template 
file, can easily become inconsistent when tiers 
are renamed or deleted.  
• Support for a “stand off” treatment of tiers in 
different transcription files. The tiers of only one 
of the files should be editable; the other tiers 
should be read only. 
Finding a way to converge these issues and develop, if 
possible, a single solution is one of the challenges for 
future developments. 
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Abstract
The SignSpeak project will be the first step to approach sign language recognition and translation at a scientific level already reached in
similar research fields such as automatic speech recognition or statistical machine translation of spoken languages. Deaf communities
revolve around sign languages as they are their natural means of communication. Although deaf, hard of hearing and hearing signers
can communicate without problems amongst themselves, there is a serious challenge for the deaf community in trying to integrate into
educational, social and work environments. The overall goal of SignSpeak is to develop a new vision-based technology for recognizing
and translating continuous sign language to text. New knowledge about the nature of sign language structure from the perspective
of machine recognition of continuous sign language will allow a subsequent breakthrough in the development of a new vision-based
technology for continuous sign language recognition and translation. Existing and new publicly available corpora will be used to evaluate
the research progress throughout the whole project.
1. Introduction
The SignSpeak project1 is one of the first EU funded
projects that tackles the problem of automatic recognition
and translation of continuous sign language.
The overall goal of the SignSpeak project is to develop
a new vision-based technology for recognizing and trans-
lating continuous sign language (i.e. provide Video-to-Text
technologies), in order to provide new e-Services to the
deaf community and to improve their communication with
the hearing people.
The current rapid development of sign language research
is partly due to advances in technology, including of course
the spread of Internet, but especially the advance of com-
puter technology enabling the use of digital video (Cras-
born et al., 2007). The main research goals are related to a
better scientific understanding and vision-based technolog-
ical development for continuous sign language recognition
and translation:
• understanding sign language requires better linguistic
knowledge
• large vocabulary recognition requires more robust fea-
ture extraction methods and a modeling of the signs at
a sub-word unit level
• statistical machine translation requires large bilingual
annotated corpora and a better linguistic knowledge
for phrase-based modeling and alignment
Therefore, the SignSpeak project combines innova-
tive scientific theory and vision-based technology devel-
opment by gathering novel linguistic research and the
most advanced techniques in image analysis, automatic
speech recognition (ASR) and statistical machine transla-
tion (SMT) within a common framework.
1www.signspeak.eu
1.1. Sign Languages in Europe
Signed languages vary like spoken languages do: they are
not mutually understandable, and there is typically one or
more signed language in each country.
Although sign languages are used by a significant num-
ber of people, only a few member states of the European
Union (EU) have recognized their national sign language
on a constitutional level: Finland (1995), Slovak Republic
(1995), Portugal (1997), Czech Republic (1998 & 2008),
Austria (2005), and Spain (2007). The European Union
of the Deaf (EUD)2, a non-research partner in the Sign-
Speak project, is a European non-profit making organiza-
tion which aims at establishing and maintaining EU level
dialogue with the “hearing world” in consultation and co-
operation with its member National Deaf Associations. The
EUD is the only organization representing the interests of
Deaf Europeans at European Union level. The EUD has
30 full members (27 EU countries plus Norway, Iceland
& Switzerland), and 6 affiliated members (Croatia, Ser-
bia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia, Turkey & Is-
rael). Their main goals are the recognition of the right to
use an indigenous sign language, the empowerment through
communication and information, and the equality in educa-
tion and employment. In 2008, the EUD estimated about
650,000 Sign Language users in Europe, with about 7,000
official sign language interpreters, resulting in approxi-
mately 93 sign language users to 1 sign language interpreter
(EUD, 2008; Wheatley and Pabsch, 2010). However, the
number of sign language users might be much higher, as it
is difficult to estimate an exact number – e.g. late-deafened
or hard of hearing people who need interpreter services are
not always counted as deaf people in these statistics.
2www.eud.eu
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1.2. Linguistic Research in Sign Languages
Linguistic research on sign languages started in the 1950s,
with initial studies of Tervoort (Tervoort, 1953) and
Stokoe (Stokoe et al., 1960). In the USA, the wider recog-
nition of sign languages as an important linguistic research
object only started in the 1970s, with Europe following in
the 1980s. Only since 1990, sign language research has be-
come a truly world-wide enterprise, resulting in the foun-
dation of the Sign Language Linguistics Society in 20043.
Linguistic research has targeted all areas of linguistics,
from phonetics to discourse, from first language acquisition
to language disorders.
Vision-based sign language recognition has only been
attempted on the basis of small sets of elicited data (Cor-
pora) recorded under lab conditions (only from one to three
signers and under controlled colour and brightness ambient
conditions), without the use of spontaneous signing. The
same restriction holds for much linguistic research on sign
languages. Due to the extremely time-consuming work of
linguistic annotation, studying sign languages has necessar-
ily been confined to small selections of data. Depending on
their research strategy, researchers either choose to record
small sets of spontaneous signing which will then be tran-
scribed to be able to address the linguistic question at hand,
or native signer intuitions about what forms a correct utter-
ance.
1.3. Research and Challenges in Automatic Sign
Language Recognition
In (Ong and Ranganath, 2005; Y. Wu, 1999) reviews on
research in sign language and gesture recognition are pre-
sented. In the following we briefly discuss the most im-
portant topics to build up a large vocabulary sign language
recognition system.
1.3.1. Languages and Available Resources
Almost all publicly available resources, which have been
recorded under lab conditions for linguistic research pur-
poses, have in common that the vocabulary size, the
types/token ratio (TTR), and signer/speaker dependency are
closely related to the recording and annotation costs. Data-
driven approaches with systems being automatically trained
on these corpora do not generalize very well, as the struc-
ture of the signed sentences has often been designed in ad-
vance (von Agris and Kraiss, 2007), or offer small varia-
tions only (Dreuw et al., 2008b; Bungeroth et al., 2008),
resulting in probably over-fitted language models. Addi-
tionally, most self-recorded corpora consists only of a lim-
ited number of signers (Vogler and Metaxas, 2001; Bowden
et al., 2004).
For automatic sign language recognition, promising
results have been achieved for continuous sign language
recognition under lab conditions (von Agris and Kraiss,
2007; Dreuw et al., 2007a). In the recently very active re-
search area of sign language recognition, a new trend to-
wards broadcast news or weather forecast news can be ob-
served. The problem of aligning an American Sign Lan-
guage (ASL) sign with an English text subtitle is considered
3www.slls.eu
in (Farhadi and Forsyth, 2006). In (Buehler et al., 2009;
Cooper and Bowden, 2009), the goal is to automatically
learn a large number of British Sign Language (BSL) signs
from TV broadcasts. Due to limited preparation time of
the interpreters, the grammatical differences between “real-
life” sign language and the sign language used in TV broad-
cast (being more close to Signed Exact English (SEE)) are
often significant. Even if the performances of the automatic
learning approaches presented in those works are still quite
low, they represent an interesting approach for further re-
search.
1.3.2. Environment Conditions and Feature
Extraction
Further difficulties for such sign language recognition
frameworks arise due to different environment assump-
tions. Most of the methods developed assume closed-world
scenarios, e.g. simple backgrounds, special hardware like
data gloves, limited sets of actions, and a limited number
of signers, resulting in different problems in sign language
feature extraction or modeling.
1.3.3. Modeling of the Signs
In continuous sign language recognition, as well as in
speech recognition, coarticulation effects have to be con-
sidered. One of the challenges in the recognition of con-
tinuous sign language on large corpora is the definition and
modelling of the basic building blocks of sign language.
The use of whole-word models for the recognition of sign
language with a large vocabulary is unsuitable, as there is
usually not enough training material available to robustly
train the parameters of the individual word models. A suit-
able definition of sub-word units for sign language recogni-
tion would probably alleviate the burden of insufficient data
for model creation.
In ASR, words are modelled as a concatenated sub-word
units. These sub-word units are shared among the differ-
ent word-models and thus the available training material is
distributed over all word-models. On the one hand, this
leads to better statistical models for the sub-word units,
and on the other hand it allows to recognize words which
have never been seen in the training procedure using lex-
ica. According to the linguistic work on sign language
by Stokoe (Stokoe et al., 1960), a phonological model for
sign language can be defined, dividing signs into their four
constituent visemes, such as the hand shapes, hand ori-
entations, types of hand movements, and body locations
at which signs are executed. Additionally, non-manual
components like facial expression and body posture are
used. However, no suitable decomposition of words into
sub-word units is currently known for the purposes of a
large vocabulary sign language recognition system (e.g. a
grapheme-to-phoneme like conversion and use of a pronun-
ciation lexicon).
The most important of these problems are related to the
lack of generalization and overfitting systems (von Agris
and Kraiss, 2007), poor scaling (Buehler et al., 2009;
Cooper and Bowden, 2009), and unsuitable databases for
mostly data driven approaches (Dreuw et al., 2008b).
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1.4. Research and Challenges in Statistical Machine
Translation of Sign Languages
While the first papers on sign language translations only
date back to roughly a decade (Veale et al., 1998) and typi-
cally employed rule-based systems, several research groups
have recently focussed on data-driven approaches. In (Stein
et al., 2006), a SMT system has been developed for Ger-
man and German sign language in the domain weather re-
ports. Their work describes the addition of pre- and post-
processing steps to improve the translation for this language
pairing. The authors of (Morrissey and Way, 2005) have
explored example-based MT approaches for the language
pair English and sign language of the Netherlands with fur-
ther developments being made in the area of Irish sign lan-
guage. In (Chiu et al., 2007), a system is presented for the
language pair Chinese and Taiwanese sign language. The
optimizing methodologies are shown to outperform a sim-
ple SMT model. In the work of (San-Segundo et al., 2006),
some basic research is done on Spanish and Spanish sign
language with a focus on a speech-to-gesture architecture.
2. Speech and Sign Language Recognition
Automatic speech recognition (ASR) is the conversion of an
acoustic signal (sound) into a sequence of written words.
Due to the high variability of the speech signal, speech
recognition – outside lab conditions – is known to be a hard
problem. Most decisions in speech recognition are interde-
pendent, as word and phoneme boundaries are not visible
in the acoustic signal, and the speaking rate varies. There-
fore, decisions cannot be drawn independently but have to
be made within a certain context, leading to systems that
recognize whole sentences rather than single words.
One of the keys idea in speech recognition is to put
all ambiguities into probability distributions (so called
stochastic knowledge sources, see Figure 1). Then, by
a stochastic modelling of the phoneme and word models,
a pronunciation lexicon and a language model, the free
parameters of the speech recognition framework are opti-
mized using a large training data set. Finally, all the in-
terdependencies and ambiguities are considered jointly in a
search process which tries to find the best textual represen-
tation of the captured audio signal. In contrast, rule-based
approaches try to solve the problems more or less indepen-
dently.
In order to design a speech recognition system, four cru-
cial problems have to be solved:
1. preprocessing and feature extraction of the input,
2. specification of models and structures for the words to
be recognized,
3. learning of the free model parameters from the training
data, and
4. search of the maximum probability over all models
during recognition (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Sign language recognition system overview
2.1. Differences Between Spoken Language and Sign
Language
Main differences between spoken language and sign lan-
guage are due to linguistic characteristics such as simulta-
neous facial and hand expressions, references in the virtual
signing space, and grammatical differences as explained
more detailed in (Dreuw et al., 2008c):
Simultaneousness: Major issue in sign language recogni-
tion compared to speech recognition – a signer can use
different communication channels (facial expression,
hand movement, and body posture) in parallel.
Signing Space: Entities like persons or objects can be
stored in a 3D body-centered space around the signer,
by executing them at a certain location and later just
referencing them by pointing to the space – the chal-
lenge is to define a model for spatial information han-
dling.
Coarticulation and Epenthesis: In continuous sign lan-
guage recognition, as well as in speech recognition,
coarticulation effects have to be considered. Due to
location changes in the 3D signing space, we also have
to deal with the movement epenthesis problem (Vogler
and Metaxas, 2001; Yang et al., 2007). Movement
epenthesis refers to movements which occur regularly
in natural sign language in order to move from the
end state of one sign to the beginning of the next one.
Movement epenthesis conveys no meaning in itself but
contributes phonetic information to the perceiver.
Silence: opposed to automatic speech recognition, where
the energy of the audio signal is usually used for the
silence detection in the sentences, new spatial features
and models will have to be defined for silence detec-
tion in sign language recognition. Silence cannot be
detected by simply analyzing motion in the video, be-
cause words can be signed by just holding a particular
posture in the signing space over time. Further, the
rest position of the hand(s) may be somewhere in the
signing space.
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Figure 2: Complete six components-engine necessary to
build a Sign-Language-to-Spoken-Language system (com-
ponents: automatic sign language recognition (ASLR),
automatic speech recognition (ASR), machine translation
(MT), and text-to-speech/sign (TTS))
Figure 3: Reorderings are learned by a statistical machine
translation system.
3. Towards a
Sign-Language-to-Spoken-Language
Translation System
The interpersonal communication problem between signer
and hearing community could be resolved by building
up a new communication bridge integrating components
for sign-, speech-, and text-processing. To build a Sign-
Language-to-Spoken-Language translator for a new lan-
guage, a six component-engine must be integrated (see
Figure 2), where each component is in principle lan-
guage independent, but requires language dependent pa-
rameters/models. The models are usually automatically
trained but require large annotated corpora.
The ASLR recognition is only the first step of a sign-
language to spoken-language system. The intermediate
representation of the recognized signs is further processed
to create a spoken language translation. Statistical machine
translation (MT) is a data-based translation method that
was initially inspired by the so-called noisy-channel ap-
proach: the source language is interpreted as an encryption
of the target language, and thus the translation algorithm is
typically called a decoder. In practice, statistical machine
translation often outperforms rule-based translation signif-
icantly on international translation challenges, given a suf-
ficient amount of training data. As proposed in (Stein et
al., 2007), a statistical machine translation system is used
in SignSpeak to automatically transfer the meaning of a
source language sentence into a target language sentence.
As mentioned above, statistical machine translation re-
quires large bilingual annotated corpora. This is extremely
important in order to train word reorderings or translate
pointing references to the signing space (c.f. Figure 3).
As reported in (Dreuw et al., 2007b), novel hand and face
tracking features (see Figure 5) will be analyzed and inte-
grated into the SignSpeak translation framework.
In SignSpeak, a theoretical study will be carried out
about how the new communication bridge between deaf
and hearing people could be built up by analyzing and
adapting the ASLR and MT components technologies for
sign language processing. The problems described in Sec-
tion 2. will mainly be tackled by
• analysis of linguistic markers for sub-units and sen-
tence boundaries,
• head and hand tracking of the dominant and non-
dominant hand,
• facial expression and body posture analysis,
• analysis of linguistically- and data-driven sub-word
units for sign modeling,
• analysis of spatio-temporal across-word modeling,
• signer independent recognition by pronunciation mod-
eling, language model adaptation, and speaker adapta-
tion techniques known from ASR
• contextual and multi-modal translation of sign lan-
guage by an integration of tracking and recognition
features into the translation process
Once the different modules are integrated within a com-
mon communication platform, the communication could be
handled over 3G phones, media center TVs, or video tele-
phone devices. The following sign language related appli-
cation scenarios would be possible:
• e-learning of sign language
• automatic transcription of video e-mails, video docu-
ments, or video-SMS
• video subtitling
3.1. Impact on Other Industrial Applications
The novel features of such systems provide new ways
for solving industrial problems. The technological break-
through of SignSpeak will clearly have an impact on other
applications fields:
Improving human-machine communication by gesture:
vision-based systems are opening new paths and ap-
plications for human-machine communication by
gesture, e.g. Play Station’s EyeToy or Microsoft
Xbox’s Natal Project4, which could be interesting for
physically disabled individuals or even blind people
as well.
Medical sector: new communication methods by gesture
are being investigated to improve the communication
between the medical staff, the computer, and other
electronic equipments. Another application in this
sector is related to web- or video-based e-Care / e-
Health treatments, or an auto-rehabilitation system
which makes the guidance process to a patient during
the rehabilitation exercises easier.
4www.xbox.com/en-US/live/projectnatal/
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Surveillance sector: person detection and recognition of
body parts or dangerous objects, and their tracking
within video sequences or in the context of quality
control and inspection in manufacturing sectors.
4. Available and New Resources Within
SignSpeak
All databases presented in this section are either freely
available or can be purchased. Depending on the tasks and
progress within the SignSpeak project, the focus will be
shifted to one of the following databases briefly described
in this section. Examples images showing the different
recording conditions are shown for each database in Fig-
ure 4, where Table 1 gives an overview how the different
corpora can be used for evaluation experiments.
4.1. CORPUS-NGT Database
The core of the SignSpeak data will come from the Corpus-
NGT5 database. This 72 hour corpus of Sign Language of
the Netherlands is the first large open access corpus for sign
linguistics in the world. It presently contains recordings
from 92 different signers, mirroring both the age variation
and the dialect variation present in the Dutch Deaf commu-
nity (Crasborn et al., 2008).
For the SignSpeak project, the limited gloss annotations
that were present in the first release of 2008 have been con-
siderably expanded, and sentence-level translations have
been added. Furthermore, more than 3000 frames will be
annotated to evaluate hand and head tracking algorithms.
4.2. Boston Recordings
All databases presented in this section are freely available
for further research in linguistics6 and recognition7. The
data were recorded by Boston University, the database sub-
sets were defined at the RWTH Aachen University in order
to build up benchmark databases (Dreuw et al., 2008b) that
can be used for the automatic recognition of isolated and
continuous sign language, respectively.
The RWTH-BOSTON-50 database was created for the
task of isolated sign language recognition (Zahedi et al.,
2006). It has been used for nearest-neighbor leaving-one-
out evaluation of isolated sign language words.
The RWTH-BOSTON-104 has been used successfully
for continuous sign language recognition experiments
(Dreuw et al., 2007a). For the evaluation of hand tracking
methods in sign language recognition systems, the database
has been annotated with the signers’ hand and head posi-
tions. More than 15.000 frames in total are annotated and
are freely available8.
For the task of sign language recognition and transla-
tion, promising results on the publicly available benchmark
database RWTH-BOSTON-104 have been achieved for au-
tomatic sign language recognition (Dreuw et al., 2007a)
5www.corpusngt.nl
6http://www.bu.edu/asllrp/
7http://www-i6.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/
aslr/
8www-i6.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/˜dreuw/
database.php
and translation (Dreuw et al., 2008c; Dreuw et al., 2007b)
that can be used as baseline reference for other researchers.
However, the preliminary results on the larger RWTH-
BOSTON-400 database show the limitations of the pro-
posed framework and the need for better visual features,
models, and corpora (Dreuw et al., 2008b).
4.3. Phoenix Weather Forecast Recordings
The RWTH-PHOENIX database with German sign lan-
guage annotations of weather-forecast news has been first
presented in (Stein et al., 2006) for the purpose of sign lan-
guage translation (referred to as RWTH-PHOENIX-v1.0 in
this work). It consists of about 2000 sentences, 9.000 run-
ning words, with a vocabulary size of about 1700 signs. Al-
though the database is suitable for recognition experiments,
the environment conditions in the first version cause prob-
lems in robust feature extraction such as hand tracking (see
also Figure 4). During the SignSpeak project, a new release
RWTH-PHOENIX-v2.0 will be recorded and annotated to
meet the demands described in Section 5.. Due to the easier
environment conditions in the RWTH-PHOENIX-v2.0 ver-
sion (see also Figure 4), promising feature extraction and
recognition results are expected.
4.4. The ATIS Sign Language Corpus
The ATIS Irish sign language database (ATIS-ISL) has been
presented in (Bungeroth et al., 2008), and is suitable for
recognition and translation experiments. The Irish sign lan-
guage corpus formed the first translation into sign language
of the original ATIS data. The sentences from the original
ATIS corpus are given in written English as a transcription
of the spoken sentences. The database as used in (Stein
et al., 2007) contains 680 sentences with continuous sign
language, has a vocabulary size of about 400 signs, and
contains several speakers. For the SignSpeak project, about
600 frames have been annotated with hand and head posi-
tions to be used in tracking evaluations.
4.5. SIGNUM Database
The SIGNUM database9 has been first presented in (von
Agris and Kraiss, 2007) and contains both isolated and con-
tinuous utterances of various signers. This German sign
language database is suitable for signer independent contin-
uous sign language recognition tasks. It consists of about
33k sentences, 700 signs, and 25 speakers, which results in
approximately 55 hours of video material.
5. Experimental Results and Requirements
In order to build a Sign-Language-to-Spoken-Language
translator, reasonably sized corpora have to be created for
the data-driven approaches. For a limited domain speech
recognition task (Verbmobil II) as e.g. presented in (Kan-
thak et al., 2000), systems with a vocabulary size of up to
10k words have to trained with at least 700k words to ob-
tain a reasonable performance, i.e. about 70 observations
per vocabulary entry. Similar values must be obtained for a
limited domain translation task (IWSLT) as e.g. presented
in (Mauser et al., 2006).
9http://www.phonetik.uni-muenchen.de/
forschung/Bas/SIGNUM/
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Figure 4: Example images from different corpora used in SignSpeak (f.l.t.r.): Corpus-NGT, RWTH-BOSTON, RWTH-
PHOENIX v1.0 and v2.0, ATIS-ISL, and SIGNUM
Table 1: Sign language corpora used within SignSpeak and their application areas
Corpus Evaluation Area
Isolated Recognition Continuous Recognition Tracking Translation
Corpus-NGT ! ! ! !
RWTH-BOSTON-50 ! $ $ $
RWTH-BOSTON-104 $ ! ! $
RWTH-BOSTON-400 $ ! $ $
RWTH-PHOENIX-v1.0 ! ! $ !
RWTH-PHOENIX-v2.0 $ ! $ !
ATIS-ISL $ ! ! !
SIGNUM ! ! $ $
Similar corpora statistics can be observed for other ASR
or MT tasks. The requirements for a sign language cor-
pus suitable for recognition and translation can therefore
be summarized as follows:
• annotations should be domain specific (i.e. broadcast
news, or weather forecasts, etc.)
• for a vocabulary size smaller than 4k words, each word
should be observed at least 20 times
• the singleton ratio should ideally stay below 40%
Existing corpora should be extended to achieve a good
performance w.r.t. recognition and translation (Forster et
al., 2010). During the SignSpeak project, the existing
RWTH-PHOENIX corpus (Stein et al., 2006) and Corpus-
NGT (Crasborn et al., 2008) will be extended to meet these
demands (see Table 2). Novel facial features (Piater et al.,
2010) developed within the SignSpeak project are shown in
Figure 5 and will be analyzed for continuous sign language
recognition.
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Abstract
The SignCom project uses motion capture (mocap) data to animate a virtual French Sign Language (LSF) signer. An important part of
any signing avatar project is to ensure that a computer animation engine has a large quantity of interesting and on-topic signs from which
to build novel signing sequences. In this article, we detail the process of selecting an adequate range of signs and situations to be included
in our corpus: from controlling discourse topic to including signs that can accept modified movements or handshapes, we describe how
an avatar corpus has a different motivation than traditional signed language corpora.
1. Introduction
Though the field of signed language corpus building is
young, designing a corpus specifically for application in
signing avatars already requires a deviation from avail-
able standard practices. Often, corpora for sign retrieval
are based on semi-scripted interactions that yield many
instances of a restricted set of signs, useful for building
unique dialogs later on. We describe here the consider-
ations we have taken in designing the SignCom signing
avatar corpus and how they might vary from corpora de-
signed solely for linguistic analysis.
2. Previous Research
Sinclair defines a computer corpus as “a corpus which is
encoded in a standardised and homogenous way for open-
ended retrieval tasks.” These structures are evident in the
Australian, British, Dutch, Greek, and other signed lan-
guage corpora: language samples are coded (usually with
ELAN) to indicate phonology, morphosyntax, and other
language components for later retrieval and analysis (John-
ston and de Beuzeville, 2009; Crasborn and Zwitserlood,
2008; Efthimiou and Fotinea, 2007).
However, where these corpora have been developed to
serve as living representations of signed languages across
individuals and time, corpora used in the realm of language
synthesis attempt to find a restricted sample of language
that can be reused in a variety of scenarios.
Akin to digital motion databases that might, for example,
index the movements of a basketball player, signing avatar
corpora require many repetitions of the same sign in dif-
ferent contexts to provide an interesting base for research
and animation. With multiple phonological instances of the
same sign recorded, a computer animator can choose a best-
fit sign out of many, instead of forcing a single instance of
the sign into a novel context. These principles have shaped
the range of French Sign Language (LSF) signs made avail-
able in the SignCom project.
3. SignCom Corpus Design
The SignCom corpus has been designed by a team of re-
searchers that includes linguists and computer scientists,
hearing and Deaf. With multiple points of view converging
on solving a multidisciplinary problem, several opposing
goals have had to be weighed for our desired outcome.
Three excerpts from the segments we have used most of-
ten for language synthesis to date are shown below; after,
follow descriptions of our opposing goals and our eventual
solutions.
Last Saturday evening I organized a cocktail
party. I invited some friends over to my house.
In order to facilitate communication, I pushed the
chairs in the living room into a semi-circle. There
was a coffee table for our drinks, and an Amer-
ican bar with various drinks, fruits, glasses, and
straws.
I asked my friend, “what do you want?”
(S)he said, “I would like vodka and orange juice.”
“Okay,” I responded. I selected a tall thin glass
and added vodka about a quarter of the way up.
I filled the rest of the glass with orange juice and
handed it to my friend.
I asked the next friend what (s)he wanted.
(S)he responded, “eh, I like any drink, so I don’t
really know. What do you suggest?”
“I’d suggest a cocktail named Cuba Libre,” I said.
“What’s inside that?” (s)he asked.
I said it would be a surprise. I got a tall glass
and added a couple of ice cubes. I poured a little
lemon juice in the glass, added some rum to that,
and filled the glass with cola, then served it to my
friend.
All in all, I was quite happy that the evening went
well.
3.1. Depth vs. Breadth and Variation vs. Consistency
Traditional corpora attempt to gather a large number of
signs to represent the largest slice possible of a language.
For the purposes of language synthesis, however, the re-
searcher wants to have control over the types that appear in
the corpus, and would prefer several tokens of these types.
Dialogues are thus preplanned to ensure multiple instances
of a single type are available for searching and retrieval in
later experiments, also allowing for best match selection
among token candidates.
The SignCom corpus contains three thematic sections: the
Cocktail story, and the Galette and Salad interactions.
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These themes limit the material that can be discussed in
elicitation sessions to a narrow vocabulary. Discussed in
long interactions, the signer provides a large number of to-
kens relative to the narrow focus. The Cocktail story sec-
tion, measuring roughly one third of the overall corpus,
contains the tokens shown in Table 1, among others.
With this variety and frequency of cocktail-related lexemes,
we are able to produce a number of novel utterances around
the same subject. For example, Figure 1 shows a sequence
we have constructed from various single signs and sign
phrases. The final result is interpreted as
I asked the next friend what (s)he wanted.
(S)he responded, “eh, I don’t like fruity drinks,
so I don’t really know. What do you suggest?”
“I’d suggest a cocktail named Cuba Libre,” I said.
I gave it to her and (s)he took it.
“Great!”
Note that constructing this utterance requires selecting
signs from various parts of the corpus. The movements
of two signs were inverted phonologically to evoke a con-
trary meaning. The purposeful inclusion of such directional
signs was intended for such an utterance, and is detailed in
Section 3.3., below.
Finally, as there is a necessary balance of control within
variability for avatar projects, signing avatar corpora do not
provide the level of variation needed for a sociolinguistic
study.
Table 1: The tokens of highest occurrence in the Cocktail
story section of the SignCom corpus.
14x WHAT 7x WANT
9x VARIOUS 4x FILL
8x COCKTAIL 3x JUICE
8x DRINK (n.) 3x ORANGE
8x EVENING 3x VODKA
8x FRUIT 2x RUM
8x POUR 2x SUGGEST
7x GLASS
SUIVANT TOI VOULOIR
QUOI (c/r) EUH MOI
AIMER-PAS BOISSON FRUIT
TOI PROPOSER-1 QUOI (c/r) MOI
PROPOSER-2 COCKTAIL NOM
GUILLEMENTS CUBA LIBRE
DONNER PRENDRE GENIALE
(c/r)
Figure 1: Signs can be rearranged to create novel phrases.
Here, signs are retrieved from two different recording takes
(white and gray backgrounds) and linked with transitions
created by our animation engine (striped background). The
sign AIMER (“like”) is reversed to create AIMER-PAS
(“dislike”), as is DONNER (“give”) to create PRENDRE
(“take”). Finally, a role shift, shown as (c/r), is included
in one transition to ensure discourse accuracy and compre-
hension.
3.2. Open-Ended vs. Scripted
Anonymity in contributions to signed language corpora has
been an important conversation within the Deaf commu-
nities that support this type of research. At the most ba-
sic level, given the face’s active involvement in the signing
event it is impossible to hide the identity of the signer. Lin-
guistic data has thus been subject to tight controls regarding
rights releases to allow data analysis among researchers, as
well as data publishing to wider and/or public audiences.
This topic becomes even more sensitive when open-ended
questions are used to elicit stories for linguistic corpora.
Existing corpora use guiding topics to elicit personal re-
sponses, which may include reports of abuse or other ille-
gal activities; eventually such data would require censor-
ship when making corpora public. As signing avatars al-
most inevitably become publicly viewable, researchers aim
to avoid controversial topics in recording sessions.
As an added benefit, the avatar medium aides in anonymiz-
ing elicited data by providing a new face and body for the
signer. Figure 2 shows our language consultant alongside
the avatar that replays her signing in our animation system.
Figure 2: Avatars provide new identities to signers without
covering the face, an important articulator for the signing
event.
3.3. Experiments in altering phonological
components
Our specific research interests brought us to include a num-
ber of indicating verbs and depicting verbs in the SignCom
corpus. Among our scientific inquiries are the questions of
whether playing reversible indicating verb motions back-
wards will be convincing and whether altering the hand-
shape of a stored depicting verb will be understood as a
change in meaning.
For example, an LSF signer can reverse the movement
of the LSF sign AIMER (“like”) to produce the meaning
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AIMER-PAS (“dislike”), however human motion theories
predict that the motion profile of the reversed sign AIMER-
PAS will not be a simple inversion of the forward sign
AIMER. By creating sequences that include the captured
sign AIMER played backward in a computer-generated ut-
terance, we can perform simple perception tests with sign-
ers to judge the acceptability of this relatively straightfor-
ward animation technique. We believe these inversions will
be understood by signers, so we have included them in our
corpus to challenge existing understandings of human mo-
tion.
In addition, given our inclusion of signs that take multi-
ple handshapes, like DONNER (“give”), we can substitute
handshapes from other signs to influence meaning. In the
case of DONNER, most often sign in our corpus as if the
signer is handing a glass to someone, a handshape substitu-
tion could yield additional meanings, such as giving a piece
of paper or giving something dirty (paired with an appropri-
ate facial expression).
3.4. Technical Considerations
Finally, avatar systems must incorporate motion capture
(mocap) files that represent the movement of the body, gen-
erally much more compact than video files. This incorpo-
ration, as well as results of our avatar corpus, is detailed
in the paper “Heterogeneous Data Sources for Signed Lan-
guage Analysis and Synthesis” presented at the LREC 2010
main conference (Duarte and Gibet, 2010).
4. Conclusion
In all, creating databases of signs for signing avatars is not
unlike some aspects of traditional linguistic corpora. How-
ever, key factors such as dialogue content and style, as well
as technical inclusions, must be considered in designing an
avatar corpus.
For the SignCom project, we have centered our elicitation
sessions around three themes so as to limit the scope of
vocabulary attained, and increase the tokens available to us
for creating similarly-themed novel utterances. By studying
semi-scripted stories, we virtually eliminate the possibility
that the signer provides sensitive information that should be
held from the public’s view, and better control the corpus’s
content for later retrieval. By the nature of animating an
avatar, we preserve anonymity for our signer.
Other project goals brought us to include a number of signs
that could exist with altered movements or handshapes,
to test our animation system’s ability to interchange body
parts across signs, as well as to better understand signers’
perception and comprehension of signing avatars.
Having collected our data, we believe that we have an ex-
cellent base with which we can create convincing anima-
tions of French Sign Language, due in large part to the in-
tentional way we built the SignCom corpus.
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Abstract 
Here we will present work based on a corpus specially designed and elicited in order to provide data for the study of classifier function 
in Greek Sign Language (GSL). Data elicitation was based on presentation to informants of a series of stimuli which lead to utterances 
entailing the set of classifier functions met in the language. The whole set of video recorded data were annotated in order to provide an 
appropriate corpus for the investigation of classifier instantiations. Annotation work was complemented by the use of a search tool, 
external to the ELAN environment, that allows to create a data base of annotated video clips by exploiting the set of classification 
features used to annotate the video recorded data. Theoretical analysis of the so created linguistic data supported the formulation of a 
proposal for classifier behaviour which differentiates among three distinguished grammar functions based on the property of classifiers 
to act as semantic markers that create semantic classes of objects sharing common semantic features.  
 
1. Introduction 
Video storage of .linguistic data has allowed for the 
application of corpus based approaches to linguistic 
analysis, which are only recently been made possible.  
In this paper we propose an analysis of GSL classifiers  
focusing on the realisation of Classifier Predicates (CP) as 
distinct pronoun morphemes, albeit attached as clitics to 
the base morpheme denoting the predicator (the “verb”) 
of the CP. The use of classifiers is predominant in GSL, 
similar to other known SL systems. In the current study, 
we focused on identifying all instantiations of classifier 
function in the GSL system, in order to support a 
theoretical account covering the spectrum of classifier 
uses, spanning from their appearance as bound 
morphemes of semantic class on base signs, up to 
bounding elements in co-indexing. To serve the 
theoretical study, a special corpus has been elicited and 
properly annotated. The current study was triggered by 
the lack of a systematic definition of classifier use in GSL, 
and became necessary in the framework of a grammar 
model for the theoretical analysis of the language. 
2. Classifier corpus elicitation & 
annotation 
2.1 Corpus elicitation 
In order to collect appropriate data for the reported study, 
a purpose-driven set of visual stimuli to be presented to 
natural signers was created (figure 1). The stimuli were 
divided to three categories. The first category was 
composed of pictures of a) human beings executing 
specific actions or having specific body postures, and b) 
arrangements of objects of varying shapes and sizes, 
either grouped according to shape similarity or following 
spatial arrangements of geometrical nature. The second 
category of stimuli entailed the task of narration of 
different stories on the basis of sets of pictures triggering 
the use of classifiers during signing of depicted action. 
The third category involved cartoon animation, which 
after been watched, the signers were asked to provide a 
detailed summary of the displayed action. Each informant 
was presented with the same complete set of visual 
stimuli and was video recorded while signing the related 
tasks. The so elicited data provided a corpus which 
contains significant instantiations of classifier use in GSL. 
In order to exploit the material of the corpus, an 
annotation procedure was applied, as described next.       
2.2 Corpus annotation 
The content of the video corpus produced through the 
above mentioned elicitation method was annotated 
according to the following four annotation tiers (figure 2):  
a) “Discourse Unit”: in this tier we annotated the content 
of the video, clustered into ample categories, which 
correspond to the visual stimuli provided during the 
elicitation procedure, i.e. “various types of tables”, 
“various types of cups” etc. 
b) “CP_ΜΑΧ”: in this tier we have marked the maximal 
CP signed by the informant. This is a subunit of the 
“Discourse Unit” tier and refers to the immediate 
semantic content of classifiers used in signing 
utterances, i.e. “round tables of different size”, “pipes 
of different dimension” etc. 
c) “CP_GLOSS”: this is the tier mostly exploited in our 
study at the current stage of research work. Each sign 
phrase annotated with a “CP_MAX” value is split into 
its respective constituents; the latter being values for 
“CP_GLOSS”, which may correspond to either signs 
or classifiers, including annotation strings such as 
“table”, “round”, “SIZE” etc to indicate the related 
semantic content.  
d) “HS”: in this tier font symbols indicate the handshape 
or handshapes involved in the signing of each 
“CP_GLOSS”, i.e. “D”, “L”, “b” etc.  
These four tiers provide the necessary information to 
group pieces of data as to the different classifiers and 
classifier functions met in GSL. Our interest focuses on 
the ability of classifier morphemes to a) create new 
lexicon items when combined with individual signs, b) 
add qualitative/quantitative values to entities, and c) serve  
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Figure 1:  Sample of visual stimuli for the elicitation of the corpus 
 
 
Figure 2:  Corpus annotation 
 
co-indexing within phrase utterance. 
In order to apply annotation markings which would reveal 
classifier functions, prior to annotation work, a coding 
scheme based on four major categories of attributes was 
adopted. The annotation categories -coded as A, B, C, D 
followed by 2 up to 4 digits to indicate specific 
subcategories- were used for the annotation of the 
“CP_GLOSS” tier, when the latter involved a classifier 
rather than an independent lexical item. The four 
annotation categories are sketched below:  
A: a rough ontological division was made into human 
and non-human entities. In this respect, the coded 
categories A-1 correspond to different kinds of 
objects, their description relying merely to their shape, 
while the A-2 categories refer to humans and the 
respective  subcategories to parts of the human body. 
B: it describes the relevant position of an entity. 
Subcategories B-1 describe static relevant positions 
(in front of something or someone (sth/smn), on top of 
sth/smn, etc), while subcategories B-2 refer to 
positions that describe the simultaneous presence of 
another entity (i.e. lining up behind others, following 
sth/smn, etc). Subcategories B-2 are used in 
annotation in those case where the signer makes use 
of both hands; a condition that is not prerequisite for 
the B-1 case.  
C: it describes the relevant movement of an entity (i.e. 
downwards, upwards, back and forth, etc.).  
D: it entails descriptions of size relative to shape. This 
category directly relates to category A, as the 
iconicity properties of the signed entity which 
incorporates a classifier, are those dictating the way 
“size” has to be signed in each case. 
In the early stage of the research, the total number of 
quantised subcategories to be used in annotation reached 
up to 60. In order to fully define each classifier 
instantiation, several of annotation subcategories were 
attributed to one classifier entry. This unavoidable option 
for annotation has proven less efficient as annotation 
process progressed since it became hard to manage the  
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 Figure 3:  Video Search Tool. Result of a combined search for two annotation codes with retrieved video clips listed. 
Presentation of a selected item on superimposed window on the right hand side  
 
coded content of the annotated linguistic data.   
In order to exploit the patterns of overlapping categories 
and eventually eliminate redundant ones, we 
complemented our annotation work with the use of a 
search tool external to the ELAN environment.  
3. Annotated corpus search tool 
The annotations search tool is a web based application 
accessible by http://speech.ilsp.gr/videosearch/index.php.   
 The tool allows extraction of video parts annotated for 
“CP_GLOSS” values and their storage as individual 
videos clips. The tool provides for three search options: 
a. Code: with this search option the user executes 
simple or combined searches for videos containing 
one or more annotation codes (i.e. A-1-1, B-2-2). 
The search result is a list of the videos annotated for 
the searched code(s) (figure 3).  
b. Handshape: the search tool facilitates combined 
search of annotation codes and the handshapes used 
in classifier formation.  This is particularly helpful 
as the information of the handshape of a Classifier 
can disambiguate seemingly similar videos and 
indicate errors during the annotation procedure.  
c. Video Clip ID: each video clip has a unique 
identifier number; this search field allows the user to 
retrieve individual clips that may have caught his/her 
attention and compare them to one another.  
The search tool has proven to be a valuable asset for the 
present study as it facilitated identification of the 
characteristics of classifiers, which led to a considerable 
narrowing down of the initial 60 annotation subcategories, 
also accelerating the annotation process.  
4. Grammatical functions of classifiers 
Studies of the syntactic structure of SL utterances reveal 
systematic patterns. Our corpus-based study of the Greek 
Sign Language (GSL) in particular (Efthimiou and 
Fotinea, 2007), which utilises the data of the GSL video 
corpus of ILSP, indicates that GSL utterances can be 
analysed as surface realisations of recurrent underlying 
syntactic structures, in which head morphemes with well 
defined grammatical function are placed in standard 
positions in a string-like order (Efthimiou, 2008).  
The theoretical linguistic study of classifiers builds upon 
and expands on previous work (Sutton-Spence and Woll, 
1999; Berenz, 2002; Efthimiou et al., 2008), being 
especially concerned with the satisfactory treatment of the 
so-called Classifier Predicates (CPs) of SLs within 
theoretical-linguistic frameworks of analysis 
(Cogill-Koez, 2000), which have historically evolved in 
parallel with the study of spoken languages. 
A problem posed by the second fundamental Saussurean 
principle of linguistic analysis is that of the Arbitrariness 
of the Sign: Classifier Predicates utilise standard 
handshapes (the so-called “classifiers”) to directly denote 
certain salient geometrical properties of the referents 
referred to by the nominal arguments of two- and 
three-place SL predicates. In other words, the signal (the 
handshape) denoting the signified concept (the 
geometrical property of the referent) is highly motivated 
(to a certain degree, non-arbitrary) in terms of physical 
resemblance. The element of iconicity is very strongly 
present in the signals realising CPs, and, indeed, far more 
strongly so than in the signals realising the nominals 
which refer to the real-world objects and whose 
relationship is denoted through the semantics of the 
predicator. This latter fact has led certain linguists to 
characterise SL signs corresponding to concepts which a 
spoken language would signify by a concrete noun as 
“frozen” (Cogill-Koez, 2000).  
To complicate matters further, the direction of movement 
within signing space of classifier-handshapes 
realising/participating in CPs is a direct spatial metaphor 
of the physical relation between the referents denoted by 
the nominals realising the arguments of the predicate. 
More specifically, the position and the direction of 
movement of the classifier-handshapes with respect to the 
position of the signer’s body is a direct spatial metaphor 
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denoting the θ-roles (e.g. agent, recipient, location, etc) 
performed by the nominal arguments. 
Theoretical analysis of the linguistic data available in the 
classifier elicitation corpus (2.1 above), supports 
formulation of a proposal for classifier behaviour which 
differentiates among three distinguished major grammar 
functions (Efthimiou and Fotinea, to appear).  
Based on the key role of classifiers to behave as semantic 
markers which create semantic classes of objects, we 
propose an analysis of CPs which utilises classifier 
morphemes in three distinct ways: 
i) Classifiers create new lexicon items: Classifier 
affixation adds specific semantic properties to an 
entity, making it part of the semantic class this 
specific classifier identifies. In GSL, lemmas like 
‘GLASS’, ‘AIRPLANE’, ‘WALK’, ‘TABLE’ etc., or 
handshapes like C, B, etc, may undertake classifier 
function. This is especially productive in the case of 
concrete object linguistic representations, e.g. the sign 
‘PENCIL’ utilises classifier ∆ (delta), the sign 
‘BOTTLE’ utilises classifier C, the sign ‘FIELD’ 
utilises classifier 5, etc. 
ii) Classifiers add qualitative/quantitative values: 
Classifiers function as modifiers adding 
qualitative/quantitative values to syntactic heads or 
maximal phrases (i.e. boxes of different volume, pipes 
of different size, raising objects of different weight). 
iii) Classifiers serve co-indexing: In sign utterances, 
classifiers may be used as pronominal elements, 
where co-indexing obligatorily involves an expanded 
set of agreement features which, apart from the 
standard features “Number” and “Gender”, also 
includes the feature “Semantic Class”. Indicative 
examples of such formations are sign phrases elicited 
via stimuli as those presented in pictures c1, c2 and c3 
of figure 1. 
5. Future research perspective 
The here reported research work provided a basis for a 
unified analysis of classifier functions in GSL. Next steps 
include verification of our hypotheses by elicitation of 
further related data but also a more concrete classification 
scheme. With the existing categories and additional 
signing data we are opting to enrich our coding scheme 
with more examples and eventually limit the annotation 
categories to 20, so that each Classifier will be described 
with no more than 5-7 annotation categories.   
This will facilitate the creation of an operational set of 
annotation categories for the description of classifiers, 
which will also enable implementation of an educational 
environment for the use of Classifiers in GSL. 
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Abstract 
Here we present the components and objectives of Dicta-Sign, a three-year FP7 ICT project that aims to improve the state of web-based 
communication for Deaf people by allowing the use of sign language in various human-computer interaction scenarios. The project 
researches and develops recognition and synthesis engines for sign languages at a level of detail necessary for recognising and 
generating authentic signing. In this context, Dicta-Sign aims at developing several technologies demonstrated via a sign 
language-aware Web 2.0, combining work from the fields of sign language recognition, sign language animation via avatars, sign 
language linguistics, and machine translation, with the goal to allow Deaf users to make, edit, and review avatar-based sign language 
contributions online, similar to the way people nowadays make text-based contributions on the Web. 
Dicta-Sign supports four European sign languages: Greek. British, German, and French Sign Language and differs from previous work 
in that it aims to integrate tightly recognition, animation, and machine translation. All these components are informed by appropriate 
linguistic models from the ground up, including lexical and grammar modelling, manual and non-manual features.  
 
1. Rationale 
The development of Web 2.0 technologies has made the 
WWW a place where people constantly interact with 
another, by posting information (e.g. blogs, discussion 
forums), modifying and enhancing other people's 
contributions (e.g. Wikipedia), and sharing information 
(e.g., Facebook, social news sites). Today’s predominant 
human-computer interface, is relatively manageable for 
most Deaf people: The use of a language foreign to them 
is restricted to single words or short phrases. The 
graphical user interface, however, puts rather severe 
limitations on the complexity of the human-computer 
communication, and therefore it is expected that it will be 
replaced in many contexts by human language interaction. 
Obviously, a far better command of the interface language 
is required here than in graphical environments. Most 
Deaf people would therefore be excluded from this future 
form of human-computer communication unless the 
computer is able to communicate in sign language. 
Moreover, exclusion is already experienced with regard to 
interpersonal communication between Deaf individuals, 
given the current lack of translation tools to support 
SL-to-SL but also oral-to-SL and SL-to-oral applications.  
Sign language videos are not a viable alternative to text, 
for two reasons: Firstly, they are not anonymous – 
individuals making contributions can be recognized from 
the video and therefore limits those willing to contribute.   
Secondly, people cannot easily edit and add to a video that 
someone else has produced, so a Wikipedia-like web site 
in sign language is currently not possible. In order to 
make the Web 2.0 fully accessible to Deaf people, sign 
language contributions must be displayed by an animated 
avatar, which addresses both anonymisation and easy 
editing. 
2. The Dicta-Sign project 
Dicta-Sign is a project aimed at developing the 
technologies required for making sign language-based 
Web contributions possible, by providing an integrated 
framework for sign language recognition, animation, and 
language modelling. It targets four different European 
sign languages: British (BSL), German (DGS), Greek 
(GSL) and French (LSF), and develops three 
proof-of-concept prototypes: a search-by-example sign 
language dictionary, a sign language-to-sign language 
translator, and a sign language-based Wiki. 
A key aspect of the Dicta-Sign project is the creation of 
parallel corpora with detailed annotations in the four 
above-mentioned signed languages. These not only 
greatly aid the development of language models for both 
recognition and animation, but also allow for the direct 
spatio-temporal alignment of equivalent utterances across 
the four languages, which is useful for creating machine 
translation algorithms in a sign language-to-sign language 
translator. 
3. Objectives 
One of the main objectives of Dicta-Sign is to develop an 
integrated framework that allows contributions in the four 
sign languages of the project. Users make their 
contributions via webcams. These are recognized by the 
sign language recognition component and converted into 
a linguistically informed internal representation, which is 
used to animate the contribution with an avatar, and to 
translate it into the other respective three sign languages.  
Other objectives include the development of the world's 
first parallel multi-lingual corpus of annotated sign 
language data; the development of advanced sign 
language annotation tools that integrate recognition, 
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translation, and animation; the provision of large 
cross-lingual sign language dictionaries; and the 
advancement of the state of the art in computer vision and 
sign language recognition, sign language generation, sign 
language linguistic modelling and sign language 
translation. 
Figure 1: Avatar frontal view demonstrating incorporation 
of non-manuals in the sign synthesis engine: eyes, 
eyebrows, mouth and body posture participate in sign 
articulation 
 
Dicta-Sign is working closely with the Deaf communities 
in the countries of the project partners throughout the 
lifecycle of the project to ensure that its goals are met and 
to evaluate user acceptance.  
4. Research Domains 
Research activities within Dicta-Sign expand from sign 
language recognition to sign synthesis and animation, 
linguistic modelling and development of annotation tools. 
4.1 Sign Language Recognition 
Despite intensive research efforts, the current state of the 
art in sign language recognition leaves much to be desired. 
Problems include a lack of robustness, particularly when 
low-resolution webcams are used, and difficulties with 
incorporating results from linguistic research into 
recognition systems. Moreover, because signed languages 
exhibit inherently parallel phenomena, the fusion of 
information from multiple modalities, such as the hands 
and the face, is of paramount importance. To date, 
however, relatively little research exists on this problem 
(Ong & Ranganath, 2005). The features that serve as input 
to the recognition system comprise a mix of 
measurements obtained by statistical methods, and 
geometrical characterisations of the signer’s body parts. 
In order to make the feature extraction process robust 
even when the image comes from commodity webcams, 
the computer vision algorithms need to operate on 
multiple scales. Moreover, the basic feature extraction 
processes need to be combined with statistical and 
learning-based methods, such as active appearance 
models for facial expression tracking (Cootes et al., 2001; 
Papandreou & Maragos, 2007).  
Sign language is inherently multimodal: both hands move 
in parallel, while the face and body exhibit grammatical 
and prosodic information (Neidle et al., 2000). Hence, 
sign language recognition must deal with the problem of 
fusing multiple channels of information. 
Figure 2: Figure showing HOG/HOF features (Histogram 
of Oriented Gradients, Histogram of Optical Flow) from a 
single frame of Sign Footage 
 
Given the current state of the art in sign language 
recognition, one cannot expect the system to recognize 
the full range of expressiveness in signed languages. We 
deal with this limitation in two ways: First, the prototype 
application is domain-specific, with a restricted 
vocabulary of no more than 1500 signs. Second, the 
system employs a dictation-style interface (hence the 
name “Dicta-Sign”), where the user is presented with the 
closest-matching alternatives if a sign is not recognized 
reliably. 
The output of the recognition component is converted into 
a linguistically informed representation that is used by the 
synthesis and language modelling components, 
respectively. 
4.2 Synthesis and Animation 
In the Dicta-Sign project, the internal representation of 
sign language phrases is realized via SiGML (Elliott et al., 
2000), a Signing Gesture Markup Language to support 
sign language-based HCI, as well as sign generation. The 
SiGML notation allows sign language sequences to be 
defined in a form suitable for execution by a virtual 
human, or avatar, on a computer screen. The most 
important technical influence on the SiGML definition is 
HamNoSys, the Hamburg Notation System (Hanke, 
2004), a well-established transcription system for sign 
languages. The SiGML notation incorporates the 
HamNoSys phonetic model, and hence SiGML can 
represent signing expressed in any sign language. 
One of the most difficult problems in sign synthesis is 
converting a linguistic description of the signed utterance 
into a smooth animation via inverse kinematics, with 
proper positioning of the hands in contact with the body, 
and generating realistic prosodic features, such as 
appropriate visual stress. To this end, the Dicta-Sign 
corpus, does not only encompass phonetic and 
grammatical information, but also prosodic information. 
Together with the features derived from the visual 
tracking and recognition component, this allows for 
greatly increased realism in the animations. 
4.3 Linguistic Modelling 
Linguistic modelling will develop a coherent model from 
the phonetic up to the semantic level of language 
representation, envisaged to be language-independent in 
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most aspects. Dicta-Sign aims to extend modelling 
capabilities toward a common representation of sign 
language grammar and the lexicon -or alternatively two 
coherent representations- to accommodate both sign 
language recognition and synthesis. Overall, this 
represents a major advance over previous work, since 
language modelling has been largely neglected 
particularly in the recognition field. 
4.4 Annotation Tools 
Although some tools exist for specifically processing 
signed languages, such as iLex, none of these tools 
currently provide any kind of automated tagging, so the 
annotation process is completely manual. 
An experimental version of the AnCoLin annotation 
system allows some image processing tasks to be initiated 
from within the annotation environment and to compare 
the results with the original video (Braffort et al., 2004; 
Gianni et al., 2007). It also connects to a 3D model of the 
signing space, but still lacks a coherent integration into 
the annotation workflow. It is expected that one of the 
major outcomes of the Dicta-Sign project will be greatly 
improved annotation tools, with image processing and 
recognition integrated into the annotation workflow. Their 
long term utility can be judged by the uptake by other sign 
language researchers. 
4.5 Sign Language Corpora 
A substantial corpus is needed to drive automatic 
recognition and generation, so as to obtain sufficient data 
for training and language representation. The quality and 
availability of sign language corpora has improved 
greatly in the past few years (Efthimiou & Fotinea, 2007; 
Neidle & Sclaroff, 2002). Yet, to date, multi-lingual sign 
language research has been hampered by the lack of 
sufficiently large parallel sign language corpora. One of 
the most important goals of Dicta-Sign is to collect the 
world’s first large parallel corpus across four signed 
languages (Greek, British, German, and French). 
This corpus will be annotated, showcase best practices for 
sign language annotations, and be made available to the 
public. 
 
Figure 3: Two handed sign articulation by neutral body 
posture 
5. Expected Outcomes 
Expected outcomes of the project expand to both 
prototype systems of SL technologies and SL resources, 
and include:  
• A parallel multi-lingual corpus for four national 
sign languages – German, British, French and 
Greek (DGS, BSL, LSF and GSL respectively) – 
of a minimum of three hours signing in each 
language, 
• A substantial dictionary of at least 1500 signs for 
each represented sign language, 
• A continuous sign language recognition system 
that achieves significant improvement in terms 
of coverage and accuracy of sign recognition in 
comparison with current technology; 
furthermore this  system will research the novel 
directions of multimodal sign fusion and signer 
adaptation, 
• A language generation and synthesis component, 
covering in detail the role of manual, 
non-manual and placement within signing space, 
• Annotation tools which incorporate these 
technologies providing access to the corpus and 
whose long term utility can be judged by the 
up-take by other sign language researchers, 
• Three bidirectional integrated prototype systems 
which show the utility of the system components 
beyond the annotation tools application, 
• A showcase demonstrator which exhibits how 
integration of the different components can 
support user communication needs. 
6. Proof-of-concept Prototypes and Project 
Demonstrator 
Three proof-of-concept prototypes will be implemented 
and evaluated within Dicta-Sign: 
• A Search-by-Example system will integrate sign 
recognition for isolated signs with interfaces for 
searching an existing lexical database.  
• An SL-to-SL translation prototype will pioneer a 
controlled-vocabulary sign language-to-sign 
language translation on the basis of the parallel 
language resources developed within the project. 
• A Sign-Wiki will be developed providing the 
same service as a traditional Wiki but using sign 
language.  
As a showcase of the different technologies developed 
within Dicta-Sign, an SL-to-SL terminology translator 
will be developed to serve as project demonstrator. 
7. Conclusion 
Today, still living in the atmosphere of the “European 
Year of Equal Opportunities for All,” it is important that 
drastic measures are taken to prevent new barriers from 
arising, as new forms of communication establish their 
role in the society at large. Dicta-Sign will be a key 
technology to promote sign language communication, and 
to provide Web 2.0 services and other HCI technologies to 
Deaf sign language users, an important linguistic minority 
in Europe, so far excluded from these new developments. 
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Figure 4: Examples of coarse pose estimation during Signing 
Figure 5: Motion estimation and segmentation 
As the field of sign language technology is still very 
young, it is beyond the scope of a three-year project to 
catch up completely with mainstream language 
technology, and to deliver end-user products. 
Nevertheless, Dicta-Sign is poised to advance 
significantly the enabling technologies by a 
multidisciplinary approach, and to come close enough to 
let designers of future natural language systems fully take 
sign languages into account. 
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Abstract
We outline the main features of our synthetic virtual human sign language system, JASigning. We describe how we have extended its
input notation, SiGML, to allow explicit control of performance time, and we describe our initial steps on the path to integrating virtual
human sign language performance into annotation tools, where it may be compared with video depicting the corresponding real human
performance.
1. Introduction1
JASigning is the current incarnation of our earlier synthetic
virtual human signing system, SiGMLSigning. Like its pre-
decessor, the system uses SiGML as its input notation. In
this paper we start with a brief overview of the system be-
fore going on to describe our recent work in comparing
virtual human sign language performance with real human
signing as recorded in video sequences. We describe the in-
troduction of explicit timing features into SiGML, and the
way this can be exploited when making the comparison be-
tween real and virtual human signing. Finally we describe
our initial moves towards the integration of virtual human
signing into sign language annotation tools, and consider
briefly the benefits of this integration.
2. Background
2.1. The JASigning System
JASigning (Java Avatar Signing) is a synthetic sign lan-
guage animation system. In terms of its capabilities,
JASigning is very similar to the SiGMLSigning system that
we developed a few years ago in the ViSiCAST and eSIGN
projects (Elliott et al., 2004; Elliott et al., 2007).
Thus JASigning supports both desktop and Web applica-
tions (Figure 1) that allow the user to have a virtual hu-
man, or avatar, perform a sign language sequence described
in the SiGML (Signing Gesture Markup Language) nota-
tion. The system operates in real-time, so the SiGML se-
quence performed by the avatar at any point in time may
be selected, or even generated dynamically, in response to
user interaction. The most prominent difference between
JASigning and SiGMLSigning is that the earlier system
could run only on Windows computer systems, whereas
JASigning, whose avatar software is implemented in Java,
can be deployed on multiple platforms. It is currently avail-
able on both Windows and Mac OS X systems.
2.2. The SiGML Notation
As we have said, the input notation for any JASigning ap-
plication is SiGML (Elliott et al., 2004; Elliott et al., 2007),
1We acknowledge with gratitude that the work described here
has been partially funded under the European Union’s 7th Frame-
work Programme, through the Dicta-Sign project (grant 231135).
Figure 1: SiGML URL Player Application
an XML application which is based closely on HamNoSys
(Hamburg Notation System) (Prillwitz et al., 1989; Hanke,
2004), and which is thus a vehicle for sign language de-
scription at the phonetic level.
The basic notions in the HamNoSys/SiGML model are
those of posture and movement (transition). The manual
component of a posture is characterised by its handshape,
its spatial orientation, and its location in signing space —
these features being specified for the dominant hand only
in a single-handed sign, or for both hands in a two-handed
sign. A basic movement consists of a change in some aspect
of posture. These changes may be combined either concur-
rently, where that makes physical sense, or in sequence.
Historically, HamNoSys focused predominantly on the def-
inition of the manual features of sign language perfor-
mance, but its current version, HamNoSys 4 defines a com-
paratively rich repertoire of nonmanual features on differ-
ent tiers, corresponding to distinct articulators such as body,
eyes and mouth. SiGML follows HamNoSys 4 in including
this repertoire of nonmanual features.
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In many ways the HamNoSys SiGML model as just de-
scribed resembles the phonetic model for sign languages of
Liddell and Johnson (Liddell and Johnson, 1989), although
there are some significant points of difference.
A SiGML document is structured as a sequence of individ-
ual signs. The notation allows sign language sequences to
be represented in several distinct forms, of which the two
most important are:
• HNS-SiGML In essence this is simply HamNoSys
dressed in XML form, one element per symbol.
• Gestural SiGML This contains the same information
as an HNS-SiGML or HamNoSys definition (in fact,
potentially a slightly generalised version of this infor-
mation), but in a more explicitly structured form, com-
parable to that of an abstract syntax tree for the corre-
sponding HamNoSys or HNS-SiGML definition.
Figure 2: Manual HamNoSys Sign – “mug” in BSL
<hamgestural_sign gloss="mug">
<sign_nonmanual>
<mouthing_tier>
<mouth_picture picture="mVg"/>
</mouthing_tier>
</sign_nonmanual>
<sign_manual>
<handconfig handshape="fist"
thumbpos="across"
extfidir="ol" palmor="l"/>
<location_bodyarm
location="shoulders"/>
<par_motion>
<directedmotion
direction="u" curve="u"/>
<tgt_motion>
<changeposture/>
<handconfig
extfidir="ul" palmor="dl"/>
</tgt_motion>
</par_motion>
</sign_manual>
</hamgestural_sign>
Figure 3: Gestural-SiGML Sign – “mug” in BSL
In Figure 2 we show the HamNoSys for the manual compo-
nent of the BSL sign “mug”, a snapshot of which is shown
in Figure 1. The first three symbols describe the hand-
shape and orientation, and the fourth the location (shoulder-
level), for the initial posture; the remaining symbols specify
a composite movement from this posture. Figure 3 shows
the Gestural SiGML form of this sign. The motion from
the initial posture, once attained, is a composite of two ba-
sic motions performed in parallel, that is, concurrently: an
upwards curved motion of the dominant hand, and a change
of hand orientation. Together these motions function icon-
ically, tilting the hand (whose shape itself functions icon-
ically to represent a mug) towards the signer’s mouth. In
the HamNoSys (and HNS-SiGML) forms the fact that these
motions are performed concurrently with one another is
indicated by the pair of square bracket symbols, whereas
in the Gestural SiGML form the motion structure is di-
rectly reflected in the XML element structure, in which a
par_motion element has a child element for each of the
two component motions — the directedmotion and
the tgt_motion (targetted motion).
SiGML can effectively be regarded as a kind of program-
ming notation for the avatar: in principle any sign language
utterance can be described in SiGML, as in HamNoSys;
hence it can be performed by an avatar in the JASigning
system.
2.3. Organisation of the JASigning Software
A signing avatar in the JASigning system is based on con-
ventional 3D computer animation techniques. These tech-
niques are augmented with additional data files defining
those characteristics of the avatar that are needed for sign
language performance — described in a companion paper
(Jennings et al., 2010) — and with a software module, An-
imgen (Kennaway et al., 2007), whose function is to gen-
erate a sequence of animation frames, each defining an in-
stantaneous posture for a specific avatar. Animgen does this
given two inputs: the (avatar independent) SiGML descrip-
tion of the required sign language sequence, and the dataset
describing the avatar for which the animation is required.
3. Working towards Integration with
Annotation Tools
The synthetic sign language animation system is certainly
still capable of further refinement and improvement, but it
has reached a stage of maturity at which it is feasible to con-
sider how it might be integrated into sign language annota-
tion tools such as ELAN (Hellwig et al., 2009) and ILex
(Hanke, 2004), and what the benefits of doing this might
be. We outline here our recent activities in this area, the
first of which involves an extension to the SiGML notation
and its implementation.
3.1. Introduction of Explicit Timing into SiGML
The timing model for sign language performance used by
JASigning’s animation generation module, Animgen, can
be described as follows. Each basic movement is assigned
a supposedly “natural” duration. This is done by means of
one of the avatar-specific configuration data files described
in the companion paper (Jennings et al., 2010). Hence, for
a given avatar it is possible to vary these individual duration
values relative to one another, and also to vary some or all
of these configuration parameter values from one avatar to
another. In addition, a configuration parameter determines
the “natural” value for the movement to the initial posture
of a sign. Once fixed, these duration values for basic move-
ments determine those for composite movements. In the
case of a sequence of movements, the duration of the se-
quence is simply the sum of the individual component du-
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ration values. For a parallel combination of movements the
overall duration is the longest of the individual component
durations, the other component durations being extended to
that maximum value.
We have recently extended the SiGML notation, and its im-
plementation in Animgen, to allow explicit timing char-
acteristics to be attached both to any individual motion,
whether basic or composite, and also to an entire sign.
This is done by means of an additional pair of attributes,
each with a floating point value, either or both of which may
be attached to any relevant Gestural SiGML component:
• duration, measured in seconds, whose default
value is the “natural” duration value, as described
above.
• timescale, a slow-down factor, whose default
value is 1.0.
(There is a third attribute, speed, whose effects are iden-
tical to those given by using the timescale attribute
with the reciprocal value, so we omit it from the follow-
ing discussion.) For any motion, if its (explicit or default)
duration and timescale values are, respectively, d
and t, then the duration value assigned to it, a, is given by
the formula:
a = d ∗ t
(according to which, the default duration value is indeed
the “natural” one).
Whenever a composite motion, including an entire sign, is
explicitly given a non-standard duration value in this way,
that value is propagated down the motion structure as fol-
lows. Any increase or decrease in the duration of a com-
posite motion is propagated to each of its components in
proportion to the relative durations assigned to them prior
to this adjustment. Any increase or decrease in the dura-
tion of a parallel motion is applied to each of its constituent
motions (which in some cases may simply be a matter of
undoing, to some degree, a previously applied extension).
If any constituent motion is itself composite, its new dura-
tion value is propagated recursively to its components.
3.2. Comparing Virtual and Real Sign Language
Performance
Our first activity in this area consisted of an investigation
of the fidelity with which the signing avatar system could
reproduce some Spanish Sign Language (LSE) sequences
for which video material was already available. This was
partly a matter of considering the basic quality of the ani-
mation produced from a HamNoSys or SiGML transcript,
and partly a matter of determining the extent to which it is
possible to improve the fidelity of the animation by adjust-
ing the SiGML transcript, usually by adding more explicit
detail relating to certain aspects of the original human per-
formance.
To compare the results with the original it is useful to have
video of the real and the virtual human performance side
by side. This can be achieved by converting the animation
system output to a video file, which can then be imported
into an annotation tool. We have done this using ELAN 4.
An important issue for the comparison is that of synchro-
nization, or the lack of it, between the real and the virtual
animation. Using the SiGML enhancements for explicit
timing control just described, it is relatively simple to align
the two performances temporally, as is shown in Figure 4.
So far we have pursued this only to the point of aligning
sign boundaries, but in principle it is possible also to align
individual movement phases within signs.
More recently, we have done some work with the ILex sign
language corpus annotation tool (Hanke, 2004). ILex is
able to export an annotation transcript, which includes seg-
mentation and timing data, as well as a HamNoSys tran-
scription of each sign. From this transcipt we have been
able to derive (almost) automatically a SiGML description
of that sequence. When played by a signing avatar, the
avatar performance exhibits some variations from that of
the human signer in the video accompanying the transcript.
In particular, as in the case of the LSE sequences described
above, there are significant variations in the timing of the
two performances.
Using the timing data from the ILex transcript, together
with the new explicit timing attributes in SiGML, we have
also been able to generate automatically a modified SiGML
description of the sequence in which each sign is tempo-
rally aligned with its counterpart the original human per-
formance. Thus from the exported ILex transcript we are
able to produce a synthetic avatar performance – either in
our avatar player, or exported from it as a video clip – which
is temporally aligned, sign by sign, with the human perfor-
mance.
A cursory comparison of the two performances gives rise
to a couple of observations:
• The avatar makes some rather violent elbow move-
ments, indicating scope for possible improvement of
the generated animation.
• There are some variations in handshape and/or orien-
tation, suggesting in some cases that the HamNoSys
annotation may not be entirely accurate.
4. Conclusion
We have described the basic features of the JASigning syn-
thetic signing system and the SiGML notation which is
used to drive it. We have also described the introduction
of explicit timing into SiGML and its implementation, and
our moves towards the incorporation of virtual human sign-
ing into annotation tools, where it can be compared in detail
with real human signing.
As yet, within an annotation tool (ELAN) we have aug-
mented the original annotated video with the correspond-
ing synthetic performance only in video form, but there is
clearly no obstacle in principle to quite tight and iteractive
integration into an annotation tool of the process of gener-
ating and displaying synthetic sign language performance.
On the basis of our experience to date, we can envisage
several uses for such a scheme. As we have already seen,
it can be used evaluate and to improve the quality of our
synthetic sign language generation techniques.
Conversely, the capacity to get immediate feedback in the
form of a synthetic animation provides a means of verifying
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Figure 4: ELAN window with video of real and virtual human signers
the accuracy and quality of a HamNoSys transcription as
soon as it has been generated. This can be useful both in
the context of corpus collection and transcription, as well
as in the context of signed content creation using a virtual
human.
From the point of view of the kind of sign language study
that annotation tools are intended to facilitate and support,
the ability to compare and contrast virtual and real human
sign language performance in great detail has the potential
to assist in exploring more substantial questions in sign lan-
guage modelling. For example, when confronted by varia-
tions between different performances of the same sign lan-
guage sequence it is possible to ask whether these varia-
tions are linguistic in character, or whether they are matters
of individual style or mood, whether they are peculiar to the
particular utterance or part of a more persistent pattern. By
taking our work further and fully integrating a synthetically
signing avatar into an annotation tool, we can envisage a
situation where it would be possible dynamically to mod-
ify some of the avatar’s configuration parameters, for ex-
ample those characterising its signing space, and exploring
the way such variations cause the synthetic performance to
align with or deviate from the original human performance.
Experiments of this kind could help in leading to a richer
characterisation — and hence annotation — of the original
human sign language performance.
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Abstract 
The framework is that of Sign Language synthesis by virtual signers. In this paper, we present a sign generation system using a 
variety of input layers, separated on two sides: an anatomical side and a linguistic side. In a first part we suggest a way of 
implementing the flexibility required by Sign Languages into the system by using combinations of necessary and suficient 
constraints. The anatomical side of the input specifies all morphological and articulatory constraints that model the behaviour of a 
human skeleton, while the linguistic input specifies language constraints (lexical, grammatical, iconic...) that must be applied to the 
signer's body to utter the correct sign sequence. A second part explains how to combine all these parts of the input in a conjunction 
of constraints for each time frame of the animation. A point is made that conflicting constraints may be given and need be prioritised 
in order still to decide on acceptable solutions. A first idea of a global priority order is given to illustrate this issue. 
 
1. Introduction & Context 
Sign Languages (SLs) are the most natural way for the 
Deaf to communicate. Deaf people not all being 
comfortable with reading text, and for them to access 
everyday's information, we choose to combine audio 
information systems like station announcements with SL 
displays on screens. Those displays could play videos of 
people signing complete utterances but the nature of the 
information (generally flexible gap sentences) prevents 
us from doing so. A more flexible way of displaying SL 
on a screen is the use of a 3d signing humanoid called 
virtual signer (VS). A VS can be animated by hand, 
requiring professional and talented graphists, or by 
automatic generation, which requires all sorts of models. 
Since SLs are natural languages, they have their own 
syntax and lexicon that need to be modelled. For the 
signed output to be natural and understandable by deaf 
people, we also need realistic models for the VS: 
skeleton models, animation models and skinning models. 
This paper introduces a system combining several input 
models for the generation of signs. Section 2 addresses 
the models used, advocating the use of constraint-based 
models to synthesize signs and animate the VS. Section 3 
deals with the construction of the final animation, by 
explaining how all parts of the total input are combined. 
2. Using constraints as input for sign 
generation 
The goal is to animate the VS with linguistically 
structured gesture. To carry out the task, it is therefore 
natural to consider at least a linguistic and an anatomical 
influence on the body. In this section we give an 
overview of the approach used for linguistic modelling in 
the system, then we discuss the anatomical model. 
2.1 Linguistic Constraints 
The linguistic side of the system generates the input 
coming from language-ruled principles such as lexical 
sign specification, grammatical structure or prosody. We 
presently only have a model for lexical description, 
called Zebedee, the grammatical layers remaining work 
in progress. 
As we stated above, naturalness of the output animations 
is also a goal for the task, and the tremendous flexibility 
of Sign Language makes it very challenging in that 
respect. So far, systems generating SL from formal input 
(Hanke, 2002) have used phonetic descriptions like 
HamNoSys (Prillwitz, 1989) that specify body (in fact 
here, mainly hand) activity for each lexical unit (sign). 
Our recent work (Filhol, 2006) explains that due to the 
parametric structure of the approach, flexible values 
become rigid. In other words, in a signed sentence, every 
described sign results in one and only signed form, thus 
the flexibility of signs is not accounted for. 
To provide as much flexibility as possible, our work at 
LIMSI has been focusing on the design of models based 
on sets of constraints that avoid both under- and 
over-specification of what needs to be uttered (Filhol, 
2009). 
The basic Zebedee structure of a sign is a sequence of 
timing units (see 'TU's on fig. 1) aligned on a timeline, 
where each unit specifies everything that is required in 
the period of time it covers—like a certain direction 
along which to align a bone or a point where to place a 
body site—and only that. In other words, a minimal 
conjunction of lexically intended articulatory constraints 
is given for each timing unit, thereby building a set of 
(lexically) necessary and sufficient constraints (NSCs). 
Then, at any moment when signing, anything left 
unconstrained can virtually be performed in any possible 
way. 
The point of avoiding over-specification is to leave 
things open for additional constraints to be added if 
needed, for reasons like: 
• iconicity: 'citation form' of lexical units are 
often modified according to their iconic features 
to fit a given context (Zebedee handles that 
well); 
• role shifts: when impersonating a character with 
a certain body posture while uttering a sign, all 
unconstrained articulators can be used for the 
shift, leaving the lexically constrained ones for 
the sign; 
• grammatical reasons: if not required otherwise 
by the lexicon, grammar may require that the 
body lean forward (e.g. a form of future in LSF), 
raise the eyebrows (e.g. neutral yes/no question), 
and so forth; 
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• anatomical reasons, which are discussed in the 
next section; 
• etc. 
Similarly, all these influences on the body are specified 
with as many and as few constraints as possible. They 
will then be combined, together with those coming from 
the morphology of the body. 
2.2 Anatomical Constraints 
Linguistic constraints are not sufficient to build a correct 
sign. Since one of the priorities of the generation is the 
realism of the final animation, we need to add a little 
more information. The generation of signs can be 
summed up as the construction of N frames in which the 
skeleton of the VS must be set in a particular posture. 
The overall generation can thus be seen as the generation 
of a succession of postures. For each posture, the 
linguistic model gives us information on how some parts 
of the body should be placed and oriented in space. 
Finding a correct posture from this information is called 
inverse kinematics (IK). IK problems are often 
under-specified problems leading to many solutions for a 
given input. For instance placing the wrist at a specific 
location in space raises an infinity of solutions (rotation 
of the elbow). Considering a set of possible solutions to 
one problem, the only element that will allow us to 
prefer a solution to another is the naturalness of the pose. 
We then add information about how realistic a posture is 
by informing the resolution system about the nature of 
the skeleton. These anatomical constraints are of three 
kinds:  
• joint limits give the range of motion of each 
degree of freedom of the skeleton, avoiding 
impossible angles for the body; 
• angle probability tells how often a specific 
angle of a degree of freedom is found. This 
measure is built from general purpose motion 
capture databases (Carnegie Mellon University) 
and a statistical analysis (Delorme, 2010); 
• biomechanical data enhances the general 
quality of the posture for specific joints.This 
data is applied on small portions of the skeleton 
like the hands (Neff, 2006). Since 
biomechanical simulations are usually time 
consuming we prefer the use of pre-computed 
tables instead of running a real-time model. 
All of these constraints apply to the skeleton and will not 
be subject to variation throughout the whole synthesis. 
Thus, in order to generate the animation, we consider on 
one side constraints coming from a linguistic point of 
view, that define what is mandatory for the sign or 
sentence. On the other side, we look at constraints that 
apply to the body and stay constant through time. We are 
now going to see how these two kinds of constraints 
interact in the generation system for sign synthesis. 
3. Combination of constraints 
Using all these linguistic and anatomical constraints 
allows us to reduce the number of possible solutions, and 
eventually choose one as the best posture for a given 
problem (i.e. one frame). Figure 1 illustrates the layers of 
constraints generated by the different models mentioned 
in section 2, and what we mean by conjunction of 
constraints for each time frame. 
 
 
Figure 1: Resolution of multiple constraints through time 
 
On the vertical axis we enumerate the layers of language 
(upper part of the list) and of anatomy (lower part) that 
may raise constraints on body articulations when signing. 
For instance, the purpose of the layer named "signing 
space designation" is to act on eye gaze and head (body 
articulators) as required in LSF to activate relevant parts 
of space or locate a new object by directing those 
articulators to the relevant points in space. The "syntactic 
phrase delimiter" will act on eyebrows and shoulders to 
mark topics in LSF, eyebrows for interrogatives, 
probably do some head shaking to emphasise negative 
clauses, etc. In the case of a dialog, "role shifting" will 
turn the body into the right direction to account for the 
alternating speakers. This layer will also use arms or 
hunch the back when impersonating characters with such 
distinctive markers. 
We left the list of layers open as we imagine any number 
of them can be added to include more features, either 
additional language-specific rules, discourse prosody or 
indeed signing style, etc.  
Theoretically, while the addition of constraints simply 
specifies the IK problem more (moving it away from 
under-specification), it also increases the risk for the 
problem to become over-specified (no solution). 
A timeline is attached to each of these layers. In the 
diagram, time flows from left to right. When a layer 
generates a set of constraints over a period, they are 
represented by a white box on the timeline. As we said 
earlier, anatomical constraints remain constant in time, 
which is why the bottom lines have a box covering the 
whole animation without a change. At this point, it is 
clear that the set of constraints applying to the body at 
any moment in time is the conjunction of all constraints 
present on all layers at that moment. 
Time is then broken in a sequence of frames to generate 
the output video. These time frames are shown across the 
drawing and numbered at the top, representing where to 
take snapshots of the timelines, each snapshot raising the 
set of constraints to combine hence a problem to solve 
for the time frame. On our example, frame no. 2 involves 
lexical constraints (from block TU1) and syntactic 
constraints (from C2.1L, say to mark the lexical sign as a 
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sentence topic), as well as all anatomical constraints 
(C4A, C5A and C6A). It bears no space designation 
constraint for instance, the first frame where these occur 
being frame no. 3, from block C1.1L. 
While all constraints are given equal consideration, they 
may be processed in different stages of the synthesis. 
Constraints can be set to ask for contradictive or 
conflicting orders if two of them are located on the same 
parts of the skeleton. A good example of such conflict 
would be in French Sign Language (LSF) to sign "I 
know" while role shifting in a wolf character as 
illustrated in figure 2. To look more frightening, the 
signer frowns, hunches his back, raises his elbows and 
puts his hands (paws) forward. But to sign "I know", the 
signer needs to bring his strong hand to his forehead. So 
the system is given two orders regarding the right arm. 
There is no definite way of solving such conflicts since 
the priorities are sign-dependant. We chose to: first, give 
arbitrary priorities to the constraints, even if we know 
that this is not a really satisfactory solution; second, 
segment the skeleton into independent parts that will, to 
some extent, behave separately. 
 
Figure 2: Left, "I know" in LSF; Right: the same sign 
while role-shifting as a wolf. 
 
Here is an example of a simple priority scheme for 
constraints, based on the intuition of "what will work 
more often". This part of the work will of course need 
more investigation. 
1. Joint limits are the absolute priority. We cannot 
have the VS make impossible angles. 
2. Lexical constraints follow. They define as 
stated before what is absolutely necessary in the 
sign. 
3. Grammatical layers add important information 
on the signs and must then be considered. Angle 
probabilities allow the system to choose in the 
resulting a set of solutions. 
4. Finally, biomechanical data improves the 
configuration of unconstrained effectors (e.g. 
fingers) regardless of what has been previously 
computed. 
The segmentation of the skeleton in five parts (see fig. 2) 
allows us to locate precisely which bone of the skeleton 
should be considered for a single problem. Thus a 
problem considering the right elbow will only involve 
the section "right arm", leaving the other parts free to be 
affected by different constraints. This might not be 
sufficient. For instance, a sign like [TREE] in French 
Sign Language needs the signer to place his weak hand 
on a specific location in space. Thus, considering only 
the hand from the wrist will fail. When no satisfactory 
solution is found to a problem, the system tries again the 
resolution with a longer kinematic chain (i.e. a sequence 
of bone of the skeleton to move). In the precise case of 
[TREE], the system will consider the hand and the arm at 
the same time. If it still is not sufficient then the system 
will consider the complete kinematic chain including the 
hand, the arm and the spine (for instance signs needing 
to place the hand far from the body will lean the body 
forward to reach out further). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 : Segmentation of the skeleton for progressive 
IK 
 
The core of the resolution is the IK module. IK is a 
well-known problem in robotics (Lee, 1993) and 
animation (Komura, 2005). It consists in finding rotation 
angles for a kinematic chain to place an effector (e.g. the 
wrist, a finger, the elbow) at a specific location in space, 
or to orient it in a specific direction. The method we 
choose to solve IK problems is based on sequential 
Monte-Carlo simulations (Courty, 2008). This method is 
preferred to more common ones (Wang, 1991; 
Maciejewski, 1990) because of its very narrow 
connexions with probability distribution functions 
allowing us easily to include the anatomical constraints. 
The adaptation to our case works as follow: 
1. We generate a certain number of random 
configurations for our skeleton. The range of 
the random angles is set to remain within the 
joint limits. Moreover, this generation follows 
the distribution functions of the angle 
probabilities to give more realistic results.  
2. Every single solution is given a score depending 
on the quality of the result: in case of a 
placement the score depends of the distance 
between the effector and the target; in case of 
an orientation the score depends of the angle 
between the current orientation and the target 
orientation. 
3. Each solution moves randomly around its 
current position trying to enhance its quality. 
4. Biomechanical calibrations are made on the 
unprocessed parts of the skeleton to improve the 
overall posture. 
The process iterates a limited number of times and stops 
if a good solution (given a threshold) is found. From this 
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process we extract the ten best results and assign scores 
to them, based on the angle probabily tables. The more a 
configuration is found in the motion capture database, 
the higher its score. Finally we decide the most realistic 
solution is the one with the highest score and keep it as 
final result for the generation. This overall method is 
applied for each frame of the animation to generate. 
4. Conclusion 
We have presented a sign generation system based 
entirely on conjunction of constraints, coming from 
different layers of (for now, at least) language or 
anatomy. These constraints all apply to the skeleton of 
the VS but are synchronised differently in time according 
to the layer they belong to. The conjunction of all these 
constraints minimally specifies a posture for the skeleton 
at a specific time. As this can lead to conflicts, the 
constraints must be given relative priorities and a first 
tentative scheme was proposed. It should however be 
redefined from a precise analysis of which layers 
dominate the others, and indeed of whether they do 
constantly or in what way the scheme varies over time if 
not. 
Such a system avoids too strong a separation between 
roles of articulators, e.g. dedicating the hands to the 
lexicon; the eyes to space activation and reference, and 
the torso to, say, role shifts. We separate the origins of 
the constraints in what we have called ‘layers’ of the 
system rather than what the constraints apply to. Now all 
layers may each act on all articulators. 
Further work is needed to implement the system, as we 
currently have only anatomical and lexical constraints 
combined, but we hope this design brings to the field of 
sign generation more of, and an original approach to, the 
flexibility required by SLs. 
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Abstract
We propose best practices for gloss annotation of sign languages taking into account the needs of data-driven approaches to recognition
and translation of natural languages. Furthermore, we provide reference numbers for several technical aspects for the creation of new
sign language data collections. Most available sign language data collections are of limited use to data-driven approaches, because they
focus on rare sign language phenomena, or lack machine readable annotation schemes. Using a natural language processing point of
view, we briefly discuss several sign language data collection, propose best practices for gloss annotation stemming from experience
gained using two large scale sign language data collections, and derive reference numbers for several technical aspects from standard
benchmark data collections for speech recognition and translation.
1. Introduction
Data-driven approaches to spoken language recognition
and translation have seen great success over the last years.
Common to all data-driven approaches is the need of large
amounts of annotated data to learn reliable statistical mod-
els. In the case of natural languages, a data-driven system
tries to learn individual statistical models for each phoneme
respectively word requiring the system to see several utter-
ances of a phoneme or word in the training data. Most sign
language data collections have been created for linguistic
research and as such tend to focus on rare phenomena. Both
the focus on less frequent sign language phenomena and
a low type-token ratio have so far limited the application
of data-driven approaches to recognition and translation of
sign languages.
Assuming the point of view of data-driven approaches,
we briefly discuss the status of several sign language data
collections in Section 2. and describe the needs of data-
driven approaches to natural language processing in Sec-
tion 3. Based on the status of the discussed sign language
data collections, the needs of data-driven approaches, and
experience gained in working with two large scale sign lan-
guage data collections, we propose best practices for gloss
annotation of sign language data collections. The practices
proposed in Section 4. are designed for easy application to
new and existing sign language data collection and allow
for linguistic accurate annotation.
If a new sign language data collection is to be generated,
the choice of the domain and some derived technical as-
pects like the targeted type-token-ratio and the vocabulary
size are crucial variables that have a high impact on the
performance of data-driven approaches. Based on existing
data collection designed for speech recognition and transla-
tion, we provide reference numbers that can be used in the
planning step for new data acquisition in Section 5.. The
paper is concluded in Section 6.
2. Sign Language Data Collections
Although a full review of all available data collections is
out of the scope of this work, almost all available data
collections consist of annotated video material of various
signers. The annotation has been typically conducted in
glosses using specialized annotation tools such as ELAN1,
iLex (Hanke and Storz, 2008), or Signstream (Neidle et al.,
2001). Gloss annotation assigns each sign the word from
a spoken language that most appropriately describes the
meaning of the sign. Besides the gloss annotation scheme,
HamNoSys (Prillwitz et al., 1989) strives to describe signs
on a phoneme-like level. All data collections discussed in
this section have been annotated using glosses. Figure 1
shows example images taken from all data collections dis-
cussed in this work.
The RWTH-BOSTON (Dreuw et al., 2008) data collec-
tions are annotated subsets of data originally recorded at
the Boston University. The annotations have been adjusted
by RWTH Aachen University to fulfill the requirements of
data-driven approaches. The data collections contain vo-
cabulary sizes of up to 483 glosses, up to four different
signers signing predefined sentences in front of a uniform
background. Due to the small size of the data collections,
and gray scale and color video recordings from lab environ-
ments, the RWTH-BOSTON data collections permit rapid
development and testing of data-driven techniques for con-
tinuous sign language.
The ATIS (Bungeroth et al., 2008) data collection con-
tains parallel annotation and videos for English, German,
Irish sign language, German sign language, and South
African sign language in the domain of the Air Travel In-
formation System (ATIS). While the data collection can be
used to build direct translation systems between different
sign languages, the total size of only 600 parallel sentences
is small in comparison to other sign language data collec-
1http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan
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tions. From a recognition point of view, the ATIS data
collection contains challenging video recordings conditions
including stark changes in illumination, cluttered office en-
vironments, and partial occlusions of the signer. In addition
to the challenging recording conditions, the ATIS data col-
lection shows for all included languages a singleton fraction
of over 50%.
The European Cultural Heritage Online organization
(ECHO)2 published sign language data collections for
Swedish sign language, British sign language, and sign lan-
guage of the Netherlands (Crasborn et al., 2004). Although
the data collection shows a high number of types, the cho-
sen domain of fairy tales is challenging for data-driven ap-
proaches because of the intensive use of classifier signs.
Corpus NGT (Crasborn and Zwitserlood, 2008) is a large
scale data collection for sign language of the Netherlands
from several domains. Domains include fable stories, car-
toon paraphrases, and discussions on sign language and
Deaf issues. Especially the later two domains are inter-
esting for data-driven approaches, because they allow for
free discussions on topics with inherent limited vocabular-
ies and hardly any classifier signs. Furthermore, sentence-
aligned translations are currently created for the two discus-
sion domains in the context of the EU funded SignSpeak
project.
The SIGNUM data collection (von Agriss and Kraiss,
2008) has been specifically recorded for data-driven recog-
nition of German sign language. The data collection con-
tains over 700 predefined sentences signed by each of the
25 different native signers, and setups for signer depen-
dent and signer independent recognition. The signers were
asked to wear dark clothes and were recorded standing in
front of a dark background.
Finally, the RWTH-PHOENIX data collection described
by (Stein et al., 2010) contains German sign language
for the domain weather forecast. The video material is
recorded from broadcast news aired on the German televi-
sion station Phoenix. Beside gloss annotation of the signs,
translations into German are provided by a state-of-the-art
speech recognition system for German. The chosen domain
and employed annotation scheme are chosen with data-
driven approaches in mind.
3. Needs of Statistical Recognition and
Translation
Data-driven approaches to pattern recognition and model
learning strive to learn a statistical model from the provided
input data that best explains the input data in terms of a
provided annotation. In the case of sign language recogni-
tion, the input data is a video stream showing a signing per-
son with the annotation being the assigned gloss. For data
driven translation, the input is a text in the source language
e.g. glosses and the annotation is the corresponding text in
the target language e.g. spoken language. Since data-driven
approaches try to explain the input data in terms of statis-
tical models, a system needs to collect several different ex-
amples of data labeled by the same annotation to incorpo-
rate the typical variance of the input data into the statistical
2http://echo.mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de/home
model. Generally speaking, the more examples collected
for a given annotation the better becomes the resulting sta-
tistical model.
In most cases the raw input data is difficult to explain by
a statistical model due to high variance. Therefore, features
are extracted from the raw data that allow for better discrim-
ination between different annotations. The process of fea-
ture extraction strongly depends on the modality of the in-
put data. While translation systems apply e.g. morphologi-
cal parsing to the input data, vision-based recognition sys-
tems normalize the illumination, extract oriented gradients,
and track the hands of the signer. Robust feature extrac-
tion in the presences of changing illumination, motion blur,
scale changes, partial occlusion, and cluttered backgrounds
is difficult to achieve using state-of-the-art computer vision
techniques. Sign languages are especially prone to mo-
tion blur because of fast moving hands and abrupt motion
changes. To ease the burden of feature extraction in video
streams, we propose to limit the variability of the video
streams by using standardized recording settings and high
definition cameras capturing more than 30 frames per sec-
ond.
Besides the statistical model explaining the input data,
recognition and translation systems employ an additional
knowledge source called the language model. The language
model is learned from the annotations and assigns a prob-
ability to a sequence of annotations e.g. glosses based on
the seen annotation sequences. Since the language model
is learned from annotations, the language model depends
on the domain of the annotations.
4. Best Practices for Gloss Annotation
Every variation in the annotation of a sign, though clearly
identifiable by a human reader, will be treated as a new
token by the computer. Minor concerns in the variation
include spelling, capitalization, and linguistic comments
within the annotations. While the first two minor issues
can be enforced by the application of specific annotation
parsers, linguistic comments contain additional information
that cannot be extracted from a raw video stream. We pro-
pose to generally store all linguistic comments in a separate
annotation or if you use ELAN a separate annotation tier.
4.1. Dialectic Signing Variants
A major issue in sign language annotation is the question
of how to deal with dialectic signing variants. Dialectic
signing variants of a word e.g. “MONDAY” are typically
annotated by the same gloss in sign language data collec-
tions. However, dialectic variants of signs differ strongly
in their appearance. If dialectic variants are annotated us-
ing the same gloss, a data-driven recognition system will
learn a single model that tries to explain all dialectic vari-
ants of the sign in question. Ideally, each dialectic variant
is represented by a distinct stochastic model that explains
only this particular dialectic signing variant. To be able to
train such a dialect specific model from data, the dialectic
variants of a sign need to be consistently annotated by dis-
tinct glosses. Therefore, we propose to enumerate dialectic
variants by applying the number as a postfix to the parent
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Figure 1: Example images from different sign language data collections (f.l.t.r.): ECHO, Corpus-NGT, RWTH-BOSTON,
RWTH-PHOENIX, ATIS, and SIGNUM
gloss e.g. “MONDAY1”, “MONDAY2”, etc. This proce-
dure has been applied in creating the RWTH-BOSTON data
collections and is applied in the extension of the RWTH-
PHOENIX and Corpus NGT data collections. In order to
keep track of the numerous dialectic variants and to keep
the annotation consistent, we propose to build a database
containing video examples of dialectic variants of every
gloss.
4.2. Homonyms and Synonyms
Related to the question of dialectic signing variants is the
question of how to annotate homonyms and synonyms.
Special to sign languages is the fact that there are true
homonyms such as the sign for “DOCTOR” and “BAT-
TERY” in sign language of the Netherlands and homonyms
that share the same manual components but differ in
mouthing. While true homonyms do not pose a problem
to data-driven approaches as long as they there are con-
sistently annotated by the same gloss and a list of true
homonyms is provided to ease data-driven translation, the
second class of homonyms, called Umbrella-Glosses in
Corpus NGT, requires special care. An example of such
an Umbrella-Gloss is “PROGRAMMA” which, depend-
ing on the mouthing, can mean rules or laws in sign lan-
guage of the Netherlands. We propose to either split the
annotation of the manual and non-manual parts of a sign
into separate annotation files or tiers annotating e.g. “PRO-
GRAMMA” for the manual part and “REGELS” for the
non-manual part. As an alternative, we suggest to anno-
tate an Umbrella-Gloss by its umbrella class followed by a
delimiter and the actual realization of the umbrella. An ex-
ample of the later approach is “PROGRAMMA:REGELS”
and “PROGRAMMA:WETTEN” found in Corpus NGT.
An advantage of the later approach is that a list of
Umbrella-Glosses can be automatically generated from the
annotation files.
In the case of synonyms, human annotators tend to use
the meaning of a sign that is most appropriate in the con-
text of the current sentence. By doing so, a synonym
sign gets annotated by different glosses in one data collec-
tion effectively taking away observations from the model
to be learned for the core meaning of this sign and bias-
ing models for the synonym meanings. Consider for ex-
ample the German signs for cathedral and carnival which
are synonyms for Cologne and occur frequently in German
broadcast news. We propose to use the glosses “CATHE-
DRAL” and “CARNIVAL” instead of Cologne and mark
the intended meaning by an additional explicit postfix such
as “-(syn:COLOGNE)”. Again we propose to generate a
database containing video examples of synonyms.
4.3. Compound Glosses
Besides homonyms and synonyms, there exist several se-
quences of signs that need to be annotated by a single com-
pound gloss to encompass its full meaning. An example is
the gloss for gebarentaal (sign language in Dutch) that is
composed of the sign “GEBAREN” followed by the sign
for “TAAL” in sign language of the Netherlands. From a
speech recognition point of view, the best procedure is to
learn distinct models for “GEBAREN” and “TAAL” while
from a translation point of view it is best to learn a model
for “GEBARENTAAL”. To cope with this mismatch and
facilitate accurate linguistic annotation, we propose to sep-
arate the glosses for “GEBAREN” and “TAAL” by a dis-
tinct delimiter such as ∧ and to add the compound gloss
“GEBARENTAAL” as additional information. This leads
to a notation like “GEBAREN∧TAAL:GEBARENTAAL”
as it has been adopted for Corpus NGT. A similar notation
will be used in the extended RWTH-PHOENIX data col-
lection.
4.4. Finger Spelling
Finger spelling has an analog in word spelling for spoken
languages. In the annotation of spoken languages spelled
characters receive distinct annotations so that data-driven
recognition and translation systems can learn distinct mod-
els for each spelled letter. For the sign language data collec-
tions discussed in Section 2., a sequence of finger spelled
letters is often annotated as a single gloss such as “TREE”
rendering it indistinguishable from a sign that does not em-
ploy finger spelling. Again, a data-driven system would try
to learn a model for “TREE” although distinct models for
each of the spelled letters would be more robust because the
models are not only learned from the spelling of “TREE”
but from all occurances of finger spelled letters. Therefore,
we propose to either use distinct gloss annotations such as
“T R E E” or to prefix finger spelled sequences by a special
delimiter such as “#”. The later solution has the benefit that
the amount of finger spelling in a data collection can be in-
ferred automatically, it is less cumbersome to annotate, and
existing annotations can be easily adapted to the proposed
scheme.
4.5. Incorporation
Incorporation of signs is a common feature of sign lan-
guages. Typically two signs e.g. the sign for five and the
sign for month are fused into a new sign featuring aspects
of both parent signs. Since an incorporated sign is neither
of the parent signs, a data-driven recognition system has to
consider it a distinct class to be modelled from the given
data. In order to distinguish the parent sign forms and in-
corporated sign form and to still keep information on the
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parent signs, we propose to build the gloss annotation of
the incorporated sign by connecting the glosses for the two
parent signs by a hyphen e.g. “5-MONTH”. This scheme
has been employed in the RWTH-PHOENIX data collec-
tion and is successfully used in data-driven recognition.
4.6. Pointing and Referencing Signs
One of the strengths of visual languages is the possibility
to refer to specific points in the signing space. Signers typ-
ically use pointing and referencing signs to convey tempo-
ral and causal concepts as well as relations between per-
sons and objects. Except for self-referencing, the meaning
of pointing and referencing signs is context dependent. The
context of a referencing sign (e.g. the name of a person) can
normally not be observed from the referencing sign itself.
Since the context is known to the annotators, they typically
use the context of a pointing or referencing sign to gloss
such a sign. The information that a pointing or referencing
sign has been used is lost. Therefore, it is difficult for a
data-driven recognition or translation system to train robust
models for pointing and referencing signs. Additionally,
stochastic model used for the context of a pointing or ref-
erencing sign (e.g. the sign for “TREE”) is biased by the
visual content of the referencing sign. To limit the effects
of annotating a pointing or referencing sign by its current
context, we propose to include the context of a pointing or
referencing sign as an additional information to the used
gloss for pointing or referencing. As an example consider
the notation adopted for Corpus NGT where a pointing/ref-
erencing sign is annotated by the gloss “IX” regardless of
the intended context or e.g. consider the notation adopted
for the RWTH-PHOENIX database where additionally to
the gloss “IX” information on the spot in the signing space
and the intended meaning is attached to the signing gloss as
e.g. “-(loc:A,tree)”.
4.7. Classifier Signs
A typical feature in signed languages are classifier signs
capitalizing on the concept of free movement of the
hands within the signing space. Classifier signs are non-
lexicalized signs that show extreme variance in appearance
and production. While it is already difficult for human ex-
perts to describe and annotate the exact meaning of a classi-
fier sign, data-driven approaches are so far not able to cope
with them. We propose to mark classifier signs by a spe-
cial tag such as the @ sign or “<CLASSIFIER>” to be
able to automatically extract all classifier signs from a data
collection or to be able to create subsets of a data collec-
tion without classifier signs. Besides the information that
a classifier sign has been used, it is desirable to add the
perceived meaning of the classifier sign as additional in-
formation to the gloss marking. The proposed handling of
classifier signs has been successfully used in our work with
data from Corpus NGT.
4.8. Machine-Readability
Finally, all proposed practices for gloss annotation are use-
less to the natural language processing community if the
annotation itself is not machine readable, consistent, ac-
curate, and adequate. Machine readability is a prerequi-
site to automatic processing and parsing of large amounts
of annotation data. This aspect includes the question of
the used character encoding, preferably “UTF-8”, and the
choice of gloss delimiters. We propose to separate glosses
by spaces and to avoid spaces within glosses and attached
additional information. Further, we suggest to put addi-
tional information behind the relevant gloss annotation e.g.
“GEBAREN∧TAAL:GEBARENTAAL” and to use specific
delimiters such as e.g. “∧”, “-”, and “:” for different con-
structs as e.g. compound glosses or incorporation. In most
annotation scenarios there will arise special cases requir-
ing a special mark or prefix such as e.g. “@” or “#” to be
applied to a gloss annotation. In such special cases, we pro-
pose to use unique marks not used in the remaining glossing
scheme. The benefit of adhering to the proposed procedure
is that the resulting annotation scheme is machine readable
and can be automatically checked for consistency w.r.t. the
chosen annotation scheme.
4.9. Adequacy of Annotation
Adequate annotation is crucial to data-driven systems be-
cause a data-driven system can only learn from data what
can actually be seen in the data. For example, in most sign
languages a negation of a sign is only conveyed by shaking
the head parallel to performing the manual components of
the sign. If a sign language recognition system is based on
the manual components it will not be able to recognize the
negation of a sign because the negation is only visible in the
non-manual part. We suggest to split the annotation of man-
ual and non-manual components such as eye gaze, shoulder
movements, and facial expressions into distinct annotation
files or tiers and to limit the annotation for each modality
to what can actually be seen in the data for the modality in
question at the given time. The proposed procedure eases
the process of building specific statistical models for each
modality and reduces errors in the systems. For data-driven
translation, the parallel annotation of the glosses in another
sign language or spoken language should be adequate in the
sense that the glosses are translated as literally as possible
without aiming for fluency in the target language. As an ex-
ample a heavy nodding of the head accompanying the gloss
“YES” we propose to translate by “yes, very much” rather
than by “yes, I think this is a very good idea!”.
5. New Data Collections
Independent of the chosen language, data collections of nat-
ural languages are hardly usable for data-driven approaches
if the needs of data-driven approaches (cf. Section 3.) have
not been taken into account when creating them. Using
two small scale data collections for speech recognition and
translation as references, we propose reference numbers for
several technical aspects of sign language data collections.
Tables 1 and 2 show the statistics of small scale data
collections used in speech recognition and translation. Al-
though these data collections are by far bigger than any-
thing we will see for several years to come in sign lan-
guage data collections, they are among to the smallest data
collections available for data-driven approaches to spoken
language recognition and translation. The Verbmobil II
corpus depicted in Table 1 contains spontaneous German
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Table 1: Speech Recognition – Verbmobil II Corpus, Ger-
man language, Domain of travel and booking
Training Evaluation
# sentences 36,015 1,081
# running words 701,000 14,000
vocab. size 10,157 –
audio data [h] 61.5 1.6
Table 2: Speech Translation – IWSLT 2005 Corpus,
Chinese-English, Domain of travel and booking
Training Devel Eval
# sentences 22,962 500 500
# running words Chinese 165,999 3,522 6,085
# running words English 218,829 62,517 54,22
vocab. size Chinese 8,786 948 1,328
vocab. size English 7,944 3,878 2,347
speech. The domain of the data collection is limited to
travel and booking information, i.e. the data collection con-
tains speech about how to get to Cologne by train but no
information about sports. The IWSLT 2005 corpus shown
in Table 2 is a bilingual translation data collection featuring
parallel sentences in Chinese and English from the travel
and booking domain. Both data collections have in com-
mon that they focus on the single domain of travel and
booking. The focus on a single domain is preferable be-
cause current state-of-the-art speech recognition and trans-
lation systems use domain specific models. For new sign
language data collections, we propose to consider domains
in which classifier signs are less likely to occur.Although
sign language recognition systems will overcome the prob-
lem of recognizing classifier signs over time, classifier
signs will remain difficult to automatically recognize and
translate over an extended period of time.
Besides the choice of the domain, the average type-
token-ratio is a key technical aspect that should be con-
sidered when creating new sign language data collections.
The Verbmobil II corpus shows an average type-token-
ratio of 69.01, and the IWSLT 2005 corpus an average
type-token-ratio 18.8 respectively 27.54 for Chinese re-
spectively English. The high average type-token-ratio of
the Verbmobil II corpus is special to this corpus and not
normally found in data collections used in speech recogni-
tion. Although the higher the type-token-ratio the better for
a data-driven system, a type-token-ratio of 69.01 will not
be achievable for sign language data collections in a rea-
sonable time frame. Other well-known standard data col-
lections in speech recognition such as the Wall Street Jour-
nal data collections (Paul and Baker, 1992) typically have
type-token-ratios between 15 and 40. Taking into account
the needs of data-driven speech recognition and translation,
one goal in the recording of new sign language data collec-
tions should be an average type-token ratio of about 20.
The average type-token-ratio as such is a misleading fig-
ure, because the average can be biased by a small number
of very frequent tokens while the majority of tokens oc-
curs only once or twice in a data collections. Therefore, the
number of signs that occur only once in the data collection
should be low. These singletons are in most cases named
entities such as sign names or city names. In the Verb-
mobil II corpus and IWSLT 2005 data collections and sev-
eral other benchmark databases for translation and speech
recognition the percentage of singletons in the vocabulary
is below 40%. This figure carries over to sign languages.
As already mentioned, the size of sign language data col-
lections in terms of running signs or vocabulary size will
not approach even the numbers given in Tables 1 or 2 over
the next years. In order to keep the costs and time effort
to create a sign language data collections that is also usable
for data-driven approaches reasonable, we propose to aim
for a vocabulary size that does not exceed 4, 000 glosses
(i.e. half the vocabulary size of IWSLT 2005 Chinese). Tak-
ing into account a desired average type-token-ratio of about
20 the envisioned data collections contains at most 80, 000
running signs or 10% of Verbmobil II.
Data-driven translation systems typically exploit context
information of words or complete phrases when translating
a text from one language into another. The context used
is typically limited to one sentence in order to limit com-
putational cost. Therefore, data-driven translation trans-
lates one sentence of the source language e.g. sign language
to an adequate sentence in the target language e.g. spoken
language. This scheme requires bilingual sentence annota-
tion as used in the IWSLT 2005 data collection. Unfortu-
nately, the calculation of grammar inferred re-orderings of
words is a computational expensive problem. Therefore, all
used translation data collections limit the average sentence
length to a range of 5 to 15 words in the source language.
For a sign language data collection suitable for data-driven
translation systems a similar bound should be used.
6. Conclusion
Most sign language data collection currently available for
scientific research are of limited use to data-driven ap-
proaches to recognition and translation. We discussed the
status of several sign language data collections available
for scientific research from the point of view of data-driven
speech recognition and translation. Based on the needs of
data-driven approaches, we propose best practices for gloss
annotation that ensure machine readable and adequate an-
notation of sign language while still allowing linguistically
accurate annotation. Furthermore, we provide hard num-
bers for several technical aspects of data collections stem-
ming from standard benchmark data collection of spoken
languages. These hard numbers can act as references in the
planning step for the creation of new sign language data
collections.
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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is to discuss some methodological issues that emerged during the creation of a corpus of data for Italian Sign 
Language, LIS. Data were collected from 10 cities spread across the country. 18 signers from each city have been recruited. They are 
native speakers of LIS or later-exposed to LIS and are divided into 3 age groups (19-38, 39-58, 59-78) of 6 signers each (3 males and 
3 females). The methodology of data collection and transcription is similar to that used in previous studies of variation in American 
Sign Language (Lucas, Bayley & Valli 2001) and Australian Sign Language (Johnston & Schembri 2006), with some differences 
that we discuss. The corpus consists of various kinds of texts collected with different strategies: free conversation (45 minutes), 
elicited dialogues (about 5-10 minutes), narration (10 minutes) and a picture-naming task (42 items). For the transcription we 
adopted the ELAN software (Johnston & Crasborn 2006). Finally, a brief report on some preliminary results is presented. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
Since the earliest studies (Volterra, 1987), it clearly 
emerged that Italian Sign Language (LIS) has an 
impressive degree of variation. A few studies on lexical 
variation pointed out some phonological processes 
related to historical changes (Radutzky 2009, Geraci & 
Toffali, 2008), and a good number of geographical 
variants are reported in the most important LIS 
dictionaries (Radutzky, 1992 and DIZLIS, 
www.dizlis.it), while Bertone (2007) illustrates some 
register variations in the use of pronominal forms. 
However, systematic studies of this variation at various 
linguistic levels have not been carried out yet. The aim 
of this paper is to discuss some of the methodological 
issues that emerged during the creation of a corpus for 
LIS. Data collection is close to completion at the time of 
writing. A large-scale corpus has been constructed as 
part of a national research project on sociolinguistic 
variation in LIS (PRIN-2007). The core part of the 
project involves three universities: Sapienza University 
of Rome, University of Milan-Bicocca and University 
Ca’ Foscari at Venice. As part of the project, the 
following studies are conducted (see also section 3): 
variation in the distribution of wh-signs, variation in the 
use of the 1/G handshape, variation in sign-order, lexical 
variation, variation in the use of the sign DEAF. 
2. Issues in data collection 
A first important issue concerns the selection of the 
cities where data were collected. On the one hand, our 
choice reflected the distribution of the urban population 
across the country; on the other hand, it reflected other 
aspects of the culture and the language of the Italian 
Deaf community (for instance the presence in the past of 
important residential Deaf schools). Ten cities were 
selected, equally distributed across the country: four 
from the north (Bologna, Brescia, Milan and Turin), two 
from the centre (Florence, Rome), two from the south 
(Bari, Salerno) and two from major islands (Ragusa in 
Sicily, while data collection in Sardinia is imminent). 
The presence of two cities that are geographically close, 
namely Brescia and Milano, requires explanation. 
Despite their proximity, people from the two Deaf 
communities report clear differences in the use of LIS, 
possibly related to the existence in the past of an 
important residential school in Brescia.  
For each city, we recruited a local contact person 
(usually with an active role in the deaf club) who was 
responsible for participant selection. A total of 180 
signers from three age groups (18-30, 31-54, over 55) 
took part in the data collection. Both the local contacts 
and the participants were paid for taking part in the 
project, and participants also agreed to being recorded. 
For each city, data collection was completed in one day 
and a half (half a day for each age group). 
The age grouping reflects the specific situation of Deaf 
education in Italy. Indeed, in 1977, a law of the Italian 
parliament stated that Deaf children could have access 
to mainstream education in ordinary schools. This law 
enabled parents to choose their children’s education. 
Many parents (especially hearing parents) sent their deaf 
children to ordinary non-residential schools. Enrollment 
in non-residential schools undermined the only natural 
access to sign language for these children, and in a few 
years, almost all residential schools and special schools 
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for Deaf children closed. Hence, the older group (over 
55) includes signers who attended residential Deaf 
schools, the middle group (31-54) includes signers who 
were at school age during the transition period, and the 
younger group (18-30) includes signers who had access 
to mainstream education. The protocol of data collection 
follows the main lines of those used for the creation of 
other SL corpora, in particular, the American Sign 
Language (Lucas, Bayley, & Valli, 2001) and Australian 
Sign Language (Johnston & Schembri, 2006) corpora. 
Data collection began with a 45-minute session of free 
conversation among three signers from the same age 
group. Then a session of question and answer elicitation 
followed, performed by pairs belonging to the same age 
group. The third task was an individual narration lasting 
approximately 10 minutes. Finally, each signer carried 
out a picture-naming task of 42 items. In contrast to 
Lucas, Bayley, & Valli,  (2001), we opted for a smaller 
number of participants for the free conversation task, 
and we used three video cameras to record the session, 
one for each signer. One innovation of our study was a 
semi-structured question and answer task specifically 
designed to elicit wh-questions, a syntactic construction 
where variation was expected to occur (see section 3.1 
and section 4). We introduced this session because it is 
unlikely that a number of wh-signs sufficient for a 
quantitative analysis would show up in free conversation 
signing. All participants performed the task in pairs: a 
scene was presented on a picture to one member of the 
pair. The other member could not see the picture but had 
to fill a form and recover the information needed by 
asking the partner. To illustrate, figure 1 depicts a car 
accident scene, while figure 2 shows the form to be 
filled out, which is very similar to the one Italian drivers 
fill out in case of small car accidents. By selecting a type 
of material that is mostly visual and a form that is 
familiar to signers, we strove to maintain as natural a 
situation as possible, even during a semi-structured 
elicitation procedure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Car accident scene 
 
In the individual narration session, signers were asked to 
tell some stories about their lives for about 10 minutes. 
In order to avoid the unpleasant feeling of signing right 
in front of a camera, and to reduce to a minimum the 
potential effects of recording, the local contact was 
asked to play the addressee in this part of the data 
collection.  
Figure 2: Insurance form 
 
Finally, for the picture-naming task, 42 items from 
different lexical fields were selected in order to 
investigate variation in the lexicon of LIS. The list of the 
lexical fields includes: classifiers, compounds, color 
names, family names, fingerspelled words, initialized 
forms, month names, some specific signs known to be 
eligible for diachronic variation and new formations. 
Signers were shown an illustrated cardboard for each of 
the 42 items (see an example in figure 3) in a random 
order and were asked to name the represented object .  
During data collection no hearing researcher was present. 
One Deaf member of the research team was present at 
the very beginning of the free conversation session but 
he left the room when the exchange took off. 
Figure 3: Picture-naming cardboard 
3. Issues in data coding 
Depending on the linguistic variable and on the part of 
the corpus under analysis (free conversation, elicitation 
session, etc.), different procedures have been adopted to 
investigate sociolinguistic variation in LIS. We report 
here those adopted in the study of the distribution of 
wh-signs and in the study of the 1/G handshape variation. 
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For both studies, two Deaf native signers of LIS (each 
working on data from a different city) searched the 
tokens and did the first annotation of the variable by 
using the ELAN software (Johnston & Crasborn, 2006).  
3.1 Distribution of wh-signs 
Cecchetto, Geraci, and Zucchi (2009) conducted a 
qualitative in-depth study on wh-question formation in 
LIS and argued that wh-signs mostly appear in clause 
final position. To a lesser extent, wh-signs are reported 
to appear either in their argumental position, or 
reduplicated in situ and in clause final position. The aim 
of the study of the distribution of wh-signs is precisely 
to point out which factors are relevant in determining 
this variation. We analyzed the part of the corpus 
specifically designed to elicit questions. The first step in 
the annotation has been the identification of the 
utterances1. In the first tier of the ELAN file, the coders 
simply had to delimit the utterances for that part of the 
corpus. This procedure has a double function: first, it 
facilitates the access to the database for further studies, 
and second it gives a rough measure of the productivity 
for each signer. The second step was to identify the 
utterances in which a wh-sign occurred and annotate the 
signs included in that utterance. The third step was to 
annotate the signs included in the utterance preceding 
the one containing the wh-sign, and the answer (if 
present) provided by the other signer (figure 4 illustrates 
the timetable of an annotation file). At this level, 
annotations were done in Italian and every wh-sign was 
specifically tagged with the ID “wh-” (e.g. “what” = 
wh-COSA, “who” = wh-CHI). This tag allows an easy 
identification of wh-signs via a simple search in the 
ELAN files. Although not immediately relevant for this 
phase of the study, further tags have been added in order 
to keep track of lexical variants for the wh-signs. In 
particular, a progressive number indicates alternative 
variants (e.g. wh-COSA, wh-COSA1, etc.), and a “0” 
right after the wh-tag indicates that the wh-sign is not 
the appropriate one (e.g. wh-0COSA means that the 
wh-sign for “what” is used instead of another wh-sign 
which is supposed to be more appropriate in that 
environment). These three steps were carried out by two 
Deaf native signers of LIS. In the fourth step, carried out 
by a CODA member of the research group, all the 
information coded with ELAN has been extracted in a 
worksheet file and further coding has been done. In 
particular, for each token, both linguistic and 
non-linguistic information has been added. As for 
linguistic information, we coded for the position of the 
wh-sign in the clause (reduplicated, before or after the 
predicate), utterance type (direct question, indirect 
question, echo question, alternative question, 
non-interrogative clause, pseudocleft), grammatical 
                                                
1 We are aware that the definition of utterance is controversial 
both for sign and spoken languages, and that native users of a 
language have different intuitions about where an utterance 
ends (see Barrett, 2008 for a recent discussion of this issue in 
spoken languages). 
function of the wh-sign (subject, object, adjunct, etc), 
wh-type (who, what, when, etc.). As for social 
information, we coded for geographical origin, gender, 
presence of Deaf people in the family (parents, relatives 
or none), education (kindergarten, primary school, 
middle school or higher education) and work experience 
(blue collar, white collar, professional or student). 
Figure 4: View of the ELAN workspace 
3.2 1/G handshape variation 
Our aim in the study of phonological handshape 
variation is to replicate a similar study conducted on 
ASL by Lucas, Bayley, & Valli  (2001). The two crucial 
methodological differences between our study and that 
of Lucas et al. are the use of a dedicated camera for each 
signer instead of a single camera for all the signers 
involved in the conversation, and the use of ELAN for 
the coding. Differently from the study of the distribution 
of wh-signs, where the coding was done in two separate 
steps, in this case all the coding is done within the 
ELAN file. This has been made possible by using 
multiple tiers organized hierarchically (see figure 5). 
The organization in figure 5 may look complicated but, 
coding was in fact quite simple since most of the tiers 
adopt a controlled vocabulary, resulting in a pull-down 
menu. This choice allows the coder to control for the 
effects both of single features (such as number of 
selected fingers, or their hooked vs. straight status) and 
of combinations of features (i.e. groups of hanshapes). 
In figure 5, the first two tiers, namely the main tier (fo1, 
i.e. Firenze Old signer number 1) and the GLOSS tier 
are devoted to highlight the sign with the 1/G handshape, 
the preceding sign and the following sign. The rest of 
the relevant tiers depends on the GLOSS tier and can be 
grouped in three main sets, 1-Dhand, 1-Ante Pause, 
1-Post Pause, which provide information about the 
dominant hand, the preceding and following sign, 
respectively. The main characteristic of these tiers is that 
each of them is made up with a controlled vocabulary. 
For sake of exposition we illustrate here the case of the 
set of 1-Dhand tiers. The 1-Dhand tier specifies the 
number of selected fingers (other than the index finger 
and thumb) for the variable token (0, 1, 2, 3). The 
1-Dindex tier specifies whether the index is extended, 
closed (as in the S handshape) or hooked. The 1-Dthumb 
specifies whether the thumb is extended or not, while 
the 1-Dhooked specifies whether the selected fingers are 
extended or hooked. Finally, the 1-Class tier specifies 
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the grammatical class of the token (pronoun, noun, verb, 
adjective, adverb, functional sign). The advantage of this 
coding is immediate once the data are extracted for 
statistical analyses. Indeed, each tier is converted into a 
factor group already in columns.  
Figure 5: 1/G handshape study tier dependencies 
 
Furthermore, each factor group (including the dependent 
variable) is already fully specified, since its values come 
from the close array determined by the controlled 
vocabulary. 
4. Preliminary results: the case of 
wh-signs 
Although the coding for the cities has not yet been 
completed, some preliminary results about the 
distribution of wh-signs in LIS are worth mentioning. In 
particular, the data reported in table 1 are from three 
cities (Bari, Bologna, and Turin), and illustrate the 
percentages of the distribution of wh-signs occurring 
reduplicated (in situ and in clause final position), before 
and after the predicate. 
The general observation made by Cecchetto, Geraci and 
Zucchi (2009) that the most natural position for 
wh-signs is the right periphery of the clause is confirmed 
for all age groups. Furthermore, the data nicely show a 
diachronic pattern of development in that the proportion 
of wh-signs occurring in preverbal position decreases 
across the three age groups from 35% to 17% and then 
further to 10%. This reduction is compensated by a neat 
increment in the postverbal positioning of wh-signs and 
in a moderate increment of reduplicated forms. 
 
Age  After  Before  Reduplicated  
Old  
(over 55)  49% 35%  16%  
Middle  
(31-54)  63%  17%  20%  
Young 
(18-30)  68% 10% 22% 
Table 1: Distribution of wh-signs by age groups 
5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we addressed some of the major issues 
related to the collection of a corpus for LIS and one 
preliminary result emerging from the analysis of such 
corpus. Although the basic structure of our project is 
similar to that used in other projects that have collected 
sign language corpora, we introduced some innovations 
such as the use of a camera to record each individual 
signer’s production, more structured elicitation sessions 
to elicit particular syntactic constructions  and specific 
coding steps motivated by the use of the ELAN software 
as a main tool for data coding. 
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Abstract 
SiS-Builder is a web based tool, developed in the framework of the DICTA-SIGN project in order to cover for the need of creating 
sign language (SL) lexical resources, adequate for sign synthesis performed by a signing avatar (virtual signer). The tool’s initial 
function was to automatically generate SiGML transcriptions of HamNoSys strings, as well as the relevant transcription files, by 
providing the HamNoSys characters of a sign. SiS-Builder provides an environment, which is accessible by everyone and allows 
interaction without requiring any special installations on the client side. The tool enables users to create or review HamNoSys 
notations and SiGML scripts of sign lemmas on line, switch between SiGML data and HamNoSys notations by selecting the wished 
function, review already created lemmas and proofread avatar performance, also viewing the video of the performed sign. It makes 
then possible to experiment with the results of synthesis of lexicon items, by either consulting the HamNoSys sequence, for those 
familiar with the HamNoSys syntax, or animating the results through the avatar with the use of the SiGML script. 
 
1. Introduction 
SiS-Builder is an online tool initially developed to serve 
needs of the DICTA-SIGN project, in relation to creation 
of SL lexical resources and research work on synthesis 
and animation. The most prominent need that led to its 
design and implementation was the requirement to 
generate SiGML transcriptions of HamNoSys strings in 
order to feed the sign synthesis avatar of the University 
of East Anglia (UEA) (http://vh.cmp.uea.ac.uk) (Elliot et 
al., 2000; Elliot et al., 2004a). In the course of its 
implementation, SiS-Builder was enriched with a 
number of functionalities that provide a complete 
environment for creating, editing, maintaining and 
testing lexical resources of sign languages, appropriately 
annotated for sign synthesis and animation. In the rest of 
the paper the components and functionalities of the tool 
will be separately presented. The tool is based on open 
source internet technologies to allow for easy access and 
platform compatibility, mostly exploiting “php” and 
“java script”, and is accessible through the following 
URL: http://speech.ilsp.gr/sl/. 
2. A Sign Synthesis support tool 
Sign synthesis and animation have been accused in the 
past for lacking the naturalness of human signing, 
equally due to avatar motion performance and complete 
absence of the non-manual articulation elements from 
synthetic signing (Karpouzis et al., 2007). Research on 
sign synthesis is currently experimenting with ways to 
overcome these weaknesses by improving performance 
of manual articulation and also by implementing non-
manual features (Elliot et al., 2004b). However, the 
demand for properly coded lexical data to support sign 
synthesis is increasing, the latter being a time consuming 
procedure, performed only by human coders (Elliot et al., 
2008; Fotinea et al., 2008). SiS-Builder is a tool 
developed to facilitate creation of lexical resources for 
sign synthesis, enabling multiple users to create and test 
their own data sets. As such, the tool is Internet based, 
free to be accessed by anyone, with no special 
installation requirements on the client side. It provides a 
GUI, via which users can automatically create SiGML 
scripts to be used by the UEA avatar animation engine, 
either by entering HamNoSys strings (Prillwitz et al., 
1989; Hanke, 2004) of signs already stored  in a properly 
coded lexical database, or by creating HamNoSys 
annotated lemmas online, using the relevant SiS-Builder 
function (Figure 1). Once the HamNoSys coded data are 
provided, automatic conversion of the characters and 
creation of the corresponding SiGML script takes place. 
The so created script can be stored upon demand on the 
SiS-Builder server and be ready for future use. 
Editing is also possible on already stored SiGML scripts, 
which allows for immediate presentation of the modified 
resource by the avatar. In order to store the new lexical 
item, however, it is obligatory to provide the relevant 
HamNoSys descriptions which in turn will be converted 
and stored as a SiGML script. 
 
Figure 1: Creating HamNoSys notations online 
3. Converting HamNoSys to SiGML 
Currently, users may animate a simple sign or a sign 
phrase consisting of up to four lexical items. To do this, 
the user has to enter the relevant HamNoSys notations in 
the field labeled as “Please, enter you text here” (Figure 
2) in the GUI. After having entered the HamNoSys 
annotated string in the proper field, the user may add the 
non manual characters of the sign she/he is dealing with, 
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by first selecting from the “Non manual characters” 
section the “check” buttons she/he needs, and then  
choosing the “show” button in the “Non Manual 
Characters Management”. The user may choose the non-
manual features she/he needs to describe a sign, from an 
(almost) exhaustive list of non-manual characters, been 
implemented by UEA. To achieve a performance as close 
to natural as possible, the user may choose a variety of 
features, such as combined movements for the head like 
tilt left and swing right. The user may apply the same 
procedure for more than one sign until she/he proceeds 
to the final step, which is creation of the relevant SiGML 
script. An indicative part of the implemented non-manual 
features, is shown in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 2: Converting HamNoSys to SiGML 
 
 
Figure 3: Part of the implemented non-manual entities 
4. Converting SiGML back to 
HamNoSys 
If wished, SiS-Builder provides for the option to convert 
a SiGML script back to the corresponding HamNoSys 
notation. The results of this transformation are depicted 
in Figure 4. As already mentioned, HamNoSys strings 
are visualised either by converting data in SiGML format 
or by selecting a validated lexical item from a list. 
5. Repository of sign resources 
Registered users of the SiS-Builder environment have 
access to the signing resources (signs, concepts and 
phrases) repository incorporated in the environment.  
 
 
Figure 4: Converting SiGML back to HamNoSys 
 
 
Figure 5: Repository of signs  
Users can go through the available list of signs or search 
for the lexical resource they are interested in, by 
exploiting the “Quick-Search” function, visualised on the 
left hand side menu of the screen. Figure 5 depicts an 
instantiation of the GSL repository of lexical resources.  
5.1 Users’ repository 
Registered users of the SiS-Builder environment, are 
provided with their own repository space. This facility 
allows users to store, experiment with and modify the 
lexical resources they have previously created, until they 
achieve satisfactory descriptions for synthesis, 
corresponding to appropriate animation performance. 
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 Figure 6: User’s repository 
 
Figure 6 depicts a specific user’s repository, where 
modifications of lexical resources may be performed. 
5.2 Video repository 
In order to facilitate users to create lexical resources for 
avatar animation or to make it possible to compare 
natural signing resources, with the avatar’s SL 
performance, a video repository is offered to registered 
users, containing authentic signing data. 
 
 
Figure 7: GSL videos repository 
 
To demonstrate the comparison utility of the specific 
functionality, Figure 8 depicts an instantiation of video 
presentation of a specific lexical item (the GSL sign for 
“wild” in this example), while Figure 9 instantiates the 
same lexical item when visualised by the UEA avatar. 
Search in the video repository is possible either by 
means of the English form of a lexical item, its Greek 
form or the name of the corresponding video file. A 
partial search query is also possible. Users can search for 
example the item “lawyer” by typing either “lawyer” or 
“law” or the name of the corresponding video file, if this 
is known to them, i.e. typing “1061law.avi” or “δικ” or 
“δικηγόρος”, if they make the same query in Greek. 
Search results are then presented to the user in a similar 
way, as the list shown in Figure 8. 
 
 
Figure 8: GSL video for the sign “wild” 
 
Lexical resources created in the SiS-Builder environment 
may feed the UEA signing avatar accessible at:  
http://vhg.cmp.uea.ac.uk/tech/jas/095z/SPA-framed-gui-
win.html. Examples of the signing avatar female model, 
Anna, are presented in figures 9, 10 and 11 below.  
In Figure 9 one can observe the avatar environment, 
which is designed and developed by UEA. On the left 
hand side of the screen, the SiGML script created by SiS-
Builder, describes the sign for “wild”, where avatar 
performance is directly comparable to natural 
representation of the same sign in the video of Figure 8. 
Figure 9: Avatar signing the GSL sign “wild” 
 
Figure 10: Avatar signing (zoom) the GSL sign “cat”, 
demonstrating non manual features implementation  
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 Figure 11: On the background SiS-Builder’s results of 
the GSL lexical resource “wild”, while a synonym of the 
sign represented in Figures 8 and 9 is performed by the 
UEA avatar 
6. Conclusion 
SiS-Builder was developed to assist creation of lexical 
resources appropriately coded for sign synthesis and 
animation (Efthimiou et al., 2006) in the framework of a 
specific research task. In this respect, SiS-Builder makes 
use of the HamNoSys notation system and the SiGML 
scripting language to speed up lexical resources creation 
and cover needs for multilingual synthesis. Implementers 
enriched the initial environment, though, with a number 
of functionalities which allow for the long term use of 
the tool by a wide range of users in the scope of creating 
lexical resources of SLs, fully coded for sign phonology 
(Kouremenos et al., to appear).  
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Abstract 
We describe the setup for a mobile studio used for data collection of both the DGS Corpus project and the DGS part of the Dicta-
Sign corpus. This includes camera positioning and the software used to conduct a recording session as well as the rationale behind 
the decisions taken in that respect, but we also investigate the challenges the moderator of a session has to face. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
Not taking into account budget restrictions, the setup of a 
sign language studio always is a balancing act between 
high quality recordings on the one hand not to make the 
transcription process even more complicated than it is 
anyway and possibly to enable automatic processing of 
the recordings, and on the other hand an environment 
where the informants still feel comfortable enough so 
that the recording situation does not have too much 
impact on the signing. In the case of the DGS Corpus 
project, an additional constraint is that the studio is to be 
relocated twelve times over the course of two years as it 
was decided to make the recordings in the regions 
instead of inviting participants to one central place to 
avoid dialectal mixing. One of the implications of this 
approach is that the studio is operated by non-specialist 
deaf fieldworkers with limited time available for 
training.  
2. Overall Setup 
The elicitation setting for both DGS Corpus and Dicta-
Sign involves two informants interacting in different 
ways with each other and a moderator (the fieldworker 
from the region) leading the session.  
During a recording session the pair of informants is 
sitting facing each other at an approximate distance of 
three meters. Camera positions in the studio guarantee 
that each informant is being filmed separately while 
there exists another camera to film the overall scene. 
Elicitation material to be shown to the informants is 
presented on screens in the middle between the signers 
very close to the ground in order not to interfere with 
their views of each other. The moderator is sitting next to 
the informants as shown in the picture below. He/she 
introduces the tasks and observes the conversation, but 
only interferes with the conversation if absolutely 
necessary. Monitors in front of the moderator display the 
“Session Director” (described below) as well as what can 
currently be seen on the informants’ screens. 
 
3. Camera Positions 
 The camera setup we finally ended up with consists of 
seven cameras altogether, three on each informant and 
one for the whole scene including the moderator. Two 
HD cameras provide frontal views of the informants 
while birds-eye cameras capture each informant’s 
signing from above to help human transcribers to 
interpret the signing. Additionally two stereo cameras 
mounted on top of the frontal-view cameras capture the 
signing in parallel. They are to provide footage that 
allow image analysis to reconstruct 3D information and 
help automatic processing. The seventh camera is again 
an HD camera which captures the whole scene, i.e. both 
informants as well as the moderator interacting with the 
informants to give the transcriber a quick overview and 
to help him/her to exactly identify interactions between 
the three participants. 
One of the advantages of using HD cameras is that extra 
cameras for close-ups, e.g. on the signers’ faces, are not 
necessary as the spatial resolution of the those parts of an 
HD image still is comparable to what can be achieved 
with SD cameras – without the need to track positions. 
 
In earlier projects the informants were also seated 
opposite each other but at a slight angle. The cameras 
were positioned at eye height on the side of each 
informant. The drawback of this approach is some 
informants constantly target their signing back and forth 
between the addressee and the camera, which makes it 
difficult to identify important aspects as body shifts in 
the discourse situation. Pre-tests were therefore 
conducted testing different seating arrangements and 
camera positions. It was found that a setting is optimal 
where the informants are directly facing each other in 
order to assure a relaxed conversational situation. With 
this, three different camera positions are possible: on the 
side or above the other informant’s head, or between the 
informants. The last option requires a large distance 
between the informants or shooting at wide angle. In 
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addition, to avoid blocking the informants’ views, the 
cameras would need to be mounted quite low, having to 
shoot upwards, something our transcribers did not like at 
all. The side position provides a view on the informant at 
eye height but at a side angle, which makes body shift 
and eye gaze tracking difficult for the transcriber as well 
as for semi-automatic processing. For the Hamburg 
studio setup it was therefore decided to use a setting with 
the main cameras positioned above and behind the heads 
of the informants, which provides a view from the front 
but with a slight angle from above. The pre-tests 
revealed that with a distance of approximately three 
meters, the distortion introduced by the elevated position 
of the camera does not negatively affect the transcription 
from video. Instead, this setting provides a front view of 
the informant similar to the addressee’s, allowing 
identification of body shifts as well as eye gaze direction 
more easily. At the same time, especially with the 
monitors being located on the floor between them, the 
informants did not feel this to be an unnatural distance 
for their interaction. 
4. Procedure of Elicitation Sessions 
4.1 The moderator’s role and presentation of the 
stimuli 
The fieldworker of a certain region also serves as the 
moderator during the elicitation sessions. In order to 
avoid influences on the language production it is crucial 
that the moderator is a Deaf person and that no other 
(hearing) person is present in the studio throughout the 
session.1 The moderator is responsible for the 
presentation of the individual tasks as well as a smooth 
run of the whole session.  
Each task is briefly introduced by the moderator, 
followed by a detailed explanation and instruction for the 
informants, presented in a DGS video clip on the 
informants’ monitors. While these pre-recorded 
explanations ensure that all informants get exactly the 
same information and that nothing is left out, further 
clarifications given by the moderator might become 
necessary for some of the informants before starting a 
task. The materials used as stimuli during a task 
comprise of different media formats, including pictures, 
drawings and video clips. They are shown as slides on 
the informants’ monitors in a semiautomatic 
presentation, partly one slide following the other at a 
fixed speed, partly controlled by the moderator (e.g. 
allowing for in-between questions by the informants). 
Depending on the individual task the presentation of this 
material might be identical or different for the two 
informants.  
The aim of the tasks and the stimuli used is to evoke a 
conversation between the two informants, while the 
moderator should observe the conversation and only 
interfere if absolutely necessary. However, it is the 
moderator’s duty to check the time used for each task in 
order to ensure that enough time is left for the rest of the 
sessions. For both Dicta-Sign and DGS corpus extra 
tasks were planned that can be included or left out 
                                                           
1 A Deaf technician monitors the recording equipment from 
next door. While the informants know that, they do not see 
him/her during the session. 
depending on the time left. 
Leading the elicitation sessions and taking care of every 
aspect required leaves a heavy responsibility with the 
moderator. Training sessions are therefore required to 
fulfil this task. However, with limited time available 
prior to the elicitation and especially with long elicitation 
sessions to be performed (seven hours for the DGS 
corpus elicitation), a (semi)automatic control of the 
session should be implemented wherever possible. A 
custom software was therefore developed in order to 
support the moderator in his/her work and to ensure a 
smooth work flow. 
4. 2 Session Director 
Session Director allows the moderator to present slides 
to the informants. The screen configuration for the 
presentation of slides is one screen facing each informant 
and for the moderator one screen to run Session Director 
and two additional screens to observe the presentations 
on the informants screens. This means that the moderator 
can also see what is shown to the informants.2 
In addition to the list of tasks, Session Director’s main 
window shows detail of the task current worked on. This 
includes a progress bar showing the time already spent 
on the task in relation to the time planned in as well as 
the sequence of subtasks, such as the instructions to be 
presented to the informants, stimuli presentations and 
conversations between the informants. While the 
sequence of events is predefined, it is the moderator 
clicking start buttons on the screen to activate the next 
step. This allows the moderator to check if all 
explanations have been understood. In case, s/he can 
decide to repeat instructions on screen or to rephrase the 
task himself/herself before moving on. 
All the moderator’s interactions with Session Director 
are logged with time stamps. This allows us to determine 
automatically where on the videos certain tasks (or 
pauses) can be found and also to conclude from our 
knowledge of the tasks who presumably is the active 
signer at a given point in time and e.g. to use this 
information to automatically zoom the displayed video 
onto that person.3,4 
It is neither doable nor desirable to keep each task to the 
planned duration. It is, however, necessary to keep the 
total session time close to the plan as the informants may 
need to catch their train back home at the end of the day 
etc. For this purpose, Session Director shows another 
window giving the actual time, the elapsed time in the 
session and the time before/behind plan. The window 
changes colours to signal when deviations exceed a 
                                                           
2 Technically, the informants’ screens are computers (iMac 
24") with a second monitor mirroring the content to the 
moderator. They run a slide show presentation program (Apple 
Keynote) remote-controlled (via AppleEvents) by Session 
Director running on the moderator’s iMac. The integration of 
Keynote allows us to use its full repertoire of features such as 
transition effects where appropriate. 
3 Notes that the moderator takes during the session (lower right 
of the main window) are also output into that log file. While we 
did not expect this to be much used, one of the three 
moderators did use this possibility regularly. 
4 The log also easily translates into tagging in our transcription 
environment iLex, allowing links from the transcript to the task 
description and vice versa. 
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certain threshold and require corrective action. If the 
session is well behind for some reason, it might no 
longer be possible or advisable to reduce the signing 
time for each task to a minimum, but to skip entire 
subtasks or even whole tasks. Session Director supports 
the moderator in these decisions with marking lower-
ranked tasks that could be skipped. 
In general, the order of tasks, including breaks, is pre-
determined by the session description. The moderator 
has, however, the freedom to rearrange tasks or to 
change the expected duration of the session Session 
Director measures progress against. This might for 
example become necessary if one informant arrives late. 
But we have also experienced the opposite: Informants 
had so much fun with the tasks that the session was well 
behind, but they preferred to stay an hour longer in order 
not to miss any of the tasks still to come. With the 
moderator redefining the session duration, Session 
Director went back from “condition red” to “condition 
green” so that the moderator could relaxedly monitor 
progress without being constantly reminded to rush or 
skip optional parts. 
4. 3 Session Description Files 
When launched, Session Director loads an XML file 
describing the session. For each task and subtask, it 
defines the expected and maximum acceptable duration, 
the text of the user interface elements visible in Session 
Director and of course the ids of the slides to be shown 
to the informants, either as a common set or separately 
for each informant. Furthermore, it defines the relative 
importance of each task which Session Director will 
eventually use to mark tasks that can be skipped. In 
addition, text can be entered that will be displayed 
alongside with the task detail. This could be reminders to 
the moderator what questions to ask to get a discussion 
going should that turn out to be necessary for a specific 
task. 
Separating the description from the program also makes 
it easy for us to produce session-specific files. We 
currently use this to arrange for alternating tasks: Some 
tasks are only used in every second or fourth session.5 
The moderator can then use the file produced for a 
specific session to prepare for the session, e.g. by adding 
keywords to indicate the informants’ hobbies and such, 
information to be used in the warm-up phase or 
whenever some intervention by the moderator becomes 
necessary. 
4. 4 Training 
While the Session Director user interface is quite 
straightforward to use, time management for the data 
collection sessions remains a demanding task and 
requires that the moderator is familiar with the program 
under all conditions. Moderators are introduced to the 
program within the fieldworkers training courses. Right 
away, they have to use the program to manage rehearsal 
sessions with a mixture of cooperative and not-so-easy 
“informants”. Time management remains the most 
complex aspects, and feedback from the moderators has 
led to some modifications as to when the colour-coded 
                                                           
5 The Keynote slides document is the same for all variations of 
the session: It contains the material for all variations, with 
some not being called in each session. 
time reminders appear. Feedback from the first sessions 
also made us introduce a Pause function to halt the task 
time should a spontaneous break become necessary 
(while of course the session clock is not stopped). 
The fieldworker’s manual also documents Session 
Director as well as the essentials of time management. In 
addition, the slides as well as training version of Session 
Director6 are made available to the moderators. 
5. Technical Details 
The HD cameras we use are 3 Sony EX3 and 2 Sony 
HRX-MC1P (for the birds-eye views), all recording at 
1080i25. These cameras store data locally on memory 
cards (only used as a fallback solution) and at the same 
time stream into MacPros running FinalCutPro (via SDI 
connections for the EX3 and HDMI connections for the 
HRX-MC1P.) 
The stereo cameras mounted on top of the EX3s are 
PointGrey Bumblebee 2 models capturing 640x480p48 
for each channel. They are connected via FireWire to 
MacPros running capture software provided by Dicta-
Sign partner University of Surrey (currently under 
Windows XP).7 
With total data rates of 700 GBytes per hour, we are not 
able to transfer the data to the Hamburg server before the 
next session starts. Instead, we swap hard disks (Raids 
consisting of two 2TBytes hard disks for each computer) 
after each fourth session and transport them back and 
forth in special suitcases. (Local backup is available just 
in case.) 
For the mobile studio in the described configuration, we 
need a room of at least 5m x 5m optimally with a ceiling 
height of at least 3m and a smaller room next door. 
However, the larger the room, the less packed it is, the 
easier it is to make the informants feel comfortable. 
For relocating the studio, we have transport cases for all 
equipment including spare parts (including one HRX-
MC1P, one MacPro, one iMac). Deinstallation, actual 
transportation and installation at the next site is 
organised by an external service provider.  
 
Session Director is available free of charge for MacOS X 
only as it heavily relies on MacOS-specific 
functionality.8 Source code is available upon request. As 
most of the user interface of Session Director is 
determined by the session description XML files, no 
localisation is necessary. The manual currently is 
available only in German, but an English version should 
become available in the future. 
 
                                                           
6 The training version does not actually remote-control the 
slides computers as that would require a multi-computer setup 
at the moderator’s home. 
7 Remote control for FinalCutPro and the Bumblebee recording 
software was implemented and integrated into Session Director 
but is currently not used. It turned out that too many things can 
happen that need immediate attention than could be handled by 
the moderator. We therefore decided to have a technician on-
site which allows the moderator to concentrate on dealing with 
the informants and managing the session. 
8 The training version, however, is also available for Windows. 
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Example: Excerpt from a Session Description XML file 
and the corresponding view in Session Director: 
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Abstract 
Until recently, sign language researchers were quite happy with just one or two views for each recording session. New corpus 
projects, however, offer the transcriber five or more camera views. This requires much more flexibility in the transcription 
environment for switching between different views in order to save network bandwidth, local CPU usage, and screen real estate. Here 
we present a user interface study within the iLex transcription environment that allows flexible switching between video layouts 
whenever the transcription focus changes. Switching (including zooming) may be initiated by the user at any point of time, or can be 
automated to depend on tagging such as tasks or turns. The user interface is backed up by a server infrastructure providing the videos 
in different spatial resolutions as needed for optimal display. 
 
1. Introduction 
More than 15 years ago, we introduced the first sign 
language transcription environment working with digital 
video (syncWRITER, cf. Hanke&Prillwitz 1995). 
However, back then digital video in very small spatial 
resolution was good enough to show the video in 
combination with the transcript, but not really to 
transcribe every detail from it. Rather, one had to use 
VCRs – either remote-controlled by the transcription 
environment or directly operated by the transcriber. In the 
following years, technological advances finally allowed 
to digitize video full-size SD and then to create digital 
video directly with the camera and to easily transfer the 
material to the computer. Now, processing speed and 
storage capacities would also allow HD videos to be used 
full-size in a transcription environment. However, even 
on very large screens, video competes with the space 
needed for a useful transcription layout. This is even more 
true so with material that has been shot with multiple 
cameras. Two of our projects, Dicta-Sign and DGS 
Corpus, use seven cameras to record a pair of informants, 
too much to be displayed full-size at the same time. 
Sign language transcription environments such as ELAN 
(Crasborn&Sloetjes 2008) or iLex (Hanke&Storz 2008) 
have been designed at times when researchers were using 
digital video in the size of up to half SD (such as 
320x240) and certainly need to be improved for the 
requirements of today’s projects delivering multi-camera 
HD material. 
ELAN allows the user to relate several media files to a 
transcript and to sync them. iLex just allows one single 
media container and relies on the container format, such 
as QuickTime, to group and sync several video streams 
into one container. 
To save screen real estate, both systems allow the user to 
vary the display size from a fraction of the videos’ spatial 
resolution to full size (and beyond) for all visible videos. 
iLex in addition allows the user to switch on or off indi-
vidual tracks within the media container. This works quite 
fine with two or three different views grouped, but fails to 
provide an adequate solution when more camera views 
are available: A spatial layout of the tracks (defined in the 
container) that might be optimal when focussing on one 
informant can be far from optimal in situations where 
both informants need to be watched in parallel.1 
In both systems, different display sizes for individual 
video views are not possible except by relying heavily on 
container formats to include one video in multiple sizes 
and the user switching one on and the others off as 
needed or to produce copies of one movie in several 
spatial resolutions. 
Zooming onto specific parts of a video is also not possible 
except by providing the zoomed version as a separate 
movie (cf. Crasborn & Zwitserlood 2008). 
Here we present a user interface study that promises to 
deliver the flexibility needed and at the same time to save 
transfer bandwidth and local processing power which 
even nowadays are an issue when dealing with several 
HD videos in parallel. 
2. Screen Layouts 
In our projects, transcribers have screens with native 
resolutions of either 1920x1200 or 2560x1440. So except 
for very rare cases, full HD resolution (1920x1080) is not 
used for transcription as the movie would occupy a good 
part of the screen. Depending on what they transcribe, we 
expect users to work more with ⅓ of full HD (640x360), 
¼ (480x270) or even ⅙ (320x180) rather than with ½ 
(960x540).2 
Based on the type of discourse to be described as well as 
personal preferences, we expect most transcribers to work 
with one or two movies at a time, optionally with thumb-
nail-size view (160x90) for the other cameras. 
2.1 Focus on one movie at a time 
In this layout, clicking on any (movie or still3) thumbnail 
zooms the video shown so far out into a thumbnail and 
the thumbnail video in to the current large size. When 
needed, a context menu allows to switch to a two-large-
movies layout. 
                                                           
1 In ELAN, switching a video on or off could be easily realised 
from the transcript if it is the only video in its container. The 
layout of the videos, however, can only be influenced with 
respect to a left-to-right order. 
2 Users can still resize to any in-between value they prefer. iLex 
uses the next higher available resolution and scales that down. 
3 Stills are preferred by some users of moving images in order to 
reduce visual noise. 
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2.2 Focus on primary views for both/all 
informants 
With two or more large-size videos shown, thumbnails 
are bundled to one of the large videos. A click on a 
thumbnail then exchanges its movie with the bundled one. 
2.3 Automatic switching based on tagging 
Whenever tagging is available that is a good estimator for 
what the transcriber will need to focus on, this tagging 
can be used to switch automatically between different 
layouts. If for example turns have already been tagged, it 
makes sense to have the signer in a large view and the 
addressee in a small view. Good approximations to man-
ual turn tagging can hopefully be in the near future 
achieved automatically through image processing (cf. e.g. 
Efthimiou et al. on Dicta-Sign, this volume). Another 
source of information is knowledge about the tasks 
informants are currently working on, as logged by 
Session Director (cf. Hanke et al.: DGS Corpus and 
Dicta-Sign: The Hamburg Studio Setup, this volume). 
Of course, thumbnail buttons remain available to either 
switch to secondary views (such as birds-eye views on a 
single informant) or to the other informant when needed. 
3. Derived Views 
In addition to the views available through the films actu-
ally shot during the data collection, some derived formats 
are useful for the transcriber. Top of the list with HD 
sources certainly is zooming onto particular parts of the 
video, such as the signer’s face. In the beginning, we ask 
the user to draw a frame around the signer’s face. This 
may have to be repeated for several points in time in the 
video, whenever the signer moves significantly. In the 
future, we hope to automate this windowing through 
image processing (cf. Collet et al., this volume, on 
interfaces between transcription environments and image 
processing). Other examples for derived views include 
results of image processing such as stereo pictures. 
Changes in spatial or temporal resolution alone are not 
considered derived views. We try to give the users the 
impression that any view can be scaled continuously; 
therefore resolution pyramids are not immediately visible 
to the user. As we do not see any need at this point of 
time to work with reductions in temporal resolution (in 
fact we would like to have higher resolutions available), 
such reductions are simply not offered as options. 
We are still experimenting how to handle cropping 
(cutting away border stripes of the image). The idea with 
cropping is that anything lying outside the marked area is 
of no interest for transcription, and therefore the cropped 
movie could replace the original for all further process-
ing. One of the problems is who might be authorised to 
apply cropping, as all information outside the cropped 
area would no longer be visible to any transcriber so 
errors in cropping might pass undetected. 
While results of image processing might not immediately 
become available to the transcriber, zooms are available 
to the user at the click of a button: iLex just loads a 
higher-resolution version of the movie and then lets 
QuickTime crop the image in memory to the part the user 
is interested in. If such a derived view is used over a 
longer period of time, iLex marks this view to be pro-
duced as a stand-alone movie to save bandwidth and 
computing power on the client’s side. 
4. Video Server Infrastructure 
Our video server currently consists of three machines 
with 16 processors each, attached to a SAN with a storage 
capacity of 100 TBytes. Two thirds of the capacity is 
reserved for the original footage, one third is available for 
caching resolution pyramids and other derived video. 
However, no real caching strategy is in place at this point 
in time. Instead, cache movies are produced as processing 
capacity allows. iLex then keeps track of their usage, but 
purging is currently left to the administrators. Our idea is 
to observe the system for some time before implementing 
strategies how to manage cache size. In the current iLex 
structure which allows the user to copy movies onto the 
local harddisk in order to work at locations where band-
width does not allow video server access purging might 
render local copies useless as iLex would no longer look 
for them once the database entries are deleted. 
Another option for the future is to provide zooming on the 
server side in real-time. As we currently do this on the 
client side, we know it can be done in real-time. Imple-
mentation on the server side, however, requires much 
more work, so we will first observe how much this 
feature will actually be used. 
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Abstract  
We are constructing an American Sign Language ID-gloss Database, which will enable sign language researchers and Deaf 
community members to access standard glosses for common signs. Since we are working with a language used by a community that 
has historically been marginalized during the research process, we feel the need to include an ethical framework for working with 
the Sign Language community as we consider best practices for developing sign language corpora. We will refer to the guidelines, 
Sign Language Communities’ Terms of Reference (SLCTR), outlined in Harris, Holmes & Mertens (2009). Before making the 
database available to the ASL community, we plan to evaluate how members will use it and what they need from the research team 
to facilitate such use. This evaluation will go a long way towards ensuring that ownership of the research data lies with the ASL 
community. Such a reflexive evaluation of ethical practices is crucial from the beginning stages and throughout the research process. 
This means the ASL community is directly involved in the research process, is able to access aspects of the entire process, and can 
have a hand in the construction of knowledge about their own language, community and culture.  
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
We are constructing an American Sign Language 
ID-gloss Database, which will enable sign language 
researchers and Deaf community members to access 
standard glosses for common signs, as found in corpora 
such as those we are currently building. Our aim is to 
create a database which is flexible and powerful enough 
to be used by people in varying fields (e.g., linguistics, 
language teaching, interpreter training, preservation of 
Deaf heritage, etc.). As we start our work, we wish to 
consider not only the technical aspects of the endeavor 
(e.g., database design, transcription decisions, 
representative issues) but the ethical ones as well. We 
are working with a language that is used by a 
community that has historically been marginalized 
during the research process (Harris, Holmes and 
Mertens, 2009). It is established in spoken language 
corpora work that researchers need to be reflexive of 
ethical issues from the planning stage to publication and 
to be explicit about this process (Dwyer, 2006). As we 
consider best practices for developing sign language 
corpora, we feel it is necessary to also consider ethical 
frameworks for working with the Sign Language 
community. With this in mind, we are using the 
guidelines, Sign Language Communities Terms’ of 
Reference (SLCTR), outlined in Harris, Holmes & 
Mertens (2009). This framework emphasizes “the need 
for the researchers to establish trust with the participants 
in the community and to ensure that the participants 
view the research as collaborative and culturally valued” 
(pp. 107).  
2. Background – ID-gloss Database 
For optimal usability, the corpora of sign languages 
should make data more accessible and useful; provide 
comprehensive and robust features for querying data; 
and be in a format that is automatically searchable and 
retrievable. Different uses require different levels of 
detail in transcription, but all require consistency in 
notation. For this reason, we have chosen to represent 
signs in our corpora using ID glosses, written English 
words which stand for sign lemmata (Johnston, 2008; 
see also section 4.1 below). In order to achieve the goal 
of transcription using consistent ID glosses, we need a 
common set of sign-gloss correspondences, easily 
searchable, accessible, and understandable. For this 
reason, we are constructing an ID-gloss Database 
(Alkoby et al. to appear).  
 
The ASL ID-gloss Database will consist of two main 
components. The first is the ‘global site’, which contains 
a pool of video files and database field templates (such 
as those used to describe the sign’s gloss, alternative 
uses, morpho-syntactic category, phonological 
descriptions, etc.). The second component consists of 
multiple ‘local sites’, in which user groups store their 
own group’s information about each video file, 
organized according to the templates chosen by that 
group. Due to the structure of the database, each user 
group has the independent ability to determine how best 
to structure the glosses used by that group, and which 
information to include in addition to the gloss itself. 
Furthermore, the program will allow users to see (but 
not modify) the glosses used by other user groups. In 
this way, users may choose to adopt conventions 
followed by other groups, possibly leading eventually to 
a greater degree of consistency across research groups 
within the United States. 
 
The first local site will contain the glosses and additional 
information used by the group of Deaf and signing 
hearing researchers developing this project, including (in 
alphabetical order) Karen Alkoby, Jeffrey Bernath, Paul 
Dudis, Julie Hochgesang, Diane Lillo-Martin, Gaurav 
Mathur, Gene Mirus, and Pedro Pascual Villanueva. 
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3. Sign Language Communities’ Terms of 
Reference (SLCTR) 
The set of SLCTR principles is unique in that it is 
among the first attempts to formally draft principles 
towards ethical conduct for research regarding the Deaf 
community. While most researchers working with the 
Sign Language community in the past may have been 
mindful of how they worked with the research subjects, 
there has been no consistent set of principles specific to 
the Deaf Community that could be used by the 
researchers. In other words, general research ethics tend 
not to take into consideration specific research ethics for 
certain communities, including the Sign Language 
community. Such a lack, Harris, Holmes & Mertens 
(2009) claim, has led to a lack of awareness of the 
particular cultural issues of the Sign Language 
community which sometimes subsequently results in 
harm to the Deaf community and therefore a reluctance 
in the Deaf community to further collaborate with 
researchers. In response to this, Harris, Holmes & 
Mertens drafted guidelines, adapted from the Indigenous 
Terms of Reference (Osborne and McPhee, 2000), in 
order to indicate respect for, show sensitivity to, address 
the importance of culturally appropriate research 
guidelines for, and acknowledge the culturally 
complexity of the Sign Language community. The 
guidelines are reproduced in Table 1 below.  
 
1. The authority for the construction of meanings and 
knowledge within the Sign Language community 
rests with the community’s members.  
2. Investigators should acknowledge that Sign 
Language community members have the right to have 
those things that they value to be fully considered in 
all interactions. 
3. Investigators should take into account the worldviews 
of the Sign Language community in all negotiations 
or dealings that impact on the community’s members.  
4. In the application of Sign Language communities’ 
terms of reference, investigators should recognize the 
diverse experiences, understandings, and way of life 
(in sign language societies) that reflect their 
contemporary cultures.  
5. Investigators should ensure that the views and 
perceptions of the critical reference group (the sign 
language group) is reflected in any process of 
validating and evaluating the extent to which Sign 
Language communities’ terms of reference have been 
taken into account.  
6. Investigators should negotiate within and among sign 
language groups to establish appropriate processes to 
consider and determine the criteria for deciding how 
to meet cultural imperatives, social needs, and 
priorities. 
 
Table 1: Sign Language Communities Terms of 
Reference Principles (Harris, Holmes, & Mertens 2009) 
 
4. Issues Related to our Project 
As we begin work on the ASL ID-gloss Database 
Project, we have started to consider the project-specific 
issues that may arise throughout the course of our work. 
The three that we identify in this short paper are 
decisions related to gloss standardization, uses of the 
ASL ID-gloss Database, and transparency. We discuss 
each in turn in the following subsections. In general, we 
share the opinion that … “the formation of partnerships 
with researchers and the Sign Language communities is 
an important step in addressing methodological 
questions in research” (Harris, Holmes & Mertens, 2009, 
pp. 111). This guides our proposed solutions, aided by 
the SLCTR principles, to the issues discussed in the 
following subsections.  
4.1 Glosses – Who Decides?  
Glosses are the written representations of signs using the 
dominant spoken language of the Sign Language 
community. For example, in the United States, English 
is used in glossing ASL. There are problems related to 
glossing of Sign Language data, including inconsistency 
and incompleteness of representations (e.g., Johnston, 
2008; 1991; Slobin, 2008; Mulrooney, 2006; Pizzuto 
and Pietandrea, 2001), yet the practice persists. Some 
linguists (e.g., Johnston, 2008; 2001; 1991) propose the 
use of ID glosses, consistent and unique labels for signs, 
to take some steps toward alleviating the 
well-documented problems associated with traditional 
glosses. We agree with this proposal and have begun to 
establish a database in which we will maintain a catalog 
of ASL glosses for the research community. As we 
undertake this project, we are fully aware that the data 
we work with comes from the ASL community.  We feel 
we have a responsibility to consult the community while 
constructing written representations for signs from their 
own language.  
 
Principle one of the SLCTR holds that “the authority for 
the construction of meanings and knowledge” rests with 
the Sign Language community. In that vein, we plan to 
survey community members in determining the ID 
glosses included in the database. Input from the 
community members will help to establish the optimal 
gloss we will use for each sign. We will target members 
of different sub-communities, including those with 
different backgrounds and those with different possible 
uses of the database (cf. section 4.2) in order to get a 
representative response.  
 
Principle 5, in which the complexity of the cultural 
make-up of the Sign Language community is considered 
during the research process, is inherent in our treatment 
of the glosses as equal representations of as many ASL 
signs as we can feasibly include. Variation based on 
region, age, gender, education and other social factors 
will not be used to include or exclude any certain ASL 
sign. If the signs are linguistically different (based on 
our ultimate set of criteria), they will receive different 
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ID glosses. We will not intentionally exclude signs that 
may be considered by some to be used by a minority of 
the Sign Language community. In this treatment of the 
data, we avoid highlighting certain ASL signs as 
representative of the entire Sign Language community. 
We will stress in the literature regarding our database 
that any unintentional exclusion is due to our being 
unaware of such signs, as well as our limitations by time 
and funding to including only a subset of all signs.  
 
We are also mindful of the fact that glosses are not 
cultural artifacts (as pointed out by our collaborator Paul 
Dudis) but tools of the scientific realm. This means that 
ultimately factors including the goals of the research 
project, the issues well discussed in the field regarding 
glosses and representation of data, and the input from 
the Sign Language community will all be considered as 
we make our final decisions in selecting the ID glosses 
to be used in our component of the database. All of the 
factors discussed here have also entered into our 
decisions regarding the design of the database, and in 
particular our implementation of a system which will 
allow different user groups to construct their own 
catalog of ID glosses which are best suited for their own 
purposes. 
4.2 How the Database Will Be Used 
The Amsterdam Manifesto, prepared by a group of sign 
linguists following the meeting of the conference on 
Theoretical Issues in Sign Language Research in 
Amsterdam in 2000, raises the point that much of sign 
language research is dependent on Deaf research 
assistants as well as data from Deaf native signers. The 
manifesto suggests that one way to acknowledge the 
contributions from these sign language communities is 
to give something back to them. 
 
The ID-gloss database as described above clearly draws 
on and describes data from Sign Language community 
members. The question raised by the Amsterdam 
Manifesto and SLCTR regarding the database is, then, 
what can the investigators give back to the Sign 
Language communities in exchange for establishing this 
database? Is it sufficient to allow access to the database 
by the Sign Language community members? These 
questions ultimately depend on the issue of how the 
database is to be used. 
 
The second and sixth principles of the SLCTR provide 
guidance in addressing these concerns. In their 
discussion of the second principle, Harris, Holmes & 
Mertens (2009) talk about how important it is to publish 
some of the research in sign language, rather than 
publishing in written language all the time. The 
underlying premise of this principle is that Sign 
Language community members should have access to 
the research, and publishing some of the work in sign 
language is one way to provide that access. The sixth 
principle says, in essence, that investigators should work 
with Sign Language groups to establish processes so that 
the research would meet the Sign Language 
communities’ priorities. These principles can be applied 
in the context of the ID-gloss database. Here, we outline 
two ways that we do this. 
 
First, we make the database as accessible as possible to 
the Sign Language community members. It is important 
to bear in mind that the database is intended to be a 
research tool that enables easier and more consistent 
transcription. It is not intended to be a dictionary, even 
though it shares some elements in common with one 
(e.g., an entry will include an image of the sign, a 
corresponding gloss, its meaning and its phonological 
description, among others). However, this intended use 
does not mean that we cannot share the database with 
Sign Language community members, and that they 
would not find appropriate uses for it. We could, for 
example, design a user interface specifically for Sign 
Language community members that would permit them 
to understand clearly the purpose of the ID-gloss 
database. This would address the second principle, in 
which we acknowledge their right to ensure that what 
they culturally value as a Sign Language community is 
included. 
 
Another way to address the sixth principle is to set up 
guiding principles, in close consultation with Sign 
Language community members, on how to use the 
database. The guiding principles should clarify, for 
example, whether users are allowed to download and/or 
disseminate the information from the database. The 
guidelines should also specify who can add and modify 
entries in the database, and for what purposes the 
database can be used, e.g., for a conference presentation, 
for classroom instruction, and/or for purely research 
purposes. 
 
By opening up the ID-gloss database to Sign Language 
community members, issues of ownership and 
researchers giving something back to the community are 
at least partially addressed.  
4.3 Transparency 
Transparency requires that researchers are open and 
reflexive about their information regarding the 
community being studied. In terms of the Sign Language 
community, researchers must adhere to transparency in a 
way that is accessible, i.e., in the community members’ 
own sign language. Being transparent is a factor in 
meeting most of the SLCTR principles.  
 
On the website where our ASL ID-gloss Database is 
hosted, we will provide signed ASL text wherever there 
is written English text. This practice of providing Sign 
Language text has been established by some other 
signed language corpora (e.g., the BSL corpus which 
can be found at: www.bslcorpusproject.org, last 
accessed March 20, 2010). We intend to adopt this 
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practice. In addition, the specialized user interface, as 
introduced in section 4.2, should allow Sign Language 
community members opportunities to provide feedback 
on aspects of the database, e.g., through comment boxes 
that accept video media (therefore signed input) and 
through polling. This is directly concerned with the sixth 
principle of the SLCTR, in which the Sign Language 
community helps establish research procedures. We will 
provide community members with the accessible 
opportunity to give input on the design and content of 
the database in a way that reflects their priorities. 
 
By being transparent, we indicate our respect and 
understanding for practices culturally appropriate to the 
ASL community.  
5. Discussion 
We would like to emphasize that while we deem it 
extremely important that the Sign Language community 
be involved in the research process, we are aware that 
they do not possess the same scientific training or 
knowledge as sign language linguists do.  We plan to 
honor the SLCTR, Amsterdam Manifesto, and the Sign 
Language community by being reflexive of and 
transparent about our practices and collaborating with 
the Sign Language Community, while simultaneously 
meeting the requirements of the research community. In 
fact, the membership of the Sign Language community 
and the research community  overlaps, as there are some 
sign language linguists who are Deaf or otherwise 
members of the Sign Language community; there are of 
course also some sign language linguists who are not 
members of the Sign Language community. The SLCTR 
principles apply equally to all sign language researchers. 
 
In this paper, we have discussed a few particular 
strategies regarding how we are implementing the 
SLCTR principles, including our actions and which 
SLCTR principles they reflected. We plan to continue 
consulting the SLCTR, including the principles we did 
not address in this paper, throughout the process of our 
research project.  
6. Conclusion  
As researchers, our focus is usually on theoretical, 
experimental, and/or technical aspects of our projects. 
However, it is important for us to bear in mind that the 
language we are so deeply involved in studying has a 
rich and important cultural value to the members of the 
Sign Language community. To appropriately follow 
relevant ethical considerations as we conduct our 
research, we must consciously consider and implement 
principles which have been determined to be suitable 
and applicable for studies in this area. Such a reflexive 
evaluation of ethical practices is crucial from the 
beginning stages and throughout the research process. 
This means the Sign Language community, in our case 
the ASL community, is directly involved in the research 
process, is able to access aspects of the entire process, 
and can have a hand in the construction of knowledge 
about their own language, community and culture. 
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Abstract  
Using Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) to support blended learning is very common in educational institutes. Delivering 
learning material in a flexible and semi-structured manner to the learner transforms such systems into powerful eLearning tools. 
However, the presentation and visualisation of individual or multiple learning objects is mostly dictated by the system and cannot be 
altered easily. 
This paper reports on a project between Trinity College Dublin (TCD) and the Institute of Technology Blanchardstown (ITB) that 
aims to improve the simultaneous visualisation of multiple multimedia objects for deaf learners of ISL. The project was 
implemented using the Open Source VLE Moodle. Moodle’s nature of being Open Source and having the ability to code plug-ins 
qualified it to be the most suited vehicle to address the visualisation problem. Traditionally VLEs allow the viewing of one learning 
object at a time, which meant that deaf learners could either view a pre-recorded, signed in ISL, video lecture or concentrate on 
textual accompanying content but not both. The developed Moodle plug-in allows academics to group multiple videos into a 
‘lecture’. It further facilitates the addition of rich text content to each video. The learner can select and view one video from a 
possible sequence of many as well as view the text that belongs to the video. The paper further outlines detailed implementation and 
techniques applied. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
Using Virtual Learning Environments (VLE) to support 
blended learning is very common in educational 
institutes. Delivering learning material in a flexible and 
semi-structured manner to the learner transforms such 
systems into powerful eLearning tools. However, the 
presentation and visualisation of individual or multiple 
learning objects is mostly dictated by the system and 
cannot be altered easily. 
Irish Sign Language (ISL) is an indigenous language of 
Ireland and is recognized by the EU as a natural 
language. It is a language separate from the other 
languages used in Ireland, including Irish, English and, 
in Northern Ireland, British Sign Language. Some 6,500 
Deaf people use ISL on the island of Ireland. Our goal is 
to deliver third level programmes to students online to 
resolve problems of time, geography and access, 
maximizing multi-functional uses of digital assets across 
our programmes to maximize the “Deaf-friendliness” of 
blended learning delivery for Deaf and hard of hearing 
students. 
This paper reports on a project between Trinity College 
Dublin (TCD) and the Institute of Technology 
Blanchardstown (ITB) that aims to improve the 
simultaneous visualisation of multiple multimedia 
objects for deaf learners of ISL. The project was 
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implemented using the Open Source VLE Moodle. 
Moodle’s nature of being Open Source and having the 
ability to code plug-ins qualified it to be the most suited 
vehicle to address the visualisation problem. 
Traditionally VLEs allow the viewing of one learning 
object at a time, which meant that deaf learners could 
either view a pre-recorded, signed ISL, video lecture or 
concentrate on textual content but not both. The 
developed Moodle plug-in allows academics to group 
multiple videos into a ‘lesson’. It further facilitates the 
addition of rich text content to each video. The learner 
can select and view one video from a possible sequence 
of many as well as view the text that belongs to the video. 
The paper further outlines detailed implementation and 
techniques applied.  
2. Background 
2.1 Deaf Studies in Ireland and Europe 
Approximately 1 person in a 1000 is a signed language 
user (Johnston 2004, Conama 2008), which suggests that 
there are some 490,426 Deaf signed language users in 
the EU. In Ireland, there are approximately 5,000 Irish 
Sign Language users in the Republic (Matthews 1996) 
and an approximate 1,500 ISL users in Northern Ireland. 
Irish Sign Language (ISL), an indigenous language of 
Ireland, is recognized by the European Union as a natural 
language. It is a language separate from the other 
languages used in Ireland, including English, Irish, and, 
in Northern Ireland, British Sign Language. Some 6,500 
Deaf people use ISL across the island of Ireland. In great 
part, because of the history of suppression of signed 
languages across the EU, the average Deaf person leaves 
school with a reading age of 8.5 to 9 years. Given this, it 
is no surprise that Deaf people are the most 
under-represented of all disadvantaged groups at third 
level. This poses two initial challenges: (1) getting Deaf 
people into third level and (2) presenting education in an 
accessible form (Nolan and Leeson, 2009). 
In tackling these challenges, Trinity College Dublin and 
the Institute for Technology, Blanchardstown, Dublin 
(ITB) have partnered to create a unique eLearning 
environment based on Moodle as the learning 
management system, in the delivery of Deaf Studies 
programmes at TCD. This partnership delivers third level 
programmes to students in a way that resolves problems 
of time, geography and access, maximizing 
multi-functional uses of digital assets across our 
programmes. Our digital assets include a corpus of ISL, 
the ‘Signs of Ireland Corpus’ which is one of the largest, 
most richly annotated in the world. We have operated 
with some online delivery since 2005, hosted by ITB, 
and in early 2008 were successful in attracting 
significant Irish government funding to expand delivery 
of a series of undergraduate diplomas to degree level 
nationwide under the Strategic Innovation Fund, Cycle II 
and SIGNALL II. 
2.2 Moodle VLE 
Moodle is a popular open-source course management 
system that can be scaled from several users and courses 
to several hundred thousand users with thousands of 
course modules. The VLE is used around the world and 
is available in approximately 100 different languages. 
Moodle has almost 50,000 validated installations in over 
200 countries with a total of over 30 million users 
(Moodle, 2010). 
One of the strength of this VLE is that, firstly, it is 
open-source which makes it possible to access and 
change the code but also, and more importantly, that the 
framework Moodle is based on allows the development 
of plug-ins that easily slot into the existing structure of 
the application. This project takes advantage of this 
framework and developed the plug-in that lets users view 
video and text side by side to support the learning 
requirement of deaf learners. 
2.3 Project Rationale 
Signed languages, by their nature, are visual-gestural 
languages, which (unlike spoken languages) do not have a 
written form. Given this, the online content is required to 
be multi-modal in nature and we utilize rich-media 
learning objects in our delivery. This presents a number of 
serious and important challenges which include: 
• Universal design in an online curriculum for Deaf and 
hearing students; 
• Identifying what aspects of ISL learning can best be 
supported & assessed online; 
• Assessing signed language interpreting skill in an 
online context; 
• Decisions regarding ISL annotation & mark-up 
standards; 
• Using the Signs of Ireland corpus in blended learning 
contexts; 
• Leveraging a corpus within digital learning objects in 
a Moodle environment; 
• Architecture of a digital learning environment to 
support ISL learning; 
• Issues of assessment in an eLearning context; 
• Creating a plug-in for Moodle to facilitate delivery of 
large multimedia files online rather than text-only 
data. 
2.4 Learning Objects 
The learning objects that are of significance to the deaf 
learner are signed video recordings that are accompanied 
by text. It was also of importance that the structure of 
several videos and their textual content can be 
incorporated into the structure of how Moodle presents 
these learning objects. 
3. Moodle Plug-in Development 
Moodle offers a complete plug-in framework that allows 
developers to create custom learning resource containers 
that are fully integrated into the VLE application. In 
particular the complete integration into Moodle is of 
crucial importance so that existing Moodle environments 
and functionality can be fully utilised without having to 
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separately re-develop them. This decreases project 
development time as well as cost of the overall project 
considerably. Once developed the resource container 
becomes an option when adding a new learning object to 
a course page. When a custom resource container is 
created by a developer, the editing and viewing of this 
container’s styles and layouts can be completely decided 
by the developer. This openness and flexibility of the 
resource container implementation was suited for the 
development of this project. A resource plug-in was then 
developed for the Moodle platform as a way to deliver 
the content of the Deaf Studies Lesson.  
The plug-in developed as part of this project is an 
Activity Module that allows lecturers to create a learning 
object called ‘Lesson’. Once created, each lesson can be 
populated with one or more videos and each video can be 
associated with format rich textual information including 
embedded images and links. Several aspects needed to 
be considered: 
• The plug-in needed to work independently of 
Moodle settings and should not depend on any other 
optional modules or plug-ins. This was important so 
that it works for all Moodle installations without 
setting any system requirements other than the 
version number (version 1.9). 
• The plug-in takes advantage of the xmlDB 
framework which facilitates the creation and 
manipulation of new data tables that are part of the 
main Moodle database. Each video therefore creates 
a new record in a table that needs to be included in 
the backup functions that Moodle has as core 
functionality. This was solved using specific backup 
functions that included the data created by the 
plug-in to be incorporated in the overall (and 
pre-existing) backup procedure provided by Moodle. 
• This tool will also be used as part of a European 
project which meant that localisation was required 
resulting in the requirement of the integration of 
different languages is a possibility. Certain domain 
specific terminology is not part of Moodle’s 
language packs and it was therefore necessary to 
include an environment that facilitated 
multi-language support. The selected default 
language of the Moodle installation is also the 
default language of the developed plug-in. Should 
the plug-in language pack for the selected default 
language be unavailable, it reverts back to English 
as second default language. Additional languages 
can be added easily by modifying one single file. 
• Moodle constantly stores users’ activities recording 
IP address, date, time, and viewed learning object. 
Traditionally most learning objects uploaded and 
displayed by Moodle are single files. Our tool 
however produces a learning object called ‘Lesson’ 
that consists of several files (one for each video and 
text). This meant that data collection needed to be 
integrated in such a way that the Moodle log files 
also include the users’ behaviour within the ‘Lesson’ 
object. In brief, we wanted detailed user data in 
relation to the selection of videos. We believe that 
this data will provide us with information that could 
be used for subsequent analyses. 
• The last consideration was the availability of online, 
on the spot help functionality. Ambiguous plug-in 
sections as well as text boxes now have a help 
button that describes the rationale behind the object 
and what values it expects. 
4. Features of the Visualisation Tool 
The tool contains a number of unique features as 
outlined in the following subsections. 
4.1 Simultaneous Visualisation 
The key feature of the tool is the facility to display 
formatted information (including rich text format, links 
and images) and video side by side to improve the 
content provision for deaf students. This is an important 
aspect considering the different learning characteristics 
Figure 1: Screenshot of the Simultaneous Visualisation Tool (Student View) 
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of deaf learners. This is displayed in Figure 1 showing 
the layout of the tool. Learners can navigate either 
directly to the desired video by clicking on the ‘Video 
Number’ or use the ‘Next’ and ‘Previous’ links located 
underneath the video screen. The text area to the left of 
the video allows the lecturer to add subject related text, 
images and hyperlinks. In case the content exceed the 
space provided a scrollbar will allow the student to move 
up and down. 
4.2 Localisation 
The plug-in will be used in various different countries 
across Europe and therefore a great importance was to 
add the ability for the tool’s interface descriptions strings 
to be localised to the users native language. The project 
uses the plug-in framework provided by Moodle which 
makes it possible to take advantage of the native 
localisation features that are available to all the 
components of the VLE. Localised terms are added to 
the language files inside the plug-in and whatever 
language is selected by the administrator for the 
installation of Moodle, will reflect which one of the 
languages the plug-in interface description strings will be 
translated to. If the terms are not available in the 
respective language files the default English values will 
be applied. 
4.2 Data Collection 
When implemented on a live server, the students who 
interact with the tool provide a wide range of unique 
personal usage patterns, that provide an insight to the 
most used and disused sections of the tool. For this 
reason, data collection facilities were integrated into the 
tool to capture this data. 
Two data collection tools were used to record this data. 
The first of these was Moodle’s integrated data 
collection tool. By default Moodle stores information 
about the various different pages which were accessed by 
students into its database. This information when filtered, 
gives an initial raw look at the most visited parts of the 
plug-in. In addition to this a data collection tool was 
created that records plug-in specific data such as which 
video has been watched and for how long. This data 
collection feature therefore lets the educator analyse the 
click stream of each individual user creating a better 
picture of the learners. More frequently watched video 
could indicate that the topic is particularly difficult to 
understand. 
4.2 Structure and Administration 
The deaf studies content visualisation tool can be 
managed within Moodle and it follows the same 
structure and layout constraints as the native Moodle 
learning objects. Keeping this uniformed creation and 
editing process was of great importance, to ease the 
learning curve of the tool so administrators do not have 
to learn a new procedure but can apply their existing 
Moodle knowledge to create lessons and their respective 
video and text content. When adding new videos to the 
lesson which was created, various different content 
manipulation controls are available to the administrator. 
These controls give the administrator the ability to move 
the current video further up or down on the list of videos 
for the lesson, delete videos from the lesson and also edit 
an individual lesson sections with a full HTML markup 
editor. 
5. Future Process & Development 
5.1 Implementation  
At present the tool has passed its piloting stage and will 
be rolled out in the coming weeks in countries such as 
Ireland, UK, Poland, Czech Republic and Finland. The 
feedback of this rollout will be used to improve and 
finalise the tool after which it will be provided as 
downloadable plug-in under the GNU General Public 
Licence. 
 
5.2 Future Development  
One of the future development aims is to add multiple 
video tagging so that the textual content assigned to a 
video can change based on the progression of the video 
clip. This is of particular importance when longer videos 
are used as learning objects. Existing work reviewing 
video tagging tools, and investigating automated 
segmentation (for example see Campos et al. 2008), 
suggests that it will be possible to add such features to 
our tool. 
In addition we aim to improve the visualisation of the 
student’s usage pattern data to give the teacher a 
graphical representation of the most beneficial aspects of 
the course content which was provided 
 
5.3 Data Analysis  
The tool described in this paper has extensive data 
collection facilities as described above. These data can 
be used to gain previously unknown patterns and learner 
behaviour. For example, it will be possible to investigate 
whether there is a correlation between usage of the tool 
and academic performance. Other interesting measures 
could be students’ time, frequency and duration of usage. 
6. Conclusion 
This paper reported on the development of a Moodle 
VLE plug-in that offered simultaneous visualisation of a 
collection of multi-media sign language corpora objects. 
Initial feedback from students indicates the level of 
success of this project in terms of improved lecture 
content provision. In particular the option to have such a 
tool fully integrated in one of the most frequently used 
VLE adds considerable value to the plug-in. The feature 
list of the plug-in includes novel methods of learning 
object visualisation, localisation for multi-language 
support, data collection ability for subsequent data 
analyses, integrated backup solution, and an online help 
that is also integrated into the Moodle framework to add 
consistency. 
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Abstract 
We seek computational models of the referential use of signing space and of spatially inflected verb forms for use in American Sign 
Language (ASL) animations for accessibility applications for deaf users.  We describe our collection and annotation of an ASL 
motion-capture corpus to be analyzed for our research.  We compare alternative prompting strategies for eliciting single-signer 
multi-sentential ASL discourse that maximizes the use of pronominal spatial reference yet minimizes the use of classifier predicates. 
1. Introduction 
Significant numbers of deaf adults in the U.S. have 
relatively low levels of written English literacy (Traxler, 
2000); many have difficulty reading English text on 
websites or other information sources. Animations of 
American Sign Language (ASL) make information and 
services accessible for these individuals. There are two 
major types of ASL animation technologies: scripting 
and generation/translation software. Scripting software 
allows a human author to specify the movements of a 
virtual human character by arranging signs and facial 
expressions on a timeline to be performed, e.g. (Vcom3D, 
2010; Kennaway et al., 2007). Generation/translation 
software automatically synthesizes ASL sentences, given 
an English input sentence to be translated; Huenerfauth 
and Hanson (2009) describe and review such systems. 
Our goal is to construct computational models of 
ASL that could be used to partially automate the work of 
human authors using scripting software or to underlie 
generation/translation systems.  Specifically, we wish to 
model aspects of ASL linguistics that are not handled by 
modern ASL scripting or generation software. Signers 
associate entities under discussion with 3D signing space 
locations, and signs whose paths or orientations depend 
on these locations pose a special challenge: They are 
time-consuming for users of scripting software to 
produce, and they are not included in the repertoire of 
most modern ASL generation/translation software.  
Huenerfauth (2009) found that native signers’ 
comprehension of ASL animations improved when the 
animations included: (1) association of entities with 
locations in the signing space and (2) the use of verbs 
whose motion paths were modified based on these 
locations.  Thus, users of ASL animation software would 
benefit from better handling of these two phenomena. 
Section 2 describes how these spatial reference 
phenomena are frequent in ASL signing and important to 
the meaning of ASL sentences.  Section 3 describes our 
overall research goals of: (1) collecting an ASL corpus 
using motion-capture equipment and video, (2) 
annotating the use of spatial reference phenomena and 
other linguistic features in this corpus, and (3) analyzing 
the human movement data in this corpus (and its 
relationship to the linguistic structure) to build 
computational models of how ASL signers associate 
entities under discussion with 3D signing space locations.  
These computational models will be incorporated into 
ASL animation technologies we are developing to make 
the resulting animations more realistic, understandable, 
and ultimately more useful for deaf users in accessibility 
applications. Section 4 discusses our corpora collection 
and annotation procedure; section 5 compares alternative 
prompting strategies we have used during year 1 of the 
project to elicit signing performances of the desired form. 
Section 6 contains conclusions and future research plans. 
2. Spatial Reference Points in ASL 
As in other sign languages, users of ASL frequently 
associate entities under discussion with locations in the 
signing space involved in later pronominal reference and 
other purposes (Liddell, 2003; Meier, 1990; Neidle et al., 
2000). Various ASL constructions can be used to 
establish a spatial reference point (SRP) for some entity: 
• Pre-nominal determiners and some post-noun-phrase 
adverbs consist of a pointing sign in which the entity 
in that noun phrase is assigned a 3D SRP location. 
• Fingerspelling or some nouns may also be signed 
outside their standard location to establish an SRP. 
The movements of other ASL signs are parameterized on 
the 3D locations of previously established SRPs: 
• Personal, possessive, and reflexive pronouns consist 
of pointing movements to SRPs’ 3D locations. 
• Some verbs change their motion path or orientation 
to indicate the 3D location of their subject, object, or 
both. What features are modified and whether this is 
optional depends on the verb. These inflecting verbs 
(Padden, 1988) are sometimes referred to as agreeing 
(Cormier, 2002) or indicating verbs (Liddell, 2003). 
• During verb phrases or possessive phrases, the SRP 
of the subject/object or possessor/possessed may be 
indicated by head-tilt/eye-gaze (Neidle et al., 2000). 
Thus, ASL animation software that does not model SRPs 
cannot generate: determiners, pronouns, many noun 
phrases, some verb phrases, spatially inflected verbs, or 
possessive phrases – all of which are based on SRPs. 
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3. Research Goals 
We seek computational models of: (1) what locations in 
3D space are commonly chosen for SRPs, (2) which 
entities are assigned SRPs, (3) how the motion-paths of 
inflecting verbs change based on the 3D location of their 
subject’s and object’s SRP.  Producing the hand, eye, 
and head movements needed to establish and refer to 
SRPs is burdensome for human users of ASL scripting 
software – and producing accurate 3D movements of 
spatially inflected ASL verbs is even harder. We believe 
that models of these three issues above could be used to 
partially automate this work or used to fully automate the 
work of ASL-animation generation/translation software.  
We will build these computational models through 
the collection and analysis of a motion-capture corpus of 
ASL multi-sentential discourse. We hypothesize that 
linguistic features of the discourse affect the likelihood 
of a signer assigning an entity an SRP (and where it will 
be placed); we will analyze the corpus using statistical 
machine learning techniques to build SRP establishment 
models. We also believe that mathematical functions of 
verbs’ motion paths (parameterized on SRP locations) 
can be induced from the collected 3D motion data; we 
will use regression/model-fitting techniques to construct 
an animation lexicon of ASL inflecting verbs that are 
spatially parameterized on the 3D location of the subject 
and/or object (so that inflected forms can be synthesized 
as needed by ASL scripting or generation software). 
 This corpus consists of motion-capture recordings 
of multi-sentential discourse with annotation of SRP 
establishment and reference. Prior researchers collected 
video-based corpora, e.g. (Neidle et al., 2000; Bungeroth 
et al., 2006; Efthimiou & Fontinea, 2007), or short sign 
language recordings via motion-capture, e.g. (Brashear et 
al., 2003; Cox et al., 2002). Researchers have designed 
schemes for annotating the referential use of signing 
space (Lenseigne & Dalle, 2005), but no previous 
motion-capture corpus includes such SRP annotation. 
4. Corpora Collection Procedure 
For our corpus, we record handshape; hand location; 
palm orientation; eye-gaze vector; and joint angles for 
the wrists, elbows, shoulders, clavicle, neck, and waist. 
Our novel configuration of commercial motion-capture 
equipment includes: two Immersion CyberGloves®, an 
Applied Science Labs H6 head-mounted eye-tracker, an 
Intersense IS-900 inertial/acoustic tracker (for the head), 
and magnetic/inertial sensors on an Animazoo IGS-190 
bodysuit. Three high-definition digital video cameras 
record front, side, and facial close-up views of the signer 
(referred to as the “performer”).  Another native signer 
(the “prompter”) sits behind the front-view camera to 
converse with the performer and elicit signing to record. 
In our first year, we have recorded and annotated 
58 ASL passages from 6 signers (~ 40 minutes of data). 
To collect natural use of SRPs, we elicit unscripted 
multi-sentential single-signer discourse. Table 1 lists 
different prompting strategies we tried and how many 
recordings we collected using each. The totals for each 
vary because the recording session was intentionally kept 
relaxed/conversational to promote more natural signing: 
the prompter used different strategies to elicit signing 
from the performer. Sometimes the performer was 
verbose in their response to a prompt, but other times, 
he/she could think of little or nothing to say. Further, 
since performers were recorded for only 1 hour (after the 
motion-capture equipment was set-up and calibrated), we 
rarely had sufficient time to try all of the different 
prompt-types during each performer’s recording session. 
After collecting each story, we synchronize our 
video and motion-capture streams, apply the data to a 3D 
skeleton, and produce video segments for each story.  A 
team of native ASL signers (including students from deaf 
high schools in New York) annotates the data using the 
SignStream™ annotation tool (Neidle et al., 2000). We 
annotate some traditional information: sign glosses; 
part-of-speech; syntactic bracketing of NPs, VPs, clauses, 
sentences; and non-manual marking of role shift, 
negation, who/what/where/when/why/how questions, 
yes-no questions, topicalization, conditionals, and 
rhetorical questions. In support of our research goals, we 
also annotate: when SRPs are established, which 
discourse entity is associated with each, when referring 
expressions indicate each SRP, and when any verbs are 
spatially inflected to indicate each SRP. Each SRP is 
assigned an index number, and each pronominal or verb 
reference to an SRP is marked with this index. These 
SRP establishments and references are recorded on 
parallel timeline tracks to the glosses and other linguistic 
annotations. We also mark any classifier predicates (CPs) 
performed; CPs are special signs in which the signer 
synthesizes a movement for the hands (or sometimes the 
Type N Description of the Prompting Strategy 
Personal 
Intro/Info 
15 Introduce yourself, describe some of your 
background, hobbies, family, education…   
Hypothetical 
Scenario 
4 What would you do if: You were raising a 
deaf child?  You could have dinner with any 
two famous or historical figures? 
Compare  
(not people)  
9 Compare two things: e.g. Mac vs. PC, 
Democrats vs. Republicans, high school vs. 
college, Gallaudet University vs. NTID, 
travelling by plane vs. travelling by car, etc. 
Compare  
(people) 
7 Compare two people you know: your 
parents, some friends, family members, etc. 
Recount 
Movie/Book 
7 Tell us about your favorite movie or your 
favorite book.  What happens in it? 
Tell a Story  
(3 Wishes) 
2 Invent a story using this topic: “If I had a 
genie that could grant three wishes, I’d…” 
Repeat 
Conversation 
6 Watch 3-minute video of ASL or captioned 
conversation, then explain what you saw. 
Children’s 
Book 
5 Read a short children’s book, then explain 
the story as you remember it. 
Wikipedia 
Article 
3 Read a 300-word Wikipedia article on “The 
History of Racial Segregation in the United 
States.”  Explain/recount the article. 
Table 1: Types of prompts used during data collection with 
the number of stories of each type collected (N). 
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body) to indicate the spatial arrangement, size, shape, or 
movement of people/objects in a 3D scene being 
described. We count CPs in order to measure the 
effectiveness of our prompting strategies (see section 5). 
5. Comparison of Prompting Strategies 
After collecting/annotating the first 58 stories, we can 
determine which prompting strategies were effective at 
collecting the desired type of ASL signing.  An ideal 
ASL story to be collected for this corpus would: 
A. Be long enough to allow for establishment of SRPs. 
B. Sometimes contain multiple SRPs (perhaps 3+) to 
enable the study of diverse types of spatial use. 
C. Contain as many pointing signs (determiners, 
pronouns, etc.) or inflected verbs that refer to SRPs 
as possible. With many examples of these spatial 
references (SRs), we will be able to study diverse 
forms of spatial use and reference in ASL signing. 
D. Contain as few CPs as possible. CPs complicate how 
signing space is used; the interaction between CPs 
and SRPs is beyond the scope of our current work. 
Figure 1 displays the average length of the stories 
collected using each prompting strategy – as measured in 
seconds of time or in the total number of manual signs 
(count of annotated glosses). Prompt types are listed in 
descending order based on their number of glosses; they 
are listed in this same order in Figures 2, 3, and 4. Error 
bars indicate the standard error of the mean for each 
value. The longest stories arose from prompts in which 
the performer recounted an article, book, movie, or 
conversation they saw recently or had seen in the past. 
 As listed in criterion ‘B,’ we’d like to collect some 
stories in which signers establish larger numbers of SRPs. 
Figure 2 displays the number of SRPs established in each 
story (entities assigned 3D locations for pronominal use). 
The longer stories generally contained more SRPs. (N.B. 
 
Figure 1: Length of the ASL stories collected. 
 
Figure 2: Spatial reference points established. 
 
Figure 3: Number of classifier predicates and spatial 
references per second in each type of ASL story. 
 
Figure 4: First-person references in the ASL stories. 
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If the performer referred to the prompter during the story, 
then the count of SRPs for that story was increased by 1. 
In such cases, the addressee was used as a 2nd-person 
referent, and thus, we counted the addressee as an SRP.) 
Criteria ‘C’ and ‘D’ explain how we want to 
maximize the number of SRs in each story and minimize 
the number of CPs. Figure 3 displays the average 
frequency of SRs and CPs (as measured per second) in 
stories of each prompt-type; the values are displayed on 
the same graph to enable comparison of their ratio. The 
SRs in Figure 3 include 3rd-person and 2nd-person 
references, but not 1st-person (e.g. signs like “me”/“my” 
or inflecting verbs in which the subject/object is the 
signer) because these do not involve pointing to a 
location in the surrounding signing space. While we are 
not particularly interested in maximizing or minimizing 
the frequency of 1st-person references, we present their 
frequency in Figure 4 – for the sake of completeness. 
Unsurprisingly, the “personal intro/info,” “tell a story,” 
and “hypothetical scenario” prompts led to many 
1st-person references. In some of the “compare (people)” 
stories, signers compared themselves to someone else. 
6. Conclusions and Future Work 
Our analysis of the different prompting strategies will 
guide our future data collection. Based on their high 
CP/SR ratio, we will no longer use the “tell a story,” 
“children’s book,” and “repeat conversation” prompts. 
The long story lengths, high number of SRPs established, 
and modest CP/SR ratio of the “Wikipedia article” and 
“recount movie/book” prompts were promising, and we 
will continue to use more prompts like these in future 
work (selecting additional Wikipedia articles). We may 
further reduce the number of CPs collected by avoiding 
articles with spatially/visually descriptive topics. The 
very low CP/SR ratio of the “compare” and “personal 
intro/info” prompts was promising, and we will look for 
ways to encourage signers to elaborate further – to elicit 
longer stories when using these prompting strategies.   
 We plan on collecting/annotating approximately 
200 ASL stories in total. Our experiences recording the 
first 58 stories have helped us to become more proficient 
at quickly and accurately collecting motion-capture data 
from signers, and we have developed new protocols for 
accurately and accessibly calibrating our equipment (Lu 
& Huenerfauth, 2009). We are also continuing to refine 
our annotation guide and training protocol for annotators 
to promote faster and more accurate annotation.   
We are now beginning to analyze some collected 
3D data to construct models of SRP establishment, 
spatial reference, and verb inflection. These models will 
be incorporated into ASL animation generation software 
we are developing to decide automatically: (1) when it 
should establish an SRP for an entity being discussed, (2) 
where it should place the SRP, and (3) how the signs 
later in the performance need to change based on SRP 
locations. In addition, we believe that our annotated ASL 
motion-capture corpus will be a valuable resource for 
future ASL linguistic researchers or computer scientists 
studying the synthesis of ASL animation or automatic 
recognition of ASL from human motion-data or video. 
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The Icelandic sign language dictionary project: some theoretical issues 
This paper reports on the lexicographical description of the construction of an electronic dictionary for Icelandic Sign Language 
(ITM). The author reviews briefly some theoretical issues regarding the dictionary project: L1 Icelandic and L2 ITM and its potential 
users: the general public and the Deaf; the collection, evaluation and selection of signs; the lemmatizing process influenced by oral 
components on the semantic level and by manual features on the phonological level; the dictionary entry which is a sign demonstrated 
by a ‘video clip’; access structures based on the specific phonological structure of SL, on the spoken language and picture themes with 
illustrations; the dictionary article where information about the nature of the signs is given and practical problems concerning the 
presentation of classifier predicates and the low reliability of hearing researcher moderating discussion sessions with Deaf informants 
is examined. The goal of the dictionary project is to collect the signs which are currently in use because there isn’t a dictionary for ITM 
in order to (1) document the language and (2) be an instrument for researches so that users can get practical avail of it and the 
dictionary will be of importance for getting legal recognition of ITM. 
 
1. Introduction 
There are approximately 300 Deaf users of Icelandic Sign 
Language (Íslenskt táknmál, ITM). The first dictionary of 
ITM was published in 1976 and was last edited in 1988. 
The ITM dictionary is a wordlist consisting of illustrations 
of the signs, sometimes specially invented for the list’s 
purpose, presenting an Icelandic word or an inflected form 
of a common Icelandic verb and of loans from Swedish 
and Danish Sign Languages. In 2004 The Association of 
Parents and Benefit Society of Hard of Hearing children 
subsidized a compilation of signs which was published on 
the Internet under the name The sign bank. The novelty is 
that signs are shown by ‘video clips’. Actual 
lexicographical work has not been done in this field in 
Iceland. These circumstances call for a compilation of an 
electronic dictionary of ITM based on linguistic principles 
and lexicographical methods. 
The facts that dictionary compilation for SL is in 
general time-consuming, expensive and the limited 
number of potential users similarly to ITM make the work 
on a dictionary of ITM very difficult. The dictionary 
project for ITM has been more or less at a theoretical 
stage during the last two years, starting in 2008 with a 
M.A. thesis on lexicographical description for an 
electronic dictionary of ITM on the basis of linguistic 
principles (Ivanova, 2008) and in 2009 with a description 
of a lexical bilingual database for the dictionary 
compilation. At the same time in 2009 a list of 6441 signs 
was compiled by Deaf and hearing researchers at the 
Communication Centre for The Deaf and Hard of 
Hearing. Today in 2010 the project is on hold due to 
financial reasons. 
However, the ITM dictionary project is the first 
incisive research on an ITM lexicon. The purpose of the 
ITM dictionary with its 4000 entries, when published, is 
to give answers concerning the basic forms, meanings and 
appropriate usage of the signs. 
This paper reports only on the main lexicographical 
issues regarding the description for construction of the 
dictionary of ITM. 
2. Theoretical issues 
2.1 The dictionary and its potential users 
The dictionary of ITM is bilingual, bidirectional and 
bifunctional (Svensén, 2004). The two languages are 
Icelandic or L1 and ITM or L2 where Icelandic is the 
mother tongue of the majority of potential users. The 
dictionary is L1→L2/L2→L1, both for hearing and Deaf 
people and both for perception and production of texts. 
Hearing people can make use of the dictionary (1) to 
understand the meanings of signs and (2) to construct 
texts in ITM. Deaf users can make use of the dictionary 
(1) to understand the meanings of Icelandic words and (2) 
to produce texts in Icelandic by finding more equivalents 
to a sign, even though grammatical information for the 
equivalents is not given, at least not in the first edition. 
Potential users of the dictionary include members of 
the general public interested in ITM; parents of Deaf 
children and their hearing friends, interpreters and hearing 
people teaching ITM, students in Sign Language studies, 
people who attend SL courses as well as the Deaf people 
themselves. 
2.2 Sign’s collection, evaluation and selection 
The Deaf society is concentrated in the capital area and 
there aren’t any regional variations of ITM, which made 
the collection process easier. 9616 signs were collected 
from (1) The ITM dictionary, (2) The sign bank, (3) 
various sign lists and (4) approximately 2 hours of video 
footage of conversations between Deaf people on different 
topics. Deaf researchers, divided in two groups by their 
age evaluated the 9616 signs according to five criteria: 
current use by younger people, current use by older 
people, old sign, not in use or I do not understand the 
sign. For the signs evaluated as currently in use the Deaf 
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researchers marked also the frequency of use according to 
their personal experience as used by all or not used by all. 
The two evaluations were compared for each sign and 
differences in them were discussed. The result is a list of 
6441 signs including signs evaluated as currently in use 
by younger and older people, used by all and not by all, 
and old signs. It was decided to select 4000 signs 
evaluated as currently in use by all younger and older 
people for the first edition of the dictionary. 
2.3 The lemma selection 
The dictionary entry is a sign in its basic form 
demonstrated by a ‘video clip’ and an Icelandic gloss in 
the macrostructure of the dictionary. The basic form of the 
sign is „the simplest possible form of a lexeme which still 
identifies it uniquely and which still conveys what is 
regarded as its core or essential meaning.“ (Johnston & 
Schembri, 1999). It is not modified e.g. in plural or when 
inflected and it is the answer of the question: “What is the 
sign for … ?”. 
2.3.1. The lemma selection for lexical items with 
identical manual features 
The lemmatization process is influenced by mouthings 
and mouth gestures as a lexicalized part of the lemma on 
the semantic level. The signs glossed in (1.a and b) differ 
only in mouthings, which imitate the Icelandic equivalent 
of the sign or a part of it. Mouthings are underlined in the 
examples: 
(1) a. SYSTKIN    ‘brother(s) and sister(s)’ 
b. ALVEG SAMA  ‘do not care’ 
The signs glossed in (2.a and b) differ only in mouthings: 
(2) a. BORÐA    ‘eat’ 
b. MATUR    ‘food’ 
c. NESTI     ‘provisions’ 
The signs glossed in (3.a-c) differ in mouth patterns not 
related to Icelandic language and in imitations of sounds 
which do not constitute Icelandic word: 
(3) a. STRIÐA < ððððð> ‘tease’ 
b. HVERNIG <vo>   ‘how’ 
c. AF HVERJU <hv> ‘why’ 
The signs glossed in (4.a and b) differ in mouth patterns 
not related to Icelandic language: 
(4) a. ÁST <munch>   ‘love’ 
b. GÓÐ TILFINNING < neutral> ‘good feeling; good 
  emotion’ 
The signs glossed in (5.a and b) differ in mouthing and 
mouth gesture: 
(5) a. DAGUR    ‘day’ 
b. EKKERT < ððððð> ‘nothing’ 
The two signs in (1.a and b) are represented as two 
different lemmas in the dictionary, because their meanings 
are not connected (Berkov, 1996). The same principle 
applies to the signs in (3.a –c) and (5.a and b). The signs 
in (2 a.-c) are represented as one lemma with three 
different meanings, because of the relation of the 
meanings of these signs. The examples in (4.a and b) are 
treated in the same way. This decision was taken after 
numerous long discussions with Deaf researchers. Such 
kind of distinction, where meanings are connected or not, 
could be very difficult to make and for some signs a 
compromise must be made at the expense of (1) more 
homonyms in the dictionary; (2) a more complex 
dictionary article for some signs and (3) a distinction 
between two or more dictionary entries which are treated 
as one sign by native speakers or vice versa, one 
dictionary entry and two or more signs. 
2.3.2. The lemma selection for lexical items with 
identical meaning 
The selection of lexical items with identical meaning is 
adopted from Troelsgård & Kristoffersen (2008). Signs 
are found to be synonyms on the basis of their 
phonological structure and are entered as two or more 
dictionary entries if they differ in two or more manual 
features: location, handshape, movement or orientation: 
(6) a. ÞÚSUND ‘thousand’ S-handshape and 
movement down 
      b. ÞÚSUND ‘thousand’ T-handshape and 
 movement forward 
If signs differ only in one manual feature, they are treated 
as lemma and variant(s): 
(7) a. BRÁÐNA ‘melt down’ palm faces up 
b. BRÁÐNA ‘melt down’ palm faces down 
Frequency of use is determinant whether a sign is entered 
as lemma or as its variant(s). 
2.4 Access structures 
With the potential users in mind, access possibilities make 
the search for a sign easy and quick. The dictionary’s 
access structure requires (1) every sign’s phonological 
description and (2) grouping the signs in semantic fields. 
Searches are possible by four criteria based on the signs’ 
manual and non-manual features, Icelandic words or parts 
of words and illustrations. 
Detailed phonological description for each sign will 
i.a. be the base for organizing the signs on the level on the 
macrostructure of the dictionary for ITM. A preliminary 
suggestion for a model for organizing the signs is based 
on the model for DSLD (Troelsgård & Kristoffersen, 
2008) and on the description of phonological categories 
for the Sign Language of Netherlands (Crasborn, 2001; 
Van der Kooij, 2002). 
2.4.1. Access by handshape 
There are two possibilities for the user to access a sign by 
handshape. (1) If the handshape does not change during 
the production of the sign, the user can choose a 
handshape or variant of the handshape for the strong 
and/or for the weak hand from a set with handshapes (e.g. 
Suvi and The Danish Sign Language Dictionary, 
abbreviated as DSLD). In two-handed signs the chosen 
handshape may be the same as for the strong hand or not. 
The user gets a sign or list of signs, both one-handed signs 
and two-handed signs, which have the chosen handshape 
or handshapes. (2) If the handshape does change, the user 
can choose a handshape or variant of handshape for the 
strong hand for the beginning of the production of the sign 
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from a set with handshapes and then he can choose 
another handshape at the end of production of the sign 
from a popup window with suggestions of possible 
handshape combinations. Those suggestions are based 
solely on the phonological information about the signs 
included in the dictionary. It is not expected from the user 
to analyze the signs, but to find the sign he might be 
looking for as quickly as possible. The user gets a sign or 
a list of signs which have the chosen handshape for the 
beginning and the chosen handshape at the end of the 
production of the sign. 
An informal research at the Communication Centre 
for The Deaf and Hard of Hearing has shown that there 
are about 40 handshapes in ITM, but this issue still needs 
to be researched. 
2.4.2. Access via location 
Here the user can choose again between two possibilities 
to access a sign. (1) He chooses a location from a set of 
pictures for different locations (e.g. Suvi and DSLD). (2) 
If the location does change during the sign’s production a 
popup window opens with suggestions of possible end 
location. The user combines both locations. He gets a sign 
or a list of signs which have the chosen location or 
combination of locations. 
It is also possible to combine a handshape or 
handshapes with location and search for sign(s) which 
have the chosen combination of handshape(s) and 
location. 
At this stage 25 locations are defined. However, 
more research needs to be conducted. 
2.4.3. Access by mouth gestures with no relation to 
Icelandic language 
The user gets a list of all mouth gestures with no relation 
to Icelandic language which are to be found in the 
dictionary. He chooses a mouth gesture. He gets an 
exhaustive list of all signs that have the chosen mouth 
gesture. 
2.4.4. Access by mouth gestures which are imitations of 
sounds that do not constitute Icelandic words 
The search principle is the same as in 2.4.3. 
Research on mouth gestures has not been done yet 
so it is not possible to say how many they are. 
2.4.5. Access by an Icelandic word 
The user may search for a sign by typing in an Icelandic 
word or a phrase. The search box displays a list of 
suggestions to assist the user in finding a word or phrase. 
The search is in the equivalents, in explanations and 
glosses for the examples. The user gets a list which 
includes all the dictionary entries which match the typed 
word or phrase. Icelandic equivalents which are nouns are 
given in nominative singular; adjectives are in nominative 
singular masculine and verbs are in infinitive, i.e. the 
equivalent’s form is not inflected for case, number, gender 
and time. The same principle applies also to glosses in 
Icelandic. 
2.4.6. Access via picture themes with illustrations 
The idea is adopted from the LEXIN dictionaries1. Signs 
are grouped in picture themes for concrete phenomena on 
the basis of collective interrelation to the topic in 
question. An illustration of the phenomenon is to be found 
in the picture theme it belongs to. Access to the dictionary 
entry is through the illustrations. After choosing a picture 
theme the user gets a collection of smaller illustrations 
which characterize that theme. The user chooses an 
illustration by clicking on it. The equivalent sign opens in 
a popup window. The sign is demonstrated by a ‘video 
clip’ and an Icelandic gloss. The Icelandic gloss is linked 
to the relevant dictionary article in case the user would 
like to read more about the lemma. The use of such kind 
of access to the dictionary leads to avoidance of the 
written Icelandic word as an entry to a sign. This access 
can be used e.g. by parents of Deaf children, who only 
wants to see the sign and not the dictionary article, by 
Deaf children and children of Deaf adults in order to 
increase their vocabulary, and by Deaf foreigners who do 
not know Icelandic. 
2.5 The dictionary article 
In the dictionary article phonological information is given 
with pictures which show two manual features of the sign: 
handshape and location (as in Suvi and DSLD). 
Mouthings are shown by underlining that part of the 
Icelandic equivalent which is “pronounced”. Mouth 
gestures are described and shown in <>. A sign’s meaning 
is given by Icelandic equivalent(s) or explanation(s). A 
sign’s modification for plural is shown by a link to the 
correspondent part in the explanatory grammar chapter in 
the dictionary. A sign’s modification for subject-object 
verb agreement is illustrated through example. The 
example in the dictionary article consists of a ‘video clip’, 
a gloss of the example in Icelandic and translation in 
Icelandic. Variants of the sign are marked and are shown 
with a ‘video clip’. Links in the dictionary article lead to 
homonyms, synonyms and picture theme when applicable. 
Information on a lemma’s area of use, limitations of use 
and shades of meaning are also given when applicable. 
2.6 Practical problems 
2.6.1. Classifier predicates in the dictionary article 
Being part of the productive lexicon the classifier 
predicates are not given the status of lemmas in the 
dictionary. They are shown in the dictionary article in 
form of examples of the use of the dictionary entry. With 
potential users in mind and their knowledge or lack of 
knowledge of sign language grammar and terminology it 
is hard to find a right way to gloss the meaning of 
classifier predicates. Two ways are considered possible: 
(1) to write the word ‘proform’ in the gloss (e.g. as in 
                                                 
1 The LEXIN dictionaries are web-based dictionaries for 
immigrants in Norway, Sweden and Denmark. In those 
dictionaries picture themes with illustrations are also used to 
access lemmas. The Icelandic LEXIN project is on hold as of 
2010. 
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DSLD) without any explanations and a translation in 
Icelandic presenting the meaning of the classifier 
predicate or (2) to gloss the classifier predicate with small 
letters as simple as possible and concisely enough to 
present the meaning. The meaning of the classifier 
predicate is given as a combination of the translation in 
Icelandic and the video clip. For the Icelandic dictionary 
the second possibility was chosen even though this 
approach is known to be time-consuming and quite 
challenging. 
2.6.2. Low reliability of hearing researcher moderating 
discussion sessions with Deaf informants 
In trying to extract the potential meaning(s) of a sign and 
its use two discussion sessions with Deaf informants (the 
same researchers who evaluated the signs and are familiar 
with the project) and moderated by hearing researcher 
were held. A sign (or a root?) in its basic form, but 
without mouthings and mouth gestures, was presented. 
Deaf informants were asked (1) to suggest which sign(s) 
might have the concrete manual structure, (2) to 
accompany the sign with proper mouthings and/or mouth 
gestures and (3) to use the sign(s) in context. In this 
preliminary research was noticed that it had would be 
better if Deaf researcher moderated the sessions for two 
reasons: (1) The sign language used in these two sessions 
by Deaf informants with the hearing researcher differed in 
structure from the sign language Deaf people used 
between themselves. It was strongly influenced by 
Icelandic grammar and the meanings of the words in 
Icelandic. (2) Deaf informants tried to give answers and 
examples of what they thought the hearing researcher was 
looking for instead of using the signs being researched in 
context in ITM. 
3. Conclusion 
As shown in this paper, the project for a dictionary of 
ITM is at a planning stage, i.e. it is based mostly on theory 
and very little on practice. It is conceivable that some of 
the issues described in this paper are really hard to 
achieve, more time-consuming than was thought in 
advance and changes would be necessary. The dictionary 
project for ITM does not aim to be a novelty in the field of 
SL lexicography because ideas from dictionaries of other 
sign languages have been adopted, but the dictionary 
project is novelty for ITM being the very first 
lexicographical project and therefore of importance for (1) 
documentation and basic research of ITM and (2) getting 
legal recognition of the language. 
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Abstract 
This paper employs two linguistic sign identification methods – a manual one focusing on the dominant hand and a nonmanual one 
focusing on the mouth – and compares the kinds of sequences they classify as signs from a video containing continuous signing. The 
study is motivated by two projects, of which one investigates the ontological nature of the sign and the other aims to develop an 
automatic sign recognition tool. In the study, both methods were able to associate all the free semantic-functional elements in the 
data with signs. However, in the nonmanual method the overall number of identified signs was lower because the stretching of the 
mouth movement of the semantic element over the following pointing meant that the combinations of semantic elements and point-
ings were counted as single signs. Moreover, signs identified by the nonmanual method were longer than those identified by the 
manual method. The results from the nonmanual method agree with the claim that phrase internal sequences of semantic elements 
and pointings are lexical head plus clitic combinations. Consequently, it is suggested that pointings in such contexts do not need to 
be independently detected by the automatic sign recognition tool. 
 
1. Introduction 
This paper presents a study that employed two different 
linguistic sign identification methods and compared the 
kinds of sequences they identified as signs, especially in 
terms of the relative length of the sequences, from a 
video signal containing continuous signing. The first 
method focused on the dominant hand and is referred to 
in this paper as the manual method. The second method 
focused on the mouth and is referred to as the nonmanual 
method. Both methods were applied to a small set of data 
extracted from the Basic Dictionary of Finnish Sign 
Language (FinSL) signed example text corpus, publi-
cally available through Suvi (http://suvi. viittomat.net).  
 
The study is motivated by two projects currently under-
way in research into FinSL. The first project is a linguis-
tic one, aiming to test empirically certain ontological 
assumptions concerning three linguistic units – the sign, 
the syllable, and the sentence – in signed language re-
search (see http://users.jyu.fi/~tojantun/3BatS). In the 
project, the notion of the sign is taken as the reference 
point to which all other notions are proportioned. Con-
sequently, in order to carry out the project succesfully, 
the empirical nature of the sign must first be explored. 
Comparing the results of two different linguistic sign 
identification methods contributes to the completion of 
this particular task. 
 
The second project is a technological one, aiming to de-
velop content-based video analysis methods and an auto-
matic sign recognition tool for FinSL (Koskela et al., 
2008). As a starting point it has been assumed that the 
detection of signs from a video requires the use of sev-
eral technologies, such as a dominant hand motion de-
tector and a mouth movement or position detector. In 
order to succesfully develop these technologies it is nec-
essary to first describe and evaluate the kinds of se-
quences that can be expected to be classified as signs by 
observing the dominant hand and the mouth independ-
ently; and by a human linguist. 
 
The two projects are interconnected in that the first pro-
ject feeds the second with linguistic substance while the 
second project provides technological analysis tools for 
the first. So far, this cooperation has been succesful as 
we have already been able to develop a method that en-
ables a sign language researcher to graphically represent 
and semi-automatically analyze signed language motion 
from digital video material containing natural signing 
(Jantunen et al., forthcoming). This method, in combina-
tion with the PicSOM retrieval system framework for 
content-based analysis of multimedia data (http://www. 
cis.hut.fi/picsom/), will be investigated further to de-
velop a dominant hand motion detector and an automatic 
sign recognition tool for FinSL. The PicSOM system 
will also be adapted to recognise the shapes of mouth 
movements and positions (Koskela et al., 2008). 
2. The sign identification methods 
The creation of signed language corpora in different 
countries has made it necessary to spell out the linguistic 
methods used in identifying signs from a video. In de-
termining the beginnings and ends of signs most methods 
take the dominant hand, i.e. the most salient articulator in 
signed language, as the reference point (although they 
usually describe the dominant and nondominant hand on 
separate tiers; e.g. Crasborn & Zwitserlood, 2008; 
Johnston, 2009). The dominant hand is the reference 
point also in the manual method used in the present study. 
The second method, on the other hand, relies on observ-
ing the movements and positions of the mouth (i.e. 
mouthings and mouth gestures). The motivation for this 
nonmanual method stems from the fact that FinSL signs 
are accompanied with a mouth movement or position of 
some sort and that these either differentiate between or 
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specify the meanings of FinSL signs (Rainò, 2001). It is 
therefore argued that signs are linguistically identifiable 
through observing the actions of the mouth. 
 
In the manual method, the beginnings and ends of signs 
are determined on the basis of changes occurring in path 
and local movements produced by the dominant hand. 
The beginning of a sign is taken to correspond to the 
video frame that immediately precedes the frame in 
which the dominant hand first shows movement away 
from the initial location of the sign. If the sign includes 
only a local movement, the beginning of a sign corre-
sponds to the frame that immediately precedes the frame 
in which the initial handshape or orientation of the 
dominant hand first starts to change. A sign is taken to 
end at the frame in which the path movement of the 
dominant hand has reached its end or in which the 
dominant hand still holds a posture or a hand configura-
tion of the sign. 
 
In the nonmanual method, a sign is taken to start from 
the frame that is associated with the moment the mouth 
has acquired the initial position for the mouthing or 
mouth gesture to be recognisable. A sign ends at the 
frame that corresponds to the completion moment of the 
mouthing or mouth gesture. Should the activity of the 
mouth be unobservable (e.g. due to occlusion by the 
hand), the manual method will be used for the beginning 
and/or end of that particular sign. 
 
The temporal start and end moments of signs indicated 
by the two methods are not assumed to be absolute. The 
relative nature of the beginnings and ends of signs is 
emphasised especially by the identification of two- 
handed signs in the manual method. In two-handed signs, 
both hands may move or hold a posture independently, in 
which case the beginning or end moments of these signs 
would be best determined by analysing both hands sepa-
rately. However, in this paper two-handed signs are 
treated only in terms of their dominant hand. 
3. The data 
The data for the present study was extracted from the 
Basic Dictionary of FinSL signed example text corpus 
(the BDFinSL corpus; cf. Suvi). Altogether the corpus 
consists of roughly 5000 video clips (25 fps) each identi-
fiable as one signed sentence or minitext. The sen-
tences/minitexts were prepared by native deaf FinSL 
signers with the objective of creating a context as natural 
as possible for the lexemes presented in the dictionary. 
The corpus is assumed to represent the standard every-
day variety of FinSL although it is likely to put slightly 
more emphasis on the variety used in southern Finland. 
 
From the roughly 5000 video clips of the BDFinSL cor-
pus data, a smaller set of 60 clips was first extracted by 
systematically selecting the second clip of every 20th 
lexical entry in the dictionary; this set was collected for 
use later in another study. After this, five clips were ex-
tracted from the set of 60 clips by using simple random 
sampling. These clips turned out to be examples 500/2, 
660/2, 800/2, 860/2, and 1120/2 of the BDFinSL corpus 
(the number of the lexical entry in the dictionary/the 
number of the example clip in each entry) and they 
formed the data for the present study. The clips were 
opened in Apple's QuickTime Pro application (version 
7.6.4) on a Macintosh computer and subjected to the 
manual and nonmanual sign identification methods de-
scribed in Section 2. The start and end frames of signs 
were identified by observing the (absolute) frame num-
ber indicator of the QuickTime Pro application. 
4. The results of the comparison 
The results of the study are displayed in Tables 1–5 for 
examples 500/2, 660/2, 800/2, 860/2, and 1120/2, re-
spectively. The left hand column in each table contains a 
short characterisation of all the free semantic and func-
tional elements (cf. non-bound sequential morphemes 
and gestures) present in each example, identified prior to 
the application of the two methods. Each characterisation 
describes either the rough basic meaning of the element 
(e.g. 'girl') or the function of the element (e.g. pointing). 
The epithets occurring after pointings specify the refer-
ent of the pointing (e.g. 'me') or the relative direction of 
the pointing (e.g. left); an additional epithet "-go" in 
pointings indicates that the pointing has a verbal reading. 
The middle and right hand columns display first the in-
terval of frames that contain the sign as identified by the 
manual and nonmanual method respectively. Each inter-
val marker is followed by a number in parenthesis that 
indicates the length of the sign in terms of frames. 
 
Element Signs M Signs NM 
'girl' 37-40 (4)  
pointing-left 45-47 (3) 36-49 (14) 
'party' 52-55 (4)  
pointing-left-go 59-64 (6) 51-66 (16) 
'cannot' 70-77 (8)  
pointing-left-go 79-82 (4) 70-82 (13) 
'because' 90-95 (6) 86-95 (10) 
pointing-left 98-99 (2) 97-99 (3) 
'agree' 103-106 (4) 101-109 (9) 
'already' 113-121 (9) 112-122 (11) 
'children' 126-131 (6) 124-132 (9) 
'care' 135-138 (4)  
pointing-right-go 146-150 (5) 134-151 (18) 
 
Table 1: The results in frames of the manual (M) and 
nonmanual (NM) method for example 500/2. 
 
Table 1 displays the results for example 500/2 of the 
BDFinSL corpus. The manual method identified all the 
13 free semantic and functional elements of the example 
as signs. The number of signs identified by the non-
manual method was 9. The nonmanual method did not 
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leave out any semantic or functional elements but it 
counted the phrase-internal sequences of semantic ele-
ments and pointings as single signs. This was due to the 
stretching of the mouth movements of semantic elements 
over pointings (see e.g. Rainò 2001): for example, the 
Finnish mouthing [eei.vo] originating from the Finnish 
words ei voi 'can not' was stretched over the sequence 
'cannot'+pointing-left-go in such a way that the first syl-
lable of the mouthing was associated with the element 
'cannot' and the second syllable with the element point-
ing-left-go. The mean length of a sign identified by the 
manual method was 5 frames (SD=2) and the mean 
length of a sign identified by the nonmanual method was 
11.4 frames (SD=4.4); if the signs consisting of a seman-
tic element and a following pointing are left out of the 
count, the mean length of a sign identified by the non-
manual method drops to 8.4 frames (SD=3.1). 
 
Element Signs M Signs NM 
'my own' 37-40 (4) 35-41 (7) 
'father' 43-49 (7)  
pointing-right 52-56 (5) 43-57 (15) 
'no' 63-67 (5) 61-67 (7) 
'my own' 70-73 (4) 69-74 (6) 
'father' 80-85 (6) 77-84 (8) 
'half' 87-96 (10) 86-100 (14) 
 
Table 2: The results in frames of the manual (M) and 
nonmanual (NM) method for example 660/2. 
 
Table 2 shows the results for example 660/2 of the 
BDFinSL corpus. Here again the manual method identi-
fied all the 7 semantic and functional elements of the 
example as single signs whereas the number of signs 
identified by the nonmanual method was 6. In the non-
manual method, the phrase-internal sequence of the se-
mantic element 'father' and the following pointing was 
counted as a single sign, due to the stretching of the 
mouthing over the pointing. The mean length of a sign 
identified by the manual method was 5.9 frames (SD=2.1) 
whereas the mean length of a sign identified by the non-
manual method was 9 frames (SD=3.8); if the one sign 
consisting of two elements is left out of the count, the 
mean length of a sign identified by the nonmanual 
method in this example drops to 8 frames (SD=3). 
 
Table 3 displays the results for example 800/2 of the 
BDFinSL corpus. The number of signs identified by the 
manual method is 8, corresponding to the number of free 
semantic and functional elements in the example. The 
number of signs identified by the nonmanual method is 7 
because the final combination of a semantic element 
('lose opportunity') and a pointing are counted as one 
sign. The mean length of a sign identified by the manual 
method was 4.9 frames (SD=2) whereas the mean length 
of a sign identified by the nonmanual method was 9.1 
frames (SD=6.5); if the one sign consisting of two se-
mantic-functional elements is left out of the count, the 
mean length of a sign identified by the nonmanual 
method in this example drops to 7 frames (SD=3.5). 
 
Element Signs M Signs NM 
'talk' 43-45 (3) 42-45 (4) 
'should have' 47-51 (5) 47-51 (5) 
'no' 56-60 (5) 54-61 (8) 
'have to' 74-77 (4) 71-78 (8) 
'underwrite' 82-90 (9) 81-93 (13) 
pointing-me 93-95 (3) 92-95 (4) 
'lose opportunity' 102-107 (6)  
pointing-me 113-116 (4) 102-123 (22) 
 
Table 3: The results in frames of the manual (M) and 
nonmanual (NM) method for example 800/2. 
 
Table 4 presents the results for example 860/2 of the 
BDFinSL corpus. The number of signs identified by the 
manual method was 5 (i.e. all the free semantic and 
functional elements) and the number of signs identified 
by the nonmanual method was 3. In the nonmanual 
method, the sequence of the first two semantic-functional 
elements of the example ('believe' and the following 
ponting) as well as the sequence of the two final ele-
ments ('no' and the following pointing) were counted as 
single signs due to the spreading of the mouth movement 
and position respectively. The mean length of a sign 
identified by the manual method was 4.8 frames (SD=1.5) 
whereas the mean length of a sign identified by the non-
manual method was 17 frames (SD=10.4) (the length of 
the one sign not including two elements was 5 frames).  
 
Element Signs M Signs NM 
'believe' 38-43 (5)  
pointing-you 47-51 (5) 30-51 (22) 
'come along' 57-59 (3) 56-60 (5) 
'no' 65-71 (7)  
pointing-you 78-81 (4) 63-86 (24) 
 
Table 4: The results in frames of the manual (M) and 
nonmanual (NM) method for example 860/2. 
 
Finally, Table 5 displays the results for example 1120/2. 
The number of signs identified by the manual method 
was 5 and the number of signs identified by the non-
manual method was 4 (cf. 'obscene'+pointing-left). The 
mean length of a sign identified by the manual method 
was 9 frames (SD=3.4) whereas the mean length of a 
sign identified by the nonmanual method was 18.3 
frames (SD=10.2); the mean length of a sign identified 
by the nonmanual method without the one two-element 
sequence drops to 13.7 frames (SD=5.5). 
 
To conclude, both methods were able to identify all the 
free semantic and functional elements in the examples. 
However,  the  methods  produced  different  results with 
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Element Signs M Signs NM 
'who' 33-39 (7) 31-40 (10) 
'draw' 45-53 (9) 44-54 (11) 
'painting' 62-75 (14) 57-76 (20) 
'obscene' 86-95 (10)  
pointing-left 102-106 (5) 80-111 (32) 
 
Table 5: The results in frames of the manual (M) and 
nonmanual (NM) method for example 1120/2. 
 
respect to the element-sign ratio. To be more precise, the 
overall number of signs identified by the nonmanual 
method was lower because the stretching of the mouth 
movements and positions of the semantic elements over 
the pointings meant that the sequences of semantic ele-
ments and pointings were identified as single signs. Fur-
thermore, signs identified by the manual method were 
relatively short in terms of frame count whereas signs 
identified by the nonmanual method were long: the total 
mean length of a sign identified by the manual method 
was 5.9 frames (SD=1.8) whereas the total mean length 
of a sign identified by the nonmanual method was 13 
frames (SD=4.4); the total mean length of a sign identi-
fied by the nonmanual method without the two-element 
combinations was 8.4 frames (SD=3.2). When compared 
to the signs identified by the manual method, the signs 
identified by the nonmanual method typically contained, 
with the exception of example initial and final signs (see 
Tables 1–5), one to two additional frames both at the 
beginning and at the end of each identified sequence. 
5. Discussion and conclusion 
In general, the results agree with the assumption (see 
Section 2) that both the beginnings and ends of signs and, 
consequently, also the concept of (a linear) sign are in-
deed largely relative notions: for example, the fact that 
the total mean length of a sign can be either 5.9 or 13 
frames (or 8.4 frames) demonstrates that what counts as 
a sign depends, among other things, on the sign identifi-
cation method. This conclusion has been further 
strengthened during discussions with native FinSL sign-
ers. When asked to judge the sign-likeness of the signs 
identified by the two methods, the signers have accepted 
both types of sequences as signs. Interestingly, however, 
signs identified by the nonmanual method have been 
judged to be "more complete" because of the more visi-
bile mouthing / mouth gesture. Obviously, the existence 
of pointings in double element signs has been noticed but 
this has not led to the rejection of the sign-likeness of the 
sequences. This is additional evidence for the claim that 
pointings in these contexts function as grammatical 
clitic-elements attached to lexical heads (e.g. Zeshan, 
2002; Jantunen et al., forthcoming), not as pure signs.  
 
The fact that both linguistic methods were able to asso-
ciate all the free semantic and functional elements in the 
data with signs seems at first to suggest that the devel-
opment of the automatic sign recognition tool for FinSL 
could be based independently on either of the two meth-
ods; this is contrary to the initial assumption of the tech-
nological project outlined in Section 1. However, a 
closer look at the results indicates that, for the succesful 
detection of signs from the video, a technology combin-
ing both methods is important. For example, the identi-
fication of durationally short signs (e.g. ≤5 frames) might 
not be possible if the recognition technology is based 
only on the manual method. On the other hand, a sign 
recognition technology based on only the nonmanual 
method cannot identify individual pointings closely fol-
lowing semantic elements. Interestingly, however, the 
present data regarding the clitic (i.e. non-sign) character-
istics of pointings suggests that pointings in these con-
texts do not perhaps need to be separately detected by the 
automatic sign recognition tool at all. This possibility 
must be taken more seriously into account in the devel-
opment of the tool. 
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Abstract
We present the technical specification for an avatar that is compli-
ant with Animgen, the synthetic signing engine used at the Uni-
versity of East Anglia for generating deaf signing animations. The
specification will include both the basic definition required for any
standard animating avatar, and the additional parameters that An-
imgen requires to generate signing. Avatars compatible with Ani-
mgen are created using the ARPToolkit, an application developed
at UEA that has a plug-in architecture for tools that are used for
rigging an avatar mesh for animation. The toolkit also generates
the additional data needed by Animgen for each avatar.
1. Introduction
For any avatar to be animated there is a standard set of re-
quirements that must be met in the avatar file, which must
include a mesh, a skeleton, a texture, and, if facial animation
is also required, a set of morph targets.  The mesh represents
the visible shape of the avatar, and, together with the texture,
defines the avatar's appearance. The skeleton, a mathemat-
ical construct in software which is not visible, has its bones
linked to the vertices in the mesh, so that changing the rota-
tion of any bone in the skeleton results in the movement of
the mesh vertices linked to it. The morph targets, also re-
ferred to as blend shapes, each represent a deformation of
the static mesh to both the area around the mouth and jaw
for speech synchronisation, and to the cheeks, eyelids, eye-
brows, and forehead for facial expressions.    
JASigning is a synthetic animation system for deaf signing,
written in Java, that has been developed at UEA, taking as
input avatar-independent Gestural SiGML (Signing Gesture
Markup Language) (Elliott et al, 2004, 2007) and producing
as output motion data for any avatar. SiGML is an XML
form of HamNoSys (Hamburg Notation System) (Prillwitz
et al, 1989; Hanke, 2004) that is used by Animgen (Kenn-
away, Glauert, Zwitserlood, 2007) to generate signing ani-
mation.To achieve this JASigning requires additional
information that cannot be obtained from the standard in-
formation above, and must be provided in separate files. To
demonstrate the need for the extra data an example would
be where a sign requires that the tip of the index finger on
the right hand touches the tip of the nose. These locations
cannot be obtained from the standard specification, but are
provided in the extra files.
The ARPToolkit [ARP] was developed at UEA to provide a
unified application for creating avatars that not only met the
standard requirements for animation but  also have the ad-
ditional data needed for deaf signing. Additionally, the tools
developed in the toolkit were designed to automate some of
the tasks of avatar rigging, and to provide simple interfaces
for some of the more complex tasks, such as morph target
creation, making the toolkit accessible to users who lack the
technical skills needed for the majority of commercial soft-
ware that would otherwise have to be employed.
For the purposes of the JASigning software, each ARP sign-
ing avatar is effectively defined by a set of four avatar def-
inition files. 
The first of these contains binary data, the other three are
XML: 
• Main Avatar Definition
• ASD, Avatar Standard Description
• Animgen Configuration Data
• Nonmanuals
2. Main avatar definition file
The main avatar definition file, avatardef.arp, contains
only the data needed for an avatar to perfom  standard ani-
mations, and has none of the extra data that Animgen needs
for the generation of deaf signing. Its major components are:
2.1 Vertex List 
A list of vertices that represents the mesh defining the shape
of the avatar, with texture coordinates and vertex normals
for each. Each vertex and normal is defined relative to its
linked bone(s), with the bone initially aligned along the X
axis. Meshes for the eyes, teeth, and tongue must be present,
but not contiguous with the rest of the mesh. The hair and
ears can also be modelled separately from the main mesh,
but all other parts of the avatar mesh must be a single con-
tiguous mesh. To allow realtime animation (at 25fps or
more) on an average specification machine the vertex count
of the mesh should not exceed 10,000. 
2.2 Texture Map
The texture map, which may optionally be held in a separate
file or embedded in the file in a standard format such as
PNG, defines the appearance of the avatar. All texture
should be contained in a single file. For good quality a min-
imum size of 1024 X 1024 pixels is suggested. 
2.3 Skeleton
The skeleton structure fits within the mesh, and includes
bones for animating the eyes, which must be child nodes of
the head bone. It must include all bone names used by An-
imgen (see asd.xml below), but can include additional bones
(e.g. metacarpals), although these will be ignored by Ani-
mgen. Bone names are all 4 character (4cc) codes.
The bone hierarchy, as specified in the asd.xml file, must
be adhered to,  but is compatible with other standard hier-
archies such as H-Anim and BVH. Translations and rota-
tions for each bone are in the parent’s coordinate space, with
the transform for each bone being multiplied by its parent
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bone's transform. Zero length bones may be included on all
leaf nodes in the bone hierarchy if desired, again with
unique 4 character names. These are sometimes required in
other animation applications, and will also be ignored by
Animgen. The ARPToolkit has tools for creating skeletons
and for adjusting them to fit the avatar mesh.
2.4 Mesh-to-Skeleton Attachment Data
This data is a list of links between vertices in the mesh and
the bone(s) that will animate them, with a weight for the in-
fluence of each bone. A maximum of 4 links per vertex is
permitted, with a preferred maximum of 3. The weights of
all links to a vertex must sum to 1.0. This follows standard
industry practice for this type of data as more than 4 links
to a vertex makes weight calculations very complex. Vertex
weights are calculated in the ARPToolkit during construc-
tion of the skeleton, and their weights subsequently altered
to produce good deformation at the joints by ‘painting’ the
weights for each vertex using the mouse.
Figure 1 shows the linkage between the vertices of the arm
and the bone. The envelope determines which vertices are
assigned to the bone, and the colour of each vertex shows
the weight (between 0 and 1) that this bone applies to the
transformation for this vertex. These are typically 1 across
the centre of the bone, reducing at the joints where adjacent
bones also apply their weights.
2.5 Morph Targets
The list of morph targets contained in a standard non-sign-
ing avatar file would consist of the visemes necessary for
lip synchronisation to speech, and for facial expressions. 
Each morph target represents a deformation of the mesh to
produce facial animation. A morph target includes a list of
indices for vertices in the mesh, a deformation vector for
the full displacement of the vertex (1.0), and a normal for
the fully displaced vertex. Negative amounts for morphs are
not supported, e.g. for moving eyebrows down instead of
up, so morphs for all movement directions must be pro-
vided. 
For a deaf signing avatar additional morph targets are
needed, particularly for the cheeks and the tongue, which
are used for a wide range of facial gestures.
Morph names are arbitrary, and can be matched to those
used by Animgen, the synthetic signing engine used in
JASigning, by editing the avatar's nonmanuals.xml file.
Morph targets are created in the ARPToolkit, where a library
of primitive morphs are first defined for movements of the
jaw, lips, tongue, cheeks, nose, eyebrows, and eyelids. Se-
lections of these primitives are then combined to produce
the morphs for phonemes and signing mouth gestures and
uploaded into the avatar.
Figure 2 shows the vertex selection for the morph primitive
for the upper lip, with the colour coding indicating the
weighting of the transform that moves the vertices verti-
cally, with red indicating a heavier weight falling off to yel-
low for a low weight.
3. The ASD File Format
The purpose of the Avatar Standard Description (ASD) file,
asd.xml, is to define all the avatar-related data needed by
Animgen. It defines the skeleton, with the bone names and
hierarchy used by Animgen, in a reference pose that enables
Animgen to establish the correct rotation axis for elbows
and thumbs.
The ASD file also defines a set of approximately 380 feature
points on the surface of the mesh of the upper body, arms,
hands, and head, which Animgen may use as reference
points when it needs to determine locations in signing space.
On the arms and hands these points are defined on 2 axes at
each joint and again midway between each joint. Each of
these points is assigned a unique identity code recognised
by Animgen.
To simplify the task of defining the feature points, which
would otherwise have to be defined individually by hand,
tools have been developed in the ARPToolkit to carry out
ray tracing from the bones of the skeleton to intersect with
the mesh at the desired locations. This process is automatic
for the upper body, arms, and hands, with a secondary as-
Figure 1. Mesh to skeleton attachment Figure 2. Upper lip morph target
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sisted manual process for the head locations.
In the section of an file asd.xml shown below, the skeleton
hierarchy is shown by the joint relationship “ROOT”,
“SPI1”, “SPI2”, etc, with feature points  being listed
under their “owner” bones. Positions of each point are rel-
ative to their “owner”. For example T-LS is “torso front at
left shoulder”, and its “owner” is “ROOT”.
<?xml version="1.0" standalone="yes"?>
<avatarStaticData version="1.0">
<avatar name="arp-anna" version="1.0">
<skeleton scale="0.04445039">
<joint name="ROOT" position="0.000000 0.000000 0.000000" rota-
tion="0.000000 0.000000 0.707330 0.706883">
<feature name="T-LS" position="9.430 -4.333 1.636" />
<feature name="T-CS" position="9.433 0.000 1.932" />
<feature name="T-RS" position="9.436 4.333 1.638" />
<feature name="T-LC" position="7.265 -2.168 3.171" />
<feature name="T-CC" position="7.266 0.000 3.284" />
<feature name="T-RC" position="7.268 2.165 3.175" />
<feature name="T-LA" position="4.269 -2.166 2.485" />
...
<joint name="SPI1" .... >
<joint name="SPI2" .... >
<joint name="SPI3" .... >
<joint name="LCLR" .... >
....
</joint>
</joint>
</joint>
</joint>
....
</joint>
</skeleton>
</avatar>
</avatarStaticData>
4. Animgen Configuration Data File Format
The config.xml files contain the settings for controlling
many of the aspects of the synthetic signing generated by
Animgen, and is loaded by Animgen when processing a
SiGML file to produce animation. The file defines timings,
signing space, constraints, trajectories, hand shapes, con-
stants, repetitions, and rest poses.
For example, the following code defines a handshape for a 
fist with the index finger extended.
<handshapes>
<finger2
specialbends="0000"
ordinarybends="4440"
extendedfingers="2"
class="fist"
/>
</handshapes>
Each finger bending consists of 4 numbers, representing re-
spectively the bends at the first, second, and third joints, and
the splay angle. For each of these, 0 represents the value
when the joint is not bent and 4 is its maximum bending.
Each handshape has two different finger bendings:"special-
bends" is the bending of the extended fingers (e.g. the index
finger for the finger2 handshape) and "ordinarybends" for
the other fingers.  The thumb is not described here."extend-
edfingers" is the set of extended fingers (which includes the
thumb for some handshapes).
The ARPToolkit provides facilities to interactively set val-
ues for hand shapes in the config.xml file, reloading the
modified file and displaying the changed handshape in real
time.
Signing space for the avatar is defined in terms of the
avatar’s dimensions such as arm lengths and feature points
on the torso.
<signingspace
horiz_spacing = "0.8"
vert_spacing = "0.25"
inout_spacing = "0.15"
signspacesitesize = "1.2"
fan = "0.6"curve = "1"
nearbelly = "0.10"
torsositesize = "0.10"
neckheight = "0.02"
/>
Before processing a SiGML file Animgen will first load a
config.xml file from a directory common to all avatars. It
will then load an avatar specific config.xml file that may
contain alternative settings that will override those in the
common file. A typical example of this would be settings
for hand shapes, where variations in bone sizes between
skeletons may affect hand shapes.
5. Nonmanuals File Format
The purpose of the nonmanuals.xml file is to define how
each SiGML/HNS nonmanual feature is implemented using
the avatar’s morph targets. It maps the standard names of
nonmanuals used in SiGML/HNS to the names of the morph
targets in the main avatar definition file, or to parallel and
sequential sets of these morph targets. The mapping also in-
cludes durations and trajectories (timings) for these non-
manuals. The file also includes mappings from Sampa.
5.1 Examples.
A mapping from a SiGML name for a mouth gesture to an
avatar's morph names: 
Figure 3. Feature points with reference pose
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<mouth_gesture sigmlName="D01">
<parmorph>
<morph name="eee" amount="0.6" timing="x m t s m l x"/>
<morph name="ulpr" amount="0.2" timing="x m t s m l x"/>
<morph name="ulpl" amount="0.2" timing="x m t s m l x"/>
</parmorph>
</mouth_gesture>
For the SiGML mouth gesture D01 the gesture comprises
the morphs “eee” with an amount of 0.6, “ulpr” with an
amount of 0.2, and “ulpl” with an amount of 0.2. Enclosing
all three in the <parmorph> </parmorph>element indicates
that these should be combined in parallel. All parallel com-
binations of morphs must have the same timing, with the
optional “x”, in this case, at each end indicating that this
gesture should be adjusted to last the same length of time
as the manual gesture that it accompanies.
A mapping from Sampa to an avatar's morph names:
<sampa phonemes="O_I:">
<morph name="ooo" timing="m t - m t"/>
<morph name="eee" timing="m t m m t"/>
</sampa>
Here "O_I:" represents a diphthong which is mapped to two
morphs, “ooo” and “eee”, performed in sequence, each with
a different timing.
Non-facial nonmanuals. These are animations of the head,
spine, and shoulders that are expressed as "pseudomorphs"
in SiGML, but are processed by Animgen into bone anima-
tions. 
<head_movement sigmlName="NO">
<morph name="HTLF" amount="0.03" timing="m t - f l"/>
<morph name="HTLF" amount="-0.03" timing="m t - f l"/>
<morph name="HTLF" amount="0.03" timing="m t - f l"/>
<morph name="HTLF" amount="-0.03" timing="m t - f l"/>
<morph name="HTLF" amount="0.03" timing="m t - f l"/>
<morph name="HTLF" amount="-0.03" timing="m t - f l"/>
</head_movement>
This produces a set of sequential bone movements of the
head from left to right - “NO”.
5.2 Durations and Trajectories
The timing attribute for each morph is a sequence of up to
7 tokens, each with codes that map to constants defined in
the config.xml file, with the following purpose:
1) Whether the morph is anchored to the start of the interval during which
it is played.
2) The attack time (the time spent ramping up from zero to the full amount).
3) The attack trajectory (the manner in which it approaches the full
amount).
4) The sustain time (the time spent holding the morph at its full amount).
5) The release time (the time spent ramping down to zero).
6) The release trajectory (the manner in which it ramps down to zero).
7) Whether the morph is anchored to the end of the interval during which
it is played.
The first and last token is either 'x' (anchored) or 'e' (elastic).
These tokens can be omitted, and default to 'x' and 'e' re-
spectively. Each time is either a real number of seconds, or
one of the following tokens: 
f   fast
m   medium speed
s   slow
-   zero
Each trajectory is one of the tokens "t" (targetted) or "l"
(lax). The targetted trajectory makes a greater acceleration
and deceleration towards its endpoint. Typically one would
use "t" for everything except the release trajectory of the
last morph.
6. Conclusion
The requirements to enable an avatar to perform deaf sign-
ing in the UEA JASigning software are essentially in addi-
tion to the standard specification for any avatar that can be
animated. The only additions to the standard specification
are the extra morph targets specific to deaf signing. The rep-
resentation of the standard data can be converted to the for-
mat used in the avatardef.arp file already described. The
other additional data required for signing is held in the
asd.xml, config.xml, and nonmanuals.xml files. We believe
these additions to the requirements for a standard virtual
human character definition will be necessary in any system
that synthesises authentic animated sign language.
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Adding value to, and extracting of value from, a signed language corpus 
through secondary processing: implications for annotation schemas and corpus 
creation 
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Abstract 
A basic signed language (SL) corpus is created through primary processing of video recordings using multi-­‐media annotation soft-
ware. Primary processing entails the tokenization and identification of SL units. For the purposes of linguistic research a corpus also 
needs secondary processing. Secondary processing entails appending tags for specific linguistic features to primary annotations. I 
draw on the experience from the Auslan corpus project to describe how primary and secondary processing can be used in cor-
pus-based SL research. In particular, I show how the tier structure of ELAN can be used to tag SL units in a variety of ways, and 
how this information can be used to glean new information from the corpus which can then be added as new annotations to the cor-
pus. Value-adding by principled and systematic primary and secondary processing of digital recordings is thus not only essential for 
corpus creation (‘machine-readability’), it also enables further enriching of the corpus so that even more value can be extracted. I 
conclude by discussing the implications for annotation software and standardized annotation schemas used in the creation of SL 
corpora. 
 
The case for SL corpus linguistics 
There are many arguments that have long been advanced 
in support of corpus-based language description and lin-
guistic research and they all apply equally well to SLs. 
There is no time to repeat them here even if they do go to 
the very heart of what it is linguists treat as (sufficient) 
evidence for a claim about the grammar of a language. 
Suffice it to say, however, that I take them as strong ar-
guments in favor of basing descriptive and theoretical 
linguistics on how people use a particular language, and 
not on their intuitions or judgments (at least, not alone). 
However, there are several additional reasons why cor-
pora are particularly important in SL research, and some 
of them are unique to this field of linguistics. They do 
bear repeating, e.g. see Johnston & Schembri (2010). 
SLs are languages of minority communities that 
rarely have any real geographical centre, apart from per-
haps residential schools for the deaf or deaf clubs. SLs 
experience interrupted inter-generational transmission 
for all but a tiny minority of users and thus have few 
native users. SLs have no dedicated or widely used writ-
ten form, nor long history of being used in education. 
These facts create two major problems for SL re-
searchers. First, intuitions may be less useful in language 
description work in SL-using communities, all of which 
have been characterized as displaying high degrees of 
variation in both lexis and grammar. Moreover, users 
sometimes appear to lack sets of shared linguistic norms 
that are often found in stable language communities, 
especially those with literacy and standard varieties used 
in education. This variability means there may be little 
consensus on phonological or grammatical typicality, 
markedness or acceptability among users. The practice in 
SL linguistics of relying on the intuitions of a small 
number of informants can thus be seen as problematic 
(even if one was to give high evidential status to intui-
tions and/or grammaticality judgments in the first in-
stance). Second, the representation of SL utterances us-
ing written glosses has meant that primary data have 
remained essentially inaccessible to other researchers 
and consequently unavailable for meaningful peer re-
view. 
In short, there is a particular need for SL recordings 
which can be processed into language corpora in order to 
empirically ground our understanding of the structure, 
use, acquisition and learning of SLs, and to test claims or 
hypotheses about their grammars. Without corpora, one 
risks basing educational interventions and interpreting 
training, the design of automatic SL processing or recog-
nition systems, and even linguistic theory itself on de-
scriptions of SLs that may be inadequate. 
Language processing and corpus linguistics 
In the history of SL research almost no extended SL texts 
of any kind have been created, either by glossing or by 
using a dedicated notation system, that could in turn be 
digitized, read by computer and further processed. 
With recent advances in digital recording technol-
ogy, computing, and multimedia annotation software, the 
way in which recordings of face-to-face language could 
be best processed to create corpora for the purposes of 
linguistic analysis has been transformed (cf., Beal, Cor-
rigan & Moisl, 2007). For instance, the source text can 
now remain the primary data itself, rather than being 
necessarily replaced by its representation in a transcrip-
tion to which annotations were subsequently appended. 
This has made the creation of SL corpora feasible. One 
of a number of multimedia annotation software programs 
suitable for use by SL researchers wishing to create cor-
pora is called ELAN (Max Planck Institute for Psycho-
linguistics Language Archiving Technology Group, 
2009).  
A minimalist corpus: primary processing 
A basic signed language reference corpus is created 
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through primary processing of the raw video recordings 
in an archive using multi-media annotation software, e.g. 
ELAN. Primary processing entails the tokenization and 
identification of signed units. This can be achieved by 
ensuring that conventional linguistic units and types are 
systematically and consistently identified with invariant 
and unique sign identifiers (or “IDglosses”). Consistency 
in type/token identification is the key requirement for 
ensuring that a SL corpus is machine-readable for the 
purposes of linguistic research (see Johnston, 2010).  
This is achieved by corpus annotators adhering to 
set protocols and schemas with respect to the classifica-
tion and identification of sign types and the assignment 
of IDglosses to fully lexical signs. The Auslan corpus 
project has developed such a set of guidelines and other 
SL corpus projects are in the process of developing their 
own.1 In SL corpora, attention must be paid to distin-
guishing between fully-lexical signs and partly-lexical 
signs (both content signs and grammatical signs) and 
gestures (both manual and non-manual).  
A minimalist corpus also usually involves the addi-
tion of a time aligned parallel translation into the work-
ing majority spoken language. Indeed, in some very ba-
sic corpora the only annotation may be a parallel transla-
tion, grossly time-aligned to the source media. 
Just on the basis of primary processing of a corpus, 
it is possible to glean valuable information on sign to-
kens, sign types, or signs by IDgloss, e.g. number, fre-
quency, duration, and concordance/collocation patterns. 
It is even possible to conduct preliminary and tentative 
grammatical analyses, by locating segments of the pri-
mary text that co-occur with particular constructions in 
the translated parallel text.  
Before turning to secondary processes, I will briefly 
exemplify how these primary annotations can be used to 
extract this type of information in the ELAN search rou-
tines. However, partly because of space constraints in 
this paper and time constraints in the presentation, I will 
only be able to discuss frequency and collocation. 
IDgloss frequency 
Selecting within the ELAN menu thus: > Search > Single 
Layer Search, one defines the search domain (keeping 
separate left hand dominant from right hand dominant 
signers), selects the mode (annotation, regular expres-
sion), selects the tier (IDgloss) and specifies the search. 
In this case, .+ for “any text”. There are 41,842 hits in 
the result of which approximately 10% are represented in 
the top 10 most frequent IDglosses (Figure 1). 
Substring match searches can be used to specify the 
beginning of an annotation string (such as ^PT “begins 
with PT”, ^DS “begins with DS” and so on). In this way, 
one can exploit the glossing conventions for 
partly-lexical and non-lexical signs and gestures to 
search for these types of signs by general type (e.g., ^PT 
or “a pointing sign”) or more specifically (e.g. 
                                                           
1 The Auslan annotation guidelines can be downloaded from 
http://www.auslan.org.au/about/annotations/ 
^PT:PRO1SG(7) or “first person singular pointing sign 
made with and index finger and extended thumb”).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Frequency view of IDgloss search results2 
 
Using this method, it was established by searching the 
first ‘minimalist’ annotated texts in the Auslan corpus 
dating from 2006-07 that approximately 11% of all signs 
in the corpus were points, 7% were gestures, and 10% 
were depicting signs (i.e. up to almost 30% of all signs 
produced were either non-lexical or partly-lexical signs). 
Interestingly, as the corpus has grown, from 10,000 to 
60,000 sign tokens, these relative proportions have 
changed little.3 
IDgloss (fully-lexical signs only) frequency 
Using the same procedure as in the previous search but 
with the search text specified as:      
 ^.[^\QPT\E|^\QDS\E|^\QFS\E|^\QG:\E]  
for “begins with any text except PT (point), DS (depicting 
sign), FS (fingerspelling), or G (gesture)” (in other words, 
“find all lexical IDglosses.”) yields all lexical signs. 
There are 25,750 hits in the result, but only the top 10 are 
displayed in Figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Frequency view of lexical sign search hits 
Collocation and frequency 
Using the same procedure as in the previous search but 
with search type specified as n-gram over annotations 
and the search text as # think (for “any two sequential 
annotations, the second of which is THINK”), the results 
(out of 330 hits) are displayed in Figure 3. (Once again, 
the table only displays the top 10 hits.) 
                                                           
2 Signs glossed simply as PT have yet to be further specified. 
3 The aim is to expand the corpus to 100,000 sign tokens by the 
end of 2010 and to double that number again by 2012 by in-
creasing the number of annotated digital movies from the cur-
rent 201 clip to around 500. There are more than 1,200 movie 
files in the corpus. 
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Figure 3: Frequency view of signs preceding THINK4 
 
These searchers are only possible because of distinctions 
made in the IDglossing between type and token, and 
between sign sub-types. However, the real efficacy of 
this type of annotation schema becomes best seen if we 
look at its place in secondary processing. 
A value-added corpus: secondary processing 
For the purposes of conducting detailed linguistic re-
search a corpus also needs to undergo secondary proc-
essing.  
Secondary processing entails appending informa-
tion to annotations created in primary processing. These 
secondary annotations (or ‘tags’) add specific 
phonological, morphological, syntactic, semantic, prag-
matic or discourse information about linguistic forms, 
depending on the purpose of the analysis. In ELAN the 
tags are distributed over multiple tiers, each dedicated to 
a certain type of tag. Once again protocols and schemas 
need to be implemented to ensure that the tags used are 
drawn from a limited or controlled vocabulary of values 
and that they are applied to the primary annotations in a 
consistent manner. These too are covered in the annota-
tion guidelines for the Auslan corpus.  
Secondary processing enables one to extract far 
more sophisticated frequency statistics for any annota-
tion (IDgloss or linguistic tag) and to specify and iden-
tify the environments in which they occur in greater de-
tail. For example, ELAN searches can be constrained by 
specifying aligned or overlapping values on as many as 
two other tiers for any specified annotation or string of 
up to three annotation values. In addition, multiple an-
notation files can be specified as the search domain. 
These can be selected manually or automatically based 
on metadata values such as age, gender, region, text type, 
etc.  
The analysis of the search results can be partially 
done though examining ELAN’s search results directly 
or by exporting them in various formats. For example, 
once the matches have been computed they are displayed 
in either concordance or in frequency views in the ELAN 
search dialogue box. Both of these data types can then be 
exported for further processing in various databases or 
                                                           
4 The six instances in which no sign precedes THINK are in-
stances in which there has been a switch in hand dominance to 
the subordinate hand. 
corpus analysis software programs. 
With respect to the Auslan corpus, a number of 
studies are now underway using texts that have been 
enriched with secondary annotations, be they formational 
(palm orientation, handshape, sign location and/or sign 
directionality), lexico-grammatical (grammatical class, 
argument structure, semantic roles, ‘PRO-drop’), and ‘ut-
terance’ level (clause boundaries, constructed action).  
I now describe the procedure that makes it possible 
to use secondary annotations in the ELAN search rou-
tines to extract interesting and relevant linguistic obser-
vations. Once again, due to space and time constraints, I 
give only a few examples—palm orientation, grammati-
cal class, and clause argument structure—as well as 
briefly discussing constructed action. I only give exam-
ple data drawn from subsets of the Auslan corpus. A 
formal report using corpus-wide and definitive data is 
not my purpose here.  
Palm orientation and pointing signs 
Selecting from the ELAN menu Search > Multiple Layer 
Search, one then defines the search domain, selects the 
mode and the search tiers (1 IDgloss, 2 orientation), and 
then specifies the search text: ^PT (“begins with PT”) for 
the IDgloss and .+ or “any text” for the orientations (d = 
down, l = left, u = up, r = right, o = other), as well as 
specifying that both annotations overlap. The results in 
an example subset of 19 eafs have 244 hits (only top 10 
displayed, see Figure 4). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Frequency view of PTs & orientation 
 
Naturally, because of the systematic nature of IDglossing, 
sign types, be they non-lexical or partly- lexical signs, 
are able to be filtered through substring search matches 
to extract more specific hits. For example 
^PT:PRO3|PT:PRO2 will find all third or second person 
pronouns (see Table 1). 
 
 PT:LOC PT:PRO3/PRO2 
down 62% 58% 
left 38% 38% 
other 0% 4% 
Total 100% 100% 
 
Table 1: Results specifying for point type 
 
There has been some discussion in the literature about 
the association of a downward palm orientation in point-
ing signs that are strongly associated with a location 
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(‘here/there’) and/or could be described as demonstra-
tives (‘this/that’), rather than being used simply prono-
minally. Even though the categorization of points in the 
Auslan corpus does not correspond neatly to the classes 
of pronouns, locatives, and demonstratives in traditional 
grammars, the data to date extracted from the Auslan 
corpus, of which the data in Table 1 is just an example, 
does not appear to show an association of a point with a 
palm turned downwards with at least locative meanings. 
It remains to be seen what a large reference corpus will 
show. 
Lexical frequency by grammatical class 
In the Auslan corpus there are annotations that assign 
grammatical class membership to sign tokens in context. 
In the multi-file multi-tier search dialogue lexical 
IDglosses can thus be constrained as co-occurring (over-
lapping) with grammatical class tags. The results can be 
view in frequency view and/or exported to databases for 
further sorting. Example results in Table 2 are based on 
two specific IDglosses, as shown: 
 
 FINISH-FIVE % FINISH-GOOD % 
Adjective 5.10 0 
Adverb 5.10 17.14 
Auxiliary 36.74 31.43 
Conjunction 2.04 5.71 
Discourse marker 6.12 8.57 
Interactive 1.02 0 
Noun 3.06 2.86 
Predicate 6.12 14.29 
Unsure 1.02 0 
Verb 33.68 20.0 
Total 100 100 
 
Table 2: The lexical frequency of two ‘verbs’ in the se-
mantic area ‘finish’ specified by grammatical class. 
 
The only major large lexical frequency study of any SL 
(McKee & Kennedy, 2006) did not, strictly speaking, 
take grammatical class formally into consideration in so 
far as it was assumed that the grammatical class of the 
English glosses used for each sign token accurately re-
flected each token’s use in situ. In reality, glosses usually 
name the most frequent use of a sign, not its actual use in 
context. 
Clause argument structure 
In the Auslan corpus there are annotations that delimit 
clause boundaries. IDglosses are tagged for their status 
as arguments of the verb which is also tagged (e.g. as 
process, utterance or enactment). After merging tier an-
notations which combines these clause tags, it is rela-
tively easily to identify and quantify clause construction 
types. For example, from the ELAN menu, > Tier > 
Merge Tiers, one selects tiers to merge (select ‘concate-
nate’). View annotation statistics and select the newly 
created merged tier. Export to databases for further 
processing if necessary (a sample result from one file is 
shown in Table 3). 
In the Auslan corpus there are also annotations that 
tag the identified overt arguments for their semantic role 
in the clause (e.g. as agent, patient, experiencer, etc.). By 
first merging the argument tag tier with the semantic role 
tier, before merging the result with the clause annotation 
tier, it is possible to extract richer data (Table 4). 
 
Clause construction by order of overt arguments # 
V 27 
A V 7 
A1 V A2 6 
V A 6 
A1 A2 4 
A 3 
 
Table 3: Frequency of clause construction types 
 
Clause construction by order of overt arguments # 
V (PROCESS) 27 
A (AGENT) V (PROCESS) 6 
A1 (AGENT) V (PROCESS) A2 (PATIENT) 4 
A1 (CARRIER) A2 (ATTRIBUTE) 3 
V (PROCESS) A (PATIENT) 3 
A (ATTRIBUTE) 2 
A (EXPERIENCER) V (PROCESS) 1 
A (UTTERANCE) 1 
A1 (AGENT) V (PROCESS) A2 (GOAL) 1 
A1 (ENTITY) A2 (LOCATION) 1 
A1 (EXPERIENCER) V (PROCESS) A2 (SOURCE) 1 
V (PROCESS) A (ENTITY) 1 
V (PROCESS) A (LOCATION) 1 
V (PROCESS) A (UTTERANCE) 1 
 
Table 4: Frequency of clause construction types 
specified for semantic role of argument 
 
The data in Table 4 are only indicative of the type of 
information that can be extracted regarding clause struc-
ture based on secondary processing and are only taken 
from a single annotation file. Of 201 movie clips that 
have currently undergone primary and secondary proc-
essing, less than 10 have also been annotated for clause 
boundaries, overt arguments and semantic roles.  
Though the range of clause construction types and 
the possible alignments of semantic roles to various ar-
gument positions commonly found in Auslan already 
appears much wider than that shown in the example file 
above, it is far too early to draw firm conclusions. A 
formal report of this data and its possible significance in 
describing grammatical structure in Auslan is not 
planned until the clause annotation set reaches at least 50 
files and/or several thousand clauses. 
Verb type by modification and by CA co-occurrence 
In the Auslan corpus there are annotations that delimit 
periods of constructed action (CA). Multi-file searches 
constrained by values over three tiers can thus be based 
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on the co-occurrence of tags for grammatical class (verb 
type), spatial modification (present or absent), and con-
structed action (present or absent). The results can then 
be exported to database programs. Relevant metadata 
regarding text type, age, and region, for example, can be 
easily appended to each token/hit in the exported data as 
ELAN automatically appends the file name source of 
each. This can then be run through statistical programs to 
test for factor interaction and significance. 
Further value-adding: tertiary processing 
The observations relating to single sign or multi-sign 
constructions extracted from a corpus using the proce-
dures exemplified above are valuable in their own right. 
However, there is another, perhaps overlooked benefit to 
this type of SL corpus linguistics. The findings extracted 
from a corpus can themselves, in turn, be fed back into 
the corpus annotations, as part of an augmented secon-
dary processing. They can then be used to generate yet 
further observations. I refer to this augmenting process 
here as tertiary processing. 
For example, the very identification of a set of ex-
tremely high frequency lexical verbs in Auslan was only 
made possible because the corpus was not only annotated, 
but annotated in a systematic way that identified lemmas 
and, later, their grammatical class in context. The lexical 
frequency of sign types was then able to be added to 
IDglosses, filtered by grammatical class, as a frequency 
tag. In other words, researchers were able to find all in-
stances of an IDgloss with a given grammatical class tag 
and replace that gloss with a tag signifying the lexical 
frequency of that sign (e.g., VHF for ‘very high fre-
quency’, HF for ‘high frequency’, and LF for ‘low fre-
quency’).  
Augmentation of an exported data in this way can 
be done semi-automatically in database programs by 
filtering records and adding tags in fields for the relevant 
subset of records. The tag can then be added as another 
factor in subsequent re-evaluation of the data. 
Inserting these tags into the ELAN file itself is 
worthwhile because there is currently a three-tier limit 
for simultaneous constraints in multi-tier multi-file 
searches. This means that any constraint which is itself 
the product of condition matching over two or three tiers, 
cannot itself be constrained further. By inserting such a 
derived value into the ELAN annotation file, this auto-
matically means that this value can be used freeing the 
other query tiers to specify additional constraints.  
Though the replacement or tagging process is not 
automatic within ELAN, there are workarounds. They 
take some time to do but since they need to be done only 
once and the results are always available for use, they are 
worth the effort (but see implications below). For exam-
ple, the IDgloss tier can be copied or filtered to a new 
tier designed to hold the frequency tags. Then, the 
glosses on the derived tier are searched and replaced 
with the appropriate tag according to the lexical fre-
quency by grammatical class table that has been gener-
ated by prior analysis. This can be done across multiple 
files, if not the entire corpus, in one operation. The 
workflow moves from the very high frequency signs to 
low frequency signs, as the very high or high frequency 
sign types are relatively few in number. (Of course, there 
are many tokens of these types!) 
In other words, first with respect to high frequency 
signs, all IDglosses for a particular lemma are replaced 
with the same tag on the assumption they are all of the 
same grammatical class as the most frequent member. 
Then the remaining members of different grammatical 
classes—a much smaller set—are identified and the tag 
changed accordingly. With respect to low frequency 
signs, they can all be tagged as low frequency in one 
single universal search and replace: “find all annotations 
on the relevant tier which are not VHF or HF and replace 
with LF.” 
Similarly, as mentioned above, it is relatively easy 
to extract occurrences of signs that co-occur with periods 
of constructed action in a text. Tags for co-occurrence 
can then be added to the IDglosses (according to gram-
matical class).  
Both frequency and CA co-occurrence information 
have been incorporated into a subset of the Auslan cor-
pus in ways described above and were used in the recent 
study by de Beuzeville, Johnston and Schembri (2009) 
on the spatial modification of verbs in the Auslan corpus. 
This study examined the frequency and linguistic envi-
ronments of verb modification with a view to assessing if 
spatial modification to signal these roles was obligatory 
in the language. The spatial modification of verb signs in 
SLs has traditionally been explained as a grammatical 
system marking subject and object roles (e.g., Sandler & 
Lillo-Martin, 2006), similar to obligatory subject mark-
ing in English (e.g., third person singular –s in he walks).  
The Auslan study found that the modifications were 
not obligatory, were strongly associated with a very 
small number of high frequency verbs, and tended to 
co-occur in specific linguistic environments (e.g., 
co-occurrence with constructed action). The authors 
suggested that these observations would not be expected 
under the traditional grammatical account of spatial 
modification and are more in keeping with an analysis 
that sees the phenomenon reflecting, in part, the fusion 
of gestural pointing into the articulation of lexical verbs, 
as suggested by Liddell (2003). 
It is anticipated that similar procedures as those de-
scribed here will integrate derived clause argument 
structure patterns into tags added to clause annotations 
within the Auslan corpus. The patterning of clause 
chains (e.g. with overt or elided arguments, or with cer-
tain verb/argument sequences) and their interaction with 
verb modification, depicting signs, constructed action (as 
well as other linguistic variables) may then become iden-
tifiable and amenable to quantification and further analy-
sis. 
Standardizing annotation schemas 
The type of investigations of the Auslan corpus that we 
have briefly illustrated here have only been made possi-
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ble because of the distinctions made in the IDglossing 
between types and tokens, and between sub-types of 
signs. The way these distinctions are coded in the in the 
IDglosses are described in detail elsewhere (e.g. in cor-
pus annotation guidelines5). The primary, secondary and 
even tertiary processing of language corpora is extremely 
time consuming work. However, the results more than 
justify the effort expended in adding value to raw lan-
guage recordings — recordings which would otherwise 
be of limited use — in this way.  
The international standardization of annotation 
practice, protocols or schemas is highly desirable. Indeed, 
at the level of primary processing this should be a high 
priority. At the level of secondary processing, however, 
there is much more room for flexibility as the aims of 
various research teams can be very different, each per-
haps requiring its own dedicated secondary tags. Stan-
dardization, in so far as it is possible, will certainly en-
able the corpus-based comparative analysis of SLs to be 
undertaken. 
Within a give SL corpus, however, there is really 
no option: standardization in terms of systematicity and 
consistency is mandatory. Only in this way can annota-
tions create machine-readable SL texts that can be 
searched rapidly and with great precision. The results 
can then be further processed for statistical significance 
and interaction, or, just as importantly, the hits further 
examined individually in the media context to assist in 
the determination of their semiotic or linguistic signifi-
cance.  
Implications for annotation software 
From the discussion above, it will be evident that the 
steps needed to conduct some searches or data exports 
are in need of automatization. For instance, preparations 
for some multi-tier pattern match searches, on the one 
hand, or merging information coded on separate tiers, on 
the other, are ad hoc and time consuming. External 
plug-in scripts are one solution. However, fully inte-
grated improved program functionality is preferable as it 
means all researchers using the same software have the 
same functionality available.  
With respect to ELAN, for example, these scripts or 
routines would enable one to automatically create, copy 
or merge certain tiers in multiple annotation files of the 
same type; automatically look up an alternative value for 
an annotation in a table and substitute that value for the 
annotation on a particular tier in multiple annotation files; 
or automatically place a specified value in an empty an-
notation field which is the result of a hit specifying the 
overlap of two annotations of two other tiers (independ-
ent or otherwise). 
Search functionality also needs to be improved so 
that more than three tiers may be specified in constrained 
pattern matching. Most importantly, the co-occurrence 
(or non-occurrence) of two given annotations within the 
                                                           
5 The Auslan annotation guidelines can be downloaded from 
http://www.auslan.org.au/about/annotations/ 
time delimitation of a single annotation on another tier 
should able to be specified as a search condition. 
Conclusion 
The creation of SL corpora as corpora in the modern 
sense involves more than recording, digitizing, editing, 
cataloguing and archiving video texts. Corpus creation 
must also involve the transformation of archived material 
into something which is machine-readable by the princi-
pled application of annotation procedures that make op-
timal use of new digital technologies. By adding value to 
a corpus through systematic and principled primary and 
secondary processing, it is possible to extract the true 
value inherent in a linguistic corpus. 
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Abstract
A sign language synthesis system converts previously noted signs into the computer animation. The animation is created using a specially
designed 3D model of the human figure and algorithms transferring the sign to movements of the model. In principle the sign language
contains both the non-manual component (shape and movement of hands) and the non-manual component (facial movements, etc.).
Notation of the non-manual component was not yet sufficiently explored in terms of an automatic conversion to the animation. In
the article we describe both notation methodology of the non-manual component and technical aspects for conversion of symbols to
movements of the animation model. In addition an appropriate animation method for the 3D shape of face is assumed. The result is an
extended notation supplementing notation of the manual component with the non-manual component. The extended notation preserves
the feasibility of an automatic conversion and keeps the original level of generality. In connection with the methodology we present the
notations of the basic types of non-manual components of the Czech sign language.
1. Introduction
The sign language synthesis system including 3D human
figure, complete animation of arms as well as movements
of body, head, and facial gestures is a promising usage of
computer technology to reduce communication difficulties
for deaf people. The sign language synthesis system is a
part of complex systems translating the text to sign lan-
guage as virtual interpreters, signing tutors, sign language
dictionaries and others. For linguistic research, a sym-
bol based synthesis system provides the immediate feed-
back, verification of entered notations, etc. The research
on non-manual signals (NMS), the non-manual component
of Czech Sign Language (CSL), uses the SignWriting nota-
tion system (SW). However for the manual component, the
Czech sign speech synthesis system uses the Hamburg Sign
Language Notation system (HNS). The notation method in
order to transform NMS to 3D animation has not been de-
fined yet.
NMS are parts of the sign language as the speech of a spo-
ken language is not just expressed words and grammar.
There are signs distinguishable only by the NMS and the
specific signs without the manual component. NMS has
at least six different roles (Bridges and Metzger, 1996).
Symbolic notation can be used primarily for lexical, gram-
matical markers, conversation regulators, non-manual mod-
ifiers. For the mouth pictures, we can directly use letters of
the alphabet instead of symbols (Elliott et al., 2004). Move-
ments of other parts of the face, head and chest should be
noted individually. There are already sign language synthe-
sis systems reanimating a data record of speaker of the sign
language or systems controlled by a symbolic entry (Elliott
et al., 2004; Krnˇoul et al., 2008). Initial interest was di-
rected to the accurate and realistic animation of shapes and
movements of the hands. An extension of the synthesis sys-
tem involves new algorithms for conversion of NMS to 3D
animation. The methodology provides universal notation of
the non-manual components of sign languages and guaran-
tees automatic processing of it by a computer system.
Section 2 introduces the concept of notation of NMS by
HNS and includes the notation of the basic types of non-
manual components of the Czech sign language. Technical
aspects of conversion to 3D animation are discussed in Sec-
tion 3 and Section 4 is the conclusions.
2. Notation of Non-manual Signals
Well-known sign language notation systems are Stokoe,
SignWriting (SW), HamNoSys (HNS) (Stokoe et al., 1976;
Rosenberg, 1995; Schmaling and Hanke, 2001). In terms
of non-manual signals (NMS) SW seems to be the most
complex notation system. Notation of NMS has to include
not only constructions for facial expressions but also move-
ments of upper parts of the body, head and eyes. Min-
imal observable actions in the face are also in the detail
treated by action units (AU) of Facial Action Coding Sys-
tem (FASC) (Ekman et al., 2002). HNS has very a detailed
notation of the manual component but the non-manual com-
ponent is only adumbrate. In contrast, the structure of signs
in HNS is suitable for computer processing. We have a syn-
thesis system creating 3D animation of the manual compo-
nent from HNS (Krnˇoul et al., 2008) and consider the col-
lection of HNS symbols of the version 4.0 to be sufficient
enough for this notation purpose.
The position of non-manual component in structure of HNS
is depicted in Figure 1. HNS does not have symbols for
complex gestures but the gestures can be notated by a cou-
ple of symbols. We consider NMS to be expressed by one
or more non-manual actions. One non-manual action de-
scribes the rotation and movement of joints, or the move-
ment in the face. A general notation form has in following
order: a base symbol and control symbols. Furthermore the
base and control symbols can optionally be supplemented
by additional auxiliary symbols (modifiers).
2.1. Transformation of Joints
Non-manual action for transformation of the joints can be
used for movements of stomach, chest, shoulders, head and
eyes (eye gaze). We consider these base symbols: R Q @ D.
The base symbol Q (shoulder) may be accompanied by the
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Figure 1: The position of the non-manual component de-
fined by HamNoSys.
symbol Y (side modifier) restricting the non-manual action
to the left or right side of the body.
The control symbols define both rotation and movement of
body part represented by the base symbol. For the rota-
tion, we propose to use symbols of the finger base direction
originally defined for the manual component. There are 18
symbols defined:  ! "... All combinations of these sym-
bols and the base symbol cannot be interpreted because the
joint limits allow only possible poses of human body. We
are trying to preserve the original meaning of these sym-
bols. For the base symbols S R (stomach and chest), the
rotation establishes turning in the direction from the body.
Hands and head are turning with the chest. In this case, the
control symbol ) determines the neutral pose, * is turning
on right etc.
The meaning of rotation is not such obvious for the symbol
Q (shoulders). A rotation of shoulders is evaluated for the
dominant hand. We consider four main directions:  $ )
, (up/down, forward/backward). The shoulder of the non-
dominant hand is determined the left/right symmetry. For
the head, the control symbols determine the direction of
the nose and eyes are rotated with head (the direction of
view). For example, one base and one control symbol is
used for head turning to the right: @*. We can optionally
add one more control symbol to notate rotation of joints
more precisely. The joints are turned in the same meaning
as the palm orientation. For example, @);; it describes
nose direction forward but chin is rotated on right. This
optional specifies the rotation especially for chest and head
where we expect still a tilt of the joint.
The base symbol may be in combination with symbols for
movements as well. The movement will be carried out in
the base pose, or in the noted direction. For example, NMS
for a head moving from side to side is @)¦ or only @¦.
Rotation of jaw and lower teeth is not considered as move-
ment of the joint but rather as part of a movement in the
face. In addition, we propose eye contact with the hands as
well. Basic notation is the following short combination of
the base symbol and one modifier: DÑ.
2.2. Movements in Face
Movements in the face are changes in the shape or the posi-
tion of a forehead, eyebrows, the area around the eyes, eye-
lids, nose, cheeks, chin (skin around the chin), and mouth.
The base symbols D E I J K L M identify parts of the face
(locations) that will be changed. The base symbols J C D
E I J can be optionally noted in combination with the side
modifiers. We consider the following modifiers, Y  , which
reduce the base symbol to more detailed parts of the face.
The meaning of these modifiers is the same as for locations
of the manual component. We can specify the non-manual
action for left, or right half of mouth, cheeks, eyebrows and
eyelids, and the upper or lower lip, the eyelid, or teeth. If
these modifies are not used then non-manual action will be
performed for both the left and right half of the face, or both
the upper and lower lip, or the eye lid.
For movements in the face, noted control symbol deter-
mines elementary movement whereby the shape of the face
is deformed. For this purpose, we propose to use sym-
bols for straight movements:    .... These symbols
determine 18 elementary movements to control the shift
of non-manual actions in 3D space. Furthermore the con-
trol symbol may be supplemented with the following mod-
ifiers: Æ Ç È É. The size of the non-manual action can be
distinguished in three levels: normal, small and large. A
modality of the movement may be normal, fast, or slow.
For example, "eyebrows go down and near" C, or "little
inflation of the right cheek" IYÆ.
2.3. Additional Movements of Mouth
For the mouth, we have three base symbols: J K L.
These symbols identify the part of the mouth which will
be moved. Furthermore, modifiers allow us to specify more
detailed positions. Basically the control symbol may have
the same use as the symbols for the straight movements
for the other parts of the face. We assume meaning of
these symbols as direction of a contraction of facial mus-
cles around the mouth as well as a complex articulatory
movement.
For the shape of lips, we use the base symbol J. The non-
manual action describes both mouthing (mouth pictures)
and mouth gestures. The shapes of lips for mouthing have
already been investigated. The studies confirm the use a
combination of three or four key shapes: lip opening, lip
protrusion, lip raising, and stretching the lips to the side.
A combination of these key shapes allows us to note any
form of mouthing. For this purpose, we propose simply
to use four symbols for straight movements: lip opening
, lip raising , lip protrusion  and lip stretch . The re-
maining symbols from this group determine other elemen-
tary actions applicable for the upper and lower lip or the
left and right side of the mouth. There are the directions:
up , down , diagonally up , diagonally down , etc.
If we do not use the side modifiers then control symbol
will have meaning for the right half of the mouth (domi-
nant hand) and the left side will be performed accordance
to the left/right symmetry.
For notation of tongue body, we use the base symbol K.
Again, we can determine its movement in three basic di-
rections: up/down, forward/backward, and left/right. The
last base symbol is L (teeth). This symbol is recommended
to use only for mouth patterns incorporating "uncovered
teeth". The rotation of the chin or lower teeth is implic-
itly included in the non-manual actions describing the lips
or tongue positions and does not need to be noted.
The symbols for the straight movements are not sufficient
for precise notation of all mouth patterns. Shapes of the
mouth often involve contact lips, teeth and tongue with each
other. We assume to use two base symbols and one connec-
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tion symbol Ñ (contact). The notation of such non-manual
action is intuitive, for example, the upper lip touches the
lower teeth JÑL. A mutual contact of the same sym-
bol has short notation JÑ rather than JÑJ. For slightly
opened teeth or lips, we use the shortcut notation of the
base and connection symbol Ð and the connection symbol
Ò for squeezed lips.
2.4. Usage of Non-manual Actions
The non-manual actions are placed before the manual com-
ponent, Figure 1. One non-manual action does not need to
be explicitly separated from other symbols. However the
notation of two or more non-manual actions has to be al-
ways enclosed in parentheses. A composition of several
non-manual actions allows us to notate more complex non-
manual signals (NMS). We assume the same expression as
in the manual component. We propose to use two types of
the composition. The first type is used for consecutive non-
manual actions in time. For this purpose, we have symbols
à á (parentheses). The non-manual actions are performed
consecutively in the order of their notation. The second
type is a composition of non-manual actions expressed si-
multaneously in time. We consider to use the symbols â ã
(brackets). In this case, all non-manual actions inside pro-
duce one fused NMS. Order of non-manual actions is not
important.
The combination of these types of composition allows us
to note the general NMS. NMS are expressed in parallel to
the manual component. Non-manual action begins at the
same moment as the movements of the manual component.
For example, contact of the lower lip and upper teeth /f/ fol-
lowed lip protrusion /o/ and simultaneously the head moved
slantingly downward and the hand moved in front of the
body is noted as: âàJÑLJá@0ã . Notations of the ba-
sic types of the non-manual components of the Czech sign
language originally expressed in SW are summarized in Ta-
ble 1.
YQ J JÑ
I âJJÆã JÒ
YI JÇ K
C JÇ JÑL
E J KÑL
J âJJÆã L
Table 1: Notations of the non-manual component of the
Czech sign language, the left column is SignWriting, right
column proposed HamNoSys equivalents.
3. Technical Aspects of Non-manual Actions
Technical aspects take into an account problems of the con-
version of NMS to the computer animation. Non-manual
actions for body joints are expressed by a skeleton structure
of the animation model. The principle is same as for the
manual component. The animation technique for the face
is different. A shape of the face can be created by morph
targets, pseudo-muscle actions, control points on the face,
or a muscle model (Parke and Waters, 2008). We consider
here the shape of the face and tongue as morph targets and
the lower teeth as rotation of the rigid body.
3.1. Rules and Rule Actions
The principle of the conversion technique was introduced
for the manual component (Krnˇoul et al., 2008). The
schema of the conversion is in Figure 2. This technique
automatically carries out the syntactic analysis and creates
the parse tree only for the structurally correct entry. Termi-
nal nodes of tree load attributes of particular HNS symbols
(descriptors of the symbol). The conversion technique pro-
cesses the parse tree and reduces its size. Parsing rules join
leaf nodes to the parent nodes. Rule actions of the parent
nodes integrate attributes from all symbols of the relevant
subtree. Next rule actions convert attributes to key frames.
The key frames are transformed to the animation frames in
accordance with the types and timing of the notated move-
ments.
Figure 2: A schema of the conversion system.
The extension of the conversion technique about the new
rules and rule actions allows us to accept the input HNS
string with non-manual actions. New rules provide the split
of parse tree into the manual and non-manual sub-tree, Fig-
ure 3. Furthermore rule actions distinguish whether a sym-
bol in the non-manual sub-tree is treated as the base sym-
bol, control symbol, or modifier. The processing of the
non-manual sub-tree again takes place in two stages and
following order: processing of attributes and processing of
animation frames, see Figure 3.
Figure 3: Structure of the parse tree.
The processing of whole non-manual sub-tree precedes the
conversion of the manual sub-tree because the animation
frames of non-manual actions should be used for the loca-
tion of the hands. The animation frame consists of two new
vectors: a joint vector and a morph vector. The first one has
size 3xN , where N is the number of joints of the skeleton
allocated for the non-manual actions. The second one has a
size 1xM and stores the morph weights. M is the number
of all considered morph targets.
3.2. Rotations of Joints
The transformation of the non-manual action for rotations
of joints is completely solved by the rule actions. The ro-
tation of chest, shoulders, the head and eyes must be eval-
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uated individually respecting the geometry of these body
parts. For example, the rule action for the chest or head de-
termines rotations individually for each vertebra. The same
control symbols in the manual sub-tree are used for the di-
rection of the fingers (a rotation of wrist) and have attribute
"Orientation" (Krnˇoul et al., 2008). Rather than to intro-
duce a new attributes specifically for these non-manual ac-
tions, we take an advantage of this attribute for non-manual
action. The rule action transfers values of the attribute to
proper rotations in the joint vector. To achieve a realistic
eye animation, we have to consider both eye gaze and de-
formations around the eyes. Therefore, the relevant rule
action creates nonzero weight of relevant morph target and
puts it to the morph vector.
3.3. Morph Targets
The combination of modifiers, base and control symbols
defines a list of morph targets. For this purpose, it is ad-
visable to use specialized software (e.g. Poser). The task
of rule actions is to determine the type of the morph target
and its size. We propose to use one morph target for one
non-manual action. Any decomposition of this morph tar-
get to the sum of two or more smaller morph targets may be
considered for an efficient storage of the animation model
and rapid rendering.
The processing of symbols has to identify what morph tar-
get is noted. In contrast to rotation of joints, the number
of all possible combination of morph targets is very large
and a definition of different rule actions loses generality.
We propose to extend the description of the symbol by one
new attribute "MorphName". The value of this attribute is
expected in the definition of control symbol, base symbol,
modifiers and connection symbols. Only one rule action
processes this attribute to the final name of a morph target,
for example: "Right_Cheek_RightMove". In addition, the
rule action converts the final name of a morph target to the
index, determines the size of processed non-manual action
and adds all to the morph vector.
3.4. Processing of Animation Frames
All movements in the face are static gestures that are rep-
resented by only one key frame. Two and more key frames
in the parallel are processed as the sum of vectors. If non-
manual action describes the movement of joint then the rule
action will create more key frames (such as head move-
ment from side to side). Finally we assume an interpola-
tion technique to get the animation frames in between the
key frames. An illustration of two NMS is in Figure 4.
4. Conclusions
The article addressed the issues of notation non-manual sig-
nals (NMS) of the sign language and automatic conversion
of NMS to 3D animation. For the notation purpose, we con-
sider the Hamburg Sign Language Notation system. First,
non-manual actions are determined by combination of el-
ementary rotations of joints of the upper body and move-
ments in the face. We assume the same symbols and mean-
ing used for the notation of the manual component. For
rotations of joints, location symbols are combined with the
direction symbols. Movements in the face are described by
Figure 4: The illustration of NMS consisting of following
non-manual actions: àâ@0DIãâDÆJãá (in Poser 8).
the symbols for the location in combination with the sym-
bols for straight movements. The entry of non-manual ac-
tions has a general scope and we are not restricted to pre-
defined NMS.
Furthermore, the conversion of NMS to computer anima-
tion is discussed. First, it summarizes the conversion algo-
rithm originally designed for the manual component. An
extension of the algorithm is described to allow process-
ing of both manual and non-manual components. The con-
version of the notation of an eye contact is not yet pro-
posed. We expect, this will be solved in the future in re-
lation with the more general issue of synchronization of the
sign speech components.
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Abstract
Building sign language written corpora may, combined with video corpora, provide richer sign language research frameworks. Tools
that allow direct sign language writing could increase sign language corpora availability significantly. Here, adaptation of a free efficient
computer entry system to allow sign writing is presented.
1. Introduction
Most sign language corpora projects are based in video
recordings and their annotation. Although such corpora re-
sources have proven their importance they have almost only
gloss notation for annotating the videos and rarely provide
direct entry for form aspects of sign languages. Building
sign language written corpora may, combined with video
corpora linguistics, provide richer sign language research
frameworks.
Video corpora annotation resources are not always avail-
able for production1 and post-production2 of such videos
and later annotation. Providing tools that allow building
corpora from direct writing could increase qualified sign
language data sets size significantly. Such tools would also
improve the meaningfulness of sign language corpora once
those would be written by sign language users, mostly deaf.
Here an adaptation of an efficient computer entry system to
allow sign language direct writing is presented. The follow-
ing sections introduce predictive writing systems, the tool
chosen to be used as a sign language writing tool, the sign
language notation and technologies used for the adaptation.
Then we report on the current status of the project as well
as on future work.
2. Efficient and predictive entry systems
The Human-Computer Interaction research field has
achieved important results in a wide variety of input, out-
put and presentation technologies for writing; entry; script,
video and audio recognition and many other alternate forms
of interaction. There are several entry systems made target-
ing accessibility and higher efficiency(in general or for spe-
cific purposes). Some adopt different layout approaches,
others implement inference predictions to speed up writing,
novel devices bring approaches that (solely or combined)
apply touch, multi-touch, gestures, pressure sensors, video-
capture and other techniques. Since inference has become
a feature used on a daily basis through mobile phones and
mobile computing devices, we present here a discussion on
how to implement a novel interface with inference for Sign
Language Writing.
1camera, experienced signers and time
2annotation software, skillful annotation individuals, disk
space for video storage and -more- time
2.1. Dasher
Dasher (Ward et al., 2000) is an information-efficient text-
entry interface, driven by natural continuous pointing ges-
tures. It is designed to be an alternative entry system when
a keyboard is not available or cannot be used. Particularly
Figure 1: A dasher example. Writing “idea” in English
in cases when a small, mobile device is used to write infor-
mation or when motionally-impaired computer users may
not be able to use a full-sized keyboard.
Amongst the reasons to choose dasher, three are remark-
able:
1. Dasher uses continuous gestures movements of a
pointing device to “dive” into the symbols.
2. Dasher uses inference based on language model built
up from a training text. Using the system increases its
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quality. (Each writing is appended to the training text.)
3. Dasher is distributed under a Free Software License
(no patents, no royalties,no license cost, and source
code available for further developments) (FSF, 1991).
These characteristcs suggest that Sign Language users
would benefit from using dasher because reason 1 helps in
sticking to a gesture approach for expression rather than
switching to some sort of keyboard approach. The “div-
ing” metaphor also allows users to have direct access to the
whole Sign-Symbol-Sequence without having to fall back
on symbol palettes or key-stroke combinations. The grow-
ing training text referred as the second reason improves pre-
diction and enlarges its corpus. Such corpora based pre-
dictions are continuously adapting themselves to its users.
There are reports that show that with prediction, dasher
is even faster than a virtual keyboard (Ward and MacKay,
2002) or modified keyboard layouts. The tird reason allows
researchers, users and hackers to access the software source
code for debugging, feature improvements or new develop-
ments.
In figure 1 we see an example of dasher zooming predic-
tion. As the user selects a letter from the word been writ-
ten(“Idea”, in the example), dasher zooms into the most
likely letters to follow the previously selected ones(the con-
text). The more a letter is likely to occur in the con-
text3, the bigger its size gets. In figure 1, after have se-
lected the sequence “I”, “d”, “e” the more likely letters are
“n”(for “Identity”, “Identical”...), “a”(for “Idea”, “Ideal”,
“Ideas”...) and so forth.
Dasher is available for use in dozens of languages. Using
the application to write in any of those languages requires
the user to set up an alphabet definition(that tells dasher
which characters are valid and should be recognised in the
chosen language) and a training text(a sort of corpus) writ-
ten in that language.
3. Adapting Dasher for Sign language input
Agreeing with usefulness requirements as suggested
by(Vettori et al., 2004), the choice of a sign language no-
tation and an entry system to investigate the benefits of in-
ference prediction in sign writing would have to fulfill the
needs of both sign language researchers and users or, at
least, try to do so. In addition to dasher(which is avail-
able or distributed within all major GNU/Linux distribu-
tions), we’ve chosen SignWriting as notational system be-
cause it is a broadly known notation after decades of us-
age and because it is used by some local deaf communi-
ties. Furthermore, SignWriting has an XML representa-
tion(SWML(Costa, 2009), (Costa and Dimuro, 2003)) that
allows to interchange data with other SignWriting based
tools.
We’ve assumed that LIBRAS4 has entropy comparable to
written English, for simplicity reasons. An alphabet defini-
tion mapping SWMA2004 to Unicode glyphs was built and
adaptations were made to the dasher source code to support
3According to the inference based on language model built up
from the training text
4Brazillian Sign Language
this notation. A TrueType font to render signwriting sym-
bols was compiled. A training text(in SWML), composed
of children tales with restricted context and lexicon, was
loaded as initial corpus.
Figure 2: “idea” in LIBRAS SignWriting notation
While for spoken languages the dasher diving canvas
presents a linear character set(a to Z plus numbers and
punctuation) as seen in figure1, for signwriting use, the div-
ing canvas was modified to match an alphabet definition to
present a nested character set so that the user may dive into
category, then group, choose the symbol in the next level
and keep diving through variation, fill, and rotation to com-
pletely define the symbol to use.
Figure 3: Writing “idea” in LIBRAS
4. Discussion, Conclusions and future work
A small group of occasional SignWriting users with vary-
ing signwriting skills were asked to perform writing tests.
Results currently suggest a promising writing speed curve.
Error rate results are inconclusive(as users performs more
tests, some have increasing error rate while others have
decreasing rates). Original output of dasher written
texts, linear/left-to-right/top-down5, remains currently un-
changed for signwriting in the present work. The task of
recognising if written sign matches the intended one re-
lies on user experience with signwriting and knowledge
5minor settings (as right-to-left) allowed
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of LIBRAS. Error rates can be further investigated either
by defining and running larger writing experiments or by
defining an alternative to overcome the problem of linear
output of dasher written texts. The alternatives may ad-
dress issues by using matching algorithms. Through this
framework, we suggest that using inference for Sign Lan-
guage entry systems can speed up writing considerably. Im-
proving text entry Efficiency for Sign Language may bene-
fit not only research but also practitioners allowing them
to access communication tools with more efficient writing
and exchangeable format so they would be able, for in-
stance, to use animated web instant messaging communi-
cation(Denardi et al., 2006).
The mentioned issues address several areas for future work,
including address the spatial nature of SignWriting nota-
tion Vs. the linear writing offered by dasher; the unset-
tled SignSpelling that allows sign lexicographic ordering
and searching should be studied in order to determine if it
should be forced or corpora growth would lead to a long-
term settling. The investigation can be reproduced using
other notational system such as HamNoSys(Schmaling and
Hanke, 2001), (Prillwitz and et al., 1987) , ELiS(Estelita,
2008) or Stokoe(Stokoe, 1960)(Stokoe et al., 1965)or even
other Sign Language notations.
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Abstract 
AVATecH (Advancing Video/Audio Technology in Humanities Research) is a project in which two Fraunhofer Institutes and two Max 
Planck Institutes collaborate in order to promote the development and application of technology for semi-automatic annotation of 
digital audio and video recordings. One of the aims of the AVATecH project is to implement algorithms that allow for the automatic or 
semi-automatic creation of pre-annotations for the video corpora, hence reducing the time needed to perform the manual annotation 
task. Due to the huge size of the corpora, and the extreme variety of the video content, the algorithms developed need to be fast, 
efficient and robust. In this paper we will present some of the algorithms currently under development, the modifications applied in 
order to get them working with large video corpora and how the results of the annotations are stored, as well as how they can be 
integrated in ELAN annotation software.  
 
 
1. Problem definition 
In humanities research for psycho-linguistics, very large 
video corpora are available in order to investigate many 
different kinds of research topics such as relation between 
spoken language and gestures or preserving endangered 
languages. To evaluate the huge amount of video in the 
most efficient manner, meaningful annotations for the 
entire collection are required. These annotations should 
be of sufficient quality to both enable the user to gain an 
overview of the contents, as well as select and access 
important parts of the content quickly. One of the aims of 
the AVATecH project is to implement algorithms that 
allow for the automatic or semi-automatic creation of 
pre-annotations for the video corpora, hence reducing the 
time needed to perform the manual annotation task. 
Although the use of video analysis tools for automatic 
annotation has been a research field for many years, two 
aspects are different to common approaches. Due to the 
huge size of the corpora (approx. 30 TB), the algorithms 
need to be fast and efficient. Another important challenge 
is the diversity of the content. Though the most common 
case is that of persons being captured, almost any scenario 
can happen. Hence, very general, but also robust 
approaches need to be developed in order for the 
algorithms to be actually helpful in retrieving information 
out of the videos. A careful evaluation of robustness 
versus analysis quality needs to be taken into account. The 
almost arbitrary nature of the content does not allow an 
application of standard methods developed in the field of 
sign language recognition. 
2. Video analysis algorithms 
During the design of the algorithms for video analysis the 
focus was mainly on the efficiency and the robustness of 
the solution. Efficient algorithms allow for faster 
automatic annotation, while robustness guarantees that 
meaningful annotations can be achieved for the majority 
of the content in the corpora. The design of algorithms 
that can perform well in many different scenarios (in the 
subset of corpora used for testing there are videos shoot in 
interview rooms, in restaurant, in small villages, in 
conference rooms, each of them with a different number 
of people represented) is the main guideline used to adapt 
existing solutions to the specific problem and to develop 
completely new approaches to the problem. The 
algorithms are designed to work in a fully automatic way, 
i.e. without the need for human interaction, in order to 
guarantee the possibility to use scripts to run the program 
on multiple files. The implementation is done using a 
highly modular structure, so that future algorithms can be 
seamlessly integrated in the current framework, using the 
results provided by the previous detectors. 
2.1 Shot boundary detection 
Shots consist of the video frames that have been 
continuously recorded with a single camera operation, 
and therefore represent the basic unit of a video. Since 
different shots refer to different camera operations, all of 
the detectors work on a shot basis. The tool developed in 
(Petersohn, 2004) was used as shot boundary detector, 
with few changes to the I/O interface. The shot boundary 
detector also retrieves the position of sub-shots inside of a 
shot. Sub-shots are defined as a sequence of consecutive 
frames showing one event or part thereof taken by a single 
camera act in one setting with only a small change in 
visual content. The detection of sub-shots has proved to 
be useful for the development of the other detectors. 
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A wrapper was added to the shot boundary detector, in 
order to make it work with all the types of video format 
used in the corpora and to provide a uniform, human 
readable and easy to parse XML output. Since all of the 
video in the corpora are unedited (and therefore there are 
neither fades nor wipes), only hard cuts are detected in 
order to improve the efficiency of the algorithm. The 
program runs faster than real-time, processing about 80 
frames per second on standard definition videos. 
2.2 Key-frames extraction 
Because of the huge amount of data, it is extremely 
important to provide the user the possibility to efficiently 
browse the content of the videos. Since watching each 
video in the corpora would require hundreds of hours, the 
best option is to select an adequate number of images to 
represent all the content of a video. 
The simplest (and somewhat obvious) approach is to 
extract an image every n frames, but it can lead to miss 
some important information or, on the other hand, 
extracting lots of almost identical images, when the scene 
is static and few changes happen. The new approach is to 
use the results of the shot-cut detection algorithm, 
extracting an image every time a new sub-shot is detected. 
An additional image is extracted at the midpoint of a shot, 
to ensure that every shot in the video is represented by at 
least one image. With this approach, all the relevant 
information in a video is captured. Various options allow 
the user to decide the quality and the size of the output 
images. A typical use case (see Figure 1 for an example) 
is to save the images as compressed thumbnails, allowing 
the user to grasp the content of the whole video with just a  
few glimpses. 
The execution is usually five to ten times faster than 
real-time. 
2.3 Global motion detection 
The motion inside of a shot is another useful feature that 
can provide plenty of information to the user. An accurate 
motion analysis allows distinguishing between different 
types of video content. For example, an interview will 
have a static camera and a low amount of total movement 
inside the scene, while the video of a carnival will have 
lots of pans (i.e. camera motion) and motion inside of the 
scene. Further than that, an accurate motion analysis can 
provide helpful information for many other detectors. 
The algorithm performs then a frame-based motion 
analysis and detects when global motion (pan or tilt) 
occurs inside of a shot. Our work is based on the Hybrid 
Recursive Matching algorithm (Atzpadin, Kauff & 
Schreer, 2004). For each frame in the shot, it extracts a 
motion map, representing the motion of a grid of pixels 
inside of the frame. The absolute value (i.e. the speed, 
calculated as L
2
 norm) and the orientation are then 
computed, in order to obtain a vector field representing 
the total motion for that particular frame. An analysis of 
the motion map allows then to distinguish between 
camera motion and motion inside of the scene. This is 
particularly useful because in this way other than 
detecting camera motion, there is also the possibility to 
compensate motion when, as done in different detectors, 
moving objects inside of the scene needs to be tracked. 
Once the motion for each frame in the shot has been 
analyzed, a post-processing step is performed, in order to 
reduce the fragmentation of the results. This step is 
necessary because the algorithm detects all kind of 
camera movements (even very short ones, e.g. when the 
person shooting the videos is adjusting the camera), while 
most of the time the user is interested only in longer 
camera movements. There is a set of parameters that can 
be tweaked by the user so that he can choose whether to 
have a very detailed but fragmented motion analysis or a 
coarser but less fragmented one. At the end of the 
algorithm a list of the camera motions occurring in each 
shot is obtained, with initial and final frame, as well as the 
direction of motion. 
Working with standard definition video and taking motion 
vectors every 8x8 pixel, the program is able to process 
about 30 frames per second, slightly faster than real-time. 
2.4 Skin colour estimation 
In order to be able to successfully track objects inside of a 
scene the motion detector alone is not enough. To describe 
the object of interest other information needs to be 
extracted from the video. Since the user is typically 
interested in gesture annotation, it has been decided to 
focus on the detection and tracking of hands and heads. In 
order to perform the detection the first thing to do is skin 
colour estimation, that is to find the colour and luminance 
ranges that best represent the human skin. This is not an 
easy task, since for different videos skin is represented 
with different colours (skin colours vary depending on the 
person filmed, the luminance condition, the quality of the 
camera and other factors). Hence, the need is to develop 
an algorithm that allows accurate skin colour estimation 
without a-priori information. 
It was chosen to work with the YUV colour space, instead 
of the more common RGB, for two reasons: the first one 
is that, under equal conditions, the U and V component 
tend to be similar for all kind of people filmed (e.g. the 
skin colour component of a Caucasian person and that of 
an Asiatic person are similar). The second one is that the 
biggest amount of information is contained in the 
luminance component Y, allowing us to use sub-sampled 
version for the U and V colour components, hence 
Figure 1: Results of key-frames extraction tool. 
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reducing the amount of memory needed and speeding up 
the computation. 
The main goal of the skin colour estimation algorithm is 
then to narrow, for each one of the Y, U and V component, 
the range from [0...255] to the actual range corresponding 
to skin colour. An early, rough, estimation of the U and V 
ranges can be done by excluding the values that surely do 
not represent skin colour. Of course this narrowing 
operation is too approximate and must be further refined. 
To refine the U and V skin parameter estimation the 
results of the motion detector were used. In fact, it is 
assumed that the motion inside of a scene is most of the 
time due to the movement of a person, and therefore by 
identifying the motion inside a scene the presence of skin 
can be automatically identified as well. Of course there 
can be other moving objects in a scene, other than hands 
and heads, but these objects most of the time can be 
discarded since they are outside the colour ranges fixed 
before at the beginning of the motion analysis. 
By repeating this procedure for each frame in the shot it is 
possible to keep track of all the pixels in the shot that most 
likely represent skin. By representing all the pixel values 
in a histogram the desired colour range can then be 
identified with a high degree of precision. Figure 2 shows 
the histogram of the U values of the selected pixel for a 
shot: the highlighted range shows the interval that 
represents the skin range for this colour component. 
Once the estimation of the U and V colour components is 
done, a new processing step is performed in order to 
estimate the luminance component. The execution time, 
for standard definition video, is comparable to real-time. 
2.5 Hands and head detection and tracking 
Once the colour and luminance ranges representing skin 
have been estimated accurately, the detection and tracking 
of hands and heads in the video is performed. The first 
step of the detection process involves the search of seed 
points where the hands and heads regions most likely 
occur. Figure 3 shows how the seed points are selected: 
Histograms along the horizontal and vertical directions 
compute the number of pixels with luminance and colour 
values within the desired interval; the pixels where a 
maximum occur in both the directions are selected as seed 
points. 
Starting from the seed points a region growing algorithm 
is applied, that selects all the points in the neighbourhood 
within the colour and luminance ranges found in the 
previous step. For each region found a different label is 
applied, allowing us to track the movement of different 
regions along the timeline. Each region found is then 
approximated with an ellipse, characterized by the 
position of the centre, the orientation and the length of the 
axes. 
In Figure 4 the result of the detection is shown: the pixels 
marked as skin are highlighted, and the ellipses 
approximating the region found are shown. 
To discriminate between hands and heads a face detection 
algorithm (Viola & Jones, 2001) is applied and some basic 
geometric considerations (position of the heads, size of 
the region) are made in order to increase the robustness of 
the system. 
The tracking is performed by considering the change of 
orientation and position of the ellipses along the timeline. 
The execution time depends upon the number of objects 
tracked, but is usually 3 to 5 times faster than real-time.  
3. Annotation based on video analysis 
Each one of the tools developed produces as output an 
xml file. The xml schema defining the syntax of the 
output files is the same for each program, in order to 
simplify the integration of the different tools and the 
addition of new ones. 
For the shot boundary detection module the output xml 
contains a list of shot elements, each one of them has, as 
attributes, the start of the shot, the end of the shot and the 
position of the representative frame. Each shot element 
Figure 2: Histogram for U component. The range 
representing skin colour is highlighted 
Figure 3: Detection of seed points Figure 4: Hand and head tracking 
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can also have zero to many subshot children elements, 
specified by the relative representative frame. The 
subsequent annotation tools simply use the xml produced 
by the shot boundary detector as input, and add new 
children elements to each shot. The global motion 
detector adds motion elements, with attributes specifying 
the starting and ending frames, the type and the direction 
of motion. At last, the skin colour estimation tool adds one 
segmentation parameters element for each shot, with six 
attributes that specify the estimated intervals for the Y, U 
and V components. 
The results of the hand and head tracking tool are not yet 
propagated to the output xml file, since various output 
options are currently being examined and no definitive 
choice has been made. 
Below an example of a typical shot element, with all its 
child elements, is shown. 
 
<shot start="0" end="501" keyFrame="250"> 
  <subshots> 
    <additionalShot keyFrame="174"/> 
    <additionalShot keyFrame="217"/> 
    <additionalShot keyFrame="457"/> 
  </subshots> 
  <segmParams>124 133 134 81 10 16</segmParams> 
  <motion> 
    <cameraMotion direction="right" start="127" end="136"/> 
    <cameraMotion direction="right" start="158" end="162"/> 
    <cameraMotion direction="right" start="164" end="220"/> 
  </motion> 
</shot> 
A shot element produced by the detectors 
4. Integrating detectors in ELAN 
The annotation software ELAN 3.6 introduced a 
Recognizer API for extending the program with pattern 
recognition components. The first implementation had 
limited functionality and only offered support for audio 
recognizers. The first attempts to integrate audio detectors 
proved to be particularly useful and generated a list of 
new wishes and requirements. 
In the meantime, support for video recognizers has been 
added as well. To a large extend the interface for video 
recognizers follows the lines of that of audio recognizers, 
but the data structures for video differ slightly (no 
distinction between channels, provision for 2D area 
markers) and so does the user interface to interact with the 
recognizers. It is expected that more modifications of and 
extensions to the framework will prove necessary in the 
course of the project. 
It needs to be noted that integration in ELAN is just one of 
the ways in which detectors will be made available; other 
solutions are developed as well. In the case of recognizers 
that are not deployed as extension of ELAN, the resulting 
XML can be imported into ELAN. 
5. Future developments 
Future developments point in two different directions. On 
one hand there is the possibility to improve the current 
detectors by increasing the richness of semantics. One 
example is offered by the hand and head detection and 
tracking tool, for which it could be explored the 
possibility to map the tracked movement (e.g. rotation or 
movement in a certain direction) into actual hand gestures, 
in order to add to the framework gesture-recognition 
capabilities too. 
On the other hand there is the development of tools that 
can extract other features (for example, a tool for tracking 
of other objects inside of the scene, for the segmentation 
of the video to allow distinguishing between background 
and foreground, for the creation of summaries of the 
videos). 
6. Conclusion 
A new framework for automatic annotation was 
developed. The framework is designed to be as robust and 
efficient as possible. It implements algorithms for fast 
browsing of the video corpora, motion detection, hand 
and head detection and tracking. 
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Abstract 
The aim of this research is to establish the role of linguistic information in data-scarce statistical machine translation for sign languages 
using freely available tools. The main challenge in statistical machine translation is the scarcity of suitable data, and this problem 
becomes more pronounced in sign languages. The available corpora are small, usually not domain-specific, and their annotation 
conventions can vary considerably. Elaborating our own corpus is a very time-consuming task and the amount of data that we can 
obtain is even more reduced. Under these conditions, morpho-syntactic information helps to improve statistical machine translation 
results, but there are not linguistic processing tools for sign languages. We have managed to improve translations from Catalan to 
Catalan Sign Language by using factored models in an open source translation system with basic linguistic information such as the 
lemma or an annotation tier tag. Furthermore, this allows us to deal with sign language morphemes in a more systematic way.  
 
1. Introduction 
Nowadays, there is an increasing interest in data-driven 
approaches in machine translation (DDMT), either 
statistical (SMT) or example-based (EBMT): their 
development is less time-consuming and they are more 
scalable than rule-based approaches, although a 
considerable amount of data is required to create bilingual 
corpora. So, the main challenge is to set up a suitable 
parallel corpus large enough. Problems in SMT due to 
scarce resources, which are endemic in sign languages 
(SLs), have also been detected in oral languages (OLs). 
One of the suggested solutions to improve translation 
results is to use morpho-syntactic information (Nießen 
and Ney, 2004). This is a good solution if there are 
linguistic processing tools for the analysed languages: 
once more, SLs are at a disadvantage. However, these 
tools can be used for the OL corpus part, and other 
alternatives must be found for the SL analysis. In this 
work, we propose two solutions: the use of plain glosses 
as lemmas of inflected forms, and the use of annotation 
tier names as tags in a more syntactical approach. This 
linguistic information is integrated at the word level using 
factored models of Moses, an open source SMT system 
(Koehn et al., 2007). 
 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In 
section 2, we give a brief overview of related work in 
DDMT and the use of morpho-syntactic information. In 
section 3, we present our parallel corpus for the language 
pair Catalan and Catalan Sign Language (LSC). Section 4 
describes the experiments carried out and section 5 
discusses the results and evaluation. Finally, section 6 
outlines the main conclusions of the work. 
2. Related work 
As for sign language MT (SLMT), and as far as we are 
aware, there are four main research groups working on 
DDMT. Stein, Bungeroth and Ney (2006) use a 
phrase-based SMT system for the language pair German 
and German SL (DGS). The SL corpus is annotated with 
glosses, including all important grammar features. Their 
research is focused on morpho-syntactic pre and 
post-processing enhancement. In the pre-processing step, 
German is analysed by a parser, and part-of-speech (POS) 
information is used to transform nouns into stem forms, 
split compound words and delete German POS not used in 
DGS. In the post-processing step, marked positions of 
discourse entities are added from a database. Some 
deleted information about emphasis and comparative 
degree is added as well. Therefore, morpho-syntactic 
information is not used during the translation process. 
 
The research of Morrissey and Way (2007) focuses on 
EBMT. The ATIS corpus (Bungeroth et al., 2008) was 
translated from English to Irish SL (ISL) to be used as 
data set. The SL data are annotated with glosses but 
without non-manual or phonetic feature detail, and no 
morpho-syntactic information is used. 
 
The two aforementioned groups have collaborated in 
Stein et al. (2007) and Morrissey et al. (2007) to translate 
from SL to OL with SL recognition. Although their 
research does not focus on morpho-syntactic 
improvements in SLMT, some interesting issues are 
raised. The main one concerns the handicap of lacking SL 
parsers, since morpho-syntactic information usually 
reduces errors. However, the authors consider that adding 
features such as the hand tracking position in pointing 
signs is comparable to adding POS information. They also 
suggest that “other features are likely to improve the error 
rates as well and should be investigated further” (Stein et 
al., 2007). 
 
Su and Wu (2009) go beyond and use a treebank, a 
bilingual dictionary and a translation memory to convert 
the Chinese syntactic structure with thematic role 
information into the corresponding structure in Taiwanese 
SL. Thematic roles also allow them to deal with 
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agreement verbs by identifying verb arguments and 
providing movement directions. However, the authors 
highlight that the proposed system hardly deals with 
non-manual features, although this issue would be the 
next step in their research. 
 
San-Segundo et al. (2008) work on speech recognition 
and MT from Spanish to Spanish SL (LSE). They 
compare a rule-based MT system with a SMT system. The 
rule-based system obtains the best results: on one hand, 
the restricted domain (a service for renewing identity 
cards) makes it possible to develop a complete set of rules 
with reasonable efforts, and on the other hand, the 
statistical system cannot be trained properly due to the 
reduced amount of data. They also collaborated with the 
Aachen group (D'Haro et al., 2008) to improve the sign 
language model using information retrieval from the Web. 
3. Corpus 
Nowadays, there is not any available corpus in LSC which 
could be used for MT, so we have created a small corpus 
on the weather report domain. This is a restricted domain 
with a limited vocabulary that allows us to obtain 
reasonable results with scarce resources. The original 
Catalan texts were retrieved from the Catalan Weather 
Service website (Servei Meteorològic de Catalunya1) and 
translated by a native Deaf signer. Catalan sentences were 
analysed with the freely accessible tagger CatCG2 (Alsina 
et al., 2002) to obtain lemmas and POS, and they were 
manually revised. The recorded LSC sentences were 
annotated with iLex (Hanke & Storz, 2008), which allows 
a greater control over the annotation process thanks to its 
lexical database. 
 
We were especially interested in morphemes containing 
adverbial and aspectual information. In order to 
systematically annotate these linguistic features, the gloss 
tier contains plain glosses, which we will consider 
lemmas, and there are separated tiers for mouth 
morphemes and for movement morphemes. Regarding 
annotation, the currently available guidelines (Neidle, 
2002; Nonhebel, Crasborn & van der Kooij, 2004) do not 
offer a suitable description for the analysed LSC 
morphemes, so specific tags have been created. However, 
the important thing is not the tag assigned, but the fact that 
morphemes are individualised and classified. 
 
We made two sets from the annotation files. Both sets 
have added factors with linguistic information, but they 
differ in SL morphemes representation. In set 1, 
morphemes are attached to glosses and the lemma is a 
factor, represented by the plain gloss. In set 2, morphemes 
are independent tokens and the added factor is the 
annotation tier name. It can be seen in the next example, 
where the vertical bar separates factors, ct stands for the 
mouth morpheme cheeks puffed and tense, and f stand for 
                                                          
1http://www.meteo.cat/mediamb_xemec/servmet/index.html 
2
 http://www.glicom.upf.edu/projectes/catcg 
the movement morpheme fast movement. This example 
means 'heavy rain': 
 
 Set 1:    RAIN:ct:f|RAIN 
 Set 2:    RAIN|gloss    ct|mouth    f|movement 
 
Statistics of the bilingual corpus are shown in Table 1. 
Notice that there are not lemmas in set 2 because there is 
not form variation. 
 
  Catalan LSC (Set 1) LSC (Set 2) 
Training 
 Sentences 153 
 Running words 1967 1520 1930 
 Vocabulary 282 220 182 
 Lemmas 241 162 n/a 
 Singleton words 87 77 50 
 Singleton lemmas 66 46 n/a 
Test 
 Sentences 46 
 Running words 449 376 479 
 Vocabulary 164 130 116 
 Lemmas 146 102 n/a 
 Singleton words 88 64 45 
 Singleton lemmas 70 41 n/a 
 OOV words 10 5 2 
 OOV lemmas 7 2 n/a 
 
Table 1: Statistics of the bilingual corpus with two 
annotation sets for Catalan Sign Language (LSC). 
4. Experiments 
The system used is Moses (Koehn et al., 2007), an open 
source toolkit for SMT. Moses relies on SRILM (Stolcke, 
2002) to create language models (LM) of the target 
language, and on GIZA++ (Och & Ney, 2003) for the 
alignment process. This system enables the integration of 
additional information at the word level using factored 
models. As for the OL, we use the lemma and the POS as 
added factors. As for the SL, the added factor is the 
lemma in set 1, and the annotation tier in set 2, as 
mentioned in the previous section. 
 
In previous tests, we noticed that using a smaller training 
set plus a development set to tune the translation models 
gives worse results than using a bigger training set 
without tuning, probably due to the small amount of data. 
In the end we decided to train and tune the system with the 
whole training set in order to optimize the results. The LM 
was also improved by considering all the available 
sentences of the training and test sets. It is important to 
highlight that the system creates one LM for each factor of 
the target language. The built LMs are based on tri-grams. 
 
Given that the aim of these experiments is to evaluate the 
role of linguistic information, the factors of source and 
target languages are combined in different ways.  As for 
the source language, translations are from: form, lemma, 
form + lemma, lemma + POS, form + lemma + POS. As 
for the target language, translations are to: form, form + 
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factor (lemma or annotation tier). Altogether, there are ten 
translations per set. 
5. Results 
5.1 Machine evaluation 
All the translations have been evaluated with the NIST 
and BLEU metrics, as can be seen in Table 2. The most 
relevant fact is that translations with an added factor for 
the target language (set b) are considerably better than 
translations to only the target form (set a). As for the 
source language factors, it is not always clear that they 
can improve the translation. Differences between set 1 
and set 2 depend on factors as well, and the two metrics 
are not always coherent. 
 
  
Set 1 Set 2 
NIST BLEU NIST BLEU 
Set a 
F F 5.0682 0.4427 5.2071 0.3967 
L F 5.6373 0.4958 5.3476 0.4307 
F+L F 5.5198 0.4700 5.2515 0.3908 
L+POS F 5.7826 0.5059 5.2255 0.3939 
F+L+POS F 5.4497 0.4596 5.4658 0.4378 
Set b 
F F+AF 6.8178 0.6294 6.3251 0.6951 
L F+AF 6.6842 0.6373 6.3809 0.7245 
F+L F+AF 6.8968 0.6271 6.1389 0.6783 
L+POS F+AF 6.5717 0.6172 6.4224 0.7111 
F+L+POS F+AF 6.9004 0.6234 6.4110 0.7143 
 
Table 2: Machine evaluation results. 
(F = form, L = lemma, AF = added factor) 
 
In subset 1a, the worst results are for translations from the 
surface form, and the maximum improvement is of 0.7144 
in NIST and 0.0632 in BLEU by using the lemma and the 
POS. The second best score is for translations from the 
lemma. Nevertheless, if the three factors are used (form + 
lemma + POS), the second worst result is obtained. On the 
other hand, in subset 2a, the latter combination is the best, 
and the second best score is again for the lemma. The 
differences among the other three options are rather low. 
The score variability in subset 2a is of 0.2587 in NIST and 
0.0470 in BLEU. In general, scores are better in subset 1a 
than in subset 2a. 
 
In subset 1b, the worst results are for translations from the 
lemma and the POS. In the other cases, the metrics are not 
coherent. In NIST, the best scores are for (in this order): 
form + lemma + POS, form + lemma, form, lemma. In 
BLEU, the order is inverted. The score variability is of 
0.3287 in NIST and 0.0201 in BLEU. In subset 2b, 
translations from form + lemma obtain the worst results, 
followed by translations from only the form. The best 
scores in NIST are for lemma + POS, form + lemma + 
POS and lemma. In BLEU, for lemma, form + lemma + 
POS and lemma + POS. The score variability is of 0.2835 
in NIST and 0.0462 in BLEU. Within the set b, NIST 
scores are higher in subset 1b, while BLEU scores are 
higher in subset 2b. 
 
While the maximal improvement by combining source 
factors has been of 0.7144 in NIST and 0.0632 in BLEU, 
the improvement by adding one target factor has been of 
0.7891-1.7496 in NIST and 0.1113-0.3172 in BLEU. This 
is probably due to the fact that the system has two related 
LMs, which improves the quality of the target sentences, 
although the LM had already been optimized. 
Considering these results, the improvement of the LM 
seems to be more important than the improvement of the 
translation model. In addition, it is difficult to find clear 
patterns for the role of source factors in the translation 
process. 
5.2 Human evaluation 
Unfortunately, it was not possible to conduct a human 
evaluation by native Deaf signers. Nevertheless, it is 
interesting to analyse some translation results in order to 
clarify the role of source factors and the differences 
between set 1 and set 2. Four translations were chosen: 
form  form, form + lemma + POS  form, form  
form + factor, form + lemma + POS  form + factor.  We 
evaluated the sentences from 1 (wrong) to 5 (correct) and 
we noticed than 27 sentences had been correctly 
translated in all the cases. These sentences fulfil two 
conditions: they have been seen in the training set and 
their length is equal or lower than 10 words. As their 
translation difficulty is low, we will analyse the other 19 
sentences, 3 of which are seen sentences longer than 10 
words and 16 are not seen sentences. The number of 
sentences for each score and the average per sentence are 
shown in Table 3.  
 
    Score 
    5 4 3 2 1 Average 
Set 1 
F  F 3 4 6 5 1 3.11 
F+L+POS  F 5 1 8 5 0 3.32 
F  F+AF 4 2 8 5 0 3.26 
F+L+POS  F+AF 5 4 6 4 0 3.53 
Set 2 
F  F 3 0 4 9 3 2.53 
F+L+POS  F 1 5 5 7 1 2.89 
F  F+AF 1 1 6 9 2 2.47 
F+L+POS  F+AF 3 4 7 4 1 3.21 
 
Table 3: Human evaluation results by number of 
sentences for each score. 
(F = form, L = lemma, AF = added factor) 
 
Concerning the differences between the two sets, the 
scores of set 1 are clearly higher than the corresponding 
ones of set 2. We have noticed that set 2 has more 
syntactic errors due to incorrect positions assigned to 
morphemes and to wrong gloss-morpheme combinations. 
As for the factors considered, the best results are obtained 
with all of the factors of both languages. It is important to 
highlight that the improvement by adding the source 
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factors is higher than that by adding the target factor, 
contrary to what machine evaluation shows. 
6. Conclusions 
Although a complete human evaluation by native Deaf 
signers would be necessary, we can assert that factored 
models with linguistic information for both source and 
target languages improve the results of statistical SLMT. 
Regarding the SL, complex morpho-syntactic analyses 
are not indispensable, but simple information from 
annotation files can be used in an efficient way. 
Furthermore, this allows us to deal with SL morphemes, 
which are usually ignored in SLMT. The analysis of the 
results shows that the best solution of the two proposals is 
to attach morphemes to glosses and to use plain glosses as 
lemmas, which are used as added factors. The other 
solution, considering morphemes as independent tokens, 
can generate additional syntactic errors. 
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Abstract 
This paper presents elicitation tasks and materials designed for the Dicta-Sign project. Within the framework of the project, sign 
language corpora are being compiled for four European sign languages. The aim for the data collection was to achieve as high a 
level of naturalness as can be achieved with semi-spontaneous utterances under lab conditions. Therefore, informants were filmed in 
pairs interacting with each other. With respect to parallelisability, elicitation tasks had to be designed that result in semantically close 
answers without predetermining the choice of vocabulary and grammar. The tasks developed for this purpose cover different 
interaction formats ranging from monologues to sequences of very short turns, also with different levels of predictability. The 
materials designed as well as experiences gained adjusting and using the material for Dicta-Sign’s different target languages are 
illustrated in this paper. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
The Dicta-Sign project, which started in January 2009, 
has the major objective to enable communication bet-
ween Deaf individuals by promoting the development of 
natural human computer interfaces for Deaf users. It will 
research and develop recognition and synthesis systems 
for sign languages at a level of detail necessary for 
recognising and generating authentic signing. Research 
outcomes will be integrated in three laboratory 
prototypes:  
• A Search-by-Example Interface to a Multilingual 
Lexical Database  
• A domain-specific Sign-Language-to-Sign-Language 
Translator  
• A Sign-Wiki (a signing avatar presenting the infor-
mation). 
 
Dicta-Sign deals with four European sign languages: 
British Sign Language (BSL), German Sign Language 
(DGS), Greek Sign Language (GSL) and French Sign 
Language (LSF). As one of the first steps, sign language 
video corpora have to be compiled for all of the target 
languages consisting of about 5 hours of annotated video 
per language. In the currently ongoing data collection 
Deaf informants are filmed in pairs, with each recording 
session lasting about two hours. Elicitation tasks and 
materials were developed specifically for the project’s 
purpose, aiming at building corpora parallelised as much 
as possible.  
2. Corpus Content 
Parallel corpus collection for sign languages has so far 
been undertaken only in minimal sizes or for spoken 
language simultaneously interpreted into several sign 
languages, but not for semi-spontaneous signing by 
native signers. The “oral” nature of sign language as well 
as the risk of influences from written majority languages 
complicate the collection of parallel corpora. In fact, 
corpus planning needs to balance between naturalness of 
the data to be collected and the degree of parallelisability 
of the data across languages. The decision taken for 
Dicta-Sign was to aim at as high a level of naturalness as 
can be achieved with semi-spontaneous utterances under 
lab conditions. One key point here was to film Deaf 
informants in pairs, interacting with each other. With 
respect to parallelisability, elicitation tasks had to be 
designed that result in semantically close answers 
without predetermining the choice of vocabulary and 
grammar.  
 
The domain selected for Dicta-Sign is travel across 
Europe. This is a domain of interest for Deaf people, and 
it combines general knowledge with personal experi-
ences. On the sign language side, this domain offers 
great potential to elicit signing space construction in 
various dimensions for all of the target languages, but 
also allows for elicitation formats coming close to the 
goal of a parallel corpus. 
The elicitation tasks are targeted towards a session length 
of about two hours. With a target number of sessions of 
eight (i.e. sixteen informants) for each target language, 
this will result in video material well beyond the target 
size of the corpus (i.e. 5 hours from 10 different signers 
per language). While it is highly unlikely that all 
recordings can be annotated later in the project, this 
approach also leaves room to exclude parts of the corpus 
data if needed.1 
 
                                                           
1 This might become necessary for a number of reasons, e.g. 
one of the informants revealed very private personal 
experiences that he or she later prefers to be excluded from the 
corpus to become publicly available, or it turns out that an 
informant’s language fluency is not as expected. Also, the size 
leaves more flexibility in choosing data regarding the 
parallelisability of the corpus. 
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3. Tasks and Materials 
Based on experiences gained from elicitation of spoken 
languages (see e.g. Gass & Mackey, 2007) as well as 
signed languages (for a recent survey, see Hong et al., 
2009), a variety of tasks was designed for the Dicta-Sign 
corpus elicitation. The tasks cover different interaction 
formats ranging from monologues to sequences of very 
short turns, also with different levels of predictability. 
They include communication for transport by different 
means and contexts as well as related personal 
experiences. The elicitation materials are of different 
media formats and at various levels of complexity. In 
each session ten different tasks are to be performed, each 
of them planned to have a duration of about five to ten 
minutes, thereby switching roles between the informants 
several times during a recording session. Descriptions of 
the tasks as well as examples of the materials are given 
below. 
3.1 Route Description 
Two of the tasks developed for the Dicta-Sign corpus are 
based on maps. It was first considered to use an 
adaptation of the task described for the HCRC Map Task 
Corpus (cf. Anderson et al., 1991). However, pretests 
revealed problems arising from the visuo-spatial 
modality of sign languages: Instead of providing 
domain-specific vocabulary (i.e. describing the route), 
informants made extensive (analogue) use of the signing 
space. Moreover, informants had to focus strongly on the 
map provided which resulted in a reduction of eye 
contact between the dialogue partners. Another problem 
occurred due to the design as a dialogue task: The 
information follower needs to use a pencil and starts 
signing while holding it, which makes the data largely 
unusable. A task design that provides the required 
vocabulary but focuses on monologue data was therefore 
required. In order to avoid the problems found, a 
different Map task was therefore developed for the 
Dicta-Sign elicitation as described below. 
3.1.1  City Map 
Based on a map provided, one of the informants has to 
describe a walk through the city and to name several 
landmarks. The map includes streets of different sizes, a 
footpath, bridges, traffic lights, pedestrian crossings and 
a roundabout. The informant serving as the information 
giver has a route marked on her/his map as well as 
several landmarks (e.g. camping site, café, post office, 
Deaf club, etc.). For the information follower a map is 
provided on paper which has a numbered list of the same 
landmarks on the side of the map but no route. Taking 
off from the starting point marked on both maps the 
information giver’s task is to describe the route displayed 
on the map. Whenever a landmark is passed along the 
route, the information giver is asked to tell the 
information follower what it is and where exactly it is 
located. The latter is supposed to follow the route 
descriptions and note on her/his map where the 
landmarks are to be found.2 
Language data resulting from this task are expected to 
contain route description vocabulary and an extensive, 
mostly discrete, use of signing space. Additionally, de-
tails of the map as well as the landmarks provide domain 
specific vocabulary. 
 
Figure 1: City map (German material for informant A) 
3.1.2  Public Transportation Map 
In this task the informants are asked to explain how to 
get from a certain place to another using public 
transportation. A map is provided to both of them 
displaying different means of public transport (under-
ground, connecting busses, closed lines, possibility of 
walking) and stations (airport, town hall, train station, 
market, etc.). Station names have been chosen that can 
mostly be signed (avoiding extensive use of finger-
spelling) and are well known or easy to read (avoiding 
negative influence of written language).  
The task includes five subtasks where different stations 
are given as departure and destination points. For each 
subtask the names of the two stations in question are first 
shown to the informants in written form, followed by a 
presentation of the map that includes flags indicating 
these stations. The departure/destination points are 
chosen in a way to allow for several possibilities to reach 
the destination. Each of the informants is asked to 
suggest one possible route per subtask. The design of the 
task also allows for discussion between the informants 
about their routes. 
The use of domain specific vocabulary is expected for 
this task as well as signing utterances showing the use of 
different means of transportation (especially change 
between different means) alongside with an extensive 
(discrete) use of signing space. 
                                                           
2 It was decided not to ask the information follower to draw the 
route as well. As eye contact is required for sign language 
interaction, it was found that this would have caused too much 
disturbance during the conversation. 
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Figure 2: Transportation map (German material for 
informants A and B) 
3.2 Description of Places and Activities 
For the following tasks pictures3 are provided to evoke 
language use in a less restricted way than in the tasks 
previously described. At the same time a high percentage 
of vocabulary comparable across the different languages 
can be expected. 
3.2.1  Travel Agency 
The imagined setting for this task is a travel agency. The 
role of the one informant is that of a staff member at the 
travel agency, while the other takes over the role of a 
customer who wishes to go on holiday but does not know 
yet where to go to. The first informant is asked to 
suggest two different destinations to the customer by 
describing/advertising these places. Afterwards the 
second informant is asked to explain briefly which of the 
destinations she/he prefers and why. 
The destinations to be described are predetermined by 
the elicitation material and vary from session to session 
in order to cover a wider range of vocabulary. For each 
session this is one capital city (Paris, London, Athens or 
Berlin) and a more general place (either “at the beach” or 
“in the mountains”). For each destination a range of 
pictures are shown to the informant meant to provide 
ideas of what to talk about. Included are well-known 
tourist places, other places of interest (e.g. museums), 
certain characteristics of this place (e.g. different styles 
of houses/living), places specifically of interest to Deaf 
people (e.g. Deaf Theatre), leisure activities, etc. The 
pictures of a certain destination are presented one after 
the other (each shown for 2 sec), which prevents the 
informant from concentrating on each detail of a picture. 
At the end of the presentation a collage of the pictures is 
shown which remains displayed throughout the task.  
The selection of pictures included in the material as well 
as the destinations varying from session to session ensure  
                                                           
3 Pictures used for this and all collages in other tasks were 
published under Creative Commons licenses (URLs available 
upon request). 
that a wide range of domain specific vocabulary is 
covered.  
 
 
Figure 3: Travel Agency: Paris (material for all 
languages) 
3.2.2  At the Airport 
The topic of this task is the situation at an airport and the 
procedures taking place when travelling by plane. The 
informant is asked to describe the situation as if the other 
informant has never travelled by plane before. Pictures 
displaying different aspects as checking in, security 
issues, boarding, baggage claim and passport control are 
shown to the informant in chronological order and 
displayed as a collage at the end. Again the pictures are 
not to be described in detail but meant to provide ideas 
of what to talk about. 
Mainly monologue data is expected from this task, but 
the design of the task also allows for involvement of the 
second person adding to the other person’s description. 
 
 
Figure 4: At the airport (German material) 
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3.3 Discussion and Negotiation 
The following section deals with collaborative tasks. 
Taking the risk of receiving utterances that are less 
comparable than those of other tasks (not only across 
languages but also for the individual informants), these 
tasks are aiming at language data coming closer to a 
natural interaction.   
3.3.1  Planning a Holiday 
In this task the informants are instructed to plan a 
holiday together. They are asked to negotiate the 
destination, the time period for the holiday and the 
means of transport. They should also take into account 
further aspects relevant for their decision. As a basis of 
their discussion a picture card is shown to each of the 
informants displaying flags of several countries/regions, 
different means of transport, as well as a calendar where 
certain time periods are blocked (only the calendar is 
different for the two informants). Additionally certain 
aspects are shown that should also be taken into account 
(weather, temperature, costs).  
A high amount of interaction is expected from this task, 
also providing domain-specific vocabulary that is not 
covered by the other tasks (especially dates, time 
periods, etc.). 
 
 
Figure 5: Planning a holiday (German material for 
informant A) 
3.3.2  Travel Then & Now 
The informants are asked to discuss how travelling has 
changed over time. The task is not restricted to a specific 
content, however pictures are presented to both infor-
mants in order to provide ideas. They show different 
aspects, e.g. means of transport and distances, passport 
control, money, up to booking on the internet and low-
cost airlines. The presentation of the stimuli is similar to 
the one described above (see 3.2).  
Depending on the individual informants the stimuli 
might lead to a different degree of interaction. The aim is  
to provoke a discussion between the informants, possibly 
enhanced by a narration of personal experiences.4 
 
 
Figure 6: Travel then & now (German material) 
3.4 Narration 
The tasks described in this chapter are narrative tasks 
with varying degree of content predetermination. Whilst 
for ‘Expectation & Reality’ the setting of the story is 
given but not the exact content, the other two tasks ask 
for renarration of a given story.  
3.4.1  Expectation & Reality 
The informants are asked to tell short stories based on 
picture cards showing two opposed occurrences of a 
certain situation (somebody’s expectations and the actual 
situation). The following situations are included in the 
task (three picture cards for each informant plus one 
example): 
 
• Skiing holiday / no snow (example) 
• Comfortable hotel room / tiny room with small bed 
• Summer holiday / flight cancelled 
• Visit to a nice museum/ overcrowded museum 
• Plenty of food in a restaurant / plate with little food 
• Garden party with BBQ / bad weather 
• Sunset at the beach / traffic jam, arriving in the dark 
 
The informants are free to tell a true story (where 
something similar has happened to themselves) or make 
one up. An example is given during the task explanation 
in order to show what kind of story they are asked for 
(i.e. first-person narration, adding information and 
developing a story line, length of the story). While the 
content of the elicited stories is less predictable, this 
tasks aims at as high a naturalness of the data as possible, 
meanwhile providing vocabulary related to the target 
domain.  
                                                           
4 The moderator is asked to encourage the informants if 
needed. 
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Figure 7: Expectation and reality (example for all 
languages) 
3.4.2  Picture Story 
A picture story by Quino (Lavado 1991) is used for this 
task, in which a woman explains to a tourist how to get 
to a certain restaurant (including walking, taking a taxi 
and a plane). One of the informants is asked to look at 
the story picture by picture and tell it to the other 
informant afterwards.  
As the content of the story is given, the task is expected 
to provoke monologue data relatively similar by content 
for all target sign languages. 
 
 
Figure 8: Beginning of the picture story by Quino 
3.4.3  Retelling of a Signed Story 
The informant being the recipient in the previous task is 
now asked to watch a video clip of a signed story and 
renarrate it afterwards. The fictive story is told by a Deaf 
person and deals with what happened during his last 
holiday: His travel group arrived late at the hotel, and 
after a drink at the bar he went straight to bed and slept 
all night. The next morning the others tell him that the 
fire alarm went off during the night and how they tried to 
wake him up (clip length approx. 2min).  
The story has originally been produced in DGS alongside 
with a written English translation and was then translated 
in each of the other target sign languages. Due to the 
given content of the story and the sign language input the 
elicited data is expected to be comparable across the 
individual informants as well as the different target 
languages. A high amount of sign language characteristic 
features (e.g. Constructed Action, nonmanuals) can be 
expected from this task.  
3.5 Denomination 
In addition to the other tasks it was decided to elicit a 
number of signs in isolation in order to ensure that the 
corpus will contain certain vocabulary relevant to the 
target domain. Phrases however are not included in the 
elicitation due to the risk of major influence from spoken 
language.  
3.5.1  Isolated Signs 
Single pictures and, where needed for clarification, 
written words are used as stimuli. The informants are 
asked in turns to give isolated signs for the concepts 
shown. They are also encouraged to add to the other 
person’s answers whenever they know a different sign 
for a certain concept. 
The task covers the following areas: dates (days of the 
week, months and numbers), vehicles, countries of the 
EU, weather conditions.  
3.6 Task Explanations for the Informants 
A Deaf moderator is present during the whole elicitation 
session ensuring a smooth procedure, providing support 
for the informants and being responsible for the time 
management.5 However, consistently explaining the 
tasks to the informants is a complex issue that cannot 
easily be done offhand during the elicitation. The phra-
sing needs to be planned carefully and Deaf culture-
specific aspects regarding the text structure need to be 
considered. It was therefore decided to film all the 
explanations beforehand and show these clips to the 
informants prior to each task. This still leaves a lot of 
responsibility to the moderator leading the elicitation but 
ensures that no information is left out and that each 
informant gets exactly the same explanation (especially 
across different languages and with varying moderators). 
3.7 Procedure for the Elicitation Sessions  
The tasks described above are to be arranged in a way 
assuring a balance with respect to the activity of both 
informants in a session. Switching roles between the 
topics was arranged as shown in the timetable below. 
The estimated duration for each task given in the 
timetable includes the task explanations given to the 
informants (aiming at a total session length of about two 
hours). 
Each session starts with a warm-up task, where the 
informants are introduced to the domain of the elicitation 
and are led into a short conversation about their own 
travel habits. A short break is planned for between tasks 
5 and 6, and the session is concluded with a slot for the 
informants’ feedback. Additionally an extra task has 
been planned for in case the estimated time for a session 
is not fully used. For this task, no material is shown but 
the informants are asked to tell a personal travel 
experience (e.g. their best or worst holiday ever).  
 
                                                           
5 For the moderator’s role see Hanke et al.: DGS Corpus & 
Dicta-Sign: The Hamburg studio setup, this volume. 
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No. Task Informant  
A 
Informant  
B 
Estimated 
dur. (min) 
0 Warm up conversation 5 
1 Public trans-
portation 
explanation explanation 10 
2 Travel agency description (short 
answer) 
11 
3 Planning a 
holiday 
negotiation 7 
4 At the airport - description 5 
5 City Map explanation (follows) 9 
 Break  5 
6 Expectation & 
reality 
narration narration 12 
7 Travel then & 
now 
discussion 11 
8 Retell a story narration 
(signed story) 
narration 
(picture story) 
10 
9 Isolated signs denomination denomination 12 
10 Extra task: 
Pers. experience 
narration narration 10 
11 Feedback comment comment 6 
 
Table 1: Procedure for elicitation sessions 
3.8 Material Adaptations 
In planning parallelised corpora of different languages, 
also cultural differences as well as language-dependent 
issues have to be taken into account. The material was 
therefore designed in a way that only adjustments are 
needed that are easy to realise and do not change the 
character of a tasks.6 
Obviously adjustments are needed for tasks that include 
written language. Mostly the words can easily be 
translated; a version of the materials just including the 
drawings and pictures can be used for the adaptation, 
where only the words have to be added. The only 
exception is the ‘Public transportation’ task: While most 
of the stations are named after locations (e.g. town hall 
or hospital), some are typical street names that can not be 
translated directly (e.g. Kings Road, Green Lane) but 
were chosen to elicit utterances that include signs as 
“road” or “place”. Additionally for the ‘City map’ 
material icons are used alongside with the written words 
for an easy comprehension. These need to be changed 
according to the usage in each country (e.g. pharmacy). 
Several tasks rely on pictures as stimuli that can mostly 
be used across the different target languages. Some 
pictures however are country or language specific and 
need to be replaced (e.g. passport, train ticket, typical 
kind of hotel).7 Additionally, the task evoking isolated 
signs allows for pictures to be added in case a specific 
                                                           
6 This holds for Dicta-Sign’s target languages and presumably 
for other sign languages in Europe and beyond. 
7 Most of the changes are needed for the tasks ‘At the airport’ 
and ‘Travel then & now’, hardly any adjustments are needed 
for ‘Travel agency’, none for ‘Expectation & reality’. 
sign is wished for in a certain language (e.g. French TGV 
with a characteristic shape). 
While the picture story is suitable for all of the target 
languages, the signed story obviously has to be 
translated. For the Dicta-Sign corpus the story was 
originally produced in DGS and translated into written 
English and was then translated into each of the other 
target sign languages. The same holds for the video clips 
of the task explanations for the informants.  
4. Conclusions 
In the framework of the Dicta-Sign project corpus 
collection has so far been undertaken for DGS, LSF and 
GSL (BSL in preparation). Adapting the material as 
described made it possible to adopt it for all target 
languages, and a preliminary inspection of the language 
data collected seems to confirm our expectations of the 
tasks’ results. Only the transcription process now starting 
will allow us to analyse in detail how far our goals of 
“parallel” corpora have been achieved. 
The length of the individual tasks as well as per session 
in total is roughly as it was expected, resulting in an 
average signing time per session (i.e. both informants, 
task explanations not included) for the three languages 
between 1:05h and 1:19h.  
Feedback received from the informants so far showed 
that the individual tasks as well as the session as a whole 
were found to be interesting and appealing. For some of 
the tasks (esp. ‘City map’) the prerecorded task explana-
tions were not sufficient and the moderators often needed 
to give further explanations.  
So even at this early stage of analysis, we are convinced 
that, thanks to the commitment of the moderators and the 
motivation of the Deaf informants, we have been able to 
collect a corpus valuable not only for research within the 
project, but also to the sign language research 
community at large: Corpus data will be made available 
together with baseline transcriptions at the end of the 
project.  
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Abstract
Most research in the field of sign language recognition has focused on the manual component of signing, despite the fact that there is
critical grammatical information expressed through facial expressions and head gestures. We, therefore, propose a novel framework for
robust tracking and analysis of nonmanual behaviors, with an application to sign language recognition. Our method uses computer vision
techniques to track facial expressions and head movements from video, in order to recognize such linguistically significant expressions.
The methods described here have relied crucially on the use of a linguistically annotated video corpus that is being developed, as the
annotated video examples have served for training and testing our models. We apply our framework to continuous recognition of three
classes of grammatical expressions, namely wh-questions, negative expressions, and topics. Our method is signer-independent, utilizing
spatial pyramids and Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to model the temporal variations of facial shape and appearance.
1. Introduction
Nowadays, speech recognition technologies have become
standard components of modern operating systems, allow-
ing average users to interact with computers verbally. Un-
fortunately, technology for the recognition of sign lan-
guage, which is widely used by the Deaf, is not nearly as
well-developed, despite its many potential benefits (Vogler
and Goldenstein, 2008b; Michael et al., 2009; Neidle et
al., 2009). First of all, technology that automatically trans-
lates between signed and written or spoken language would
facilitate communication between signers and non-signers,
thus bridging the language gap. Secondly, such technol-
ogy could be used to translate sign language into computer
commands, favoring the development of additional assis-
tive technologies. Moreover, it could facilitate the effi-
cient archiving and retrieval of video-based sign language
communication and could assist with the tedious and time-
consuming task of annotating sign language video data for
purposes of linguistic and computer science research.
However, sign language recognition poses many chal-
lenges. First, many of the linguistic components of a sign
that must be recognized occur simultaneously rather than
sequentially. For example, one or both hands may be in-
volved in the signing, and these may assume various hand
shapes, orientations, and types of movement in different lo-
cations. At the same time, facial expression may also be
involved in distinguishing signs, further complicating the
recognition task. Secondly, there is variation in production
of a given sign, even by a single signer. Additional vari-
ation is introduced by the co-articulation problem, mean-
ing that the articulation of a sign is influenced by preced-
ing and following signs. This can result in departures from
the expected hand shape, location, and/or orientation found
at the edge of a sign, and there may also be movement
transitions between signs (sometimes referred to as “move-
ment epenthesis”). Nevertheless, many methods (Vogler
and Metaxas, 1998; Bauer and Kraiss, 2002; Vogler and
Metaxas, 2004) have shown promising results in recogniz-
ing manual components of signs.
Furthermore, in sign language, critical grammatical in-
formation is expressed through head gestures (e.g., peri-
odic nods and shakes) and facial expressions (e.g., raised
or lowered eyebrows, eye aperture, nose wrinkles, tens-
ing of the cheeks, and mouth expressions (Baker-Shenk,
1983; Coulter, 1979; Liddell, 1980; Neidle et al., 2000)).
These linguistically significant nonmanual expressions in-
clude grammatical markings that extend over phrases to
mark syntactic scope (e.g., of negation and questions). For
example, in wh-questions (which involve phrases such as
who, what, when, where, why, and how), the grammatical
marking consists of lowered eyebrows and squinted eyes
that occur either over the entire wh-question or solely over
a wh-phrase that has moved to a sentence-final position.
In addition, there may be a slight, rapid side-to-side head
shake over at least part of the domain of the wh-question
marking. With negation, there is a relatively slow side-to-
side head shake that co-occurs with a manual sign of nega-
tion (such as NOT, NEVER), if there is one, and may ex-
tend over the scope of the negation, e.g., over the following
verb phrase that is negated. The eyes may squint or close.
Lastly, topics are characterized by raised eyebrows, wide
eyes, head tilted back, and an optional nod.
Sign language recognition cannot be successful unless
these nonmanual signals are also correctly detected and
identified. For example, the sequence of signs JOHN BUY
HOUSE could be interpreted, depending on the accompa-
nying nonmanual markings, to mean any of the follow-
ing: (i) “John bought the house.” (ii) “John did not buy the
house.” (iii) “Did John buy the house?” (iv) “Did John not
buy the house?” (v) “If John buys the house...”.
Motivated by the importance of facial expressions and
head gestures, we present a novel framework for robustly
tracking and recognizing such nonmanual markings associ-
ated with wh-questions, negative sentences and topics. Our
method extends prior work (Michael et al., 2009; Neidle et
al., 2009), in which the signer’s head is tracked and appear-
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Figure 1: Sample frames showing the accuracy of tracking under challenging scenarios (partial occlusions, fast movements,
and glasses), using our face tracker (Kanaujia et al., 2006). Here, red dots represent tracked landmarks. The predicted head
pose is shown in the top left corner of each frame as a 3D vector
ance features, in the form of spatial pyramids (Lazebnik et
al., 2006) of SIFT descriptors (Lowe, 2004), are extracted
from the eye and eyebrow region (which we will refer to,
henceforth, as the eye region). First, we extract additional
shape features in the form of spatial pyramids of histograms
of oriented gradients (PHOG) (Bosch et al., 2007). Second,
we use spectral clustering (Ng et al., 2002), to reduce the
dimensions of the augmented appearance and shape fea-
ture vectors. Third, by utilizing Hidden Markov Models
(HMMs) (Rabiner, 1989), our method can perform contin-
uous recognition in unsegmented video sequences.
2. Previous Work
As already mentioned, most research on computer-based
sign language recognition has focused on the manual com-
ponents of signing. A thorough review of early such ef-
forts is presented in Pavlovic et al. (1997). Only recently
have researchers begun to address the importance of facial
expressions for sign recognition systems (Ong and Ran-
ganath, 2005). An extensive review of recent developments
in visual sign recognition, together with a system that cap-
tures both manual and nonmanual signs is provided by von
Agris et al. (2008). However, their system requires the
signer to be wearing a glove with colored markers to en-
able robust hand tracking and hand posture reconstruction.
Additionally, in their system, the tracked facial features (lip
outline, head pose, eye gaze, etc.) are not used to recognize
facial expressions that have grammatical meaning. Vogler
and Goldenstein (2008a; 2008b) present a 3D deformable
model for face tracking, which emphasizes outlier rejection
and occlusion handling at the expense of slower run time.
They use their system to demonstrate the potential of face
tracking for the analysis of facial expressions encountered
in sign language, but they do not use it for any actual recog-
nition. Lastly, the authors of (Michael et al., 2009; Neidle et
al., 2009) use a method based on spatial pyramids (Lazeb-
nik et al., 2006) to do isolated recognition of wh-questions
and negative sentences. In this paper, we extend that work,
so that we are now able to recognize in a continuous fash-
ion wh-questions and negative sentences, as well as topics
(i.e., no segmentation of test sequences is needed).
3. Face Tracking
Face tracking is a challenging problem because the tracker
needs to generalize well to previously unseen faces and to
varying illumination. It should also cope with partial oc-
clusions and pose changes, such as head rotations, which
cause drastic changes in the shape of the face, causing it to
lie on a non-linear manifold. Kanaujia et al. (2006) tackle
these problems with an Active Shape Model (Cootes et al.,
1995), which is a statistical model of facial shape variation,
where shapes are represented by a set of facial landmarks.
Through the application of Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) on an aligned training set of facial shapes, they learn
a model of the permissible ways in which different people’s
faces differ, which is then used for face tracking.
Moreover, using a Bayesian Mixture of Experts model
they are able to estimate the 3D pose of the head from the
tracked landmarks. This model uses linear regressors and
a multiclass classifier to map landmark configurations to
predictions of head pose. Figure 1 shows the output of the
ASM tracker on a few challenging input frames exhibiting
rapid head movements and rotations, and partial occlusions.
Following ideas in (Michael et al., 2009; Neidle et al.,
2009), the first step of our recognition framework involves
tracking the signer’s head using the above described frame-
work (Kanaujia et al., 2006), localizing the facial compo-
nents (e.g., eyes, eyebrows) and predicting the 3D head
pose (i.e., pitch, yaw, tilt). We then extract from the eye
region the features described in the next section.
4. Feature Representation and Recognition
In order to train machine learning algorithms for recogni-
tion of facial expressions, we first need a discriminative
feature representation. Therefore, we extract dense SIFT
descriptors over a regular grid from the eye region of each
tracked frame; these are invariant to linear transformations
such as scaling and rotation (Lowe, 2004). We cluster the
SIFT descriptors of a random subset of the training frames,
to obtain a codebook of prototypes and then encode all
other descriptors by the index of their nearest prototype.
Next, we divide each frame into imaginary grids of cells
and count the relative frequency of occurrence of each en-
coded feature in each cell. This collection of histograms
becomes the spatial pyramid SIFT representation (PSIFT).
In order to measure the dissimilarity in appearance between
any pair of frames, we just need to compare their PSIFT
representations, essentially comparing the bins of these his-
tograms to see how much they match, using a weighted
Spatial Pyramid Match Kernel (SPMK) with the histogram
intersection function (Swain and Ballard, 1991; Grauman
and Darrell, 2005; Lazebnik et al., 2006).
Bosch et al. (2007) also build spatial pyramids. Instead
of SIFT descriptors, their idea is to quantize the gradient
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Figure 2: Toy illustration of spatial pyramid construction
(Lazebnik et al., 2006), where, for simplicity, we assume
there are only 3 codewords (circle, diamond, cross)
Figure 3: Spectral feature embedding of each frame (red:
negative, green: topics, blue: wh-questions)
orientations of pixels into uniform bins, with each pixel’s
vote being proportional to the magnitude of its gradient,
forming what they call a PHOG descriptor. We compute
PHOG features in the same way, but for measuring PHOG
similarity we use the weighted SPMK. By combining ap-
pearance (PSIFT) and shape (PHOG) features we obtain a
more discriminative representation of eye regions.
5. Recognition Models
Although combining appearance and shape features im-
proves the discriminative power of our representation, it
increases the dimensionality of our input. As such, it in-
creases the amount of training data that we need in order to
learn accurate recognition models, and this also causes an
increase in complexity, thus slowing down computations.
Spectral clustering (Ng et al., 2002) is a popular method
of dimensionality reduction. The feature vector of each
training example is represented as a node in a graph that
is connected with a weighted edge to its nearest neighbors
in the training set (weights reflect degree of similarity). The
algorithm then applies an eigenvalue decomposition on the
matrix representing this graph, reducing the feature vector
dimensionality in a way that preserves the neighborhood
structure. We use SPMK as the similarity measure and
reduce the dimension of PSIFT and PHOG features sepa-
rately. Figure 3 shows the resulting embedding of the train-
ing set, where we see that the classes are well separated.
The final feature descriptors per frame are the combined
SIFT and HOG features of reduced dimensionality together
with the 3D head pose and its first order derivatives. These
are used to train HMM models (Rabiner, 1989). An HMM
None Negative Topic Wh-Q
Training 10144 997 1604 1208
Testing 9359 1053 1248 1182
Table 1: Dataset composition (number of frames per class)
Predicted Class
None Negative Topic Wh-Q
True None 92.8% 2.9% 2.2% 2.1%
True Negative 7.7% 80.3% 5.8% 6.2%
True Topic 9.2% 4.5% 81.2% 5.1%
True Wh-Q 8.3% 5.3% 4.5% 81.9%
Table 2: Confusion matrix of HMM continuous recognition
is a probabilistic model popular for time series data, con-
sisting of a set of hidden states. At each time step, it tran-
sitions state based on a transition probability and it emits
an observation. For our recognition task, we divide frames
from each training sequence into four sets, one for each
class of expressions we want to recognize. We train a sep-
arate HMM for each class, using sequences segmented by
class.
6. Use of the Annotated Video Corpus
The machine learning fundamental to our approach has
been carried out using a linguistically annotated corpus of
ASL (as produced by native signers) created at Boston Uni-
versity. This publicly available corpus, including 15 short
narratives plus hundreds of additional elicited utterances,
includes multiple synchronized views of the signing (gen-
erally 2 stereoscopic front views plus a side view and a
close-up of the face), which have been linguistically an-
notated using SignStreamTM (Neidle, 2002; Neidle et al.,
2001) software, which enables identification of the start and
end points of the manual and nonmanual components of the
signing. Annotation conventions are documented (Neidle,
2002/2007), and the annotations are available in XML.
In order for pattern recognition algorithms to correctly
identify a class of interest, they must be trained with both
positive examples and negative examples. These are eas-
ily obtainable from the annotated corpus. From this corpus
we selected a training set of 77 video clips of isolated ut-
terances (negative: 17, topic: 40, wh: 20). Our testing set
contained 70 such clips (negative: 15, topic: 38, wh: 17).
The exact composition of these sets, in terms of numbers
of frames per class, is shown in Table 1. Both sets con-
tained three different signers. Using the methods described
in previous sections, we tracked the signer’s head, extract-
ing pose, PHOG and PSIFT features, the dimensionality
of which was then reduced using spectral clustering. We
then trained class-specific HMMs, optimized to recognize
frame sequences of their class. To evaluate their perfor-
mance at continuous recognition, we used a sliding window
approach. We fed subsequences of all unsegmented test se-
quences to each HMM, classifying each frame as negative,
topic, wh, or none, based on which HMM output had the
highest probability of having generated each subsequence.
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Recognition accuracy is summarized in the confusion ma-
trix of Table 2.
7. Discussion
We presented a novel framework for robust real time face
tracking and facial expression analysis from a single uncal-
ibrated camera. Our feature representation comprises spa-
tial pyramids of SIFT and HOG features, and head pose
features, which are reduced in dimensionality using a spec-
tral decomposition. We demonstrated that our framework is
successful at continuous recognition of wh-questions, neg-
ative expressions, and topics in unsegmented video data.
Feature fusion will be crucial in helping to recognize
classes of nonmanual markings that are only subtly differ-
ent. Therefore, as part of our future research we will be
looking at combining facial features and looking at inten-
sity and temporal patterning of nonmanual gestures (in re-
lation, as well, to manual signing).
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Abstract
The Acadmie Franc¸aise institution is assigned and devoted to defending the French language and to making it a common heritage for all
French speakers. The French Sign Language (LSF) has never had such a support.
To face this situation, a reference tool has been created, supported by the French Ministry of Education and by the General Delegation
to the French language and to languages of France. This tool is a collaborative website entirely bilingual French and LSF, and which
proposes for each concept at least one definition and its associated descriptors in various knowledge fields. Before being spread on-line,
the information given by users (text, picture, video, presentation) is examined by experts on form and content, and is validated or rejected
by these experts with an explanation.
Considering regional and sociological differences, several signs may be proposed and validated for one concept. Our project does not
wish to choose the ”ideal sign”, but wants to submit to our identified users all the proposals and to list their comments (have they come
across this sign and if so, in which context). A set of information is thus collected for each sign and can be related to users profiles. The
website is therefore an exchange platform, but can also be used as a linguistics observatory.
One of our main issues concerning the data organization was to manage to adjust users different viewpoints and different uses of the
website. Indeed, our platforms goal is not to make a simple dictionary but to create a network of ontologies. Our other issue is now that
we cannot use a rigid organization model, because our website must constantly evolve and include new concepts and new descriptions
or functionalities, such as illustrations, homonyms, antonyms, etc. In this article we will first briefly describe our platforms goals, then
present our specific data organization which allows for example several classifications to be used simultaneously. We will illustrate this
approachs interest with a critic of Deweys classification, that we had at first implemented despite its limits (acceding to a precise concept
is difficult, the organization is not intuitive, recent concepts or specific LSF concepts cannot be referenced, etc.). We will propose to
replace it with classifications directly created by our users and corresponding to their expectations and needs. This way the tree diagram
is built gradually and supervised by experts in each knowledge field.
Each content thus goes with descriptors and classifiers allowing it to play different parts depending on the context. Therefore a content
can at the same time be a concept, a classification theme or sub-theme, or an illustration – the context will mobilize the appropriate
contents depending on their descriptors and classifiers.
We will finally present our current work on integrating direct resources in LSF through descriptors defining a sign’s spatial position and
its moves (hands, body and face), in order to highlight our platforms great ability to evolve. We will also show that this data organization
allows an easy conversion to other countries sign languages.
Key words: French Sign Language, LSF, written languages, dynamic classification, deaf, collaborative website, concept, ontology.
1. Preamble
According to Gillots official report1, 80% of the French
deaf people are illiterate, and only 5% reach higher edu-
cation. Dalle has also declared in (Dalle, 2003) that ”illit-
eracy, short knowledge of written French, lack of diploma
and of qualifications as well as communicating problems
have great consequences on deaf adults’ social and profes-
sional integration”.
1http://cis.gouv.fr/spip.php?article1516
Since the French 11th February 2005 act, public schools
cannot refuse for any reason to take in a child living in its
defined area. Besides, all public websites must be entirely
accessible. In 2010, a state diploma will be created for
LSF teachers. In this context, new needs have appeared,
and appropriate bilingual teaching tools are increasingly
demanded.
Just as the French language, LSF has many regional vocab-
ulary differences, and it constantly enriches itself with new
words, thanks to its speakers who create signs to name new
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concepts and/or concepts that are specific to a knowledge
field. As the deaf people increasingly access university and
professional environments, this phenomenon is enhanced.
(Duquesne-Belfais, 2007) stresses out that each concept –
once its has been attributed a name or a sign – can be used
to define a more abstract concepts characteristics and can
take part in building a knowledge network. Nominalizing
the concepts characteristics allows it to change its status,
switching from implicit to explicit, and to take part in con-
structing a rigorous language.
2. ”OCELLES” PROJECT
The main support of the ”OCELLES” project (Moreau,
2008) is a collaborative website, entirely bilingual
French/LSF, and which proposes for each concept at least
one definition and its associated descriptors – in both lan-
guages – in all possible knowledge fields. Before being
spread on-line, the information given by users (text, pic-
ture, video, presentation) is examined by experts on form
and content, and is validated or rejected by these experts
with an explanation.
The project is currently under testing and will be published
at http://www.ocelles.fr.
2.1. Managing users and rights
Running with a GPL licence2, the website is free to all.
Users may access different statuses:
• visitors browse on the websites public content.
• they become users when registering and filling a form
establishing their profile. The collected information
– on their scholarship, track record, languages used
within family and social lives – will balance their an-
swers and advice concerning proposed signs.
• writers are users who have accepted the publication
terms. They may propose new contents and concepts
to experts – possibly supported by a classification.
They may also add videos to illustrate other authors
text sequences.
• experts are writers who validate the contents deposited
by writers. They must also provide an explanation to
the writer in the event of non validation.
• the administrator is expert in all fields. However his
main role is managing the portal without taking part
in expertises and publications.
We must specify that writer and expert statuses are only
attributed to a users knowledge field: a user may be expert
in mathematics, writer in philosophy and plain user in all
other fields.
Managing users rights so precisely should lead to a demo-
cratic and community use of our website, because the hier-
archy only depends on the chosen theme.
2http://www.gnu.org/licenses/licenses.html
2.2. Concepts
For each concept, a specific and dynamic webpage pro-
poses a definition, a translation into written language and
one or several signs in Sign Language. Considering re-
gional and sociological differences, several signs may be
proposed for each concept. Our project does not wish to
choose the ”ideal sign”, but wants to submit all proposals
to users. The definitions respect the following rules: Writ-
ten definitions must:
• give the concepts meaning and its main characteristics,
• be precise,
• begin with a general explanation,
• be a suitable substitute to the unknown word in a text,
• not integrate other definitions,
• not contains other words having the same root,
• not be circular.
Illustrations, examples, comments (educational or linguis-
tic etc.), slight differences, regional uses, connotations and
other are in addiction to the definition, not a part of it. A
Sign Language definition:
• must not contain any regional code or name (however
local signs may be used to refer to a concept),
• must avoid neologisms,
• should be punctuated in order to enable its sequencing.
The signing flow is adjusted for deaf or hearing learners.
Figure 1: Screenshot of a ”concept page”.
The platforms goal is not to provide a plain dictionary, but
a real network of ontologies. Links enable associations be-
tween concepts – ex. ”thesis” refers to ”arguing” – thanks
to the ”see also”, ”close concepts”, and ”opposite concepts”
descriptors. The links between concepts are flexible, and
more type of links can easily be integrated to ”OCELLES”.
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2.3. signs
Each sign proposal opens a new web page. Examples, con-
text and other descriptors as well as linguistic and episte-
mological comments can be added. Users are encouraged
to answer questions about:
• the context(s) in which they have encountered each
sign (class, job etc.),
• the sign characteristics – i.e. formed with one or two
hands, coming from a transfer (Cuxac, 2000) in form,
situation, person, configuration, position, moves, fa-
cial expression etc.
2.4. Proposals summary
For each concept, the answers given by other users are gath-
ered and summed up on one page. They can be linked to
their profiles, thus enabling for example a collection of in-
formation about geographical localization of each sign.
More than an exchange platform, the website is also a syn-
chronic linguistics observatory.
Figure 2: Screenshot of a ”summary page”.
3. Data organization model
3.1. A rigid classification and its limitations
At first we have used Deweys decimal classification (DDC),
usually used in libraries. We have chosen this system, de-
veloped by Melvil Dewey in 18763, because it exists and
classifies the whole set of human knowledge.
However, user tests, made on both deaf and hearing per-
sons, rapidly pointed up the difficulties we had sensed. The
DDC consists in classifying works and knowledge into 10
general categories, each one of them being divided and sub-
divided each time into 10 subcategories and so on as many
times as needed. Looking for a specific concept through
this tree diagram makes it imperative to:
• know into which categories and subcategories the con-
cept will classified,
• make no mistake through the tree diagram in choosing
the subdivisions.
3http://www.oclc.org/dewey/
This approach, not intuitive, will locate a low-level con-
cept very far from the head of the diagram, thus the low-
level concepts will be found only if the high-level ones are
known and understood.
As for the linguistic system LSF, it combines a categor-
ical aspect with its vocabulary structure. According to
(Courtin, 1998), the use of LSF by deaf children whose
parents are deaf and already signers increases categorizing
abilities compared to hearing or oralizing children. Courtin
has observed this phenomenon especially when the catego-
rization respects our worlds complexity by using prototypes
or diagrams (Bideaud et al., 1993). Indeed, signers often re-
fer to a concept through a series of prototypical examples
of it, thus defining the concept by extension. A rigid and
arbitrary classification could then disturb deaf users.
Besides, where and how should new concepts directly stem-
ming from Sign Language be classified, in a rigid classifi-
cation set upon written language ? (ex. ”LS Video”, video
recordings of formalised LSF used as a differed communi-
cation, or ”signary”, set of all signs in Sign Language).
3.2. Dynamic classification
One of our main issues concerning the data organization is
to manage to adjust users different viewpoints and different
uses of the website. Our portal must be able to easily evolve
and include new concepts as well as new descriptions or
functionalities, such as illustrations, homonyms, antonyms,
etc. Keeping using a rigid data organization is impossible.
That is why we have chosen a data organization which con-
siders a priori each one of the web site’s elements as a con-
tent. In parallel, an associative and dynamic structure has
been set up, enabling to link contents together according to
their roles and to the descriptors associated to these roles
(Moreau and Mascret, 2008).
This way, one content may be used several times because in
different contexts, depending on the associations it belongs
to – roles and descriptors (Be´nel, 2003).
Let us give an example : in our website, a classification
node has a role of theme. A theme is also a concept for ex-
ample ”language”. This theme lists other themes and con-
cepts. ”Language”, as a theme, contains the themes ”lex-
icon”, ”grammar”... Moreover, ”language”, as a content,
also has a role of illustrator to the concept ”lexicon”. This
way, one content – here ”language” – has different roles
(theme, concept). Each one of these roles has its own de-
scriptors (concept’s illustration, other related concept ...).
Finally, the diagram tree must allow a concept to be clas-
sified in several themes without duplicating it. Libraries
often face this problem when classifying works containing
several themes – a book about science in the 19th century
should be classified into history as well as science.
3.3. Discussion : a dynamic classification built on LSF
linguistic parameters?
According to (Cuxac, 2000), two discursive enunciation
strategies coexist in LSF. Through the visual-gestual chan-
nel, the signer chooses to say without showing, or to say
and show. This way, he can visually re-present the experi-
ence thanks to the greatest resemblance between a sequence
of signs and the experience itself. Or else he can use the
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standard sign that does not resemble the referent. Based
on this theory of iconicity, our research draws the assump-
tion of a hierarchy between the linguistic parameters used
in signs as meaningful elements.
If those greatly iconic structures involve infra-lexical lin-
guistic elements that do not belong to the lexicon, they ap-
pear most often in narrating sequences and remain nonethe-
less unmentioned in Sign Language dictionaries. However,
if we consider that these structures are an integral part of
Sign Language, how should we integrate them into our web
site?
Two perspectives are suggested to answer this question.
The first one consists in considering the minimal structures
of realization in Sign Language. The linguistic parame-
ters of configuration, movement, location (Stokoe et al.,
2000) and orientation (Friedman, 1977), (Liddell, 1980),
(Moody, 1983), (Yau, 1992) cannot be considered as such.
Indeed, even if a human mind can make a relevant distinc-
tion between them as isolated elements conveying meaning,
they must be used simultaneously in order to be activated
while communicating. Contrary to vocal languages, realiz-
ing a signifying form in a Sign Language cannot be made
through a succession of distinct realizations of isolated and
non-signifying elements. Minimal realization structures in
Sign Language may be ranged on a growing complexity
scale, starting from the formal transfer (infra-conceptual
level) and going up to the double transfer (level where sev-
eral actors, location parameters and utterances can be com-
bined). These various structures use the same linguistic pa-
rameters during the same realization laps of time.
The second perspective is based on the dialectics between
syntagm and paradigm. When narratives contain highly
iconic structures, the value of an element at a given time
undergoes a type of syntagmatic pressure – which does not
necessarily come from preceding or following units, but
from other units occurring at the same time and taking part
in the minimal form of realization as well. Yet, the si-
multaneity is not a sufficient clue to conclude that it is a
paradigm, since this pressure can be seen. In a Sign Lan-
guage, the pressure stemming from the context does not
only influence the temporal dimension. The spatial dimen-
sion exerts constraints as well, but this time simultaneous
instead of successive. Regarding these two perspectives,
our users are questioned about their perceptions and repre-
sentations of the meaningful infra-conceptual units – while
first visiting each ”sign page”.
We do not want to collect ”correct” answers, but to gather
the most identical ones. This way, our classification leans
on a consensus amongst users. However, our experts can
impose a classification and may concentrate the researches
for a sign through these answers, without necessarily using
the material as a final classification.
Based on our users’ answers, descriptors and/or classifiers
are assigned to each sign, according to the summary of a
dynamic amount of identical and meaningful answers. The
data base model we propose is based on the idea of mod-
elling the interactions giving sense to the content – and not
the content itself. The polymorphic use of contents implies
a data organization based on the role we wish a content to
play, as explained above. In this way, an ”answer” – as
a content – has both roles of answer to a question and of
classifying and research element. One or several specific
descriptors correspond to each role.
This approach of a dynamic classification of concepts, built
upon LSF linguistic parameters specific to each sign, en-
ables us to propose our users to look up concepts through
the site directly in LSF, without having to know the con-
cepts’ written signifiers. Later on, a dynamic classification
could also be based upon sign writing4.
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Abstract  
In recent years data-driven methods of machine translation (MT) have overtaken rule-based approaches as the predominant means of 
automatically translating between languages. A pre-requisite for such an approach is a parallel corpus of the source and target 
languages. Technological developments in sign language (SL) capturing, analysis and processing tools now mean that SL corpora are 
becoming increasingly available. With transcription and language analysis tools being mainly designed and used for linguistic 
purposes, we describe the process of creating a multimedia parallel corpus specifically for the purposes of English to Irish Sign 
Language (ISL) MT. As part of our larger project on localisation, our research is focussed on developing assistive technology for 
patients with limited English in the domain of healthcare. Focussing on the first point of contact a patient has with a GP’s office, the 
medical secretary, we sought to develop a corpus from the dialogue between the two parties when scheduling an appointment. 
Throughout the development process we have created one parallel corpus in six different modalities from this initial dialogue. In this 
paper we discuss the multi-stage process of the development of this parallel corpus as individual and interdependent entities, both for 
our own MT purposes and their usefulness in the wider MT and SL research domains. 
 
1 Introduction 
This paper describes the planning and construction of a 
multimedia parallel corpus for the purpose of developing 
a machine translation (MT)-based approach to using 
technology to assist patients with limited English in a 
healthcare scenario. Focussing on the first point of contact 
a patient has with a GP’s office, the medical secretary 
(receptionist), we are developing a corpus representing 
the dialogue between the two parties when scheduling an 
appointment. The corpus is a multimedia six-way parallel 
corpus consisting of (a) audio recordings of the original 
material, (b) written English transcription, translated into 
(c) Irish Sign Language (ISL) video recordings and (d) 
Bangla text. From the video recordings, transcriptions in 
(e) HamNoSys and (f) the corresponding SiGML 
notations have been made, the last of these being suitable 
to generate ISL with an animated computer figure (avatar). 
Each of these elements is discussed in this paper. 
1.1. Assistive technology and appointment 
scheduling 
There is no shortage of literature confirming that lack of 
knowledge of the host country’s language and the ensuing 
communication difficulties constitute the single most 
important barrier to healthcare (e.g Jones & Gill, 1998; 
and many others), and an equally rich literature, which we 
will not review here, discusses traditional ways of 
addressing this problem, through use of interpreters and 
other services. While this observation usually applies to 
refugees and other immigrants, it applies equally to Deaf 
people (e.g. McEwen and Anton-Culver, 1988; and many 
others). On-going research has been investigating the use 
of various types of language technology to address this 
problem for oral languages, including (but not restricted 
to) MT (Somers and Lovel, 2004; Somers, 2006). In the 
field of spoken-language MT, cooperative goal-oriented 
dialogues such as appointment scheduling have always 
been the most widely targeted dialogue type, while the 
medical domain has become an important focus of 
research for speech translation, with its own specialist 
conferences (e.g. at HLT/NAACL06 in New York, and at 
Coling 2008 in Manchester).  
1.2 SL translation 
SL MT is in the early stages of development, in 
comparison with mainstream MT. Widespread 
documented research in SL MT did not emerge until the 
early 1990s. This is understandable given the 
comparatively late linguistic analysis of SLs (Stokoe, 
1960). Despite this, and within the short time-frame of 
research, the development of systems has roughly 
followed that of spoken language MT from rule-based 
approaches toward data-driven approaches. 
Rule-based systems, such as the Zardoz system (Veale et 
al., 1998) and the ViSiCAST project (Marshall and Sáfár, 
2002, 2003) carry out a deep linguistic analysis on a 
syntactic and sometimes semantic level in order to define 
rules for translation. More recent systems developed at 
RWTH Aachen University (Dreuw et al., 2007) and 
Dublin City University (Morrissey, 2008) have employed 
data-driven approaches that eschew heavy linguistic 
analysis in favour of empirical and statistical data. Both 
methodologies are heavily dependent on the suitability of 
the transcription approach chosen. 
 
In the remainder of this paper we discuss our methods and 
the issues and problems in each stage of the corpus 
building activity, ending with a preview of our intended 
uses of the corpus. 
2 Elicitation method  
Our first task was to collect an English-language corpus 
of patient–receptionist dialogues. A major difficulty in 
gathering genuine data in the medical field, or any domain 
where personal information is involved, is that the 
confidentiality and other ethical issues more or less 
preclude using genuine data collected in situ. This 
difficulty has long been recognised in medical training, 
where “standardized patients” (SPs) are used with 
medical students, that is, actors trained to simulate 
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consistently the responses of a patient in a particular 
medical setting. Barrows (1993) describes some of the 
pros and cons of using SPs. As far as we could ascertain, 
no reported study has used SPs only for appointment 
scheduling, though this activity has been a (usually minor) 
part of many studies. Training SPs is of course a major 
undertaking in itself necessarily involving experienced 
experts, so for the purposes of this project we made a 
compromise in that we engaged an experienced GP’s 
receptionist to participate in a number of role-play 
sessions with the native English speakers among the 
authors (HS, SM, RS). These were all recorded and later 
transcribed. Following the receptionist’s guidance, we 
role-played a number of scenarios:  
– general appointment scheduling with the GP or 
practice nurse, including scheduling on behalf of a 
third party (a child, an old person, or someone who 
doesn’t speak English), 
– emergency situations 
– scheduling of specific activities, e.g. vaccinations, 
bringing in samples, collecting results, having stitches 
removed, etc.  
– changing or cancelling appointments 
Many of the dialogues involved negotiations of a general 
nature (e.g. exploring available days and times) or more 
specific to the individual person or purpose. In each case, 
the receptionist made suggestions based on her real-life 
experience of types of interactions that had not already 
been covered. In this way, we believe that our corpus 
contains samples that are realistic, and offer a broad 
coverage of our target domain, even if they are not 
genuine in the literal sense. 
Our recordings comprise 350 dialogue turns. In 
transcription, this works out at just under 3,000 words (a 
very small corpus by any standards), each dialogue turn 
on average roughly 8 words. 
3 Translation  
The next stage in the process was to translate our English 
corpus into ISL (and Bangla). ISL is the main SL used in 
Ireland’s Deaf community. Historically, Deaf children 
were taught separately according to their sex, leading to 
the rise of two main variants in ISL, i.e. male signs and 
female signs. Among the younger generation, there has 
been an acceleration in contact between varieties due to 
increasing social interactions between males and females, 
and thus contemporary ISL could be said to include both 
dialects. Older members of the community may not be 
familiar with variants from the other side. 
Signed English (SE), promoted by a Deaf school in 
Dublin, is used by a number of Deaf people in the greater 
Dublin area, especially among the older generation. It is 
seen by some as prestigious, despite the more recent view 
that ISL is the way forward. There is a strong link between 
SE and the Church: for example the Lord’s Prayer and 
Hail Mary are done in SE rather than ISL. 
For the present project, a Deaf consultant was engaged to 
discuss the most suitable strategy. It was agreed that Deaf 
people who use SE are capable of following ISL no matter 
how fluent it is. On the other hand, native signers of ISL 
would have trouble following SE. It can be argued that SE 
is part of ISL (just as finger spelling is). In this context, 
when discussing ISL, we are talking about a register 
where there is very little influence from English and this 
in turn provides a challenge for translating since ISL is a 
minority language used in face-to-face communication 
while English is used when writing and reading. However , 
low levels of English literacy among Deaf people is a 
major motivation for this project, so it was agreed that our 
translations into ISL should show a minimal influence 
from English. 
3.1 Challenges in translation 
Translation between any languages, whether related or not, 
involves cases where closely following the source text (a 
“literal” translation, within the grammatical constraints of 
the target language) can result in a stilted, unnatural or, in 
the worst case, unacceptable translation. This is especially 
the case when translating between English and ISL which 
differ both typologically and (obviously) in the medium 
of expression.  
A particular difference is the role of pragmatics in the two 
languages. ISL utterances tend to reflect the immediate 
context much more explicitly than English, so that it is 
difficult to provide an ISL translation of a given dialogue 
turn out of context. This also has serious implications for 
our approach to MT. 
A good example is the dialogue in (1): 
(1) A. Which doctor would you prefer? 
B. I don’t mind. 
In ISL, A will depend on how many choices there are: if 
there are three people, they will first have to be identified, 
using the neutral space to show three different placements. 
Then <WHICH?> is signed,1 spreading it across the neutral 
space. For the response B, the signer would just point at 
each placement then sign <EITHER>, then <DON’T MIND>. 
But just signing <DON’T MIND> without the context would 
be misleading or meaningless. 
Interestingly, this exchange posed a similar problem for 
translation into Bangla where a literal translation (2a) is 
less preferable than a more explicit translation (2b). 
(2) a.     	
  
 āmi kichhu mane karaba nā  
 I don’t mind. 
b.     
 
 ye kono ekajanake dekhālei habe 
 Can see either of them.  
Open-ended questions in English are better translated into 
ISL with a range of possible answers. For example, we 
translated (3a) as (3b). 
(3) a. How long will it take you to get here? 
b. YOU-GET-HERE WHAT TIME? 10 MINUTES? 5 
MINUTES?. 
The strategy of “explicitation” is well known in 
translation studies (Klaudy, 1998). There are many 
examples of this in our corpus: for many conditions the 
sign includes location on the body, for example <PAIN> or 
<RASH>, the sign for which should indicate whether the 
condition is on the arm, on the back, on the face etc. One 
tactic, though against our principle of providing natural 
translations, is to fingerspell <R-A-S-H>. 
4 Video recording 
Although a number of SL video corpora have been 
collected, there are no agreed standard formats, often 
                                                          
1
 Our convention in this paper is to indicate signs with an 
approximate English gloss in small capitals. 
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because of differences in the underlying purpose behind 
the corpora.  
The first batch of signing was recorded using an analogue 
TV camera at the DCU TV studio using miniDV tapes. 
Upon advice from technical staff at DCU School of 
Communication, for the remainder a Sony XCAM HDD 
digital camera was used. This resulted in a big jump in 
quality and ease of editing. The first batch was transferred 
to file using the DV deck which was highly time 
consuming and the quality was not good. The second 
batch showed a vast improvement in comparison.  
Following the lead of the Signs of Ireland corpus project 
(Leeson and Nolan, 2008), the individual recordings were 
stored as .MOV files. They were edited using the Final 
Cut Pro video editing program on a Apple iMac G5 at the 
DCU School of Communication 
Three days were spent translating the English sentences 
into ISL: often some trial and error was needed to arrive at 
a translation that was satisfactory. 
After the initial recording session, our Deaf consultant 
reviewed the translations. Approximately 90 of the 350 
sentences had to be redone for several reasons because 
they were felt to be too close to the English, because facial 
expressions were not appropriate, placement and neutral 
space not used correctly, and other performance frailties 
due to the signer’s fatigue towards the end.  
In retrospect, it probably would have saved effort if the 
reviewer had been present during the original recordings. 
Despite the budgetary implications, this would have saved  
time and energy, and would have improved the overall 
quality of the corpus. 
This highlights one of the most interesting differences 
between translation into SLs and oral languages: because 
of the “performance” element of the SL, the step 
equivalent to revision in the (oral language) translation 
flow is considerably more demanding. 
5 Transcription 
The next stage was to transcribe the videos into a form 
suitable for textual manipulation. It is probably not 
necessary in the present forum to justify our use of a 
transcription that reflects the actual signs in a more 
explicit way than the widely used convention of glossing 
into quasi-English, even if that representation method is 
advantageous for ready reference, as in our discussion in 
the previous section. 
Our choice here was guided by our main purpose, 
ultimately, to use the corpus of translations in a 
data-driven MT system to generate translations of (novel) 
English inputs as simulations of ISL using a computer 
graphic animated character (avatar). 
After looking at several alternatives, it was decided to use 
the Hamburg Notation System (HamNoSys) and its 
related mark-up language SiGML. 
5.1 HamNoSys 
HamNoSys is a well-established transcription system 
developed by the Institute for German Sign Language and 
Deaf Communication at the University of Hamburg for all 
SLs (Prillwitz et al., 1989). HamNoSys is a phonetic 
notation system purpose-built for use by linguists in their 
detailed analytical representation of signs and sign 
phrases rather than as a writing system for SLs. According 
to Bentele (n.d.), it consists of about 200 symbols 
covering the parameters of hand shape, hand 
configuration, location and movement. The symbols are 
iconic so as to be more easily recognizable and learnable. 
The order of the symbols within a string is somewhat 
fixed, but it is still possible to transcribe a given sign in 
lots of different ways. The notation is essentially 
phonemic, so the transcriptions are very precise, but on 
the other hand also very long and cumbersome to decipher. 
Without doubt, the learning curve for a newcomer to 
HamNoSys is relatively steep. 
Transcribing HamNoSys is all the more arduous because 
the most widely used annotation tool, ELAN,2 does not 
handle HamNoSys. To our knowledge, the only 
transcription software available for HamNoSys that 
allows alignment with the video timestamp is iLex 
(Hanke, 2002), though we have not yet  got access to this 
tool.  
5.2 SiGML 
Closely associated with HamNoSys is SiGML (Signing 
Gesture Mark-up Language) (Elliott et al., 2004), a form 
of XML which defines a set of XML tags for each 
phonetic symbol in HamNoSys. SiGML files are 
represented as plain text which means they can be easily 
handled by computer, e.g. for transmission, and by the 
MT system (see below). SiGML was developed by the 
Virtual Humans group at the University of East Anglia 
over a three year period to support the work of the 
EU-funded projects ViSiCAST (Elliott et al. 2000; 
Kennaway, 2001, 2003) and eSIGN (Kennaway et al., 
2007), whose main focus was to provide communication 
tools in the form of computer-graphic animated figures 
(avatars) for members of the Deaf community.  
The SiGML representation of the HamNoSys notation of 
the SL sequence is readable by the AnimGen 3D 
rendering software (Kennaway, 2003). 
6 Avatars 
Research into synthesising SLs is still in the early stages 
of development. Most existing systems use avatars to 
synthesise sign language in real-time (e.g. Grieve-Smith, 
1999; Krňoul et al. 2007). Using a tool called 
eSIGNeditor (Kennaway et al., 2007) developed during 
the eSIGN project, we are able to compose HamNoSys 
scripts for the corpus and validate them in real-time by 
using the processing pipeline for synthetic SL generation 
also developed in the eSigns project. Using this system, it 
is not possible however to align the HamNoSys 
transcriptions to the time stamps on the video files as it 
would be with iLex. 
State-of-the-art SL synthesis can be compared to the 
somewhat robotic and artificial nature of early speech 
synthesis output. Current problems with the avatar 
include the need for better collision detection, more 
naturalness and less jerkiness. Collision detection is a 
means to incorporate awareness of the physical space 
taken up by the human body. Getting the avatar to position 
its hands exactly where you want them, for example close 
to the face, requires quite subtle programming: by default 
the hands and arms will take the shortest route possible to 
their destination, sometimes passing through another part 
of the body. There is a trade-off between collision 
                                                          
2
 http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan/, accessed 20.3.10 
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detection and processing time, but this should be a matter 
for the underlying software rather than the SiGML 
transcription. Similarly, some improvements will be 
necessary to prevent the avatar from doing impossible 
things, such as turning or bending limbs and joints in an 
unnatural fashion. And in some cases, the avatar’s 
movements are still sometimes jerky and robotic. As part 
of our project we hope to address key factors that would 
make the animations more natural and human, in 
collaboration with colleagues at UEA. In addition to the 
above issues, we wish to address three further factors: 
– non-manual features (facial expressions, mouth 
movements) 
– non-linguistic attributes of the avatar such as weight 
shift, involuntary movements 
– natural variance in signs, such as lack of symmetry 
in two-handed signs. 
These developments should deliver a more human-like 
avatar, thereby improving SL synthesis quality and 
increasing acceptability by the target audience. 
 
Figure 1 illustrates all the steps in the process for the word 
morning (found in several of our dialogue turns): a screen 
shot from the video corpus,  transcribed into HamNoSys, 
the corresponding SiGML, and as synthesised by the 
avatar. 
7 Proposed use for MT 
Situated in a large and successful data-driven MT 
research group, we will adapt and use our MaTrEx MT 
system (Du et al., 2009; Ma et al., 2009) for the task of 
English to ISL translation. This system employs 
statistical- and example-based methods to perform 
translation. Statistical MT (SMT) is largely dependent on 
there being a large parallel corpus for training the system. 
Frequently, such systems train on several million sentence 
pairs (Du et al., 2009). Developmental constraints in our 
work have allowed us to create a toy corpus of only 
approximately 350 utterances.  For this reason we will 
explore example-based methods which translate by 
analogy (Somers et al., 2009) and do not require the large 
amounts of data statistical models do.  
Example-based machine translation (EBMT) is 
sometimes seen as an extension of the well-known 
translator’s tool, the Translation Memory (although 
historically the two ideas were developed somewhat 
independently, and at about the same time – see Somers 
and Fernandez Diaz, 2004). In both, the input to be 
translated is compared with a database of previously done 
translations. If a direct match is found, the corresponding 
translation is used. If an imperfect match is found, it is 
then used as a model on which to base construction of the 
new translation. In the Translation Memory scenario, the 
translator takes the lead, while in EBMT this is done 
automatically, usually with the help of further examples 
that “cover” the differences. The reusable fragments in the 
source sentence and the found example(s) are extracted, 
aligned with the corresponding fragments in the 
translation, and then recombined to form the new 
sentence. 
The English and SiGML modalities in our corpus will be 
used to drive this EBMT process. The marked-up text will 
be  processed  in  the  same way as  MT data  used in local- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
<sigml> 
 <hns_sign gloss="$PROD:Morning"> 
  <hamnosys_nonmanual> 
   <hnm_mouthpicture picture="mO:rnIN"/> 
   <hnm_body tag="HE"/> 
   <hnm_head tag="LI"/> 
   <hnm_shoulder tag="HB"/> 
   <hnm_eyegaze tag="AD"/> 
   <hnm_eyebrows tag="RB"/> 
   <hnm_eyelids tag="BB"/> 
  </hamnosys_nonmanual> 
  <hamnosys_manual> 
   <hamsymmlr/> 
   <hamflathand/> 
   <hamthumbacrossmod/> 
   <hambetween/> 
   <hamflathand/> 
   <hamthumbacrossmod/> 
   <hamfingerbendmod/> 
   <hampinky/> 
   <hamfingerhookmod/> 
   <hamextfingeril/> 
   <hampalmdr/> 
   <hamstomach/> 
   <hamclose/> 
   <hammoveu/> 
   <hamarcu/> 
   <hamshoulders/> 
   <hamclose/> 
  </hamnosys_manual> 
 </hns_sign> 
</sigml> 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Screen shot, HamNoSys, SiGML and avatar 
signing the word morning. 
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isation workflows (Du et al., 2010). Either the HamNoSys 
transcription or the SiGML code could form the 
text-based version of ISL required for MT processing. 
Both provide a level of granularity much finer than the 
usual approach to EBMT, which is usually based mainly 
on word-based matches, rarely on letter strings. It will be 
interesting, and a matter of research, to see the effect this 
has on the alignment and recombination phases of EBMT. 
For example subtle differences between signs that give 
different nuances of meaning and expression, for example 
in hand position, movement, or shape, will be captured by 
the system and used in the translation. 
Using SiGML allows us to maintain the phonetic 
description of the signs required for animation by the 
avatar and avoids the use of glossing and other techniques 
that can misrepresent the language.  
While current research efforts are focussed on 
English-to-ISL MT, we hope to expand the system in the 
future to include recognition components to allow for 
ISL-to-English MT, and thus a complete bidirectional 
translation system. 
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Abstract 
During the first three years of the DGS Corpus project the main focus is on data collection. Before setting up the corpus design we 
conducted a survey to get an overview on the existing elicitation materials. The design of our data collection contains a variety of 
different stimuli and tasks with the special attention to free conversation, dialogues and monologues. To this effect, a range of 
possible discourse modes were considered: narration and renarration, discussion, report and description. The stimuli include pictures, 
picture stories, non-verbal film clips (e.g. cartoons and realistic film clips) and signed movies. In order to minimize the influence of 
the surrounding spoken/written language, written German is not used if possible. Introduction and explanation of each task is 
provided in DGS in form of movie clips. All tasks were tested in a pilot phase to examine their feasibility and reliability. Some of the 
tasks tested needed to go through several rounds of modifications while others did not work at all and thus were excluded from the 
data collection. In this paper, we not only present the tasks for elicitation and stimuli, but also describe their development process. 
We also discuss reasons why some stimuli were adopted from other projects while others had to be developed specifically for the 
purpose of our project. 
 
1. Introduction 
The DGS Corpus Project is a long-term project of the 
Academy of Sciences in Hamburg. It started in January 
2009 and has two major aims: (i) to establish an 
extensive corpus of DGS and (ii) to develop a 
comprehensive dictionary of DGS-German based on the 
analysis of the corpus data. 
 In the first stage of the project, data of about 300 
informants is collected at 12 sites throughout Germany. 
The corpus is designed to reflect everyday language of 
users of German Sign Language. The sample of 
informants is aimed to be balanced for sociolinguistic 
factors such as region, gender and age. Signers are 
always filmed in pairs and come for one elicitation 
session lasting for about 7 hours (including breaks). The 
target corpus size is a film length of 350-400 hours 
resulting in approximately 2.25 million tokens. 
 The purpose of the corpus is to document the use of 
DGS and also to provide material of and on Deaf culture 
and life. It will be a resource that can be used for a 
variety of research questions. About 50 hours of the 
material and its transcripts will be published for free 
access in the course of the project time. We expect that 
these materials will be interesting not only to researchers 
but also to the members of the Deaf community. In other 
words, we expect that the corpus not only becomes a 
valuable resource for linguistic research, but also a 
treasure given back to the Deaf community to which its 
members contributed themselves. 
 The corpus is compiled as a general resource for 
future research and is open as to what these questions 
might be. Therefore, it needs to consist of a large variety 
of discourse modes and grammatical structures as well as 
various subject areas. As one of the project aims is to 
compile a general dictionary of DGS, the corpus should 
also provide enough material on the lexicon of DGS and 
its use. 
 In the following, we will discuss a survey we 
conducted on existing elicitation materials, describe the 
process of task development, and present the tasks along 
with the insights gained so far after completing the 
filming in two regions (Hamburg and 
Schleswig-Holstein). 
2. Task development 
2.1 Survey on existing elicitation materials 
There are many different ways to collect language data 
from Deaf signers. There are visual stimuli such as 
pictures, photographs and movies, to name but a few. 
Since sign language researchers have used different 
elicitation materials for various research purposes since 
the early days of sign language research, our first aim 
was to get a comprehensive overview on the different 
kinds of elicitation methods. Although a number of 
elicitation materials have been shared among linguists, 
all of these stimuli are neither necessarily publicly 
available nor all researchers have published descriptions 
of their stimuli and elicitation procedures. A survey has 
been conducted within the sign linguistics community 
(Hong et al. 2009) to gather information on such 
materials. In the form of a questionnaire researchers 
were asked to give details on 
• the form of the elicitation material used 
(pictures, animated cartoons, flash cards etc.), 
• the content/subject matter of the elicitation 
material (topics of discussion, content of a 
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picture story etc.), 
• the research question, 
• the specific task the informants were given. 
In addition, the researchers were asked to give comments 
on the feasibility and reliability of their materials. The 
researchers were also asked if and from whom or for 
which project their material was adapted and if they were 
willing to share the stimuli with us.  
 On the basis of these questionnaires we were able 
to categorize the different kinds of elicitation materials in 
the following groups: 
• language input (word lists of isolated words, 
single sentences in written language, written 
texts, signed videos), 
• pictures (cartoons, single drawings, picture 
stories, photographs), 
• motion pictures, movies, animations, 
• topics for an open conversation or discussion 
(topical issues, fairy tales and fables), 
• games, 
• combination of pictures and words. 
The analysis of the survey also allowed us to describe the 
advantages and disadvantages of the different stimuli. 
Furthermore, it became obvious that there are materials 
which are especially suitable for cross-linguistic studies 
because they have already been used for many spoken 
and/or signed languages, for example the picture book 
Frog, Where Are You? (Mayer, 1969), the so-called Pear 
Story (Chafe, 1980), the cartoon of Tweety and Sylvester 
(Warner Brothers, 1950) and the drawings from 
Zwitserlood (2003). Researchers’ experience shows that 
elicitation materials cannot be adopted from abroad 
without taking cultural differences into account. Some 
linguists use the Aesop’s Fables as a stimulus because 
these fables are well-known in many countries. This is 
not the case in Germany where most children grow up 
with Grimm’s fairytales. But beyond the question 
whether Aesop’s Fables or Grimm’s fairytales are better 
known, linguists should always bear in mind that even 
such common stories might not be well-known within 
the Deaf community. The survey also indicates that a 
large number of stimuli of the same kind can be very 
tiring for the informants. 
2.2 Adoption and development of tasks 
We adopted Frog, Where Are You?, the Pear Story and 
the cartoon with Tweety and Sylvester in our tasks. The 
first two stimuli were originally used in spoken language 
studies (amongst others Berman & Slobin, 1994; Chafe, 
1980) and were soon adopted by researchers in sign 
language studies (amongst others project “A 
Cross-linguistic Study of Sign Language Classifiers”). 
The cartoon Tweety and Sylvester is used for a 
cross-linguistic comparison of classifier constructions 
(project “A Cross-linguistic Study of Sign Language 
Classifiers”). 
 Other existing materials could not be used or 
adapted because they did not meet our purpose. For 
example, the accessible stimuli for agreement verbs (e.g. 
Hong, 2009) and negation (materials from the Centre for 
Sign Linguistics and Deaf Studies in Hong Kong) were 
designed to elicit isolated sentences. This is not the main 
focus of corpus building which should enable researchers 
to analyze signs and linguistic structures in a larger 
context of near-natural signing. For this reason, we 
developed new materials focussing on these phenomena 
(see 4.13 and 4.10). 
 Since one of the goals of our project is the 
compilation of a dictionary, the basic vocabulary was 
also in the centre of interest. None of the existing 
elicitation materials covers these needs. In order to 
collect the basic vocabulary which is not covered by the 
rest of the tasks, a task to cover as many subject areas as 
possible was developed (see 4.12). 
 Not only did we develop new tasks to elicit certain 
linguistic features, but we also ensured that different 
discourse modes are included in our corpus. For example, 
we created new tasks for eliciting negotiation and 
description of procedures (see 4.5 and 4.13). 
In order to ensure that all informants would receive 
the same input, the instructions needed for each task 
were filmed in order to be presented to the informants on 
screen alongside with the materials. This also allowed us 
to provide different instructions to the two informants in 
settings where they had different roles in the task. 
 As for the adopted stimuli as well as new ones, we 
needed to deal with copyright issues. Two picture stories 
had to be excluded from our data collection because the 
publishers did not give us the permission to use the 
materials. Other publishers like the Bavarian 
Broadcasting (BR) and the Deaf Association in Berlin 
didn’t have any objections and generously supported the 
project by providing us with materials.  
3. Testing 
3.1 Pre-tests 
One step in the development of the various elicitation 
tasks was testing them in different stages of development 
to assess whether or not the tasks met our expectations. 
These tests were conducted by hearing researchers and 
student assistants with Deaf colleagues at the IDGS 
(Institute of German Sign Language and Communication 
of the Deaf) as informants. 
 After each test, the informants were asked if they 
felt comfortable with the task, understood the 
instructions clearly and if not, what they would suggest 
to improve them. In addition, they were asked if they 
considered this task suitable and feasible for potential 
Deaf informants. All tests were filmed and analysed to 
assess the following aspects of the tasks: 
• Do the informants feel comfortable with the 
task? 
• Do the informants understand the instruction 
movies? Is all necessary information given? 
• Do the informants understand the stimulus 
material? Do they see what we want them to 
see? 
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• How much time does it take the informants to 
complete each task? 
• How much signed output do the informants 
produce in each task? 
• Do the informants produce the expected kind of 
language output (reliability)? 
 The tests revealed that in some cases the first 
versions of the instruction movies were not properly 
understood. This led to several rounds of revisions and 
re-testing before the final version was ready. 
 In some tasks the pre-test showed that an 
instruction movie alone was not sufficient for the 
informants. One of the aspects with which they had 
difficulties is the reference. The signer in the instruction 
movie addresses the informant directly by pointing 
forward and refers to the second informant by pointing 
behind his back due to the seating arrangements in the 
studio (see Hanke et al., this volume). Although the 
references established in the signed instructions matched 
the real elicitation setting, the informants did not 
understand the use of space in the instruction movie 
immediately. For this reason, the moderator, the 
fieldworker leading the session, now introduces the 
reference system at the very beginning of the session.  
 The pre-tests also made us aware that some 
informants tended to sign towards the moderator instead 
of signing to their dialogue partner. The moderators now 
get special training to avoid such situations.  
 Additionally, the stimulus material itself was edited. 
The font size of written words within the stimuli was 
enlarged and some pictures were replaced with 
better-known pictures, because the informants didn’t 
grasp the picture’s intention. One task, in which the 
informants are asked to describe the characters of the 
figures in an animated movie, had to be dropped since 
the informants tended to retell the story and had 
difficulties in describing only the characters of the 
figures. 
 As for all picture stories the pre-tests revealed that 
it is necessary to hide the stimuli when the informants is 
signing. Otherwise the signer would keep looking at the 
picture story instead of looking at his or her dialogue 
partner.  
 After the first testing period, the tasks were selected 
and put together in a reasonable sequence to get a session 
time of 5:30 hours with additional 1:30 hours for three 
breaks. 
3.2 Final tests 
Prior to the first elicitation session, we conducted two 
more or less complete test sessions each lasting a whole 
day. In the first session Deaf student assistants were 
recruited as informants and in another session two Deaf 
persons not affiliated with the IDGS were invited. The 
contact person in charge of the Hamburg area moderated 
both test sessions. The material and instruction movies 
were presented using SessionDirector (see Hanke et al., 
this volume) for the first time. 
 The major aim of these complete test sessions was 
to simulate an elicitation session in a situation that was 
as close to the real studio setting as possible. The first 
session took place in a seminar room, but the second one 
could be held in the studio newly set up. In addition to 
the goals in the pre-tests, we also looked at the further 
aspects: 
• How long does each task take, now embedded 
in the whole session? 
• How long does the whole elicitation session 
take? 
• Are the breaks at the right positions? How 
stressful is the session for the participants? 
• Does the order of the tasks work? Do they 
influence each other in a positive or a negative 
way? 
• Do interactions between the moderator and the 
informants work smoothly? 
• Does SessionDirector work as expected in 
presenting the tasks and the stimuli? Do the 
informants know what to do when? 
• Are Deaf people with different educational 
backgrounds able to cope with the tasks? 
 One result from the test sessions was the 
observation that the tasks took less time than in pre-tests 
and provided less material than expected. In the pre-tests 
the informants took much more time to complete each 
task. This may be an effect produced by the fact that the 
Deaf colleagues who served as informants in the 
pre-tests were used to signing in front of the camera, 
knew that they were expected to produce much signing 
and were therefore very cooperative. Another reason 
may be that in single tests the informants focus more on 
the given task while the participants in complete sessions 
knowing that the session contains many tasks and lasts 
for more than six hours focus more on completing the 
tasks than to linger on them. Here the results of the 
complete test sessions showed us that the moderator 
needs to be aware of the fact that the aim is not to 
complete the task as quickly as possible but to use the 
time and keep the informants on the subject to produce 
the expected amount of signed material. 
 As a result of the analysis of these two sessions we 
corrected the expected time for each task, modified tasks 
by adding subtasks and stimuli, changed the order of the 
tasks for the sake of balanced breaks, and added two 
extra tasks alongside the existing optional tasks to make 
the time management more flexible. We further refined 
the instructions to the moderator which are 
communicated in a written manual as well as in special 
training sessions. 
4. Tasks 
After the moderator has clarified questions concerning 
the consent form and checked on the questionnaire for 
the metadata collection with each informant, the 
moderator and the two informants take a seat in the 
studio to start the session. 
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4.1 Sign names 
In the first task they are asked to show their sign names 
and to explain where these names come from. The goal 
of the task is to collect name signs with their origin as a 
part of Deaf culture. The task also aims at warming up 
the informants and introducing them to each other. We 
decided not to ask for their fingerspelled names of the 
informants (though they may present them, if they want), 
because some older Deaf are not familiar with 
fingerspelling. The whole task is completed in the 
average time of two and a half minutes. 
4.2 Jokes 
Prior to the elicitation session, each informant is asked to 
prepare one joke to present to the other informant on the 
day of filming. We adopted the idea of having one task 
for a prepared signing and its position at the beginning of 
the session from the Auslan Archive and Corpus Project. 
The task also helps the informants to warm up and to 
make them feel confident by signing something they are 
already familiar with. Furthermore, we expect that some 
of the informants tell a Deaf joke, which is part of the 
Deaf culture. Depending on the length of performances 
by both informants, the task takes between 2 and 7 
minutes. 
4.3 Experience of Deaf individuals 
The moderator asks both informants questions on their 
experience from Deaf schools, residential schools, Deaf 
retirement homes, Deaf sports clubs, associations of the 
Deaf and so on to make them tell stories from their own 
lives. In this task no instruction movie is presented but 
instead the moderator needs to prepare questions in 
advance which fit the profile of the informant using the 
metadata questionnaire. The task aims at documenting 
typical experience from Deaf lives in form of narratives. 
We expect a lively and spontaneous talk as informants 
are supposed to tell their own experience. For this task 
the moderator is explicitly instructed to exploit the time 
slot of 20 minutes fully. 
4.4 Movie and picture retellings 
Informants look at either a picture story or a movie clip 
which they are asked to retell to the other informant. We 
paired four stimuli in two sets, so that one quarter of the 
informants performs each stimulus. Three of the stimuli 
are those which have been used in eliciting retellings in 
various languages: a picture story Frog, Where Are You? 
(Mayer, 1969), a movie clip with cartoon characters 
Tweety and Sylvester (Warner Brothers, 1950) and the 
so-called pear film or Pear Story (Chafe, 1980). The goal 
of using these stimuli is to supply materials for 
cross-linguistic research. The fourth stimulus is a 
comical sketch titled Haushaltshilfe (Housekeeper) 
broadcasted in the German TV program by and for the 
Deaf “Sehen statt Hören” (Bavarian Broadcasting, 2006). 
This is the only stimulus with DGS signing as an input in 
the whole elicitation session. (The exception is the 
stimulus in an additional task, re-telling of the story on a 
fire alarm, see 4.18.) Both Frog, Where Are You and 
Tweety and Sylvester are presented twice. In the second 
run the story is divided into several groups of pictures / 
several movie clips and after each section the informant 
retells the respective part of the story. For our purpose 
some stimuli are presented in a slightly different form 
from the original. The Pear Story contains background 
sounds (but no verbalization), but it is played without 
sound. The broadcasted version of Haushaltshilfe is 
accompanied by German subtitles, but we use a version 
without subtitles, which the broadcasting company 
kindly provided. In the pilot phase Deaf informants 
pointed out that Deaf informants might get uneasy seeing 
signs in written English in Tweety and Sylvester, for 
which reason we considered adding German subtitles. 
However, we dropped the idea because the English signs 
did not have German counterparts and they did not play 
an important role in the story either. Rather, we decided 
to instruct the moderator to tell the informants to ignore 
the English signs. For the whole task the moderator is 
also explicitly instructed to turn the monitor black before 
the informant starts signing so that the informant doesn’t 
look at the stimulus. This is important because the 
material then can be used in studies in which eye-gaze 
plays an important role. Since our experience in the final 
tests showed that the moderator sometimes forgets to do 
this, we adjusted the session directing software in a way 
that the monitor automatically turns black after 20 
seconds in such cases. The pair of Frog, Where Are You? 
and Tweety and Sylvester takes 27 minutes on average to 
complete, Pear Story and Haushaltshilfe 17 minutes on 
average. 
4.5 Calendar task 
Informants are shown a one-week calendar with fictive 
appointments and are instructed to arrange two meetings 
of two hours respectively to prepare a surprise for the 
wedding party of a mutual friend. They are also told 
explicitly to talk about their other activities in the week 
during their negotiation. Target vocabularies of this task 
are days of the week, time terms and various common 
activities such as seeing the doctor, going on vacation, 
being at work, going to the movies and the theater, sports 
activities, having a plumber at home and so on. This is 
the only task in which some kind of role-play is required. 
The target discourse type is a dialogue with a special 
focus on planning and negotiation. We created two sets 
of calendars with different layouts, one with seven days 
side by side and the time flowing from top to bottom, 
like a timetable, and one with two pages for one week, 
Monday to Thursday being on the left and Friday to 
Sunday on the right page. In the pre-test, Deaf 
informants found the former more comfortable to look at. 
Nevertheless we kept both versions, because we realized 
that the Deaf informants to whom the former one was 
shown used vertical timelines in their signing which 
might have derived from the specific layout of the 
elicitation material. The task is completed in an average 
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time of 9 minutes. 
4.6 Discussion 
Informants are confronted with four controversial 
statements from which they are to choose one to discuss. 
The topics include both Deaf issues (e.g. cochlea 
implants, mainstreaming of the Deaf) and general issues 
(e.g. smoking bans). The goal of this task is to get the 
informants engaged in a lively and emotional discussion 
in which they hopefully don’t think about their language 
use. We prepared two sets of topics, each of which is 
shown in every other session. The informants in the pilot 
phase mentioned their concern as to a high cognitive 
demand on informants as many of them are not used to 
reflecting on social issues or defending their own opinion. 
This makes the role of the moderator crucial who is 
supposed to put questions to support the informants to 
carry on their discussion. Our experience so far shows 
that they fill the slot of around 20 minutes. In some cases 
the moderator even needed to cut off the discussion to 
move on to the next task. 
4.7 Free conversation 
Following the topic discussion the moderator gives an 
instruction to the informants that they can now talk about 
anything they like while he or she leaves the room and 
comes back after 15 minutes. For ethical and practical 
reasons, the moderator makes explicit that the task is to 
chat in an unobserved setting. We adopted this task and 
its position after the topic discussion from the Auslan 
Archive and Corpus Project in which they had positive 
experience (p.c. Trevor Johnston July16, 2009). In the 
DGS corpus project, the topics so far are the elicitation 
session itself, club activities (Deaf club, nine-pin club), 
family members and their hearing status, friends, 
communication and work. 
4.8 Elicitation of isolated signs 
Although our elicitation sessions mainly aim at filming 
monologues and dialogues, we have one task for eliciting 
isolated signs in order to document (regional) variation. 
In the first part of the task informants take turns at 
looking at German terms with or without an illustrating 
picture and are asked to sign it in DGS. Additionally, 
they are also asked to give one short example sentence of 
the sign. The choice of the 34 terms is based on previous 
experience from projects such as the sign language 
dictionaries of technical terms (e.g. Konrad et al., 2003). 
All of them have shown a wide regional variety in 
previous projects (e.g. bread, egg, water, man, woman, 
birthday, satisfied, mistake). In the second part, one 
informant is asked to sign the names of the 12 months 
and 4 seasons, and the other informant continues with 11 
color terms for all of which a wide regional variety has 
also been observed. We intend to collect regional 
variation effectively and get some meta-linguistic 
discussions as one informant is free to comment on the 
sign or the example sentence of the other. The whole 
task is completed in 12 minutes on average. 
4.9 Retelling of picture stories Vater und Sohn 
In the final task of the morning session, each informant 
is asked to retell a simple picture story consisting of 5 to 
6 pictures taken from the book Vater und Sohn (Father 
and Son) by Erich Ohser, a German cartoonist. We 
expect the informants to use constructed actions in their 
retellings. This is one of the optional tasks and can be 
skipped if other morning tasks took longer than expected. 
Our experience shows that the task takes the average 
time of 4 minutes. 
4.10 Warning and prohibition signs 
In the first task in the afternoon the informants look at 
warning and prohibition signs collected from different 
places of the world and are invited to discuss what they 
might possibly mean. In most cases the signs are 
unfamiliar to the informants and they need to guess. One 
practical aim of this task is to warm up the informants 
for the more demanding tasks in the afternoon. The 
scientific aim is to elicit negated sentences in a coherent 
context. The task turned out to be suitable for this 
purpose as our tests showed that the informants used 
negations in descriptions of the given signs, and 
occasionally, to express their disagreement to the other 
informant’s suggestions. The task originally consisted of 
12 warning and prohibition signs. Later, another 4 signs 
were added because the final tests showed that the 
discussions lasted slightly shorter than expected.  
Our experience shows that the informants need an 
average time of 16 minutes to look at the instruction 
movie and discuss all of the 16 warning and prohibition 
signs. 
4.11 What did you do when it happened? 
In this task informants are asked to report what they did 
and/or felt when they heard about or experienced one of 
the shocking or moving events provided in the task. 
These include big historical moments (e.g. the moon 
landing, the fall of the Berlin Wall), significant soccer 
games in World Cups, catastrophes (e.g. the Indian 
Ocean Tsunami, the nuclear accident in Chernobyl), 
attacks (9/11, Kennedy assassination) and the death of 
famous figures such as Princess Diana. One of the topics 
is Deaf-specific, being the unexpected death of Gunter 
Trube, a widely recognized Deaf performer, an event 
which was a great shock to the German Deaf community. 
In addition to the signed description, well-known 
pictures of the events are provided which should evoke 
memories. The aim of the task is to encourage the 
informants to talk lively, in monologues (personal 
experience narratives) and/or in dialogues (further 
exchanges and discussions). The task also aims at 
documenting the way how Deaf people, who used to 
have limited access to information, learned about the 
news or experienced the events and how they processed 
them for themselves. In tests and in the elicitation 
sessions we indeed observed informants often 
mentioning TV news from which they had to guess what 
was going on. In order to cover various topics but not to 
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overwhelm the informants, we prepared two sets of 
stimuli, which are to be used in every other session. Each 
informant is asked to choose one out of 6 topics (or 
alternatively the informants choose two together). In the 
pilot phase and in the first elicitation sessions we got the 
feedback that younger informants were irritated by 
seeing not only recent events but also events, which 
eventually predated their birth. After a long discussion 
on whether to make specific sets for young informants, 
we decided not to make this age distinction in order not 
to reduce the flexibility of the setup should it become 
necessary to replace an informant (having fallen sick, for 
example) at short notice by someone else potentially 
from another age group. The task lasts 20 minutes on 
average. 
4.12 Subject areas 
This task is designed to initiate a conversation about at 
least two different topics. The aim is to get a solid basis 
for the selection of basic vocabulary in DGS. Therefore 
we classified every-day conversation into 25 subject 
areas (e.g. work and profession; energy and environment; 
family and relatives; ceremony, celebration and party; 
emotions and feelings; clothing and fashion; 
communication; partnership, relationship, love and 
sexuality; school and education; sports and games; 
travel). This classification takes former studies on basic 
vocabulary of written and spoken German into 
consideration (Plickat, 1980; Pfeffer, 1984) as well as 
actual lexicographic work on slang in spoken German (cf. 
Wippermann, 2009; and the corresponding website 
http://szenesprachenwiki.de/). 
 Each subject area is presented as a written German 
phrase with 4 to 8 photographs or drawings to 
complement the written input and to stimulate the 
informants’ associations (figure 1). 
Figure 1: Subject area work and profession 
Due to the fact that we have at least 8 pairs of informants 
in each of the 12 locations, we prepared 8 different sets 
consisting of 4 subject areas each (some subjects appear 
in more than one set). To each pair of informants one set 
is presented. They are shown 4 slides with subject 
name(s) and illustrations and a final slide, which 
summarizes the four subjects (with name(s) and at most 
6 illustrations). The informants are to choose two subject 
areas. If they do not come up with anything to talk about, 
the moderator asks questions prepared by us for each 
subject area in order to initiate a conversation (e.g. 
“What do you find good about your job?”, “Is there any 
law that is especially important to the Deaf?”, “What can 
each of us do for a clean environment?”). If the 
informants are well ahead of time, one more subject 
(different from the suggested ones) is shown for further 
discussion. The task takes an average time of 32 minutes. 
4.13 Combined tasks 
This task is a combined task: one informant is supposed 
to perform the task description of procedures, the other 
one is supposed to retell a picture story. Description of 
procedures: The informant is asked to choose one 
familiar activity familiar to him/her from a set of 8. Each 
activity suggested consists of a sequence of actions (e.g. 
making jam, changing a car tire, decorating a Christmas 
tree). The target text types are step-by-step description 
and explanation. Furthermore, we aim at eliciting 
phrases to structure a text describing sequences of 
actions. We prepared two sets, each of which is 
presented in every other session, so that 16 activities are 
covered. However, if informants are not familiar with 
any of the suggested activities, they are free to describe 
any activity of their choice. Retelling of a picture story 
Travel Story: The informant looks at a picture story 
about a tour guide and participants who have to 
overcome several difficulties (figure 2). 
Figure 2: Scene from the travel story 
In the second run, the informant sees several pictures at a 
time and is asked to retell it to the other informant. As in 
the movie and picture retellings (see 4.4) the moderator 
is instructed to switch the monitor into black before the 
informant starts signing (or it turns black automatically 
after 20 seconds). The aim of the task is to elicit various 
ways of the use of space for directionality and plurality. 
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We created the picture story consisting of 17 scenes 
specifically for our purpose, because the survey 
mentioned above had shown that there were no suitable 
stimuli available for eliciting the target signs in the 
framework of a narration. The combined task, which 
consists of description of procedures and picture retelling 
takes 17 minutes on average. 
4.14 Regional specialities 
Informants are asked to talk with each other about 
specialities in the region they live in. The corpus design 
demands both informants living in the same region and 
having lived there at least for 10 years. Possible topics 
range from festivals of the region, popular tourist 
destinations, typical activities, famous figures, prominent 
landscapes, traditions and customs, typical products from 
the region to culinary specialities. The aim of the task is 
to collect signs for names of places, famous festivals and 
so on. The target text type is a discourse. We originally 
intended to elicit a planning discourse by asking the 
informants to produce a signed presentation on the 
region. The informants then would talk to each other 
about how to organize and prepare the signing output. 
We dropped this idea because most people (also hearing 
people) are not used to talk on a meta-linguistic level. 
The task lasts for about 20 minutes. 
4.15 Retelling of a movie Signs 
Both informants watch a five-minute movie and are 
asked to talk about it. The instruction is kept vague on 
purpose to avoid constraints on the conversation. What is 
special about the movie is the fact that there is no talking. 
The two protagonists communicate by showing each 
other written English words on a piece of paper. The end 
of the movie leaves it to the viewer to decide if the 
female protagonist is Deaf or not. We expect signs 
expressing love and feelings as well as assumptions. To 
make sure that the informants understand the written 
words in English, we added German subtitles. This task 
is optional and takes an average time of 8 minutes. 
4.16 New vs. old signs 
Informants are invited to report signs which are different 
between young and old generations. One goal is to 
capture sociolinguistic variance which is not covered in 
the other tasks. A further aim is to elicit a meta-linguistic 
discourse. In spite of the usefulness of the material we 
decided this task to be optional because during a pre-test 
we observed some discomfort among the informants who 
had difficulties in listing up such signs spontaneously. 
The task lasts 7 minutes on average. 
 
We positioned two optional tasks, retelling of a movie 
Signs and new vs. old signs, near the end of the session 
to make the time management as flexible as possible. 
4.17 Deaf events 
The elicitation session ends with a Deaf-specific task in 
which each informant is asked to talk about one Deaf 
event in which he or she took part. In order to call 
various Deaf events to mind, German names of the 
events and related visual materials (e.g. posters and 
pictures) are presented (figure 3). The topics range from 
national events such as culture festivals of the Deaf, sign 
language theatre festivals and sports festivals of the Deaf 
to international events such as Deaflympics and Deaf 
Ways. If the informant did not attend any of those events, 
he or she is free to choose any other event. The goal of 
the task is to document Deaf culture and to induce 
personal narratives and engaged conversations. The task 
takes an average time of 21 minutes.  
 
Figure 3: Deaflympics 
 
After this final task, the session ends with a closing 
conversation in which the informants are asked for 
feedback concerning the elicitation session itself.  
4.18 Additional tasks 
The moderator can include two additional tasks if the 
planned session time is not reached. One task is the 
retelling of a signed story about a fire alarm in a hotel 
and the other task is a route description based on a city 
map. Both of the tasks were adopted from the Dicta-Sign 
project (see Matthes et al., this volume). If the moderator 
decides to apply one or both of these tasks, they are 
inserted before the task “Deaf events” since we want our 
elicitation sessions to end with a Deaf-specific topic.  
5. Conclusions 
Having conducted about 20 elicitation sessions so far, 
the tasks and the elicitation session as a whole seem to 
work as expected. Due to the intensive pilot phase, in 
which many aspects could be reflected and improved, the 
stimuli achieve their intended purpose. Although the 
session lasts 7 hours including three breaks, the variety 
of topics and the diversity of task types seem to help the 
informants to work concentrated during the whole 
session. The feedback received so far from the 
moderators and the informants shows that the 
participants find most of the tasks interesting and 
entertaining. Thanks to the commitment of the 
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moderators and the motivation of the Deaf informants, 
the data collection started successfully. This provides a 
base for an extensive and valuable corpus, which will not 
only serve for future research, but also document the 
language and culture of the Deaf. 
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Abstract 
This paper describes the strategies that have been developed for creating consistent gloss annotations in the latest 
update to the Corpus NGT. Although the project aims to embrace the plea for ID-glosses in Johnston (2008), there is no 
reference lexicon that could be used in the creation of the annotations. An idiosyncratic strategy was developed that 
involved the creation of a temporary ‘glossing lexicon’, which includes conventions for distinguishing regional and 
other variants, true and apparent homonymy, and other difficulties that are specifically related to the glossing of 
two-handed simultaneous constructions on different tiers. 
1. Introduction 
Over the past years, various initiatives in the area of 
signed language annotation have been undertaken, but in 
the area of sign language glossing, no clear standards 
have been developed (Schembri & Crasborn, this 
volume). To some extent, researchers lean towards the 
general principles of the Leipzig Glossing Rules1, but 
these do not specifically mention sign language data and 
the concomitant challenges. An important contribution to 
the discussion has been Johnston’s (2008) emphasis on 
the use on ‘ID-glosses’: identical forms should be 
consistently glossed, and variant forms should receive 
distinctive glosses. 
Work on corpus construction, including the creation of 
annotations, has recently been increasing and is currently 
carried out for different sign languages other than Sign 
Language of the Netherlands (NGT), for example, for 
Auslan (e.g., Johnston, 2008; Johnston, 2009; Johnston, 
Vermeerbergen, Schembri, & Leeson, 2007), British 
Sign Language (BSL, e.g., Schembri, 2008,), and 
German Sign Language (DGS, e.g. Hanke, 2002; Hanke, 
Konrad, & Schwarz, 2001). 
Machine processing of signed languages has become an  
active research field as well, testified by the LREC 
workshop series. In order to facilitate machine 
processing of sign language corpora, several points need 
to be considered. In the present paper, we describe some 
of the adaptations in the Corpus NGT in order to 
facilitate machine processing.  
A specific problem in the creation of the Corpus NGT 
was the absence of a lexicon with unique lemmata and 
variants that could be referred to. The dictionaries that 
have been published in the Netherlands are fragmented 
in focussing either on basic lexicon or on specific topics. 
In the last ten years, dictionary products have explicitly 
excluded variation with the aim of promoting 
standardisation of the lexicon (Schermer, 2003; Crasborn 
& Bloem, 2009; Crasborn & de Wit, 2005). 
                                                           
1 http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php. 
This paper will discuss the process of finding gloss 
conventions for the Corpus NGT that on the one hand 
function like ID-glosses, and on the other hand can be 
consistently created in the absence of a reference 
lexicon. 
2. First release of the glossing conventions 
of the Corpus NGT 
2.1 The Corpus NGT 
The first release of the Corpus NGT in 2008 was created 
in a two-year project funded by the Netherlands 
Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO, grant no. 
380-70-008), aimed at collecting a set of data from deaf 
signers using NGT (Crasborn, Zwitserlood & Ros, 2008, 
Crasborn & Zwitserlood, 2008). It has been completed in 
2008, with the publication of the corpus on Internet.2 The 
data consist of recordings with multiple synchronised 
video cameras, accompanied by gloss and translation 
annotations. All data are freely accessible to researchers 
and the general public. In each corpus video, a maximum 
of two subjects participated (S1 and S2). The left hand is 
glossed separately from the right hand. 
All annotations were created in the ELAN software3 (see 
also Crasborn & Sloetjes 2008, 2010). This annotation 
tool allows multiple annotation layers (‘tiers’) to be 
time-aligned with several video files (Figure 1). 
Every annotated file contains the following tiers: GlosL S1, 
GlosR S1, GlosL S2, and GlosR S2. These four tiers 
contain the glosses for the activities of the left hand 
(GlosL) and the right hand (GlosR) respectively, of the 
signer to the left (S1) and the signer to the right (S2). In 
signs made with two hands, the hands do not always move 
precisely simultaneously (Figure 2). Often, one hand stays 
in the final position of the sign, while the other hand starts 
articulating the next sign. Or one hand starts slightly 
earlier than the other hand. For each hand, the precise 
                                                           
2 http://www.ru.nl/corpusngtuk 
3 http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan/ 
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duration of the presence of a sign is shown in the gloss on 
the GlosL- or GlosR-tier. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Time alignment of glosses per hand 
 
2.2 Initial glossing conventions 
The glosses in the annotation files in the Corpus NGT are 
intended to indicate the exact start and end time of the 
signs, as well as to refer to a lexicon. Thus, the glosses in 
Dutch are not actual translations; in the ideal case they are 
pointers to lemmas in a lexicon. Because of the fact that 
there is no common orthography for sign language or a 
practical, commonly used phonetic notation system 
(Miller, 2001), Dutch words have been used as a reference, 
rather than first glossing in the language itself and 
subsequently translating the glosses to English or Dutch 
for accessibility, as is more commonly done for spoken 
languages. The Dutch glosses that are used approach (one 
of) the meaning(s) of the signs; however, the real 
meanings of the sign forms are described in the lexicon, 
not by the gloss. Exceptions to this rule are 
non-lexicalized forms that, in the gloss, are preceded by a 
@-character (see under #4 below). 
Although it was our intention to use glosses referring to a 
lexicon, it was impossible to always consult the lexicons 
Figure 1. Multi-tiered annotation of multiple video files in ELAN 
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of the Dutch Sign Centre (NGc) on DVD or on the 
internet, given the way the glosses were established and 
for reasons of efficiency. Because of this, the glosses in 
the first release contained many inconsistencies that users 
of the annotations need to be aware of. It is expected that 
many files contain a number of inconsistencies as well as 
interpretation differences and mistakes. 
The glosses are primarily related to manual activity, not to 
body or facial activity, even though some lexical items 
include a specification of non-manual (mostly mouth) 
activities too. Non-lexical non-manual activity, as when 
the signer makes a manual sign accompanied by a head 
shake, are also not encoded by the gloss annotations: only 
the manual sign has been referred to in the gloss, not the 
negation expressed by the headshake.  
3 Challenges 
In order to improve machine search and machine 
processing of sign language corpora, several challenges 
need to be dealt with (Johnston, 2008). Most of these 
challenges stem from the fact that the glosses do not 
contain a transcription of the form of the language itself, 
but a pointer to a lemma in another language (Dutch, in 
this case). 
The first challenge we have recently tackled in our NGT 
corpus concerns homonymy and polysemy. As for 
spoken languages, some signs have the same manual 
form, but do not share the meaning: homonyms, or do 
have the same manual form and have related but not 
identical meanings: polysemes. Lexicographers would 
define polysemes within a single dictionary lemma, 
while homonyms are treated in separate lemmata. In 
spoken English, the word ‘arm’ is an example of a 
homonym, which can refer to a limb, or it can be related 
to a weapon. In the first version of our sign language 
annotation conventions, homonyms and polysemes were 
ignored, as signs received a gloss based on the meaning 
of the manual part of the sign. In section 3, ‘revising the 
annotation convention’, we will discuss how homonyms 
and polysemes are currently processed. If homonym 
signs as well as polyseme signs would receive different 
glosses, an automatic recognition system would have 
severe difficulty grouping those signs that have the same 
forms.  
A similar problem for recognition relates to the existence 
of sign variants: signs that have the same meaning, but a 
different form. Sometimes the same signers use these 
different signs as synonyms, but in addition there is some 
regional variation in the lexicon that the corpus 
recordings explicitly aimed to include. This type of 
variation was ignored in the initial release of the corpus 
as well, in that synonyms and/or regional variants simply 
received the same gloss. 
Some additional challenges can be found in simultaneous 
constructions, whereby the left hand is articulating 
another sign than the right hand, which can even be one 
hand of a previous two handed sign (spreading) 
articulated simultaneously with a second sign. These 
types of special constructions are posing some real 
challenges for machine recognition and translation 
systems, as those constructions convey a large range of 
creative combinations, which cannot be translated easily, 
let alone consistently. Classifier constructions pose an 
additional serious challenge for machine processing. 
Classifiers are non-lexical signs, which refer to a 
category of referents and their location and/or motion, 
and they too can be translated in multiple ways. For 
example, the sign for car can be used at first, and when 
referring to the car later in the discourse when it is 
driving across a hill for example, NGT signers use a flat 
hand, moving up and down a virtual hill. 
4 Revising the glossing conventions 
4.1 General revisions 
Based on the need to adapt the glosses to facilitate 
machine-readability, a series of revisions have taken 
place. A thorough check of typos and spelling mistakes 
has taken place. At the same time, minor revisions of the 
annotation conventions such as notating ‘INDEX’ as 
‘IX’ were implemented. Secondly, the time alignments 
between the video and the glosses were checked and 
adapted where necessary. 
4.2 Umbrella glosses 
An important addition to the first version of the 
conventions concerns signs that have identical manual 
forms, but differ in mouth pattern. These form a very 
frequent group of manual homonyms and polysemes. 
Some signs can have multiple meanings, depending on 
the context and whether or not a mouthing is used 
(Schermer, 1990, Crasborn et al., 2008, van de Sande & 
Crasborn, 2009).  
We refer to part of those identical sign forms with related 
meanings (polysemes) by adding what we call an 
‘umbrella gloss’ to the more specific gloss (examples 
will be discussed below). Signs that have an identical 
manual form can thus be labeled with a more general 
name, while keeping the information about the meaning 
in context. 
The advantage of this approach is that during the 
annotation process, we do not have to make decisions on 
the exact status of the combinations between manual and 
non-manual activities: whether or not they form 
independent lemmata with fixed meanings is left to 
further research, but we facilitate further research by 
including a reference to both the manual form (by the 
umbrella gloss) and the contextual meaning (typically 
invoked by the action of the mouth). In a sense, this 
approach forms a midway between using phonetic 
transcription and foreign language labels, as it represents 
both the unique identification of the form as well as 
reference to the contextual meaning of the sign. 
As the process of annotation continues, the number of 
umbrella glosses will increase. ‘AL’ (ALREADY in 
English) is an example of such an umbrella gloss. The 
label ‘AL’ is being used for various signs with an 
identical manual form, but with (somewhat) different 
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meanings. To further specify the sign, an addition is used, 
for example AL:GEWEEST (AL:BEEN), AL:GEHAD 
(AL:HAD) or AL:AF (AL:FINISHED). As with any sign 
language gloss, an (umbrella) gloss is not a translation of 
a sign; it remains a label attached to the sign. In the 
absence of a complete and accessible lexicon, it 
facilitates consistency in the glossing. In fact, an 
umbrella gloss can be chosen rather arbitrarily, as long as 
the label is used consistently. Below, two examples are 
listed for such signs that belong to an umbrella gloss: 
ALREADY and PROGRAMME. On the left is the more 
neutral gloss (the umbrella gloss), on the right the 
glosses that can be used when for example an 
accompanying mouth pattern adds to the meaning of the 
sign. When the sign has no accompanying mouth pattern, 
the more neutral term (or umbrella gloss) is used. 
 
Umbrella gloss Possible glosses if a sign has, for 
example, an accompanying 
mouthing.  
AL (ALREADY) AL:GEHAD (HAD) 
AL:GEWEEST (BEEN) 
AL:AF (COMPLETED) 
PROGRAMMA 
(PROGRAMME) 
PROGRAMMA:REGELS (RULES) 
PROGRAMMA:WETTEN (LAWS) 
PROGRAMMA:EISEN 
(DEMANDS) 
PROGRAMMA:PLAN (PLAN) 
PROGRAMMA:AGENDA 
(AGENDA) 
 
In the online NGT lexicon4 these variants are not all 
listed as instances of a shared type; this is one of the 
reasons why it is hard to use an existing, fixed, lexicon 
for annotating a sign language corpus. The variation in 
the combinations of manual and non-manual forms can 
be used to further enhance existing lexicons. 
4.3 True homonyms 
A second part refers to identical forms as well, but 
instead of holding a shared meaning, these signs have 
highly distinct meanings: homonyms. An example from 
NGT is DOCTOR and BATTERY, which are both 
formed by the curved index and middle fingers touching 
the chin. Those types of homonyms will not share an 
umbrella gloss. For automatic sign recognition as well as 
for phonological and lexico-semantic research, it is 
crucial that such additional homonyms are listed 
separately as ‘true homonyms’, as separate from the 
polysemes that are joined by an umbrella gloss. 
4.4 Regional variation in manual forms 
Another addition to the conventions concerned sign 
translations that can have different sign forms, the 
so-called (regional and interpersonal) variants. It is 
important that different signs that have the same meaning 
(and therefore would receive the same gloss) but with a 
different sign form, can still be distinguished. The way to 
do this is adding a capital letter suffix to those glosses. A 
separate document is being made with different sign 
variants, for example: DOG-A and DOG-B. 
4.5 Numeral constructions 
Number signs were also in need of revised annotation 
conventions. Instead of glossing ‘counting hand’ for one 
hand, and ‘IX’ (pointing) for the other hand, we revised 
our gloss conventions so as to specify where exactly the 
dominant hand is pointing to. The gloss ‘IX’ is being 
used followed by a specification of the finger that is 
pointed at/indexed. Of this finger that is pointed at, only 
the first letter is glossed, e.g., IX:D (D for duim (in 
Dutch) = thumb) or IX:W (W for wijsvinger (in Dutch) = 
index finger). The non-dominant (counting) hand is 
specified for the number that is being realised, rather 
than merely stating ‘counting hand’. See the example in 
Figure 3. 
4.6 Spatial variability 
Some lexical signs can be performed in highly distinct 
manner, for example for direction verbs, such as ASK 
and VISIT. The glosses were adapted, such that different 
glosses are given, depending on the direction of the verbs. 
If a sign is directed from the signer towards another 
addressee, the gloss is composed of 1GLOSS, for 
example 1ASK, whereas if a sign is directed from an 
addressee towards the signers, the gloss is composed of 
GLOSS1, for example, ASK1. The number 1 refers to 
                                                           
4 http://www.gebarencentrum.nl  
Figure 3. Simultaneous constructions involving 
numeral buoys 
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the signer.  
4.7 Sentences 
Sentence boundaries are clearly needed for machine 
recognition and translation. However, although a series 
of boundary cues were found in past research, final 
conclusions on boundary markers have not been 
established thus far (Crasborn 2007, Nicodemus 2009). 
In order to facilitate sign language recognition, sign 
language sentence boundaries based on intuitive 
judgments were added to the annotations. Moreover, 
translations were provided for one topic in the corpus 
and boundary cues are examined, specifically designed 
for a European project; SignSpeak.  
5. Conclusion 
As for all language corpora, sign language corpora 
should be created in a systematically controlled and 
consistent way, which make machine searches and 
machines processing possible (Johnston 2008). This not 
only provides us the possibility to study linguistic 
properties in sign languages into much more depth and 
using much larger sign data sets than before, but, 
importantly, it has also resulted already in first steps 
towards automatic sign recognition and sign to text 
translations. In order to achieve this, we have revised the 
glossing conventions of the first release of the Corpus 
NGT in such a way that they consistently label specific 
forms, taking into account creative variations of which it 
is not clear whether they have been lexicalised or not. In 
this way, we also try to circumvent the absence of a 
well-accessible lexicon. 
It will be clear from the discussion in this paper that we 
have aimed to create a workable solution that addresses 
the demands of both linguistic research and language 
technology. Further discussion on both details and 
principled choices is clearly necessary. A workshop of 
the Sign Linguistics Corpora Network in June 2010 is 
devoted to annotation, and will also take up the 
discussion on sign language glossing.5 
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Abstract
The recognition of continuous, natural signing is very challenging due to the multimodal nature of the visual cues (fingers, lips, facial
expressions, body pose, etc.), as well as technical limitations such as spatial and temporal resolution and unreliable depth cues. On
the other hand, signing gestures are designed to be robustly discernible. We therefore argue in favor of an integrative approach to
sign language recognition that aims to extract sufficient aggregate information for robust sign language recognition, even if many of
the individual cues are unreliable. Our strategy to implement such an integrated system currently rests on two modules, for which
we will show initial results. The first module uses active appearance models for detailed face tracking, allowing the quantification of
facial expressions such as mouth and eye aperture and eyebrow raise. The second module is dedicated to hand tracking using color and
appearance. A third module will be concerned with tracking upper-body articulated pose, linking the face to the hands for increased
overall robustness.
1. Introduction
Automated sign language recognition from video has been
studied for at least about twenty years (Dorner, 1993). Most
of this work has focused on the recognition of individual
signs (Buehler et al., 2009; Cooper and Bowden, 2009;
Yang et al., 2009), or placed heavy restrictions on gram-
mar and vocabulary (Starner et al., 1998). The recogni-
tion of continuous, natural signing is very challenging, in
terms of both video analysis and linguistics, due to the mul-
timodal nature of the cues (fingers, lips, facial expressions,
body pose), extralinguistic elements such as spatial refer-
ences and pantomime, etc. These fundamental difficulties
are joined by technical limitations such as spatial and tem-
poral resolution and unreliable depth cues. On the other
hand, serving communication, signing gestures are clearly
designed to be robustly discernible. For example, while it is
very difficult to estimate an articulated hand pose by match-
ing a model to an image, relevant hand poses can be distin-
guished by appearance using supervised learning methods.
Ambiguities in manual signs can often be resolved by in-
tegrating facial cues, etc. We therefore argue that an in-
tegrated approach to sign language recognition is required
that combines the various visual and linguistic cues avail-
able using specialized, complementary techniques, aiming
to extract sufficient aggregate information for robust sign
language recognition, even if many of the individual cues
may be unreliable at any given point in time (Dreuw et al.,
2007).
Our own strategy to implement such an integrated system
rests on two modules, for which we will show initial re-
sults. The first module uses active appearance models for
detailed face tracking, allowing the quantification of facial
expressions such as mouth and eye aperture and eyebrow
raise. The second module is dedicated to hand tracking us-
ing appearance. It combines a discriminative method for
selecting skin-colored regions with a generative method for
characterizing hand configurations and locating images of
hands in various articulated poses. This already permits a
fairly robust estimation of hand trajectories.
2. Face Analysis
Facial expressions and head tilts play a very important role
in sign language. Many manual signs are ambiguous in iso-
lation, and need to be accompanied by appropriate facial
expressions in order to convey a specific message. More-
over, facial expressions represent a continuous stream of
supplementary information in any sign language commu-
nication, offering clarity and sensitivity to the viewer who
actually looks more at the face than at the hands.
For computational purposes, facial parameters such as eye
and mouth apertures can be inferred from the configuration
of a set of relevant facial features such as the positions of
fiducial points on eyelids and lips. Our face tracking system
tracks such facial features using Active Appearance Mod-
els (Cootes et al., 2001)
Active Appearance Models (AAMs) are statistical gener-
ative models. Shape and texture variations of the human
face as well as the correlations between them are learned
from a set of example face images, on which correspond-
ing “landmark” points have to be marked priori (including
our facial feature points of interest). Fitting the AAM to a
target image is done by finding the values of the parame-
ters that minimize the difference between the synthesized
model image and the target image using gradient descent.
AAMs are very useful for our purposes because they offer a
way to to directly recover the structural parameters of a face
and extract semantic content meaningful to the application.
The complete framework of our face tracker is composed
of (1) an offline part where we build the face model that
contains all the facial appearance variation information as
well as precomputed data for the step of fitting, and (2) an
online part where we actually track facial features in real
time using that model. Because the fitting method is a lo-
cal search, we initialize the AAM using the face detector
by Viola and Jones (2001). When the residual fitting error
becomes high, we stop the tracking and come back to the
detection step to reinitialize the model.
Fig. 1 shows feature extraction and expression quantifica-
tion for four frames from a video sequence of the Corpus
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(a) eyes open, mouth closed (b) eyes open, mouth closed
(c) eyes open, mouth open (d) eyes closed, mouth open
Figure 1: AAM fits – top-down: full model instance,
meshed shape (green), plotted shape (red). Apertures
(white lines) – left-right: left eye, mouth, right eye. Head
pose: horizontal axis (red), vertical axis (green), depth axis
(blue), the origin is the nose tip.
NGT, which is a collection of data from deaf signers using
Sign Language of the Netherlands (Crasborn et al., 2008;
Crasborn and Zwitserlood, 2008). Eye and mouth aper-
tures shown here are quantified by the normalized area of
the contours delimited by eye and mouth point features re-
spectively. Head orientation is estimated using the POSIT
algorithm, which gives the 3D pose of an object from a
monocular view and the 3D structure of the object (DeMen-
thon and Davis, 1995).
Although AAMs constitute a powerful basis for building a
face tracker, we need to apply refinements to the original
formulation of this method to be able to robustly and ac-
curately track facial features under the very uncontrolled
conditions of the tracking scene in this project.
Often a signer’s face is partially occluded by the hands, and
also self-occluded because of extreme off-plane head rota-
tions. Local occlusions can lead the global model to degen-
erate and lose track of even non-occluded features, so we
need to use particle filtering in combination with the AAM
(Hamlaoui and Davoine, 2005).
It should also be pointed that large head rotations induce
non-linearities in the 2D shape variation, which may not
be robustly captured by the linear AAM model; a solution
to this consists in using 2D+3D Active Appearance Mod-
els (Xiao et al., 2004) where the 3D structure of the face is
learned and used to constrain the 2D AAM.
Finally, in this project we seek the most reliable (robust
and accurate) AAM face model while preserving generic-
ity, i.e. independence of the tracked person. In actual fact,
we may accurately talk about independence of the video,
since a person’s face can change over time, and since dif-
ferent imaging conditions can incur significantly different
appearances of one person’s face. Since AAMs are statisti-
cal models of appearance, built with a learning procedure,
the genericity question is closely related to the choice of the
training samples.
In AAM training, as in all learning tasks, one must care-
fully select the training examples, in quality as well as in
quantity. An AAM is person specific if it is trained on ex-
amples of the face of one person only. If the examples are
well chosen, the ability of the model to describe the face of
this person in unseen situations is great. However, it will
fail to accurately describe any other person. An AAM is
generic if it is trained on examples of the face of several
persons. In this case we can use the model to describe with
good accuracy unseen faces of several persons, but with in-
ferior accuracy compared to a person-specific model of the
tracked person (Gross et al., 2005). Our research effort thus
aims at finding ways to adapt a generic model to a specific
face on the fly, combining the advantages of both methods
while avoiding their drawbacks.
To illustrate the consequences of using specific or generic
models, we built three AAMs on persons from the RWTH-
Boston-104 database (Dreuw et al., 2007). We selected
three videos: the first two videos show the same signer
(a woman) but with significantly different appearances; the
third video show a different signer (a man). The first model
we built is specific to the first video of the female signer,
and the second model is specific to the video of the male
signer. The third model is built from images of the first and
third videos; it is thus generic for two persons, or more pre-
cisely for two videos. Using each model in turn to track the
face in each video, we compute the mean residual fitting
error (i.e. the image difference between the best model in-
stance and the target image, in the model reference frame)
for each combination of a model and video. Tab. 1 shows
the results thus obtained, and Fig. 2 shows some related
sample images with the corresponding AAM fits, one for
each model/video combination. Here, the specific models
perform better than the generic model on the corresponding
videos. Also, the model specific to video 1 poorly tracks
video 2, even though it shows the same person.
AAM video 1 video 2 video 3
specific to video 1 0.23 0.70 0.85
specific to video 3 1.60 1.10 0.12
generic (videos 1 and 3) 0.25 1.20 0.15
Table 1: Global performances of different models (spe-
cific and generic) presented with different data. The per-
formance measure is the mean residual fitting error.
3. Hand Analysis
In sign language, hands convey a lot of information in dif-
ferent ways, including at least configurations, positions,
tractories, and instantaneous velocities of the two hands.
These parameters are fairly difficult to extract robustly. In
principle, hands are difficult to track, and their configura-
tions (articulated pose) are difficult to estimate, because of
their high number of degrees of freedom and their high level
of self-occlusion, which give rise to an enormous variation
of appearance and a high level of ambiguity. Thus, even if
perfect image information were available, fitting an articu-
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Figure 2: Sample images with AAM fits. Poor fits corre-
spond to the inability of a model to interpret the data with
which it is presented.
lated model of a human hand to image data is computation-
ally hard.
These fundamental problems are exacerbated by technical
issues. Most importantly, hands tend to move fast with re-
spect to the frame rates and shutter times of typical video
recording equipment, which results in substantial motion
blur. Moreover, in typical recording settings, the structural
determinants of the hands are small with respect to the pixel
size, and imaging conditions are not optimized to enhance
finger contrast. Consequently, the recovery of precise hand
positions, let alone their articulated configurations, is very
difficult in practice.
One promising path toward a solution rests on two method-
ological pillars, (1) discriminative machine learning meth-
ods that identify systematic predictors of specific hand-
related parameters, and (2) the exploitation of redundancy.
Our hand tracking system contains two steps that exploit
these, skin-color region segmentation followed by PCA-
based template matching.
For the segmentation of the skin regions, the popular graph-
cut algorithm is adopted (Boykov et al., 2001). Graph cuts
seek to minimize an energy function of the form
E =
∑
p∈P
Dp(xp) +
∑
{p,q}∈N
Vp,q(xp, xq),
where Dp is called the data or unary term that measures
how well label xp fits pixel p given the observed data, and
Vp,q is called the smoothness or pairwise term that enforces
smooth labeling among neighboring pixels.
For our skin segmentation problem, we incorporate two
types of information in Dp. The first is a color likelihood
based on histogram matching, and the second is a motion
likelihood based on image differencing. The intuition be-
hind is that hands of signers have distinct skin colors that
are different from the background, and that the hands pro-
duce the most dramatic movement in sign language videos
Color likelihood Motion likelihood Segmentation
Figure 3: Color- and motion-based face and hand segmen-
tation.
Figure 4: (Top) PCA bases of the left hand. (Bottom) PCA
bases of the right hand.
(Fig. 3). For the smoothness term, we adopt the constrast-
sensitive Potts model (Boykov and Jolly, 2001),
Vp,q(xp, xq) =
{
0 if xp = xq
α+ βexp(− ||Ip−Iq||2θ ) otherwise
,
where Ip and Iq are the colour vectors of pixel p and q re-
spectively. α, β, and θ are model parameters whose values
are learned using training data. One example of skin seg-
mentation is illustrated in Fig. 3.
After segmentation, we search hands in only the segmented
skin regions using PCA based template matching (Ding et
al., 2006). To this end, we collect training data from a few
sign language videos and train PCA models for both the left
and the right hands, shown in Fig. 4. Then, we randomly
sample a number of hand candidates from skin regions,
and match them with the PCA bases of the left and right
hands. Thus, two matching scores are computed for each
hand candidate reflecting the probability that the candidate
is the left and the right hand. The hand model with the high-
est match score is most likely to be the hand being tracked
in the current frame. However, we smooth hand trajecto-
ries over time by penalizing large motions between frames.
This is currently done offline using dynamic-programing
techniques (Godsill et al., 2001). Tracked hand regions and
the corresponding PCA reconstructions are shown in Fig. 5.
Figure 5: The tracked hand regions, top row, and the PCA
reconstructions, bottom row.
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4. Conclusions
Automatic recognition of sign language requires the com-
bined analysis of complementary modalities, including
hand gestures, facial expressions, and body pose. We de-
scribed our initial work on face and hand tracking. A third
module for tracking upper-body articulated pose will be
added at a later stage.
Both face and hand modules are as yet incomplete. Among
the most important remaining problems of face analysis are
the adaptation of generic face models to the face currently
tracked to achieve genericity without sacrificing precision,
and the estimation of gaze direction, which plays an imor-
tant role in sign language interpretation.
Hand tracking is inherently difficult. Two fundamental
problems are the difficulty of detecting hands in arbitrar-
ily cluttered images, and the reliable distinction of left and
right hands. To obtain reliable results, hand tracking should
be informed by the configuration of the torso. To this end,
hands are typically tracked in conjunction with the arms,
which are further constrained by the positions of the shoul-
ders with respect to the head (Buehler et al., 2008). Again,
by themselves, arms are difficult to track because their ap-
pearance is usually very similar to the upper body of the
tracked person; all there is to exploit are weak and am-
biguous edge cues. However, combined with an articulated
body model as well as face and hand tracking, reliable over-
all results can feasibly be obtained.
The principal remaining difficulty for upper-body tracking
is the extreme variation of upper-body appearance between
signers. This can be overcome e.g. by requiring an initial,
instantaneous initialization from a canonical pose, which is
used to bootstrap online learning of a discriminative appear-
ance model for hands and arms. In addition, we are work-
ing on exploiting non-local motion cues to inform the hand
tracker, increasing robustness in ambiguous situations such
as low contrast and occlusions between hands and arms.
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Abstract
We investigate the automatic phonetic modeling of sign language based on phonetic sub-units, which are data driven and without any
prior phonetic information. Visual processing is based on a probabilistic skin color model and a framewise geodesic active contour
segmentation; occlusions are handled by a forward-backward prediction component leading finally to simple and effective region-based
visual features. For sign-language modeling we propose a modeling structure for data-driven sub-unit construction. This utilizes the cue
that is considered crucial to segment the signal into parts; at the same time we also classify the segments by implicitly assigning labels
of Dynamic or Static type. This segmentation and classification step disentangles Dynamic from Static parts and allows us to employ
for each type of segment the appropriate cue, modeling and clustering approach. The constructed Dynamic segments are exploited at
the model level via hidden Markov models (HMMs). The Static segments are exploited via k-means clustering. Each Dynamic or Static
part, exploits the appropriate cue related to the movement. We propose that the movement cues are normalized in order to be translation
and scale invariant. We apply the proposed modeling for further combination of the movement trajectory individual cues. The proposed
approaches are evaluated in recognition experiments conducted on the continuous sign language corpus of Boston University (BU-400)
showing promising preliminary results.
1. Introduction
Sign languages, i.e., languages that essentially convey in-
formation via visual patterns, commonly serve as an al-
ternative or complementary mode of human communica-
tion. Visual patterns, as opposed to the audio ones used in
the oral languages, are formed by hand shapes and manual
or general body motion, lip movements and facial expres-
sions. Their expressiveness facilitates human interaction
and exchange of information not only in the existence of
hearing-impaired people but also in situations where speech
is impractical, e.g., in loud workspaces. However, effi-
cient communication by these means is only feasible be-
tween specially trained interacting parties. In this context,
automatic sign-to-text and text-to-sign translation can be
viewed as the intermediate technological modules that can
partially lift this restriction. Moreover automatic sign lan-
guage recognition may have contributions across other are
as as linguistics for the study of sign languages or for the
semi-automated processing of corpora.
Early attempts on automatic Sign Language Recog-
nition (SLR) were restricted to simple recognition
tasks [Ong and Ranganath2005] similarly to cases of
speech recognition a few decades ago. An informal cor-
respondence of the word in spoken language is a sign
unit, given that sign languages tend to be monosyllabic
[Emmorey2002]. There are several metaphors between
sign and speech recognition that allow for the exchange of
methods between the two areas. However, there exist points
of difference too. A diversity that also has practical effects
concerns phonetic sub-units: There is not yet a well-defined
unit equivalent to the phoneme in speech. Another differ-
ence concerns the multiple parallel cues that are articulated
during sign language generation. In this paper, as far as
the segmentation, modeling and recognition are concerned,
This research work was supported by the EU under the re-
search program Dictasign with grant FP7-ICT-3-231135.
we focus on automatic data-driven modeling of sub-units
without any phonological or linguistic information.
The field of SLR is certainly in the focus of quite intense re-
search lately [Ong and Ranganath2005]. It is considered to
be a multilevel problem and it poses significant challenges
regarding visual processing and information stream model-
ing for recognition. [Vogler and Metaxas2003] broke down
signs into their constituent sub-units using the basic ideas
of the Movement-Hold model [Liddell and Johnson1989]
and applied successfully the so-called Parallel HMMs.
[Bauer and Kraiss2001], on the other hand worked also
at the sub-unit level exploring a data-driven approach
for modeling the intra-sign units. They cluster inde-
pendent frames utilizing K-means. [Fang et al.2004] and
[Han et al.2009] have also proposed approaches for data-
driven sub-unit modeling. They employed clustering by
considering segments and not only independent frames as
[Bauer and Kraiss2001] at the feature level, taking advan-
tage of the dynamics that are essential in sign language.
Modeling at the sub-unit level provides a powerful method
in order to increase the vocabulary size and deal with more
realistic data conditions.
The main objective of the proposed modeling approach
is the automatic segmentation and construction of data-
driven sub-units: these sub-units are the intra-sign primi-
tive segments that shall be reused to reconstruct signs that
share similar articulation parameters. We are inspired by
both perceptual and linguistic evidence [Emmorey2002,
Liddell and Johnson1989] on the functionality of the mul-
tiple cues. Among all cues the ones that we heavily exploit
next are based on the planar (2D) coordinates of the domi-
nant hand’s centroid, and some of its products. We shall re-
fer to these features from now on as the movement-position
cues. Besides, movement and position are among the main
characteristics that describe a sign [Emmorey2002].
Based on simple movement, position measurements, we
proceed on the automatic sub-unit modeling of sign lan-
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guage at the model level, that refers to the modeling of
intra-sign segments. This modeling involves the synergy
of the multiple cues and the modeling structure that these
cues are incorporated: 1) the partitioning of segments into
dynamic or static with respect to their dynamics; we em-
ploy for each sign unit, a model based segmentation at the
state level, that apart from the segmentation assigns also
labels to the segments. 2) The modeling of the static or dy-
namic segments depending on the label that they were as-
signed in the previous modeling step. Each type of segment
shall be modeled by the cues and the model that are more
appropriate for each case. Given the segmented sign we are
equipped with a prosperous initialization step to face ap-
propriately the modeling the dynamic vs. static intra-sign
segments. For the case of dynamic segments, our goal is
to cluster not the independent frames as if they were in
a common pool [Bauer and Kraiss2001], neither the fea-
ture frames sequences as segments themselves at the feature
level [Fang et al.2004,Han et al.2009]. Instead, we propose
to hierarchically cluster whole dynamic models (HMMs)
[Smyth1997] based on a similarity measure among mod-
els via their parameters. Another point to stress is that the
models are first normalized wrt. 1) the initial segment’s
position, for each segment, and 2) the maximum scale of
the movement’s trajectory. These normalization steps are
crucial, since by incorporating them we end up model-
ing the actual movement data independently to the exist-
ing mixed scales or initial positions: this makes the mod-
els more compact, increases the training data per model,
and reduces the total number of models required. For the
case of static segments, the main measurement that charac-
terizes them is the one of position, corresponding to more
clear postures on which the velocity has been on average
close to zero. We evaluate the proposed methods on real
data from the Boston-University continuous American Sign
Language corpus (BU400) [Dreuw et al.2008]. In the ex-
periments we explore a variety of feature streams and evalu-
ate the efficacy of the proposed modeling scheme in prelim-
inary automatic recognition experiments showing promis-
ing results. These experiments investigate the efficacy of
the employed features, as well the integration of the multi-
ple movement-position cues.
2. Visual Processing of Sign Language
2.1. Segmentation and Tracking
For the segmentation of the video frames we are
based on the Geodesic Active Regions (GAR) approach
[Paragios and Deriche2002], as this has been adapted on
previous work [Diamanti and Maragos2008] for sign lan-
guage processing. The GAR are deformable 2D contours,
which evolve to minimize an energy functional, designed to
meet the needs of the segmentation process. The intensity
image is partitioned into two separable regions, one being
the union of the skin-colored regions, and the other con-
sisting of the rest of the image pixels, referred to as back-
ground. We adapt the GAR model to introduce a new force
for skin segmentation.
Fcolor = log ((Ps(~x))/(Pb(~x))) + cg(I) (1)
(a) (b)
Figure 1: (a) Likelihood ratio per pixel belonging to skin
or not, shown as a grayscale image. (b) Segmentation after
employing GAR on the likelihood ratio map.
where I is the image, Ps, Pb denote the probability of a cer-
tain pixel ~x belonging to the skin or background regions,
respectively, and g(I) is the edge-detection stopping func-
tion. To estimate the probabilities Ps and Pb we employ
two probabilistic models to account for the skin and back-
ground color, respectively. After the estimation of Ps and
Pb by taking their ratio we result with a measure of a pixel
belonging to skin. The above likelihood ratio map is then
used as a force in the GAR model enforcing the curve to
converge eventually to the edges that separate the skin re-
gion from the background. The result of the hand detection
that we use is shown in Fig. 1. Due to the dynamic nature of
sign language articulation, the skin color regions of interest
may occlude each other. For these cases we employ tech-
niques in order to disambiguate occlusions such as linear
forward-backward prediction and template matching.
2.2. Feature Summary
Employing the segmentation and tracking process, we ex-
tract features related to the position and the movement.
More specifically using the fitted ellipses on each hand
we extract the features related to these ellipses such as
x, y centroid coordinates. In addition, we construct fea-
tures which are products from the x,y coordinates of the
hands’ centroids, such as the velocity vel(t) = [x˙; y˙], the
acceleration acc(t) = [x¨; y¨] and the instantaneous direction
dir(t) = [x˙; y˙]/(x˙2 + y˙2)1/2. For the scope of our current
modeling and recognition we are using only the x,y coor-
dinates of the dominant hand centroid using as reference
point the centroid of the signer’s head and its aforemen-
tioned products.
3. Continuous Sign Language Recognition
We tackle the issue of sub-unit probabilistic modeling in or-
der to deal with continuous sign language recognition. We
propose 1) the organization of the modeling in a tree-like
modeling structure that employs on each modeling level the
appropriate feature(s) with the appropriate modeling de-
pending on the functionality of the features; 2) the normal-
ization of the features that are modeled: We focus in this
way on the actual underlying phenomena we wish to tackle
and avoid from getting our modeling consumed on mixed
factors; 3) the incorporation of the dynamics at the model
level – and not at the feature level of separate frames or se-
quences of frames’ level. We consider that it is both 1) the
modeling structure and 2) the modeling with normalization,
that are important as it is discussed next.
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Figure 2: The 2-state HMM topology that is employed for
segmentation and implicit classification of the segments.
3.1. Model-based Segmentation and Classification
Modeling the Velocity Cue Our goal is to separate the
so called from now on, “dynamic” from the “static” parts
w.r.t. movement. This is the level of segmentation and
classification of the segmented parts of the signal: dynamic
parts shall correspond to movements and static parts to non-
movements. This approach is inspired by linguistic model-
ing [Liddell and Johnson1989] of “movements and holds”.
We assume that movements correspond to high on average
velocity, and non-movements to low relative velocity. Al-
though the fuzziness of the ‘high’ and ‘low’ terms we ap-
propriately incorporate them by adopting a suitable model-
based approach. The feature that shall be utilized for this
characterization is the velocity, whereas the acceleration
could add further detail. The velocity feature vector con-
sists of the dominant hand’s centroid velocity that is con-
structed as the norm of the coordinate derivatives. Our goal
is met if we consider the HMM structure of two states, as
shown in Fig. 2. This allows the entrance and the exit from
both states and the full transition from each state to the
other, since the dynamic or static parts may alternate one
another and do not obey any grammar rule.
Gloss Specific Modeling Next, we create one model for
each gloss that is trained using all realizations of the spe-
cific gloss. Each HMM gloss model models the velocity
profile of the corresponding gloss. Each one of the HMM
states results in modeling a single velocity level. Given the
population of data from large portions of the training set,
the two state levels correspond to a low- and a high-level
of the corresponding feature, i.e. velocity. This is further
understood if we observe the velocity distribution over the
different realizations for a specific gloss in Fig. 4(a). Af-
ter training each HMM we perform a Viterbi alignment for
each realization given the gloss resulting to the most prob-
able segmentation points at the state level together with the
labels of the velocity profiles. An example of segmentation
obtained for one instance of the sign “ADMIT” is depicted
in Fig. 4(b) for the feature level, whereas Fig. 3 shows the
actual frames of the segments (subsampled).
Automatic vs. Manual Segmentation One way to eval-
uate the proposed segmentation approach is by comparing
its output with the corresponding manual annotation by ex-
perts. At this point we show the results of a preliminary
such effort. Figure 5 presents both the automatic and man-
ual annotation1 for a realization of the sign “ADMIT”. For
the automatic production of both segmentation points and
the classification of the segments we make use of the veloc-
1The manual annotation has been provided by Annelies Braf-
fort at CNRS-LIMSI.
Figure 3: Segmentation using the velocity cue for one in-
stance of the sign “ADMIT”. Each row corresponds to a
different segment.
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Figure 4: (a) Velocity distribution (histogram) superim-
posed with the fitted (b) Segmentation shown superimposed
on the velocity profile for an instance of the sign ADMIT.
ity modeling providing two different labels. By comparing
the results it seems that the automatic segmentation via the
proposed approach is on average close to the manual seg-
mentation points.
The proposed model-based approach provides various ad-
vantages: 1) we get not only the segmentation but also the
result of a classification since we have encapsulated implic-
itly the dynamic and static characteristics into the states of
the same model. 2) Another asset is that we don’t need
to define any threshold manually (as other approaches for
segmentation at the feature level), since these are handled
inherently after setting the model parameters.
3.2. Modeling Dynamic Segments
We tackle next the issue of intra-sign sub-unit modeling at
the HMM model level instead of the feature level. In this
way we take advantage of the explicit dynamic modeling at
the state level that the HMMs yield. Dynamic modeling is
crucial for the modeling of movement. After all, HMMs
have been employed successfully in other applications
of sign language modeling too [Vogler and Metaxas2003].
Afterwards, a model level approach adds up a probabilistic
viewpoint that can be further exploited, and finally fits well
with the automatic recognition framework.
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Figure 6: Trajectories of dynamic movements mapped onto the 2D signing space: (a) Without any normalization. (b) After
normalization to the initial position. (c) After normalization to scale. (d) After normalization to both the initial position
and scale.
Figure 5: Automatic vs. Manual Segmentation and seg-
ments’ classification for a realization of the sign “ADMIT”.
3.2.1. Feature Normalization
Initial Position Our goal in this task is to model the dy-
namics of movement during the signs. The main feature for
each dynamic segment is the movement trajectory. Each
position sequence is initiated from the previous actual posi-
tion that is arbitrary. The modeling of such features, leads
to the consumption of the modeling effort due to the in-
creased variance that the arbitrary initial positions of the
movement trajectories introduce, so as to account for all
different initial positions. This is encountered by normal-
izing the feature segments, each one with its corresponding
initial position. This step results on the translation invari-
ant movement modeling, i.e. independently to the initial
position. An example of this normalization is presented in
Fig. 6(a,b): we present the movement trajectories as they
are mapped onto the initial 2D signing space before they are
employed in the sub-unit construction process; we demon-
strate the same trajectories with and without normalization.
Moreover, normalization methods are well-known in the
ASR community [Rabiner1989]. Another advantage of the
normalization is the increase of the data requirements per
model and at the same time we decrease the total number
of models required.
Scale Similarly to the above, scale also affects the model-
ing of movement trajectories. Scale normalization of each
movement results in scale invariant modeling, increase of
data examples per model, end more efficient modeling with
less models. At the same time, we do keep the scale param-
eter itself for further incorporation and modeling as a sep-
arate feature. An example of this normalization is shown
in Fig. 6(a,c): the figure shows the same segments before
they are employed in the sub-unit construction procedure
with and without normalization. Finally Fig. 6(d) shows
the same trajectories after both scale and initial position
normalization. It shall be next more efficient to incorpo-
rate these normalized segments in the corresponding HMM
models instead of the non-normalized, since they shall cap-
ture the actual dynamics independently to both the initial
position (compare with Fig. 6(a,c)), and the maximum scale
(compare with Fig. 6(b,c)).
3.2.2. HMM Clustering
We initialize the segments by first applying the segmen-
tation procedures, as it has been described in the pre-
vious Section 3.1.. Given that the segments contain
movement our goal is to cluster whole dynamic models
(HMMs) [Smyth1997] that correspond to these movement
trajectories. Clustering states at the model level has been
employed succesfully in ASR applications. Herein we clus-
ter not just the states, but whole HMMs. Thus, we fit N
3-state HMMs, one for each individual sequence or seg-
ment Si, i = 1 . . .N . Afterwards we use a similarity
measure between pairs of HMM models Hk, k = 1, 2,
by adopting among proposed approaches in the literature
[Juang and Rabiner1985] that are based on the Kullback-
Leibler divergence. Similarly we employ
D(H1, H2) =
∑
O
H1
i
1
Ti
log
P (O
H1
i
|H1,S
H1
i
)
P (O
H1
i
|H2,S
H2
i
)
where OHki corresponds to the observation sequences that
have been generated from each of the Hk model, of length
Ti and logP (OHki |Hk, S
Hk
i ) is the log probability of the
observation given the HMM model and the optimum state
sequence SHki , for k = 1, 2. The sequences used to com-
pute the log probabilities are generatively constructed by
each Hk model employing 20 sequences. The distance
similarity matrix among all models is exploited via an ag-
glomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm. We end up
with the total likelihood of the specific clustering, given the
number of clusters employed.
3.3. Dynamic Sub-Units for Each Feature
Next, we explore the modeling of features that are appro-
priate for dynamic segments modeling. The output of the
clustering on the HMM level corresponds to a partition on
the feature space. Each cluster in this partition is defined
as a distinct sub-unit, presented next for different cases of
features.
Movement Trajectories After the normalization steps each
segment is modeling the plain normalized trajectory in the
2D planar signing space. We show in Fig. 7(b) indicative
sub-units: these are clusters that have been constructed by
the HMM hierarchical clustering at the model level, and
are then mapped onto the 2D signing space. This map-
ping retains the sub-unit identity that is encoded by means
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Figure 7: The trajectories for different sub-units as they have been mapped on the 2D signing space. With different color
we represent different sub-units that correspond to the different clusters. (a)Trajectories of sub-units obtained using as
feature the movement trajectories (P) without any normalization. (b)Trajectories of sub-units that incorporate both scale
and initial position normalization. (c) Trajectories of sub-units that incorporate the Direction cue after normalization of the
trajectories to the initial position. (d) Trajectories for two different sub-units that correspond to different scales.
of color in the presented figures. In Fig. 7(a) we show a
case of sub-units as a result of clustering, but without the
normalization steps. It is evident by comparing with the
previous case (Fig. 7(b)) that the modeling is much looser
since the models are consumed totally on the explanation of
the different initial positions or scales. The non-normalized
constructed sub-units as shown mapped on the original 2D
signing space make it hard to understand what exactly each
cluster represents. The clusters after normalization actu-
ally implicitly incorporate direction information. This is
something expected as the modeling contains the direction
information encapsulated with the geometry of the whole
trajectory. As a matter of fact, each model’s state from the
first to the last explains points in the trajectory that have on
average increasing distance from the segments initial posi-
tion.
Scale We may have normalized with the scale of each tra-
jectory, being the maximum distance of all points in a tra-
jectory, but this information shall not be disregarded. It is
modeled on its own in order to investigate how it affects
the modeling. We show in Fig. 7(d) indicative sub-units:
these are clusters that have been constructed by the cluster-
ing at the model level, and are afterwards mapped on the 2D
signing space. This mapping retains the sub-unit identity or
equivalently the cluster index that is encoded by means of
color in the presented figures. The presented sub-units are
presented to model trajectories entirely based on their scale
independently to their direction.
Direction The sub-units constructed by the direction fea-
ture show similar results as the ones that model the nor-
malized trajectories. As expected each sub-unit consists
of movements with similar on average direction over time.
Figure 7(c) shows indicative examples of movements over
the same or different clusters having similar on average or
different directions respectively.
3.4. Dynamic Sub-Units for Multiple Features
In the previous section we presented the sub-unit construc-
tion for the dynamic segments using a single cue at each
time for each sub-unit type. Thus we constructed sub-units
that account for single different characteristics of a move-
ment such as the direction, the scale or the movement tra-
jectory. Next, we explore sub-unit construction for the dy-
namic segments by using for each sub-unit multiple cues.
This extension is seamlessly incorporated given the dis-
cussed framework. As mentioned in Section 3.2.2. the sub-
unit clustering is based on HMMs. In order to account for
multiple features during sub-unit construction we employ
a multi-stream HMM instead of one simple single-stream
HMM. More specifically by incorporating both direction
and scale into a multi-stream HMM we create multiple-cue
sub-units that model movements based jointly on their di-
rection and their scale. This sub-unit construction is shown
via the corresponding trajectories that correspond to the dis-
tinct sub-units of Fig.8. In these, instead of the different
directions (as seen in Fig. 7(c)) we have created sub-units
that explain at the same time the direction for each one of
the different scales.
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Figure 8: The trajectories for four different sub-units
mapped on the 2D signing space represented with differ-
ent color/marker. Sub-units account for the multiple-cues
of both direction and scale of the dynamic segments.
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Figure 9: Partitioning of the 2D signing space by K-means.
Different colors discriminate the sub-unit.
3.5. Modeling Static Segments
Given the discrimination and separate modeling of the dy-
namic segments, the remaining segments correspond to the
low velocity profiles. We model only these static positions
and not all positions as they lay across time within move-
ment segments. After applying k-means clustering to the
non-normalized positions we get a partitioning of the static
positions relative to the head of the signer. Figure 9 shows
the constructed sub-units as they are mapped on the 2D
signing space.
4. Lexicon: Recombining the Dynamic and
Static Segments
4.1. Lexicon Construction
After decomposing the dynamic and static segments for
separate modeling, we re-compose them via the lexicon so
as to form the complete signs via a concatenation of the
sub-units at a symbolic level. Each sub-unit is in this case
a ‘symbol’ that is uniquely identified by the feature that
has been employed for its construction and the index that
has been assigned during the clustering procedure. This
lexicon is completely data-driven and does not employ any
linguistic information. The lexicon re-composes the two
levels of 1) the Dynamic Movement Segments (D) and the
2) Static Position Segments (S). An example of three differ-
ent lexicons that have been obtained using Position (P) for
the static segments and Direction (D) or Movement Trajec-
tories (SPn) or Scale (S) for the dynamic segments respec-
tively is shown in Fig. 10.
Figure 10: Lexicon sample for two different type of fea-
tures (from left to right) SPn, S for the dynamic and P for
static segments.
4.2. Multiple Pronunciations
The realization of signs during continuous natural sign-
ing introduces factors that increase the articulation vari-
ability. Among the reasons responsible for these multiple
pronunciations is the existence of features that do not re-
main constant during each gloss articulation. For instance
there might be cases of the same gloss that is represented
by the same sequence of movements but in multiple real-
izations that involve different initial positions. An example
of varying pronunciation for a specific gloss is illustrated
by the sample lexicons shown in Fig. 10. Each line in a lex-
icon sample consists of 1) a gloss identifier concatenated
by 2) an index that corresponds to the pronunciation real-
ization case. Figure 10 includes two cases of features for
the Dynamic segments combined in all cases with the Posi-
tion feature for the Static segments. In the shown example,
gloss “BECAUSE” is being mapped to three different sub-
unit sequences. These specific sub-unit sequences share the
first sub-unit of static modeling, while the second one adds
at a movement sub-unit, e.g. MSPn1, and the third one adds
another static sub-unit.
4.3. Sub-Unit sequences to Multiple Glosses Mapping
Among the reasons responsible for these multiple pronun-
ciations is the non-sufficient during this stage of modeling
w.r.t. the features employed. For instance there might be
cases of glosses that are represented by the same sequence
of movements-positions but they involve different hand-
shape configurations that are not accounted yet. Such a case
are signs “WITH” and “FOOTBALL” which share common
sequence of movements-positions but different handshape
configuration. Another factor is the model order we em-
ploy, or in other words how loose is the sub-unit clustering
we apply. For example if we use a small number of clus-
ters in order to represent all space of movements, although
we might have used sufficient features, multiple different
movements shall be mapped to the same sub-unit creating
looser models.
5. Recognition Experiments
Experimental configuration
In the experiments described we use only the front cam-
era video stream. Among the whole corpus, we restrict our
processing on six videos that contain stories narrated from
a single signer2. We utilize 50 randomly selected signs
2Videos are identified namely as: accident,
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among the most frequent ones. We employ 60% of the data
for training and 40% for testing. This partitioning samples
data from all videos, and among all realizations per sign in
order to equalize gloss occurrence. For the evaluation of
the recognition results we employ the standard measure of
accuracy in the sub-unit level and the gloss level.
Experiments: Next we describe recognition experiments
that evaluate the main aspects discussed. 1) We exam-
ine the incorporation of the segmentation and classification
component referred to as Static vs. Dynamic Classifica-
tion; this step affects also the adapted modeling w.r.t the
employed multiple cues and clustering. 2) Another contri-
bution discussed is the feature normalization for the Dy-
namic parts that on its turn affects both the modeling and
the recognition results. 3) Finally, we further evaluate the
incorporation of multiple cues in the Dynamic parts mod-
eling. The employed cues are encoded as Direction (D),
Movement Trajectory after scale and initial-position nor-
malization (SPn), Scale (S) and non-normalized Position
(P). The results contain both gloss-level and sub-unit level
accuracies.
Number of Sub-Units: The number of sub-units we use in
each case is depended on the existing experimental dataset
and on prior linguistic information. The dynamic segments
employ 24 sub-units given motivation on the different type
of movements (8 for each of straight or curved or other
more complex movements). We use four sub-units for scale
modeling and 22 sub-units for the static segments’ sub-
units which corresponds to different but arbitrary places of
articulation. These numbers imply the total number of sub-
units employed on each recognition experiment described
next and are shown on Table 1. Note that for tasks that
are to be compared we employ equal number of sub-units.
More sub-units imply a more complex task. Another point
to stress, (see also the discussion in Section 4.), is that the
gloss level results should be viewed given the “single sub-
unit sequence mapping to multiple glosses” due to the miss-
ing cues (e.g. handshape). The above gloss accuracy con-
siders a gloss as correct if it exists in the set of targets of
the specific sub-unit sequence. This is the case even if other
glosses are present in the same set. That is, the recognition
performance evaluation functions towards our favor even if
there are multiple glosses mapped from a specific sub-unit
sequence.
Single-Stream Continuous SL Recognition: Here, we
evaluate the efficacy of the various movement-position cues
employed in single stream recognition experiments and at
the same time without incorporating the Dynamic-Static
Classification. Figure 11(c,d) shows the results for the four
single cue cases: P, D, S and SPn. These results should be
seen under the following point of view. The sub-unit accu-
racy is dependent each time on the complexity of the task:
For the case of S the employed number of sub-units is much
lower compared to the other single cue cases thus the high
performance is for a much easier task (see Table 1).
Dynamic-Static Segmentation and Classification: In this
case we compare two variants. The first variant evaluates
the modeling that exploits the Dynamic-Static Classifica-
biker buddy, boston la, football, lapd story
and siblings.
tion (DSC) obtained during segmentation. The second one,
corresponds to the case in which we employ only the seg-
mentation without the Dynamic-Static Classification (no-
DSC) of the segments. For the first case above (DSC) we
employ for the Dynamic segments the cues of D, SPn and S.
On the contrary for the static segments we employ only the
P cue. For the second case of no-DSC all segments share
the same cue. For this case among all multiple-cue combi-
nations we show the one that performs best (SPn-S-P). The
incorporation of the DSC is encoded in the Fig. 11 by the
“+” symbol, e.g. A+B shall correspond to the A cue for the
dynamic modeling and the B cue for the static. Where two
cues are concatenated by “-” as in A-B, this corresponds to
the plain concatenation via multiple streams.
First, we should note that by comparing the single cue ex-
periments with the DSC multiple cue case the latter show
improved performance. The overall recognition perfor-
mance for the DSC case Fig. 11(a,b). outperforms the no-
DSC case Fig. 11(c,d). More specifically, using the Posi-
tion (P) cue naively combined with other features (S, SPn,
D) implies increased model variance. On the contrary, see
Fig.11(a,b), when the cues (SPn, D, S) are modeled plainly
in the dynamic parts and the Position cue (P) is only in-
corporated on the static modeling the results are improved
significantly.
Feature Normalization: The importance of normalization
is observed for the no-DSC case since the SPn cue outper-
forms the non-normalized P cue. For the multiple-cue DSC
case on which the P is better incorporated, the SPn+P per-
forms much higher than the non-reported accuracy of P+P
(i.e. non-normalized cue in the Dynamic modeling result-
ing on 38% gloss accuracy).
Multiple Cues in Dynamic Modeling: By incorporating
multiple cues in the Dynamic modeling as shown in the
DSC case, see for instance D-S+P and SPn-S+P compared
to S+P, SPn+P, D+P in Fig.11(a,b), there are slight im-
provements, that should be considered given the number
of sub-units reported in Table 1.
6. Conclusions
We propose a modeling structure that incorporates
movement-position cues in an unsupervised manner. Each
cue is adopted with the appropriate modeling given its func-
tionality during sign language articulation. The modeling
is based on the discrimination between Dynamic and Static
cases of the movement-position cues, which provides a seg-
mentation and classification of the segments. Secondly,
for each type of modeling we incorporated the appropriate
cues after normalization. The dynamic sub-units are con-
structed by clustering at the model level. The evaluation of
the proposed multiple-cue modeling approach in recogni-
tion experiments on the BU400 continuous sign language
corpus shows promising results. However, in order to be
able to reach more mature conclusions, we shall 1) incor-
porate phonological and linguistic information, 2) as well
as handshape information, that is currently explored via a
model based approach and shall be integrated in a common
framework.
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Figure 11: Recognition performance:(a,b) Gloss and Sub-unit accuracy of multiple cues while incorporating Dynamic-
Static Classification (DSC), (c,d) Gloss and Sub-unit accuracy of single and one multiple cue without incorporating DSC.
Table 1: Feature identifier corresponding to the recognition experiments and number of sub-units employed.
Feature S D SPn P S+P SPn-S-P SPn+P D+P D-S+P SPn-S+P
# SUs 4 46 46 46 4+22(46) 24x4+22(118) 24+22(46) 24+22(46) 24x4+22(118) 24x4+22(118)
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Abstract 
We present an overview of some relevant aspects of sign language synthesis in the ViSiCAST project, which might serve as a possible 
basis for the Dicta-Sign project. Dicta-Sign is a 3-year EU-funded project, that undertakes parallel corpus collection in different Sign 
Languages (SLs) and fundamental research and development of sign recognition and generation techniques in order to open up new 
potential applications for sign language users. One of the aims in Dicta-Sign is to find a model that is suitable for both recognition and 
generation. In this paper we revisit the main aspects of the synthesis techniques implemented in ALE Prolog using a sign language 
specific HPSG with the view for future changes needed.
1. Introduction
We present an overview of some relevant aspects of sign 
language synthesis in the ViSiCAST project 1 , which 
might serve as a possible basis for the Dicta-Sign project.
Dicta-Sign 2 is a 3-year EU-funded project, that 
undertakes parallel corpus collection in different SLs and 
fundamental research and development of sign 
recognition and generation techniques in order to open up 
new potential applications for sign language users. 
Therefore the aim in Dicta-Sign is to find a model that is 
suitable for both recognition and generation.
In the ViSiCAST project we had sound reasons in 
favour of HPSG (Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar) 
for sign language modelling. In sign languages variation 
in grammars is less than in lexicons, therefore a lexicalist 
approach is suitable for developing grammars for more 
than one target languages in parallel. Differences are 
encoded in the lexicon, while grammar rules are usually 
shared with occasional variation in semantic principles. A 
further consideration in favouring HPSG is that the 
feature structures can incorporate modality-specific
aspects (non-manual features) of signs appropriately
(Safar & Marshall, 2002). 
2. Modifications to the ALE 
Implementation
Our HPSG is implemented in ALE Prolog (Shieber et 
al.,1989). The current ViSiCAST feature structure and 
grammar rules will have to be adapted in a way that they 
are suitable for analysis as well. Most changes can be 
                                                          
1 It was an EU Framework V supported project, which 
developed virtual signing technology in order to provide 
information access and services to Deaf people.
2 We acknowledge that this work  is funded through the 
Dicta-Sign project under the European Union’s 7th Framework 
Programme (grant 231135).
expected in the phonetic and syntactic features. A list of 
thousand concepts has been collected for parallel corpora 
in German, French, British and Greek SLs, which initially 
serve the purpose of guiding the annotation of the 
collected corpus. This initial lexicon has to be refined to 
be used in SL grammars enhanced with the linguistic 
knowledge gained from the corpus for analysis and 
synthesis.
ALE has been modified to make it compatible with 
the more recent version of Prolog (SWI v.5.6) on PC and
Mac. Picture 1 shows a typical lexical entry for a noun, 
which will be explained in more detail in the following 
sections. The left hand side (LHS) represents another 
modification to ALE. The LHS is a list of HamNoSys 
transcription symbols for manuals and non-manuals
(Prillwitz et al., 1989) instead of a word. On the right hand 
side (RHS) the values of the phonetic (PHON) features 
are instantiated and propagated to the LHS (like 
accompanying ‘Brow’ in this example) via unification and 
principles. This way we created a dynamic lexicon 
without increasing compilation time.
3. Architecture in ViSiCAST
ViSiCAST produced a prototype English text to SL 
translation system. First the English written text was 
parsed. The output of the parser was then processed using 
λ-calculus, β-reduction and DRS merging (Blackburn & 
Bos, 1999). The result was a Discourse Representation
Structure (DRS), which in a flattened form served as the 
input for the HPSG synthesis. In Dicta-Sign after reviving 
the old system (see Section 2) we can produce the HPSG 
output. The generated sequence is HamNoSys for manual 
features and codes for non-manual features. This 
linguistic analysis can be then linked with the animation 
technology by encoding the result in XML as SiGML 
which is then sent to the JASigning animation system
(Elliott et al., 2010).
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4. HPSG Structure
The HPSG feature structure (see Picture 1) starts with the 
standard PHON (phonetic), SYN (syntactic) and SEM
(semantic) components (Pollard & Sag, 1994).
The PHON component describes how the signs are 
formed by handshape, orientation, finger direction and 
movement. From the non-manuals the eye-brow 
movement and mouth-picture were implemented
(PHON:FACE:BROW and PHON:MOUTH:PICT).
The SYN component determines the argument 
structure and conditions for unification. It contains 
information on what classifiers the word can take (the 
classifier features are associated with the complements
(SYN:HEAD:AGR) and their values are propagated to 
the PHON structure of the verb in the unification process)
or how pluralisation can be realised but also on mode, 
which is associated with sentence type and (pro)noun 
drop. The context feature is used to locate things in the 
three-dimensional signing space. The positions are used 
for referencing and for directional verbs, where such 
positions are obligatory morphemes. This feature is 
propagated through derivation. Movement of objects in 
signing space is achieved by associating an ADD_LIST 
and a DELETE_LIST with directional verbs (Safar & 
Marshall, 2002). Picture 2 shows an example of the 
HEAD feature of a verb.
The SEM structure includes semantic roles with 
WordNet definitions for sense to avoid eventual 
ambiguity in the English gloss.
5. Rules and Principles
The rules deal with sign order of (pre-/post-)modifiers
(adjuncts) and (pre-/post-)complements. British Sign 
Language is a topic-comment language, where the 
complements can subcategorize for their own 
complements. Therefore we introduced a Last-
Complement rule to finish the recursion of the pre- and 
postcomp rules. This means that we deviate from the 
standard Subject-Head rule or schema.
5.1 Mode
The principle of MODE propagates the eye-brow 
movement’s value (neutral, furrowed, raised), which is 
associated with the sentence type in the input (declarative, 
yes-no question and wh-question) throughout.
5.2 Prodrop
The second type of principle deals with prodrop, which 
means the non-overt realization of the pronomina. We 
introduced an empty lexical entry. The principle checks 
the semantic head for the values of subject and object 
prodrop features. Picture 2 shows that the values can be 
can or can’t, a third value is possible, which is must. We 
then extract the syntactic information for the empty 
lexical item, which has to be unified with the complement 
information of the verb. If the value is can’t prodrop is not 
possible, in case of can we generate both solutions.
Picture 1: An example entry for a noun
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5.3 Plurals
The third type of principle controls the generation of 
plurals. We handle repeatable nouns and non-repeatable 
nouns with external quantifiers and plural verbs. The 
input contains the semantic information that is needed to 
generate plurals that is a result of the analysis of an 
English sentence. SLs sign distributive and collective 
meanings of plurals differently, so the semantic input has 
to carry that information. English in this respect is often 
underspecified, therefore in some cases we needed human 
intervention in the analysis stage. The lexical item 
determines whether it allows repetition or sweeping 
movement. Picture 1 shows the allow_pl_repeat and the 
allow_pl_sweep feature under SYN. (sweeping 
movement indicates the collective involvement of a 
whole group, while repetition has a distributive meaning )
When the feature’s value is yes in any case, then the MOV
(movement) feature in PHON is instantiated to the 
appropriate HamNoSys symbol expressing repetition or 
sweep motion in agreement with the 
SEM:COUNT:COLLORDIST feature value. The verb 
pluralization is handled similarly. For more on plurals, its 
issues and relation to signing space we refer to (Marshall 
& Safar, 2005).
5.4  Signing Space
The fourth type of principle is the managing of signing 
space. In signing, being a visual language, we place 
objects in the 3D signing space. We not just place them in 
a certain position but we also move them around. These 
objects can be referred to via pointing or being signed in 
the same location (anaphoric relationships), but they can 
also be manipulated by directional verbs. Directional 
verbs need a starting and an end point for the movement, 
which can be obtained by propagating a map of sign space 
positions through derivation. The missing phonemes of 
those positions are available in the 
SYN:HEAD:CONTEXT feature. While generating the 
verbs arguments they are populated in different positions 
of the signing space. If the verb requires the movement of 
those objects, they will be deleted from the ‘old’ position 
and added to a new position. Picture 2 shows the 
CONTEXT feature with an add_list and a delete_list. 
These lists control the changes of the map. The 
CONTEXT_IN and CONTEXT_OUT features are the 
initial input and the changed output lists of the map. The 
map is threaded through the generation. The final 
CONTEXT_OUT will be the input for the next sentence.
6. How Parameterization works
We will show an example for a lexical entry that has
uninstantiated values on the RHS in the PHON structure 
and therefore the LHS HamNoSys needs to be 
parameterized as well. (For more details see Marshall & 
Safar, 2004 and Marshall & Safar, 2005).
[[take],
[Brow],
['teIk', Hsh, Efd, Plm, Heightobj, Distobj,   
R1, hamreplace, Efd, Plm, Heightsubj, 
Distsubj, R2]] ---> RHS
This is a less frequent example entry when the LHS 
contains only the HamNoSys structure. The handshape 
(Hsh), the extended finger direction (Efd) and the palm 
orienteation (Plm) are resolved when the object 
complement is processed. As in Picture 1 the noun’s 
SYN:HEAD:AGR:CL featrure contains information on 
the different classifier possibilities associated with that 
noun (@ stands for macro below). In the unification 
process this information is available for the verb and 
therefore its PHON features can be instantiated and 
Picture 2: The HEAD information of a verb
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propagated to the LHS:
syn:(precomps:
[(@nmanip(Ph, Gloss,  Index2, Precomp1, Hsh, 
Efd, Plm, Sg)),
(@np2(W, Glosssubj, Plm2, EfdT, Index1, 
Precomp2, Num, PLdistr))]
The complements are added to the allocation map 
(signing space). The allocation map is available for the 
verb as well which governs the allocation and deletion of 
places in the map (see SYN:HEAD:CONTEXT feature in 
Picture 2), therefore the locations for the start and end 
position can be instantiated in PHON and propagated to 
the LHS. Heightobj and Distobj stand for the 
location and the distance from that location for the 
starting point of the sign, which is the location for the 
object. Heigthsubj and Distsubj stand for the end 
point of the movement, which is the location of the 
subject in signing space.
The Brow value is associated with the sentence type in the 
input and is propagated throughout.
R1 is the placeholder for the sweeping motion of the 
plural collective reading. R2 stands for the repetition of 
the movement for a distribute meaning. The verb’s 
SYN:HEAD:AGR:NUM:COLLORDIST feature is 
unified with the SEM:COUNT feature values. If the 
SYN:ALLOW_PL_SWEEP or the 
SYN:ALLOW_PL_REPEAT features permit R1 or R2 
can be instantiated according to the semantics. If the 
semantic input contains singular, R1 and R2 remain 
uninstantiated and are ignored in the SiGML translation.
7. Conclusion
This approach, i.e. the synthesis within an HPSG 
framework in a style that allowed to appropriately 
parameterize the HamNoSys descriptions by inheriting 
information from other linguistic constructs, proved to be 
fruitful and could be further developed in the framework 
of Dicta-Sign.
The Dicta-Sign project undertakes parallel corpus 
collection and annotation in different SLs and 
fundamental research and development in a range of (sign 
recognition and generation) techniques. The lexicon and 
grammar design therefore have to provide formal 
representations for recognition, generation and annotation.
A lexicon should code information dealing with 
phonology, semantics, grammar, usage, variation and 
translation equivalents (compare Johnston,1998). Our 
HPSG lexicon model  in ViSiCAST described signs for 
intended production providing finer grained details of 
phonetics and grammar to be able to drive an avatar rather 
than details of semantics, variation or usage. 
The aim in Dicta-Sign is to find a model that is 
suitable for both recognition and generation. Therefore 
we have to avoid any specification in the entries, which 
would restrict recognition, but be specific enough to guide 
the production. The ViSiCAST grammar was specifically 
constructed for sign synthesis, so ways to make this 
process reversible still have to be developed. Also the 
annotation or translation purposes in different SLs require 
more information on variations and exact semantic 
descriptions. 
A list of thousand concepts has been collected for 
parallel corpora in German, French, British and Greek 
SLs, which initially serve the purpose of guiding the 
annotation of the collected corpus. This initial lexicon has 
to be refined to be used in SL grammars enhanced with the 
linguistic knowledge gained from the corpus analysis for 
the purposes explained above.
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Abstract  
This paper describes the development of a Spanish-Spanish Sign Language (LSE) translation system. Firstly, it describes the first 
Spanish-Spanish Sign Language (LSE) parallel corpus focused on two specific domains: the renewal of the Identity Document and 
Driver’s License. This corpus includes more than 4,000 Spanish sentences (in these domains), their LSE translation and a video for each 
LSE sentence with the sign language representation. This corpus also contains more than 700 sign descriptions in several sign-writing 
specifications. The translation system developed with this corpus consists of two modules: a Spanish into LSE translation module that is 
composed of a speech recognizer (for decoding the spoken utterance into a word sequence), a natural language translator (for converting 
a word sequence into a sequence of signs) and a 3D avatar animation module (for playing back the signs). The second module is a 
Spanish generator from LSE made up of a visual interface (for specifying a sequence of signs in sign-writing), a language translator (for 
generating the sequence of words in Spanish) and a text to speech converter. For each language translation, the system uses three 
technologies: an example-based strategy, a rule-based translation method and a statistical translator. 
 
1. Introduction 
In Spain, 92% of the Deaf have a lot of difficulties in 
understanding and expressing themselves in written 
Spanish and around 47% of the Deaf, older than 10, do not 
have basic level studies (information from INE –Spanish 
Statistics Institute- and MEC –Ministry of Education-). 
The main problems are related to verb conjugations, 
gender/number concordances and abstract concepts. 
 
In 2007, Spanish Sign Language was accepted by the 
Spanish Government as one of the official languages in 
Spain, and it was defined a plan to invest in new resources 
in this language. One important problem is that LSE is not 
disseminated enough among people who can hear. This is 
why there are communication barriers between deaf and 
hearing people. These barriers are even more problematic 
when they appear between a deaf person and a government 
employee who is providing a personal service, since they 
can cause the Deaf to have fewer opportunities or rights. 
This happens, for example, when people want to renew the 
Identity Document or the Driver’s License (DL). 
Generally, a lot of government employees do not know 
LSE, so a deaf person needs an interpreter for accessing to 
these services. Thanks to associations like the Fundación 
CNSE, LSE is becoming not only the natural language for 
the Deaf to communicate with, but also a powerful 
instrument when communicating to people who can hear, 
or accessing information. 
2. State of the Art 
The research into sign language has been possible thanks 
to corpora generated by several groups. Some examples 
are: a corpus composed of more than 300 hours from 100 
speakers in Australian Sign Language (Johnston T., 2008). 
The RWTH-BOSTON-400 Database that contains 843 
sentences with about 400 different signs from 5 speakers 
in American Sign Language with English annotations 
(Dreuw et al., 2008a). The British Sign Language Corpus 
Project tries to create a machine-readable digital corpus of 
spontaneous and elicited British Sign Language (BSL) 
collected from deaf native signers and early learners 
across the United Kingdom (Schembri, 2008). And a 
corpus developed at Institute for Language and Speech 
Processing (ILSP) and that contains parts of free signing 
narration, as well as a considerable amount of grouped 
signed phrases and sentence level utterances (Efthimiou E., 
and Fotinea, E., 2008). 
 
In recent years, several groups have developed prototypes 
for translating Spoken language into Sign Languages: 
example-based (Morrisey and Way, 2005), rule-based 
(San-Segundo et al 2008), full sentence (Cox et al, 2002) 
or statistical approaches (Bungeroth and Ney, 2004; 
Morrissey et al, 2007; SiSi system) approaches. About 
speech generation from sign language, in the Computer 
Science department of the RWTH, Aachen University, P. 
Dreuw supervised by H. Ney is making a significant effort 
into recognizing continuous sign language from video 
processing (Dreuw et al, 2008b; Dreuw, 2009). The results 
obtained are very promising. 
 
This paper describes the parallel corpus obtained for 
developing a Spanish-Spanish Sign Language (LSE) 
translation system in two specific application domains: the 
renewal of the Identity Document and Driver’s License. 
3. Spanish-LSE parallel corpus 
The corpus developed in this project has been obtained 
with the collaboration of Local Government Offices where 
the mentioned services (the renewal of the Identity 
Document (ID) and Driver’s License (DL)) are provided. 
The most frequent explanations (from government 
employees) and the most frequent questions (from the user) 
were taken down over a period of three weeks and more 
than 5,000 sentences were noted and analysed. 
 
Not all the sentences refer to ID or DL renewal 
(Government Offices provide more services), so sentences 
had to be selected manually. Finally, 1360 sentences were 
collected: 1,023 pronounced by government employees 
and 337 by users. These sentences were translated into 
LSE, both in text (sequence of glosses) and in video, and 
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compiled in an excel file. This corpus was increased to 
4,080 by incorporating different variants for Spanish 
sentences, maintaining the LSE translation. The main 
features of the corpus are summarised in Table 1. These 
features are divided depending on the domain (ID or DL 
renewal) and whether the sentence was spoken by the 
government employee or the user. 
 ID DL 
Government 
employee 
Spanish LSE Spanish LSE 
Sentence pairs 1,425 1,641 
Different sentences 1,236 389 1,413 199 
Running words 8,490 6,282 17,113 12,741 
Vocabulary 652 364 527 237 
User Spanish LSE Spanish LSE 
Sentence pairs 531 483 
Different sentences 458 139 389 93 
Running words 2,768 1,950 3,130 2,283 
Vocabulary 422 165 294 133 
Table 1: Main statistics of the corpus 
 
All signs were written in the parallel corpus using glosses 
(capitalised words with a semantic relationship to sign 
language). In order to consider other sign-writing 
notations, a database with 715 signs (including all signs in 
the parallel corpus) was generated. This database includes 
sign descriptions in glosses, SEA (Sistema de Escritura 
Alfabética) (Herrero, 2004), HamNoSys (Prillwitz et al, 
1989), and SIGML (Zwiterslood et al, 2004). Also, the 
database includes signs for all of the letters (necessary for 
word spelling), numbers from 0 to 100, numbers for hour 
specification, months, week days (Figure 1). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1: Example of sign database 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: New version of the visual sign editor 
 
The sign database has been generated using a new version 
of the eSIGN Editor. This new editor has three windows. 
In the main window, the eSign avatar shows the sign that is 
being designed at this moment (using a SEA or a 
HamNoSys specification). The second window allows 
HamNoSys characters to be introduced, and the last one 
permits non-manual gestures to be added. The SEA 
characters can be introduced using the PC keyboard 
together with auxiliary buttons (Figure 2). 
 
This new version incorporates a Spanish graph to 
phoneme tool and a SEA-HamNoSys converter. On the 
one hand, the Spanish graph to phoneme tool is a 
rule-based converter that generates a sequence of SAMPA 
(Speech Assessment Method Phonetic Alphabet) 
phonemes given a Spanish sentence. This sequence is 
necessary to make the avatar move the lips according to 
this pronunciation. On the other hand, SEA (Sistema de 
Escritura Alfabética) (Herrero, 2004) is an alphabet (based 
on ASCII characters) for sign-language. Like HamNoSys, 
SEA allows a sequence of characters to be specified that 
describe aspects such as hand-shape, hand-position, 
location and movements. The reason for developing this 
converter is that the first normative dictionary for LSE 
(http://www.fundacioncnse.org/tesorolse developed at 
Fundación CNSE:) has SEA descriptions for more than 
4,000 signs, but the eSign avatar needs HamNoSys 
descriptions for sign representation (previously converted 
into SiGML files).  
 
The SEA-HamNoSys converter has been implemented in 
three steps: SEA characteristic detection, SEA-HamNoSys 
conversion for individual characteristics, and the 
generation of HamNoSys sign descriptions. These steps 
are repeated for all syllables that make up the sign, if there 
is more than one. The SEA-HamNoSys converter has been 
evaluated with 100 signs selected for including all the 
main SEA characteristics and the HamNoSys structure 
generated is useful and syntactically correct. These results 
are due to the fact that these two sign-writing notations 
have different specification levels. SEA presents a higher 
level because it has been designed to be easy to learn. On 
the other hand, HamNoSys allows a very detailed level of 
sign design. Because of this, when converting from SEA to 
HamNoSys, it is sometimes necessary to incorporate 
additional information by making some assumptions that 
are not always correct. 
 
For designing a sign, it is necessary to specify hand 
movements (manual part) and other gestures including 
face, head and body movements (non-manual part). For 
designing the manual part, two processes have been 
followed: if the sign was included in the normative 
dictionary from Fundación CNSE, its SEA description has 
been automatically converted into HamNoSys (and lightly 
modified if necessary). On the other hand, if the sign was 
not in the dictionary, the HamNoSys sign specification has 
to be generated from scratch, using the videos recorded by 
the Fundación CNSE as the reference. Most of the signs 
(around 70%) were included in the dictionary, so the 
SEA-HamNoSys conversion tool has been very useful: the 
design time was reduced significantly, by approximately 
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50%. For the non-manual part of the sign, the design was 
always made from scratch, using the tools provided in the 
Visual Editor. 
4. Spanish into LSE translation 
The Spanish into LSE translation module is composed of 
three modules (Figure 3).  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Spanish into LSE translation module 
 
The first one is a speech recognition module that converts 
natural speech into a sequence of words (text). The second 
one is a natural language translation module that converts 
a word sequence into a sign sequence. For each translation, 
three different strategies are combined at the output step. 
The first one consists of an example-based strategy: the 
translation process is carried out based on the similarity 
between the sentence to be translated and the items of a 
parallel corpus with translated examples. Secondly, a 
rule-based translation strategy, where a set of translation 
rules (defined by an expert) guides the translation process. 
The last one is based on a statistical translation approach 
where parallel corpora are used for training language and 
translation models. We have considered two statistical 
alternatives: phrase-based one and Finite State 
Transducers (FST). Table 2, summarizes the results for 
rule-based and statistical approaches in laboratory tests: 
SER (Sign Error Rate), PER (Position Independent SER) 
and BLEU (BiLingual Evaluation Understudy). 
 SER PER BLEU 
Phrase-based  39,01 37.05 0.5612 Statistical 
approach FST-based 34.46 33.29 0.6433 
Rule-based approach 21.45 17.24 0.6823 
Table 1. Result summary for rule-based and statistical 
approaches 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Diagram of natural language translation module 
combining three different translation strategies 
The translation module has a hierarchical structure (Figure 
4). Firstly, an example-based strategy is used to translate 
the word sequence. If the distance with the closest 
example is lower than a threshold, the translation output is 
the same than the example. But if the distance is higher, a 
background module translates the word sequence, using a 
combination of rule-based and statistical translators. The 
last module represents the signs with VGuido (the eSIGN 
3D avatar). It is important to remark that this system 
translate Spanish into LSE, not into Signed Spanish. 
5. Spanish generator from LSE 
The spoken Spanish generation system is composed of 
three modules (Figure 5). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Diagram of Spanish generation system 
 
The first module is an interface for specifying a sign 
sequence. This interface includes several tools for sign 
specification: avatar for sign representation (to verify that 
sign corresponds to the gloss), prediction mechanisms, 
calendar and clock for date or time definitions, etc. With 
this visual interface the Deaf can build a sign sentence that 
will be translated into Spanish and spoken to a hearing 
person. The sign sequence is specified in glosses but signs 
can be searched by using specific sign characteristics in 
HamNoSys notation. (Figure 6) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Visual interface for sign sequence specification 
 
The second module converts a sign sequence into a word 
sequence with three different strategies combined: an 
example-based, a rule-based and a statistical translation 
strategy. The procedure is the same as in the Spanish into 
LSE translation system. The last module converts the word 
sequence into spoken Spanish by using a commercial Text 
to Speech converter. In this project the Loquendo system 
has been used (http://www.loquendo.com/en/). 
6. Evaluation 
An evaluation has been performed for testing the speech 
into LSE translator and the spoken Spanish generator for 
Driver’s License renewal. The speech-LSE system 
translates the government employee’s explanations and the 
spoken Spanish generator helps Deaf to ask questions. 
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The evaluation was carried out over two days. On the first 
day, a one-hour talk, about the project and the evaluation, 
was given to government employees (2 people) and users 
(10 people) involved in the evaluation. Six different 
scenarios were defined in order to specify real situations. 
The sequence of scenarios was randomly selected for each 
user. Ten deaf users interacted with two government 
employees at the Toledo Traffic Office using the 
developed system. These ten users (six males and four 
females) tested the system in almost all the scenarios 
described previously: 48 dialogues were recorded (12 
dialogues were missing because several users had to leave 
the evaluation session before finishing all the scenarios). 
The user ages ranged between 22 and 55 years (40.9 
average). For both systems the translation accuracy was 
very high (> 90%) but the users reported several problems 
related to avatar naturalness and LSE normalization. 
7. Conclusion 
This paper has described the first Spanish-LSE parallel 
corpus for language processing research focusing on 
specific domains: the renewal of the Identity Document 
and Driver’s License. This corpus includes 4,080 Spanish 
sentences translated into LSE. This corpus also contains a 
sign database including all sign descriptions in several 
sign-writing specifications: Glosses, HamNoSys and SEA: 
Sistema de Escritura Alfabética. This sign database 
includes all signs in the parallel corpus and signs for all the 
letters (necessary for word spelling), numbers from 0 to 
100, numbers for time specification, months and week 
days. The sign database has been generated using a new 
version of the eSign Editor. 
 
This paper also has described the design and development 
of a Spanish into Spanish Sign Language (LSE: Lengua de 
Signos Española) translation system. This system is made 
up of a speech recognizer (for decoding the spoken 
utterance into a word sequence), a natural language 
translator (for converting a word sequence into a sequence 
of signs belonging to the sign language), and a 3D avatar 
animation module (for playing back the signs). For the 
natural language translator, three technological proposals 
have been evaluated and combined in a hierarchical 
structure: an example-based strategy, a rule-based 
translation method and a statistical translator.  
 
Finally, this paper has presented a spoken Spanish 
generator from sign-writing of Spanish Sign Language 
(LSE: Lengua de Signos Española). This system consists 
of an advanced visual interface where a deaf person can 
specify a sequence of signs in sign-language, a language 
translator (for generating the sequence of words in 
Spanish), and finally, a text to speech converter. 
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Abstract  
In this paper, we discuss the need for a standardised system of annotation for sign language corpora. Although several 
tools exist for the annotation of video data (such as ELAN or iLex), and some existing projects have annotation 
guidelines (e.g., Crasborn et al., 2007; Johnston, 2010), a widely adopted standard is currently unavailable. First, we 
discuss the purpose of a set of unified annotation standards for sign languages: such standards would provide a shared 
set of conventions for the easy exchange of data across different sign language corpus projects and may increase 
consistency within corpora. Next, we discuss the properties that would define a good set of shared annotation 
conventions (Beckman et al., 2009). We examine some of the proposed annotation standards for spoken language 
description, such as the ToBI conventions for prosody and the Leipzig Glossing Rules for morpho-syntax. Lastly, we 
discuss the relationship between theory and description. Dryer (2006) pointed out that linguists often contrast 
‘theoretical linguistics’ with ‘descriptive’ work. But if one accepts the argument that there is indeed no ‘atheoretical 
description’, then sign language linguists need to agree on a shared theory for basic sign language description, and how 
this translates into annotation practices. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we discuss the need for standardised 
annotation conventions for the creation of signed 
language corpora. The paper has come about partly in 
response to an increasing interest in annotation standards 
amongst spoken language linguists, as manifested in the 
report by the annotation standards working group at the 
2009 Cyberling workshop (Beckman et al., 2009), as 
well as among some sign language researchers (e.g., 
Hermann, 2008; Johnston, 2010). Annotation is used 
here to refer to written material that is added to, and 
time-aligned with, the primary sign language digital 
video data, and represents a description and/or an 
analysis of the data. Several multimedia annotation tools 
are currently available (e.g., ELAN, iLex, Anvil, 
Transana, and SignStream), and are increasingly 
becoming adopted in the sign language linguistics 
community. Despite the fact that sign language 
researchers form a relatively small community of 
practice and that some projects have made their 
annotation guidelines available (e.g., Neidle, 2002; 
Crasborn et al., 2007; Zwitserlood et al., 2008), widely 
accepted conventions for sign language transcription and 
annotation are lacking. In the absence of any agreed set 
of standards, the conventions adopted by the ECHO 
project1 have become the basis for some researchers’ 
annotation guidelines (e.g., Johnston & Schembri, 2006; 
Herrmann, 2008; Leeson & Nolan 2008), but we feel that 
the time for wider discussion and dissemination of an 
                                                           
1 http://www.let.ru.nl/sign-lang/echo 
agreed set of standards has come. 
Note that we are not proposing the widespread adoption 
of any sign language writing or notation system, nor for 
a movement away from the increasing use of primary 
video data in the field: we are focusing here on the use of 
annotation as means of tagging the primary data and 
allowing us to create machine-readable corpora. 
2. Sign language annotation  
Ide and Romary (2004) suggested that there are two 
fundamental types of annotation activity: (1) 
segmentation and (2) linguistic annotation. The first 
activity consists of identification of the observable 
elements in the primary data (e.g., signs) using glosses, 
and should involve some kind of tokenisation or 
lemmatisation of the data (Johnston, 2010). The second 
activity might be further subdivided into at least two 
subtypes: syntagmatic and paradigmatic annotation 
(Beckman et al., 2009). Syntagmatic annotation involves 
a description of the relationship between the elements 
identified in the segmentation process (e.g., a noun 
phrase), while paradigmatic annotation involves the 
identification of segments as members of particular 
linguistic classes (e.g., nouns or verbs). Sign language 
glossing techniques used in the literature often attempt to 
combine all of these aspects into a single string (e.g., 
glosses representing signs combined with class labels, 
such as ‘CL’ for classifier, and superscript lines showing 
the scope of non-manual markers, such as ‘neg’ for a 
headshake over a verb phrase). 
3. Why do we need sign language 
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annotation standards?  
Annotation of sign language video data serves a number 
of different functions in corpus sign linguistics, 
reflecting a researcher’s interest in the specific phonetic, 
phonological, lexical, morphological, syntactic and/or 
discourse organisation of the data. Often, annotation 
guidelines are created to serve very specific purposes. In 
the current British Sign Language (BSL) Corpus Project, 
for example, a study investigating the linguistic and 
social factors influencing variation in signs produced 
with the 1 handshape (the index finger extended from the 
fist) uses dedicated single character codes for each of the 
relevant factors, such as the handshape in the preceding 
sign, or the gender of the signer (Schembri et al., 2009). 
Annotation conventions will thus always be 
complemented by project-specific annotations, and are 
by no means intended to replace these. 
The issue of annotation standards becomes more 
important as opportunities for researchers to share data 
grow. As Johnston and Schembri pointed out (in press), 
very few sign language corpora in the modern sense of 
the term ‘linguistic corpus’ currently exist (i.e., a 
representative collection of language samples in a 
machine-readable form that can be used to study the type 
and frequency of linguistic units, see McEnery & Wilson, 
2001). But many corpus projects are now underway, and 
this provides the field with a window of opportunity to 
address the issue of annotation standards. We should 
begin focussing on the issue of standardised conventions 
now to ensure that future data exchange between these 
various projects will be possible, and to provide a basis 
for future projects. Beckman et al. (2009) suggested that 
an annotation standard will only succeed if it is 
associated with a commitment by a community of users 
to adhere to such conventions. As more and more sign 
language researchers begin to work on similar issues in 
corpus sign linguistics, meet regularly in specific 
workshops and share resources through the Sign 
Language Linguistics Society2 and the Sign Linguistics 
Corpora Network3, there are now structures in place that 
can support the development, codification and 
transmission of annotation standards. 
Aside from being able to exchange data between corpora, 
annotation standards might also encourage consistency 
within corpora. Good standards will be based on 
experiences from multiple researchers and research areas 
and are more likely to have well-developed manuals for 
annotators or other training methods like dedicated 
workshops. 
4. What are the characteristics of best 
practice annotation standards? 
Beckman et al. (2009) proposed a number of properties 
as features of  ‘best practice’ annotation standards. First, 
standards have to be consistent and reliable. If we look 
at the history of sign language representation practices in 
                                                           
2 http://www.slls.eu 
3 http://www.ru.nl/slcn 
the sign language literature, there are have been few 
attempts to evaluate the reliability of our means of 
representing sign language data (such as glossing). This 
is because there have been few opportunities for sharing 
primary data, and thus issues around the reliability of 
particular practices have been avoided. Thus, in order to 
ensure consistency and reliability for any proposed set of 
standards, there may be a need to conduct studies into 
the intra-annotator and inter-annotator reliability rates of 
any such system, and structures in place that will allow 
revisions of the standards to be disseminated. 
Independent validation of a whole corpus is impossible if 
there is not explicit agreement on the annotation 
standards that should apply and if these standards are not 
described in detail. 
Second, standards should be useable. Any proposed set 
of conventions must be accompanied by extensive 
documentation (e.g., reference and training manuals) and 
perhaps specially-designed annotation software, be 
relatively easy to teach, should allow the data that has 
been annotated to be searched used already available 
query tools, and should comply with the technical 
demands of a specific annotation tool (e.g. on the text 
encoding standard to follow). 
Third, annotation conventions should be resilient. Often 
there may be uncertainty about how best to annotate 
some aspect of the primary data, so the standards need 
clear mechanisms for marking uncertainty about 
ambiguous cases.  
Fourth, standards should be accountable. The amount of 
information contained in the annotations, for example, 
should stay within the limits of confidentiality agreed to 
by corpus participants.  
Fifth, annotation conventions need interoperability: the 
standards need to be useable within different annotation 
software packages. They must be clearly related to 
existing descriptions of the specific linguistic phenomena 
in the literature, and users should be able to translate the 
annotation conventions into the terminology used by 
their own particular theoretical framework.  
Lastly, the standards need extensibility and adaptability. 
The annotations should be able to be extended to 
describe new linguistic phenomena in undocumented 
sign language varieties. There are also need to be 
practices related to versioning the conventions, so that 
metadata about which version of the standards are used 
in particular corpora are available, together with 
mechanisms for translating across corpora that have been 
annotated at different stages during the evolution of the 
conventions.  
5. Case studies of spoken language 
annotation standards 
Beckman et al. (2009) review many of the existing 
standards for annotation for spoken languages. Two 
examples that illustrate different aspects of the issues 
involved in the creation of standardised annotation 
conventions include the Leipzig Glossing Rules and the 
ToBI Framework.  
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5.1 Leipzig Glossing Rules4 
The Leipzig Glossing Rules5 are a de facto standard for 
glossing morphosyntactic phenomena proposed by 
linguists at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary 
Anthropology and the University of Leipzig. The 
conventions have emerged out of the typological 
literature, building on work by Lehmann (1983) and 
Croft (2003). The rules includes recommendations for 
best practice with interlinear glosses, such as a 
requirement for word-by-word alignment of glosses with 
words, with segmentable morpheme glosses separated by 
hyphens and fused morphemes represented by glosses 
separated by periods. Infixes are shown using angled 
brackets in the gloss, and reduplication shown by a tilde. 
The rules also include a lexicon of abbreviation 
conventions for various morphosyntactic categories. 
These include labels such as ‘AGR’ for agreement 
markers, ‘OBL’ for oblique arguments and ‘VOC’ for 
vocative constructions. The rules reflect common usage 
in the typological literature (and indeed some of the 
practices and labels will be familiar from published sign 
language research), with only a few innovations 
proposed.  
Documentation consists of a website, with the rules 
downloadable as a PDF document. Feedback is welcome, 
with possible revised versions of the rules promised for 
the future (the current version dates from February 2008), 
but currently there is little information available about 
the consistency and reliability of their use. Beckman et al. 
(2009) suggest that the creation of some software that 
allowed users to check their annotations for internal 
consistency would be useful. 
5.2 ToBI 
Unlike the Leipzig Glossing Rules, the ToBI (Tone and 
Break Indices) conventions were originally 
language-specific, intending to work as a set of 
annotation standards for the description of the prosody 
and intonation of American English. This has since been 
extended to other varieties of English and to a number of 
other spoken languages. Although these different 
systems share some basic design principles, they are 
language-specific, as each set of annotation conventions 
‘must be guided by an inventory of its prosodic and 
intonation patterns’ (Pierrehumbert, 2000: 26)6.  
Nevertheless, the standards to provide a basis for 
comparing prosodic systems across languages using 
shared terminology. A ToBI annotation for American 
English includes six obligatory parts (Beckman et al., 
2005): (1) an audio recording, (2) a record of the 
fundamental frequency contour, (3) an autosegmental 
transcription of the intonation contour, (4) an 
representation of each lexical item, (5) a numeric index 
from 0 to 4 of the perceived degree of juncture after each 
                                                           
4 http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php  
5 http://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossing-rules.php 
6 See for example http://todi.let.kun.nl/ToDI/home.htm for the 
Transcription Of Dutch Intonation (TODI). 
lexical item, and (6) markers for disfluencies, 
commentaries and other miscellaneous annotations. 
Symbols include L and H for low and high tones, with % 
representing boundaries, and ? for uncertainty about the 
annotation. The system for English represents a 
consensus model of intonation and prosody, drawing on 
common elements in the 80 years of inter-disciplinary 
basic and applied research into English prosody. ToBI 
has had considerable development, testing and a history 
of use since the early 1990s. Documentation includes 
websites7 and published articles, and there have been a 
number of workshops held at international conferences. 
6 Theory and sign language description: 
Implications for sign language 
annotation standards 
An issue that has been clearly stated in the work on 
prosodic systems (Beckman et al., 2005) and 
morphosyntax (Dryer, 2006) is that a theory-neutral 
annotation system is impossible. Beckman et al. (2005) 
pointed out that even the most widely-accepted 
annotation standard, the International Phonetic Alphabet 
(IPA), is based on two strong theoretical claims: that 
utterances in any spoken language can be divided into 
basic vowel and consonant segments (rather than taking 
syllables as the basic smallest unit, for example), and 
that each spoken language has a limited inventory of 
speech sounds that are not radically different from the 
languages on which the IPA was initially based. Dryer 
(2006) pointed out that linguists often characterise 
certain work as ‘atheoretical’, with some researchers, for 
example, contrasting ‘theoretical linguistics’ with 
‘descriptive’ work on particular languages or in 
cross-linguistic typology. But if one accepts the 
argument that there is indeed no ‘atheoretical 
description’, then sign language linguists need to agree 
on what sort of shared theory we need for basic sign 
language description, and how this translates into 
annotation practices. This will be a challenge, 
particularly in sign language morphology, where, for 
example, there is a lack of consensus in the field about 
whether or not signed languages have verb agreement 
(e.g., Liddell, 2000; Meier, 2002) and verbal classifier 
systems (e.g., Schembri, 2003; Zwitserlood, 200x). 
7 Towards annotation conventions 
We can see the beginnings of standardised annotation 
conventions for sign language corpora in the ECHO 
project (Crasborn et al., 2007). The ECHO guidelines 
were the outcome of a pilot project on the creation of 
open access sign language corpora on the internet, in 
which researchers from three universities in different 
countries and with different research interests aimed to 
establish a set of basic annotation layers that would be of 
use for various research endeavors in the future. This led 
to annotation guidelines and a set of short annotated 
narratives and poetry (Crasborn et al., 2007). The 
                                                           
7 See for example http://www.ling.ohio-state.edu/~tobi/. 
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annotation layers (tiers in ELAN) included glossing 
separately for the left and right hand, some phonetic 
annotations appended to the glosses, and a selection of 
articulatorily independent non-manual properties such as 
broad categories for eye blinks and head movements 
(Nonhebel et al., 2004a). Separate conventions were 
created for the annotation of mouth actions (Nonhebel et 
al., 2004b). These proposals have influenced the work on 
the Auslan, ISL, NGT and BSL corpus annotation 
guidelines, as well as those used in more specific 
cross-linguistic projects (e.g., Herrmann, 2008; 
Zwitserlood et al., 2008). The ECHO project, and 
subsequent work by Zwitserlood et al. (2008), for 
example, proposed that terminology for segmentation 
and linguistic annotation has to be very general, and 
these suggestions will serve as a basis for future work. It 
is not sufficient, however, for single individuals or 
research groups to propose standardised conventions, as 
any annotation standards must develop out of some 
consensus view about what aspects of sign language 
linguistic theory and description are important.  
8. Practical implications for sign 
language annotation standards 
It is clear that the creation of standards will require a 
substantial effort on the part of the corpus sign 
linguistics community. The field lacks the long tradition 
and widespread shared terminology that forms the basis 
of the Leipzig Glossing Rules for morphosyntax, and has 
not experienced the widespread movement towards the 
creation of consensus-based conventions that we see in 
the ToBI standards. Despites this, current infrastructure 
in the field would lend itself to the creation and 
dissemination of any such proposed standards for sign 
language annotation. Metadata standards for sign 
language corpus work already exist (Crasborn & Hanke, 
2003), for example, and to appear to be gaining 
acceptance amongst sign language researchers.8 
There clearly appears to be the need for dedicated 
funding beyond the current Sign Linguistics Corpora 
Network to support a project focused on the creation of 
annotation standards, and the preparation of necessary 
documentation that can be distributed to potential users. 
Any annotation-related project would also possibly 
require studies into intra-annotator and inter-annotator 
reliability, as well as the creation of computational tools 
that can increase the reliability of annotators’ work. 
Moreover, the large-scale validation of whole corpora 
will be dependent on well-documented annotation 
conventions, and the validation process would be of a 
higher standard if the annotation can indeed rely on 
shared standards. Moreover, any such project needs to 
put into place some kind of institutional framework for 
the ongoing maintenance of the conventions, to provide 
training, and to support ongoing revisions of the 
conventions and of the accompanying documentation. 
                                                           
8  This early standard on sign metadata has recently been 
re-evaluated at a workshop of the Sign Linguistics Corpora 
Network, see http://www.ru.nl/slcn. 
Finally, it would be a good idea to explore to which 
extent the standardisation efforts currently encouraged 
by the pan-European CLARIN project 9  could be 
employed. This especially holds for the standard data 
categories that define widely agreed-upon linguistic 
terms in the ISOcat10 concept registries. These might 
contribute to conventions for sign language annotation, 
while at the same time maintaining strong links with the 
spoken language research domain. 
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Synthetic Corpora:  A Synergy of Linguistics and Computer Animation
Jerry Schnepp,
243 S. Wabash Ave, Chicago IL. U.S.A.
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Synthetic corpora enable the creation of computer
containing videotaped exemplars.  Any design for a synthetic corpus needs to accommodate linguistic processes as well as suppor
generation of believable, acceptable synthesized utterances.  This paper explores one possibility for representing linguistic
extralinguistic processes that involve the face and reports on the outcomes of a user test evaluating the clarity of utt
by this approach. 
1. Introduction 
Synthetic corpora are computer representations of 
linguistic phenomena.  They enable the creation of 
computer-generated animations depicting sign languages 
and are the complement of corpora containing videotaped 
exemplars. 
Synthetic corpora have the potential to serve 
multiple disciplines.  They can aid in the automatic 
recognition of sign (Farhadi, et al., 2007)
contain the geometric data required for intelligent visual 
detection algorithms.  They can also provide visual 
depictions of abstract representations and act as a 
verification tool for data integrity and hypothesis testing
(Hanke & Strorz, 2008).  
Synthesized signs can be modified as they are 
formed. This provides the flexibility to generate an 
endless variety of utterances not possible with recordings 
and opens possibilities for automatic translation efforts.  
While representing sign for this purpose is still an open 
question, a synthetic corpus has the potential to serve in 
this capacity.  The flexibility of synthetically
sign is also useful for the development of interpreter 
training software and self-directed learning tools for dea
children (Wolfe, 2006; Wolfe, et al., 2007)
The following describes a design for a synthetic 
corpus of American Sign Language.  In addition to 
representing glosses, the corpus provides for
nonmanual signals and extralinguistic facial 
communication.  The paper also reports on a user 
evaluation of animations generated by this approach. 
2. Design Goals 
From an animator’s perspective, utterances in sign 
are comprised of geometric poses and movements. 
the proper videotaped reference material, it is
animate any signed utterance.  However, the animation 
does not take into account linguistic structure
the production of computer generated animation only 
requires timing and geometric data, the synthesis of sign 
requires additional information, because
manifested physically is often the result of co
linguistic and extralinguistic processes (Wilbur, 2000)
 Rosalee Wolfe, John McDonald 
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functions require representation as independent entities so 
that they can be recombined and thus interact with 
other.  They have parallels to 
annotation software (Brugman & Russell, 
Linguistic annotations can help animation transcribers 
understand the salient features of movements and poses, 
helping them to build far more 
the classification of geometric changes based on their 
linguistic function is mandatory for producing novel 
utterances.  
Figure 1: A happy signer asking a Yes/No question
A desirable feature of any representation is the 
ability to accommodate paralinguistic and extralinguistic 
information.  Emotional affect must be considered, as 
well as such phenomena as mouthing, which
populations may prefer. Researchers, however, 
have the option to include or exclude this
when generating utterances. 
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To demonstrate the importance of this design goal, 
consider a Wh-question signed in an angry fashion
Figure 2.  The eyebrows lower as part of producing a W
question.  However, the emotional state of anger also 
involves lowering the eyebrows.  The synthesis of this 
sentence requires that these two be de
simultaneously.   
Figure 2: An angry signer asking a Wh
At first glance, the design goals of linguistics and
animation would appear to be at cross purposes.  
Linguistic researchers often use corpora to form 
hypotheses through queries on linguistic features, and are 
interested in such abstractions as phonemes, lexical 
modifiers and verb agreement.  In contrast
require extensive minute detail. 
In actuality, the fields of linguistics and computer 
animation create a mutually beneficial synergy.  Having 
the detailed precision required for animation can facilitate 
the exploration of subtle interactions among linguistic 
phenomena. Likewise, animators need an abstract 
representation to organize, combine, and syn
complex animation data. 
Regardless of the animation technique, linguistic 
knowledge is necessary to produce any synthetic corpus.
Animators who hand-transcribe need to work closely with 
linguists, so that phenomena are tagged correctly.  
Linguistic information guides the transcription artist’s 
efforts to produce a natural exemplar that encapsulates the 
essential motions of a sign.   
With motion capture, the role of linguistics is no less 
central.  Motion capture equipment generates massive 
amounts of data that must be cleaned to remove 
extraneous noise.  The linguistic attributes of a sign give 
the cleanup artists precisely what they need to process and 
extract the desired motion. 
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3. Current Proposal
Our work uses labeled manual transcription
detailed and accurate animations of 
animations require voluminous
realistic enough to pass the scrutiny of fluent signers. 
However, such detail is organized using a framework that 
is both abstract enough to facilitate
flexible enough to allow for the synthesis of 
utterances. 
Table 1 shows the high level structure of o
design, which is based on abstractions used by linguists
and is encoded as XML (DuCharme,
tracks separately control the linguistic functions of gloss, 
syntax, and nonmanual lexical modifiers.  These direct the 
position and timing of subordinate geometric compon
Researchers have the option to add high level tracks for 
paralinguistic or extralinguistic functions.  
High Level Tracks 
 Linguistic: 
  syntax  
  gloss 
  lexical modifier 
 Extralinguistic: 
  affect 
  mouthing 
 
Syntax Block 
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 Start time 
 End time 
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Table 1: Corpus Structure
Each track contains blocks 
information.  Each block has a label, a start time, an end 
time, as well as a collection of subordinate geometry 
blocks.  Geometry blocks can contain animation keys or a 
static pose.  Further, blocks can contain intensity curves 
that control the onset and intensity of a pose, allowing for 
multifarious variations.   
Figure 3 demonstrates the abstraction of linguistics 
and the detail of animation in the case of the question “Do 
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you want a book?”  The green curve 
movement corresponding to the yes-no question 
marker.  The red curve represents the influence of the 
affect “anger”.   
Figure 3: Intensity curves and 
corresponding sentence.
Although the syntactic marker co
gloss BOOK, the green curve controlling 
the corresponding pose starts before the 
syntactic marker and ends a significant amount of time 
after it.  This reflects a commonly-used technique in 
animation whereby the action will ease-in and 
a given pose (Burtnyk & Wein, 1976).  Further, animation 
principles require that the pose not be held perfectly still 
at any time, thus there is no plateau in the curve.
The use of labeled poses follows common practice 
in animation studios where a master animator creates a 
dictionary of characteristic poses (Thomas & Johnston, 
1981).  By encapsulating minute geometric arrangements 
in concise groups called poses, a master animator 
provides an efficient mechanism for others to apply and 
combine poses. In a similar fashion, this corpus design 
allows for application and composition of linguist
processes. 
 
4. A Case Study 
To test the feasibility of this approach, we focused 
on the interaction of processes that take place on a 
signer’s face.  We based the design on the
of literature that characterizes these processes
& Kegl, 2006; Reilly, et al., 1990; Weast, T.,  2008
also considered the feasibility of incorporating both 
linguistic and extralinguistic information in the design.
We conducted a study of the clarity 
of the synthesized utterances.  Since we 
represent the interactions of both linguistic and 
extralinguistic facial movements, we chose a set of test 
utterances that combined the effects of a single 
linguistic marker and a single emotive pose (See 
Twenty participants, all of whom were attending the 
2009 DeafNation Expo trade show in Palatine, Illinois
volunteered to participate in this study. 
answered background questionnaires to determine their 
level of ASL fluency.  They were informed that they could 
withdraw at any time during the experiment and they were 
naive as to its purpose.  This work was reviewed and 
approved by the Institutional Review Board 
University [JS101609CDM].   
During the user test, participants viewed animations 
WANT BOOK
q
represents the 
syntactic 
 
 
 
-occurs with the 
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onset of the 
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ic 
 substantial body 
 (Grossman 
).  We 
 
and acceptability 
aimed to 
facial 
Table 2). 
 
 The participants 
at DePaul 
of ASL signs. During each session the 
short clips depicting the combination of nonmanual 
signals and emotional affect, as listed in
clips are available at http://asl.depaul.edu/LREC2010
Following each clip, participants 
regarding its meaning and clarity.
Table 2: Test utterances
The test environment comprised a PC laptop placed 
on a table in an exhibition booth.
operated the laptop while the participant 
attached monitor.  The participant
full-screen on the 21” LCD monitor (resolution: 1280 x 
1024 pixels).  They were seated at 
20-40”.  All instructions were signed by the 
facilitator or the interpreter.  A 
the participant and facilitator while 
across the table. 
Each participant tested individually. 
were informed that they should watch each animation 
carefully and that they could wat
times as they wanted.   
The facilitator prefaced each animation with a short 
sentence establishing its context.
animation displayed “How many books do you want?”
Before playing the animation the facilitator
the character is the owner of a book store who is taking an 
order from a customer.   
After watching an animation, each 
answered four questions.  The first 
participant to repeat the sentence 
animation had communicated the intended meaning.
Question two presented a graphical Likert scale
which queried the perceived emotional state. 
question employed another Likert scale measuring the 
animation’s clarity, from unrecognizable
clear (5).  The last question ask
improve the animation. 
Figure 4: Likert scale measuring
 
5. Results
For brevity, only responses to utterance (4)
reported here. All the results were similar and the entire 
data set is available at http://asl.depaul.edu/LREC
participant watched 
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response to the first question, participants were able to 
replicate the utterance 100% of the time. Also, 70% rated 
the animation as clear or very clear (Table 3).  Each 
participant ascertained that the mouth shapes which 
characterize CHA indicate a large size.  While some were 
confused as to the reason why the avatar appeared angry 
about a large cup of coffee, 95% correctly identified the 
intended emotional state (Table 4).  After viewing the 
animation, participants described her as “grumpy”, 
“angry”, “disappointed” and “negative”.   
 
 
Table 3: Clarity of test utterance (4). 
 
Table 4: Emotion of test utterance (4). 
 
6. Conclusion and Future Work 
The use of linguistic abstractions as a basis for 
animations has yielded promising results.  The animations 
produced were well received by fluent signers and appear 
to communicate effectively.  The data strongly suggest 
that the representation chosen for our corpus is flexible 
enough to display co-occurring facial nonmanual signals.  
While this approach undoubtedly requires extension 
and revision, it is a step toward the automatic generation 
of American Sign Language.  Moving forward, we plan to 
extend this representation to other parts of the body and 
test it with a wider range of utterances.  We also plan to 
integrate the corpus structure into a more complete user 
interface that would facilitate the generation of ASL 
animations incorporating linguistic and extralinguistic 
features that interact on many levels including the facial 
nonmanual signals presented here.   
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Abstract  
This paper reviews the social needs of the deaf community and describes the mechanisms and/or technologies which 
would improve the quality of life of this collective. The basis of this project is a teleinterpretation pilot, developed in 
Andalusia (Spain), and as a result of the interaction with the users, two investigation lines have been discovered, 
telephone communication, and e-learning. These activities have a clearly defined technology need by the hearing 
impaired, and existing solutions do not completely solve the problem, therefore they are a good scenario to implement 
an automatic sign language recognition system. The aim of the paper is to demonstrate how to thanks to this technology, 
social barriers can be torn down, allowing equal access to those services that today are restrictive for deaf people. 
1. Introduction 
In a multicultural world where people are in constant 
movement and distance is no longer a problem, the 
definition of the word ubiquitous has increased its 
meaning. In this context, it is of vital importance to 
ensure that the groups at risk of exclusion, including deaf 
people, have access to new communication technologies. 
By developing the appropriate tools, such as automatic 
sign language recognition systems, these technologies 
can promote the elimination of existing communication 
barriers, providing mechanisms for social integration. 
With this target in mind, the platform of communication 
for deaf people was born; not only as a tool to resolve the 
problems of distance, but also to improve the quality of 
life of the deaf, adding new and promising possibilities 
to their standard methods of learning, signing, and 
interaction with hearing people. 
The platform has two main focuses: on one hand it 
would constitute help to the traditional system of sign 
language interpretation, in cases where an interpreter is 
unable to reach the place where the deaf person is, or 
even when the demand for interpreters supersedes the 
number on hand.  
On the other hand we have the learning of sign language: 
reducing the difficulties to link a SL signal with a written 
word and promoting the early communication in an 
effective way between hearing parents and deaf children, 
allowing the linguistic, psychological and social 
development of these children to be easier. 
The awareness of the importance of sign language and 
the methods used today to teach it is an important 
research issue in Europe and this is where the platform 
must demonstrate its advantages and provide its services, 
not only to a individual but also for groups of e-learners. 
This system relies on new communications research, 
such as New Generation Intelligent Networks (NGIN), 
Voice over IP (VoIP), advanced videoconferencing 
techniques and network integration (3G, analogical 
telephony, IP telephony, internet applications). 
The addition of an automatic sign language recognition 
system will allow the deployment of a variety of 
unattended SL services, easily accessed. This tool will 
play an important role in the current technological 
environment, disseminating the use and knowledge of 
sign language and encouraging people participation. 
1.1 Spanish Sign Language 
Spanish Sign Language, being the languages of the deaf 
and deaf-blind who have opted for this modality 
linguistics, have not had the recognition, nor proper 
development, and despite the fact that numerous 
investigations carried out nationally and internationally 
have shown that sign languages meet all the 
requirements of natural language and possess a 
grammatical syntasis and lexical features of its 
own. Recently this situation has been corrected and proof 
is the adoption of many standards, including most 
notably several Statutes of Autonomy, who recognize the 
importance of sign languages.  
One example of the importance of sign language is 
the number of users of sign language is Spain, 
approximately 400,000 of which 100,000 are deaf. 
(CNSE, 2010). 
Sign language is the main pillar on which 
underpinned services, created for the ease of social 
integration of deaf people, as it will be the medium used 
for convergence communication between users of 
services, both hearing users and hearing impaired. 
1.2 Interpretation 
In Spain there are a total of 2,781 sign language 
interpreters, accredited professional training among 
non-formal and formal training graduates, of which 
about 25.17 percent are active.  
According to this data, in Spain, the ratio of sign 
language interpreters there is a professional for every 
143 people who are deaf or hearing impaired (SID, 
2010).  
Recently, the Federations of the National 
Confederation of Spanish Deaf (CNSE) voiced the need 
to incorporate sign language interpreters into public life, 
the creation of the Center for Linguistic Normalization of 
Spanish Sign Language and to promote learning. 
These claims are part of the manifesto drawn up for the 
celebration, last September, the International Day of 
Deaf Persons. 
The confederation requires full accessibility to the 
audiovisual contents through subtitling and to incorpo-
rate content broadcast in sign language, so therefore "are 
guaranteed the rights of all deaf people to receive 
information, for the enjoyment of leisure and culture”. 
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1.3 Deaf Community in Spain 
The Deaf Community is endowed with an associative 
structure with dense networks of relationships, organized 
around institutions and distinctive culture. Culture in the 
double sense of belief systems, values, shared practices 
and cultural productions such as narrative, storytelling, 
humor, puns, sign language poetry, drama and mime, 
sculpture, painting, photography and films sensitive to 
the experiences of deaf people. 
It is a living community, varied and open to all 
sorts of people whose central element is sign 
language. In Spain, the law 27/2007 of 23 October, 
mentions the "linguistic community of the people who 
use sign language Spanish (BOE, 2007). 
 
 +6 ages 6-64 ages 64-+80 ages 
Disabilities Total  Total Total 
Listen 961.489 295868 665621 
Disability to receive 
any sound 
102.394 46952 54442 
Disability for hearing 
loud sounds 
230.736 64906 164830 
Disability listening to 
the speech 
815.639 234164 581745 
Communicate 504.813 244546 260267 
Communicating through 
speech 
173.449 71141 102308 
Communicating through 
alternatives language 
88.642 50813 37829 
Communicating through 
unsigned gestures 
69.765 33739 36026 
Communicating through 
writing / reading 
conventional 
414.981 191886 223095 
Figure 1: Table numbers in communicating disabilities 
(INE, 2010) 
2. Pilot of TeleInterpretation Center 
In January 2009 in Granada (Andalusia, Spain) an 
innovating project created by Telefónica in collaboration 
with the FAAS (Andalusian Federation of Associations 
of the Deaf) and promoted by the Andalusia local 
government. The target of this project was the 
development of a centre of teleinterpretation where the 
users can access telephone services through interpreters. 
Deaf people find communication barriers in the 
access to some services of Public Administration that can 
be done by phone, such as: 
• Request information. 
• Emergency calls.  
• Request an appointment. 
 
With the target of making easy the communication 
between deaf people and the public entities in Andalusia, 
a collaboration agreement was created between different 
entities. As a result of this one started the LSE (Spanish 
Sign Language) teleinterpretation service. 
 
2.1 The way the service works 
Deaf people have a videotelephone call to the center and 
request the interpreter to make a call to a public entity. 
By this way the contact between deaf people and hearing 
person is established. 
This flow of communication is shown in the next figure. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2: Schema Teleinterpretation Centre 
2.2 Information and statistics 
The pilot has been working for 1 year, with 2 interpreters 
and around 20 deaf users making an average of 80 calls 
per month. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Statics of Teleinterpretation Centre 
 
At first the timetable of the center was only in the 
morning, but because of the petitions of the users this 
had to be increased to morning and afternoon. 
Another important feature of the pilot is that the 
users can make call to other deaf persons directly, 
without the intervention of an interpreter. So the center 
not only communicates deaf people with administration 
and other services, but it also allow users to make 
personals video calls between their, improving highly 
their communication.  
One interesting fact is that the services most in 
demand are; asking for gas cylinders,  communicating 
with their lawyer, the plumber…, something usual for 
everybody, but a complete novelty for hearing impaired 
users. 
2.3 Results and improvements 
Thanks to the experience obtained in the pilot, both, 
social and technological, some basic points have been 
defined with regards to the new development in the area 
of heading impaired. Here some of the next ones: 
• There are not enough interpreters to attend the 
requirements of deaf users. Even using the 
platform sometimes there are users waiting. 
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• It is necessary develop an automatic system that 
can be used when the use of a interpreter is not 
possible. 
• The system of subtitling is not a global solution. 
There are an important number of illiterate deaf 
people because of the problems with learning, 
and babies that are learning Sign Languages do 
not know how to read yet.   
3. The SignSpeak Project 
The SignSpeak project is one of the first EU funded 
projects that tackles the problem of automatic 
recognition and translation of continuous sign language. 
The overall goal of the SignSpeak project is to 
develop a new vision-based technology for recognizing 
and translating continuous sign language (i.e. provide 
Video-to-Text technologies), in order to provide new 
e-Services to the deaf community and to improve their 
communication with the hearing people (Dreuw & Ney 
& Martinez & Crasborn & Piater & Moya & Wheatley, 
2010). 
The current rapid development of sign language 
research is partly due to advances in technology, 
including of course the spread of Internet, but especially 
the advance of computer technology enabling the use of 
digital video (Crasborn et al., 2007). The main research 
goals are related to a better scientific understanding and 
vision-based technological development for continuous 
sign language recognition and translation: 
• Understanding sign language requires better 
linguistic knowledge 
• Recognition of large vocabularies requires a 
more robust feature extraction methods and a 
modeling of the signs at a sub-word unit level 
• Statistical machine translation requires large 
bilingual annotated corpora and a better 
linguistic knowledge for phrase-based modeling 
and alignment. 
 
Therefore, the SignSpeak project combines 
innovative scientific theory and vision-based technology 
development by gathering novel linguistic research and 
the most advanced techniques in image analysis, 
automatic speech recognition (ASR) and statistical 
machine translation (SMT) within a common framework. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Conceptual scheme of SignSpeak  
4. Automatic Sign Language Recognition 
Nowadays one of the main problems for deaf people is 
the lack of interpreters. Even with system such as the 
platform of teleinterpretation commented on in point 2 of 
this paper, the number of interpreters is still insufficient 
for the needs of the deaf community. 
One of the technologies which can propose a solution to 
this problem is the automatic sign language recognition 
(ASR), what is the conversion of a signal into a sequence 
of written words.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Schema of ASL Recognition 
  
The ASLR would be the entrance to the system, 
and would allow the user communicate in real-time with 
a hearing person without the need for a interpreter. 
Another advantage to this type of application is the 
Internationalization, it means, the user could use the 
Spanish Sign Language for example, and the result of the 
translation could be an English text. It would be question 
of choose the correct parameters in the platform. 
 ASLR will be present in the future, and some 
previous problems with this technology are disappearing 
thanks to the advance of other researches related to this, 
such as gesture recognition, recognition of human 
actions, etc. Another reason that assures the accuracy of 
ASLR is the appearance of linguists in this field of 
investigation, and the interest of this in helping with the 
data translation. 
 In spite of the advance of the research in ASLR, 
this still remains a complex technique with various 
problems and limitations, but the target of this paper it is 
not to focus in the way of a system that can recognize 
sign language, but also to propose uses of this 
hypothetical futures system that improving quality of life 
of deaf people. 
5. Future Applications based in ASLR 
Once we have explained the two projects that have been 
served as the basis of the research about deaf community 
requirements, the next step is to develop the future 
applications that help to resolve the communication 
problems of hearing impaired. 
 These new applications will be focusing in two 
areas very representative of the collective, tele-
interpretation and e-learning. 
5.1 Teleinterpretation 
Thanks to experience obtained with the teleinterpretation 
center pilot in Andalusia, Spain, a great number of 
features has been listed, that according to the users will 
improve the quality of this kind of service. 
 It is important to highlight the benefits of the 
teleinterpretation, which allow the user carry out tasks 
from home using the phone. This is a benefit for the all 
deaf community, because it maximizes the services that 
one interpreter can offer, and avoids travel time and 
expenses. 
 Even with teleinterpretation the number of 
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interpreters is not enough for the quantity of users, and in 
emergency situations is not possible to wait in a queue 
for your turn, so this service is one perfect candidate to 
make use of the ASLR. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5: Too much users per interpreter 
 
 With the ASLR the users call to the center, and they 
can choose if they want to talk to an interpreter or talk 
directly with the ASLR system, in this case the 
application would translate, real-time the signs of the 
user to a text, which could be converted to an audio 
message by a speech tool or sent by mail or sms to the 
receiver.  
 The waiting would disappear, and the 
communication would be fluent and without latency. The 
wish of the majority of users would be fulfilled. 
5.2 E-learning 
The main request of the deaf associations is a system to 
improve the method of learning sign language. 
 Regarding the results and researches carried out 
both in teleinterpretation Center and in the SignSpeakers 
project; the deaf community has some great problems 
when teaching: 
• Students have difficulties to relate concepts 
with signs. 
• It is very uncomfortable for students, above all, 
for those than live in a rural area, travel to the 
teaching center. 
• It is difficult to create a group of younger 
students with the same level. 
The solution to all these problems is the creation of 
an e-learning system that give the user the possibility, of 
connecting from home to a learning room no matter  
where the lessons is being provided. The teacher 
explains the concepts in an e-learning center, and his 
signs will be translated to text and also there will be 
images and videos added to the explanation to make easy 
the understanding of the class. This process is 
developing in real-time, with the interaction of all the 
participants. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6: Learning with videos and images 
6. Conclusions 
Technology can improve the life of deaf people, but it is 
necessary to research the real need of the collective and 
the best way to get close the new tools to the users. 
Without the collaboration of the deaf groups probably 
this improvements would not be taken into account by 
the community. 
In future when these technologies mature, they may 
help improve the independence of deaf people because in 
certain situations, they will not need an interpreter to 
accompany them. 
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Abstract
In this work, the recent additions to the RWTH-Phoenix corpus, a data collection of interpreted news announcement, are analysed. The
corpus features videos, gloss annotation of German Sign Language and transcriptions of spoken German. The annotation procedure
is reported, and the corpus statistics are discussed. We present automatic machine translation results for both directions, and discuss
syntactically motivated enhancements.
1. Introduction
For data-driven automatical sign language processing,
finding a suitable corpus is still one of the main obsta-
cles. Most available data collections focus on linguistic is-
sues and have a domain that is too broad to be suitable for
these approaches. In (Bungeroth et al., 2006), the RWTH-
Phoenix corpus was described, a collection of richly anno-
tated video data from the domain of German weather fore-
casting. It includes a bilingual text-based sentence corpus
and a collection of monolingual data of the German sen-
tences. This domain was chosen since it is easily extend-
able, has a limited vocabulary and features real-life data
rather than material made under lab conditions.
In this work, we are going to analyse the recent additions
made to the existing corpus and its impact on the automatic
machine translation. We are also applying some recent ad-
vancements in the field of statistical machine translations
and analyse if they work on tiny data collections.
1.1. Related Work
Recently, a couple of other sign language data collections
have been created. Based on their initial purpose, some
of them have only limited usability to data-driven natural
language processing techniques. Listed below are some of
the larger efforts for European sign languages.
ECHO The European Cultural Heritage Online organiza-
tion (ECHO)1 published data collections for Swedish
Sign Language, British Sign Language and Sign Lan-
guage of the Netherlands. Their broad domain of chil-
dren’s fairy tales as well as poetry make them rather
unsuitable for statistical methods. Another obstacle is
the intensive usage of signed classifiers because of the
rather visual topics.
Corpus NGT (Crasborn and Zwitserlood, 2008) present a
data collection in the Sign Language of the Nether-
lands. It consists of recordings in the domain of fables,
cartoon paraphrases, discussions on sign language and
discussions on Deaf2 issues. In the european funded
1http://www.let.kun.nl/sign-lang/echo
2Following common conventions, we denote the cultural group
of deaf people with a capital “D”
Signspeak project3, sentence-aligned translations into
Spoken Dutch are currently ongoing.
ATIS In (Bungeroth et al., 2008), a corpus for English,
German, Irish Sign Language, German Sign Language
and South African Sign Language in the domain of the
Air Travel Information System (ATIS) is given. With
roughly 600 parallel sentences in total, it is small in
size. However, being a multilingual data selection, it
enables direct translation between sign languages.
Czech–Signed Speech In (Kanis and Mu¨ller, 2009), a data
collection for Czech and Signed Czech is presented.
Its domain is taken from transcribed train timetable
dialogues and then translated by human experts. How-
ever, the actual translations are not in the Czech Sign
Language spoken by the Deaf, but in an artifical lan-
guage system strongly derived from spoken Czech.
Explicit word alignments are made by human experts.
Due to its nature, the authors are able achieve with
very high performance scores.
1.2. Paper Structure
This paper is organised as follows. We analyse the cur-
rent status of our data collection in Section 2., with special
attention to the transcription process and the corpus statis-
tics. In Section 3., the translation methods and results are
presented, including syntactically motivated enhancements
to the translation system. In Section 4., a summary and an
outlook are given.
2. Corpus Analysis
The public broadcast channel “Phoenix” offers live inter-
pretation into German Sign Language (DGS)4 for the main
evening broadcast news. Its videos are recorded automati-
cally by our servers.
Since the last batch of recordings in 2005 (Bungeroth et
al., 2006), the television program has changed in two im-
portant aspects. First, the format of the video is different:
before, the news announcer was slightly distorted in per-
spective, and the signing interpreter was shown without a
background of its own. Now, the broadcast channel shows
3http://www.signspeak.eu/
4Deutsche Geba¨rdensprache
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the original video in a smaller frame and places the sign-
ing interpreter in front of a grey background on the far right
(cf. Figure 1). For machine translation it does not pose a
problem since the algorithms only work on the transcrip-
tions and not on the video signal.
As for the second major change in the data, the tran-
scription of the audio material is no longer provided by
the broadcast station. We therefore employ an automatic
speech recognition system for the German audio data which
transcribes the spoken words, and manually align the words
to the annotated gloss sentences. For the weather forecast,
the audio recognition word error rate is well below 5%,
making the transcription quite convenient.
2.1. Quality and Usability
Although interpreted by bilingual experts, the transla-
tion into German Sign Language quality suffers from the
recording situation: the interpreters have to listen to the text
under real-time conditions and thus have to sign simultane-
ously without preparations. Due to the complex nature of
official news announcements and the relative speed of the
announcer, the signed sentences are still in German Sign
Language but tend to have a slight bias towards the gram-
mar structure of spoken German. Also, details are omitted
in the signed sentences. For example, if the temperature for
the region of Bavaria, the adjacent Austrian Alps and the
river Donau is described in the weather forecast, the inter-
preter might refer more generally to the south of Germany
without specifically naming the exact locations. Another
typical omittance occurs when the announcement refers to
specific wind velocities such as “schwach”, “ma¨ßig”, and
“frisch” (being a 3, 4 and 5 on the Beaufort scale, respec-
tively), the interpreters typically only differentiate between
a low and a high velocity.
The notion of a signed sentence is an active research
topic in the linguistic community. Here, we take a rather
pragmatic (and probably erroneous) approach and match
the gloss output to the spoken German sentences, i.e. we
split gloss sentences transcribed by our deaf colleague if
their topic stretches over more than one German sentence.
In a second-pass, we also omit all information in the spo-
ken German sentences that are clearly not signed by the
interpreter, but try to stay as close to the previous grammar
structure as possible.
2.2. Notation
According to common conventions, glosses are generally
written in upper case. Incorporations are treated as a single
word, finger-spelled words and compound words are joined
by a +. Dialectal forms are stored in a simple database so
that they are mapped to the same word for translation but
appear differently for the recognition (e.g. “WOMAN1” for
the Bavarian sign for woman and “WOMAN2” for the di-
alectal form used in the northern part of Germany). If a sign
is repeated fast and without a specific number, a double +
is written at the end of the sign (e.g. “ASK++”, which trans-
lates to enquire rather than asking). If a sign is repeated a
specific number of times to mark multiple occurences, they
are denoted separately (e.g. two groups of clouds are de-
noted as “CLOUD CLOUD”). Additional information that
carries crucial semantic information is denoted as:
loc: for a specific location with a spatial reference
(e.g. “loc:coast” for the coast in the northern part
of Germany, but also “loc:from north to south” for a
southward movement)
mb: mouthing that is important to discriminate the word
meaning, (e.g. “RIVER-(mb:rhein)” and “RIVER-
(mb:donau)” for the different rivers which have the
same manual movement)
Apart from this, we annotate hand movement not related
to a signed word.i <ON>, <OFF> is used for signing on-
set and offset, <PU> is a palm-up gesture, and <EMP>
marks emphatic movement that is not a sign (e.g. when the
interpreter is shrugging the shoulder). For the translation
experiments below, we treated the mouthing and location
information as normal words.
2.3. Annotation
For the annotation, we made use of the free ELAN tool
developed at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics
in Nijmegen5. Start and end times are marked on a sen-
tence level rather than on the word level. Both left-hand
and right-hand movements are kept track of independently.
Our annotator is congenitally deaf and has worked in
research fields regarding sign language for over a decade,
but had no previous annotation experiences. According to
his feedback, it took him about two weeks to get accus-
tomed to the annotation tool. For the first two month work-
ing on the recordings, there were various questions coming
up about the annotation procedure, namely for such effects
as dialects, synonyms, classifiers, left-hand/right-hand is-
sues which were discussed in his mother tongue with in-
terpreters. At first, it took him 4 hours for one weather
forecast of roughly one minute. After two months, he was
able to finish three videos in the same time amount. For
the whole news announcement, which has a basically un-
limited domain and runs for 15 minutes, it takes him about
24 working hours to transcribe it.
2.4. Corpus Progression
In an ongoing process, the corpus has recently been ex-
tended with additional material. For the transcription of
the glosses and their translation into spoken German, they
blend in with the old annotations and can be used together
for statistical machine translation. So far, 43 new videos
were added to the existing 78 videos.
Comparing the corpus statistics with other small-sized
data selections, the domain seems to be suitable. For exam-
ple, the Chinese-English task of the International Workshop
on Spoken Language Technology (IWSLT)6, is a selection
of parallel sentences in the domain of travel and booking
information, has 22 K training sentences, with a token-type
ratio of 18.8 for Chinese and 27.5 for English. Compared to
our corpus, we currently have a total of 2.7 K training sen-
tences and already approach a type-token ratio of around
5http://www.lat-mpi.eu/tools/elan/
6http://mastarpj.nict.go.jp/IWSLT2009/
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Figure 1: Old and new television format used in the Phoenix television channel
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Figure 2: Number of sentences, vocabulary size, type-token
ratio, for the newly annotated data
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Figure 3: Out of vocabulary and singletons for the newly
annotated data
10 (Figure 2 and 3) after 40 sessions. The singleton ratio is
about 40% for both languages in IWSLT, while ours goes
quickly below 20% and stays there. The peaks in singletons
and out-of-vocabulary ratios can mostly be attributed to
time-specific terms like the easter season or certain places
where weather phenomena occur in a certain week. Since
these words tend to occur often in consecutive sessions, the
singleton ratio typically drops fast. For a complete corpus
overview, see Table 1.
3. Translation
We use an in-house statistical translation system similar
to (Chiang, 2005). It is able to process hierarchical phrases
in a context-free grammar with a variation of the CYK al-
gorithm. For a given sentence f , the best translation eˆ is
chosen as the target sentence e that maximizes the sum over
m different models hm, scaled by the factors λm:
eˆ := argmax
e
(∑
m
λmhm(e, f)
)
. (1)
The alignment is created for both translation directions
with GIZA++7 and merged with a variation of the grow-
diag-final algorithm. We employ a trigram language model
using modified Kneser-Ney discounting which is trained
with the SRI toolkit8. The scaling factors of the log-linear
model are optimized on the development set with Och’s
Minimum Error Rate Training (Och, 2003), which is a
variation of Powell’s method working on n-best transla-
tions. The resulting factors are then used to translate the
test set. For automatic error measures, we use the Bilin-
gual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) score (Papineni et al.,
2001), which is based on n-gram precision and has a brevity
penalty for sentences that are too short. Further, we use the
Translation Error Rate (TER) (Snover et al., 2006), which
is similar to the Levenshtein distance but allows for shifts
of word blocks. Note that BLEU is better if higher and TER
is better if lower.
In order to enhance the statistic reliability of the results,
we opted to increase the number of sentences withheld
from the training material for development and test set to
20% rather than 10% in our previous publications. Further,
cross-validation has been carried out, taking three different
splits of the data into the training, development and test-
ing set, with completely independent alignment creation,
language model and optimization. The results between the
splits are not comparable in this way, but a consistent im-
provement in all splits backs up the usefulness of the ap-
plied method.
7http://www.htlpr.rwth-aachen.de/˜och/software/GIZA++.html
8http://www-speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/
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preprocessed
DGS German German
train #sentences 2711
#running words 15499 21679 22891
vocabulary size 916 1476 1180
#singletons 337 633 434
dev #sentences 338
#running words 1924 2689 2832
#OOVs 33 65 50
train #sentences 338
#running words 1750 2629 2773
#OOVs 48 49 32
Table 1: Corpus overview of the RWTH-Phoenix corpus for one
specific split of the data. The numbers are similar for the other two
splits. The preprocessing of German is explained in Section 3.1.
input Wettervorhersage
wetten–er–Vorhersage
wettern–Vorhersage
Wetter–Vorhersage
. . .
output wettern Vorhersage
Table 2: Different breaking points pro-
posed in Morphisto for the German word
“Wettervorhersage” (english: weather
forecasting). The last one is correct, but
the second is taken in our heuristic.
3.1. German to Glosses
Sign languages lack a formal written form universally
accepted by the Deaf. Thus, gloss annotations are typically
only employed by linguistic experts, but they can be used
to feed avatars with signing input. Being single-reference
experiments, the quality of the output is reasonable but not
without flaws. Looking at the examples in Table 3, we can
see that the translation system was able to come up with
some of the typical reorderings taking place in the grammar
of the two languages, but failing to translate words that are
highly flexed in German and thus lead to data sparseness
problems.
We therefore reduced the morphologic complexity of the
German source language by automatic means. To achieve
this, we parsed the data with a morpho-syntactic analysis
tool before the actual translation. The freely available tool
Morphisto9 is a finite-state transducer with a large database
of German, accurately reporting part-of-speech tags, gen-
der, casus and possible split points for large compound
words. However, if ambiguous it does not provide prob-
ability scores for the various possible parsings. We there-
fore opted to always take the entry consisting of the fewest
split points possible (cf. Table 2). By doing so, we reduce
all words to their stem form and split large words automati-
cally. In (Stein et al., 2006), it was already shown that these
methods help enhance the translation quality.
In Figure 4, an example for an improvement in alignment
quality is given. In Table 5, the results for this task are
presented.
3.2. Glosses to German
This translation direction is more challenging since the
German announcements often appear to be more variated
and even lyrical in nature. Even though the interpreter
always speaks of a clear sky during the night (“HEUTE
NACHT KLAR”), the announcer will sometimes refer to
the dissolving of the clouds, a clear sky or the sparkling of
the stars. We are not able to preprocess the input automat-
ically since no morpho-syntactic parser for the glosses ex-
ist, and a reduction of the target language complexity dur-
9http://code.google.com/p/morphisto/
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Figure 5: BLEU and TER results for German to German
Sign Language Translation on three different test sets
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Figure 6: BLEU and TER results for German Sign Lan-
guage to German Translation on three different test sets
ing translation would require a rather sophisticated post-
processing that possibly introduces further errors.
However, we can make use of some syntactic analysis
of the target language and enforce the structure of the Ger-
man grammar onto our decoder. In this work, we opted
for two methods. The first measures the compatibility of
the phrases with a node in a deep syntactic tree, preferring
complete sub-sentence structures such as noun phrases or
verb phrases. If the target phrase does not match a node,
we take the minimal amount of words needed to reach a
fitting node as penalty, similar to (Vilar et al., 2008). We
denote these experiments as parsematch.
Also, we employ soft syntactic features as in (Venugopal
et al., 2009). With this, we replace the generic non-terminal
label used in common hierarchical decoding and replace it
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JETZT
WETTER
VORAUS
SAGEN
MORGEN
FREITAG
NEUN
APRIL
und
nun
die wettervorhersage
fuer
morgen
freitag
, den
neunten
april
.
JETZT
WETTER
VORAUS
SAGEN
MORGEN
FREITAG
NEUN
APRIL
und
nun
die
wettern
fuer
morgen
freitag
, den
neunten
april
.vorhersage
Figure 4: Alignment before and after splitting. The left one is more accurate.
source Im Norden fa¨llt etwas Regen bei stu¨rmischem Wind .
baseline translation NORDEN BISSCHEN REGEN HIER unknown stu¨rmischem
split translation NORDEN BISSCHEN REGEN STURM-emp
reference NORDEN WENIG REGEN STURM-emp
source Diese Regenwolken ziehen heute Nacht aus Frankreich heran .
baseline translation IX REGEN ZIEHEN HEUTE NACHT FRANKREICH
split translation AUCH REGEN WOLKE ZIEHEN HEUTE NACHT FRANKREICH ZIEHEN-(loc:nach mitte)
reference REGEN WOLKE ZIEHEN++ FRANKREICH IX WOLKEN ZIEHEN-(loc:nach mitte)
Table 3: Translation examples for German to German Sign Language
with phrase tags from the syntactic parser. Thus, we now
have a variety of 65 non-terminals and see if a new transla-
tion matches the syntactic label that it tries to replace. This
is denoted as syntax.
Note that we do not restrict the regular translation by do-
ing so but merely offer another translation model to the log-
linear model, thus theoretically allowing the decoding pro-
cess to ignore it by setting the according scaling factor to
0. The parsing was done using the freely available Stanford
parser10.
In Figure 6, the results for this task are presented, with
some examples in Table 4. While in general the BLEU
score improved in all development optimizations, the re-
sults on our test test were not consistent. Possible reasons
for this were the large number of labels that the Stanford
parser produces, compared to the small data set. In a next
step, we plan to reduce their number by means of automatic
clustering. We also noted an increase in the TER score on
some tasks, possibly by enforcing larger phrases with the
syntactic models.
4. Conclusion
We presented and analysed the recent extensions to the
signed weather forecasting corpus RWTH-Phoenix and
tested various syntactically motivated methods to enhance
the statistical machine translation on this task. It is cur-
rently one of the largest data collections for a natural sign
language and designed for the needs of statistical transla-
tion and recognition. Great care has been taken to ensure
10http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/lex-parser.shtml
that all the above mentioned methods and tools are freely
available to the scientific community. Also, our complete
hierarchical translation system will be released as open
source in the near future.
The data collection is available upon request. We hope
that the performance on this task can be taken for compar-
ison and serve as a benchmark for other groups working
in this field. As an outlook, we look forward to combine
the recognition results made on the videos with our transla-
tion system. We also hope to further incorporate additional
recognition input such as tracking of the hand position into
our translation models.
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SNur im Sueden ist es wolkig .
ADJD
AP
PP
APPPRART NN
ADV
AVP VAFIN PPER .
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Abstract
In this study, we introduce the problems for realizing an e-learning system available online and outline some ethical issues behind these
problems. The difficulties faced to us, when we were going to open Computer Assisted Sign language Learning (CASLL) system online,
were one to expose the sign language movies to public with downloadable way, one for increasing the course materials, and one to
enhance the collaboration between learners. The ethical discussions revealed that the reliability for the system and the collaborative
work for expand the number of course materials were necessary for overcoming the difficulties. In order to realize the reliable and the
collaborative e-learning system, we implemented CASLL within Moodle, an open-source Course Management System. For re-designing
the system to actual use for sign language learners and teachers, we added new functions to Moodle; the protection function for the
right of publicity, the wiki function to enable collaborative course editing and finally the Link function to enhance public relations. We
are going to evaluate the system design from the view point of the usability for teaching, the effectivity for learning, and the utility for
collaboration.
1. Introduction
In recent years there are strong demands for sign language
teaching and learning. Computer Aided Education (CAE)
of sign language is considered as one of the most effec-
tive way to assist teaching and learning activity of sign lan-
guages.
In the previous researches, technology that has used sign
language can be classified into two groups of different aims.
One group is the research aimed to support the deaf peo-
ple themselves, in order to fill the social gaps between the
deaf people and the hearing people. The other the research
aimed to disseminate the knowledge of sign language in a
society, so that the circumstances around the deaf people
are improved.
In the first group for supporting deaf people themselves,
the research for building animation generation system is in
progress for Greek sign language(Efthimiou et al., 2004).
This system is aimed to assist deaf people by converting
the spoken language to the sign language. In Japan, based
on the knowledge that the speed for playing JSL movies
depends on the level of proficiency for JSL, a system for
playing JSL movies in five speed level has been devel-
oped(Isono et al., 2006) to support the deaf people who has
difficulty to read the sign language in fast speed.
In the second group for supporting disseminate the sign
language knowledge, a remote communications system to
connect a class of American sign language has been de-
veloped(Lehman and Conceicao, 2001) to assist the learn-
ing activity of the student who learn in different sites.
In Japan, a learning system of finger spelling with feed-
back function(Tabata et al., 2001) has been developed for
self learning activity. There is also the JSL database with
search function based on the linguistic knowledge of na-
tive Japanese signers(Fukuda, 2005), and the video teach-
ing material of JSL to assist teaching activity of the sign
language(for JSL Learning, ). The current situation for the
second group of research is that there is no e-learning sys-
tem where the learners can learn JSL by themselves and
collaborate with other JSL learners in remote areas at the
same time.
Our study can be categorized in the second group of re-
search for supporting disseminate the sign language knowl-
edge. In the previous research, we have proposed a new
learning program CASLL (Computer Assisted Sign Lan-
guage Learning system)(Tanaka et al., 2007a) and com-
pared to existing learning systems, as one of our series of
studies for developing human interface by using JSL con-
tents(Tanaka et al., 2007b; Nakazono and Tanaka, 2008;
Tanaka et al., 2008). The system show some effectiveness,
but we also have found new problems we did not expected
(explained in Section 2.1.). The aim of this research is to
improve the CASLL system by introducing the new design.
2. New System Design of CASLL
2.1. Problems in the Previous Version of CASLL
After we have started the development for online version of
CASLL system in 2008, we encountered following difficul-
ties in actual operation:
Difficulty to expose the movies to public In the previous
version of CASLL, there are no function protect down-
loading the movie materials. Many signers resisted to
expose the movies which captured their faces to online
in downloadable way.
Difficulty for increasing the course materals In the pre-
vious version of CASLL, teacher had to edit the course
in script form using a text editor. There was no easy in-
terface that the JSL teachers who does not have knowl-
edge on the script could edit the course.
Difficulty to enhance collaboration between the learners
In the previous version of CASLL, there was a func-
tion to give a feedback about the answers, but there
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was no way to give feedback from the teacher or
collaborative between the learners. Such collaboration
is essential to make learning activity effective.
2.2. Ethical Background of the Problems
To understand the cause of above problems, we believe, not
only the consideration for the technical issues of the sys-
tem, but also the one for some ethical backgrounds of the
training target is cruical.
Since 2004, the academic societies in Japan, especially
for the engineering societies, researchers have been more
strictly required to discuss about the research ethics and
inform the purpose and risk of their research in easy-to-
understand language to ordinary people(S.Tanaka, 2009b).
As part of this movement, the Japanese Association of Sign
Language Linguistics (JASL) also held a symposium which
theme is “Ethics for Sign Language Studies” and the re-
lated special issue was published in 2009(Ichikawa et al.,
2009). In this symposium, the hearing and the deaf re-
searchers including ordinary people are discussed what is
required of the members when they are going to start and
publish their researches. Based on the lessons and re-
flections from the hearing researchers-led sign language
studies, new approaches including development of code of
ethics(S.Tanaka, 2009a) and collaborative researches with
the deaf and the hearing researchers are proposed.
In the field of developing CAE for sign language learn-
ing, more than the difference between the professional re-
searchers and the ordinary people, more divers kind of peo-
ple are involved; the deaf people who use sign language
in daily life, the researchers who study sign language or
deaf culture, the sign language learners, the children of deaf
adults, the sign language teachers, the interpreters and so
on. Therefore, in the development for the new version of
CASLL, we need to clarify our philosophy and operation
policy in easy-to-understand language, and also, we have to
realize a system which has a function to protect the teachers
and learners from possible violation of the policy, so that all
the above people can participate the sign language learning
at ease.
In Japan, beside of the ethical issues described above, there
is a big argument whether the one should take excessive
personal profit or not by teaching JSL as well as the other
foreign language teaching businesses. Some people think
that teaching JSL should directly connect to training the
JSL interpreters and then contribute to better welfare of the
deaf people. Therefore, they think the community of JSL
teachers should always be recognized by and somewhat un-
der the control of the deaf community. On the other hand,
some people think that JSL teachers should be independent
from the deaf community and completely free to get more
JSL learners.
In the history of JSL, a hierarchical structure with the deaf
association on the top and each interpreter training classes
on the bottom has been formed to strengthen power of the
community. Formulation of the structure made possible
to let authorize the JSL interpreter license as one of the
national licenses. Therefore, deaf associations cannot ad-
mit promotion of the personal JSL teaching business out of
their control.
Because of this background, for researchers who have less
connection and no authority of the deaf community, it has
been difficult to utilize their CAE system into the field.
Most of signers who helped researchers to make education
materials also resist if the movies with their faces are used
for business of their personal profit. For this problem, we
always have to care how we can gain trust to our CAE sys-
tem from the deaf community and how flexibly we can con-
trol the training material under the control of both us and
signers.
2.3. The Goal
Based the above ethical considerations for building CAE
system for sign language learning, we set two goals to de-
velop the new version of CASLL.
1. The signers can rely on the system and willing to be
shown in the movies for course materials.
2. Anyone who is interested in JSL learning and also any-
one who is interested in teaching JSL from the deaf
community can collaborate each other to describe the
background knowledge of the JSL.
To reach this goal, we implement following functions to the
new CASLL system:
Function to protect the right of publicity In order to
prevent the movie materials under control, a function
to prevent downloading the movie is needed. There
are other options to describe “Creative Commons”
or “All Rights Reserved” on the movie to prohibit
business use or make the movie under control, but we
think that more fundamental design is needed to make
the system reliable for all signers who have helped
making course materials.
Function to enable collaborative course editing For
making CASLL widely used, we think that the mate-
rial to teach learner about the background of JSL is
essential. Since most of existing interpreters’ training
class begins their course with teaching deaf culture in
advance of the actual teaching of the signs. To create
the teaching material which is easy-to-understand for
all the learners with different backgrounds, we think
a function for collaborative editing is effective. By
using this function, people involved in JSL research,
movement, and other activities can get together to
promote the diffusion of knowledge for JSL beyond
each different positions. For JSL teachers, a function
for easy editing or adding course materials is also
needed.
Function to enhance public relations In order to invite
people outside JSL communities, a function for pro-
motion is also needed.
From following sections, we describe the actual implemen-
tation of the system.
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3. Implementation
3.1. System Architecture
The new CASLL system is implemented by extending
open-source Course Management System (CMS) “Moo-
dle”. Moodle has following characters:
• An open-sourced CMS available free of charge.
• Has easy to use course editing interface built in for
basic question types.
• Has flexible user management function which can give
authority to create a course to specified user.
• Has modular mechanism to extend a function, and has
world wide communities where developers are getting
together and posting their custom code to extended the
functions.
• The design and development of Moodle is guided
by a social constructivism pedagogy that enhances a
student’s activity in the learning environment (Docs,
2006).
Moodle is the most popular open-source CMS in the world.
Also in recent years in Japan, the number of universities
are start operating their original e-learning website under
the Moodle environment.
However, Moodle does not have following functions:
• Contents protection function.
• Question types specific to sign language learning.
As we have discussed in the previous section, above func-
tions are essential to CASLL. To give Moodle the above
functionality, we have extended the Moodle by using the
module mechanism.
3.2. Contents Protection Extension
Protection of the online contents can be accomplished by
several ways.
The first approach is to use a video streaming server which
only allows the video player which can communicate to the
server using a specific protocol. We can protect the video
from downloading, because the user cannot download the
video unless using this specific protocol. This approach
can protect the video strongly. However, most of the video
streaming server is expensive in both computing resources
and service price.
The second approach is to use cookie mechanism on the
browser. “Cookie” is the default function the browser
which can store the information given from the web server.
Moodle sets unique string to the cookie when the user
logined to the system. We can prevent downloading of the
content by only allowing the access from the browser which
has specific string in the cookie. However, if the user login
to the system, we can not prevent downloading of the con-
tent (the user can download the content by right clicking
the link on the browser: this is the default content protec-
tion policy of Moodle).
The third approach is to use a token with time expiry. We
can prevent the content from downloading by generating an
Figure 1: Content protection with token based authentica-
tion.
unique URL each time we gives access to the content. By
generating an unique URL, the user cannot access to the
content by using the same URL as before. This way we
can prevent the downloading of the content. This approach
generates the unique token with time expiry, and generate
the URL based on the token. We only issue the token to
the user with specific cookie and who will access the con-
tent for the first time. This approach can realize affordable
strength content protection in low cost.
We take the third approach. Figure 1 shows the content
management mechanism of Moodle. In Moodle, download-
ing of the contents is done always by calling a single script
named “file.php”. Our contents protection extension is real-
ized by applying a patch to the script “file.php”. This patch
implements token based authentication function in addition
to standard cookie based authentication function in Moo-
dle.
3.3. Sign Learning Question Types Extension
We have implemented sign learning specific question types
developed in our previous study(Tanaka et al., 2007a).
User interface for slider and reordering question types are
implemented using jQuery UI library1.
In previous study we only had interface for learners, but in
this study we also have implemented an interface for teach-
ers which is integrated to course editing interface of Moo-
dle.
3.4. Wiki Function
The wiki function is originally available as one of Moodle’s
default functions. We used this function so that any people
can describe and edit the background knowledge which will
be needed for the learners working on course materials.
3.5. Link Function
We made a link to the CASLL system from the external
multilingualized (sign language enabled) website. Because
not only the sign language signer but also the people who
are not familiar with sign language will visit the page, mul-
tilingualized website is one of the most useful place to in-
vite ordinary people to learn sign language. By showing
the logo of CASLL beside the sign language video on the
1http://jqueryui.com/
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Figure 2: Edit mode of Moodle
website, we have succeed to build a system which attract
the visitors’ attention into sign language learning in natural
way.
4. Current Operation Status
Figure 2 shows a editable page for adding wiki function to
CASLL on Moodle. The teachers having the login user-
name and password can enter this page and add the course
materials. Each teacher can establish his/her own wiki and
also edit the existing wiki to describe about his/her knowl-
edge related to each course material. There are other useful
functions. For example, if a teacher wants to ask question to
administrator or other teachers, he/she can use forum func-
tion in the activity list.
The learning page also have a link from a multilingual web-
site where the original JSL movies are embedded. We are
going to increase the same type of link and invite new JSL
learners outside existing communities.
5. Conclusion
In this study, we sorted out the problems for the develop-
ment of online version of CASLL and outlined some ethi-
cal issues behind the problems. The difficulties faced to us
were one to expose the movies to public, one for increas-
ing the course materials, and one to enhance the collabora-
tion between learners. The ethical discussions revealed that
the reliability for the system and the collaborative work for
expand the number of course materials were necessary for
overcoming these difficulties.
In order to realize the reliable and the collaborative e-
learning system, we implemented CASLL within Moodle.
We added new functions to Moodle; the protection func-
tion for the right of publicity, the wiki function to enable
collaborative course editing and finally the Link function to
enhance public relations.
Although our development for the online version of
CASLL has just started, we are going to evaluate the system
design from the view point of the usability for teaching, the
effectivity for learning and the utility for collaboration.
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Abstract 
The following poster discusses a range of issues with respect to expanding the annotation of the Signs of Ireland (SOI) 
corpus to incorporate phonetic and phonological coding. This is part of ongoing PHD research that explores the 
phonology-morphology interface in ISL. It is the intention to identify the phonemes and the allophones of ISL using the 
corpus and thus it is necessary to incorporate a detailed annotation at the phonetic level. To date, no research has been 
done in this area apart form a phonetic description of handshapes in the language. The poster outlines how a range of 
phonetic features have been established for ISL, drawing on work on other signed languages, and the changes that had 
to be made to the original list of features to accommodate ISL. Also discussed are the factors influencing decisions 
regarding the coding and naming of handshapes at phonetic level and what type of tiers were needed to accommodate 
the proposed research and future research at the phonetic and phonological level. 
 
1. Introduction 
This poster discusses a range of issues with respect to 
expanding the annotation of the Signs of Ireland (SOI) 
corpus to incorporate phonetic and phonological coding. 
This forms part of ongoing PHD research work that 
explores the phonology-morphology interface in Irish 
Sign Language (ISL). 
  
The SOI corpus consists of over 40 narratives that have 
already been highly annotated: it contains glossed lexical 
signs, classifier constructions and non-manual features. 
Classifier handshapes have also been annotated. It is my 
intention to identify the phonemes and the allophones of 
ISL using the corpus and it is thus neccessary to 
incorporate a detailed annotation at the phonetic level. 
 
This poster outlines how, by drawing on Crasborn’s 
(2001) and Van der Kooij’s (2002) work on Sign 
Language of the Netherlands (SLN), a list of phonetic 
features have been established for ISL and the changes to 
the original list of features that were required in order to 
accommodate ISL.  
 
 
I also outline the factors influencing decisions regarding the 
coding and naming of handshapes at phonetic level. These 
include the question of whether already established naming 
conventions be maintained. For example, moving away from 
established protocols will result in inconsistencies within the 
annotations in the corpus. However, for the purposes of 
phonetic research a more elaborate coding might be necessary. 
Another challenge involves establishing what types of tiers are 
needed to accommodate the proposed research as well as 
future research at the phonetic and phonological level.  
 
2. Phonetic Features for ISL 
In order to identify the phonemes and the allophones of ISL, a 
list of phonetic features for the language must be identified. 
To date, no research has been done in this area apart from 
basic work describing handshapes in ISL. Thus far, there is no 
agreement on the phonetic alphabet inventory for ISL: 
Ó’Baoill and Matthews (2000) identified 66 handshapes while 
Matthews (2005) identified 78. The issue of allophonic 
variation has not yet been tackled for this language.  
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The other parameters that have traditionally been used to 
describe signs (i.e. location, movement and orientation) 
have not been researched in ISL at phonological or 
morphological level. All that currently exists is a vaguely 
phonetic level description of parameters with respect to 
research on American Sign Languge (ASL) (See O’Baoill 
and Matthews, 2000; Matthews, 2005).  
 
Since there is no detailed list of phonetic features in ISL 
existing, we will incorporate work that has been done on 
SLN (Crasborn, 2001; Van der Kooij, 2002) and ASL 
(e.g. Stokoe, 1960; Liddell and Johnson, 1989). By 
drawing on this work we have established a list of 
phonetic features for ISL. Because we do not have a 
precice knowledge of what phonetic features exist in ISL, 
apart from handshapes, and we do not yet know which 
properties may be distinctive in the language, we have 
initially included a vast array of phonetic properties. As 
the work proceeds then, we expect this list to be reduced.  
 
 
 
2.1 ISL handshapes 
For annotation purposes, challenges arise in terms of how 
handshapes are recorded: for example, of the 66 
handshapes identified in Ó’Baoill and Matthews (2000), 
28 are established as occurring as classifier handshapes 
also. These are annotated following ECHO project 
annotation norms (Nonhebel et al., 2004) where possible, 
with additional handshapes drawn from a list of 48 
classifier handshapes described for BSL in Brennan 
(1992) using names like CL-B, CL-ISL-K etc. within the 
framework of the SOI corpus.  
 
There is some inconsistency in the literature when it 
comes to handshape names. Researchers usually use 
names that refer to the alphabet in the sign language being 
discussed. Although some of these names are compatible 
between signed languages, such as B (a flat hand) and A 
(a fist-handshape), we do find different naming 
conventions as well (e.g. W in SLN uses thumb, index 
and middle finger which is represented as 3 in ASL). For 
transcription purposes, we have decided to incorporate the 
coding used in the SignPhon database1 (A1, A2, B1, B2 
etc., see van der Kooij 2002). This will save time when 
transcribing and is useful if we later decide to use 
SignPhon to create a database for lexical signs in ISL. 
Also, coming up with names for all ISL handshapes is a 
time consuming process and redundant at this stage since 
we expect this list to change as the research proceeds.                                                         1 This is a database created to research phonetics and 
phonology of SLN and includes lexical signs only (See 
Crasborn 2001; Crasborn et al. 2001; van der Kooij 2002). 
Some changes have already been made to our current list of 
handshapes (see figure 1 a-b).   
 
 
Figure 1a2: ISL handshape not found in HamNoSys (Prillwitz 
et al., 1989) 
 
 
 
Figure 1b3: Handshape not noted before in ISL, but used in 
Signs like BOY. 
 
 
Thus, the naming conventions for classifier handshapes in the 
corpus have not been maintained for lexical signs. In order to 
facilitate search between handshapes in lexical signs and 
CCs4, information on the names of classifier handshapes is 
included in the notes tier. A subdatabase for handshapes, 
drawing on SignPhon, will be created where the exact 
articulation of the handshape and semantic information is 
included. 
 
3. Discussion 
As noted above, one challenge involves establishing what 
types of tiers are needed for the research. When attempting to 
transcribe or code phonetic features in a language with the aim 
of using the information in phonological analysis, a problem                                                         
2 Illustration copyright © Patrick Matthews (forthcoming). 
3 Handshape figure from Prillwitz et al. (1989) 4 Classifier Constructions. 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irises as how to make the coding functional when doing 
different searches regarding phonology. Ideally then, one 
should know the phonology of the language and what 
kind of search will be neccessary before attempting the 
phonetic coding. However, this is seldom the case. This 
problem has been referred to as the database paradox by 
Crasborn et al. (2001) and Van der Kooij (2002). In order 
to beat this paradox, it is neccessary to rely on research in 
other signed languages as well as preliminary observation 
of the language in question. 
 
Crasborn et al. (2001) report that a disadvantage of the 
SignPhon database is that it includes one instance of a 
sign, articulated by one signer, thereby excluding the 
possibility of variation being detected: “ideally, to make a 
phonological analysis one would want to compare 
different instances of the same sign, signed by various 
signers in various contexts” (p 224).  While this is 
possible in the SOI corpus, it poses another problem 
which relates to the kind of data we are using for this 
research. The SOI corpus is a ‘live’ corpus and therefore 
the signs are not articulated in citation form. Thus, we 
must ask how variation in articulation can be annotated in 
the corpus so that they are still identifiable in a search. 
Figure two a-b shows and example of variation in SF5 
articulated by the same signer within one narrative.  
Interestingly, the sign articulated before the variant of 
BOY in figure two b, is a two handed sign using a 
handshape with four SF (the remnants of the sign can still 
be seen on the non-dominant hand), thus ruling out an 
instance of assimilation. In order to detect such instances 
of variation in a search, we have included a tier for 
phonetic variation where the ‘correct’ feature is noted.  
 
 
Figure 2a: The sign BOY, articulated with four SF. 
 
 
 
 
                                                         
5 SF = Selected Fingers 
 
 
Figure 2 b: Variation of the sign BOY, articulated with one 
SF. 
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Abstract  
The paper presents the preliminary results of a research project focused on the creation and the annotation of one Italian Sign 
Language corpus concerning the weather forecasts domain. As a result of the annotation process, our annotations of signs sequences 
showed that the semantics of the signed discourse cannot be grasped just through an annotation of single weather signs which 
exploits the five parameters handshape, movements, directions, locations and non-manual components. Rather, from the annotation 
process appears that, in order to grasp the discourse semantics, it is necessary to consider the extensive use of Highly Iconic 
Structures  in order to specify the iconic properties of the different atmospherics phenomena. In particular, it often occurs that 
several signs are combined among themselves (see also Cuxac, 2000; Di Renzo, et al, 2006; Pizzuto et al., 2008; Pizzuto, Rossini & 
Russo, 2006). Thus, respect to single signs, our analysis of complex manual and non-manual units stored in our database suggests 
the necessity to better explore multidimensional aspects, in order to properly develop and train an automatic translator able to 
translate from Italian written text to Italian Sign Language.  
 
1 Introduction - ATLAS Project: purposes 
and characteristics  
Our study is part of the Automatic Translation into Sign 
Languages (ATLAS) Project, targeting the development 
of several tools to provide signing deaf people full access 
to broadcast communications. In order to include and let 
signing deaf people to proactively collaborate in the 
global community, this project will grant a wide range of 
services such as the possibility to follow and understand  
media information delivered in Italian Sign Language.  
As the cost of translation services furnished by a 
human interpreter  is very high, the reason for creating 
an automatic translation system is the economic 
advantage. In particular, ATLAS focuses on the creation 
of an automatic translator from written Italian texts to 
Italian Sign Language through an intermediate 
translation in a written form of the Italian Sign 
Language.  
Nowadays no Italian Sign Language weather 
forecast service exists, our study aims at making good of 
this deficit, to allow signing deaf individuals to access to 
weather forecast news in their mother tongue. 
2 Signing deaf individuals’ difficulties 
with spoken and written verbal 
languages  
Sign language is the visual-spatial language of signing 
deaf individuals (Emmorey, 2002). Through sign 
languages deaf individuals become members of the Deaf 
community which are widespread all over the world. As 
members of the Deaf community, deaf individuals 
consider their sign language a crucial aspect of their 
cultural identity (Padden and Humphries, 1988).  
 Signing deaf individuals have no problems in 
understanding their mother tongue (Pizzuto, Caselli & 
Volterra, 2000; Sacks, 1990). On the contrary, all verbal 
languages are difficult for deaf individuals to understand. 
The literature reveals that signing deaf individuals have 
difficulties with spoken and written language, and this 
claim holds also for signing deaf Italian individuals (Arfè, 
2003; Fabbretti & Tomasuolo, 2006; Pizzuto et al., 2000). 
Indeed, sign languages differ from spoken languages on 
several dimensions. All visual-gestural languages 
possess a rich morphosyntactic structure organized in 
space, which differs from the sequential ordering of the 
sentence elements in verbal languages (Bagnara et al., 
2008; Russo Cardona & Volterra, 2007; Volterra, 2004).  
 In particular, the morfosyntactic elements in sign 
languages are effectively conveyed through facial 
expressions, body posture and spatial resources, whereas 
in verbal languages these elements are conveyed through 
function words like prepositions, articles, conjunctions. 
As a result, when reading and processing written texts, 
signing deaf individuals possess scant ability to process 
basic grammatical morphemes (such as articles, 
prepositions, conjunctions, pronouns, and verbal 
auxiliaries), which lead them to a poor exploitation of the 
semantic and the pragmatic information necessary to 
reconstruct the meaning of the global message (Radelli, 
1998; Vendrame, Cutica & Bucciarelli, 2009; Volterra, 
Capirci & Caselli, 2001).  
3 The weather domain: the creations of 
news signs  
 
We started to analyze the Italian version of fifty original 
written weather texts provided by RAI Italian national 
television. We pointed out some of their peculiar 
characteristics, such as a formal language with complex 
sentence structures, the high presence of technical 
weather related words and frequent references to cardinal 
points.  
The fifty texts were translated into Italian Sign 
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Language by a sign language interpreter. In particular, 
the interpreter translated the written Italian texts into the 
national Italian Sign Language as defined in Radutzky’s  
(2001) dictionary. Thus, for example, we adopted the 
weather standard signs contained in the Radutzky 
dictionary for sun, wind, snow and rain.  
As the Italian Sign Language has no specific signs 
to describe the atmospherics, a team composed by one 
hearing interpreter with a group of native deaf signers 
created a list of new weather signs for those atmospheric 
events which have not a corresponding sign in the Italian 
Sign Language.  Further, for some standard Radutzky’s 
signs the team created several graduated signs.  
For example, the standard Radutzky’s sign rain was 
modified in order to express both misty rain, downpour, 
and storm. The comprehensibility of such new signs was 
ascertained with other interpreters from different Italian 
regions. The interpreter was video-recorded while 
signing each weather sign in a neutral space. As a final 
step, the interpreter was video-recorded while signing 
each weather news forecast.  
Finally we analyzed the videos of  five  weather 
forecasts: our manual and software aided annotation 
focused on the combination of the five parameters 
handshape, movements, directions, locations and 
non-manual components. 
4 Annotation difficulties  
Our annotation task posed many problems, due to the 
fact that respect to verbal languages annotations, sign 
languages annotations involve a meta-linguistic task in 
order to grasp the multidimensional aspects of sign 
languages (Pizzuto et al., 2008). First of all, respect to 
our previous annotation of single individual signs, 
annotation of sentences became rapidly a difficult task.  
We had to decide what exactly is relevant for producing 
an accurate annotation, and what we could leave aside.  
In particular, which aspects of manual and non-manual 
features had to be considered in order to implement an 
automatic translator from written Italian language to 
Italian Sign Language?  Indeed, grammatical information 
in Italian Sign Language are clearly conveyed through 
spatial modifications of the same sign.  
In line with Di Renzo and colleagues (2006), our 
main difficulty was to describe streams of signs tightly 
linked to each other as in sign language discourse. In 
particular, due to co-articulation phenomena, we noted 
that the beginning of a sign is modified according to the 
previous sign, and the end of the same sign is modified 
according to the following sign (see also Pizzuto, 2003; 
Segouat, 2009).  
The signed units annotation revealed two main 
structural features of the visual-spatial lexicon and 
grammar of Italian Sign Language for the weather: a 
high presence of re-locable signs due to spatial 
cardinality, and interrelated compound signs. 
4.1 Multidimensional representations of 
weather scene  
In the Italian weather texts, cardinal points and spatial 
references are described in a linear manner, whereas in 
the parallel versions of the Italian Sign Language, they 
are expressed simultaneously and multidimensionally.  
In line with other studies  (Pizzuto et al., 2008; 
Cuxac, 2000), our annotation had to grasp structural 
features, unique to the sign languages (Pizzuto, 2007; 
Pizzuto & Pietrandrea, 2001) and represented through 
manual and non-manual elements arranged in a 
multidimensional and in multilinear fashion.  
Consider, for example, the following sentences: 
“Local and light cloudiness could take place in the 
north-eastern sector, then starting from the evening, an 
increase in cloudiness on the western one”.  
Cardinal points in sentences were not represented 
by standard elements, such as through the index finger 
directed towards the cardinal points, but through 
complex signs structures dislocated in space with body 
shift and eye gaze directions towards left or right, up or 
down.  The interconnections of these elements was able 
to communicate “the whole weather situation” in a 
simultaneous manner.  
4.2 Iconic structures  
We found an high presence of non-standard 
constructions, namely a high presence of highly iconic 
structures with manual and non-manual features devoted 
to reproduce the embodied entity (Cuxac, 2000).  
In particular, in weather domain, we noted two 
types of transfer: transfer of form and size, and transfer 
of situation. Both types are common in signed discourse, 
in signed poetry and in signed narratives (Pizzuto, 2007; 
Russo, Giuranna & Pizzuto, 2001). Transfer of form 
describes objects or persons according to their size or 
form, transfer of situation involves the shift of a sign 
referring to either an object or a character relative from a 
stable locative point of reference (Cuxac, 2000; Pizzuto 
et al., 2008; Sallandre, 2003). In signed sentences, the 
presence of iconicity has a crucial role, because it allows 
the interpreter to describe in a comprehensible way the 
atmospheric events according to their size or form.  
For example, in order to communicate salient differences 
between “nebula” and “clouds lied around”, the 
interpreter does not use standard signs, but adopts 
“productive” highly iconic constructions, which describe 
in a iconic manner the different forms of the clouds.  
Consider, for example, the following sentence 
contained in one text: “Today in southern regions we 
saw thunderstorms, which gradually weakened, some 
improvements in the Adriatic area”. In order to describe 
the weather situation, the interpreter utilizes a transfer of 
situation structure, in which manual and non manual 
units can be combined among themselves, and they 
result in a dynamic depiction of the weather situation. 
Further, the use of situation transfer is accompanied by  
specific eye-gaze pattern which are oriented towards the 
hands, and by specific facial expressions (Pizzuto et al, 
2008). More in general the weather situation exists as it 
was observed from a distance (Pizzuto, 2007).  
We noted a multilinear organization of information 
whereby two referents can be simultaneously specified, 
and also maintained in time and space in a modality that 
appears to be unique of sign language (Pizzuto et al., 
2008). Further, the situation transfer is accompanied by 
locative point of reference.  
As the weather bulletin texts are characterized by 
geographical coordinate, we remarked an high presence 
of two manual indexes in order to provide references to 
cardinal points,  accompanied by a gaze pointing in the 
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same direction.  
Thus, in line with previous studies (Di Renzo et al., 
2006) we first outline how our annotation have to 
describe complex sign units that are very frequent in sign 
languages discourse, and exhibit highly iconic and 
multilinear features, that have no reference in verbal 
languages (Pizzuto et al., 2008).  
Consider, for example, the following sentences 
contained in the text: “Ionian sea is very heavy, generally 
heavy the other seas, bit heavy only the basins to north”. 
In this case the interpreter’s  translation is characterized 
by a transfer of situation: some manual and non-manual 
components are simultaneously arranged in time and 
space to represent the shift “from heavy seas to a bit 
heavy seas”  (Cuxac, 2000). Further, as we noted 
previously, non-manual components such as cheek’s 
blow up, left half open eyes and half-mouth are 
congruent with the process represented. 
Analyzing these elements we had the possibility to 
detect different typologies of signing “styles”. They can 
be classified as: 
- Signed Italian 
- Polluted Italian Sign Language 
- Pure Italian Sign Language 
These three typologies are detected and classified with 
respect to the amount of iconic, incorporation and 
multidimensional elements in the signing act.  
Signed Italian is poor of iconic structures and the 
use of multidimensional representation is limited. In this 
case use of the facial expressions and incorporation is 
limited. “Polluted Italian Sign Language” can be seen as 
a signed Italian in which there is a frequent use of 
iconicity and multidimensionality but is in some way 
polluted by elements proper of Signed Italian. Facial 
expression is used but we detected a low use of 
incorporation. Pure Italian Sign Language is the 
preferred communication modality of deaf people and is 
rich in iconicity, incorporation and for this reason is 
extremely dynamic (i.e. a single sign can be signed in 
different ways).  
These considerations make relevant to choose the 
right tradeoff between quality of the representation and 
complexity in annotation. In order to provide the best 
translation possible, we decided to create and annotate 
the movies in Pure Italian Sign Language.  
This in line with the ATLAS project objectives that 
tries to provide a complete translation resorting to the 
Italian Sign Language grammar.  
5 The annotation of video content in the 
weather forecast domain 
A study on previous project targeting sign language 
annotation had been performed in order to derive 
guidelines for the annotation of our weather forecast 
content.  
The automatic translation purpose makes relevant 
to provide the statistical translator all the needed 
information for the parameterization of the  signs. Since 
they present modification within utterances with respect 
of their basic lexical form these information have to be 
notated. Iconicity, co-articulation and the relationship 
between the signed entities are part of the semantics of 
the signed discourse and have to be described during 
annotation.  
After several studies we created a formalism that 
can be considered an annotation schema. We have not to 
neglect that this formalism conveys also visualization 
information that can be provided to the system modules 
devoted to convert linguistic content to character 
animation movements.  
A detailed description of this formalism is out of 
the scope of this paper but it worth to point out that the 
advantages of applying this formalism to annotation are 
that the annotator is in some way guided to annotate just 
the necessary information for the automatic translation 
and for a complete description of the signs. On the other 
side it is rich enough to provide the basis for the 
development of a complete knowledgebase.  
The annotation is performed using a custom built 
annotation tool that is based on our formalism. This is 
able to store the information in a database that includes 
the Radutzky Italian Sign Language dictionary, the 
ATLAS dictionary with signs within the weather forecast 
domains and other non standard signs. This provides a 
knowledgebase for the creation of the Italian Sign 
Language corpus. 
6 Conclusions 
Even if our study is still ongoing, our annotation 
revealed that, as in face to face sign language modality, 
also in weather domain high spatial arrangement, facial 
expressions and iconic structures, are the most peculiar 
components.  
Thus, with respect to standard signs listed in 
Radutzky Italian Sign Language dictionary, and isolated 
new weather signs, our annotation have to properly 
consider complex sign constructions with complex 
meaning that are very frequent in signed discourse, and 
grammar as part of the non-standard or productive 
lexicon (Cuxac, 2000; Di Renzo et al., 2006; Pizzuto et 
al., 2008). The attempt to create the first Italian Sign 
Language corpus in Italia made relevant the 
considerations pointed by previous studies.  
The creation of new signs required the definition of 
a roadmap in order to consider the linguistic and 
cognitive issues, in a non standard domain in Italian Sign 
Language. The roadmap to the creation affected also the 
procedures for annotation, since new issues enriched the 
formalism that supports the representation of a written 
form of Italian Sign Language and the development of 
the annotation tool.  
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Abstract
Research in the field of continuous sign language recognition has not yet addressed the problem of interpersonal variance in signing.
Applied to signer-independent tasks, current recognition systems show poor performance as their training bases upon corpora with an
insufficient number of signers. In contrast to speech recognition, there is actually no benchmark which meets the requirements for
signer-independent continuous sign language recognition. Because of this absence we created a new sign language corpus based on
a vocabulary of 450 basic signs in German Sign Language (DGS). The corpus comprises 780 sentences each performed by 25 native
signers of different sexes and ages. This database is now available for all interested researchers.
1. Introduction
The development of automatic sign language recognition
systems has made significant advances in recent years. Re-
search efforts were mainly focused on robust extraction
of manual and non-manual features from the signer’s ar-
ticulation. Additional attention was paid to classification
methods. First implementations proved that using subunit
models has advantages over word models when recognizing
large vocabularies.
The present achievements provide the basis for future ap-
plications with the objective of supporting the integration
of deaf people into the hearing society. Translation sys-
tems and automatic indexing of signed videos are just two
examples. Further applications arise in the field of human-
computer interaction. Multimodal user interfaces and the
control of human avatars could be realized via gesture and
mimic recognition.
All these applications have in common that they must op-
erate in a user-independent scenario. Current systems for
sign language recognition achieve excellent performance
for signer-dependent operation. But their recognition rates
decrease significantly if the signer’s articulation deviates
from the training data.
Interpersonal variability The performance drop in case
of signer-independent recognition results from the strong
interpersonal variability in production of sign languages.
Even within the same dialect, considerable variations are
commonly present. Figure 1 shows different articulations
of an exemplary sign in British Sign Language.
Figure 1: The sign ‘tennis’ performed five times by two
different native signers using the same dialect. Positions of
the hands are visualized as motion traces for comparison.
Analysis of the hand motion reveals that variation between
different signers is significantly higher than within one
signer. Other manual features such as hand shape, posture,
and location exhibit analogue variability.
2. The SIGNUM Project
Although signer-independence is an essential precondition
for future applications, only little investigations have been
made in this field so far. This unexplored gap was subject
of a research project called SIGNUM (Signer-Independent
Continuous Sign Language Recognition for Large Vocab-
ulary Using Subunit Models), funded by the Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft. The project was carried out by
the Institute of Man-Machine Interaction, located at the
RWTH Aachen University in Germany. It aimed to develop
a video-based automatic sign language recognition system
that allows signer-independent continuous recognition.
System Overview Following sign language recognition
system constitutes the basis for our ongoing research work.
A thorough description is given in (Kraiss, 2006; von Agris
et al., 2008c). The system utilizes a single video camera for
data acquisition to ensure user-friendliness. Since sign lan-
guages make use of manual and facial means of expression
both channels are employed for recognition.
For mobile operation in uncontrolled environments sophis-
ticated algorithms were developed that robustly extract
manual and facial features. The extraction of manual fea-
tures relies on a multiple hypotheses tracking approach to
resolve ambiguities of hand positions (Zieren and Kraiss,
2005). For facial feature extraction an active appearance
model is applied to identify areas of interest such as the
eyes and mouth region. Afterwards a numerical description
of facial expression, head pose, line of sight, and lip outline
is computed (Canzler, 2005).
Based on hidden Markov models the classification stage
is designed for recognition of isolated signs as well as of
continuous sign language. In the latter case a stochastic
language model can be utilized, which considers uni- and
bigram probabilities. For statistical modeling of reference
models each sign is represented either as a whole or as a
composition of smaller subunits – similar to phonemes in
spoken languages (Bauer, 2003).
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As the articulation of a sign is subject to high interpersonal
variance dedicated adaptation methods known from speech
recognition were implemented and modified to consider the
specifics of sign languages. For rapid signer adaptation the
recognition system employs a combined approach of eigen-
voices, maximum likelihood linear regression, and maxi-
mum a posteriori estimation (von Agris et al., 2008a).
3. Related Work
The realization of a signer-independent recognition system
requires a database containing training material with artic-
ulations of a large number of different signers. The more
signers articulate the same signs the better will be the over-
all recognition performance after training.
The reader interested in a survey of the current state in sign
language recognition is directed to (Ong and Ranganath,
2005). Similar to the early days of speech recognition, most
researchers focus on the recognition of isolated signs. Only
a few recognition systems were reported that can process
continuous signing. Here most research was done within
the signer-dependent domain, i.e. every user is required to
train the system himself before being able to use it. Most
sign language corpora solely contain articulations of a sin-
gle signer and are therefore not suited for training signer-
independent systems.
In total only three corpora (Fang et al., 2002; Zahedi et al.,
2006) reported in literature comprise sentences articulated
by more than one signer. However, these databases are of
limited use as they do not sufficiently cover interpersonal
variance due to following reasons. In the case of the ASL
corpus in (Zahedi et al., 2006) and the CSL corpus in (Fang
et al., 2002) the number of signers is by far to small. More-
over both corpora reported in (Zahedi et al., 2006) include
a large number of signs that occur only once or twice in the
whole dataset. Obviously, these signs were not performed
by all signers but only by a maximum of two signers. This
results in the same problem that the number of signers is
not sufficient for training signer-independent models.
In summary, it can be stated that none of the corpora cur-
rently found in literature meets the requirements for signer-
independent continuous sign language recognition. In con-
trast to speech recognition, there is actually no standardized
benchmark.
4. The SIGNUM Database
For this reason we decided to create a new sign language
corpus, which should be made available for other interested
researchers after the project ends. We hope that the release
of this database will boost research efforts in the fields of
sign language recognition. Maybe it will become estab-
lished as the first benchmark for signer-independent con-
tinuous sign language recognition.
Since we use a vision-based approach for sign language
recognition the corpus was recorded on video. Table 1 sum-
marizes the most important details about our corpus.
4.1. Corpus Concept
The SIGNUM Database contains videos of isolated signs
and of continuous sentences performed by various sign-
ers. The vocabulary comprises 450 signs in German Sign
General Information
Name: SIGNUM Database
Author: Ulrich von Agris
Recording: 2007 - 2008
Production status: Completed
Corpus Content
Language: German Sign Language
Vocabulary size: 450 basic signs
Number of signers: 25 native signers
Number of signs: 450
Number of sentences: 780
Number of performances:
- Reference signer 3
- Other signers 1
Total number of sequences: 33,210
Equivalent video duration: 55.3h
Technical Details
Image resolution: 776 × 578, 30fps, color
Image format: JPEG (8:1 compression)
Data volume: 920GB (approx.)
Resource Availability
Data centers: BAS, ELRA
Documentation: Online
Table 1: Important details about the SIGNUM Database.
Language representing different word types such as nouns,
verbs, adjectives, and numbers. Those signs were selected
which occur most frequently in everyday conversation and
are not dividable into smaller signs. Hence, they are called
basic signs in the following. For selection several books
and visual media commonly used for learning German Sign
Language were evaluated.
All 450 basic signs differ in their manual parameters. Many
of them, however, change their specific meaning when the
manual performance is recombined with a different facial
expression. For example, the signs B ¨URO (OFFICE) and
SEKRET ¨ARIN (SECRETARY) are identical with respect
to gesturing and can only be distinguished by the signers
lip movements. In this case only the former sign is regarded
as basic sign, whereas both signs appear in the continuous
sentences of the corpus. In total 134 additional signs, de-
rived from the basic signs, were integrated into the corpus.
Furthermore, some of the basic signs can be concatenated
in order to create a new sign with a different meaning. For
example, the sign KOPF+SCHMERZEN (HEADACHE)
is composed of the two basic signs KOPF (HEAD) and
SCHMERZEN (PAIN). According to this concept, 156
composed signs were collected and integrated as well. Al-
though the selected vocabulary is limited to 450 basic signs,
in total 740 different meanings can be expressed by means
of recombination and concatenation.
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Based on this extended vocabulary, overall 780 sentences
were constructed. No intentional pauses are placed between
signs within a sentence, but the sentences themselves are
separated. Each sentence ranges from two to eleven signs
in length. All sentences are grammatically well-formed.
The annotation follows the specifications of the Aachener
Glossenumschrift, developed by the Deaf Sign Language
Research Team (DESIRE) at the RWTH Aachen Univer-
sity (DESIRE, 2004).
In order to evaluate the recognition performance for differ-
ent vocabulary sizes, the corpus is divided into three sub-
corpora simulating a vocabulary of 150, 300, and 450 basic
signs respectively.
4.2. Interindividual Variation
For modeling interindividual variation in articulation all
450 basic signs and 780 sentences were performed once by
25 native signers of different sexes and ages. One of them
was chosen to be the reference signer. His articulations
were recorded even three times, serving for evaluation of
the signer-dependent recognition rates. In total 33,210 ut-
terances (12,150 signs and 21,060 sentences) are stored in
the database.
Subjects were recruited in the western parts of Germany
by placing advertising posters in several institutions visited
primarily by deaf people. Each subject read and signed a
project consent form. For 80% of the signers German Sign
Language is their native language. Almost all of them at-
tended school in Germany and have at least very good sign
language skills. Table 2 gives some statistics about their
personal data (sex, age, body size, body weight, hearing
status, and dominant hand).
Sex
Male: 12
Female: 13
Age
21-25 years: 8
26-30 years: 9
31-40 years: 6
41-50 years: 2
Body size
1.51-1.60 m: 3
1.61-1.70 m: 6
1.71-1.80 m: 10
1.81-1.90 m: 6
Body weight
51-60 kg: 4
61-70 kg: 6
71-80 kg: 6
81-90 kg: 4
91-99 kg: 1
unknown: 4
Hearing status
Deaf: 23
Hearing impaired: 2
Dominant hand
Right: 23
Left: 2
Table 2: Some statistics about the signers’ personal data.
4.3. Recording Conditions
In order to facilitate feature extraction video recordings
were conducted under laboratory conditions, i.e. controlled
environment with diffuse lighting and a unicolored blue
background (see Figure 2). The scene was illuminated
frontally by six fluorescent lamps, each equipped with two
tubes generating true natural daylight. Diffusion filters
were mounted in front of the lamps for spreading the light
beam and reducing shadows.
Figure 2: Example frame taken from the reference signer.
The signers wear dark clothes with long sleeves and per-
form from a standing position. Moreover each signer was
instructed to move his hands from a resting position beside
the hips to the signing location and after signing back to
the same resting position. The hands are visible throughout
the whole sequence, and their start and end positions are
constant and identical which simplifies tracking.
For recording we used a camera which is commonly em-
ployed in machine vision tasks. This camera was connected
via IEEE 1394 interface (also known as FireWire) with the
computer, so that all videos could be recorded digitally
without the need of any frame grabber. The main reason
for choosing a machine vision camera instead of a common
television camera was that we were able to program our
own recording software. Our software allows to control the
camera settings and ensures an almost full automatic cap-
turing of the sign language corpus. Further post-processing
work was thus reduced to a minimum.
All videos were recorded directly onto hard disk using an
image resolution of 776 × 578 pixels at 30 fps. This high
spatial resolution ensures reliable extraction of manual and
facial features from the same input image. For quick ran-
dom access to individual frames, each video clip was stored
as a sequence of images.
4.4. Recording Procedure
The reference signer’s performance of the corpus was
recorded first. His videos are thus called reference videos
in the following. In order to ensure that all signers perform
the same dialect, a reference video and its textual represen-
tation were prompted on a screen mounted below the cam-
era. The reference video was shown once before record-
ing started. After that the video vanished and only the text
remained visible. When the camera started recording, the
signer performed the prompted isolated sign or continuous
sentence. If an error occurred, recording was interrupted by
the supervisor and the performance was repeated.
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4.5. Post-Processing
The video camera utilizes a single image sensor for the
three primary colors red, green, and blue. For this reason
the image sensor is covered by an array of color filters, also
referred to as Bayer filter mosaic. Image sequences were
captured in raw format first. Then each single image was
post-processed as follows: Bayer demosaicing, vignetting
removal, white balance correction, and image compression.
4.6. Resource Availability
The SIGNUM Database is available for academic and com-
mercial use. In order to apply for a license, please contact
one of the following distributors:
• Bavarian Archive for Speech Signals (BAS) 1
• European Language Resources Association (ELRA) 2
For detailed documentation see (von Agris, 2009).
5. Experimental Results
The following experiments were carried out on the recorded
SIGNUM Database. Recognition performance for isolated
signs was evaluated using the 450 basic signs and for con-
tinuous signing using the 780 sentences. In both cases
the evaluation of the signer-dependent (SD) performance
is based on the three variations of the reference signer,
whereas the signer-independent (SI) recognition rates were
determined in a leave-one-out test on all 25 signers. Table 3
summarizes the experimental results.
Vocabulary Size
150 signs 300 signs 450 signs
Isolated SI 88.3% 84.5% 80.2%
Signing SD 96.0% 96.3% 96.9%
Continuous SI 69.0% 68.4% 65.1%
Signing SD 87.5% 87.4% 87.3%
Table 3: Signer-independent (SI) recognition rates for iso-
lated signs and continuous sign language. Rates for signer-
dependent (SD) recognition are given for comparison.
The obtained results represent baselines without any adap-
tation. The classification stage was configured to employ
neither subunit models nor any stochastic language model.
As the corpus contains a high number of minimal pairs, the
best recognition performance is obtained when both manual
and facial features are exploited (von Agris et al., 2008b).
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we described the recording of the first sign
language video corpus which meets the requirements for
signer-independent continuous recognition. The corpus is
based on a vocabulary of 450 basic signs in German Sign
Language and comprises 780 sentences each performed by
25 native signers of different sexes and ages. The SIGNUM
Database was made available for all interested researchers
in order to establish the first benchmark.
1http://www.bas.uni-muenchen.de/forschung/Bas/BasSIGNUMeng.html
2http://catalog.elra.info/product info.php?products id=1100
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Abstract 
A motion capture technique for implementing sign language dictionary is described. Problems of perception and recognition of 
gestures of Russian sign language in system of the automated sign language translation are discussed. The new approach to 
morphology of gestures and a method for separate gestures in sign statements are offered. The working definition for "text 
understanding" is offered. 
 
1. Introduction 
The main goal of our work is to create Russia's first 
explanatory dictionary of Russian sign language, using 
three-dimensional animated characters created by motion 
capture techniques and training manuals that contain sign 
statements-assembled based on this dictionary. 
The purpose of the vocabulary and tools is to help deaf 
people to learn the Russian verbal language, and 
promoting people who are learning sign language. 
A fixed number of examples of verbal and sign statements 
contained in the manuals are not always able to meet the 
needs of the student. Therefore, in subsequent stages of 
work is supposed to create an automated system of sign 
language interpretation. 
Currently there are no word processors, who understand 
text contents. Available word processors are based on 
statistical methods. This leads to a significant number of 
errors, reduction of which using the existing methods is 
hardly possible. 
Our approach to the problem of understanding based on 
the fact that both verbal and sign language used to 
describe the same surrounding world. Therefore, we 
believe that the basic concepts describing the surrounding 
world for hearing and deaf people are the same.  
A comparison of the meanings of words and gestures 
enabled us to formulate a working definition of the term 
"understanding of the text
1
”. 
Basic complexities at translation of text into signs are 
connected with homonymy resolution, searching of 
necessary meaning of polysemic word and/or sign, and 
also with transformation of phrases of Russian language 
into Sign Language expressions. 
Procedure for transfer of sign statements in the text even 
more complicated, because the gesture utterance does not 
contain information about the grammatical forms of 
words from which to generate text, such as noun and verb 
in many cases are indicated by the same gesture. 
The focus of this work is given to the separation of sign 
utterances into constituent gestures. 
                                                           
1
 The term "text" is used to denote the means of exchange of 
knowledge between people, including both written text and 
speech communication (verbal and signed). 
2. Current Results 
2.1 Short Description of RuSLED Dictionary 
Russian Sign Language Explanatory Dictionary RuSLED 
includes functions of explanatory dictionary as for 
entered word, so and for gesture representation. On input 
of dictionary any form of word can be entered, and at the 
output variants of gesture interpretation of given lexeme 
are shown.  
Dictionary contains 2372 words (with interpretations of 
their meanings) and 2537 video images of gestures 
(including variants of the sign) which represent meanings 
of the words. For 1592 gestures (63% from total number 
in dictionary) additional explanatory, concerning to 
manner of execution of gesture or describing semantic 
nuances are given.  
Gestures used in Saint Petersburg and its vicinities are 
presented in the dictionary. They in part coincide with 
Moscow gestures but divergence is big enough, what gave 
occasion to name given dictionary "Petersburg’s dialect”. 
In first version of dictionary digitized fragments of video 
recording borrowed from video course (IRRC, 2002) are 
used. Use for viewing of gestures of Windows Media 
Player ActiveX element allows: to see this gesture 
repeatedly, at pressing of button ► of player; to suspend 
performance of gesture in required place, at pressing of 
button || of player; to see any phase of gesture, moving 
cursor of player in appropriate position by mouse (fig. 1).  
Figure 1: RuSLED dictionary display 
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Video recording was used for best representation of 
mimicry accompanying gestures and executing essential 
role in sign language of deaf persons. So, for example, 
words «милый», «симпатичный» (darling, nice) are 
passed with one gesture, but they are differing by 
movements of lips pronouncing fragments of 
corresponding words. In new dictionary version video 
records will be substituted by avatars using motion 
capture methods.  
For some gestures explanatory from (Fradkina, 2001) 
were used. This dictionary is made on basis of Moscow 
variant of Russian Sign Language.  
For compiling of words explanatory more 30 dictionaries 
and encyclopedias were used. 
On deaf children teacher’s recommendations opportunity 
is provided to filtration of word list of dictionary on 
grammatical categories (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverb, 
pretexts, particles, numerals, pronouns). For viewing all 
dictionary content it is necessary to choose category "All 
words". 
Separate input of dictionary (separate recording in table of 
database) is used for everyone semantic value of lexeme 
(and gesture). This dictionary feature is very convenient 
for user, and is recommended by lexicographers.  
Field «Введите слово» ("Enter Word") allows to enter 
any word forms or choose lexemes from associated list. In 
list «Исходная форма слова» ("Initial Word Form") a 
lexeme corresponding to stem in field "Enter Word" is 
outputted or several lexemes are outputted if several 
records are chosen by results of morphological analysis.  
When user chooses a lexeme from list "Initial Word 
Form" as result name of corresponding gesture is 
outputted in list «Наименование жеста» ("Name of 
Gesture"). If several gestures correspond to given lexeme 
then list of names of gestures is outputted. For each word 
meanings only that gesture is outputted, semantics of 
which corresponds to meaning of chosen lexeme 
(Voskresenskij & Khakhalin, 2007). 
2.2 Our Approach to Understanding of Text 
Word processing is usually divided into successive stages 
of morphological, syntactic, and, as a final stage, the 
semantic analysis. However, in some cases, 
morphological analysis can be performed only on the 
basis of syntax; in turn unambiguous parsing proposal 
assumes knowledge of grammatical forms of words in the 
sentence. Therefore consistent scheme of sentence 
parsing should be replaced by a scheme of interaction of 
agents performing different tasks and share the results to 
refine their work (Majumdar et al., 2008). 
Modern systems for semantic text processing for removal 
of polysemy use ontology and thesauri. As the evaluation 
of the quality of such systems, the number of errors even 
in the best samples does not fall below 30% 
(Loukachevitch, Chuiko, 2007). The main reasons for this 
are incomplete vocabulary and inadequate procedures for 
resolving polysemy. 
But what is the understanding of the text? The following 
definition was developed on the basis of comparison and 
analysis of interpretations of the meanings of words and 
gestures: 
The result of understanding of the text should be the 
selection and identification of objects described in the text, 
their spatial positions, as well as registration of changes 
to their characteristics, actions and conditions in 
accordance with the change of the text time. 
According to the results for each given moment of the 
passed time of the text we can construct a picture, 
describing the locations and interactions of the objects are 
described in the text — the situation. In addition, the 
interpolation of changes of objects characteristics can 
provide short-term forecasting of changes of situations. 
Supporting examples can be found in the RuSLED 
dictionary. Some of them are described in (Voskresenskiy 
et al., 2009). 
System of the text understanding should not only store 
information about semantic relationships of words (often 
ambiguous), defined by thesauri and ontology, but also 
must be able to speculate on the possible actions of the 
subject and the objects described in the text. 
Identification of objects includes not only the allocation 
of group names that describe a particular object, but also 
recognition that, if the object met earlier in the text; if the 
objects are the same whether they have the same names 
(Kazi, Ravin, 2000). For this system, described in 
(Voskresenskij, 2008), includes not only the basic 
ontology, storing descriptions of classes and their 
relations, but also the ontology of the text, including 
descriptions of specific instances of classes. This 
ontology will inherit from the basic ontology 
characteristics of the classes and their relationships, 
adding to them the characteristics of specific instance 
(including its position in space). 
For example, if the text describes the room in which there 
are several tables, then to understand what is at some of 
the tables, not enough to know a general description of the 
semantic class "table", each instance must be identified. 
But some of the hallmarks of an instance of a class can be 
meaningful only within a particular text, so they should 
not be included in the basic ontology. If they are repeated 
in different texts and for different instances, these features 
are important not only within a particular text. Then in the 
process of system self-learning they must be included in 
the basic ontology, leading to partition the source class 
into subclasses. 
From this it follows that the ontology of a particular text 
should not be destroyed upon completion of the text 
processing, but should be kept for some time. It is 
necessary to compare information from different texts and 
identify the most plausible, which may be included in the 
basic ontology of the system. 
The proposed approach to the understanding of the text is 
useful not only for sign language interpretation, but also 
for machine translation systems for verbal language. For 
example, in the Ingush language to convey information 
about the event, which ended recently, and in which the 
telling the story subject was present or absent, different 
forms of the verb are used. 
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3. Tools for mapping, perception and 
recognition of gestures 
Various versions of the notation, for example Hamburg 
notation system HamNoSys
2
, used to record gestures. In 
our country, notation proposed by L.S. Dimskis (2002) is 
used. 
Dictionary of Russian sign language RuSLED is added by 
the function of gesture search using his approximate 
description. The challenge is that we need to find a 
gesture that people saw, but does not know its meaning. It 
uses a simplified notation, hided inside the dictionary, 
user-accessible lists of possible values: text to describe 
the place of performance gesture, text with a pattern — 
for the configurations of fingers. Based on user-selected 
values search query is formed and returns a set of gestures 
to meet this request, from which the user selects the 
gesture. 
Demonstration of gestures in the new version of the 
dictionary made by animated character - an avatar, to 
record of gestures method of motion capture is used. 
Record is performed by "The Academy of Fantasy» 
(www.mocaprus.ru). Movements of demonstrator 
recorded using 12 cameras and a host of reflectors on the 
suit (Fig. 2), are converted to 3D-model (Fig. 3), and used 
to form the shape of an avatar that can be placed into any 
stage. 
 
Figure 2: Demonstrator in a suit with reflectors 
Figure 3: 3D-model 
 
Movements of the fingers of the demonstrator are 
recorded using special gloves. To record the facial 
expressions and articulation the apparent on the face of 
the reflectors is used (Fig. 4). Their signals are converted 
into three-dimensional model of facial mimicry (Fig. 5). 
                                                           
2
 http://www.sign-lang.uni-hamburg.de/projects/hamnosys.html. 
 
Figure 4: Demonstrator with glued on the face reflectors 
Figure 5: Three-dimensional model of facial mimicry 
 
This will significantly expedite the filling of the 
dictionary through the use of several sign language 
interpreters for the demonstration of gestures, while 
preserving the unity of action expressed by the 
appearance of a single virtual gesture demonstrator. 
Formed in such a way dictionary will allow composition 
of sign statements of gesture collections stored in the 
dictionary maintaining, as noted above, the unity of action 
which is important for perception of sign utterances by 
human. 
Studio recording of gestures, allowing you to create 
original dictionary, obviously, can not be a means of 
communication with deaf people. 
For recognition of gestures there is proposed to develop 
means of converting raster images of sign language 
interpreter taken with a camera in a vector images. This 
transformation includes the recognition of the essential 
for this task image detail: the head, hands (and the 
position of each finger), the torso. These details of the 
image are converted to ellipses and rectangles, the 
coordinates of which are compared with the parameters of 
the skeleton of a virtual demonstrator (avatar) of the 
dictionary. 
Transformation perceived image in vector form allows 
you to significantly reduce the memory requirements of 
the intellectual system and accelerate the procedure of 
comparison with etalons. 
Methods for converting the image to be used are similar to 
those used in the pre-processing of images in the systems 
of character recognition. 
Information on the exact position of avatar in space, such 
as hands, which was absent in two-dimensional scanning 
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images from a camcorder, it is planned to receive from the 
knowledge of possible and permissible mutual positions 
of various parts of the body. To determine the exact pose 
of avatar the appropriate geometric constructions will be 
applied, providing the closest match with the original 
raster image the projections of the avatar on the plane. 
4. Methods of processing of sign phrases 
In the analysis of sign utterances should take into account 
that many of the signs are composite, contain a 
combination of several gestures and pre dactyl signs, 
modifying the meaning of this sign. When you need to 
specify, for example, case endings, after a gesture relevant 
dactyl signs are signed. 
Gestural speech does not contain pauses between 
individual gestures. Only phrases are separated by pauses. 
This introduces additional complexity in the 
implementation of automated sign language translation, 
like those encountered in the development of continuous 
speech recognition systems. 
Given the integral nature of the gestures, the separation of 
gestural phrases into separate gestures should be 
maintained by selecting from the vocabulary appropriate 
gestures, having the greatest length, and analyzing the 
semantics of the resulting expressions. If its meaning does 
not match the discourse, we can proceed to successively 
splitting "long" sign on the constituent elements, trying to 
get a statement, the content of which corresponds to the 
discourse. Considering also that the gesture might pass 
the words of different grammatical forms, construction of 
syntax tree of a text sentence offers a complex 
combinatorial problem whose solution is a simple brute 
force attack is impossible, since it leads to the 
"exponential explosion". 
The solution is to use the method of sequential analysis 
and retention options without the incremental 
construction of solutions (Mikhalevich, Volokovich, 
1982), which reduces the number of options under 
consideration. This criterion for excluding unpromising 
options is contradictory semantics of the resulting text. 
5. Conclusion 
In the case of sufficiently reliable recognition of gestures 
using a camcorder (preferably a qualitative recognition 
using standard web cameras) and establishing a system of 
sign language interpretation will be possible to ensure 
prompt communication of the deaf with administration 
officials and the public, that is a function of "electronic 
government". 
Many details of the process of understanding and 
explanation, expressed in words, hidden from direct 
observation in the subconscious, which hampers the 
development of word processors understanding the text. 
Based on a comparison of different models of thinking, 
presented verbally and in sign language, developed a 
model for understanding the text. Accordingly, there is an 
idea of the architecture of a system that could perform the 
required functions. 
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Abstract 
 
Sign languages across the globe are fully-fledged languages that differ between Deaf communities throughout Europe and the world. A 
recent survey by the European Union of the Deaf gathered that there are about 650,000 sign language users in the EU for whom using 
a sign language is the only way to communicate and have equal access. It is therefore crucial to legally recognise national sign 
languages. Being treated equally without prejudice also with regards to language is a basic Human Right as postulated in the UN 
Declaration of Human Rights. Other rights, such as the right to education and a fair trial can only be guaranteed if sign languages are 
recognised as distinct languages in order to provide sign language interpreters and education in sign language. At EU level, a number 
of documents and Resolutions have been adopted but so far only three European countries have recognised sign language at 
constitutional level: Austria, Finland and Portugal. Other countries, such as Hungary and Spain have taken other legal measures to 
protect their sign languages. Although Europe’s sign languages enjoy some recognition, sign language users across Europe are still 
lacking legal protection at the same level as other minorities.  
 
1 European Union of the Deaf (EUD) 
The European Union of the Deaf (EUD) is a European 
non-profit making organisation whose membership 
comprises National Associations of the Deaf (NAD). 
Established in 1985, the EUD is the only organisation 
representing the interests of the Deaf1 at European Union 
level. The mission’s aim is to promote and advance the 
(Human) Rights of the Deaf in Europe by achieving the 
recognition of the right to use sign languages, 
empowerment, and equality in education and employment 
(EUD 2010a). 
2 Sign Languages 
2.1 National Sign Languages 
Despite widespread opinions there is not one single 
universal sign language in the world. Sign languages vary 
between countries and ethnic groups; some countries even 
have two or more sign languages such as Belgium or 
Switzerland. Sign languages also show distinct dialects 
that vary from region to region. Nonetheless, national sign 
languages are fully-fledged languages that have a 
grammar and lexicon just as any spoken language (see for 
example Sutton-Spence & Woll, 1999 for British Sign 
Language). 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  Deaf with a capital ‘D’ relates to Deaf people who consider 
themselves part of the Deaf Community and use sign language 
as their first or preferred means of communication. This is in 
contrast to ‘deaf’, which merely describes the audiological status 
of non-hearing.	  	  
2.2 International Sign  
At international conferences or meetings an auxiliary 
language – referred to as International Sign (IS) – is used 
to communicate among Deaf people who do not share a 
common language. The EUD uses IS for example at board 
meetings and its Annual General Assembly, as determined 
in the EUD Internal Rules (EUD 2010c). The World 
Federation of the Deaf (WFD) has even established it as 
its official working language next to English (WFD 2003). 
IS is however not actually a discrete language, it is a 
contact language whereby signers will use signs from 
their respective natural sign languages along with 
established IS signs and simplified grammatical structures 
(Locker McKee & Napier 2002).    
2.3 EUD survey 
A recent EUD survey (2008) estimated that there are 
about 650,000 sign language users in the EU. This is not 
to be confused with the number of deaf or hard of hearing 
people, which is much higher. Currently, there are 
approximately 7,000 sign language interpreters in the EU. 
This results in an average ratio of 93 sign language users 
to 1 sign language interpreter. Among the EUD members, 
Finland has the highest ratio of 6 to 1 and Slovakia the 
lowest with 3,000 to 1.  
Although Finland’s ratio of 6 to 1 might sound very good 
compared to other European countries, this is still not 
enough to provide for all Deaf people. There is no “ideal” 
ratio that could be stated here but it is worth noting that 
although Finland’s number is close to ideal, the profession 
of Finnish Sign Language interpreters is not adequately 
paid. A Finnish Sign Language interpreter earns for 
example €18.45/hour (SVT 2010). In comparison, a 
British Sign Language Interpreter charges about €23/hour 
on average (ASLI 2008). In most countries, sign language 
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  interpreters are paid less than spoken language interpreters 
and have a lower professional status. The US seems to be 
one of the only countries where this is not the case 
(Bancroft, 2005). So although Finnish Deaf people might 
have more access than Slovakian Deaf people, the 
standard is by no means the same as that of a hearing 
person or even a member of a minority group receiving 
interpretation into their mother tongue. 
3 Sign Language and Human Rights 
3.1 Sign Language as Mother Tongue 
Sign languages are the only languages Deaf people are 
able to acquire naturally and spontaneously (Jokinen, 
2000). Therefore, they should be seen as the mother 
tongue of Deaf people, although most Deaf people 
(approximately 90%) grow up in hearing families and do 
not necessarily learn a sign language until later in life 
(Krausneker, 2006). Sign language as the mother tongue 
of Deaf people is in accordance with EUD’s philosophy 
and also with Skutnabb-Kangas and Bucak’s (1995) 
external definition of mother tongue, which states that a 
person must identify with his/her language and/or use it as 
a primary means of communication. This means that 
although the respective sign language might not be 
acquired in the family and also not necessarily as the first 
language (L1), it should nonetheless be treated as the 
mother tongue of Deaf people – not only in educational 
settings but also regarding access to work and public 
authorities.  
When a Deaf child has been granted the right to its mother 
tongue it is also later more likely to be able to learn the 
surrounding majority language (in its written form) and 
this will furthermore increase chances to have access to 
higher education or other further education programmes 
(Emery 2009). 
3.2 Human Rights 
The UN Declaration of Human Rights (UNDHR 1948) 
grants rights to everyone regardless of certain 
characteristics such as language or religion. A person is to 
be treated equally, even if he or she does not speak the 
national language. For minority language speakers this 
becomes an issue if their language is not protected by 
legal measures. It also means that although everyone 
should be treated equally, this person will receive 
additional services – such as a (sign) language interpreter 
– if the language is legally recognised. This is for example 
the case with Welsh in the UK. It is argued that sign 
languages should be legally recognised to grant Deaf 
people Human Rights with regards to their language, as 
the language is the key to other basic Human Rights, such 
as education or fair trial.  
3.3 Linguistic Human Rights 
Using Skutnabb-Kangas and Bucak’s (1995) definition of 
mother tongue, Deaf people can claim Linguistic Human 
Rights (LHR) in regard to sign language (Skutnabb-
Kangas 2000). LHR are a hypothetical concept but in 
recent years legislation in the EU and the world has come 
into effect giving Deaf people more and more rights with 
regards to sign language and equal access. Skutnabb-
Kangas claims that LHR are language rights that are 
needed to guarantee basic Human Rights. For example, in 
order to gain access to education, a person needs to be 
able to understand the teacher. This is only possible when 
having primary education in one’s mother tongue. 
Additionally, she states that education should not only be 
in the medium of the mother tongue but that the language 
should also be taught as a subject in schools. She also 
grants collective rights to minority groups, such as the 
right to exist. Using this theoretical concept is useful in 
understanding the (Human) Rights that Deaf people are 
denied on a daily basis when not being able to use their 
language with authorities, in trials, at school or at work. 
3.4 Minority Rights 
Although d/Deaf people are often only seen as a disability 
group in need of support, Deaf people see themselves as a 
minority group with a distinct language. Just as any other 
member of a minority group, Deaf people require access 
in their mother tongue. It is even more crucial for Deaf 
people to be granted this right, as they are not physically 
able to learn spoken languages to a level that is sufficient 
to communicate with hearing people directly. Currently 
most legislation relating to sign language and sign 
language interpreter provision is embedded in disability 
legislation. Although this is sometimes seen as not fully 
recognising a national sign language, it is an effective 
means to provide for access.  
4 Sign Language Legislation 
4.1 UN Convention 
The recent UN Convention on the Rights of Persons With 
Disabilities (UNCRPD), which came into force in 2008, is 
the first international document to mention sign language 
explicitly. It is a milestone in achieving Human Rights for 
Deaf people, as it grants rights concerning accessibility 
and education. It places legal obligations on States to 
abolish discrimination and protect and promote the rights 
of persons with disabilities, including Deaf people. The 
UNCRPD requires States to take measures to provide 
assistance for example in the form of professional sign 
language interpreters.  
Although this is a first step it is questionable what effect 
the Convention will have in the near future as individual 
States as well as the EU have adopted the Convention but 
not yet widely implemented it in respective country 
legislation.  
4.2 EU Resolutions 
Apart from adopting the UNCRPD, the European 
Parliament adopted a Resolution on Sign Languages in 
1988, which was reiterated in 1998. It calls on the 
European Commission and its member States to legally 
recognise the sign languages of Europe. The Resolution 
also acknowledges the fact that a number of Deaf people 
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  need to communicate in sign language, as this is the only 
possible language. Moreover, it states that the sign 
languages of Europe are distinct languages that each have 
their own cultural identity.  
These two Resolutions are not legally binding but show 
that the European Parliament is aware of the needs of sign 
language users across Europe. The fact that this 
Resolution was already adopted over 20 years ago but the 
situation of Deaf people has – in some countries – not 
changed significantly is worrying and makes it clear that a 
Resolution at EU level might not be the best way to give 
Deaf people equal Human Rights. To achieve that 
European instruments adequately protect Deaf people, the 
EUD works closely with representatives of the European 
Parliament.  
4.3 Council of Europe 
The Council of Europe (CoE) has published a number of 
reports and recommendations regarding sign languages in 
its member states. Most notably it published a 
Recommendation regarding the protection of sign 
languages in member States in 2003 (Rec 1598). This 
recommendation takes note of an older Recommendation 
(Rec 1492) relating to minority languages including sign 
languages. Although not legally binding, such a document 
shows the CoE’s growing awareness of a need to protect 
sign languages in the same way as other minority 
languages. 
Krausneker (2008) submitted an expert opinion for the 
CoE regarding the needs of sign language users across 
Europe. This needs analysis does not only offer concrete 
examples of how to tackle inequalities, the paper also 
describes clearly how sign language users need access in 
sign language to be granted full (Linguistic) Human 
Rights. It formulates 25 recommendations that States 
should adopt and implement. These range from legal 
recognition of sign languages as part of minority rights to 
granting access to information. 
5 Sign Language as a Constitutional Right 
5.1 Sign Language Legislation 
Although sign languages have been recognised at EU and 
UN level to a certain extent it is important for individual 
countries to change their laws accordingly. If this is not 
done there is a risk of these laws not having any effect on 
Deaf people’s life. Only three countries have recognised 
their national sign language at constitutional level: 
Austria, Finland and Portugal2.  
Some countries – such as Finland, Spain the Czech 
Republic or Slovakia – have passed laws that give Deaf 
people rights with regards to education, sign language 
interpreters, or access to work. Hungary recently (2009) 
adopted the most comprehensive piece of sign language 	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  It should be noted that some countries, such as the UK do not 
have a Constitution and therefore cannot legally recognise sign 
languages at such a level. 
legislation granting – among other things – the right to 
learn Hungarian Sign Language and have access in that 
language through a free interpreter service that is funded 
by the State. This is a significant and unique piece of 
legislation, as it immediately provided the funds necessary 
for the free interpretation service in its current Budget Act 
and added specific deadlines for example for the provision 
of in-vision interpreters and subtitling on national 
television. This shows that although Hungary has not 
recognised its sign language at constitutional level rights 
are nonetheless accorded to Deaf people. It also makes 
clear it is not necessarily better for the provision of 
services to recognise the national sign language on such a 
high level. Sweden has for example incorporated a 
bilingual education policy in their education law, which 
has had a greater effect in Deaf people’s lives than a 
single sentence recognising ÖGS (Austrian Sign 
Language) in the Austrian Constitution, as Verena 
Krausneker noted at the EUD seminar in 2009.  
5.2 Austria 
Austria recently (2005) changed its Federal Constitution 
to contain an Article on ÖGS. It states: “Austrian Sign 
Language is recognised as a fully-fledged language. More 
shall be regulated by further laws” (Article 8(3)). This is a 
significant step for Deaf people in Austria, although no 
further laws have thus far been enacted. The positioning 
of the sentence is also an important factor as paragraph (1) 
and (2) deal with the national language of Austria and the 
linguistic and cultural diversity of the country.  
The law has had an effect on the teacher training and on 
educational policy in general. Austrian Sign Language is 
now part of teacher training and although no formal law 
has been passed, a certain shift in attitude can be seen. For 
example a number of Deaf schools in Vienna now have 
adopted bilingual education policies. 
5.3 Finland 
Finland was the first European country to recognise sign 
language at constitutional level in 1995. The Constitution 
of Finland states: “The rights of persons using sign 
language and of persons in need of interpretation or 
translation aid owing to disability shall be guaranteed by 
an Act” (Chapter 2 Basic rights and liberties, Section 17 
Right to one’s language and culture). Finland has a history 
of being a country with two official languages – Finnish 
and Swedish – and granting equal rights to speakers of 
these two languages. Additionally, the Sami and Roma are 
given the status of an indigenous people. Sign language is 
mentioned in the same section as Sami and Roma, which 
gives it a similar status as these minority languages. 
It is also worth noting that the section does not speak of 
deaf people but of “persons using sign language”. This is 
significant, as not everyone who is deaf necessarily is in 
need of a sign language. But on the other hand the 
Constitution does not recognise Finnish or Swedish Sign 
Language as a specific language, like it was done in 
Austria. Contrary to Austria Finland has however adopted 
a range of other pieces of legislation, which further 
regulate the recognition of sign language. Most notably, 
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  the Finnish Education Act (628/1998) recognises sign 
language as a mother tongue that needs to be taught as 
well as being used as the language of instruction. Finnish 
Sign Language is interestingly also mentioned as a 
requirement for naturalisation if oral skills cannot be 
demonstrated (see Nationality Act 359/2003). Other Acts 
include the Language Act and the Act on Yleisradio Oy, 
the Finnish Broadcasting Company. The Finnish 
Parliament is also currently (Spring 2010) discussing a 
new legislative proposal for interpreting services for 
persons with disabilities, which aims to ensure at least 180 
hours of free interpreting services per year, excluding 
educational needs (EUD 2010b).  
The example of Finland shows that when sign language is 
recognised at constitutional level, Acts need to follow to 
have an effect on Deaf people. 	  
5.4 Portugal 
Portugal recognised Portuguese Sign Language in 1997 in 
its Constitution. Article 74(1)2 on education states: “In 
implementing the education policy, the State shall be 
responsible for […] h) Protecting and developing 
Portuguese Sign Language as an expression of culture and 
an instrument for access to education and equal 
opportunities”. Although mentioning Portuguese Sign 
Language and not only the term sign language, as seen in 
the Finnish Constitution, it is significant that the language 
is recognised in the article relating to education, which 
shows that Portugal does not see their national sign 
language as the mother tongue of Deaf people, or as a 
minority language; it is seen as an “instrument”. But on 
the other hand it means that education is provided in sign 
language. Portugal has not – like Austria – adopted other 
legal measures to provide for example access to work 
through a free sign language interpretation service.  
6 Summary 
The recent EUD survey (2008) investigated sign language 
use and legislation in Europe to gain a clearer picture of 
the current legal situation. Three countries have 
recognised sign language at constitutional level. Although 
recognising that this is an important step for sign language 
users in the respective countries, legal recognition at such 
a high level has to be seen with caution. Formally, it is an 
improvement but in reality it sometimes has no or only 
little effect. Deaf people are however in need of a legal 
basis to defend their basic Human Rights. The recent 
UNCRPD grants these rights but nonetheless, this 
important document needs to be implemented in the 
relevant country legislation to have an effect in Deaf 
people’s lives. Interpreters are not yet widely available 
and education is often still provided orally rather than 
using a bilingual approach. When having put legislation in 
place, it is crucial to then provide financial means and 
ensure these services can actually be provided by for 
instance fostering interpreter training programmes. 
Overall, there are various pieces of legislation in place but 
it cannot be forgotten that sign languages are minority 
languages that their speakers depend on, as they have no 
equally efficient means of communication. This makes 
recognition crucial and lets this issue become a true 
question of Human Rights.  
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